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PREFACE

This book is a general reference on the theory and application of passive nondestructive assay (NDA) techniques, or PANDA. It is part of a four-volume set on
nuclear material measurement and accountability sponsored by the US Nuclear ,Regulatory Commission (NRC). Although we discuss a few active NDA techniques, they
have been treated in detail in another book in the NRC series authored by T. Gozani.
The book’s intended audience ranges from NDA neophytes to experienced practitioners. While the major motivation to write this book was, provided by the NRC,
there has long been a desire at Los Alrunos to prepare a text of this kind. Many of the
techniques and instruments described herein were developed at I+ Alamos, and we
welcome the opportunity to describe the techniques ,more completely than is possible
in reports or papers.
We hope that you will find this text a useful and lasting reference to the interesting
subject of passive NDA.

Doug Reilly, Norbert Ensslin, and Hastings Smith, Jr.
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Introduction

The term nondestructive assay (NDA) is applied to a series of measurement techniques for nuclear fuel materials. The techniques measure radiation induced or emitted
spontaneously from the nuclear material; the me~urements are nondestructive in that
they do not alter the physical or chemical state of the nuclear material. In some
cases, the emitted radiation is unique to the isotope(~) of interest and the radiation
intensity can often be related to the mass of the isotopes. Gther techniques to measure nuclear material involve sampling the material and analyzing the sample with
destructive chemical procedures. NDA obviates the need for sampling, reduces operator exposure, and is much faster than chemical assay unfortunately NDA is usually
less accurate than chemical assay. The development of NDA reflects a trend toward
automation and workforce reduction that is occurring throughout our society. NDA
measurements are applied in all fuel-cycle facilities for material accounting, process
control, criticality control, and perimeter monitoring.
The original impetus for NDA development was the need for increased nuclear
material safeguards. As safeguards agencies throughout the world needed more nuclear material measurements,’ it became clear that rapid measurement methods were
required that would not alter the state of nuclear materird items. Development efforts
to address these needs were supported by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
Depamnent of Energy, and the International Atomic Energy Agency. Rapid nondestructive measurement techniques are required by the safeguards inspectors who must
veriij’ the inventories of nuclear material held throughout the world.
NDA techniques are characterized as passive or active depending on whether they
measure radiation from the spontaneous decay of the nuclear material or radiation
induced by an external source. This book emphasizes passive NDA techniques, although certain active techniques like gamma-ray absorption densitometry and x-ray
fluorescence are discussed here because of their intimate relation to passive assay
techniques.
The principal NDA techniques are classified as gamma-ray assay, neutron assay,
and calorimetry. Gamma-ray assay techniques are treated in Chapters 1-10. Chapters
1-6 deal with basic subjects including the origin of gamma rays, gamma-ray interactions, detectors, instrumentation, and general measurement principles. Chapters 7-10
cover applications to uranium enrichment, plutonium isotopic composition, absorption
densitometry, and x-ray fluorescence.
vii

Neutron assay techniques are the subject of Chapters 11-17. Chapters 11–13 cover
the ongin of neutrons, neutron interactions, arid neutron detectors. Chapters 14-17
cover the theory and applications of total and coincidence neutron counting.
Chapter 18 deals with the assay of irradated nuclear fuel, which uses both gammaray and neutron assay techniques. Chapter 19 covers perimeter monitoring, which uses
gamma-ray and neutron detectors of high sensitivity to check that no unauthorized
nuclear material crosses a facility boundary. The subject of Chapter 20 is attribute and
semiquantitative measurements. The goal of these measurements is a rapid verification
of the contents of nuclear material containers to assist physic+ inventory verifications.
Waste and holdup measurements are also treated in this chapter. Chapters 21 and 22
cover calorimetry theory and application, and Chapter 23 is a brief application guide
to illustrate which tecliniques can be used to solve certain measurement problems.
Appendices A-C contain information on statistical treatment of assay data, radiation
safety, and on criticality safety.’
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1.1 GAMMA RAYS AND THE EIECI’ROMAGNETIC
sPEclmJM
Gamma rays are high-energy electromagnetic radiation emitted in the deexcitation
of the atomic nucleus. Electromagnetic radiation includes such diverse phenomena
as radio, television, microwaves, infrared radation, light, ultraviolet radiation, x rays,
and gamma rays. These ti]ations all propagate througli vacuum with the speed of
light. They can be described as wave piienomena involving electric and magnetic field
oscillations analogous to mechanical oscillations such as water waves or sound. They
differ from each other only in the frequency of oscillation. Although given dWferent
names, electromagnetic radiation actually forms a continuous spect~m, from lowfrequency radio’ waves at a few cycles per second to gamma rays at 1018 Hz and
above (see Figure 1.1). The parameters used to describe’ an electromagnetic wave—
fre@ency, wavelength, and energy—are related and maybe used interchangeably. It is
common practice to use frequency or wavelength for radio’waves, color or wavelength
for light waves (including infrared and ultraviolet), and energy for x rays and gamma
rays.
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Fig. 1.1 The electromagnetic spectrum showing the
relationship between gamma rays, x rays,
light waves, and radio waves.
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Visible light is emitted during changes in the chemical state of elements and compounds. These changes usually involve the outermost and least tightly bound atomic
electrons. The colors of the emitted light are characteristic of the radiating elements
and compounds and typically have energies of about 1 eV.* X rays and gamma rays
are very high energy light with overlapping energy ranges of 10 keV and above. X
rays are emitted during changes in the state of inner or more tightly bound electrons,
whereas gamma rays are emitted during changes in the state of nuclei. The energies
of the emitted radiations are characteristic of the radiating elements and nuclides.
Knowledge of these high-energy electromagnetic radiations began in Germany in
1895 with the discovery of x rays by Wilhelm Roentgen. After observing that a zinc
sulfide screen glowed when it was placed near a cathode-ray discharge tube, Roentgen
found that the radiation that caused the glow was dependent on the electrode materials
and the @e voltage, that it was not bent by elec.~.c or,magnetic fields, and that it could
reacMypenetrate dense ,matter. Natural radioactwpy was discovered the following year
in F~ce by He&i Becquerel, who observed that uranium s,~ts gave off a natural
radiation that could expose or blacken a photographic plate. wile studying these
phenomena, M@e and Pierre Curie isolated imd identified the radioactive elements
polonium and radium. They determined that the phenomena were characteristic of the
element? not its chemical form.
These “radioactive rays” were intensely studied in many I?boratories. In 1899
in England, Erqest Rutherford discovered that 95% of the radiation was effectively
stopp@ by 0.02 mm of aluminum and 50% of the remaining %diation was stopped
by 5 mm of aluminum or 1.5 mm of copper., Rutherford named the first component
“alpha”, and the second, more penetrating radiation, “beta.” Both pf these radiations
were deflected by electric and magnetic fields, though in opposite dnections; this
fact indicated that the ra&ations carried electrical charge. In 1900 Paul Vilhwd and
Henri Becquerel noted that a photographic plate was affected by radioactive materials
even when the plate was shielded by 20 cm of iron’ or 2 to 3 cm of lead. They
also noted that this penetrating radiation showed go magnetic deflection. In 1903
Rutlierford named this component “gamma” aid stated that “gamma rays are probably
like Roentgen rays.” Thus the three major ra&ations were identified and named for
the first three letters of the Greek alp~abet: Q, P and T.
As indicated by the brief description of their discovery, gamma rays often accompany the spontaneous alpha or beta decay of unstable nuclei. X rays are identical to
gamma rays except that they are emitted during rearrangement of the atomic electron structure rather than changes in nuclear &ructure. X-ray energies are unique to
each element but the same for different isotopes of one element. They frequently
accompany nuclear decay processes, which d$rupt the atomic electron shell.
* The electronvolt (eV) is a unit of energy equal to the kinetic energy gained by an electron
acceleratedthrough a potentialdifference,of 1 V; 1 eV equals 1.602 x 10–19 J. This small
unit and the multiple units keV (103 eV) and MeV (106 eV) are useful for describingatomic
and molecularphenomena.
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Gamma rays from spontaneous nuclear decay are emitted with a rate and energy
(color) spectrum that is unique to the nuclear species that is decaying. This uniqueness
provides the basis for most gamma-ray assay techniques: by counting the number of
gamma rays emitted with a specific energy, it is possible to determine the number of
nuclei that emit that characteristic radiation.
1.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF NUCLEAR DECAY
1.2.1 Nuclear Decay Processes:

General

The atomic nucleus is assumed to be a bound configuration of protons and neutrons.
Protoris and neutrons have nearly the same mass and differ principally in charge:
protons have a positive charge of 1 and neutrons are electrically neutral. Different
elements have nuclei with different numbers of neutrons and protons. The number of
protons in the nucleus is called the atomic number and given the symbol Z. In the
neutral atom, the number of protons is equal to the number of electrons. The number
of neutrons in the nucleus is given the symbol N. The total number of nucleons
(protons and neutrons) in the nucleus is called the atomic mass number and given the
symbol A (A = Z + N).
For all nuclear decay processes, the number of unstable nuclei of a given species
is found to diminish exponentially with time:
n =noe -At
where n
no
A

=
=
=

(l-1)
number of nuclei of a given species at time t
number of nuclei at t = O
decay constant, the parameter characterizing the exponential.

Each nuclear species has a characteristic decay constant. Radioactive decay is most
commonly discussed in terms of the nuclear half-life, T1/z, which is related to the
decay constant by
T1/z = (h 2)/A .

(l-2)

The half-life is the time necessary for the number of unstable nuclei of one species to
diminish by one-half. (Half-lives are commonly tabulated in nuclear data tables). The
decay rate or specific activity can be represented in terms of the half-life as follows:
R=

1.32

X

1016

A

T1/2

where R
A
T1/2

=
=
=

(l-3)

rate in decays per second per gram
atomic weight
half-life in years.

Equation 1-3 is often used to estimate the activity per gram of a sample.
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An alpha or beta decay of a given nuclear species is not always accompanied
by gamma-ray emission. The fraction of decays that is accompanied by the emission
of a specific energy gamma ray is called the branching intensity. For example, the
most intense gamma ray emitted by 235Uhas an energy of 185.7 keV and a branching
intensity of 54~0. Uranium-235 decays by alpha-particle emission with a half-life of
7.038 x 108 yr. Equation 1-3 thus implies an alpha emission rate of 7.98 x 104/
g-s. Only 5490 of the alpha particles are accompanied by a 185.7-keV gamma ray;
therefore, the specific activity of this gamma ‘my is 4.3 x 104/g-s.
Of the natural decay radiations only the gamma ray is of interest for nondestructive
assay of bulk nuclear materials because the alpha- and beta-particle ranges are very
short in condensed matter. Consider the following ranges in copper metal:
5-MeV w 0.01 mm or 0.008 g/cm2
1-MeV @ 0.7 mm or 0.6 ~cm2
0.4-MeV T 12 mm or 10.9 g/cm2(mean free path).
1.2.2 Alpha Decay
The alpha particle is a doubly ionized (bare) 4He2 nucleus. It is a very stable,
tightly bound nuclear configuration. When a nucleus decays by alpha emission, the
resulting daughter nucleus has a charge that is two units less than the parent nucleus
and an atomic mass that is four units less. This generic reaction can be represented
as follows:

Axz + ‘–4XZ–2 + 4He2 .

(l-4)

The decay can occur only if the mass of the neutral parent atom is greater than the
sum of the masses of the daughter and the neutral 4He atom. The mass difference
between the parent and the decay products is called the Q-value and is equal to the
kinetic energy of the decay products:

Q = (Mp– Md – MH.)c2

(l-5)

where MP,d,He = neutral atomic mass of the parent, daughter, and 4He atom
c = velocity of light.
When the parent nucleus decays, most of the energy Q goes to the alpha particle
because of its lower mass:
Ea = Q(A – 4)/A .

(l-6)

The remainder of the available energy goes into the recoil of the daughter nucleus.
Most of the approximately 160 known alpha emitters are heavy nuclei with atomic
numbers greater than 82. The energy of the ,emitted alpha particle ranges from 4 to
10 MeV and the half-lives vary from 10–G s to 1010 yr. The short-lived nuclei emit
high-energy alpha particles when they decay.
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Immediately after the decay of the parent nucleus, the daughter nucleus can be either
in the ground state or in an excited state. In the latter case the nucleus can relax by
either of two mechanisms: gamma-ray emission or internal conversion. The radiative
relaxation leads to emission of one or more gamma rays (typically, 10– 14 s after
the alpha emission) with discreet energies whose sum equals the original excitation
energy. During internal conversion the nucleus transfers the excitation energy directly
to one of the most tightly bound atomic electrons, usually a K electron. The electron
leaves the atom with an energy equal to the difference of the transition energy and
the electron binding energy. The resulting vacancy leads to the emission of x rays
or electrons (called Auger electrons) with the characteristic energy spectrum of the
daughter element. The probability of” internal conversion increases strongly with
atomic number (Z) and with decreasing excitation energy.
In some cases the alpha decay leads to an excited state that lives much longer than
10–14 s. If the lifetime of this state is longer than approximately 10-6 s, it is called
an isomer of the ground-state nucleus. An example of an isomer is the alpha decay
of 239Pu that leads to 235U:
239pu ~ 235mU(26 min 99.96%) ~ 235U
239pu

~

235U(0.04%) .

(1-7)

The common decay mode of 239Pu leads first to the isomer 235mU, which has a
half-life of 26 min. The direct decay to 235U occurs only 0.0470 of the time. One of
the longest lived isomers is ‘lmNb41, with a half-life of 60 days.
All the alpha particles, gamma rays, and ,intemal conversion electrons emitted during the decay process have discreet, characteristic energies. The observation of these
characteristic ,spectra showed that nuclei have discreet allowed, states or energy levels analogous to the allowed states’ of,!atomic electrons. The various spectroscopic
observations have provided information for developing the nuclear level schemes presented in handbooks such as the Tab/e of Isotopes (Ref. 1). An example appears
in Figure 1.2 showing the lower energy levels of 235U populated during the alpha
decay of 239Pu. These levels give rise: ‘to‘the characteristic gamma-ray spectrum of
239Pu. Note that the characteristic gamma-ray spectrum is commonly associated with
the parent or ,decaying nucleus even though the energies are determined by the levels
of the daughter nucleus. Although this practice may seem confusing, it is universally
followed for gamma rays. The confusion is further aggravated by the common use of
x-ray nomenclature that associates the chmcteristic x rays with the daughter element.
Hence the alpha decay of 239Pu leads to 235U and is accompanied by the emission of
239Pu gamm? rays and uranium x rays.
1.2.3 Beta Decay
In the beta decay process the atomic number (Z) increases or decreases by one
unit and the atomic mass number (A) stays constant. In effect, neutrons and protons
change state. The three types of beta decay are /3–, E+, and electron capture.

2.41x104
Y
*;:PU
a

@@k-’
F&+**
>.awwa,

0.3931M0.0012Z

a
410

..
❑

Fig. 1.2 Diagram of some of the nuclear energy levels of 235U. These levels are populated during the decay of 239Pu
and give rise to the characteristic gamma-ray spectrum of 239Pu. Figure aalzptedfiom Ref 1.
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Rays

Beta-minus decay was the first detected process; the fl- particle was found to be a
normal electron. During the decay process the nucleus changes state according to the
following formula:
-%z

4

‘XZ+I

+

e –+%.

(l-8)

The ~– decay process can be thought of as the decay of a neutron into a proton,
an electron, and an electron antineutrino. The decay is energetically possible for a
free neutron and occurs with a half-life of 12.8 min. This is the common beta-decay
process for nuclei with high atomic number and for fission-product nuclei, which
usually have significantly more neutrons than protons.
During ~+ decay the nucleus changes state according to the following formula
Axz +

+e+

‘XZ_l

+Ve

(l-9)

.

Electron capture competes with the ~+ decay process. The nucleus interacts with an
inner atomic electron and, in effect, captures it, changing a proton into a neutron with
the emission of a positron and an electron neutrino. The formula for this process is
‘X,Z + e– ~

(l-lo)

AxZ–l + Ve.

All unstable nuclei with atomic number less than 82 decay by at least one of the three
processes and sometimes by all three (see Figure 1.3). Beta decay occurs whenever
it is energetically possible. It is energetically possible if the following conditions are
met for the masses of the neutral parent atoms (p) and the potential daughter atom
(d):
& decay: M,> Md
@ decay: MP> M, + 2me

(1-11)

Electron capture: MP> M~ .

>

EC

\

1’
//

P+

64Zn30

64Ni28
Fig. 1.3 Nuclear decay scheme of ‘Cu
beta decay processes.
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Beta decay can be to the ground state or to an excited state in the daughter nucleus. In
the latter case the excited state decays by giunma-ray emission or internal conversion.

1.3

X-RAY PRODUCI’ION

1.3.1 The Bohr Model of the Atom
In the simple Bohr model of the atom, the positive nucleus contains protons and
neutrons and has an approximate radius of 1.4 x 10– 16 (A1/3)m and an approximate
density of 2 x 1014g/crn3. The nucleus is surrounded by a cloud of negative electrons
in discrete, well-defined energy levels or orbitals. The radii of these orbitals are in
the range 10-9 to 10-8 m. The original Bohr model had well-localized orbits and led
to the familiar planetary diagram of the atom. Although not accepted at present, this
concrete model is useful for explaining x-ray production.
The ~fferent energy levels are designated K, Ll, Lz, L3, Ml, .... Ms, and so forth.
(As an example, consider the electron energy levels of uranium illustrated in Figwe
1.4.) The electric force between an electron and the positively charged nucleus varies
as the inverse square of the separation, therefore, the electrons closer “to the nucleus
have a higher binding energy B. The binding energy is the energy required to remove
the electron from the atom. The K-shell electrons are always the most tightly bound.
Quantum mechanics gives a good description of the energies of each level and how
the levels fill up for different elements. The chemical properties of the elements are
determined by the electron configuration.
In its normal resting configuration the atom is stable and does not radiate. If an
electron moves from a higher to a lower energy level, it radiates an x ray.

URANIUM

LEVEL

ENERGY (keV)

L3

17.168

L2

20.948

L,

21.758

K

115.61

Fig. 1.4 Electron energy levels in uranium. Transitions between the levels shown give rise to the K-series x
rays.
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Mechanism

Various interactions ionize or remove an electron from an atom. All energetic,
charged particles interact with electrons as they pass through matter. X-ray and
gamma-ray photons also interact with atomic electrons. Nuclear interactions such as
internal conversion or electron capture can cause the ionization of atomic electrons.
When an electron leaves an atom, the atom is in an excited state with energy Bi by
virtue of the vacancy in the z“th electron level. This vacancy may be filled by a more
loosely bound electron from an outer orbital, the jfh level. The change in energy level
is accompanied by the emission of an x ray with energy Bi – Bj or by the emission
of an Auger electron with energy Bi – 2Bj. In the latter case the atom transfers its
excess energy directly to an electron in an outer orbkd. The fraction of vacancies in
level i that result in x-ray emission is defined as the fluorescence yield Wi. Figure
1.5 shows the variation of the K-shell fluorescence yield with atomic number. X-ray
emission is more probable for h@h-Z elements (for Z >70, WK > 95%).
1.0
0.9 -

,

0.80.7 0.60.5 0.4 0.3 0.20.1Fig. 1.5 Variation of the K-shell
fluorescence yield, WK,
with atonu”cnumber.

0
1020304050

S07080

90100

ATOMICNUMBER

High-Z materials have high internal conversion coefficients, which means that their
normal decay modes lead to vacancies in an inner electron shell (usually K or L) and
the production of characteristic x rays. Because these vacancies occur in the daught&
atom, the x-ray energies are characteristic of the daughter element. In condensed
materials the charged particles (a, /?) and gamma rays from the nuclear decay are
stopped in the parent material by a series of interactions with atomic electrons; this
leads to the production of x rays that are characteristic of the parent atom. Plutonium
metal emits uranium x rays by virtue of the internal conversion process that occurs
after alpha decay. It also emits plutonium x rays by virtue of alpha-particle-induced
x-ray fluorescence.
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1.3.3 Chractdstic

x-Ray spectra

Each element emits a characteristic x-ray spectrum. All elements have the same
x.-ray pattern, but the x-ray energies are different. Figure 1.6 shows the characteristic
x rays from uranium and lead.
Early investigators developed the system commonly used today for naming x rays.
A reman letter indicates the final level to which the electron moves, and a Greek
letter plus a number indicates the electron’s initial energy level. (The Greek letter
was originally related to the x-ray energy and the number to its intensity). Table 1-1
gives the major K x rays of uranium and plutonium. The L and M x rays are of lower
energy and are tabulated in the literature.
1
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Fig. 1.6 Characteristic x-ray spectra @om lead and uranium. Note
that the pattern is the same but shified in energy.

1.4 W$JOR GAMMA RAYS FROM NUCLEAR MATERIAL
1.4.1 ‘Iypical spectra
Figures 1.7 through 1.12 show typical uranium, plutonium, and thorium gamma-ray
spectra. The spectra were measured with high-resolution germanium detector systems.
Figure 1.7 shows the spectrum of highly enriched uranium from O to 3 MeV? with

—

)————
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Table 1-1. Major K x rays of uranium and plutonium”
Levels
Energy (keV)

Intensity~

X Ray

(Final - Initial)

Uranium

Plutonium

Uranium

Plutonium

K@2
Kal

K-L2
K-L3
K-M3

94.67
98.44
111.30

99.55
103.76
117.26

61.9
100
22.0

~f12

K - N2-5

114.5

120.6

12.3

62.5
100
22.2
12.5

K03

K-M2

110.41

116.27

11.6

11.7

K@

‘Other x rays in the K series are weaker than those listed here. The energies
and intensities are from Ref. 1.
6Relative intensity, 100 is maximum.
characteristic gamma rays from 235U and. the 23*U daughter 234mPa. The intense
gamma rays between 140 and 210 keV are often used for the assay of 235U (Figure
1.8 shows this region in more detail). For comparison, Figure 1.9 shows a spectrum of
depleted uranium; the spectrum shows the 238Udaughter radiations often used for 23*U
assay. Figures 1.10 and 1.11 are gamma-ray spectra of plutonium with approximate
240FUconcentrations of 14% and 6%, respectively. Note the differences in relative
peak heights between the two spectrw the.$e differences are used to determine the
plutonium isotopic composition (see discussion in Chapter 8). Figure 1.12 shows the
characteristic gamma-ray spectrum of 232~ all major thorium gamma rays come
from daughter nuclides.
1.4.2 Major Gamma-Ray

Signatures

for Nuclear Material Assay

In principle, any of the gamma rays from nuclear material can be used to determine
the maw of the isotope that produces them. In practice, certain gamma rays are used
more frequently than others because of their intensity, penetrability, and freedom from
interference. The ideal signature would be an intense (> 104 ~/g-s) gamma ray with
an energy of 3everal million electron volts. The mass attenuation coefficients of all
materials show a broad minimum between 1 to 5 MeV and there are very few natural
gamma rays above 1 MeV that can cause interference. Unfortunately, such gamma
rays do not exist for uranium or plutonium.
Table 1-2 lists the gamma rays most commonly used for the nondestructive analysis
of the major uranium and plutonium isotopes.
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Table 1-2. Major NDA gamma-ray signatures
Energya
Activity”
Mean Free Pathb(mm)
Isotope
(keV)
(High-Z, p) (Low-Z, p)
(7/g-s)
234U
120.9
9.35 x 104
0.23
69
235u
143.8
8.40 X 103
0.36
73
185.7
4.32 X 104
0.69
80
238u
766.4’
2.57 X 101
10.0
139
1001.0’
7.34 x 101
13.3
159
238pu
152.7
5.90 x 106
0.40
75
766.4
1.387 X 105
9.5
139
239pu
129.3
1.436 X 105
0.27
71
413.7
3.416x 104
106
3.7
240pu
45.2
3.80 X 106
0.07
25
160.3
3.37 x 104
0.45
76
642.5
1.044 x 103
127
7.4
241pu
148.6
7.15 x 106
0.37
74
208.0d 2.041 X 107
0.86
83
241Am
59.5
4.54 x 1010
0.14
38
125.3
5.16 X ’106
0.26
70
“Data for uranium isotopes are from Ref. 1; data for plutonium
isotopes are from Ref. 2 (energy and branching ratio) and Ref.
3 (half-life).
bThe mean free path is the absorber thickness that reduces the
gamma-ray intensity to I/e. The mean free path in uranium or
plutonium oxide (p = 10 g/cm3) is given for the high-density,
high-atomic-number case (high-Z, p). The mean free path in
aluminum oxide (p= 1 ~cm3) is given for the low-density, lowatomic-number case (low-Z, p). Attenuation data are from Ref. 4.
‘From the 238Udaughter z~4mpa.Equilibrium assumed.
‘From the 241Pu daughter 237U.Equilibrium assumed.
1.4.3 Fission-Product

Gamma Rays

Considerable interest has been shown in the measurement of irradiated fuel from
nuclear reactors. The irradiated fuel has a high monetary value and a high safeguards
value because of the plutonium produced during reactor operation. Gamma rays from
the spontaneous decay of uranium and plutonium cannot be used for, measurement
of irradiated fuel because they are overwhelmed by the very intense gamma rays
emitted by fission products that build up in the fuel during irradiation. The total
gamma-ray intensity of the fission products from light-water-reactor fuel irradiated to
33000 MWd/tU (megawatt days per ton of uranium) is approximately 2 x 1010~/g-s
(g = gr~ of urrmium) one year after removal of the fuel from the reactor, whereas
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the major uranium and plutonium gamma rays have intensities in the range 10s to
104 -y/g-s. In some instances the intensity of one or more fission products can be
measured and related to the mass of the contained nuclear material.
Certain high-Z nuclei can fission or split into two or three medium-Z daughter
nuclei. The fission process can occur spontaneously or it can be induced when the
parent nucleus absorbs a neutron. Spontaneous fission is more probable in nuclei
with even atomic mass numbers (A). Induced fission can occur after absorption of
either thermal or fast neutrons in nuclei with odd mass numbers; it only occurs after
absorption of fast neutrons in even-numbered nuclei. The fission process was first
discovered in 1939 by Otto ,Hahn and Freidrich Strassman and correctly interpreted
in the same year by Lise Meitner and Otto Frisch.
The fission of a nucleus is a cataclysmic event when compared with the alpha- and
beta-decay processes described in Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3. The energy released in
fission is approximately 200 MeV. Most of this energy is carried as kinetic energy by
the two (rarely three) daughter nuclei (called fission products or fission fragments).
The fissioning nucleus also emits an average of two prompt neutrons and six prompt
gamma rays at the instant it splits. A typical fission reaction is illustrated by the
formula
n + 235U9Z~

137CS55+ 97Rb37+ 2n .

(1-12)

This formula illustrates only one of the many possible fission reactions. The fissionproduct nuclei themselves are unstable. They have an excess of neutrons and decay
by neutron emission or o- decay (frequently accompanied by gamma-ray emission);
the radiations from these reactions are ,called delayed neutrons and gamma rays. The
fission products have half-lives ranging from seconds to years. The gamma rays from
fission products can be used to measure irradiated fuel materials.
Typical spectra from irradiated fuel are shown in Figures 1.13 and 1.14. Figure
1.13 shows a spectrum from highly enriched uranium fuel used in a materials test
reactor. Figure 1.14 shows an irradiated light-water-reactor fuel spectrum. The most
commonly measured fission-product gamma ray is from 137CSat 661.6 keV. This
fission product has a high yield and a sufficiently long’half-life (30.2 yr) so that its
concentration is proportional to the total number of fissions that have occurred in the
fuel. (See Chapter 18 for a more complete discussion of the fission reaction and the
measurement of irradiated fuel.)
1.4.4 Background

RdiiltiOll

All gamma-ray detectors will give ‘some response even in the absence of a measurement sample. This response is due to the ambient background in the location of
the detector. The ambient background consists of radiation from nuclear material in
nearby storage areas, cosmic-ray interactions, and natural radioactivity in the local
environment.
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Fig. 1.13 Gamma-ray spectrum of highly enriched uranium fiel irradiated in a materials test reactor. The sample had an average burnup of 36.9% and a cooling
time of 1.59 yr.

The radiation from the nuclear material stored nearby is of the same nature as the
radiation from the samples to be measured. This background spectrum is similar to
the spectra shown in Figures 1.7 through 1.12. It often has a high Compton continuum
resulting from degradation and scattering in the materials that separate the detector
from the storage area. Background radiation from nuclear material can be minimized
with a judicious choice of detector location and shieldlng.
At the earth’s surface, cosmic rays consist primarily of high-energy gamma rays and
charged particles. Although a neutron component exists, it has little effect on gammaray detectors. The charged particles are mostly muons but also include electrons and
protons. The muon flux at sea level is approximately 0.038/cm2-S at an altitude of
2000 m, the muon flux increases to approximately 0.055/cm2-s. The muon interacts
with matter as though it were a heavy electron and its rate of energy loss when passing
through typical solid or liquid detector materials is approximately 8.6 MeV/cm. A
typical penetrating muon deposits approximately 34 MeV in a 40-mm-thick detector.
Because this is much more energy than can be deposited by gamma rays from uranium
or plutonium, muon interactions often overload or saturate the detector electronics.
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Fig. 1.14 Gamma-ray spectrum of irradiated pressurized-water-reactor fuel
having a burnup of 32000 MWdltU (megawatt days per ton of uranium) andacooling
time of 9 months.

Foradetector with a front surface area of20cm2, the typical muon interaction rate
at sea level is approximately 0.75/s.
All materials have varying degrees of natural radioactivity. For example: the
human body and even gamma-ray detectors have some measurable natural radioactivity: building materials such as concrete can be especially active. The maior radioactive species in natural materials are 40K, 232Th and its daughters, and 236U and 23*U
and their daughters. Potassium-40 has a natural abundance of 0.01 17% and decays
by electron capture (10.67%) and /3- decay (89.33%) with a half-life of 1.277 x 109
yr. The eleetron capture is accompanied by the emission of a 1.461-MeV gamma ray
that is evident in almost all background gamma-ray speetra. Potassium is present in
most organic matter, with 40K being the major source of radioactivity.
Thorium is a common trace element in many terrestrial reeks. Thorium-232 is the
natural parent to the thorium decay series, which goes through 10 generations before
reaching the stable nuclide 208Pb. The half-life of 232Th is 1.41 x 1010 yr. Its major
gamma-ray activity comes from 208Tl, 212Bi, and 228Ac.
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Uranium is also found as a trace element in many rocks, although it is less common
than thorium. The gamma-ray spectrum of unprocessed uranium ore is much different
from that of uranium seen in the nuclear fuel cycle. Because of the long half-life of
the daughter 230Th (8 x 104 yr), later generations take a long time to grow back
into equilibrium after any chemical treatment that separates uranium daughters from
the natural ore. Figure 1.15 shows a typical spectrum of uranium ore (compare with
Figure 1.9). Natural chemical processes in different rocks can often leach out some of
the daughter nuclides and cause different ores to have different gamma-ray emissions.
The natural sources discussed above are common and contribute to the background
gamma-ray spectrum in most locations. Other sources of background are occasionally
encountered, such as materials contaminated by radioactive tracers. Slag from steel
furnaces, which can have measurable levels of ‘°Co, tid uranium tailings are used
as a concrete aggregate in some ~eas. The use of such materials in buildings can
contribute to background radiation levels.
1.5

ADDITIONAL GAMMA-RAY PRODUCTION REACTIONS

The discussion in Section 1.4 has been limited to gamma rays that come from
the natural decay reactions of radioactive nuclides; these gamma rays provide the
bulk of the signatures useful for nondestructive assay. This section discusses gamma
rays produced in other nuclear reactions. Some of these radiations can interfere with
nondestructive analysis.
1.S.1 Bremsstrahlung

(Braking

Radiation)

Charged particles continuously decelerate as they move through condensed materials. As they decelerate, they emit photons with a continuous energy spectrum known
as bremsstrahlung; these photons are of interest because their energies are often similar
to those used for nondestructive assay.
Beta particles from nuclear decay often emit bremsstrahhmg photons while stopping.
Although beta particles have a very short range in condensed matter and rarely escape
from the host material, the bremsstrahlung photons often escape and are detected
along with the gamma rays of interest for nondestructive aasay. Internal conversion electrons can also contribute to the production of bremsstrahlung radiation. The
discrete gamma rays emitted by a decaying nucleus may be superimposed on a continuous bremsstrahlung background. The electron Iinac (linear accelerator) uses the
bremsstrahlung reaction to produce high-energy photons for nuclear research, nuclear
medicine, and active nondestructive assay of nuclear materials (Ref. 5).
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1.5.2 Particle Reactions

When nuclei interact with other particles, charged or neutral, they often emit gamma
rays as products of the interaction. The neutron capture reaction (n,?) is a classic
example. Usually the new nucleus is radioactive and is created in an excited state
from which it can decay by gamma-ray emission. The following formulas illustrate
the neutron-capture reaction that breeds plutonium in a fission reacto~
n + 238U a
239u ~

T + 239U (23 rein)

e– + jj + 23gNp (2.3 days)

239Np -+ e“ + v + 239Pu (24 119 yr)
Gamma rays from the capture reaction have discreet energies that are characteristic
of the levels of the, daughter nucleus. Their energies are typically 8 to 9 MeV for
high-atomic-number nuclei.
Inelastic scattering of neutrons (n,n’~) is usually accompanied. by gamma-ray emission. The gamma rays have discrete energies that are characteristic of the levels in
the target nucleus. Gamma rays produced by this reaction are usually not of interest
for nondestructive aksay.
A major source of neutrons from plutonium compounds and UFGis the interaction of
alpha particles from nuclear decay with Iow-atomic-numlier nuclei in the compound
or surrounding mat$x material. The (~,n) reaction is f~uentiy accompanied by
gamma-ray emission from the excited product nucleus. The fluorine reaction can be
written as follows:
lgF(o,n) 22Na .
The fluorine reaction usually proceeds to the ground state of 22Na and does not result
in gamma-ray emission. However, the subsequent @ decay of 22Na leads to gamma
rays with energies of 511 and 1275 keV. These radiations are evident in s.mples
of FuF4 and 238PUOZwith trace fluorine impurities. They are not usefhl aa assay
signatures, but may be a source of interference.
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Gamma-Ray Interactions with Matter
G. Nelson and D. ReWy

2.1 INTRODUCTION
A knowledge of gamma-ray interactions is important to the nondestructive assayist
in order to understand gamma-ray detection and attenuation. A gamma ray must
interact with a detector in order to be “seen.” Although the major isotopes of uranium
and plutonium emit gamma rays at fixed energies and rates, the gamma-ray intensity
measured outside a sample is always attenuated because of gamma-ray interactions
with the sample. This attenuation must be carefully considered when using gamma-ray
NDA instruments.
This chapter discusses the exponential attenuation of gamma rays in bulk materials and describes the major gamma-ray interactions, gamma-ray shielding, filtering,
and collimation. The treatment given here is necessarily brief. For a more detailed
discussion, see Refs. 1 and 2.
2.2 EXPONENTIAL A~ATION
Gamma rays were first identified in 1900 by Becquerel and VMard as a component
of the radiation from uranium and radium that had much higher penetrability than alpha
and beta particles. In 1909, Soddy and Russell found that gamma-ray attenuation
followed an exponential law and that the ratio of the attenuation coefficient to the
density of the attenuating material was nearly constant for all materials.
2.2.1 The Fundamental

Law of Gamma-Ray

Attenuation

Figure 2.1 illustrates a simple attenuation experiment. When gamma radiation
of intensity IO is incident on an absorber of thickness L, the emerging intensity (I)
transmitted by the absorber is given by the exponential expression
(2-i)
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Fig. 2.1 The fundamental law of
gamma-ray attenualion. The transmitted
gamma-ray intensity I is
a function of gamma-ray
energy, absorber composition, and absorber
thickness.
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where pl is the attenuation coefficient (expressed in cm– 1). The ratio I/I. is
called the gamma-ray transmission. Figure 2.2 illustrates exponential attenuation for
three different gamma-ray energies and shows that the transmission increases with
increasing gamma-ray energy and decreases with increasing absorber thickness. Measurements with different sources and absorbers show that the attenuation coefficient
Ml depends on the gamma-ray energy and the atomic number (Z) and density (p) of
the absorber. For example, lead has a high density and atomic number and transmits
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a much lower fraction of incident gamma radiation than does a similar thickness
of aluminum or steel. The attenuation coefficient in Equation 2-1 is called the linear
attenuation coefficient. Figure 2.3 shows the linear attenuation of solid sodium iodide,
a common material used in gamma-ray detectors.
Alpha and beta particles have a well-defined range or stopping distance; however,
as Figure 2.2 shows, gamma rays do not have a unique range. The reciprocal of the
attenuation coefficient 1/p/ has units of length and is often called the mean free path.
The mean free’path is the average distance a gamma ray travels in the absorber before
interacting; it is also the absorber thickness that produces a transmission of l/e, or
0.37.
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Mass Attenuation

Coefficient

The linear attenuation coefficient is the simplest absorption coefficient to measure
experimentally, but it is not usually tabulated because of its dependence on the density
of the absorbing material. For example, at a given energy, the linear attenuation
coefficients of water, ice, and steam are all different, even though the same material
is involved.
Gamma rays interact primarily with atomic electrons; therefore, the attenuation
coefficient must be proportional to the electron density P, which is proportional to the
bulk density of the absorbing material. However, for a given material the ratio of the
electron density to the bulk density is a constant, Z/A, independent of bulk density.
The ratio Z/A is nearly constant for all except the heaviest elements and hydrogen.
P= Zp/A
where P
Z
p
A

=
=
=
=

(2-2)
electron density
atomic number
mass density
atomic mass.

The ratio of the linear attenuation coefficient to the density (p//p) is called the mass
attenuation coefficient p and has the dimensions of area per unit mass (cm2/g). The
units of this coefficient hint that one may think of it as the effective cross-sectional
area of electrons per unit mass of absorber. The mass attenuation coefficient can be
written in terms of a reaction cross section, o(cm2):
/J=—

Noo
A

(2-3)

where No is Avagadro’s number (6.02 x 1023) and A is the atomic weight of the
absorber. The cross section is the probability of a gamma ray interacting with a single
atom. Chapter 12 gives a more complete definition of the cross-section concept. Using
the mass attenuation coefficient, Equation 2-1 can be rewritten as
(2-4)

1 =10 e-~f’L = IOe-~
where x = pL.

The mass attenuation coefficient is independent of density for the example mentioned
above, water, ice, and steam all have the same value of p. This coefficient is more
commonly tabulated than the linear attenuation coefficient because it quantifies the
gamma-ray interaction probability of an individual element. References 3 and 4 are
widely used tabulations of the mass attenuation coefficients of the elements. Equation
2-5 is used to calculate the mass attenuation coefficient for compound materials:
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(2-5)

Piwi

where I.Li=
mass attenuation coefficient of ith element
. .
w~ = weight fraction of ith element.
The use of Equation 2-5 is illustrated below for solid uranium hexafluoride (UFG) at
200 keV:
k = mass attenuation coefficient of U at 200 keV = 1.23 cm2/g
Pf = mass attenuation coefficient of F at 200 keV = 0.123 cm2/g
WU = weight fraction of U in UF6 = 0.68
Wf = weight fraction of F in UF6 = 0.32
P = density of solid UF6 = 5.1 ~cm3
P =

14bwu +

P1 =pp=

I.Jfwf = 1.23 x 0.68 + 0.123 x 0.32= 0.88 cm2/g

0~88 x 5.1 = 4.5 cm-l.

2.3 INTERACTION

PROCESSES

The gamma rays of interest to NDA applications fall in the range 10 to 2000 keV
and interact with detectors and absorbers by three major processes: photoelectric
absorption, Compton scattering, and pair production. In the photoelectric absorption
process, the gamma ray loses all of its energy in one interaction. The probability for
this process depends very strongly on gamma-ray energy E-y and atomic number Z.
In Compton scattering, the gamma ray loses only part of its energy in one interaction.
The probability for this process is weakly dependent on E and Z. The gamma ray
can lose all of its energy in one pair-production interaction. However, this process is
relatively unimportant for fissile material assay since it has a threshold above 1 MeV.
Reference 3 is recommended for more detailed physical descriptions of the interaction
processes.
2.3.1 Photoelectric

Absorption

A gamma ray may interact with a bound atomic, electron in such a way that it
loses all of its energy and ceases to exist as a gamma ray (see Figure 2.4). Some
of the gamma-ray energy is used to overcome the electron binding energy, and most
of the remainder is transferred to the freed electron as kinetic energy. A very small
amount of recoil energy remains with the atom to conserve momentum. This is called
photoelectric absorption because it is the gamma-ray analog of the process discovered
by Hertz in 1887 whereby photons of visible light liberate electrons from a metal
surface. Photoelectric absorption is important for gamma-ray detection because the
gamma ray gives up all its energy, and the resulting pulse falls in the full-energy peak.
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Fig. 2.4 A schenratic representation of the photoelectric absorption process.

h
Photoelectron

The probability of photoelectric absorption depends on the gamma-ray energy, the
electron binding energy, and the atomic number of the atom. The probability is greater
the more tightly bound the electrow therefore, K electrons are most affected (over
80% of the interactions involve K electrons), provided the gamma-ray energy exceeds
the K-electron binding energy. The probability is given approximately by Equation
2-6, which shows that the interaction is more important for heavy atoms like lead and
uranium and low-energy gamma rays:
T

(x Z4/E3

(2-6)

where ~ = photoelectric, mass attenuation coefficient.
‘Ilk proportionality is only approximate because the exponent of Z varies in the range
4.0 to 4.8. As the gamma-ray energy decreases, the probability of photoelectric absorption increases rapidly (see Figure 2.3). Photoelectric absorption is the predominant
interaction for low-energy gamma rays, x rays, and bremsstrahlung.
The energy of the photoelectron E. released by the interaction is the difference
between the gamma-ray energy ET and the electron binding energy E~:
E.=~–E~.

(2-7)

In most detectors, the photoelectron is stopped quickly in the active volume of the
detector, which emits a small output pulse whose amplitude is proportional to the
energy deposited by the photoelectron. The electron binding energy is not lost but
appeiys as characteristic x rays emitted in coincidence with the photoelectron. In most
cases, these x rays are absorbed in the detector in coincidence with the photoelectron
and the resulting output pulse is proportional to the total energy of the incident gamma
ray. For low-energy gamma rays in very small detectors, a sufficient number of K
x rays can escape from the..detector to cause escape peaks in the observed “spectrunx
the peaks appear below the full-energy peak by an amount equal to the energy of the
x ray.
Figure 2.5 shows the photoelectric mass attenuation coefficient of lead. The interaction probability increases rapidly as energy decreases, but then becomes much
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smaller at a gamma-ray energy just below the binding energy of the K electron. This
discontinuity is called the K edge below this energy the gamma ray does not have sufticient energy to dislodge a K electron. Below the K edge the interaction probability
increases again until the energy drops below the binding energies of the L eleetronw
these discontinuities are called the L1, LZI, and LII1 edges. The presence of these
absorption edges is important for densitometry and x-ray fluorescence measurements
(see Chapters 9 and 10).
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Fig. 2.5 Photoelectric
lead.

2.3.2

Compton

mass attenuation coefficient of

Scattering

Compton scattering is the process whereby a gamma ray interacts with a free or
weakly bound electron (~ >> E~) and transfers part of its energy to the electron (see
Figure 2.6). Conservation of energy and momentum allows only a partial energy transfer when the electron is not bound tightly enough for the atom to absorb recoil energy.
This interaction involves the outer, least tightly bound electrons in the scattering atom.
The electron becomes a free electron with kinetic energy equal to the difference of the
energy lost by the gamma ‘ray and the electron binding energy. Because the electron
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Fig. 2.6 A schematic representation of Copton
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binding energy is very small compared to the gamma-ray energy, the kinetic energy
of the electron is very nearly equal to the energy lost by the gamma ray:
E.= E7– E’

(2-8)

where E~ = energy of scattered electron
~ = energy of incident gamma ray
E’ = energy of scattered gamma ray.
‘IWOparticles leave the interaction site: the freed electron and the scattered gamma
ray. The directions of the electron and the scattered gamma ray depend on the amount
of energy transferred to the electron during the interaction. Equation 2-9 gives the
energy of the scattered gamma ray, wd Figure 2.7 shows the energy of the scattered
electron as a function of scattering angle and incident gamma-ray energy.
E’= moc2/(1 – cos ~ + moc2/E)

(2-9)

where moc2 + rest energy of electron = 511 keV
# = angle between incident and scattered gamma rays (see Figure 2.6).
This energy is minimum for a head-on collision where the gamma ray is scattered
180°and the electron moves forward in the direction of the incident gamma ray. For
this case the energy of the scattered gamma ray is given by Equation 2-10 and the
energy of the scattered electron is given by Equation 2-11:
E’(min) = moc2/(2 + moc2/E)
= moc2/2 = 256 keV; if E >> moc2/2 .

(2-lo)

E.(max) = E/[1 + moc2/(2E)]
s E —moc2/2 = E —256 keV; if E >> moc2/2 .

(2-11)
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Fig. 2.7 Energy of Compton-scattered electrons as a function of scatteringangle andincident gamma-ray energy (E~). The
sharp discontinuity corresponds tothemaximum energy that
can be transferred in a single scattering.

For very small angle scatterings (@NOO), the energy of the, scattered gamma ray is
only slightly less than the energy of the incident gamma ray and the scattered electron
takes very little energy away from the interaction. ‘l%eenerg ygiventothe scattered
electron ranges from near zero to the maximum given by Equation 2-11.
When a Compton scattering occurs in a detector, the scattered electron is usually
stopped in the detection medium and the detector produces an output pulse that is
proportional to the energy lost by the incident gamma ray. Compton scattering in a
detector produces a spectrum of output pulses from zero up to the maximum energy
given by Equation 2-11. It is difficult to relate the Compton-scattering spectrum to
the energy of the incident gamma ray. Figure 2.8 shows the measured gamma-ray
spectrum from a monoenergetic gamma-ray source ( 137Cs). The full-energy peak at
662 keV is formed by interactions where the gamma ray loses all of its energy in
the detector either by a single photoelectric absorption or by a series of Cornpton
scattering followed by photoelectric absorption. The spectrum of events below the
full-energy peak is formed by Compton scattering where the gamma ray loses only
part of its energy in the detector. The step near 470 keV corresponds to the maximum
energy that can be transferred to an electron by a 662-keV gamma ray in a single
Compton scattering. This step is called a Compton edge the energy of the Compton
edge is given by Equation 2-11 and plotted in Figure 2.9. The small peak at 188 keV
in Figure 2.8 is called a backscatter peak. The backscatter peak is formed when the
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gamma ray undergoes a large-angle scattering (N 180°) in the material surrounding the
detector and then is absorbed in the detector. The energy of the backscatter peak is
given by Equation 2-10, which shows that the maximum energy is 256 keV. The sum
of the energy of the backscatter peak and the Compton edge equals the energy of the
incident gamma ray. Both features are the result of large-angle Compton scattering of
the incident gamma ray. The event contributes to the backscatter peak when only the
scattered gamma ray deposits its energy in the detecton it contributes to the Compton
edge when only the scattered electron deposits its energy in the detector.
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Fig. 2.8 High-resolution spectrum of 137Cs showing full-energy photopeak, Compton edge, and backscatter peak from the 662keV gamma ray. Events below the photopeak are caused by
Compton scattering in the &tector and surrounding
materials.

Because Compton scattering involves the least tightly bound electrons, the nucleus
has only a minor influence and the probability for interaction is nearly independent
of atomic number. The interaction probability depends on the electron density, which
is proportional to Z/A and nearly constant for all materials. The Compton-scattering
probability is a slowly varying function of gamma-ray energy (see Figure 2.3).
2.3.3 P& Production
A gamma ray with an energy of at least 1.022 MeV can create an electron-positron
pair when it is under the influence of the strong electromagnetic field in the vicinity of a
nucleus (see FQure 2.10). In this interaction the nucleus receives a very small amount
of recoil energy to conserve momentum, but the nucleus is otherwise unchanged and
the gamma ray disappears. This interaction has a threshold of 1.022 MeV because that
is the minimum energy required to create the electron and positron. If the gammaray energy exceeds 1.022 MeV, the excess energy is shared between the electron
and positron as kinetic eneqgy. This interaction process is relatively unimportant
for nuclear material assay because most important gamma-ray signatures are below
1.022 MeV.
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The electron and positron from pair production are rapidly slowed down
in the absorber. After losing its kinetic energy, the positron combines with
an electron in an annihilation process, whkh releases two gamma rays with
energies of 0.511 MeV. The6e lower energy gamma rays may interact further
with the absorbing material or may escape. In a gamma-ray detector, this
interaction often gives three peaks for a high-energy gamma ray (see Figure
2.11). The kinetic energy of the electron and positron is absorbed in the detector. One or both of the annihilation gamma rays may escape from the detector or they may both be absorbed. If both annihilation gamma rays are
absorbed in the detector, the interaction contributes to the full-energy peak
in the measured spectrum; if one of the annihilation gamma rays escapes from
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the detector, the interaction contributes to the single-escape peak located 0.511 MeV
below the full-energy peak; if both gamma rays escape, the interaction contributes to
the double-escape peak located 1.022 MeV below the full-energy peak. The relative
heights of the three peaks, depend on the energy of the incident gamma ray and the
size of the detector. ‘These escape peaks may arise when samples of irradiated fuel,
thorium, and 232U are measured because these materials have important gamma rays
above the pair-production threshold. Irradiated fuel is sometimes measured using
the 2 186-keV gamma ray from the fission-product 144Pr. The gamma-ray spectrum
of 144Pr in Figure 2.11 shows the single- and double-escape peaks that arise from
pair-production interactions of the 2186-keV gamma ray in a germanium detector.
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Fig. 2.11 Gamma-ray spectrum of the fission-product 144Pr showing
single-escape (SE) and double-escape (DE) peaks (1674 and
1163) that arise from pair-production interactions of 2186keV gamma rays in a germanium detector.

Pair production is impossible for gamma rays with energy less than 1.022 MeV.
Above this threshold, the probability of the interaction increases rapidly with energy
(see Figure 2.3). The probability of pair production varies approximately as the square
of the atomic number Z and is significant in high-Z elements such as lead or uranium.
In lead, approximately 20% of the interactions of 1.5-MeV gamma rays are through
the pair-production process, and the fraction increases to 50% at 2.0 MeV. For carbon,
the corresponding interaction fractions are 2% and 4%.
2.3.4 Total Mass Attenuation

Coefficient

The three interaction processes described above all contribute to the total mass
attenuation coefficient. The relative importance of the three interactions depends on
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gamma-ray energy and the atomic number of the absorber. Figure 2.12 shows a composite of mass attenuation curves covering a wide range of energy and atomic number.
It shows dramatically the interplay of the three processes. All elements except hydrogen show a sharp, low-energy rise that indicates where photoelectric absorption
is the dominant interaction. The position of the rise is very dependent on atomic
number. Above the low-energy rise, the value of the mass attenuation coefficient
decreases gradually, indicating the region where Compton scattering is the dominant
interaction. The mass attenuation coefficients for all elements with atomic number
less than 25 (iron) are nearly identical in the energy range 200 to 2000 keV. The
attenuation curves converge for all elements in the range 1 to 2 MeV. The shape
of the mass attenuation curve of hydrogen shows that it interacts with gamma rays
with energy greater than 10 keV almost exclusively by Compton scattering. Above
~
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Fig. 2.12 Mass attenuation coeflcients of selected elements. Also indicated are gamma-ray energies commonly encountered in
NDA of uranium and plutonium.
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2 MeV, the pair-production interaction becomes important for high-Z elements and
the mass attenuation coefficient begins to rise again. An understanding of the major
features of Figure 2.12 is very helpful to the understanding of NDA techniques.

2.4 FILTERS
In many assay applications, the gamma rays of interest can be measured more easily
if lower energy gamma rays can be absorbed before they reach the detector. The lower
energy gamma rays can cause significant count-rate-related losses in the detector and
spectral distortion if they are not removed. The removal process is -often called
filtering. A perfect filter material would have a transmission of zero below the energy
of interest and a transmission of unity above that energy, but as Figure 2.12 shows,
such a material does not exist. However, useful filters can be obtained by selecting
absorbers of appropriate atomic number such that the sharp rise in photoelectric cross
section is near the energy of the gamma rays that must be attenuated but well below
the energy of the assay gamma rays.
Filtering is usually employed in the measurement of plutonium gdmma-ray $Pectra.
Except immediately after chemical separation of americium, all plutonium samples
have significant levels of 241Am, which emits”a very intense gamma ray at 60 keV.
In most samples, this gamma ray is the most intense gamma ray in the spectrum and
must be attenuated so that the plutonium gamma rays can be accurately measured. A
thin sheet of cadmium is commonly used to attenuate the 241Am activity. Table 2-1
shows the effect of a cadmium filter on the spectrum from a 2-g disk of plutonium
metal. In the absence of the filter, the 60-keV gamma ray dominates the spectrum and
may even paralyze the detector. A 1- to 2-mm cadmium filter drastically attenuates
the 60-keV activity but only slightly attenuates the higher energy plutonium lines.
The plutonium spectrum below 250 keV is usually measured with a cadmium filter.
When only ‘the 239Pu 414-keV gamma ray is of interest, lead may be used as the
filter material because it will attenuate gamma rays in the 100-to 200-keV region and
will stop most of the 60-keV gamma rays. It is interesting to note that at 60 keV the
mass attenuation coefficients of lead and cadmium are essentially equal, in spite of
the higher Z of lead (82) relative to cadmium (48). This is because the K edge of
lead appears at 88 keV, as discussed in Section 2.3.1.
A cadmium filter is often used when mehmiring 235U because it attenuates gamma
rays and x rays in the 90- to 120-keV, region and does not significantly affect the
186-keV gamma ray from 235U. Filters may also be used for cefiain irradiated fuel
measurements. The 2 186-keV gamma ray from the fission products 144Ce-144Pr is
measured in some applications as an indicator of the residual fuel material in leached
hulls produced at a reprocessing plant (see Chapter 18). The major fission-product
gamma-ray activity is in the 500- to 900-keV region and can be selectively reduced
relative to the 2186-keV gamma ray using a 10- to 15-cm-thick lead filter.
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Table 2-1. Effect of cadmium filter on plutonium spectrum
Plutonium Signal (counts/s)”
Absorber (cm)

60 keV

129 keV

208 keV

414 keV

o

3.57 x 106

1.29 X 104

8.50 X 104

2.02 x 10*

0.1

2.40 X 104

0.67 X 104

6.76 X 104

1.85 X 104

0.2

1.86 x 102

0.34 x 10*

5.37 x 104

1.69 X 104’

a 241Am = O.135%; 2391%= 8 1.9Yo;241Pu = 1.3%. Signal from 2-g disk of
plutonium metal, 1 cm diam x 0.13 cm thick.

Graded filters with two or more materials are sometimes used to attenuate the
characteristic x rays from the primary filter material before they interact in the detector.
When gamma rays are absorbed in the primary filter material, the interaction produces
copious amounts of x rays. For example, when the 60-keV gamma rays from 241Am
are absorbed in a thin cadmium filter, a significant flux of 23-keV x rays can be
produced. If these x rays create a problem in the detector, they can be easily attenuated
with a very Wln sheet of copper. Because the K x rays of copper at 8 keV are usually
of sufficiently low energy, they do not interfere with the measurement. If the primary
filter material is lead, cadmium is used to absorb the characteristic K x rays of lead at
73 and 75 keV, and copper is used to absorb the characteristic K x rays of cadmium at
23 keV. In graded filters, the lowest Z material is always placed next to the detector.
2.S SHIELDING
In NDA instruments, shields and collimators are required to limit the detector
response to background gamma rays and to shield the operator and detector from
transmission and activation sources. Gamma-ray shielding materials should be of
high density and h@ atomic number so that they have a high total linear attenuation coefficient and a high photoelectric absorption probability. The most common
shielding material is lead because it is readily available, has a density of 11.35 g/cm3
and an atomic number of 82, and is relatively inexpensive. Lead can be molded into
many shapes; however, because of its high ductility it cannot be, machined easily or
hold a given shape unless supported by a rigid material.
In some applications, an alloy of tungsten (atomic number 74) is used in place of
lead because it has significantly higher density (17 g/cm3), can be machined easily,
and holds a shape well. Table 2-2 shows some of the attenuation properties of the two
materials. The tungsten is alloyed with nickel and copper to improve its machinability.
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Table 2-2 shows that at energies above 500 keV the tungsten alloy has a significantly
higher linear attenuation coefficient than lead because of its higher density. Thus,
the same shieldtng effect can be achieved with a thinner shield. At energies below
500 keV, the difference between the attenuation properties of the two materials is
less significant; the higher density of the tungsten alloy is offset by the lower atomic
number. The tungsten alloy is used where space is severely limited or where machinability and mechanical strength are important. However, the tungsten material is over
thirty times more expensive than lea@ therefore, it is used sparingly and is rdmost
never used for massive shields. The alloy is often used to hold intense gamma-ray
transmission sources or to collimate gamma-ray detectors.

Table 2-2. Attenuation properties of lead and tungsten
Thickness (cm)”
Attenuation Coefficient (cm-l)
Lead

Energy (keV)

Tungstenb

Lead

‘Ilmgstenb

1000

0.77

1.08

2.98

2.14

500

1.70

2.14

1.35

1.08

200

10.6

11.5

0.22

0.20

100

60.4

64.8

0.038

0.036

Thickness of absorber with 10% transmission.
bAlloy: 90V0tungsten, 6% nickel, 4% copper.
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Gamma-Ray Detectors
Hastings A Smith,Jr., and Marcia Lucas

S.1 INTRODUCTION
In order for a gamma ray to be detected, it must interact with matteu that interaction
must be recorded. Fortunately, the electromagnetic nature of gamma-ray photons
allows them to interact strongly with the charged electrons in the atoms of all matter.
The key process by which a gamma ray is detected is ionization, where it gives up
part or all of its energy to an electron. The ionized electrons collide with other atoms
and liberate many more electrons. The liberated charge is collected, either directly (as
with a proportional counter or a solid-state semiconductor detector) or indirectly (as
with a scintillation detector), in order to register the presence of the gamma ray and
measure its energy. The final result is an electrical pulse whose voltage is proportional
to the energy deposited in the detecting medhtm.
In this chapter, we will present some general information on types of’ gamma-ray
detectors that are used in nondestructive assay (NDA) of nuclear materials. The electronic instrumentation associated with gamma-ray detection is discussed in Chapter 4.
More in-depth treatments of the design and operation of gamma-ray detectors can be
found in Refs. 1 and 2.
3.2 TYPES OF DETECTORS
Many different detectors have been used to register the gamma ray and its eneqgy.
In NDA, it is usually necessary to measure not only the amount of radiation emanating
from a sample but also its energy spectrum. Thus, the detectors of most use in NDA
applications are those whose signal outputs are proportional to the energy deposited
by the gamma ray in the sensitive volume of the detector.
3.2.1 Gas-Filled Detectors
Gas counters consist of a sensitive volume of gas between two electrodes. (See
Figure 3.1.) In most designs the outer electrode is the cylindrical wall of the gas
pressure vessel, and the inner (positive) electrode is a thin wire positioned at the
center of the cylinder. In some designs (especially of ionization chambers) both
electrodes can be positioned in the gas separate from the gas pressure vessel.
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Fig. 3.1 The equivalent circuit for a gas-filled detector. The
gas constitutes the sensitive (detecting) volume. The
potential dt~erence between the tube housing and the
center wire produces a strong electric j7eld in the gas
volume. The electrons porn ionizations in the gas
travel to the center wire under the injluence of the
electric field, producing a charge surge on the wire
for each detection event.

An ionization chamber is a gas-filled counter for which the voltage between the
electrodes is low enough that only the primary ionization charge is collected. The
electrical output signal is proportional to the energy deposited in the gas volume.
If the voltage between the electrodes is increased, the ionized electrons attain enough
kinetic energy to cause further ionizations. One then has a proportional counter that
can be tailored for specific applications by varying the gas pressure and/or the operating voltage. The output signal is still proportional to the energy deposited in the gas by
the incident gamma-ray photon, and the energy resolution is intermediate between NaI
scintillation counters and germanium (Ge) solid-state detectors. Proportional counters
have been used for spectroscopy of gamma rays and x rays whose energies are low
enough (a few tens of keV) to interact with reasonable efficiency in the counter gas.
If the operating voltage is increased further, charge multiplication in the gas volume
increases (avalanches) until the space charge produced by the residual ions inhibits
further ionization. As a result, the amount of ionization saturates and becomes independent of the initial energy deposited in the gas. This type of detector is known
as the Geiger-Mueller (GM) detectbr. A GM tube gas counter does not differentiate
among the kinds of particles it detects or their energiew it counts only the number of
particles entering the detector. This type of detector is the heart of the conventional
@-ydosimeter used in health physics.
Gas counters do not have much use in gamma-ray NDA of tfuclear materials.
‘l%e scintillation and solid-state detectors are much more desirable for obtaining the ~
spectroscopic detail needed in the energy range typical of uranium and plutonium
radiation (approximately 100-1000 keV). Gas counters are described in more detail in
Chapter 13, since they are more widely used for neutron detection.
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The sensitive volume of a scintillation detector is a luminescent material (a solid,
liquid, or gas) that is viewed by a device that detects the gamma-ray-induced light
emissions [usually a photomultiplier tube (PMT)]. The scintillation material may be
organic or inorganic; the latter is more common. Examples of organic scintillators
are anthracene, plastics, and liquids. The latter two are less efficient than anthracene
(the standard against which other scintillators are compared). Some common inorganic scintillation materials are sodium iodide (NaI), cesium iodide (CSI), zinc sulfide
(ZnS), and lithium iodide (LiI). The most common scintillation detectors are solid,
and the most popular are the inorganic crystals NaI and CSI. A new scintillation material, bismuth germanate (BiqGesOl 2), commonly referred to as BGO, has become
popular in applications where its high gamma counting efficiency and/or its lower
neutron sensitivity outweigh considerations of energy resolution (Refs.’3 and 4). A
comprehensive discussion of scintillation detectors may be found in Refs. 1, 2, and 5.
When gamma rays interact in scintillator material, ionized (excited) atoms in the
scintillator material “relax” to a lower-energy state and emit photons of light. In
a pure inorganic scintillator crystal, the return of the atom to lower-energy states
with the emission of a photon is an inefficient process. Furthermore, the’ emitted
photons are usually too high in energy to lie in the range of wavelengths to which
the PMT is sensitive. Small amounts of impurities (called activators) are added to
all scintillators to enhance the emission of visible photons. Crystal de-excitations
channeled through these impurities give rise to photoris that can activate the PMT.
One important consequence of luminescence through activator impurities is that the
bulk scintillator crystal is transparent to the scintillation light. A common example
of scintillator activation encountered in gamma-ray measurements is thallium-doped
sodium iodide [NaI(Tl)].
The scintillation light is emitted isotropically; so the scintillator is typically surrounded with reflective material (such as MgO) to minimize the loss of light and then
is optically coupled to the photocathode of a PMT. (See Figure 3.2.) Scintillation photons incident on the photocathode liberate electrons through the photoelectric effect,
and these photoelectrons are then accelerated by a strong electric field in the PMT. As
these photoelectrons are accelerated, they collide with electrodes in the tube (known
as dynodes) releasing additional electrons. This increased electron flux is then further
accelerated to collide with succeeding electrodes, causing a large multiplication (by a
factor of 104 or more) of the electron flux from its initial value at the’photoea{hode
surface. Fhlly, the amplified charge burst arrives at the output electkode (the ruiode)
of the tube. The magnitude of this charge ,surge is proportional to the initial amount
of charge liberated at the photocath6de of the PMT, the constant of ~roportionality is
the gain of the PMT. Furtliermore, by virtue of the physics of the photoelectric effect,
the initial number of photoelectrons liberated at the photocathode, is propotiional to
the amount of light incident on the phototube, which, @ turn, is proportional to the
amount of energy deposited in the scintillator by the gamma ray (assuming no light
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loss from the scintillator volume). Thus, an output signal is produced that is proportional to the energy deposited by the gamma ray in the scintillation medium. As
discussed above, however, the spectrum of deposited energies (even for a monoenergetic photon flux) is quite varied, because of the occurrence of the photoelectric
effect, Compton effect, and various scattering phenomena in the scintillation medium
and statistical fluctuations associated with all of these processes. This is discussed in
more detail in Section 3.3.
PHOTOCATHODE

/

SCINTILLATOR

LIGHT
PIPE

PHOTOMULTIPLIER
TUBE

Fig. 3.2 Typical arrangement of components in a scintillation detector. The scintillator and photomultiplier tube are often optically linked by
pipe. The dynodes (1-13 in the jigure) are arranged to allow
electron cascades through the tube volume. The jlnal charge
collected by the anode and is usually passed to a preamplifier
version to a voltage pulse.

a light
successive
burst is
for con-

3.2.3 Solid-State Detectors
In solid-state detectors, the charge produced by the photon interactions is collected
directly. The gamma-ray energy resolution of these detectors is dramatically better
than that of scintillation detectors; so greater spectral detail can be measured and used
for SNM evaluations. A generic representation of the solid-state detector is shown in
Figure 3.3. The sensitive volume is an electronically conditioned region (known as the
depleted region) in a semiconductor material in which liberated electrons and holes
move freely. Germanium possesses the most ideal electronic characteristics in this
regard and is the most widely used semiconductor material in solid-state detectors. As
Figure 3.3 suggests, the detector functions as a solid-state proportional counter, with
the ionization charge swept directly to the electrodes by the high electric field in the
semiconductor, produced by the bias voltage. The collected charge is converted to a
voltage pulse by a preamplifier. The most popular early designs used lithium-drifted
germanium [Ge(Li)] as the detection medium. The lithium served to inhibit trapping
of charge at impurity sites in the crystal lattice during the charge collection process.
In recent years, manufacturers have produced hyperpure germanium (HPGe) crystals,
essentially eliminating the need for the lithium doping and simplifying operation of
the detector.
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Fig. 3.3 Typical arrangement of components in a solid-state detector.
The crystal is a reverse-biased p-n junction that conducts
charge when ionization is produced in the sensitive region.
The signal is usually fed to a charge-sensitive preamplifier for
conversion to a voltage pulse (see Chapter 4).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.4 Illustration of various solid-state detector crystal conjlgurations: (a) open-ended cylindrical or true coaxial, (b) closedended cylindrical, and (c) planar. The p-type and n-type semiconductor materiais are labeled accordingly. The regions
labeled i are the depleted regions that serve as the detector
sensitive volumes. In the context of semiconductor diode junctions, this region is referred to as the intrinsic region or a p-in junction.

Solid-state detectors are produced mainly in two configurations: planar and coaxial.
These terms refer to the detector crystal shape and the manner in which it. is wired
into the detector circuit. The most commonly encountered detector configurations
are illustrated in Figure 3.4. Coaxial detectors are produced either with open-ended
(the so-called true coaxial) or closed-ended crystals [Figure 3.4 (a-b)l. In both cases
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the electric field for charge collection is primarily radial, with some axial component present in the closed-ended configuration. Coaxial detectors can be produced
with large sensitive volumes and therefore with large detection efficiencies at high
gamma-ray energies. In addition, the radial eiectric field geometry makes the coaxial
(especially the open-ended coaxial) solid-state detectors best for fast timing applications. The planar detector consists of a crystal of either rectangular or circular cross
section and a sensitive thickness of 1-20 mm [for example, Figure 3.4 (c)]. The
electric field is perpendicular to the cross-sectional area of the crystal. The crystal
thickness is selected on the basis of the gamma-ray energy region relevant to the application of interest, with the small thicknesses optimum for low-energy measurements
(for example in the L-x-ray region for special nuclear material). Planar detectors
usually achieve the best energy resolution, because of their low capacitance; they are
preferred for detailed spectroscopy, such as the analysis of the complex low-energy
gamma-ray and x-ray spectra of uranium and plutonium.
Because of their high resolution, semiconductor detectors are relatively sensitive to
performance degradation from radiation damage. The amount of damage produced in
the detector crystal per unit of incident flux is greatest for neutron radiation. Thus,
in environments where neutron levels are high (such as accelerators, reactors, or instruments with intense neutron sources), the most significant radiation darnage effects
will be observed. Furthermore, radiation damage effects can be of concern in NDA
applications where large amounts of nuclear material are continuously measured with
high-resolution, gamma-ray spectroscopy equipment—for example, in measurements
of plutonium isotopics in a high-throughput mode.
The primary effect of radiation damage is the creation of dislocation sites in the
detector crystal. This increases the amount of charge trapping, reduces the amplitudes
of some full-energy pulses, and produces low-energy tails in the spectrum photopeaks.
In effect, the resolution is degraded, and spectral detail is lost. An example of this
type of effect is shown in Figure 3.5 (Ref. 6). It has been generally observed that
significant performance degradation begins with a neutron fluence of approximately
109 n/cm2, and detectors become unusable at a fluence of approximately 1010 n/cm2
(Ref. 7). However, the new n-type HPGe crystals are demonstrably less vulnerable to
neutron damage. Procedures have been described in which the effects of the radiation
damage can be reversed through ~iirming (annealing) the detector crystal (Ref. 8).
Further details on the design and use of solid-state detectors for gamma-ray spectroscopy may be found in Refs. 1, 2, and 9.
In the quiescent state, the reverse-bias-diode configuration of a germanium solidstate detector results in very low currents in the detector (usually in the pico- to
nanoampere range). This leakage current can be further reduced from its roomtemperature value by cryogenic cooling of solid-state medium, typically to liquid
nitrogen temperature (77 K). This cooling reduces the natural, thermally generated
electrical noise in the crystal but constitutes the main disadvantage of such detectors:
the detector package must include capacity for cooling, and this usually involves a
dewar for containing the liquid coolant. ‘In recent years, attempts have been made
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to cool the detector material electronically (Ref. 10), but these efforts are still in the
experimental stages, and the capability is just beginning to be available commercially.
Another popular solid-state detector material for photon spectroscopy is lithiumdrifted silicon [Si(Li)]. The lower atomic number of silicon compared to germanium
reduces the photoelectric efficiency by a factor of about 50 (see Chapter 2), but this
type of detector has been widely used in the measurement of x-ray spectra in the
1- to 50-keV energy range and finds some application in x-ray fluorescence (XRF)
measurements (see Chapter 10). The low photoelectric efficiency of silicon above
50 keV is an advantage when measuring low-energy x rays and gamma rays, because it
means that sensitivity to high-energy gamma rays is greatly reduced. Silicon detectors
are most heavily used in charged-particle spectroscopy and are also used for Comptonrecoil spectroscopy of high-energy gamma rays.
Other solid-state detection media besides germanium and silicon have been applied
to gamma-ray spectroscopy. In NDA measurements, as well as many other applications of gamma-ray spectroscopy, it would be advantageous to have high-resolution
detectors operating at room temperature, thereby eliminating the cumbersome apparatus necessary for cooling the detector crystal. Operation of room-temperature semiconductor materials such as CdTe, Hg12, and GaAs has been extensively researched
(Ref. 11). Their higher average atomic numbers, provide greater photoelectric efficiency per unit volume of material. Some of their performance characteristics are
summarized in Table 3-1. However, these detector materials have enjoyed limited application to NDA problems to date, largely because it has not been possible to produce
crystals sufficiently large for the total detection efficiencies needed in NDA applications. As crystal-growth technology improves, these detectors may become more
attractive as convenient, high-resolution room-temperature detectors for gamma-ray
spectroscopy of nuclear materials.
Table 3-1. Comparison of several semiconductor detector materials
Energy per
Best ~-Ray Energy
Atomic
e-h Pair (6)a
Resolution at 122 keV~
(keV)
Numbers
(eV)
Material
Ge (77 K)
CdTe (300 K)
Hg12 (300 K)
GaAs (300 K)
NaI (300 K)c

32
48, 52
80, 53
31, 33
11, 53

2.96
4.43
6.50
4.2

0.46
3.80
3.50
2.60
14.2

“This quantity determines the number of charge carriers produced in
an interaction. (See Section 3.3.3.)
bRepresentative resolution data, as tabulated in Ref. 12. Energy
resolution is discussed further in Section 3.3.3 and in Chapter 5.
‘While not a semiconductor material, NaI is included in the table
for convenient comparison.
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3.3 CHARACTERISTICS

OF DETECTED SPECTRA

In gamma-ray spectroscopy applications, the detectors produce output pulses whose
magnitudes are proportional to the energy deposited in the detecting medium by the
incident photons. The measurement system includes some method of sorting all of
the generated pulses and displaying their relative numbers. The basic tool for accomplishing this task is the multichannel analyzer (MCA), whose operation is discussed
in Chapter 4. The end result of multichannel analysis is a histogram (spectrum) of the
detected output pulses, sorted by magnitude. The pulse-height spectrum is a direct
representation of the energy spectrum of the gamma-ray interactions in the detection
medium and constitutes the spectroscopic information used in gamma-ray NDA.
3.3.1 Generic Detector

Response

Regardless of the type of detector used, the measured spectra have many features
in common. Consider the spectrum of a monoenergetic gamma-ray source of energy
E.. The gamma-ray spectrum produced by the decaying nuclei is illustrated in Figure 3.6(a). The gamma-ray photons originate from nuclear transitions that involve
specific energy changes. There is a very small fluctuation in these energy values
because of two effects: (1) the quantum uncertainties in the energies of the transitions (the so-called Heisenberg Uncertainty), and (2) recoil effects as the gamma-ray
photons are emitted. These uncertainties are finite, but negligible compared with the
other energy-broadening effects discussed below and so are not shown on the figure.
Thus, the “ideal” monoenergetic gamma-ray spectrum from free decaying nuclei is
essentially a sharp line at the energy E..
Since detected gamma-ray photons do not usually come from free nuclei but are
emitted in material media, some of them undergo scattering before they emerge from
the radioactive sample. This scattering leaves the affected photons with slightly less
energy than E., and the energy spectrum of photons emitted from a material sample is
slightly broadened into energies below EOas shown in Figure 3.6(b). The magnitude
of this broadening is also quite small with respect to other effects discussed below
and is exaggerated in Figure 3.6(b) to call attention to its existence. It should also be
noted that some gamma rays, after leaving the sample, will be scattered by external
materials before entering the detector, and this effect can show up in the final energy
spectrum (see below).
When the gamma ray enters the detection medium, it transfers part or all of its
energy to an atomic electron, freeing the electron from its atomic bond. This freed
electron then usually transfers its kinetic energy, in a series of collisions, to other
atomic electrons in the detector medium.
The amount of energy required to produce electron-ion pairs in the detecting
medium determines the amount of charge that will be produced from a detection
event involving a given amount of deposited energy (see Table 3-1). A photoelectric
interaction transfers all of the incident photon’s energy to a photoelectron; this electron
subsequent y causes multiple ionizations until its energy is depleted. The amount of
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charge produced from this type of event is therefore proportional to the actual photon
energy. A Compton scattering interaction transfers on]y part of the incident photon’s
energy to an ionized electron; and that electron subsequently causes ionizations until
its energy is depleted. The amount of charge produced from this type of event is
proportional to the partial energy originally lost by the incident photon but conveys
no useful information about the actual photon energy. Multiple Compton scattering
events for a single photon can produce amounts of charge closer to the value representing the full energy of the original photon; however, Compton-produced signals
generally represent one scattering interaction and are lower in magnitude than the
full-energy signals. The idealized detector response to the photoelectric and Compton
interactions in the detection medium is shown in Figure 3.6(c). The maximum energy
that can be deposited in the detection medium from a Compton scattering event comes
from an event where the photon is scattered by 180°. The Compton-generated detector
pulses are therefore distributed below this maximum energy [Ec in Figure 3.6(c)] and
constitute a source of “background” pulses that carry no useful energy information.
The full-energy peak in Figure 3.6(c) is significantly broadened by the statistical
fluctuation in the number of electron-ion pairs produced by the photoelectron. This
effect is the primary contributor to the width of the full-energy peak and is therefore
the dominant factor in the detector energy resolution (see Section 3.3.3).
3.3.2 Spectral Features
A more realistic representation of a detector-generated gamma-ray spectrum from a
monoenergetic gamma-ray flux is shown in Figure 3.7. The spectral features labeled
A-G are explained below.
—
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Fig. 3.7 A realistic representation of the gamma detector spectrum
from a monoenergetic gamma source. The labeled spectral
features are explained in the text.
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A. The FuU-Energy Photopeak. This peak represents the pulses that arise from
the full-energy, photoelectric interactions in the detection medium. Some counts also
arise from single or multiple Compton interactions that are followed by a photoelectric
interaction. Its width is determined primarily by the statistical fluctuations in the
charge produced from the interactions plus a contribution from the pulse-processing
electronics (see Section 3.3.3 and Chapter 4). Its centroid represents the photon
energy E.. Its net area above background represents the total number of full-energy
interactions in the detector and is usually proportional to the mass of the emitting
isotope.
B. Compton Background Continuum. These pulses, distributed smoothly up to
a maximum energy EC(see Figure 3.6), come from interactions involving only partial
photon energy loss in the detecting medium. Compton events are the primary source
of background counts under the full-energy peaks in more complex spectra.
C. The Compton Edge. This is the region of the spectrum that represents the
maximum energy loss by the incident photon through Compton scattering. It is a
broad asymmetric peak corresponding to the maximum energy (EC) that a gammaray photon of energy E. can transfer to a free electron in a single scattering event.
This corresponds to a “head-on” collision between the photon and the electron, where
the electron moves forward and the gamma-ray scatters backward through 180° (see
Section 2.3.2). The energy of the Compton edge is given by Equation 2-11.
D. The “Compton l%lley.” For a monoenergetic source, pulses in this region arise
from either multiple Compton scattering events or from full-energy interactions by
photons that have undergone small-angle scattering (in either the source materials
or intervening materials) before entering the detector. Unscattered photons from a
monoenergetic source cannot produce pulses in this region from a single interaction
in the detector. In more complex spectra, this region can contain Compton-generated
pulses from higher-energy photons.
E. BackScatter Peak. This peak is caused by gamma rays that have interacted by
Compton scattering in one of the materials surrounding the detector. Gamma rays
scattered by more than 110°-120° will emerge with nearly identical energies in the
200- to 250-keV range. Therefore, a monoenergetic source will give rise to many
scattered gamma rays whose energies are near this minimum value (see Ref. 1 and
Section 2.3.2). The energy of the backscatter peak is given by Equation 2-10.
F. Excess-Energy Region. Whh a monoenergetic source, events in this region are
from high-energy gamma rays and cosmic-ray muons in the natural background and
from pulse-pileup events if the count rate is high enough (see Chapter 4). In a more
complex spectrum, counts above a given photopeak are primarily Compton events
from the higher-energy gamma rays.
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G. Low-Energy Rise. This feature of the spectrum, very near the “zero-pulse-heightamplitude” region, arises typically from low-amplitude electronic noise in the detection
system that is processed like low-amplitude detector pulses “are. This noise tends to be
at rather high frequency and so appears as a high-count-rate phenomenon. Electronic
noise is usually filtered out of the analysis electronically (see Chapter 4), so this
effect does not usually dominate the displayed spectrum. In more complex gamma-ray
spectra, containing many different photon energies, the Compton-edge and backscatter
peak features tend to “wash outfl leaving primarily full-energy peaks on a relatively
smooth Compton background.
3.3.3 Detector

Resolution

The resolution of a detector is a measure of its ability to resolve two peaks that are
close together in energy. The parameter used to specify the detector resolution is the
~ull width of the (full-energy) photopeak at Half its ~aximum height (FWHM). If a
standard Gaussian shape is assumed for the photopeak, the FWHM is given by
FWHM = 2um

(3-1)

where a is the width parameter for the Gaussian. High resolution (small FWHM)
not only makes individual definition of close-lying peaks easier but also makes the
subtraction of the Compton continuum less uncertain because it is a smaller fraction
of the total activity in the peak region. The more complex a gamma-ray spectrum is,
the more desirable it is to have the best energy resolution possible.
There are both natural and technological limits to how precisely the energy of a
gamma-ray detection event can be registered by the detection system. The natural limit
on the energy precision arises primarily from the statistical fluctuations associated with
the charge production processes in the detector medium. The voltage integrity of the
full-energy pulses can also be disturbed by electronic effects, such as noise, pulse
pileup, improper pole-zero settings, etc. These electronic effects have become less
important as technology has improved, but their potential effects on the resolution must
be considered in the setup of a counting system. The electronic ‘md environmental
effects on detector resolution are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
The two types of detectors most widely used in gamma-ray NDA applications are
the NaI(Tl) scintillation detector and the germanium solid-state detector. The NaI
detector generates full-energy peaks that are much wider than their counterparts from
the germanium detector. ~is is illustrated in Figure 3.8, where the wealth of detail
evident in the germanium spectrum of plutonium gamma rays is all but lost in the
corresponding NaI spectrum.
By considering the statistical limit on the energy precision, it is possible to understand the origin of the difference in the energy resolution achievable with various
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Fig. 3.8 Gamma-ray spectrum porn a plutonium sample with 94.2% 239Pu,
taken with a high-resolution solid-state detector [Ge(Li)] and
with a NaI scintillation counter. Gamma-ray. energies are given
in keV.

types of detectors. Ideally, the number of electron charges (n) produced by the primary detection event depends upon the total energy deposited (E) and the average
amount of energy required to produce an electron-ion pair (8):
n= E/6.

(3-2)

The random statistical variance in n is the primary source of fluctuation in the fullenergy pulse amplitude. However, for some detector types, this statistical variance is
observed to be less than (that is, better than) the theoretical value by a factor known
as the Fano factor (Ref. 13):
a2(n) = Fn = FE/d .

(3-3)

This effect comes from the fact that pm of the energy lost by the incident photon goes
into the formation of ion pairs and part goes into heating the lattice crystal structure
(thermal energy). The division of energy between heating and ionization is essentially
statistical. Without the competing process of heating, all of the incident energy would
result in ion-pair production, and there would be no statistical fluctuation in n (F = O).
By contrast, if the probability of ion pair production is small, then the statistical
fluctuations would dominate (F % 1). For scintillators, the factor F is approximately
unity; for germanium, silicon, and gases, it is approximately 0.15 (Refs. 1 and 2).
Since the number of charge carriers (n) is proportional to the deposited photon energy
(Equation 3-2), the statistical portion of the relative energy resolution is given by
AE.tc$/E = 2.35a(n)/n = 2.35[Fcf/E]l/2 .

(3-4)
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The statistical limits on detector resolution are compared in Table 3-2 for several
types of detectors. The electronic contribution to the energy fluctuations (AE,~~~t)
is essentially independent of photon energy and determined largely by the detector
capacitance and the preamplifier. Thus, the total energy resolution can be expressed
as the combination of the electronic and statistical effects:

A21&t = A2E.t.ct + A2E,~.t = a + @i .

(3-5)

In Figure 3.9 (Ref. 14) the energy resolutions of scintillation, gas, and solid-state
detectors are compared in the low-energy x-ray region. Techniques for measuring
resolution are described in Section 5.2.
The argument presented here assumes that the scintillation efficiency is the main
factor influencing the number of electrons produced at the photocathode of a scintillation detector. Other factors, such as scintillator transparency, play important roles. To
work effectively as a detector, a scintillating material must have a high transparency
to its own scintillation light. In a similar vein, factors such as charge carrier mobility
Table 3-2. Theoretical statistical energy resolution at 300 keV for different
types of gamma-ray detectors

Detecting
Medium
Ge
Gas

6
(eV)a
2.96

Energy
Resolutiond
(keV)

No. of
Electrons, n,
for 300 keVb

Relative
Error
in ne

1.0 x 105

0.0032

0.86
2.’73

HighEnergy
Resolutione
(keV)
1.60
-.

1.0 x ld”

0.010

Nrd

30.
.- f

1.0 x 103

0.032

22.6

30.0

BGO

- -f

8.0 X 101

0.11

77.6

100.0

“Average energy (in eV) required to produce one electron-ion pair in the detecting
medium.
~The ratio E/d for E = 300 keV (Equation 3-2).
cThe quantity o(n)/n, or ( l/n)l/2, without the incorporation of the Fano factor.
‘The statistical portion of the energy resolution, AESt~t, from Equation 3-4. Fano
factors used were 0.15 for germanium and gas, and 1.0 for the scintillators. These are
average values for purposes of illustration.
‘Resolution at 1332 keV (wCo), calculated the same way as in the previous column,
but using the higher energy. Values for gas detectors are not shown, since these
detectors are ineffective for spectroscopy at such high energies.
is~llected
indktiy
in scintillation deteetors, thiS (pllfsin~ the me~~d ch~ge
tity is not relevant a typical number of electrons produced at a photomultiplier photocathode per keV for NaI is taken from Ref. 1, and the numbers for BGO are based on
the fact that its scintillation efficiency is approximately 8% of that for NaI (Ref. 1).
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Fig. 3.9 Resolution comparison among NaI scintillation, gas proportional, and Si(Li)
semiconductor detectors for the primmy x rays of silver. (Adaptedfiom R@. 14.)

play an important role in determining the resolution of a solid state detector. This
discussion is simplified of necessity, but it illustrates the primary reason why germanium detectors resolve so much better than scintillation detectors. See Ref. 1 for a
more complete discussion of detector resolution.
3.3.4 Detector

Efficiency

The basic definition of absolute photon detection efficiency is
Etot =

total number of detected photons in the full-energy peak
total number of photons emitted by the source
-

(3-6)

For the discussion to follow, we will be concerned with only full-energy events and
thus with the full-energy detection efficiency. This total efficiency can be expressed
as the product of four factom:
&tQt=

Egeom&ab8p&8amp~e&int”

(3-7)

The geometric eflciency E9e_ is the fraction of emitted photons that are intercepted
by the detector. For a point source this is given by
~geom

—-–-

= A/(47rr2)

(3-8)

—
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where A is the cross-sectional area of the detector and r is the source-to-detector
distance (described in Section 5.5). This factor is essentially independent of photon
energy. It manifests the well-known inverse-square law for counting rates as a function
of source-to-detector distance.
The ahspption ej$ciency &ab.p takes into account the effects of intervening materials (such as the detector housing, special absorbers, etc.) that absorb some of the
incoming radiation before it interacts with the detector volume. This term is especially
important (it should be <<1) for low-energy photons for which absorption effects are
most pronounced. It has the mathematical form
&absp = exp[

– ~

Pi(%)%

(3-9)

xi]

where pi, pi, and x; are the mass absorption coefficient, density, and thickness of
the ith intervening material, and the summation is over all types of intervening materials.
The sample e@ciency Esa~Pze is the reciprocal of the sample self-absorption correction (CF.tt.n) discussed in Chapter 6. This quantity is the fraction of emitted
gamma rays that actually emerge from the sample material. For example, in a slab of
thickness x and transmission T equal to exp[–(flpx),], the sample efficiency is
1 – exp[–(ppx)s]
Esample =

(PPX)S

T–1
= x.

(3-lo)

This factor clearly depends on the composition of each sample.
The intrinsic eficiency E~~t is the probability that a gamma ray that enters the
detector will interact and give a pulse in the full-energy peak. In simplest terms, this
efficiency comes from the standard absorption formula
.qnt = 1 – exp(–ppx)

(3-11)

where p is the photoelectric mass attenuation coefficient, and p and x are the density
and thickness of the sensitive detector material. This simple expression underestimates
the true intrinsic efficiency because the full-energy peak can also contain events from
multiple Compton scattering interactions. In general, s~nt is also a weak function
of r because of the detection of off-axis incident gamma rays. Empirically, e~~t can
usually be approximated by a power law of the form
qnt u aE~b.

(3-12)

Another important term is relative efficiency, which has two comotations:
●

to Nal It is common practice to specify the efficiency of a germanium
detector at 1332 keV (60Co) as a percent of the efficiency of a 3 in. by 3 in.
NaI detector at 25-cm source-to-detector distance and the same gamma-ray
energy:

Relative

e,et to ~al(Ge) = 100 etot(Ge, 1332 keV)/ctot (NaI, 1332 keV) .

(3-13)
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The theoretical value of eto~ (NaI, 1332 keV) at 25 cm is 1.2 x 10-3. Thus,
for example, a 30% (relative) germanium detector has a theoretical absolute
efficiency at 1332 keV at 25 cm of 3.6 x 10–4.
●

Eficiency
Curve: (Also called the intrinsic efticiency calibration.)
This is a composite curve of the energy dependence of the ratio of the detected
count rate to the emitted count rate:

Relative

&rel= NEaiwPCsamPle&int

(3-14)

The factor N emphasizes that, for most assay applications, the absolute value
of this total efficiency is not as important as the relative values at different
energies. This efficiency also includes the ene~y-dependent effect of the
sample self-absorption &SanzPte(see Chapter 6 and ~uation 3-10), and so
must be determined for each sample measured.
The total relative efficiency may be calculated semi-theoretically, or (as is
more prudent) it can be measured using many different gamma rays from one
isotope. Aspects of this relative efficiency and its measurement are dealt with
in greater detail in Chapter 8, and an example of a measured relative efficiency
curve, including the sample self-absorption, is shown in F@re 8:14.
Detector efficiencies are usually measured and quoted as absolute photopeak efficiencies for detection of gamma rays from unattenuating point sources. Therefore,
their energy dependence is dominated by &int at the higher energies and by &absp at
the lower energies; the geometrical factor ~geomestablishes the overall rnr%nitude of
the efficiency. The intrinsic and absorption efficiencies are strongly dependent on the
incident photon energy, as illustrated in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 (Ref. 15), where the
typicrd energy dependence of detector efficiency is shown for a planar and a coaxial
Ge(Li) detector, respectively.
These figures make three general points:
1. The strong energy dependence of the total detection efficiency causes the recorded
photon intensities to be significantly different from the emitted intensities. To
perform quantitative assays involving comparison of the intensities of different
gamma rays, one must take into account this energy-dependent efficiency correction.
2. When low-energy gamma-ray assays are performed, thin detector volumes should be
used. This optimizes the detection efficiency in the low-energy region and reduees
the detection efficiency for the unwanted high-energy gamma rays.
3. When high-energy gamma-ray assays are performed, thick detector volumes should
be used to provide adequate efficiency for the more penetrating radiation. In addition, selected absorbers at the detector entrance can reduce contributions to the
counting rate from unwanted low-energy radiation.
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Even though Figures 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate these points for solid-state detectors,
these same conclusions apply to NaI detectors as well. For example, uranium enrichment measurements at 186 keV are typically performed with a 2 in. by 1/2 in.
scintillation crystal, while plutonium assays at 414 keV are usually done with axially
thicker 2 in. by 2 in. scintillators.

3.4 DETECTOR SELECTION
Gamma-ray assay applications have varied objectives that can dictate the use of
a variety of detectors. Discussion of the choice of detectors from the standpoint of
energy resolution is given in Chapter 4. An additional consideration is the gamma-
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ray (or x-ray) energy range of interest in a particular application. In general, the
photon energies of major interest in the NDA of nuclear material range from below
the x-ray region (85- 100 keV) to approximately 400 keV. Exceptions are LIII-edge
densitometry in the 15- to 30-keV energy range (see Chapter 9), plutonium isotopic
measurements in the 400- to 1000-keV range (see Chapter 8), and occasional measurements of 238U daughter activity in the 600- to 1000-keV range. (The major gamma-ray
signatures for nuclear material are listed in Table 1-2.) As was illustrated in the discussion above, detectors that are thick in the axial dimension are more efficient for
the high-energy applications, and for low-energy gamma- and x-ray measurements,
axially thin detectors are better suited because of their optimum detection efficiency
at low to medium energies and relative insensitivity to higher-energy radiation. Other
factors, such as cost and portability may dictate the use of less expensive and more
portable NaI (scintillation) detectors, with the attendant sacrifice of good energy resolution. In recent years, high-resolution detectors have become available with small
liquid-nitrogen dewars that render the detector assembly every bit as portable as a
NaI detector. However, cost considerations still favor the scintillation detector over
the high-resolution detector.
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Instrumentation for
Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy
Jizck L Parker

4.1 INTRODUCTION
The subject of ttis chapter is the function and operation of the components of a
gamma-ray spectroscopy system. In Chapter 3 it was shown that the output pulse
amplitude from most gamma-ray detectors is proportional to the energy deposited by
the gamma ray. The pulse-height spectrum from such a detector contains a series of
full-energy peaks superimposed on a continuous Compton background. Although the
spectrum can be quite complicated (for example, see Figure 1.10 of Chapter 1) and
thereby dHficult to analyze, it contains much useful information about the energies
and relative intensities of the gamma rays emitted by the source. The information that
is important for the quantitative nondestructive assay (NDA) of nuclear material is
contained in the full-energy peaks. The purpose of the electronic equipment that follows the detector is to acquire an accurate representation of the pulse-height spectrum
and to extract the desired energy and intensity information from that spectrum.
This chapter provides a relatively brief introduction to the wide variety of instrumentation used in the gamma-ray spectroscopy of nuclear materials. It emphasizes
the function of each component and provides information about important aspects of
instrument operation. For a detailed description of instrument operation, the reader
should refer to the instruction manuals provided with each instrument. Because of
the rapidly advancing state-of-the-art of gamma-ray spectroscopy quipment, the best
sources of current information are often the manufacturers and users of the instruments.
Although the manufacturers are clearly the best source of information about the electronic capabilities of their equipment, those active in the application of gamma-ray
spectroscopy to NDA are usually the best source of information on effective assay
procedures and the selection of equipment for a given application. Books and reports on gamma-ray spectroscopy equipment are often out of date soon after they are
published.
Gamma-ray spectroscopy systems can be divided into two classes according to
whether they use single-channel analyzers (SCAS) or multichannel analyzers (MCAS).
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show block diagrams of the two classes. Both systems begin
with a detector, where the gamma-ray interaction produces a weak electrical signal
that is proportional to the deposited energy. Section 4.2 discusses the process of
65
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selecting an appropriate detector for different NDA applications. Sections 4.3 through
4.8 discuss the basic components of gamma-ray spectroscopy systems; the discussion
of each component is presented in the order in which the electrical signal flows
through the system. Section 4.9 presents auxiliary electronic equipment. Usually,
components other than those shown in Figures 4.1 or 4.2 must be added to form a
useful NDA system. Shields, collimators, sample holders, sample changers, scanning
mechanisms, and source shutters are discussed in later chapters that describe specific
assay techniques and instruments.
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4.2 SELECTION OF DETINXOR
Some general guidance is given in this section to the often difficult matter of
selecting an appropriate detector for a particular NDA application. There are not
only several generic types of detectors but myriad variations of size, shape, packaging
configuration, performance, and price. The detector choice must be evaluated in the
light of the technical requirements of a proposed application and the nontechnical but
often overriding matter of budgetary constraints,
The first and most important detector parameter to consider is resolution. A detector with high resolution usually gives more accurate assays than one with low
resolution. The resolution of a germanium detector is typically 0.5 to 2.0 keV in the
energy range of interest for NDA applications, whereas the resolution of a Nal detector is 20 to 60 keV. It is easier to determine accurately the area of full-energy peaks
in a complex spectrum when the peaks do not overlap, and the probability of overlap is
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less with narrower peaks. The background continuum under the fill-energy peaks is
easier to subtract from a high-resolution spectrum because it is a smaller fraction of
the total activity in the peak region. Full-energy-peak areas are easier to evrduate in
high-resolution spectra because the interference from small-angle Compton scattering
in the sample is reduced. Gamma rays that undergo small-angle scattering lose only a
small amount of energy. If these scattered gamma rays still fall in the full-energy-peak
region, the calculated full-energy-peak area is likely to be incorrect. This problem
is minimized by using a high-resolution detector, which provides narrow, full-energy
peaks.
The complexity of the spectrum should influence the detector choice; the more complex the spectrum becomes, the more desirable high resolution becomes. Plutonium
has a much more complex gamma-ray spectrum than uranium does, and germanium or
silicon detectors are used more often in plutonium assay applications than in uranium
assay applications.
The second performance parameter to consider is efficiency, which determines the
count rates that can be expected, the time that is required to achieve a given precision, and the sensitivity that can be achieved. Higher efficiency always costs more
for a given detector type, but a given efficiency is less expensive to obtain in a
low-resolution Nal detector than in a high-resolution germanium detector. There is
considerable motivation to use a less-expensive, lower-resolution detector when it can
give satisfactory assay results.
Other parameters such as space and cooling requirements and portability must be
considered and are sometimes the dominant considerations. The selection of an appropriate detector is often difficult and may involve painful compromises among conflicting requirements. Once the selection is made, considerable care should be taken
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vendors to ensure that the desired

4.3 HIGH-VOLTAGE BIAS SUPPLY
All of the commonly used gamma-ray detectors require a high-voltage bias supply
to provide the electric field that collects the charge generated by the gamma-ray
interaction in the detector. The bias supply is not a part of the signal path but is
required to operate the detector. It is usually the most reliable unit in a spectroscopy
system and the easiest to operate.
Germanium and silicon diode detectors require very low currents, typically < 10-gA.
The voltage requirements range from a few hundred volts for a small silicon detector to several thousand volts for a large coaxial germanium detector. Bias supplies
for germanium and silicon detectors usually provide up to 5 kV and 100 PA. The
voltage-resolution and low-frequency-filtering requirements are modest because there
is no charge amplification in the detector. The voltage is usually continuously variable from O to 5 kV. In the past, it was necessary to vary the voltage very slowly
(<100 V/s) when turning on or changing the detector bias because the field-effect
transistor (FET) used in the first stage of the detector preamplifier is easily damaged
by sudden voltage surges. However, the protection now provided by the filter included in all h~gh-quality preamplifiers is so good that an FET is rarely destroyed
for this reason., Battery packs are sometimes used as bias supplies for germanium
and silicon detectors because they are portable and do not generate noise. A chtuged
capacitor can bq used as a “power supply” for many hours; in fact, the capacitor in
the high-voltage filter located in the preamplifier can often operate a detector for an
hour or two.
The bias supply requirements for photomultiplier tubes used with scintillation detectors are more stringent than for solid-state diode detectors. The required voltage
is typically a few thousand volts, but the required current is usually 1 to 10 mA. Because the gain of a photomultiplier is a very strong function of the applied voltage, the
stability and filtering must be excellent. The 100-pA supplies used with germanium
detectors will usually not operate a photomultiplier tube.
Bias supplies come in a variety of packages. The most common is the nuclear instrumentation module (NM), which plugs into a frame or bin (NIM bin) that supplies
the necessary dc voltages to power the module. NIM modules meet internationally
accepted stand$ds for dimensions, voltages, wiring, and connectors and are widely
used in NDA instrumentation. Other bias supplies fit in NIM bks but take power
from the normal ac source. The high-current bias supplies used to power multiple photomultiplier-tube arrays are often mounted in standard 45.7-cm (18-in.)-wide
instrumentation’ racks.
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NIM bias supplies frequently use an electronic switching device to generate the
required voltage. The switching device generates a high-frequency noise that can
find its way into the preamplifier and cause significant degradation of spectral quality.
This problem can be minimized by careful grounding and cable positioning. The noise
generated by the power supply can also introduce false signals into any pileup rejection
circuitry being used. Photomultiplier-tube bias supplies, even those that are not the
NIM type, can also be sources of high-frequency noise. As usurd, an oscilloscope is
a most useful aid in detecting the presence of interfering electrical noise from any
source.
Note that detector bias supplies can be lethal. Caution is always required, particularly when working with the high-current supplies that power photomultiplier tubes.
Persons who are accustomed to working with low-voltage, low-power, transistorized
circuits must be made aware of the danger associated with the use of detector power
supplies.

4.4 PREAMPIIFmR
Preamplifiers are required for germanium and silicon detectors and improve the
performance of NaI scintillation detectors. The detector output signal is usually a
low-amplitude, short-duration current pulse; a typical pulse might be 10 mV high and
200 ns long. ~e preamplifier converts this current ,pulse to a voltage pulse whose
amplitude is pro~rtional to the energy deposited in the detector during the gamma-ray
interaction. To ~aximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the output pulse and preserve
the gamma-ray ,mergy information, the preamplifier must be placed as close to the
detector as possible. The closeness of the preamplifier minimizes the capacitance at
the preamplifier input, thereby reducing the output noise ‘level. The preamplifier also
serves as an impedance-matching device between the high-impedance detector and the
low-impedance coaxial cable that transmits the amplified detector signal to the main
amplifier. The amplifier and preamplifier may be separated by as much as several
hundred meters.
Because the detector and preamplifier must be close, the preamplifier is often in
an inconvenient location, surrounded by shielding, and inaccessible during use. Most
preamplifiers have no external controls; the gain and pulse-shape adjustments are included in the main amplifier, which is usually in a more convenient location close
to the other system electronics. Because it lacks external controls, the preamplifier
occupies only a few hundred cubic centimeters. Its ‘small volume is advantageous
when the preamplifier must be located inside the detector shieldhg. The preamplifier
is usually housed in a small rectangular box. For single NaI detectors, the preamplifier
is often built into the cylindrical housing that holds the photomultiplier-tube socket. In
recent years, preamplifiers for germanium and silicon detectors have been packaged in
an annular configuration behind the end cap of ‘thedetector cryostat. ‘Ehisconfiguration
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Fig. 4.3 Detectors having annular) cylindrical, and rectangular
preamplifiers.

eliminates awkward boxes that stick out at right angles from cryostats and makes the
detectors easier to shield. Figure 4.3 shows the basic preamplifier configurations just
described.
Although preamplifiers have few controls, they have several connectors. Usually
included are one or two output connectors and a test input through which pulses
can be routed from an electronic pulserto simulate gamma-ray events for testing the
performance of the preamplifier and the other signal-processing instruments in the
system. ,(The simulated gamma-ray peak produced in the acquired spectrum can also
give a good estimate of the electronic losses suffered by the system; see Chapter 5.)
The detector bias is often applied through a connector mounted on the preamplifier.
Amultipin connector is usually included to provide thepower needed for operating
the preamplifie~ the power is often supplied by the main amplifier. Certain NaI
preamplifiers generate the required low voltage from the detector bias voltage.
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The preamplifier output pulse is a fast positive or negative step followed by a very
slow decay. The nsetime is a few tenths of a microsecond and the decay time is
50 to 100 ps. The amplitude of the fast step is proportional to the charge delivered
to the preamplifier input and therefore proportional to the energy deposited in the
detector by the gamma ray. The long decay time means that a second pulse often
occurs before the tail of the preceding pulse has decayed. This effect is seen in
Figure 4.4, which shows the preamplifier output from a large, coaxial germanium
detector. The amplitude of the fast-rising step, which contains the important energy
information from the gamma-ray interaction, is distorted only if the energy deposition
rate becomes so high that the average dc level of the preamplifier rises to where some
of the fast-rising steps are beyond the linear range of the amplifier.
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Fig. 4.4 Output pulses from a typical germanium-detector preamplij?er. The important energy information is contained
in the amplitude of the fast-rising vo[tage step (NO.5 ps).
The pileup of pulses on the long tails (-50 ps) does not
affect the validity of the energy information.

Most manufacturers offer several preamplifier models that are optimized for different detector types. Parameters such as noise level, sensitivity, risetime, and count-rate
capability may be different for different models. The count-rate capability is usually
specified as the maximum charge per unit time (C/s) delivered from the detector to
the preamplifier input. For germanium and silicon detectors the equivalent energy
per unit time (MeV/s) is often specified; when this number is divided by the average
gamma-ray energy, the result is the maximum count rate that the preamplifier can
handle.
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Usually, few choices can be made when selecting a preamplifier for a NaI detector.
However, several significantly different options are available for germanium detectors;
the selection depends upon the detector and the measurement application. Because
germanium detectors are always sold with an integral preamplifier, the selection must
be made when the detector is purchased.
Because of its low noise, an FET is always the first amplifying stage in a germaniumdetector preamplifier. When germanium detectors were first produced, the FET was
always operated at room temperature in the main preamplifier enclosure. However,
better resolution can be achieved when the FET is cooled along with the detector
crystal. The improvement in resolution is especially significant at gamma-ray energies below 200 keV. Preamplifiers are now available with either room-temperature or
cooled FETs. The preamplifier feedback resistor and other associated circuit components may be located inside the cryostat with the FET and the detector crystal. The
penalty for the improved performance is that if the FET fails and must be replaced,
the cryostat must be opened, usually by the manufacturer at considerable expense to
the user. However, preamplifiers that use cooled FETs are now so reliable and so
well protected from high-voltage surges that the transistors rarely fail. As a result,
this type of preamplifier is now the most commonly used.
Most manufacturers also offer a high- or low-count-rate option. This option is
needed because detector resolution cannot be optimized simultaneously for high and
low count rates. Most detector-preamplifier units are optimized to operate at low
count rates (<10 000 count/s) because this provides the best resolution possible.
If the primary application will involve count rates greater than 50000 count/s, the
manufacturer should be asked to optimize the detector for high-count-rate performance.
Germanium detector crystals are fabricated in planar or coaxial geometries; the
designation refers to the shape of the crystal and the location of the charge-collecting
contacts. Because of their very low electrical capacitance, small planar detectors
(<10 cm3) have lower noise and better resolution than large detectors. To obtain the
best possible resolution from small planar detectors, the feedback resistor is sometimes removed’ from the preamplifier. However, without the feedback resistor, the
decay time of the output pulse is very long ,and the output level increases with each
successive pulse. Figure 4.5 Shows the output of a preamplifier that does not have
a feedback resistor. When the maximum allowable dc level is reached, the preamplifier must be reset using a pulsed-optical or transistorized method. However, the
reset pulse can saturate the main amplifier for up to several hundred microseconds,
and the data acquisition equipment must be disabled to avoid the analysis of inv~id,
distorted pulses. Because of this complication, pulsed-optical preamplifiers are chosen
only when the small improvement in resolution is absolutely required. Pulsed-optical
preamplifiers have a low-count-rate capability, often only 5000 MeV/s rather than the
more, than 50 000 MeV/s usually available with other types of preamplifiers. For
low gamma-ray energies (<100 to 200 keV), the count-rate limitation may not be a
problem.
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TIME
Fig. 4.5 Output pulses from a pulsed-optical preamplifier on a
germanium detector. Because there is no feedback resistor, the noise level is lower than in resistively coupled preamplifiers and the dc output level rises in a
stair-step fashion and must be reset when the maximum
allowable voltage is reached.

In recent years, preamplifiers that use variations of the pulsed-optical method have
been developed for high-count-rate applications. In one case, the optically coupled
reset device is replaced by a transistor network. In another case, the reset is accomplished by optical means but the preamplifier is reset afier nearly every event, thereby
reducing the amplifier saturation time.

4.5 AMPLIFIER
After leaving the preamplifier, the gamma-ray pulses are amplified and shaped to
meet the requirements of the pulse-height-analysis instrumentation that follows the
main amplifier. Most spectroscopy-grade amplifiers are single- or double-width NIM
modules. Portable multichannel analyzers often have a built-in amplifier, which may
be adequate for the intended application.
The main amplifier accepts the low-voltage pulse from the preamplifier and amplifies it into a linear voltage range that is O to 10 V for most high-quality amplifiers. Within the linear range all input pulses are accurately amplified by the
same factor. The amplification is nonlinear for output pulses that exceed 10 V.
The maximum output voltage or saturation voltage of most amplifiers is ‘approximately 12 V. The amplifier gain can be adjusted over a wide range, typically from
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10 to 5000. Amplifiers usually have two gain controls (coarse and fine) to rdlow
continuous gain adjustment.
The shaping function of the main amplifier is vital to the production of high-quality
spectra. The amplified pulses are shaped to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio and to
meet the pulse-shape requirements of the pulse-height-analysis electronics. Because
single-channel and multichannel analyzers measure the input pulse amplitude with
respect to an internal reference voltage, the amplifier output must return quickly to
a stable voltage level, usually zero, between gamma-ray pulses. The stability of the
baseline voltage level is extremely important because any baseline fluctuation perturbs
the measurement of the gamma-ray pulse amplitude and contributes to the broadening
of the full-energy peak.
A narrow pulse shape permits a quick return to baseline. However, the pulse must
be wide enough to allow sufficient time to collect all of the charge liberated by the
interaction of the gamma ray in the detector. Figure 4.4 shows that 0.25 to 0.5 #s
could be sufficient to allow complete charge collection. The pulse shape should also
provide a signal-to-noise ratio that minimizes the variation in output pulse amplitude
for a given quantity of charge deposited at the preamplifier input. Unfortunately, the
pulse width that provides the optimum signal-to-noise ratio is usually wider than that
required for a quick return to baseline. At low count rates, the pulse can be wide
because the probability is small that a second pulse will arrive before the amplifier
output has returned to the baseline level. As the count rate increases, however, the
probability that pulses occur on a perturbed baseline also increases, and the spectrum
is distorted in spite of the optimum signal-to-noise ratio. A narrower pulse width than
reguired for the optimum signrd-to-noise ratio usually gives the best resolution at high
count rates; the resolution, however, is not as good as can be obtained at low count
rates.
The amplifiers used with high-resolution germanium and silicon detectors employ
a combination of electronic differentiation, integration, and active filtering to provide
the desired pulse shape. Qualitatively, differentiation removes low frequencies from
a signal and integration removes high frequencies. Differentiation and integration are
characterized by a time constant, usually having units of microseconds, that defines
the degree of attenuation as a function of frequency. The greater the time constant,
the greater is the attenuation of low frequencies by differentiation and the attenuation
of high frequencies by integration. When both differentiation and integration are used,
the low- and high-frequency components are strongly suppressed and a relatively narrow band of middle frequencies is passed and amplified. Beeause most spectroscopy
amplifiers function best when the differentiation and integration time constants are
equal, there is usually a single control that selects time constants in the range 0.25 to
12 ps. When the two time constants are equal, the amplifier output pulse is nearly
symmetrical (see Figure 4.6). The tot~ pulse width is approximately six times the
time constant. At low count rates, large coaxial germanium detectors usually have optimum resolution with time constants of 3 to 4 ps. Small planar germanium detectors
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resolve best with time constants of 6 to 8 #s, and small planar silicon detectors usually
operate best with values of 8 to 12 ps. The problem of pulse pileup is more severe
when long time constants are used to exploit the intrinsically better resolution of
the smaller detectors. The time constant used in a given situation depends on the
detector, the expected count rate, and whether resolution or data throughput is of
greater importance.

Fig. 4.6

TIME

Unipolar and bipolar output signals
jiom a typical spectroscopy amplifier
with differentiationlintegration pulse
shaping.

High-resolution germanium and silicon detectors are relatively slow and require
time constants longer than those needed for other types of detectors. NaI scintillation detectors, which have resolutions that are 10 to 20 times worse than those of
germanium detectors, operate well with time constants of 0.25 to 1.0 ps. Organic
scintillation detectors, which have almost no energy resolution, can operate with time
constants of only 0.01 us; when energy resolution is not required but high-count-rate
capability is, they are very useful. Unfortunately, no detector now available combines
very high resolution with very high count rate capability.
Spectroscopy amplifiers usually provide two different output pulse shapes: unipolar
and bipolar. The bipolar pulse is usually obtained by differentiating the unipolar pulse.
Figure 4.6 shows both unipolar and bipolar output signals fro,m a typical spectroscopy
amplifier. The. unipolar output has a better signal-to-noise ratio and i: usually used
for energy analysis, whereas the bipolar output has superior timing information and
overload recovery. The bipolar pulse shape is usually better for timing applications
because the zero crossover point (the point where the bipolar pulse changes sign) is
easily detected and is very stable. The crossover point corresponds to the peak of the
unipolar output and is nearly independent of output pulse amplitude.
Delay lines can be used in pulse-shaping circuits. Delay-line shaping can provide
unipolar or bipolar pulses, depending on whether one or two delay lines are employed.
Delay-line amplifiers are economical and provide adequate performance when used
with low-resolution detectors; they are rarely used with germanium or silicon detectors
because their noise level is higher than that found in amplifiers that use differentiation
and integration. The output pulse shape of a delay-line amplifier is distinctly different
from that of an amplifier that uses differentiation and integration. Figure 4.7 shows
the unipolar and bipolar output signals from a typical delay-line amplifier.
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Fig. 4.7 Unipolar and bipolar output signals jkom
an amplifier with delay-line pulse shaping.
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4.5.1 Pole-Zero

Compensation

Circuit

Most amplifiers include a pole-zero compensation circuit to help maintain a stable
baseline. The pole-zero circuit was introduced in about 1967 and was the first major
improvement in amplifier design after the introduction of transistors. It significantly
improves amplifier performance at high count rates. The term “pole zero” arises from
the terminology of the Laplace transform methods used to solve the simple differential
equation that governs the circuit behavior. The circuit is very simple; it consists of
an adjustable resistor in parallel with the amplifier input capacitor. In spite of the
simplicity of the circuit, the proper adjustment of the pole-zero control is crucial for
correct operation of most modern amplifiers. When the pole-zero control is properly
adjusted, the amplifier output returns smoothly to the baseline level in the minimum
possible time: When the control is incorrectly adjusted, the following conditions result:
the output pulses are followed by a long undershoot or overshoot that perturbs the
output baseline and seriously degrades the amplifier performance at high count rates
the full-energy peaks are broader and often have low- or high-energy tails depending
on whether an undershoot or overshoot condition exists; accurate determination of the
full-energy pehk areas is difficult. Figure 4.8 shows the amplifier pulse shapes and
full-energy peak shapes that result from correct and incorrect pole-zero adjustment.
Adjustment of the pole-zero circuit is’ simple and is best accomplished using an
oscilloscope to monitor the tiplifier output pulse shape and following procedures
found in the amplifier manual. The adjustment should be checked whenever the
amplifier time constant is changed.
4.5.2 Baseline Restoration

Circuit

Baseline restoration (BLR) circuits were added to spectroscopy amplifiers
after the advent of pole-zero circuits. Like the pole-zero’ circuit, the BLR
maintain a stable baseline. The pole-zero circuit is located at the amplifier
and is a very simple circuifi the BLR is located at the amplifier output and is
remarkably complex. The pole-zero circuit prevents undershoot caused by the

soon
helps
input
often
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Fig. 4.8 The effect of pole-zero adjustment on the ampllfier output (left)
and the full-energy-peak shape (right). The upper frames show
pole-zero undercompensation, which causes amphjter undershooting and low-energy tailing on the MCA peak. The middle
frames show correct pole-zero compensation. The lower frames
show pole-zero overcompensation, which causes amplifier overshooting and high-energy tailing on the MCA peak.
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decay time of the preamplifier output pulse; the BLR suppresses the baseline shi;s
caused by the ac coupling of the unipolar output pulses. Although operation of the
BLR is totally automatic in some amplifiers, other amplifiers have several controls to
optimize amplifier performance for different count rates and preamplifier types. The
optimum BLR setting is often determined by trial and error.
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Fig. 4.9
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4.5.3

Pileup Rejection

The origin and effect of pulse pileup
on the output of a spectroscopy amplifier. When two pulses are separated
by less than the amplifier risetime, the
amplitude of the resulting sum pulse
is not representative oj either input
pulse.

Circuit

Pileup rejection circuits have been added to many top-of-the-line amplifiers to improve performance at high count rates. A pileup rejector uses timingcircuitry to detect
and reject events where two or more gamma-ray pulses overlap. Such events have a
combined pulse amplitude that is not characteristic of any single gamma ray and only
increases the height of the background continuum in the acquired spect@n. fiigure 4.9
shows how two gamma-ray pulses overlap to produce a pileup pulse. For germanium
detectors, the minimum pulse separation that can be resolved by the pileup rejector
is approximately 0.5 ps. The pileup rejector usually provides a logic pulse that can
be used to prevent analysis of the pileup pulses. In high-count-rate situations, the
pileup rejector can provide better resolution and a lower background continuum; as
a result, determination of the full-energy-peak areas is simplified. Figure 4.10 shows
the improvement in spectral quality that can result from using a pileup rejector. The
figure also shows that the pileup rejector can sharpen the appearance of sum peaks
such that they may be mistaken for real full-energy peaks.
The considerable benefits of pileup rejection are offset by increased complexity
of operation and more stringent requirements for the preamplifier output pulse. The
preamplifier output pulse must be free of high-frequency ringing that can cause false
pileup signatures in the timing circuits. It must also be free of high-frequency interference from power supplies, scalers, computers, and video display terminals. Such
high-frequency pickup is usually filtered out in the main amplifier but can cause false
pileup signatures in the pileup rejection circuit and lead to excessive rejection of good
gamma-ray pulses and spectral distortions. Considerable care must be used when
adjusting pileup rejection circuits.
The proper use of pole-zero, baseline restoration, and pileup rejection circuits can
greatly improve the quality of the measured gamma-ray spectrum. Because an oscilloscope is virtually indispensable for adjusting these circuits for optimum performance,
a good quality oscilloscope should be readily available to every user of a gamma-ray
spectroscopy’ system. Users should understand the operation of the oscilloscope as
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well as they understand the operation of the spectroscopy system. They can detect
and/or prevent more difficulty through proper use of the oscilloscope than through the
use of any other piece of equipment.
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Fig. 4.10 A high-rate (50 000
countls) spectrum of
137CS showing the improved spectral quali~
obtained with pileup rejection (PUR). Top: the
entire spectrum. Middle:
the full-energy peak at
661.6 keV. Bottom: the
sum peak at 1323.2 keV;
pileup rejection reduces
the pileup continuum
near the sum peak by
a factor of 25 but does
not signl~cantly reduce
the sum-peak amplitude.
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4.S.4 Advanced

Concepts

in Amplifler

Design

IWO recent advances in amplifier design improve the ability of gamma-ray spectroscopy systems to operate at high count rates without excessive spectral degradation.
Both concepts use a narrow pulse shape to reduce pileup losses while preserving good
peak shape, signal-to-noise ratio, and resolution.
In one design, a gated integrator is added to the output of a standard highquality
amplifier. The amplitude of the integrator output pulse is proportional to the integral
of the amplifier output pulse. The integrator output is digitized in the normal way
by the analog-to-digital converter. For a given gamma-ray interaction, the charge
collection time depends on the electric field strength in the detector and the location
of the interaction. Charge carriers that we produced far fmm the collection electrodes
or in regions where the electric field is weaker arrive later at the electrodes. Charge
that is collected very late may not contribute to the information-carrying part of the
preamplifier pulse; such charge is said to cause a ballistic deficit. If the amplifier time
constants are comparable to the charge collection time, the integral of the amplifier
output pulse is more nearly proportional to the collected charge than is the pulse amplitude. Qualitatively, the integration allows a longer period for charge collection and
decreases the ballistic deficit. Shorter time constants can be used with the amplifierintegrator combination than can be used with the amplifier alone. The short time
constants reduce pileup losses and increase data throughput. Figure 4.11 shows the
amplifier and corresponding integrator output pulse.
The second design uses time-variant filters in place of the normal differentiationintegration filters. The technique requires special preamplifiers ‘-mdanalog-to-digital
converters, but it can operate at count rates as high as 106 count/s with data throughput
rates of 80000 count/s. Figure 4.12 shows that the output pulse shape from this system
is much different from the familiar Gaussian pulse shape.
It should be emphasized that the selection of a detector with excellent charge collection is essential to high-resolution, high-rate SPtroscopy.

4.6 SINGLE-CHANNEL ANALYZER
The single-channel analyzer (SCA) is the pulse-height-analysis instrument shown
in the simple spectroscopy system of Figure 4.1. Historically, the first pulse-heightanalysis instrument was a simple discriminator with a single, adjustable voltage threshold. If the voltage of the qnplifier output pulse exceeds the discriminator threshold,
the ditiinator
emits a logic pulse. Logic pulses are used for counting and control
functions and have a fixed amplitude and width, usually 5 V and 1 ps in spectroscopy
equipment. The keshold voltage is calibrated for its equivalent gamma-ray energy.
When the discriminator output is connected to a scaler, the scaler counts all gamma
rays that exceed the desired energy threshold.
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Fig. 4.11 Theregular output andgated-integrator
output
fi-om an ampl;fier using gated integration to reduce the ballistic deficit at short time constants.
The gated integrator permits good resolution and
lower pileup and deadtime losses at high input
rates.
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Fig. 4.12 The output from a puke processor
using time-variant filters to shape
preamplljier output puises.

An SCA is essentially two discriminators with independent thresholds. If the amplifier pulse amplitude exceeds the lower threshold and is less than the upper threshold,
the SCA emits a logic pulse. If the SCA output is conneeted to a scaler, the scaler will
count all gamma rays in a selected energy interval or channel. Figure 4.13. illustrates
the function of the SCA.
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Fig. 4.13 The function of a singlechannel analyzer. (LLD
is lower-level discriminator, ULD is upper-level
discriminator.)
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The gamma-ray energy spectrum can be measured by setting a narrow window and
taking a series of counts as the window is moved across the energy region of interest
as a series of contiguous but nonoverlapping channels. The method is very tedious
when the window is narrow and many counts must be taken. Before the advent of
multichannel analyzers (MCAS), SCAS were used to measure gamma-ray spectra (see
Figure 4.14). The technique was sometimes automated by adding a mechanical drive
to the lower threshold control and a recording ratemeter to the SCA output.
The two SCA thresholds may be referenced to the same voltage, usually O V. If
the upper threshold is referenced to the lower threshold voltage, the count window
can be advanced through the spectrum by adjusting only the lower threshold control.
Some SCAS can function as two independent discriminators, as an SCA with independent thresholds or as the window SCA just described. Some extract pulse-height
information only, and others provide both pulse-height and timing information. Several procedures can be used to set the SCA window to the desired energy interval by
gating an oscilloscope or MCA from the SCA output.

4.7 COUNTERS, SCALERS, TIMERS, AND RATEMETERS
The counter/timer shown in Figure 4.1 is the simplest part of the spectroscopy
system; its function is to count the SCA output logic pulses.
The terms counter and scaler are usually used interchangeably. Before the advent
of digital electronic displays such as light-emitting diodes and liquid crystal displays,
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electromechanical registers were used to indicate the number of pulses counted. The
electromechanical registers were very slow and were often preceded by an electronic
circuit that emitted a single logic pulse for a fixed number of input logic pulses; the
“scaling” factor was often a power of 10. Historically, the term scaler was correctly
applied to the electronic circuit that preceded an electromechanical register. Although
mechanical registers are no longer used, the term scaler is often applied to counting
instruments that have no timing or control capability. Counter is the preferred and
more descriptive term. The term timer is usually applied to a separate instrument that
measures time and can turn on one or more counters for a selected time’interval. In
the past, counters and timers were usually separate instruments; now the two functions
are often combined in a single instrument, which may be called a counter/timer or,
simply, a counter. A ratemeter measures the average pulse rate of the signal applied
to its input and may be used in place of, or in conjunction with, a counter.
Modern counters operate at maximum count rates of approximately 2 x 107 count/s
and can count two pulses separated by as little as 50 ns. Most counters have a
capacity of six decimal digits; however, seven- and eight-digit counters are available.
Although counters and timers usually have a visual display of the number of counts
or seconds, counters without visual displays are available for applications that only
require automatic readout to a computer or printer. Many counters provide an overfiow
logic pulse to indicate when the count capacity is exceeded. Some counters can be
gated (turned on or off,) by logic pulses from other control electronics. Other counter
options include internal discriminators, printer and computer interfaces, and the ability
to count positive or negative input pulses.
Timers are counters that count a fixed frequency oscillator to determine the desired
time interval. The reference time signal comes either from the ac line (60 Hz in
the United States) or from an internal crystal-controlled oscillator. The line-frequency
oscillator is less expensive and is adequate for all but the most demanding applications.
If the frequency of the ac power line is averaged over a day, the accuracy of the linefrequency oscillator is very good. If intervals shorter than a day must be measured to
better than 0.1%, a crystal-controlled oscillator should be used. Many counter/timer
combinations can either count for a preset time or measure the time required to count
a preset number of counts; the latter mode allows all measurements to have the same
statistical precision.
In the past, all ratemeters were analog instruments that provided a current signal
proportional to the average count rate. The rate-related signal was displayed on a
meter and was available at an output connector to drive an optional chart recorder.
All ratemeters offered a choice of time constants to select how rapidly the instrument
responded to count-rate changes. Linear and logarithmic scales were available, and
some units gave an audible alarm if the count rate exceeded a preset limit. Modem ratemeters may be either analog or digital instmments. A digital ratemeter is a
counter/timer that automatically resets and repeats a count; the count time is often
set to 1 s so that the digital display shows the number of counts per second. The visual
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Fig. 4.14 The gamma-ray spectrum of highly enriched uranium measured with a high-quality
Nat detector. The points show a 4096-channel MCA spectrum and the histogram
shows a 100-channel SCA spectrum. The total number of counts in both spectra is
the same; therefore, the precision of an individual point in the 4096-channel spectrum is only about one-sixth that of a corresponding bar in the 100-channel spectrum. The vertical scales of the two spectra have been normalized.

display of a digital ratemeter is far more readable than the meter display of an analog
ratemeter. A digital ratemeter is often used to measure the total rate of gamma-ray
pulses coming from the system amplifier. Because the total count rate has an important
effect on system performance, the count rate is often monitored continuously.

4.8 MULTICHANNELL ANALYZER
The functions listed inside the dashed line in Figure 4.2 are usually performed by a
multichannel analyzer (MCA) operating in the pulse-height-analysis mode. The terms
multichannel analyzer and pulse-height analyzer (PHA) are often used interchangeably.
The MCA can operate in several modes, including pulse-height analysis, voltage
sampling, and multichannel scaling. It sorts and collects the gamma-ray pulses coming
from the main amplifier to build a digital and visual representation of the pulse-height
spectrum produced by the detector.
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Converter

The analog-to-digital converter (ADC) performs the fundamental pulse-height analysis and is located at the MCA input. The ADC input is the analog voltage pulse from
the main arnplifie~ its output is a binary number that is proportional to the amplitude
of the input pulse. The binary output number is often called an address. Other MCA
circuits increment a storage register in the MCA memory that comesponds to the ADC
address. The ADC performs a function that is analogous to that of the oscilloscope
user saying “five volts” when a 5-V pulse is applied to the oscilloscope input terminals. The ADC accepts pulses in a given voltage range, usually O to 8 or 10 V, and
sorts them into a large number of contiguous, equal-width voltage bins, or channels.
Because of the sorting function, the early MCAS were often called kicksorters, with
the amplifier pulse being compared to an electrical kick.
The number of channels into which the voltage range is divided is usually a power
of 2 and is called the ADC conversion gain. In the mid 1950s a high-quality ADC
could divide 100 V into 256 channels. Now, ADCS routinely divide 10 V into as
many as 16384 channels. This capability is impressive; an individual channel is only
0.6 mV wide. The required conversion gain varies with detector type and with the
energy range being examined. Figure 4.15 shows part of an 8192-channel plutonium
spectrum measured with a high-resolution germanium detector. The full-energy peaks
should contain enough channels to clearly define the structure of the spectrum. As
few as five channels may suffice for some situations. When peak fitting is required,
10 or more channels are needed to clearly define peak shape.
The ADC sorts the amplifier output pulses according to voltage; the voltage is
proportional to the energy deposited in the detector during the gamma-ray interaction.
Like the relationship between voltage and energy, the relationship between channel
number and energy is nearly linear. The relationship can be represented by Equation
4-1:
E=mX+b
where E =
X=
m=
b =

(4-1)

energy in keV
channel number
slope in keV/chamel
zero intercept in keV.

The slope m depends on the conversion gain and the amplifier gain; common values
are 0.05 to 1.0 keV/chmnel. Although it may seem logical to assume that zero energy
corresponds to channel zero (b = O), this is often not the case. The slope and zero
intercept can be adjusted to fit the energy range of interest into the desired channel range. For example, plutonium measurements often use gamma rays in the 60- to
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Fig, 4.15 A small portion of an 8192-channel plutonium spectrum taken with a highquality coaxial germanium detector. The major peak is the 375. O-keV peak
from 239Pu decay.

420-keV range. If the gains are adjusted to 0.1 keV/channel and the zero intercept
to 20 keV, a 4096-channel spectrum covers the 20- to 429.6-keV energy range and
includes the important gamma ray at 413.7 keV. In the example, the channel number
can be converted easily to energy. Most ADCS have both analog and digital controls
to adjust the zero intercept. The analog control is labeled baseline or zero adjustment,
and the digital control is labeled digital offset.
Because preamplifiers, amplifiers, and ADCS are not exactly linear, the relationship
shown in Equation 4-1 between energy and channel number is not exact. However,
with good equipment, gamma-ray energies can be readily measured to a tenth of a
keV by assuming a linear calibration. ADC linearity is usually specified with two
numbers: integral and differential linearity. Integral nonlinearity is a slight curvature
in the relationship between energy and channel numbeu differential nonlinearity is a
variation in channel width. It is difficult to design an ADC that does not have dhTerential nonlinearity. Often, adjacent channels have measurably different widths, as can
be seen when all even-numbered channels have more counts than all odd-numbered
channels in a flat region of the spectrum. Such odd-even effects are common and may
affect alternate groups of two, four, or even eight channels. A common ADC problem
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that can influence assay results is a slow increase of the differential nonlinearity over
time. The 190 differential nonhearity of most ADCS is totally acceptable for most
applications.
llvo types of ADC are in common use: the Wilkinson and the successiveapproximation ADC. A Wilkinson ADC counts pulses from a fast oscillator for a
time interval that is proportional to the amplitude of the amplifier pulse. The digitization time determines the channel number assigned to each pulse. A successiveapproximation ADC examines the amplifier pulse with a series of analog comparators.
The first comparator determines whether the puke amplitude is in the upper or lower
half of the ADC range. Each successive comparator determines whether the pulse
amplitude is in the upper or lower half of the voltage interval determined by the previous comparator. livelve comparators determine the pulse amplitude to one part in
212 (or 4096) channels. The digitization time of a successive-approximation ADC is
constant and independent of pulse height. ,Until recently, WUcinson ADCS dominated
the gamma-ray spectroscopy field because they had superior differential linearity.
Now, successive-approximation ADCS have comparable, differential linearity and are
becoming more popular because they are often’faster than WWinson ADCS.
ADC speed is an important consideration for high-count-rate spectroscopy. While
the ADC is processing one pulse, a~, other pulses are ignored. The pulse processing
time, or deadtime, can be a substantial fraction of the total acquisition: time. A
deadtime of 25% means that 25% of the information in the amplifier pulse stream is
lost. For both ADC types, the deadtime per event is the sum of the digitization time
and a fixed processing time (usually 2 to 3 ps). The, 450- to 1OO-MHZoscillators
used in Wilkinson ADCS require 12 to 43 ps to digitize and store a gamma-ray
event in channel 4000. Successive-approximation ADCS (4096 channels), require 4 to
12 ps to analyze a gamma-ray event. A detailed comparison of ADC speed requires
specification of the gamma-ray energy spectrum, the overall system g,tin, and the
ADC range. In general, successive-approximation ADCS are faster than WWcinson
ADCS for spectra with 4096 channels or, more. For spectra with few channels, the
Wilkinson ADC may be faster. In a spectrum with an average channel number of
512, a 400-MHz WWinson ADC has a average dpadtime per event of 3 ps.
Several common features appear on most ADCS independent of type or manufacturer. Lower-level discriminators (LLD) and upper-level discriminators (ULD)
determine the smallest and largest pulses accepted for @digitization.The discriminators can be adjusted to reject uninteresting low- and high-energy evenq and reduce
ADC deadtime. The discriminator adjustment does not affeet the overall gamma-ray
count rate and cannot be used to reduce pulse pileup losses that occur in the detector,
preamplifier, and amplifier. The discriminators form an SCA at the input to:the ADC;
most ADCS provide an SCA output connector. Most WCS have coincidence and
anticoincidence gates that allow external logic circuits to ,control the ADC. Pileup
rejection circuits frequently provide an inhibit pulse that is fed to the anticoincidence
gate to prohibit processing or storage of pileup pulses. The coincidence gate is also
used to analyze gamma-ray events that are detected in two separate detectors. Most
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ADCS have an adjustable conversion gain and range; the range control determines the
maximum channel number to be digitized. There is usually a deadtime indicator that
displays fractional deadtime, In computer-based MCAS, the ADC parameters often
can be set under program control. Most small MCAS have a built-in ADC; large
MCA systems use separate NIM or rack-mounted ADCS.
4.8.2 Spectrum

Stabilizers

For germanium and silicon detectors, the relationship of energy and channel number
changes with time even though the energy-to-charge-collection factor is constant. The
preamplifier, amplifier, and ADC are all subject to small but finite changes in gain
and zero level caused by variation in temperature and count rate. Under laboratory
conditions, the position of a full-energy ped at channel 4000 may shift only a few
channels over a period of many weeks; however, even this small drift may be undesirable. Larger drifts may be encouritered in the uncontrolled environment of production
facilities. Spectrum stabilizers are electronic modules that fix the position of one or
more full-energy peaks by adjusting a gain or dc level in the spectroscopy system to
compimsate for drif~ they are es@cially recommended for gamma-ray spectroscopy
systems that must be operated in uncontrolled environments by unskilled operators (as
often required by routine production-plant assay systems). Stabilizers are also recommended whenever channel-summation procedures are used to determine full-energy
peak areas.
The spectrum stabilizers used with germanium and silicon detectors are usually
digital circuits connected directly to the ADC. The stabilizer examines each gammaray-event address generated by the ADC and keeps track of the number of counts
in two narrow windows on either side of a selected full-energy-peak channel. The
stabilizer generates a feedback signal for the ‘ADC that is proportioned to the difference
in the numbix of counts in the two windows. The feedback signal adjusts the ADC
gtiin or zero level so that the average number of counts in each window is the sam%
the adjustment fixes the position of ‘tie selected stabilization peak. Often two peaks
are stabilized independently: a peak at the high-energy end of the spectrum is used to
adjust ADC gain and another peak at the low-energy end is used to adjust the ADC
zero level. With two-point stabilization, the spectroscopy system stability is often so
good that no spectral P6ak shifts position by more than a tenth of a channel over a
period of many months. Digital stabilizers can be used to easily establish simple and
convenient energy calibrations (for example, E = 0.1X).
Stabilization peaks should be free from interference, adequately intense, and present
at all times. Often one of the stabilization peaks comes from a gamma-ray source
that is attached to the detector to provide a constant signal in the detected spectrum.
Usually, such a stabilization source is monoenergetic and provides the low-energy
stabilization peak so that its Compton continuum does not interfere with other gammaray peaks of interest. In some cdses, a very stable pulser may be connected to the
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test input of the preamplifier to provide an artificial stabilization peak. Peaks from
pulsers or special stabilization sources may also be used to provide corrections for
pulse-pileup and deadtime losses (see Chapter 5).
Digital stabilization is not available for all ADCS and it is frequently unavailable for
portable MCAS and successive-approximation ADCS. Digital stabilizers are normally
single- or double-width NIM modules. All stabilizers have controls to set the desired
peak-centroid channel number and the width of the stabilization peak windows; there is
often a control to set the stabilizer sensitivity. Digital stabilizers that can be controlled
by an external computer are now available; this feature is useful when stabilization
peaks must be changed during automatic assay procedures.
Digital stabilizers that have a small correction range are inadequate for use with
NaI detectors. In addition, digital stabilizers operate with an ADC and many NaI
detector systems use SCAS to acquire the desired spectral information. Because of
the relatively greater instability of scintillator/photomultiplier detectors (as large as
1 to 2%~C), spectrum stabilization’ is often more necessary for NaI detectors than it
is for germanium or silicon detectors.
Scintillation detector stabilizers are similar to digital stabilizers but operate with
the amplifier rather than the ADC. The stabilizer compares the count rate on ei~er
side of the selected stabilization peak and generates a feedback signal that adjusts
the amplifier gain to keep the two count rates equal. NaI stabilizers are packaged
as NIM modules and may consist of amplifier/stabilizer combinations or separate
stabilizers. When a suitable stabilization peak is not available in the NaI spectrum,
a pulser peak cannot be substituted because it can only correct’ for preamplifier and
amplifier instability; the major drift in a Nrd system occurs in the photomultiplier
tube. Although an external gamma-ray source can provide a stabilization peak, the
Compton background from the source can interfere excessively with the gamma rays
of interest. An alternative solution is to use a detector with a built-in light pulser.
NaI crystals can be grown with a small doping of an alpha-particle-emitting nuclide
like 241Am. The alpha-particle interactions in the crystal provide a‘ clean spectral
peak with a fixed rate and gamma-ray-equivalent energy. Because the temperature
dependence of alpha-particle-induced and gamma-ray-induced scintillation light are
not identical, accurate stabilization over a large temperature range may require special
temperature compensation circuitry.
4.8.3 Multichannel

Audyzer

Memory,

Display, and Data Analysis

After the ADC converts the amplifier voltage pulse to a binary address, the address
must be stored for later observation and analysis. All MCA systems have memory
reserved for spectrum storage, and most havea spectral display and some built-in data
analysis capability.
Although the most common memory size is 4096 channels, MCAS are available that
have other memtry sizes such as 1024, 8192,or16384 channels. The smaller memo~
size is adequate for NaI detector applications and for germanium or silicon detector
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applications that involve a small energy region. To have sufficient channels in a fullenergy peak, an overall system gain of 0.1 keV/channel is often required; however,
with this gain, a 1024-channel MCA can only collect data in a 100-keV-wide region.
Large MCA systems usually can accept data from several ADCS simultaneously. A
16 384-channel MCA can collect four 4096-channel spectra simultaneously. For
multiple ADC applications, MCAS are available with as many as 65 536 channels.
The maximum number of counts that can be stored per channel is often an ,important
consideration because it sets a limit on the precision that can be obtained from a
single measurement. Early transistorized MCAS often had a maximum capacity of
65536 counts per channel. The present standard is typically 106 counts, per channel,
however large MCAS are available with capacities of 1.6 x 107, 2.56 x 108, and
even 4 x 109 counts per channel. (The last number quoted is probably more than will
ever be required in any anticipated application.) Although the present standard of 106
counts per channel is adequate for many low-rate applications, it is a definite limitation
for applications involving high-precision measurement of high-activity samples. The
limitation is especially apparent when both strong and weak peaks must be measured
in a single spectrum, as is the case for many plutonium measurements. The count time
must be chosen so that the strongest peak of interest does not overfiow the channel
capacity; unfortunately this count time may provide unacceptabley low precision for
the weaker peak areas, with the’result that multiple measurements are required. The
intended application must be considered carefully when deciding the MCA memorysize and count-capacity requirements.
A quick and useful way to obtain qualitative and semiquantitative information from
a spectrum stored in memory is to look at a plot of channel content versus channel
number. Most MCAS have a spectral display and many offer a wide range of, display
options. All displays offer several vertical and horizontal scale factors and many offer
both linear and logarithmic scales. Most displays have one or two cursors (visual
markers) that can be moved through the spectrum; the channel number and contents
of the cursor locations are dkplayed numerically on the screen. Most MCAS can
intensify selected regions of interest or chwge the color of the regions of interest to
emphasize particular spectral features. A good MCA can display two or more spectra
simultaneously and can overlap spectra for careful visual comparison.
Until recently, most MCA displays used cathode-ray tubes with electrostatic deflection. Electrostatic deflection is easily used only for small screen displays, up to
approximately 15 by 15 cm. At present, most MCAS use magnetic deflection to allow
larger screen size the display is identical to a television display. Some displays are
multicolored, but most are still monochromatic. In either type, each chaqnel is represented by a dot or bar whose vertical height is proportional to the channel contents.
Liquid crystal displays are just coming into use, mostly for low-power applications in
portable MCAS.
Big-screen, magnetically deflected displays are economical and make an excellent
picture but have one annoying drawback. The horizontal oscillator in the magneticdeflection circuit generates bursts of electromagnetic interference at a frequency of
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approximately 16 kHr, the interference is easily picked up on preamplifier signal lines
and can cause significant degradation of spectral quality. Great care must be taken in
grounding, shielding, and routing signal cables to eliminate or minimize the problem.
The video terminals usually used with large MCA/computer systems generate similar
interference; all signal cables should be routed well away from the terminals.
Most large MCAS have some built-in data analysis functions. Common analysis
functions determine the channel position and width of spectral peaks, the energy calibration, the number of counts in selected regions of interest, and the full-energy peak
areas. Other available fimctions may include smoothing, normalizing, and subtracting
(stripping) a background spectrum. The numerical results are usually displayed on
the screen or printed on the system terminal. The functions are usually implemented
by microprocessors that execute codes from read-only memory.
Large MCAS are frequently interfaced to external computers that can control complete assay systems and execute complex analysis codes. The computer system usually
includes one or more mass storage devices such as hard or flexible disks that provide
storage for spectral data and analysis programs. The last link in the spectroscopy
chain is often a printer that provides hard-copy output of measurement results.

4.9 AUXILIAR Y ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show only the basic components of gamma-ray spectroscopy
systems. This section describes other instruments that may be used in addhion to the
basic components.
The oscilloscope is the most useful auxiliary instrument used with gamma-ray spectroscopy systems. It is virtually indispensable when setting up the spectroscopy system
for optimum performance, monitoring system performance, detecting malfunctions or
spurious signals, and correcting problems. An expensive oscilloscope is not required
a SO-MHZresponse, one or two vertical inputs, and an ordhary time base are usually quite adequate. Battery-powered portable oscilloscopes can easily be carried to
systems in awkward locations.
Electronic pulsers are used to test system performance and correct for deadtime and
pileup losses. Mercury-switch pulsers have excellent pulse amplitude stability but are
quite slow and have limited pulse-shape variability. Other electronic pulsers often
have high-repetition rate and very flexible pulse shaping but usually have neither great
amplitude nor frequency stability. A few pulsers provide random intervals between
pulses rather than the more common fixed intervals. Sliding pulsers are used to test
ADC linearity; their pulse amplitude is modulated linearly with time.
Cameras are often used to take pictures, of MCA and oscillosco~ displays. Pictures
of waveforms help to document and diagnose problems pictures of ispectra provide
a quick and useful way to record infonriation in a nbtebobk. Cbmeras ~ available
with the necessay adapters to couple them to’ most oscilloscopes ,~d MCAS. A
Polaroid-type film is usually used so that the pictures, can be develop6d, quickly.
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Many different instruments are available to provide information on gamma-ray pulse
timing, usually to establish temporal relationships between two or more detectors.
Timing-filter amplifiers sacrifice signal-to-noise performance and overall resolution to
preserve timing information. Other instruments examine the preamplifier output, the
bipolar output of the main amplifier, or the output of a timing-filter amplifier and they
generate a fast logic signal that has a fixed and precise temporal relationship to the
gamma-ray events in the detector. The timing is determined using techniques such as
fast leading-edge discrimination, constant-fraction discrimination, amplitude/risetime
compensation, and zero-crossover pickoff. The timing outputs are either counted or
presented to coincidence circuits that determine whether specified time relationships
are met by the events in two or more detectors. Depending on the type of detector,
the coincidence gates can be as narrow as a few nanoseconds. The logic output of a
coincidence circuit is either counted or used as a control signal. When more detailed
timing information is required, a time-to-amplitude converter can be used to generate
an output pulse whose amplitude is proportional to the time interval between input
pulses.
A linear gate can be used as a coincidence or control circuit at the input to an MCA.
Linear gates pass analog signals with no change in amplitude or shape if they are gated
by control signals that are derived from one of the timing circuits described above. A
linear stretcher generates a pulse with the same amplitude as the input pulse but with
an adjustable length. A stretcher is occasionally used to condition the amplifier signal
before subsequent processing in the ADC. Summing amplifiers, or mixers, produce
outputs that are the linear sum of two or more input signals. A mixer can be used
in connection with routing signals for collecting spectra from several detectors with
a single ADC.
Compton suppression, a common procedure that improves the quality of gamma-ray ~~
spectra, uses some of the timing circuits described above. A Compton-suppression
spectrometer usually includes a high-resolution detector that is surrounded by a lowresolution, annuhm detector. The scattered gamma ray from a less-than-full-energy
interaction in the high-resolution detector is often detected in the annular detector. A
coincidence event between the two detectors inhibits the storage of the high-resolution
event in the MCA and reduces the Compton continuum between the full-energy peaks.
4.10 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The instrumentation described in this chap;er can be assembled to form different gamma-ray spectroscopy systems for different NDA applications. Many
instrument manufacturers can provide integrated spectroscopy systems that include all components from the detector to the output printer. If the user has
sufficient expe~tise~ individual components can be procured from different manufacturers: In eltlier’ case, careful consideration must be given to the requirements
of the measurement application before selecting a spectroscopy system from the
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nearly endless array of options and configurateions. References 1 through 4 provide detailed descriptions of the function and operation of gamma-ray spectroscopy instrumentation.
For the user who is not active in gamma-ray spectroscopy, current information is best obtained from research reports, the commercial literature, and the developers and users of state-of-the-art instrumentation.
Gamma-ray assay systems that are dedicated to a particular operation can be very
simple to operate, On the other hand, vast versatility and flexibility are provided by
combining the appropriate detector, amplifier, MCA, and analysis capability to make
a large, modem gamma-ray spectroscopy system. Unfortunately, a complex, versatile
instrument can never be truly simple to operate; a labor of several weeks is usually
required to master the operation of the typical large system. However, the effort
required is usually readily exerted in order to use instruments of truly amazing power.
The power of modern gamma-ray spectroscopy systems is perhaps best appreciated
by those who remember from personal experience when all spectral measurements
were done with a NaI detector, an SCA, and a counter.
Gamma-ray spectroscopy equipment has improved rapidly over the past 25 years as
vacuum tubes were replaced by transistors and transistors were replaced by integrated
circuits. The microprocessor chip has put greater capability into smaller and smaller
volumes. The capability per dollar has increased in spite of inflation. The rate of
improvement is still significant, particularly in the capability and flexibility of MCA
memory, display, and data analysis. Spectral quality is not progressing as rapidly,
although improvement is still occurring in pulse-processing electronics, especially in
dealing with very high counts rates (up to 106 count/s) from high-resolution germanium detectors. The technology of NaI, germanium, and silicon detectors is quite
mature and major improvements are not expected. Still, steady progress in all areas
of gamma-ray spectroscopy technology will continue, and unexpected breakthroughs
may indeed occur.
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5
General Topics in
Passive Gamma-Ray Assay
J L Parker

This chapter discusses general topics that apply to the gamma-ray assay techniques
discussed in Chapters 7 to 10. All these topics must be understood if optimum results
are to be obtained from any assay technique. The topics include
●
●
●
●
●
●

Energy calibration and determination of peak position
Energy resolution measurements
Determination of full-energy-peak area
Rate-related losses and corrections
Effects of the inverse-square law
Detector efficiency measurements.

5.1 ENERGY CALIBRATION AND DETERMINA~ON
POSITION

OF PEAK

5.1.1 Introduction
The energy calibration of a gamma-ray spectroscopy system is the relationship
between the energy deposited in the detector by a gamma ray and the amplitude of
the corresponding amplifier output pulse. The pulse amplitude is measured by the
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) of a multichannel analyzer (MCA) or by one or
more single-channel analyzers (SCAS). The energy calibration is used to determine
the width and location of regions of interest (ROIS), to determine resolution, and to
find the energies of any unrecognized gamma rays.
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The energy calibration of a good spectroscopy system is nearly linear:
E=mx+b
where E =
m=
x=
b=

(5-1)
energy deposited in detector
slope
amplitude of output pulse
intercept.

The assumption of linearity is usually sufficient for nondestructive assay (NDA) techniques. However, no system is exactly line=, each has small but measurable nonlinearities. When a more accurate relationship is necessary, a higher order polynomial
is used. Gamma-ray energies can be detemnined to within 0.01 to 0.05 keV using
a nonlinear calibration curve and several standard gamma-ray sources with energies
known to better than 0.001 keV.
Low-resolution detectors [for example, NaI(Tl) scintillators] often use Equation 5-1
with a zero intercept (b= O). The linear approximation is usually good enough for even
high-resolution NDA applications. For a good germanium detector, a linear calibration
will determine the peak energy to within a tenth of a keV, which is adequate to identify
the isotopes present in the measured sample. For most of the isotopes of interest to
NDA, the pattern of the gamma-ray spectrum is so distinctive that a visual examination
of the MCA display by an experienced person is sufficient to identify the isotopes
present. Figure 5.1 shows the characteristic spectrum of low-bumup plutonium, and
Figure 5.2 shows the characteristic spectrum of natural uranium (0.7% 235u)+
The calibration procedure involves determining the channel location of peaks of
known energy and fitting them to the desired calibration function. Often, the gamma
rays from the measured nuclear material sample can be used to determine the energy
calibration. Figure 5.1 shows that plutonium spectra have interference-free peaks
at 59.54, 129.29, 148.57, 164.57, 208.00, 267.54, 345.01, 375.04, and 413.71 keV.
Similar internal calibrations are possible for many isotopes (Refs. 1 and 2).
When the measured nuclear material cannot provide rm adequate calibration, isotopic standards are used that emit gamma rays of known energies. Table 5-1 lists
some of the most frequently used isotopes with the half-lives and energies of their
principal emissions (Ref. 3). Most of the isotopes listed emit only a few gamma rays
and are useful with both low- and high-resolution detectors. All the isotopes listed in
the table are available from commercial vendors. Packaged sources usually contain
a single isotope and are produced in a wide variety of geometries. Source strengths
between 0.1 and 100 pCi are usually adequate for energy calibration. Convenient
sets of six to eight single-isotope sources are available from most vendors. Their
use is required for setting up, testing, and checking many performance pahrneters
of spectroscopy systems. The source sets are useful for determining energy calibration, testing detector resolution, measuring detector efficiency, setting the pole-zero
adjustment, and correcting for rate-related counting losses.
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Table 5-1. Half-lives and energies of major emissions for selected isotopes”
Remarks
Energy (keV)
Isotopes
Half-Life
241Am
Many others, but weaker by factors 104 or greater
59.54
433 yr
137CS

29.9 yr

133Ba

10.9 yr

60c0

661.64
81.0,276.40, 302.85, 356.00, 383.85

5.3 yr

1173.23, 1332.51

22Na

2.8 yr

511.01
1274.51

55Fe

2.7 yr

Mn K x rays 5.9, 6.5

lof)cd
54Mn
65zn

57C0
75 se

1.2 yr

88.04

The only other emission is from Ba K x rays
Several others, but much weaker
Annihilation radiation
Often used for low-energy calibration
Ag K x rays at 22.16 keV and 24.9 keV

312 d

834.8

Monoenergetic source

244 d

511.01
1115.5

Annihilation radiation

271 d

122.06, 136.47

Two others of higher energy, but much weaker

120 d

121.12, 136.00, 264.65, 279.53,400.65

Several others, but much weaker

“Listed in decreasing order of half-life. All isotopes listed should be useful for at least 1 yr, because the half-lives are
greater than 100 days.
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Gamma-ray standards are available with several isotopes in one capsule. These
multienergy sources are used to define the energy calibration curve and efficiency
curve of high-resolution detectors. The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) source
SRM-4275 contains 125Sb (2.75-yr half-life), 154Eu (&4$)-yr half-life), and 155Eu
(4.73-yr half-life) and emits 18 well-resolved gamma rays between 27 and 1275 keV.
The emission rates of all 18 certified gamma rays are known to better than 1%.
5.1.2 Idnear Energy Calibration
Equation 5-1 descri~s the assumed functional form for a linear energy calibration.
If the positions x1 and x2 of two full-energy peaks of energies El and E2 are known,
m and b can be computed from
m _ (E2 – El)
(X2– xl)

(5-2)

b _ (X2EI – XIE2)
(XZ– xl)
“

(5-3)

For a two-point calibration, the two calibration peaks should be near the low- and
high-ene~y ends of the energy range of interest to avoid long extrapolations beyond
the calibrated region.
Often, when an unacceptable degree of nonlinearity exists, several linear calibrations
can be used over shorter energy intervals. The high-resolution spectrum of most
plutonium samples has nine well-resolved peaks between 59.5 keV and 413.7 keV
so that eight linear calibrations can be constmcted for the intervals between adjacent
peaks; none of the intervals is greater than 78 keV. A series of short linear calibrations
can often be m, accurate as a single quadratic or higher-order calibration curve.
When more than two peaks span the energy range of interest, least-squares fitting
techniques can be used to fit a line to all the peaks. This method can be used to obtain
the following expressions for m and b for n peaks:
(5-4)

(5-5)

Most hand calculators can perform a linear least-squares fit. Many MCA systems
can determine the xi and compute m and b for any selected number of peaks. Some
systems will also do a quadratic fit.
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A linear energy calibration is usually adequate for NDA applications. Table
5-2 gives the results of two-point and nine-point linear calibrations of a high-quality
plutonum spectrum. The nominal calibration, E (keV) = 0.1x + 20.0, was established
by stabilizing the 59.536-keV gamma ray of 241Amat channel 395.0 and the 413.712keV gamma ray of 239pu at channel 3937.0. The second column of Table 5-2 gives
the peak positions determined by fitting a Gaussian curve to the upper portion of the
peaks. The third and fourth columns give the difference between the accepted energies
and those obtained from the two-point and nine-point calibrations. Although there is
a measurable curvature to the energy versus channel relation, the maximum error is
only NO.03 keV for the two-point
‘calibration and wO.017 keV for the nine-point cal,,
ibration. The consistency of the results in Table 5-2 indicates that the peak positions
have been located to within NO.1 channel (wO.01 keV) and that the accepted energy
values are consistent within wO.01 keV.
Table 5-2. Results of linear energy calibrations of a high-quality
Plutonium mectrum
Peak
Energy Difference (keV)a
Accepted
Nine-Point
Positions
llvo-Point
Energies
Calibration
(ke~)
(channels)
Calibration
59.536
129.294
148.567
164.58
208.000
267.54
345.014
375.042
413.712

395.00
1092.77
1285.51
1445.80
1879.96
2475.37
3249.98
3550.40
3937.00

--0.014
0.014
0.029
0.022
0.019
0.001
0.013
---

– 0.017
– 0.001
0.000
+ 0.015
+ 0.009
+ 0.007
– 0.009
+ 0.004
– 0.008

“The tabulated numbers are the energies from the calibration minus the accepted energies. For the two-point calibration, m = 0.099993 keV/channel
and b = 20.039 keV. For the nine-point calibration, m = 0.099996
keV/channeI and b = 20.021 keV.
s.1.3 Determination

of peak Position

(Cent.roid)

Even with high-resolution detectors, full-energy peaks are usually at least several
channels wide. The peaks are nearly symmetric, and the peak positions are chosen as
the peak centers defined by the axis of symmetry. Full-energy peaks are usually well
described by a Gaussian function of the form
y(x) = yo exp [ – (x – x0)2/2a2]

(5-6)
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number of counts in channel x
peak amplitude
peak centroid
variance.

References 4, 5, and 6 provide a detailed explanation of the properties of the Gaussian
function. The function is symmetric about Xo, which is the peak centroid used in
energy calibration. The parameter yO is the maximum value of the function and is
nearly equal to the maximum counts per channel in the peak if the background under
the peak is negligible. The parameter c? (the variance) is related to the full width at
half maximum (FWHM~ of the function by
FWHM = 2d~cr

= 2.35482u .

(5-7)

The area under the Gaussian curve is given by
A=G

oyO =2.5070%
= 1.0645(FwHM)yo

.

(5-8)

The constant in the second form of Equation 5-8 is close to 1.0 because the area of

a Gaussian is just a little greater than the area of an isosceles triangle with the same
height and width at the half-maximum level.
Full-energy peaks are not exactly Gaussian shaped. For high-quality germanium
detectors the deviations are hardly visible, but for lower quality detectors the deviations
are easily seen as an excess of counts on the low-energy side of the peak (called
tailing). At very high rates or with poorly adjusted equipment, high-energy tailing is
sometimes visible. The upper one-half to two-thirds of a peak is usually Gaussian,
and the centroid determined by fitting a Gaussian to the upper portion of the peak
is a well-defined measure of peak position. Figures 5.3(a), (b), and (c) show the
1332.5-keV full-energy peak of 60Co and the fitted Gaussian function. Figure 5.3(a)
is from a highquality germanium detector at low count rate, with properly adjusted
electronics. The deviations from the curve are hardly visible except for a very slight
low-energy tailing. Figure 5.3(b) is from a detector with poor peak shape. The lowenergy tailing is obvious. Figure 5.3(c) is from the same detector as Figure 5.3(a)
but at very high rates that cause dktinct high-energy tailing and significant deviation
from a true Gaussian shape. In all three situations, the Gaussian function fitted to the
upper two-thirds of the peak gives a good peak location.
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5.1.4 Vieual Determination

of Peak Position

The human eye is very good at bisecting symmetric shapes. When a peak can be
spread out sufficiently on the MCA display, estimates of peak positions can often
be made to a few tenths of a channel by visual examination. The movable markers
(cursors) that are part of most MCA displays help in making visual determinations.
5.1.5 Graphical

Determination

of Peak Position

Figure 5.4 shows an SCA-acquired spectrum of 137CSfrom a high-quality 7.62- by
7.62-cm NaI(Tl) scintillator. It is desirable to plot such spectra as histograms with
the width of the bar equal to the window width and the low-energy side of the bar
beginning at the threshold voltage setting. Usually the intervals between threshold
settings equal the window width. The peak center is determined by drawing a straight
line along both sides of the peak through the centers of the bars. The intersection of
the two lines is the peak center.
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Fig. 5.4 Plot of an SCA-generated spectrum of 137CSfrom a 7.62-cm by
7.62-cm NaJ(Tl) scintillation detector. The plot shows how visually fitting the ~itersection of lines along the sides of the peak is a

consistent way of estimating the peak center.
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%1.6 Determination

of peak Position

by the First-Moment

Method

The centroid of a positive function y(x) is given by
(5-9)

where x1 and x2 are the bounds of the area considered and y; is the number of counts in
channel xi. This is called the first-moment method because the numerator of Equation
5-9 is the first moment of y(x). For the Gaussian function (Equation 5-6), Y = XO.
For calculational purposes the integrals are replaced by sums that closely approximate
them. The Gaussian function only approaches zero as x ~ *w; however, summing
over a region approximately three times FWHIVIis usually adequate. If the peak is
symmetric and if the summed region is symmetric about the peak, good results are
obtained even without subtracting the background from under the peak. If ‘a large
background continuum lies under the peak and an asymmetrically placed summing
region is used, the result will be in error. If the underlying continuum is subtracted,
the error in calculated peak location caused by an asymmetric summing region is
small. Figure 5.5 shows both a good choice and a poor choice of summing regions.
Methods for continuum subtraction are discussed later in this chapter.
The first-moment method is particularly useful for peaks with relatively few counts
per channel. It should be used with caution on peaks with distinct asymmetry because
the calculated centroid will not coincide with the centroid of the Gaussian portion of
the peak that must be determined for the energy calibration. Use of the first-moment
procedure does not require that the peak have a Gaussian shape, but only that the
peak is symmetric.
5.1.7 Determination

of Peak Position

by the Five-Channel

Method

The five-channel method uses the maximum c,ount channel and two adjacent channels on each side to estimate the peak centroid. The relevant formula is
X. = Xm+ Y~+l (Ym– Y71a-2)– Yin-l (Ym– Ym+2)
Ym+l (Ym– Yn-2) + Yin-l (Ym – Ym+2)

(5-lo)

where the subscript m refers to the maximum count channel, and yi refers to the
counts in channel xi.
Equation 5-10 assumes a Gaussian peak shape. Similar fornylas can be derived
assuming a parabolic shape at the top of the peak. Equation 5-10 works well when
there are 6 to 30 channels above the FWHM point and enough counts in the five
channels to clearly delineate the shape of the top of the peak. The five-channel
method does not work as well as the first-moment method on broad peaks with poor
precision. However, the five-channel method is less sensitive than the first-moment
method to asymmetric peak tails from a poor detector.
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Fig. 5.5 A spectral peak showing good and poor choices
of summing regions when determining the peak
centroid by the jirst-moment method.

5.1.8

De termination

of Peak Position

by a Linearized

Gaussian

Fit

This procedure transforms the Gaussian-shaped peak into a line and then fits a line
to the transformed peak. The slope and intercept of the fitted line are related to X.
and u. The background continuum under the peak is first subtracted so that the fit is
made only to the Gaussian-shaped peak.
Transformations that linearize the Gaussian function have been applied only recently
to determine the parameters of gamma-ray peaks (Ref. 7). The simplest of a class of
similar transformations is the function

(5-11)
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where y(x) is the number of counts in channel x. me last expression in Equation
5-11 is correct if y(x) is the usual Gaussian function. The linear function Q(x) has a
slope m and intercept b given by
m = 2/02
b = –2x0/u2.

(5-12)

Solving for a2 and X. gives

rY2= 2/m
Xo= –b/m .

(5-13)

Equation 5-14 gives the expressions for the slope m and the intercept b of the line
fit to the set of points [x, Q(x)] by the weighted-least-squares method:

(5-14)

s? = estimated variance of Q(x).
The estimated variance of Q(x) is a function only of the uncertainties in y(x):
S2[Q(X)]= S:[y(X – 1)]+ 5;[y(X + 1)1

(5-15)

where s,(y) = s(y)/Y.
If the background continuum is small enough to ignore, then

S:[y(x)l ~ 1/y(x) .

(5-16)
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If the background continuum is subtracted by the straight-line procedure later shown
in Section 5.3.3, the expression for S2[y(x)] is given by

kz# +(2 –

S2[Y(X)] = yt(x)
+ :

where

k=

k)2#

h

[

e1

(5-17)

2(x – Xl)
(Xh – xl) “

Also, yt(x) is the total counts in channel x and the meanings of the other parameters
are given in Section 5.3.3.
For a linear fit there are simple expresdons for the estimated variance S2 of m
and b:

(5-18)

Although the fitting procedure just described may seem somewhat complex, the fit
can be performed by a short computer program in only a few seconds. The Gaussian
function should be fit to the top three-fourths to two-thirds of the peak to avoid
problems with non-Gaussian tails and imprecise data. The n channels in the peak
give n – 2 values of Q(x). When at least four or five values of Q(x) are used in
the fit, the results are more than adequate to determine the peak centroids needed
for the energy calibration. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to estimate the statistical
uncertainty in X. using this fitting procedure. However, experience indicates that for
peaks of reasonable precision, the values of X. are good to NO.1 channel ‘or betler.
In automated operations, a test should be made to determine whether a Gaussian
function adequately describes the input data. The reduced chi-sqwue statistic x2/v
provides such a test. For the linear fit of Q(x) versus x,

x2/1/
=+ {[x$

Qi-(m+b)]2
i

)

(5-19)

where m and b are computed from Equation 5-14 and n is the number of values of
Q(x) in the fit. For good fits, X2/v should be N1.00. (See Ref. 5 for a very readable discussion of the properties of x2/v.) For low-precision peaks (up to w 10000
counts/channel), x2/v is really WI.00 for peaks of qualitatively good shape. As the
maximum number of counts per channel increases, x2/v increases even though the
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peak shape remains the same. The increase in X2/v does not necessarily mean the
fit is inadequate for determining energy calibration or for testing resolution. At low
precision, the goodness of fit is dominated by counting statistics; at high precision it is
dominated by the inevitable small deviations of the peak shape from a true Gaussian
shape, resulting in an increase in the computed value of X2/v. Experience will dictate
an acceptable value of X2/v for a given range of peak precision.
Figure 5.6 shows a low-precision spectral peak from a germanium detector (FWHM
w 19 channels) with the fitted Gaussian function superimposed upon it. The lower
portion of the figure shows the plot of Q(x) versus x for the upper two-thirds of the
peak along with the fitted line and the computed peak parameters.
5.1.9 Determindon

of Peak Position

Using a Parabolized

Gaussian

Fit

The naturtd logarithm of the Gaussian function is parabolic m is strikingly apparent
when full-energy peaks are viewed using the logarithmic display of, an MCA. The
natural logarithm of the Gaussian (Equation 5-6) gives
lny=czxz+clx+co

where C2= – 1J2U2
c1 = Xolu=
co = in yo – #2u2

(5-20)

.

A fit of Equation 5-20 to the set of points (xi, In yi) produces values of C2, c1, and
co that give the parameters of the Gaussian:
XQ = –C1J2C2

.=~q

in yO = co – c~/4cz .

(5-21)

The fitted curve is a parabola that opens downward and whose axis is parallel to
the y-axis. The procedure described here determines y. in addition to X. and cr, the
two parameters obtained from the linear fit to the linearized Gaussian. Therefore, the
full-energy-peak area can be determined using Equation 5-8.
Figure 5.7 shows a parabolized Gaussian fit to a high-precision spectral peak from
the 122.O-keV gamma ray of 57C0. The same high-quality germanium detector was
used in this figure as in Figure 5.3(a). At low energies, charge collection in germanium detectors is more complete than at high energies, with a resultant decrease in
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low-energy tailing. Comparison of Figures 5.3(a) and 5.7 shows that the tailing in the
122-keV peak of Figure 5.7 is even less than the small tailing of the 1332-keV peak
in Figure 5.3(a).
The expressions for the weighted quadratic least-squares fit are included for the
convenience of possible users. The expressions are given in determinant form and
involve eight sums, indicated by S 1, S2, .... S8.
S6

S2

S3

S7 S3 S4
S8 S4 S5

co=;

~

S1

S6

S3

c~=—

S2 S7 S4
A S3 S8 S5
S1

S2

(5-22)

S6

S2 S3 S7
S3 S4 S8

C2’:

where

S2 S3
S2 S3 S4
S3 S4 S5

S1
A

As usual, the sums are over all the points fit. The yi values have the background
continuum subtracted. The remaining expressions required for the fitting procedure
are
si = s(ln y~)
s(y)
s(ln y) = G

(5-23)
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where s(y) is given by Equation 5-17. The expression for X2/v, the goodness-of-fit
statistic, is
(5-24)

where n is the number of points fit and C2, c1, and co are the values computed from
Equation 5-22.
The remarks made in the previous section about the portion of the peak to be
fit and about trends in X2/v values apply equally well here. The quadratic fits put
considerable demands on the computer, and occasionally the six significant decimal
digits provided by many 16-bit processors running in single precision are insufficient
for performing correct quadratic fits on high-precision data.
5.1.10 Wtermkdon

of Feak Foskion

Using Complex

Spectral

Fitting

Large fitting codes are used to analyze complex spectra with overlapping peaks.
The codes describe the peaks with functions that have a basic Gaussian form, with
tailing functions added to describe the peak shape mom accurately. An iterative
nonlinear least-squares procedure is used to fit the data. The centroid of the Gaussian
component of the fitted peak is taken as the peak position for purposes of energy
determination.

5.2 IJE’I’EC’KX? RESOLUTION MEASUREMENTS
5.2.1 btfOdUdklll
This section is devoted primarily to the measurement of detector resolution. The
importance of good resolution and peak shape in obtaining unbiased NDA results cannot be overemphasized. A narrow, Gaussian peak shape simplifies area determination
and minimizes the possibility of Mlasin assay results.
The full width at half maximum (FWHM or FW.5M) is the basic measure of peak
resolution. It is usually given in energy units (keV) for high-resolution detectors and
expressed as a percentage of the measurement energy for low-resolution detectors.
Resolution measured in energy units increases with energy FWHM2 % a + bE.
When expressed as a percentage, resolution decreases with energy.
Most detectors give fulhenergy peaks that are essentially Gaussian above the halfmaximum level. The ratio ,of the full width at heights less than the half maximum to
the FWHM has long been used to quantify the quality of the full-energy-peak shape.
Manufacturers measure the FWHM and its ratio to the full width at tenth maximum
(FW.lNI) to describe the peak shape; for many years a value of FW.lM/FW.5M less
thim 1.9 was regarded as describing a good peak shape. It is now reasonable to specify
FW.021vf/IW.5M and even FW.OHWFW.5M when the best peak shape is required.
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Table 5-3 gives the theoretical ratios for a Gaussian curve and the measured ratios
for a high-quality coaxial germanium detector. l%e table shows that the actual peak
shape closely approaches the Gaussian ideal. The ratios at fiftieth and hundredth
maximum should be measured after background subtraction.
Table 5-3. Theoretical andmeasured resolution ratios
FW.02M
FW.OIM
FW lM
FW.5M
FW.5M
F~M
Gaussian
122.0 keV
1332.5 keV

1.823
1.829
(1.oo3)a
1.856
(1.018)a

2.376
2.388
(1.005)a
2.428
(1.022)a

2.578
2.599
(1.008)a
2.640
(1.024)a

‘The ratio of the measured ratio to the theoretical ratio
for a Gaussian.

The pulse spectrum from a detector is continuous, whereas an MCA or SCA groups
the pulses in energy intervals. It is assumed that all the events in an interval can be
represented by the energy of the center of the interval. When a Gaussian is fitted to
the center points of the intervals, the width parameter a is slightly greater than that
of the original continuous distribution. As discussed in Ref. 8, the grouped variance
and the actual variance are related by
(a2)G = (02)~ + h2/12
(FWHM2)G = (FWHM2)~ + 0.462h2

(5-25)

where (02)G = grouped variance
(02).4 = actual vari~ce
h = group width (MCA channel width or SCA window width).
For MCA spectra, h has units of keV/channel if FWHM is in keV, and h = 1.00 if
FWHM is in channels. Table 5-4 gives the ratio (FWHM)A/(FWHM)G. To measure
the actual resolution to 0.1%, the system gain should be adjusted to provide more
than 15 channels in (FWHM)G. If (FWHM)G is 3 channels, the (FWHM)A is overestimated by -390. The correction has no practical bearing on full-energy-peak areas.
The Gaussian function fitted to the bhmed points has the same area (to better than
0,01%) as the continuous distribution because they. parameter is decreased by almost
exactly the same factor as the width parameter is increased.

—
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Table 5-4. The ratio of (FWHM)~ to (FWHM)~
FWHMG
FWHMA
(channels)
FWHMG

3.0
5.0

0.9740
0.9907
0.9971
0.9990
0.9994
0.9996
0.9997
0.9998
0.9999

10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0

5.2.2 Determination

of Peak Width by Viiual Estimation

from MCA Display

Vkual estimation works best with MCAS that have horizontal and vertical graticule
lines and analog controls for the vertical and horizontal position of the display. Many
small MCAS have such features; larger laboratory models usually do not give the user
any control over the vertical position of the display.
To determine FWHM to N 1%, the energy gain should be chosen such that FWHM
~ 10 channels. After the spectrum has been accumulated, the display controls are
adjusted so that individual channels are resolved and one of the horizontal graticule
lines cuts the peak at the half-maximum point. Figure 5.8 shows a peak divided at
the half-maximum level. After the peak is bisected, the channels above the horizontal
line are counted, estimating to tenths of channels. Because the channels are plotted
as points, one really counts the spaces between the points. Usually the continuum on
the high-energy side of the peak is regarded as the “bottom” of the peak. The slope
of the energy calibration line is used to convert the FWHM value from channels to
energy. If the energy calibration is not available, multienergy sources can be used.
Large germanium detectors are calibrated with the 122.06- and 136.47-keV gamma
rays from 57C0 and the 1173.2- and 1332.5-keV gamma rays from ‘°Co. In either
case the energy calibration can be determined from the separation of the peak pair
in channels and the known energy difference.* ‘i%e resolution is then determined
by multiplying the FWHM in channels of the 122- or the 1332.5-keV peak and the
appropriate energy calibration (keV/channel). With a little practice, values of FWi-lM
(keV) can be determined to within 1%.
*Currently the best value for the energy difference between the two 57C0 gamma rays
is 14.413 keV; the best value for the energy difference between the two 60Co gamma
rays is 159.27 keV.
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Fig, 5.8 A full-energy peak bisected by the mid-line of an MCA
display. The FWHM equals the number of spaces above
the half-maximum level.

5.2.3 Graphical

Determination

of Peak Width

The same type of plot used for energy calibration (Section 5.1.5) may be used for
resolution measurement; indeed the two measurements can be combined. The shape
of the top of the peak must be sketched to estimate the maximum peak height and the
half-maximum line. Figure 5.9 shows the same 137CSspectrum as shown in Figure 5.4
but indicates the top of the peak, the half-maximum line, and the estimated FWHM.
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5.2.4 Determination

of Peak Width Using Ana.l@cal Interpolation

The procedure described here quantifies the graphical procedure presented in the
previous paragraph. Most of the FWHM functions built into modern MCA systems
use some variation of this procedure. The interpolation procedure is particularly useful
because the full width at any fractional height can be determined easily.
Figure 5.10 shows a full-energy peak with the maximum count channel near the
centroid. The line across the peak in the figure indicates the fractional height at which
the width is evaluated. The x coordinates of the points where the K * maximum line
intersects the peak are

x/ = KYP – Y1 + xi
y2 – yl

(5-26)
Xn = Y3 – KYP
Y3 – Y4

+ x3
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Fig. 5.10 Diagram of the procedure used to determine the FWKM
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where

K=
YZ=
yP =
xl =
xh =
x1, x2 =
X3, X4=

fraction of maximum height at which the width is evaluated
number of counts in channel x
number of counts in the channel with maximum counts
x coordinate of intersection of line K with low-energy side of peak
x coordinate of intersection of line K with high-energy side of peak
channels below and above xl
channels below and above Xh.
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The full width at the fractional level K (FWKM) is
FwKM=xh-x~=(x3

(5-27)

-m)+
[(y;3_3)-

(3’-31

To obtain the most accurate results, the value of yP must be carefully estimated.
When two channels with equal counts are at the top of the peak, the’maximum value
of the peak is clearly higher than the maximum channel value. The maximum channel
value underestimates KyP and gives a slightly large value for FWKM. The procedure
should be applied to peaks that are nearly symmetric about the maximum count channel. The peak maximum yP can be accurately determined by fitting a Gaussian curve
to the upper part of the peak. The peak shape can be accurately determined by using
peaks with good statistical precision at all the fractional levels to be measured. For
measuring FW.OIM, a yP of -106 should be used so that the precision at the 0.01
level will still be -190. Smootilng might be used to obtain consistent results from a
peak with poor precision; however, smoothing always’broadens the peak a little.
5.2.5’Determination

of Peak Width Using the Second-Moment

Method

The second-moment method for determining the width parameter o is analogous
to the first-rpoment method for determining the centroid. The secorid moment of the
normalized Gaussian function is equal to a2, the variance of the function. For the
unnormalized function in Equation 5-6, the second moment is

The parameter a is related to the FWHM by Equation 5-7.
Any significant background continuum should be subtracted before Equation 5-28
is applied. The sums are calculated over a region equal to or larger than three times
the FWHM. The method should not be ,used on peaks with significant asymmetry or
with a non-Gaussian shape.
The procedure is useful for broad Gaussian peaks of poor precision where the linear
interpolation method does not work well. ,1’hefirst- and second-moment determinations are usually performed together because the centroid value from the first-moment
algorithm is required in the seeond-moment algorithm.
5.2.6 Determination

of Peak Width Usiqg a Linearized

Gaussian

Fit

Section 5.1.8 shows that Equation 5-11 can be used to linearize a Gaussian curve.
The slope and intercept of the fitted line are related to the peak centroid and FWHM
(Equations 5-7 and 5-13). The linearized Gaussian procedure is a good test of the
energy calibration and detector resolution. Testing both a high-energy peak and a low-
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energy peak provides strong assurance that the electronic parts of the NDA system
are performing correctly. This test can be an important part of a measurement control
program for a high-resolution gamma-ray NDA system.
5.2.7 Detmdndon

of Peak Width Using a Parabolizd

Gaussian

Fit

Section 5.1.9 shows that the natural logarithm of the Gaussian function is a quadratic
function of x. Fitting this ‘function to the set of points (xi, in yt) gives the parameters
of the Gaussian function Xo, yo, and a and provides another way of determining the
width of a Gaussian peak.

5.3 DETERMINATION OF F’UTLENERGY-PEAK AREA
5.3.1 Introduction
The gamma-ray pulse-height spectmm contains much useful information about
gamma-ray energies and intensities. One of the most important concerns in applying
gamma-qy spectroscopy is coqect extraction of the desired information. Norm@ly,
the most important information is the full-energy-peak areas and their associated uncertainties.
Full-energy peaks in gamma-ray pulse-height spectra rest on a background continuum causal, by the Compton scattering of higher energy gamma rays. The most
fundamental limitation in obtaining unbiased peak areas is the determination of the
background continuum. When the continuum is small with respect to the peak, it can
cause only a small fractional error in the pe~; area. However, when the ratio of the
peak area to the continuum area becomes much less than 1.0, the possibility of bias
rises rapidly.
For many NDA applications, simple background-subtraction methods are adequate.
Under certain circumstances, complex spectfal fitting codes with long- and short-term
tailing functions must be used. Whh low-resolution detectors, the problem of including
small-angle-scattering events in the peak is severe, but computational corrections can
s~etimes be applied to resolve the problem (Ref. 9).
,,
5.3.2 Selection

of Regions of Intcmeist (ROIS)

The choice of ROI is as important as the; choice of algorithms used to evaluate
peak areas. Most procedures use two ROIS to define the continuum level on the lowand higli-nergy sides of a peak or multiplet. The average channel count of an ROI
is taken as the continuum level at the center of the ROI. A third ROI defines the peak
region.
For a Gaussian function, 99.96% of the aiea lies within a region centered at X. that
is thiee times the FWHM of the function. The amplitude of the Gaussian function at
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X. + 1.75 FWHM is only 0.0082% of the maximum value at X. so continuum ROIS
that begin at this point have minimal contributions from the peak. Thus, a peak ROI
of three times the FWHM and continuum ROIS placed symmetrically 3.5 to 4.0 times
the FWHM apart should obtain N99.9% of the peak area.
In principle, the continuum is estimated more precisely if the continuum ROIS
are quite wide. However, the possibility of systematic error increases as the energy
interval increases. For most NDA applications, continuum ROIS of 0.5 to 1.0 times
the FWHM are adequate. With an energy calibration of 0.1 keV/channel, typical
background ROIS are three to five channels wide. When the continuum between
neighboring peaks is very narrow, ROIS of one or two channels must be used. Peaks
whose centers are separated by three times the FWHM can be considered resolved,
usually a narrow ROI can be placed between them. It is better to sacrifice statistical
precision than to introduce bias by using continuum ROIS that are too wide.
Spectra with significant low- or high-energy tailing may require a wider peak ROI
than three times the FWHM. Because peak resolution deteriorates somewhat at high
rates, the ROI should be set on a high-rate (low-resolution) spectrum. Usually, better
results are obtained if all the ROIS are of equal width; therefore, the ROIS for lowenergy peaks and reference pulser peaks are somewhat wider than three times the
FWHM.
Computer codes can be written to accurately and consistently choose ROIS. Digital
stabilization can b used to keep the desired peaks within a single preselected set of
ROIS for long time periods. Sometimes it is desirable to change the spectrum to fit
a particular set of ROIS. Codes exist that can reshuffle the contents of a spectrum to
giv~ any desired energy calibration with little degradation of spectral quality.

5.3.3 Subtraction

of Straight-Line

Compton

Continuum

It is often adequate to approximate the Compton continuum by a straight line
between the high- and low-energy sides of well-resolved peaks or of overlapping peak
groups. Figure 5.11 shows how the ROIS are selected and indicates the notation used
in the background equations. Note that the continuum ROIS need not be symmetrically
placed with respect to the peak ROI nor need they be of eqwd width. The background
is the trapezoidal area beneath the continuum line given by
B = [Y(FP) + WP)I (Np/2)
where Y(FP) = mFP + b
Y(LP) = m% + b
and where m = (Y~ – Y~)/(~~ – xl)

(5-29)
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The variance of the background B is

(5-30)

where K =

(FP + LP – 2Xl)
(Xh – xi)
“
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Equation 5-30 assumes no uncertainty in the ROI bounds and is a function only of
the statistical uncertainties in Bh and B/, which are estimated by S2(B~) = B/ and
S2(Bh) = Bh. Equation 5-30 is correct when the background ROIS are not symmetrically placed relative to the peak ROI. If the continuum ROIS are placed symmetrically
relative to the peak ROI, the expressions for both B and S2(B) are simplified. The
symmetry requirement means that (FP – XL) = (X~ – LP) and K = 1, and so the
expressions become

‘=(’’~yh)Np=($+w’

(5-31)

and
(5-32)

‘*(B)=

(*)’(%+%)

Frequently Equations 5.31 and 5.32 are used even when the symmetry requirement
is not met, and if the net peak areas are much greater than the subtracted continuum,
little error will result. However, when the peak areas are equal to or less than the
subtracted continuum, the error may well be significant. In dealing with complex
spectra (the spectra of plutonium are good examples), one is frequently forced to
use asymmetrically placed ROIS. When the required computations are performed by
interfaced processors, Equations 5-29 and 5-30 should be used because they give the
best results that can be obtained with any version of the straight-line procedure.
For computations done with a small calculator, the use of the simplest possible
expression is desirable and ROIS should be chosen accordingly. If N~ = N~ s NC,
Equations 5-31 and 5-32 simplify to
B = 3(B’
2NC

+ B/)

and

(5-33)

2

S2(B) =

~
()

(Bh + B/) .

(5-34)

c

If it is possible to choose Nc = Np/2, the expressions achieve the simplest forms:
B = (Bh + B~)

(5-35)

and
S*(B) = (B~ +B~) = B .

(5-36)
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5.3.4 Subtraction

of Smoothed-Step

Compton

Continuum

The Compton continuum beneath a full-energy peak is not a straight line. At a
given energy, most of the continuum is caused by large-angle Compton sca~ering of
higher energy gamma rays or by pulse pileup from lower energy interactions. The part
of the continuum under a peak that is caused by the gamma ray that generates the peak
results from small-angle Compton scattering and full-energy events with incomplete
charge collection, this contribution can be described by a smoothed step function.
Gunnink (Ref. 10) devised the original procedure to generate a step-function continuum beneath single peaks or multiples based on the overlying spectral shape. The
procedure provides better results than the straight-line background approximation, especially for overlapping peak multiples. For clean single peaks, the improvement is
often negligible.
Figure 5.12 shows a logarithmic plot of a mtdtiplet and a step-function background.
Using the notation of Figure 5.11, the background at channel n is

B. =Y1–

where

i=n
(Yi–yh)
D
~
[ i=x .e+1

i=X~

/

~ (Yi - y.)
i=x +1
e

(5-37)

1

yi = total counts in channel i
D=Y~–Y~
B(X~) = Y/
B(Xh) = Yh.

The background Yh is subtracted from every channel because the Compton events
from higher energy gamma rays cannot influence the shape of the smoothed step for
lower energy gamma rays. Equation 5-37 is usable when the continuum beneath a
peak or multiplet has a slightly negative or zero slope.
A significant complication in using the smoothed-step procedure is that the expression for the precision of the net area becomes exceedingly complicated when
derived from Equation 5-37. The precision expression (Equation 5-30) based on the
straight-line approximation is much simpler and almost as accurate.
5.3.5

Subtraction of Compton

Continuum

Using a Single Region of Interest

Estimating the background continuum from a single ROI is sometimes desirable or
necessary. For example, a single ROI is often desirable when using a NaI detector
and a single-channel analyzer (SCA) to measure 235U enrichment or 239Pu holdup.
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Fig. 5.12 A peak doublet with the estimated spectral continuum computed by
the simple smoothed-step algorithm.

When the signal-to-background ratio is high, it may be adequate to assume a flat
background continuum. Here, the contribution of the continuum to the peak ROI is
given by
(5-38)

(5-39)
Although this procedure is most often used with low-resolution scintillators, it is also
used with germanium detectors when there is no convenient place for a background
ROI on the low-energy side of a peak.
If the background continuum is not flat but can be assumed to have a constant slope
over the energy range concerned, Equation 5-38 may be modified to
B = KBh

(5-40)

where K is a constant factor determined by experiment. If the ambient background
radiation is the main contributor to the Compton continuum, a “no sample” spectrum
may be used to determine K. If the continuum is strongly dominated by high-energy
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gamma rays from the sample, K may be estimated from an MCA spectrum. Often
K will change from sample to sample. Although these single-ROI procedures have
limited accuracy, their use is preferred to ignoring the continuum problem entirely.
5.3.6 Subtraction

of Compton

Continuum

Using ‘I%vo-Standard Procedures

Measurement of 235U enrichment using the 185.7-keV gamma ray is a successful
application of a single SCA window for background corrections. The assumption of
a constant background shape is very good, and the constant K of Equation 5-40 can
be determined accurately. The enrichment E is given by
E = C(P – KB)

(5-41)

where C is a constant with units (Yo 235U/count). For two samples of different and
known enrichments measured for equal times, Equation 5-41 becomes
El = C(PI – KBI)

(5-42)

E2 = C(P2 – KB2) .
The solution to these equations is
C = (E2BI – ElB2)/(P2Bl – PIB2) .
K = (E2PI – ElP2)/(E2Bl – EIB2) .

(5-43)

Equation 5-41 may be written as
E=aP-bB

(5-44)

where
a = E2BI – E1B2
P2B1 – P1B2
b = P1E2 – P2EI
P2B1 – P1B2 ‘

(5-45)
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The two-standard method can be used to measure low-level radioactive cotMrninations in water or other fluids. See Chapter 7 on uranium enrichment for more details
on this procedure.
5.3.7 Using Region-of-Interest

Sums to Measure

Peak Areas

For well-resolved peaks, the simple summation of counts above the estimated background continuum is probably as good as any other method of finding the peak area.
This method avoids any difficulty from imperfections in the peak-shape models of
spectral fitting codes. The ROI-summation method is quite tolerant of small variations in peak shape and provides an accurate and straightforward estimate of the
precision of the net peak area.
For all ROI-summation procedures, the peak area is given by
A=P–

(5-46)

B

where P is the integral of the peak ROI and B is the contribution from the background
continuum. The expressions for S2(A), the estimated variance of the net area, vary
according to the procedure used to estimate the background continuum.
When B is estimated, by straight-line interpolation from continuum ROIS on either
side of the peak ROI, the estimated variance of the peak area is
(5-47)

S2(A) = S2(P) + S2(B) = P + S2(B) .

Equations 5.29 through 5.36 give B and S2(B) for different conditions on the width
and position of the background ROIS relative to the peak ROI. The expressions are
summarized in Table 5-5. The simplest expressions are obtained when the background
ROIS are symmetrically ,plaeed with respect to the peak ROI and have the appropriate
widths. When adequate computational capacity is available, the most general form of
the expressions should be used so that ROIS can be assigned without constraint.
When the smoothed step function is used to estimate the background continuum,
Equations 5-46 and 5-37 combine to give
LP

A=P–

~
n=FP {[

Y~– D

~
i=x

(y~–y~)
+1
/
e

~
(y, - Y.)
.
i=x 1?+1
1}

(5-48)

Beeause the continuum estimate is a function of the channel counts, the exact expressions for S2(A) become extremely complex. One of the estimates for S2(A) given in
Table 5-5 should be used.

.

to
m

Arbitraryposition’
and width of background ROIS

N2
S2(B) = f

B = [Y(LP) + Y(FP)l(NP/2)

K2Bh
~ +(2_K)z~
[

where

where

Y(LP) = mLP + b and Y(FP) = mFP + b

K _ W – xl)
(Xh – xl)

‘e

1

= (FP + L, – 2X~)
(Xh – xl)
“

and where
m = (Y~ – Y~)/(X~ – Xl) ad
B = (XhYL – X/Yh)/(X~ – X/)
Symmetricplacement
of backgroundROIS
relativeto peak ROI,
(Fp–X~) = (X~–Lp)

B= Npy~+y/)=
-#

3(%+%
2

Nh

N/

S2(B)=

()(
~

2

~+
N;

‘t
N/ 2

)
~
.‘JJ
$
Y

Table5-5. (CONT.)

& c (Bh + B~)

Symmetricplacement
of backgroundROIS
with N~ = N~ = NC

B=

Symmetricplacement
of backgroundROIS
with NE = N~ = Np/Z

B = (Bh + B/)

S2(B) = (~)2(B.+Bl)

S2(B) = (Bh + B/) = B

“A=P– B
S2(A) = P + S’(B).
bNotationsummaryas in Figure 5.11; LE = low energy HE = high energy:
F/, L/
= first and last channelsof LE backgroundROI
Fp, LP
= first and last channelsof peak ROI
Fh, Lh
= first and last channelsof HE backgroundROI
B~, P, B~
= integralsof LE background,peak, and HE backgroundROIS
= numbersof channelsin LE background,peak, and HE backgroundROIS
N/> Np, Nh
Yh = Bh/Nh
= averagecontinuumlevel in HE backgroundROI
= averagecontinuumlevel in LE backgroundROI
Y# = B/~y
Xh, xl
= centers of backgroundROIS
Y(FP)and Y(LP)= ordinatesof backgroundline at FP and LP
mandb
= slope and interceptof backgroundline between (Xl, Y/) and (Xh, Yh).
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When a single background ROI is used, Equation 5-46 holds for the net peak area,
and the expression for S2(A) is based on Equation 5-47. When the continuum is
assumed to be flat (Equation 5-38), the expressions for A and S2(A) become

S2(A)=P+

N2

()
~

(5-49)

B~.

If a sloped continuum is assumed (Equation 5-40), the expressions for A and S2(A)
become
A= P–KBh
(5-50)

S2(A) = P + K2Bh .

Note that although Equations 5-49 and 5-50 may correctly predict the repeatability of
measurements, they do not predict any assay bias arising from the approximate nature
of the single-RC)I background estimate.
5.3.8 Using Simple Gaussian

Fits to Measure

Peak Areas

As shown in Section 5.1.3, the determination of a and y. by a Gaussian fit also
determines the peak area using Equation 5-8. For cleanly resolved peaks, the areas
obtained by fitting simple Gaussians are probably no better than those obtained from
ROI sums, and may ~be somewhat worse. This assertion is known to be true for
germanium detectors{ For NaI sciritillators, a Gaussian fit may give more consistent
peak areas than ROI methods. The simple Gaussian-fitting procedures do not provide
straightforward ways: to estimate peak-area precision.
In a few situations, Gaussian fitti’ng is advantageous. When two peaks are not quite
resolved such that the desired peak ROIS overlap, a Gaussian can be fitted to oneFWI-IM-wide ROIS centered on each peak to determine the peak areas. When the
centroid location and ~PWI-IMare the primary information desired from a Gaussian fit,
the area estimate ofte$ comes with no extra effort. When a peak has significant lowenergy tailing from Compton scattering in the sample or shieldlng, a simple Gaussian
fit to the middle FWHM of the peak cti easily obtain the desired area.
When a Gaussian function is transformed to a line that is least-squares fit to obtain
the parameters X. and o, the parameter yO can also be determined using any of the
original data points and Equation 5-6 to solve for yo. An average of the values of yO
determined from several points near X. gives a satisfactory value for the area equation.
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Section 5.1.9 shows that the logarithm of the Gaussian function is parabolic and
that a quadratic fit to ln(yi) yields all three of the Gaussian parameters Xo, yo, and
a. The peak area is obtained from Equation 5-8. As with the linearized Gaussian
procedure, no simple expressions exist to estimate the precision of the peak areas.
5.3.9 Using Known Shape Parameters

to Meabure Peak Areas in Multiple@

The previous ‘discussion emphasizes well-resolved single peaks because most applications of gamma-ray spectroscopy to the NDA of nuclear material employ wellresolved peaks. However, to measure isotopic ratios from high-resolution plutonium
spectra, it is necessary to analyze unresolved peak multiples.
If the peak shape is described by an adequate mathematical model in which all the
parameters are known except the amplitude, unresolved multiples can be analyzed
quite simply by ordinmy ‘noniterative least-squares methods. For some purposes the
simple Gaussian function (Equation 5-6) is adequate without any tailing terms. If the
position and width parameters X. and o are known, only ~e amplitude parameter y.
is unknown. Frequently, the well-resolved peaks in a s#ectrum can yield sufficient
information to determine the X. and a parameters for the unresolved peaks. The
gamma-ray energies are accurately known for all fissionable isotopes; therefore, the
energy calibration can be determined with sufficient accuracy to calculate the X.
parameter for all unresolved peaks. The width parameter a can be determined from
the well-resolved peaks and interpolated to the unresolved peaks with the relation
FWHM2 = a + bE, which is quite accurate for germanium detectors above 100 keV.
The well-resolved peaks can also yield information needed to determine the parameters
of tailing terms in the peak-shape function.
The least-squares fitting procedure for determining the peak amplitudes is most
easily described by the following example. The example assumes a three-peak multiplet where all the peaks come from different isotopes. After the Compton continuum
is subtracted from beneath the multiplet, the residual spectrum has only the three
overlapping peaks and the count in channel i may be written as
yi=Alx

Fli+A2x

F2i+A3x

F3i

(5-51)

where A 1, A2, and A3 are the amplitudes to be determined and F1, F2, and F3 are
the functions describing the peak shapes. Assuming that the peaks are well described
by a pure Gaussian,
F1 = exp[Kl(xi – X10)2]
F2 = exp[K2(xi – X20)2]
F3 = exp[K3(xi – X30)2]

(5-52)
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where x10, X20, X30= known centroid positions
Kl, K2, K3 = 1/2~,2,3
u~ = (FWHM)~/ (2-)
.
The least-squares fitting procedure determines Al, A2, and A3 to minimize the
sum of the squared difference between the actual data points and the chosen function.
With derivation the expressions for Al, A2, and A3 are

D=

E ’12

~FlF2

E F2 F1

E

F3 F1

~

E

F22
F3 F2

~FlF3
x

F2 F3

~’F32

(5-53)

The pattern of Equation 5-53 can be followed for expanding to additional unknowns.
The form of Fl, F2, and F3 is not related to the solutions for Al, A2, and A3. The only
requirement is that the functions are totally determined except for an amplitude factor.
Tailing terms may be added to improve the accuracy of the peak-shape description.
When two or more peaks in a multiplet are from the same isotope, the known branching
intensities, 11, 12 .... can be used to fit the peaks as a single component. If peaks one
and two in the example are from the same isotope, Equation 5-51 becomes
yi=Ax

———-

Fi+A3x

F3i

(5-54)
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where
F = exp[Kl(xi – X10)2]+ (12/11) exp[K2(x~ – X20)2] .
@ation 5-54 has only two unknowns, A and A3. Strictly speaking, the coefficients
in F should be I/El and 12/11E2where E 1 and E2 are the relative efficiencies at the
two energies. If available, the efficiencies should be included, but often the related
members of the multiplet are so close together in energy that E 1 % E2. When one of
the related gamma rays is much more intense than the other, the errors in the iritense
components caused by assuming El = E2 are usually negligible.
5.3.10 Using Complex

Fitting Codes to Measure Peak Area

Much time has been invested in the development of computer codes to determine
the peak areas from complex, overlapping peak multiples. A number of successful
codes exist, along with many variations for special problems. Helmer and Lee (Ref.
11) review the peak models and background subtraction procedures of most currently
used codes.
The complex codes describe full-energy peaks with a basic Gaussian shape plus
one or two low-energy tailing terms (long- and short-term tailing) and sometimes a
high-energy tailing term. The long-term tail is often not included in the full-energypeak area because it is ascribed to small-angle Compton scattering within the sample.
The long-term tailing function usually is not required for high-resolution spectra. The
detailed form of the tailing terms varies from code to code, although the results are
often equivalent. The procedures to subtract the Compton continuum also vary; in
general, the background subtraction procedures are most in need of improvement.
These fitting codes are often indispensable, but they often require a major learning
effort before they can be used intelligently: Learning to use, such codes skillfully can
be likened to learning to play a large pipe orgaw after acquiring some basic skills, one
must learn the possibilities and limitations of the many combinations of “stops.” The
potential user who does not have extensive experience in gamma-ray spectroscopy
should consult with knowledgeable users of the code.
Note that all fitting codes perform better on high-quality spectra with good resolution
and minimal peak tailing. A fitting code cannot completely compensate for poorquality detectors and electronics or for sloppy acquisition procedures. It should be
said that an ounce of resolution is worth a pound of code. In the past few years, the
quality of detectors and electronics has improved in parallel with code development,
resulting in the present ability to do measurements that were previously very difficult,
if not impossible.
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5.4 RATE-RELATED LOSSES AND CORRECTIONS
5.4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 4, ADC deadtime is defined as the sum of the time intervals
during which the ADC is unable to process other events. Deadtime can occur in all
NDA system components. The deadtime intervals are either fixed or are a function
of system parameters and pulse amplitude.
For MCA~based systems, the deadtime begins when the amplifier output pulse
crosses the ADC discriminator threshold. The deadtime includes the pulse risetime,
a small fixed time for peak detection and latching, a digitization time, and often the
memory storage time. For germanium detector systems using 100-MHz Wilkinson
ADCS, the deadtime for an event at channel 4000 is w55 ps. At rates of only a few
thousand counts per second, a significant fraction’of information can be lost to system
deadtime alone.
For SCA-based systems using NaI(Tl) detectors, the deadtime is much shorter and
can often be ignored. The losses in such systems are usually due to pulse pileup.
Pulse pileup is described briefly in Chapter 4. Figure 4.9 shows how two events
that occur within an interval less than the amplifier pulse width sum to give a pulse
whose amplitude is not proportional to either of the original pulses. Figure 4.10
shows the effect of pileup events on the spectrum. Pileup can occur in the detector,
the preamplifier, or the main amplifier, but the overall effect is governed by the
slowest component, usually the main amplifier. Pileup always results in a 10ss of
information; the degree of loss depends on the information sought and the gross count
rates involved. For example, when counting events above a discriminator threshold,
two pileup events are counted as onq if pulse-height analysis is being performed,
both events are lost from their respective @aks;
In high-resolution spectroscopy systems, the, amplifier pulse width is often comparable to the ADC processing time, and the loss of information caused by pileup
may be equal to or greater than the loss caused by deadtime. Although. an MCA can
operate in a live-time mode and compensate for deadtime losses, it does not fully
compensate for pileup losses.
Many texts discuss all counting losses in terms of two limiting cases, both of which
are referred ‘to as deadtime [see, for example, Chapter 3 of Knoll (Ref. 12)]. Neither
case exactly describes the operation of actual equipment. One case is called nonparalyzable deadtime and is typical of ADC operatiow the other is termed paralyzable
deadtime and is related to pulse pileup. The terminology is unfortunate because no
circuitry is dead during pileup rather, events are lost from their proper channel because of the pulse distortion. In this book the distinction between deadtime and pileup
is preserved because they are two distinctly different loss mechanisms.

-———
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The goal of many gamma-ray spectroscopy applications is to compute a corrected
rate CR for the gamma ray(s) of interest:
(5-55)

CR= RR x CF(RL) X CF(AT)
where RR = raw rate of data acquisition
CF(RL) = rate-related loss correction factor
CF(AT) = attenuation correction factor (See Chapter 6).

When the correction factors are properly defined and computed, CR is the count rate
that would be observed if there were no electronic losses and no sample attenuation.
The corrected rate, CR is often directly proportional to the desired quantity, such
as mass of 239Pu or 235U enrichment. All three factors in Equation 5-55 must be
determined accurately to obtain accurate assays.
5.4.2 Counting

LOSSas a Function

of Input kte

In modem spectroscopy systems, counting losses are rarely well described by the
simple model of nonparalyzable deadtimcz however the model is described here for
completeness. In early systems, the deadtime losses were far higher than pileup losses,
and the simple nonparalyzable model was quite adequate.
For a fixed deadtirne D, CR can be represented as follows:
CR=

RR
l–RRx

(5-56)

D”

Inverting Equation 5-56 gives
RR=

1
CR
l+ CRx D=l/CR+D

(5-57)

-

As CR 400, RR ~ l/D as a limiting value of throughput. The term nonparalyzable
arises because RR rises monotonically toward the limit VD. For pileup losses, RR ~
O aa CR A 00, justi~ing the term paralyzable.
Although Wilkinson ADCS do not have a fixed deadtime, Equations 5-56 and 5-57
apply if D is set equal to the average deadtime interval. Whether fixed or an average,
the deadtime D is rarely determined directly because most users wish to correct for
the combined rate-related losses.
Pulse-pileup leases are important in high-resolution spectroscopy for two reasons.
First, the relatively long pulse-shaping times required for optimum signal-to-noise
ratio yield pulse widths up to 50 ps, which increases the probability of pileup. Second, a small pileup distortion can throw a pulse out of a narrow peak. Because NaI(Tl)
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systems operate with time constants of -3 ps or less, they have lower pileup losses.
Furthermore, because the NaI peaks are 10 to 20 times broader than germanium peaks,
many events can suffer a slight pileup and still remain within the full-energy peak.
However, pileup losses in NaI(Tl) spectra are much harder to correct because of the
broader peaks;
Figure 5.13 shows that if an amplifier pulse is preceded or followed by a pulse
within approximately half the pulse width, its peak amplitude is distorted. The degree
of distortion depends on the amplitude and timing of the interfering pulse relative to
the analyzed pulse. Frequently pileup-rejection circuitry is used to detect and prevent
analysis of the distorted events. Unfortunately, in rejecting bad pulses almost all
systems reject some small fraction of nondistorted pulses.
lf no other events ticur within the time interval T where pileup is possible, the
pulse will be analyzed and stored in its proper location. The fundamental expression
from Poisson statistics (Refs. 1 and 3] that applies here is
pm)

=

(RT)Ne-RT
N!

(5-58)

where P(N) is the probability of N events occurring within a time interval T if the
average rate is R. The probability that an event is not lost to pileup is obtained by
setting N = O in Equation 5-58:
P(0) = e-RT .

(5-59)

The fraction F of pulses lost to pileup is given by
F=l–

P(0)= l–e-RT.

(5-60)

If RT is much less than 1, Equation 5-60 simplifies to
F*RT

(5-61)

which provides a very simple relationship for estimating the pileup losses at lower
rates.
If deadtime losses can be ignored, Equation 5-59 describes the throughput of a
high-resolution spectroscopy system. The measured raw rate RR is given by
(5-62)
where R is the gross rate of events from the detector. Differentiation of Equation 5-62
shows that RR is maximized at R = VI’ and that the fraction of R stored at that rate
is l/e * 0.37. Thus, at the input rate for maximum throughput, just over a third
of the input events are correctly analyzed and stored. The fraction of the input rate
that is stored is e-RT, and the stored rate as a fraction of the maximum stokd rate
l/(eT) is given by RTel–RT. Both of these fractions are plotted in Figure 5.14.
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5.4.3 Actual Data Throughput

Figure 5.14 shows that the throughput rate peaks at surprisingly low values for
ordinary high-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy systems. For T = 50 ps (a high
though common value), In = 20000 s–l and the maximum throughput is about
7350 S-l. Where long time constants are necessary to produce the desired resolution,
throughput must be sacrificed as the price for the highest resolution. In fact, the
low-rate side of the throughput curve should be used when possible beeause it yields
better resolution and peak shape. A$ a rate of 0.6(1~), the throughput is 90% of
maximum; at only 0.5(1/T), the throughput is still 82% of maximum.
Sometimes a spectroscopy system must be operated far beyond the throughput
maximum. At a rate of 2/T (40 000 s–l with T = 50 ps), only - 14’%0
of the information
is stored, implying a correction for pileup losses of w7. One important point is evident:
to maximize system throughput and minimize the necessary corrections, T must be
minimized and some loss of resolution must always be accepted. Fortunately, much
progress has been made in recent years to minimize T and still preserve resolution
and peak shape (see Chapter 4 and Ref. 13).
.*
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If Equations 5-59 through 5-62 are used to estimate throughput rates and 10SS
fractions, R and T must be reasonably well known. The input rate R is usually easy
to obtain. Many modern amplifiers include a provision for pileup rejection and have
a fast timing channel with a pulse-pair resolution of about 0.5 to 1.0 ps and an output
that can be counted with a scaler-timer. Equation 5-56 can be used to refine the
value of R when there is significant loss in the fast counting channel. Fast amplifiers
and discriminators can be connected to the preamplifier output to measure the gross
count rate. The SCA output on the ADC should not be used to measure R because it
operates on the much slower amplifier output.
The rejection or loss interval T is more difficult to estimate. If electronic pileup
rejection is not used, T can be assumed to be approximately equal to the pulse width
(see Figure 5.13), An oscilloscope can be used to measure the width between the
1% or 2% amplitude points of the pulse. For many amplifiers, the pulse width
is approximately six times the time constant ‘r, but this usually underestimates the
pileup losses. After a pulse is analyzed, the amplifier output must fall below the ADC
lower-level discriminator before another event is accepted. Because the discriminator
level is usually low, a pulse preceded by another with less than a full pulse width
separation will not be analyzed. To compensate, T might be estimated at about 1.5
times the pulse width for systems without formal pileup rejection.
With electronic pileup rejection, different configurations have somewhat different
values of T. One common procedure uses a fast timing circuit’to examine the intervals
between preamplifier pulses and to’generate an inhibit signal if an interval is less than
a fixed value. The interval and inhibit signal length are approximately the width of an
amplifier pulse. The inhibit signal is applied to the ‘Ianticoincidence gate of ihe ADC
to prevent analysis of pileup events. The value of T depends on the anticoincidence
requirements of the ADC; usually a pulse is rejected if another pulse precedes it within
the preset interval or if another pulse follows it before the ADC linear gate closes when
digitization begins. Obviously, a good qualitative understanding of the operation of
the ADC and pileup rejection circuitry is re~uired to estimate T accurately. Additional
losses caused by ADC deadtime can often be ignored. For exrimple, if the pulse width
is 35 ps (corresponding to use of w6~ps time constants] and digitization takes 15 KS
or less beginning when the pulse drops to 9090 of its maximum value, then the ADC
completes digitization and storage before the pileup inhibit signal is released and the
ADC contributes no extra loss.
The fraction of good information stored is usually somewhat less than estimated.
One reason is that rejection circuitry allows some pileup events to be analyzed, thus
causing a loss of good events. Most pileup rejection circuitry has a pulse-pair resolution of 0.5 to 1.0 ps. Pulses separated by less than the resolution time will pile up but
are still analyzed, causing sum peaks in the spectrum. When amplifier time constants
of z 3 ps are used, the pulse tops are nearly flat for a microsecond, and events within
the resolving time of the pileup circuitry sum together almost perfectly, forming sum
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peaks that have almost the same shape and width as real peaks. Such peaks are
sometimes mistaken for single gamma-ray peaks and have a habit of appearing at
embarrassing places in the spectrum.
Another cause of information loss is the generation of long-risetime preamplifier
pulses. Usually preamplifier nsetimes are a few tenths of a microsecond. However, if
the gamma-ray interaction is in a part of the detector where the electric field is weak or
where there is an excess of trapping centers, it may take several microseconds to collect
the liberated charge. The main amplifier produces a very long, low-amplitude pulse,
often two or three times as long as normal. Good events that sum with these long,
low-amplitude pulses are lost as useful information. The frequency with which such
events are generated depends on detector properties and how the detector is illuminated
with gamma rays. Gamma rays falling on the detector edges where fields are often
distorted and weak have a much greater chance of not being properly collected. In
some applications; a detector performs better at high rates if the gamma rays can
be collimated to fall,only on its center region. For a relatively poor detector, under
fully illuminated conditions, as many as 10% of the detected events can have long
nsetimes, and this results in a substantial loss of potential information. To achieve
high throughput at high rates requires an excellent detector, with minimum generation
of the poorly collected, slow-rising pulses.
With, appropriate sources and equipment, the throughput curve can be determined
experimentally. Figure 5.15 shows the throughput curve for a state-of-the-art high-rate
system employing time-variant filtering techniques (Chapter 4) to achieve very high
throughput with aimost constant resolution, A small planar germanium detector is used
with a 241Am source. The measured maximum throughput is w85 000s- 1 at an input
rate,of N300 000 s– 1. However, the paralyzable deadtime model predicts a maximum
throughput of 110000 s-l with an input rate of 300,000 s– 1; the simple model is
not adequate. The system ,resolution at 60 keV is almost constant at -0.63 keV up
to an input rate of 100000 counts/s and then increases smoothly to wO.72 keV at
an input rate of 1 ,@O 000 counts/s. Figure 5.16 shows the throughput curve for
241Am using standard high-quality electronics optimized for high resolution at low
count rates with 6-PSIshaping constants and a 100-MHz Wilkinson ADC to generate
an 8192-channel spectrum. Additional loss comes from resetting the pulsed-optical
preamplifier. The maximum throughput of this system is only -2800 s-l, but the
resolution at 60 keV is wO.34 keV at the lowest rates and is still only -0.44 keV at
21 500s- 1. The curves of throughput and resolution demonstrate that with the current
state-of-the-art one cannot simultaneously obtain high throughput at a high rate and
the best resolution. The FWHM increases by a factor of nearly 2 from the system
optimized for resolution to that of the system optimized for high throughput. The
two experimental curves, though describing very different systems, are similar to one
another and to the, theoretical curve shown in Figure 5.14 for the purely paralyzable
system.
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5.4.4 Correction

Methods:

General

The determination of the full-energy interaction rates (FEIR) of the gamma rays of
interest is fundamental to many NDA procedures. The assayist must determine
mm=

where

~CF(RL)

(5-63)

A(v) = full-energy-peak area
TT = true time of acquisition
CF(RL) = rate-related loss correction factor.

Three classes of correction procedures are discussed in this section. For detecting
pileup events, the first procedure uses fast-timing electronics to measure the intervals
between pulses. Corrections are made by extending the count time or by adding counts
to the spectrum during acquisition. The second procedu~ adds an artificial peak to
the spectrum by connecting a pulser to the preamplifier. The third procedure uses a
gamma-ray source to generate the correction peak. The second and third procedures
both use the variation in the correction-peak area to calculate a correction factor.
All three methods require the assumption that all peaks suffer the same fractional
loss from the combined effects of pileup and deadtime; in general, the assumption is
good.
5.4.5 Pileup Correction

Methods:

Electronic

Methods that extend count time employ fast counting circuits that operate directly
from the preamplifier output; the time constants involved allow a pulse-pair resolution
of 0.5 to 1.0 VS. The time resolution is achieved at the sacrifice of energy resolution
so that some small pulses analyzed by the ADC are lost to the timing circuitry. The
circuitry can neither detect nor correct for pileup events where the interval is less than
the circuit resolving time or where one of the events is below the detection threshold.
When two or more pulses are closer together than the chosen pileup rejection interval,
the distorted event is not stored and the count time is extended to compensate for the
10ss.
One method of extending the count time is to generate a deadtime interval that
begins when a pileup event is detected and ends when the next good event has been
processed and stored; this procedure is approximately correct. The procedure cannot
compensate for undetected events; however, with a typical rejection-gate period of
20 ps and a pulse-pair resolving time of N 1 ps, the correction error may be only
a few percent. For rates up to several tens of thousands of counts per second, the
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total error may be only 1% or less; the necessary circuitry is frequently built into
spectroscopy amplifiers. The method requires live-time operation, so the assay period
is not known a priori. The method also requires that the count rate and spectral shape
are constant during the counting period, this limitation is of no consequence for the
assay of long-lived isotopes, but it is important in activation analysis of very short
lived isotopes.
In reeent years, the activation analysis requirement to handle high count rates and
rapidly changing spectral shapes has led to further advancement in deadtime-pileup
corrections. Such systems are complex and are just now becoming commercially
available. They can handle input rates of hundreds of thousands of counts per second
and accurately correct for losses in excess of 90Y0. The ability to correct for deadtimepileup losses at high rates can potentially improve the speed of some NDA procedures.
5.4.6 Pukr-Based

Corrections

For Deadtime

and Pileup

The pulser method uses a pulser to insert an artificial peak into the stored spectrum;
it has numerous variations depending on the type of pulser used. Most germanium
and silicon detector preamplifiers have a TEST input through which appropriately
shaped pulses can be injected. These pulses suffer essentially the same deadtime and
pileup losses as gamma-ray pulses and forma peak similar to a gamma-ray peak. The
pulser peak has better resolution and shape than gamma-ray peaks because it is not
broadened by the statistical processes involved in the gamma-ray detection process.
The pulser peak area is determined in the same way as a gamma-ray ‘peak area. The
number of pulses injected into the preamplifier is easily determined by direct counting
or by knowing the pulser rate and the acquisition time.
An advantage of the pulser method is that the artificial peak can usually be placed to
avoid interference from gamma-ray peaks. In addition, because all the pulser events
are full energy, minimum extra deadtime and pileup are generated. On the other
hand, it is difficult to find pulsers with adequate amplitude stability, pulse-shaping
capability, and rate flexibility.
Another common problem is the difficulty of injecting pulses through the preamplifier without some undershoot on the output pulse. A long undershoot is objectionable
because gamma-ray pulses can pile up on the undershoot like they do on the positive part of the pulse. The amplifier pole zero cannot compensate simultaneously for
the different decay constants of the pulser and gamma-ray pulses, and compensation
networks are rarely used at the TEST input because of probable deterioration in resolution. The undershoot problem can be minimized by using a long decay time on the
pulser pulse (often as long as a millisecond), by using shorter amplifier time constants,
and by using high baseline-restorer settings. Some sacrifice of overall resolution is
usually required to adequately minimize the undershoot problem.
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The simplest approach is to use an ordinary fixed-period pulser, in which the interval
between pulses is constant and equal to the reciprocal of the pulse rate. The best
amplitude stability comes from the mercury-switch pulser in which a capacitor is
charged and discharged through a resistor network by a mercury-wetted mechanical
switch. The mechanical switch limits the useful rate of such pulsers to s 100 Hz.
Assuming that the pulser peak and gamma-ray peaks lose the same fraction of
events from deadtime and pileup, the appropriate correction factor is
(5-64)

CF(RL) = N/A(P)
where

N = number (rate) of pulses injected
A(P) = area (area rate) of pulser peak.

CF(RL) has a minimum value of 1.00 and is the reciprocal of the fraction of events
stored in the peaks.
Equation 5-64 is not quite correct because pulser pulses are never lost as a result
of their own deadtime, nor do they pileup on one another. Thus the overall losses
from gamma-ray peaks are greater than those from the pulser peak although the
difference is usually small. At moderate rates, the deadtime and pileup losses are
nearly independent and CF(RL) can be corrected with two multiplicative factors to
obtain a more accurate resulti
cF~L)

= ~(1
A(P)

+ RTD)(l + RT)

(5-65)

where R.= pulser rate
TD = deadtime for pulser pulse
T = pileup interval.
The deadtime TD can be adequately estimated from the speed of the ADC and, for
Wilkinson ADCs, from the position of the pulser peak. The interval T is usually
one and one-half to two times the pulse width. If R is S 100 Hz, both factors are
usually small. Assuming a typical value of 20 PS for both TD and T, the value
of each additional factor is 1.002 so that the increase in CF(RL) is only -0.4%.
Larger corrections result if greater values of R, TD, or T are used. If R is increased
to 1000 Hz to obtain high precision more quickly, the additional factors make a
difference of several percent.
Concern about assay precision brings up a rather curious but useful property of
periodc pulsers. The precision of the pulser peak is given by a different relation than
that of gamma-ray peaks. The precision of a pulser peak is, in fact, always better
than the precision of a gamma-ray peak of the same area because gamma-ray emission
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is random and the generation of pulser pulses is not. The precision of gamma-ray
peak areas is governed by Poisson statistics whereas the precision of pulser peaks is
governed mostly by binomial statistics.
Assuming that the background under the pulser peak is negligible and that the peak
area is P, the variance and relative variance of P are given by
S2(P) = P (1 – P/N)
(5-66)

S;(P) = ~ (1 – P/N)

where N is the total number of pulses injected into the spectrum. Assuming again
that the Compton continuum is negligible, the variance and relative variance of a
gamma-ray peak of area A are given by
S2(/4) = A

(5-67)

S?(A) = 11A .
Figure 5.17 gives ST(P) versus P for several choices of P/N and demonstrates that by
the time P/N w 0.5 the improvement in precision is quite negligible.
When the pulser peak rests on a significant continuum, the expressions for S(P)
are more complex because of the random nature of the continuum. The pulser peak
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Fig. 5.17 The relative standard deviation ST(P) of a pulser peak area P as a function of P for several values of PIN where N is the total number of pulses
injected into the spectrum.
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should be placed in a low-continuum (usually high-energy) portion of the spectrum so
that the improved precision can be taken advantage of and the simple Equation 5-66
can be used.
The use of a high-energy pulser peak can complicate the minimization of the undershoot. An alternative approach is to use a rectangular pulse that is longer than
the amplifier output then the pole-zero problem disappears and there are no shrdlow
undershoots. Instead, a negative pulse is generated as the pulser output drops. Other
events pile up on the negative pulse, but the pulse is cleanly defined and tends to
throw pileup events out of their peak. The addhional factor for the pileup losses can
be written as (1 + 2RT).
If an adequate random pulser were available, CF(RL) would be given simply by
Equation 5-64. Unfortunately, although random pulsers have been used successfully
in research laboratories, no adequate unit is commercially available. It is difficult to
simultaneously achieve the desired amplitude stability, random-interval distribution,
and constant average rate required for routine gamma-ray assay applications.
Pulser-based deadtime-pileup corrections are accurate only when both rate and spectral shape are constant throughout the counting period. When the count rate changes
during a measurement, proper corrections cannot be made if the pulser operates at a
fixed rate. In principle, a correction can be made using a pulser that operates at a rate
that is a fixed function of the gross detector rate. Pulsers based on this concept have
been built and used successfully (Ref. 14). They are used in activation analysis, halflife studies, accelerator experiments, and anywhere that variable rates with constant
spectral shape might be encountered. The use of variable rate pulsers indicates the
variety and ingenuity with which the fundamental idea of inserting a synthetic peak
into a spectrum has been applied to the problem of deadtime-pileup corrections.
S.4.7 Reference-Source

Method fof Deadtime-Pileup

Corrections

The most accurate method for measuring the deadtime-pileup correction uses a
reference source fixed in position relative to the detector. The source provides a
constant gamma-ray interaction mte in the detector. The reference peak performs the
same function as the pulser peak.
Like the other methods, the reference-source method requires the assumption that ali
peaks suffer the same fractional loss from deadtime and pileup. Given this assumption,
the ratio of any peak area to the reference peak area is independent of such losses. Let
A(Y) and FEIR(~) represent, as usual, the full-energy-peak area and the full-energy
interaction rate of any gamma ray other than the reference gamma ray R. If F is the
common fraction stored and ‘IT ~is the true acquisition time, then the areas are
A(T) = F

X

FEIR(T)

A(R)= FxFEIR(R)x

X ‘f’I’

(5-68)
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The ratio of the two expressions gives
(5-69)

A(~)/A(R) = FEIR(y)/FEIR(R)

which is independent of both F and TT. Gamma-ray assays often are based directly
on the loss-independent ratios A(7)/A(R) without ever explicitly determining CF(RL)
or FEIR(~).
For the reference-source gamma ray, the correction factor becomes
CF(RL) = FEIR(R) X TT/A(R) .

(5-70)

Combining tlis expression with Equation 5-63 gives
A(T)
—FEIR(R)
~1R(7) = A(R)

(5-71)

which is independent of count time. Equation 5-55 for the corrected count rate CR
can now be rewritten
CR(T) = FEIR(y) X CF(AT)
A(T)
X CF(AT) .
= —FEIR(R)
A(R)

(5-72)

The magnitude of CR(T) does not depend on the true acquisition time although its
precision obviously does.
If assay systems are calibrated with the help of standards, it is unnecessary to know
FEIR(R) to obtain accurate assay values. In many assay procedures, the quantity
sought, M (isotope or element mass), is proportional to CR(T). In Equation 5-73
through 5-75, K is the calibration constant, the subscripts denotes quantities pertaining
to standards, and the subscript u denotes quantities pertaining to unknowns.
CR(T)U
M.=Y=

[A(T)U/A(R)U]FEIR(R)
K

X

CF(AT)U

(5-73)

The calibration constant can be determined from a single standard:
K _
-—CR(~)~ = [A(T), /A(R), ]FEIR(R) x CF(AT).

M.

M.

(5-74)

Combining Equations 5-73 and 5-74 gives
(5-75)

which is independent of FEIR(R).

—.—
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Although an accurate value of FEIR(R) is not needed, it is useful in obtaining
approximate values of FEIR(T), FEIR(R), and CF(RL) so that actual rates of data
acquisition are known along with the fraction of information being lost to deadtime
and pileup. Having a calibration constant expressed as corrected counts per second
per unit mass can be helpful when estimating required assay times.
A reasonably accurate value of FEIR(R) can be obtained by making a live-time
count of the reference source alone and estimating a correction for the pileup losses.
A more accurate value can be obtained by using a pulser to correct for deadtime-pileup
losses.
The reference-source method can be applied to any spectroscopy system without
additional electronics. The method avoids problems caused by injecting pulser pulses
into a preamplifier and by drift of the reference peak reIative to the gamma-ray peaks.
It also avoids the extra corrections required by a fixed-period pulser. Additionally, no
error occurs because of the finite pulse-pair resolving time, and the reference peak is
constantly present for digital stabilization and for checking system performance.
The most significant limitation to the procedure is that a reference source with
appropriate half-life and energy is not always available. An additional limitation is
that the reference source must have a significant count rate and this causes additional
losses and results in poorer overall precision than that achievable using the same count
time with other methods. The reference-source method, as well as the simpler pulser
method, is only applicable when the count rate and spectral shape are constant.
The reference source should have a long half-life and an intense gamma ray in a
clear portion of the spectrum. The energy of the reference gamma ray should be lower
than but relatively close to the energy of the assay gamma rays so as not to add to
the background beneath the assay peaks. A monoenergetic reference source limits the
increase in gross count rate and overall deadtime-pileup losses. Few sources meet all
the desired criteria, but several have proven adequate in many applications.
For 239Pu assays based on the 413.7-keV gamma ray, 133Ba is the most useful
source. Its 356.O-keV gamma ray does not suffer interference from any plutonium
or americium gamma ray and it is within 60 keV of the assay energy. The 10.3-yr
half-life is very convenient. Although 133Ba has several other gamma rays, they are
all at energies below 414 keV.
For plutonium assays that make use of lower energy gamma rays, 1°9Cd is a useful
reference source. The 88.O-keV gamma ray is its only significant emission except for
the *25-keV 1°9Ag x rays from electron capture, which are easily eliminated by a
thin filter. Its half-life of N453 days is adequate to give a year or two of use before replacement. Although no interfering gamma rays from plutonium or americium
isotopes are present, there is a possible interference from lead x rays fluoresced in
the detector shielding. The lead K~2 x ray falls almost directly under the 88.O-keV
gamma ray from 1°9Cd. Interference can be avoided by wrapping the detector in
cadmium to absorb the lead x rays, and by using a sufficiently strong 1°9Cd source
that any residual leakage of lead x rays is overwhelmed. If some totally different
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shielding material can be used (for example, iron or tungsten alloys), the problem
disappears.
For assays of 235U, the 122.O-keV gamma ray from 57C0 is used frequently.
Its 271-day half-life is adequate, although not as long as might be desired. The
122.O-keV gamma ray is approximately eight times more intense than the 136.5-keV
gamma ray, which is the only other gamma ray of significant intensity. Note that in
using 57C0 for assay of highly enriched uranium samples, the 120.9-keV gamma ray
from 234U can be an annoying interference. This problem can be effectively eliminated by using a filter to reduce the intensity of lower energy emissions relative to
the 185.7-keV intensity and a sufficiently strong 57C0 source to override any residual
234U signal.
Frequently 241Am can be used as a reference source for uranium or other assays.
Although the 59.5-keV gamma ray from 241Am is further removed from 186 keV
than desirable, it can be used successfully, particularly if steps are taken to reduce
the resolution difference. The half-life of 433.6 y is beyond fault. Americium-241
must be absolutely absent from any materials to be assayed. When using lGgYb as a
transmission source in densitometry or quantitative 235U assay, ytterbium daughters
emit x rays that directly interfere with the 59.5-keV gamma ray, but sufficient filtering
combined with adequate source intensity can eliminate any possible difficulty.
The current methods for deadtime-pileup correction assume that all full-energy
peaks suffer the same fractional loss. That assumption is not completely true primarily
because the width and detailed peak shape are functions of both energy and count
rate. In applying the reference-peak method, precautions can be taken to minimize
the degree to which the assumption falls short. Four of those precautions, most of
which apply to any of the correction methods, are listed below.
● Where possible, apply the procedure only over a narrow energy range.
● Keep the peak width and shape as constant as possible as functions of both
energy and count rate, even if that slightly degrades the low-rate and low-energy
resolution. Proper adjustment of the amplifier and the pileup rejection can help
considerably.
● Avoid a convex or concave Compton continuum beneath important peaks, especially the reference peak. If possible the ratio of the reference peak area to the
background area should be 210.
● Exercise great care in determining peak areas. ROI methods may be less sensitive
than some of the spectral fitting codes to small changes in peak shape.
Experimental results indicate that the reference-source method can correct for deadtime and pileup losses with accuracies approaching 0.190 over a wide count-rate range.
Such accuracies can also be approached by pulser methods, particularly at lower rates
and by some purely electronic methods. However, equipment for the purely electronic
methods is very sophisticated.
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5.5 EFFECTS OF THE INVERSE-SQUARE LAW
The absolute full-energy detector efficiency varies approximately as the inverse
square of the distance between the detector and gamma-ray source. Consider a point
source emitting I gamma rays per second. The gamma-ray flux F at a distance R is
defined as the number of gamma rays per second passing through a unit area on a
sphere of radius R centered at tlie source. Because the area of the sphere is 47rR2, the
expression for F is
1
F=—
47rR2 “

(5-76)

The ‘detector count rate is proportional to the incident flux, and if the detector face
can be approximated by a portion of a spherical surface centered at the source, the
count rate has the same l/R2 dependency as the flux. When low-intensity samples
are counted, there is a clear motivation to reduce the sample-to-detector dis~dnce
and increase the count rate. Unfortunately, when the sample-to-detector distance is
so small that different parts of the sample have significantly different distances to
the detector,’ the count rates from different parts of the sample vary significantly.
This variation can cause an assay error when the distribution of emitting material is
nonuniform.
The overall count rate from samples of finite extent does not follow the simple law;
usually the variation is less strong than l/R 2. Knowledge of a few simple cases can
help to estimate overall count rates and response uniformity.
The simplest extended source is a line, which is often an adequate model of a
pipe carrying radioactive solutions. Consider an ideal point detector with intrinsic
efficiency e at a distance D from an infinitely long source of intensity I per unit
length (Figure 5.18). The count rate from this source can be expressed as
CR=2

m Ie dr
r2+D2=_5”
~ —

J

TIE

(5-77)

In this ideal case, the count-rate dependence is l/R rather than l/R2; when pipes are
counted at distances much smaller than their length, the count-rate variation will be
approximately l/R.
The count rate from a point detector at a distance R from an infinite plane surface
does not depend on R at all. For a detector near a ‘uniformly contaminated glovebox
wall, count rates vary little with wall-to-detector distance changes.
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When possible the variation of response with position inside a sample should be
minimized. The sample-to-detector distance Ctu- be increased, but the penalty is a
severe loss of count rate. A better strategy is to rotate the sample. Consider the cross
section of a cylindrical sample of radius R whose center is at a distance D from a
detector (Figure 5.19). Unless D is much greater than R, the count rates for identical
sources at positions 1, 2, 3, and 4 vary considerably. The figure shows that if D =
3R, the maximum count-rate ratio is CR(2)/CR(4) =4. The ratio of the response of a
rotating source at radius R to the response at the center (position 1 of Figure 5.19) is
1
CR(R) _
CR(1)
1 + (R/D)2 “

(5-78)

The response is the same as that obtained for a uniform nonattenuating circular source
of radius R whose center is at a distance D from a detector. Table 5-6 gives the value of
this function for several values of R/D compared to CR(2)/CR(l) for the nonrotating
source of Figure 5.19. For relatively large values of R/D, rotation improves the
uniformity of response. The response variation is even larger when attenuation is
considered. Rotation only reduces l/R2 effects; it does not eliminate them completely.
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Fig. 5.18 Geometry for computing the response of a point detector to a
line source.
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CR
CR
CR
CR

(2)/CR
(3)/CR
(4)/CR
(2)/CR

(1)
(1)
(1)
(4)

=
=
=
=

2.25
0.90
0.56
4.00
DET.

D=

3*R

Fig. 5.19 Cross section through a cylindrical sample and a point &tector
showing how count rate varies with position.

Table 5-6. The effect of sample rotation on countrate variation
CR(R)/CR(l)
CR(2)/CR(l)
(Rotating)
(Nonrotating)
RP
1/2
l/3a
1/4
1/5
1/6
1/7

1.33
1.125
1.067
1.042
1.029
1.021

4.0
2.25
1.78
1.56
1.44
1.36

aSee Figure 5.19.

Rotation reduces response variations caused by radkd positioning, but does little to
compensate for height variations. If the source height is less than one-third of the
sample-to-detector distance, the decrease in response is less than 10~0relative to the
normal position.
The choice of sample-to-detector distance is a compromise between minimizing the
response variations and maintaining an adequate count rate. A useful guideline is
that the maximum count-rate variation is less than +10% if the sample-to-detector
distance is equal to three times the larger of the sample radius or the half-height. If a
sample cannot be rotated, it helps considerably to count it in two positions 180° apart.
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5.6 DETECTOR EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENTS
5.6.1 Absolute

P@-Enerw-Peak

Efficiency

The absolute full-energy-peak efficiency is the fraction of gamma rays emitted by
a point source at a particular source-to-detector distance that produces a full-energy
interaction in the detector. It is determined as a function of energy by measuring
the efficiency at a numkr of energies and fihing the experimental points with an
appropriate function.
(5-79)

&A(~)= F131R(~)/ER(T)
where

&A= absolute full-energy efficiency
ER(T) = gamma-ray emission rate.

The determination of F’EIR is described in Section 5.4. For high-resolution detectors,
care must be taken to correct for pileup and deadtime losses. For low-resolution
scintillators, the pileup correction can usually be ignored.
Calibrated sources for absolute calibrations are available from a number of vendors.
It is a testimony to the difficulty of measuring accurate emission rates that the quoted
accuracies are only between 0.590 and 2.OYO.Table 5-1 lists several monoenergetic
gamma-ray sources. Multi-isotope, multi-gamtna-ray sources, such as the NBS source
SRM-4275 (see Section 5.1.1), are convenient when calibrating high-resolution detectors. This source is useful for several years and covers the energy range most otlen
of use in NDA.
Frequently two or more gamma rays are emitted in successive transitions between
energy levels of a single excited nucleus. Because the time interval between such
cascade gamma rays is very small compared to the charge collection times of germanium, silicon, or NaI(Tl) detectors, the multiple gamma rays are treated as a single
interaction. This cascade summing can result in subtractive or addhive errors in the
measured FEIRs. The problem is significant when the source is “soclose to the detector that the probability of detecting two or more cascade gamma rays simultaneously
is large. If very short source-to-detector dktances, must be used to enhance sensitivity,
cascade-summing problems must be carefully considered. The notes accompanying
SRM-4275 contain a good discussion of summing problems as well as other possible
dh%culties involved in the use of multi-gamma-ray sources.
5.6.2 Intrinsic

Pull-Energy

llfficiency

:

The intrinsic full-energy efficiency is the probability that a gamma ray loses all of
its energy if it enters the detector volume. me absolute full-energy efficiency &,4and
the intrinsic full-energy efficiency eI are related by the simple equation
(5-80)
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where 0 is the solid angle subtended by the detector at the source and f2/47r is
the probability that a gamma ray will enter the detector volume. The intrinsic fullenergy efficiency is determined experimentally by measuring the absolute full-energy
efficiency and solving Equation 5-80 for er. The values of eI computed will depend
slightly upon the position of the source with respect to the detector.
Some care is necessary in estimating the solid angle 0, especially if the detector
has an odd shape or is not located on an axis of symmetry. Figure 5.20 shows a point
source at a distance D from the face of a cylindrical detector of radius R. The correct
expression for the solid angle subtended by the detector at the source is

(5-81)

‘=2+-(A)]
where D/<= Cos @, with 0 being the angle of the solid-angle cone shown in
Figure 5.20. However, for a circular detector, an approximate expression is frequently
used:
G’w A/D2 = nR2/D2

(5-82)

where A is the area of the detector face. The first expression in Equation 5-82 can
be applied even when the detector is”not circular, but is only accurate when A is
much less than 47rD2. Comparing Equations 5-81 and 5-82 shows that as D deaeases
relative to R, the value for L?from Equation 5-82 becomes too large. For D/R = 8,
0 is wI% too large; for D/R = 1, L?is -70% too large.

Fig. 5.20 A point source on the axis of a ~ylindrical detector.
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5.6.3 Relative Efficiency

Frequently the actual values of the absolute or intrinsic full-energy-peak efficiency
are not needed, and only the ratios of the efficiency at different energies are required.
A relative efficiency curve is usually easier to determine than absolute or intrinsic
efficiencies. Relative efficiencies differ from absolute or intrinsic efficiencies only
by a multiplicative constant that depends upon the prbcedure used in determining the
relative efficiencies. Exact gamma-ray emission rates are not required, only values
proportional to the emission rates. When a single multienergy isotope is used, the
branching fractions provide the necessary information (Ref. 15). Equation 5-79 can
be modified to give relative efficiencies for a single source:
(5-83)

.sR = A(~)/B(~)

where B(7) is the branching ratio corresponding to the peak area A(T). Usually
relative-efficiency curves are normalized to 1.00 at some convenient energy. A
semilog plot of relative efficiency has the same shape aa the corresponding absoluteefficiency or intrinsic-efficiency plot. Figure 5.21 shows the relative-efficiency of a
coaxial detector as derived from a single spectrum of a thin 133Ba source. Note that
sources with negligible self-attenuation must be used when the branching fractions
are assumed to be proportional to the rates of gamma rays escaping from the source.
This assumption is not true for many steel-encapsulated sources particularly at lower
energies.
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5.6.4 Efficiency

Relative to a 7.65-cm by 7.65-cm Nal(’11) Detector

The manufacturers of germanium detectors usually characterize the efficiency of
coaxial detectors by comparing it to the absolute full-energy efficiency of a 7.65-cm
by 7.65-cm NaI(Tl) detector. The comparison is always made at 1332.5 keV with a
source-to-detector distance of 25.0 cm and the efficiency expressed as a percentage of
the NaI(Tl) efficiency.’The efficiency of the germanium detector is measured and the
absolute full-energy efficiency of the NaI(Tl) detector is assumed to”be 0.0012 for the
stated energy and distance. The expression for computing the measured germaniumdetector efficiency is

ERNaI

=

[

FEIR(1332.5)/ER( 1332.5) ~W
0.0012

1

(5-84)

where FEIR( 1332.5) includes corrections for deadtime-pileup losses and ER( 1332.5) is
the current emission rate. The soume-to-detector distance is very difficult to determine
accurately because the detector crystal is hidden inside the cryostat end cap. Because
the front face of the detector crystal is mounted within 5 mm of the end cap by most
manufacturers, the measurement is made at a source-to-end-cap distance of 24.5 cm.
If a 60-Hz pulser is used for the rate-related losses, Equation 5-84 can be rewritten
as
135.1 A(1332.5)
‘RN”I = A(p)IO exp(–O.1318T)

(5-85)

where A(l 332.5) and A(p) are the areas of the 1332.5-keV and pulser peaks, and
where T is the time in ye-m since the 60C0 Source had an activity of 10 rnicrocuries.
If the same ‘°Co source is used consistently, the value of 10 can be absorbed in the
numerical constant.

5.6.5 Effmiency as Function

of Energy and Position

Usually NDA calibrations are done using standards that contain known amounts
of the isotopes of interest in packages of appropriate shape and size. Beeause approximate detector efficiencies are used only to estimate expected count rates, there is
little need to carefully characterize efficiency as a function of energy and position. A
detector so characterized can assay without the use of standards, although generally
not with the same ease and accuracy as possible with them. When standards are not
available or allowed in an area, verification measurements can be made of items of
known geometry and content using the known detector efficiency to predict the FEIRs
for a chosen detector-sample configuration. If the measured FEIRs agree within the
estimated error with the predicted rates, the item content is regarded as verified.
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In constructing appropriate efficiency functions, the absolute efficiency is measured
for many energies and positions and, then fit to an adequate mathematical model.
Cline’s method (Ref. 16) combines reasonable accuracy with a straightforward procedure for determining the efficiency parameters. To characterize a detector accurately
takes several days or more.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
The nondestructive assay (NDA) of nuclear material must deal with large sample
sizes and high self-absorption. Typical containers range from 2-L bottles to 220-L
drums, and even a small sample with a high concentration of nuclear material has
significant self-attenuation. Although gamma-ray self-attenuation may frequently be
ignored in the filter papers or small vials encountered in radiochemical applications,
it usually cannot be ignored in NDA measurements of nuclear material.
Because the size and shape of nuclekr material samples vary widely, it is difficult to
construct appropriate calibration standards. In principle, calibration standards are not
needed if the detector efficiency is accurately known as a function of source position
and energy, if the counting geometry and the sample size and shape are accurately
known, and if the gamma-ray emission rates are accurately known. However, it is
tedious to characterize a detector efficiency with sufficient accuracy, and there are
still significant uncertainties in the values of the specific activities for many important gamma rays. The use of calibration standards reduces or eliminates the need
to accurately know the detector efficiency, the counting geometry, and the specific
activities.
The most authoritative guide for calibrating NDA systems, ANSI N15.20-1975
(Ref. 1), rather firmly insists that a calibration standard is “an item physically and
chemically similar to the items to be assayed,” a restriction no longer necessary for
gamma-ray assay. The guide also insists that calibration standards “must be chosen so
that their contained masses of the nuclide(s) of interest span the mass range expected
for the items to be assayed.” This restriction may be considerably relaxed. Relatively
few standards are usually needed to calibrate gamma-ray assay systems for the accurate
assay of items covering a wide range of size, shape, chemical composition, and mass.
Sections 6.2 to 6.6 describe the nature and computation of the attenuation correction
factor CF(AT). A more detailed discussion of this subject is given @ Ref. 2. Section
6.7 discusses calibration standards and Section 6.8 describes assay systems using
transmission-corrected procedures.
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6.2 PROCEDURES
6.2.1 Preliminary

Remarks

The procedures and methods described herein are best applied with high-resolution
gamma-ray detectors. The methods and correction factors may be used for assays with
low-resolution detectors, but additional care must be exercised to avoid unnecessary
error, and the ultimate accuracy will be not be as good.
The most unpleasant and important fact in applying gamma-ray spectroscopy is that
the raw count rate for a given gamma ray is not usually proportional to the amount of
the nuclide emitting the gamma ray. Two reasons for the lack of proportionality are the
rate-related electronic processes of deadtime and pulse pileup and the self-attenuation
of the sample. Accurate gamma-ray assays demand accurate confections for both the
electronic losses and the losses caused by sample self-attenuation. Corrections for
electronic losses are described in detail in Chapter 5.
6.2.2 General

Description

of Assay Procedure

If the raw data-acquisition rate is multiplied by appropriate correction factors for
both the rate-related electronic losses and the sample self-attenuation, we may write
(as in Equation 5-60 of Section 5.4)
CR = RR

X

CF(RL)

X

CF(AT)

or
CR= FEIR x CF(AT)
where CR
RR
CF(RL)
CF(AT)
FEIR

=
=
=
=
=

(6-1)

total corrected rate
raw rate of data acquisition
correction factor for rate-related electronic losses
correction factor for self-attenuation in sample
full-energy interaction rate.

If the correction factors are properly defined and computed, CR is the data-acquisition
rate that would have been observed if there were no electronic losses and if the sample
were changed to a simpler shape (such as a point or’ line) with no self-attenuation.
Thus computed, CR is proportional to the mass of the isotope emitting the gamma
ray of interest. We can then write
(6-2)

CR=KXM

where M is the mass of the isotope being assayed and K is a calibration constant. The
calibration constant K is determined by the use of appropriate standards and includes
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the effects of detector efficiency, subtended solid angles, and gamma-ray emission
rates. The CF(AT) is determined so that the CRS for both unknown and standard are
those that would have been observed if they had had the same nonattenuating spatial
configuration.
The above, in essence, constitutes a general approach to passive gamma-ray assay.
The individual steps of this approach are
(1) Measure the raw data-acquisition rate.
(2) Determine the correction for rate-related electronic losses.
(3) Determine the correction for gamma-ray self-attenuation.
(4) Compute the total corrected rate, which is proportional to the mass of the
isotope being assayed.
(5) Determine the constant of proportionality, the calibration constant, by use of
appropriate physical standards, making sure that the CR for both standards and
unknowns represents the same nonattenuating geometrical shape in the same
position with respect to the detector.
Both RR and CF(RL) are relatively easy to determine accurately and are discussed in
detail in Chapter 5.
6.2.3 Necessary
rection Factor

Assumptions

for Determining

the Self-Attenuation

cor-

In determining CF(AT), the basic question is, what fraction of the gamma rays of
interest that are emitted in directions such that they could reach the detector actually
do reach the detector? If the sample material can be characterized by a single linear
attenuation coefficient pg, the fraction of gamma rays that escape unmodified from
the sample can, in general, be computed. Determining p~ is the key to determining
CF(AT).
Two assumptions seem adequate to permit accurate gamma-ray aisays:
o The mixture of gamma-ray-emitting material and matrix matefial is reasonably
uniform and homogeneous in composition and density.
● The gamma-ray-emitting
particles are small enough that the self-attenuation
within the individual particles is negligible.
These assumptions guarantee that the linear attenuation coefficient is single-valued
on a sufficiently macroscopic scale that it can be used to accurately compute the
gamma-ray-escape fraction. There are no restrictions on the chemical composition of
the sample. All that is required is that p~ can be computed or measured. Unknown
samples need not have the same or even similar chemical compositions as the calibration standards. There are also no basic assumptions about the size and shape of
standards, although there are limitations.
The assumption of “reasonable” uniformity is admittedly vague and difficult to
define. What constitutes reasonable uniformity depends on the gamma-ray energy,
the chemical composition of the sample, and the accuracy required. Some sample
types almost always satisfy the assumptions and some almost never do so.
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The mass attenuation coefficients v (Chapter 2) of the elements impose the fundamental restrictions on the size, shape, composition, and density of samples that
can be successfully assayed by gamma-ray methods. Figure 6.1 shows mass attenuation coefficients for selected elements ranging fmm hydrogen (Z = 1) to plutonium
(Z= 94). Qualitatively, the information in the graph defines nearly all the possibilities
and limitations of passive gamma-ray NDA. Note that p for uranium at 185.7 keV
is nearly six times larger than that for plutonium at 413.7 keV. This means that the
assay of 235U by its 185.7-keV gamma ray is subject to considerably more stringent
limitations on sample size, particle size, and uniformity than is the assay of 239Pu
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Fig. 6.1 Total mass attenuation coeflcients (without coherent scattering
contribution) vs energy for nine elements ranging in atomic number Zfiom 1 to 94 (Re$ 3).
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byits413.7-keV gamma ray. Below ~80keV, the#ofmost
elements rises rapidly,
making attenuation problems unmanageably severe for all but small samples of very
small particle size.
Figure 6.2 is given as an aid in estimating self-attenuation for individual particles.*
It gives the fraction of gamma rays escaping unscattered from spherical sources as a
function of the product ppD, where D is the diameter of the sphere. As an example,
for a 200-#m-diameter, p = 10 glcm3 particle of UOZ, ppD N 0.28, indicating that
N 10% of the 185.7-keV gamma rays emitted are scattered with some energy loss or
are completely absorbed within the particle.
Solutions meet the criteria for accurate gamma-ray assay, assuming that there are
no contained particulate or precipitates. Pure powders (PuOZ, UOZ, U308, and
so forth) almost always are suitable, as are certain well-mixed scrap materials such
as incinerator ash. High-temperature gas reactor (HTGR) coated fuel particles and
HTGR-type rods come close to meeting the requirements, but assay results are low
by 5 to 10% unless correction is made for the self-attenuation in the particle kernels
5). Small quantities of high-Z gamma emiqers (<10 g) mixed with low-Z,
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* The expressionfor the fractionof gammarays escapingunscatteredand unabsorbedfrom a
sphere whose attenuationpropertiesare characterizedby X = ppD is given by
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low-density combustibles may meet the requirement if there are no agglomerations
of the powder with significant self-attenuation. Large quantities of high-Z powders
(greater than about 100 g) will almost surely create some significantly attenuating
agglomerations when mixed with such combustibles. Among the worst cases are
metal chips of high-Z, high-density metals or fuel pellets mixed with low-Z, lowdensity matrices; in these situations assays may well be low by factors of 2 or 3 or
even more. This fact causes one to be cautious about using gamma-ray methods to
screen heterogeneous materials for possible criticality dangers.
It must be emphasized that the degree to which materials satisfy the two assumptions
is. the most important factor in determining the potential accuracy of a gamma-ray
assay. Experience indicates, for example, that small samples of solution (up to a
few tens of cubic centimeters) may be assayed with accuracies of a few tenths of a
percent. Samples of uniform, homogeneous powders of volumes up to a few liters
have been assayed with accuracies approaching 1% in spite of significant density
gradients. Larger containers of waste (for example, 30-gal. drums) rarkly satisfy the
assumptions well enough to allow errors of <1 CYZO, and the error will be much worse
for the extremely heterogeneous cases.
Another important general fact about gamma-ray assay is that the results are almost
always low when samples that do not satisfy the assumptions are assayed in conjunction with calibration standards that do satisfy the assumptions. The procedures
that accurately determine the self-attenuation in acceptable samples underestimate the
correction in samples that fail to satisfy the required conditions.
6.2.4 Methods

for Determining

the Sample Unear Attenuation

Coefficient

Four principal methods have been employed to determine the sample p~ (Ref.
6). The oldest method avoids the issue by using representative standards. In this
procedure a set of calibration standards are prepared as nearly identical as possible in
size, shape, and composition to the unknowns. The standards are counted in a fixed
geomet~ to prepare a calibration curve, and the assay is accomplished by counting the
unknowns in the same geometry and comparing the count directly with the calibration
curve. This procedure produces good results only if the unknowns and standards are
sufficiently similar that the same concentration of assay material in each gives rise to
the same p~ and, therefore, to the same CF(AT). The representative standard procedure
also assumes that the pileup and deadtime losses are equal for equal concentrations
of assay isotopes. This method is only applicable when the nature and composition
of the assay samples are well known and essentially unvarying.
A second method exploits previous knowledge of the chemical composition, mass,
and shape to compute p~. Sufficient prior knowledge to compute the sample p/ does
not necessarily mean that the assay result is known in advance. In many cases, p~
is almost purely dependent on the matrix composition and mass, which is reasonably
well known. When only verification measurements are required on well-characterized
materials, the approach is useful even when the assay material contributes significantly
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to the sample self-attenuation. Computation of the sample p~ from knowledge of the
chemical composition and densities is straightforward. References 3 and 7 tabulate
the necessary mass attenuation coefficients.
Another method of determining CF(AT) involves measuring the intensity ratio of
gamma rays of two different energies from the same isotope and comparing it with
the same ratio from a thin source (negligible self-attenuation) containing the same
isotope. This method is of limited use because, in general, p~ is not uniquely related
to the measured intensity ratios. Some prior knowledge of the nature of the sample
is also required to obtain the actual correction factors. Furthermore, not all isotopes
have a pair of gamma rays of the appropriate energies. Nevertheless, the method
has proved useful in specific cases and has the potential for giving warning when the
assumptions on uniformity and particle size are grossly violated.
The fourth and most general method of dbtaining PI involves measuring the transmission through the sample of a beam of gamma rays from an external source. From
the fundamental law of gamma-ray attenuation, the transmission is
(6-3)

T = exp(–p/x)
where x is the thickness of the sample. Solving for P?, we obtain

(6-4)
This method requires no knowledge of the chemical composition or density of the
sample, just the basic assumptions on uniformity and particle size. In fact, it is often
the preferred method even when some knowledge of the sample composition is available, particularly when the best obtainable accuracy is desired. The experimentally
measured p~ includes all the effects of chemical composition and density.
The transmission method can identify those samples for which accurate quantitative
assays are impossible because of excessive self-attenuation. As the measured transmission decreases, its precision deteriorates along with the precision of the sample Pl,
thus creating error in the computed value of CF(AT). The precision and accuracy of
the measured transmission become unacceptable for transmissions between 0.01 and
0.001. Transmission values S0.001 (perhaps even negative) almost always indicate
an unassayable sample.

6.3 FORMAL
A~NUATION

DEFINITION

OF

Correction

FOR

SELF-

6.3.1The General Definition
Expressions for CF(AT) can be formulated in a number of useful ways. The formulation adopted here is a multiplicative correction factor that gives a corrected count
rate that is directly proportional to the quantity of isotope being measured. It is useful
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to define CF(AT) with respect to a specified geometrical shape, which is often simpler
than the actual shape.
CF(AT) =

FEIR(p/ = Q Specified Shape)
FEIR(fl~# O; Real Shape)

(6-5)

where FEIR(pl = O, Specified Shape) =

the FEIR that would have been measured
if the sample were totally nonattenuating
(pi = O)and if it were changed to the specified shape
FEIR(p~ #O, Real Shape) = the actual measured FEIR from the sample.

In practice, CF(AT) is not computed from Equation 6-5; it is dete~ined from pl,
the geometrical configuration, and the position of the sample relative to the detector.
Most often the expressions for CF(AT) are not integrable in terms of elementary
functions, so numeric methods must be used.
Generally, the detector efficiency need not be known. Usually one can assume a
point detector with equal efficiency for all angles of incidence, which considerably
simplifies the computations. This assumption is usually good when the distance between sample and detector is at least several times the maximum dimension of either
the detector or the sample. If the sample-to-detector distance must be kept small for
reasons of efficiency and if the highest obtainable accuracy is required, the actual
measured or calculated detector efficiency as a function of energy and position may
be used. Cline (Ref. 8) describes a procedure for creating an efficiency function
based on measurements of standard sources, which should be adequate for almost all
requirements.

6.3.2 Useful Specified Shapes
The most useful specified shapes are
● the actual sample shape
● a point
● a line.
If one has many samples and standards of the same shape and size, then CF(AT)
may be computed with respect to a nonattenuating sample of the same shape. When
the sample is sufficiently uniform and homogeneous and of reasonable size, let the
detector view the whole sample and use the CF(AT) computed with respect to a
nonattenuating point. This allows the standards and the unknowns to be of different
size, shape, and chemical composition. However, for such assays to be accurate, the
entire contents must be reasonably well represented by a single pt.
Samples often have vertical composition and density gradients, the natural consequence of filling relatively narrow containers from the top. The material tends to fall
into the containers in layers. In such cases, a single p/ cannot adequately characterize
the whole sample, but narrow layers or segments can be adequately characterized by
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asinglep~ value. The assay accuracy can beimproved byusing a segmented scan in
which the detector views the sample through a collimator that defines relatively narrow horizontal segments in which p~ can be assumed constant. For such. segmented
scans, it is best to compute the CF(AT) with respect to a nonattenuating line along
the axis of the containers. In this way, cylindrical samples may be accurately assayed
with respect to standards of quite different diameters.

6.4 IMPORT~
PARAMETERS OF THE SELFA’ITENUATION CORRECTION FACTOR
The correction factor for self-attenuation, CF(AT), is a function of many parameters. Those currently recognized as significant are listed below in decreasing order of
importance:
● the p/ of the sample material
● the volume and shape of the sample material
● the pj of the sample container
● the size and shape of the sample container
● the position and orientation of the sample relative to the detector
● the size, shape, and efficiency of the detector.
In many situations the dependence of CF(AT) on several of the parameters is mild.
For example, when the sample-to-detector distance is at least several times the maximum dimensions of the detector, the dependence of CF(AT) on the size, shape, and
efficiency of the detector is often negligible. When the distance between a cylindrically shaped sample and the deteetor is at least several times the maximum dimension
of either sample or detector, CF(AT) is usually a strong function of the sample pl,
a mild function of the sample dimensions and distance from the detector, and has
negligible dependence on the detector size, shape, and efficiency.
The greatest simplifications occur in the far-field case, where the maximum dimensions of both sample and detector are negligible compared with their separation. In
the far-field case, dependence on the inverse-square law becomes negligible and all
gamma rays reach the detector along essentially parallel paths. There is no dependence on detector size or shape, on small changes in the sample-to-detector distance,
or on sample size except for the influence of size on the fraction of gamma rays escaping from the sample. Simple analytic expressions can be derived for several sample
shapes. These expressions are often useful approximations for assay situations that
are not truly far field. Indeed, the far-field situation is a useful reference case against
which to compare near-field cases.
It is usually advantageous to plot CF(AT) vs the parameter of strongest dependence
(p~) and to plot separate curves for specific values of other parameters. Because p~
is often found by measuring the gamma-ray transmission T and using the relationship
T = exp(–plx), it is generally more convenient to plot CF(AT) vs In(T).
Consider the expression for CF(AT) for the far-field assay of a box-shaped sample
viewed normal to a side.
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CF(AT) =

p/x
[1 – exp(–p~x)]

(6-6)

where x is the sample thickness along the normal to the detector.
T = exp(–p~x), we can write the simple expression
–in(T)
CF(AT) = m“

Using

(6-7)

If T <1, CF(AT)s –in(T), so a plot of CF(AT) vs in(T) is nearly linear. Figure 6.3
gives a plot of Equation 6-7. It also shows CF(AT) vs in(T) for cylindrical and
spherical samples where T is measured across the sample diameter. All the cases
have the form CF(AT) N –k in(T) for T << 1. This approximate in(T) dependence
exists for most assay geometries and is very useful to keep in mind.
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factors for slab, cylindrical, and spherical
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6.5 ANALYTIC FAR-FIELD FORMS FOR THE SELFATI’ENUA~ON

CORRECTION FACTOR

In general, the near-field integral expressions for CF(AV cannot be integrated in
terms of elementary functions. However, far-field expressions have been derived for
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three simple sample geometries: boxshaped (rectangular parallelepipeds), cylindrical,
and spherical. Figure 6.3 gives the far-field CF(AT) for all three sample shapes, and
Table 6-1 gives numeric values forthe three cases.
Table 6-1. Far-field correction factors for slab, cylinder,
and sphere as functions of transmission
Slab’
Cylinderb
Spherec
Transmission
1.0000
0.8000
0.6000
0.4000

1.000
1.116
1.277
1.527

1,000
1.097
1.231
1.434

1.000
1.086
1.202

0.2000
0.1000
0.0500
0.0200
0.0100
0.0010

2.012
2.558
3.153

1.816
2.238
2.692

3.992
4.652
6.915

3.326
3.826
5.552

3.370
4.805

0.0001

9.211

?.325

6.288

1.376
1.701
2.054
2.431
2.956

aTransmission normal to surface.
bTransmission along a diameter.

6:5.1Box-Shaped

Samples

The box-shaped sample is the only one for which a simple derivation exists. From
Equation 6-5, we can write CF(AT) with respect to a nonattenuating sample (specified
shape same as real shape) as
CF(AT) =

SVpIgdV
Jvpk exp(-pgr)

dV

(6-8)

spatial density of the isotope being assayed (gJcm3)
emission rate of the assay gamma ray (T/g-s)
absolute full-energy detection efficiency
linear attenuation coefficient of the sample
distance that gamma rays travel within the sample
volume element.
The parameters p, I, and p~ are constant, whereas& and r are functions of position. It
is the exponential term in the denominator that, for most geometrical configurations>
cannot be integrated in terms of elementary functions.
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Consider the configuration shown in Figure 6.4. The parameter I is a constant for
a given isotope, and by virtue of the fundamental assumptions on uniformity, p and
p~ are also constant. The far-field assumption is equivalent to assuming that E is also
a constant.
Because of the far-field assumption, only the integration in X is significant. After
the obvious cancellations,
s; dx

CF(AT) =

(6-9)

J: exp[-pL(X - x)]dx
This evaluates to
CF(AT) =

p/X
1 – exp(–p~X)

(6-10)

as in Equation 6-6.
6.5.2 Cylindrical

Samples

For a cylindrical sample viewed along a diameter in the far field (Ref. 9),
(6-11)

where L1 =
11=
D=
pi =

modified Struve function of order 1
modified Bessel function of order 1
sample diameter
linear attenuation coefficient of the sample.

BOX

SHAPED

SAMPLE

x

Y
~--

.-

.>.>.

Fig. 6.4 Counting geometry for a slab-shaped sample with coordinates and
dimensions for use in deriving the far-jield correction factor.
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The expression is very compact, but it is inconvenient to use because of the Struve
and Bessel functions (Ref. 10). Equation 6-11 was used to generate the curve for a
cylinder in Figure 6.3. Note that the CF(AT) fora cylinders a little less than those
foraslab or box-shaped sample. In the cylindrical sample, fewer gamma rays must
penetrate themaximum thickness of material; hence, the fraction escaping is greater
and the CF(AT) is smaller.
6.s.3 Spherical

Samples

Foraspherical
CF(AT)=

sample inthefar

({
3/2

—
/.LID

~_

field, thecomection factor is (Ref. 4)

2

(p/D)2
–+exp(-p’D)[fi+

*l})-l

‘6-12)

This expression isplotted in Figure 6.3. The CF(AT)for asphere issmaller than that
for either the parallelepipeds or cylinder. On the average, gamma rays travel shorter
distances to escape from”a sphere than from either a cylinder or a cube. Spherical
samples are rarely met in practice, but the reciprocal of CF(AT) gives the fraction
of gamma rays escaping from spherical particles and is useful in deciding whether
a sample meets the required assumption on particle size. Figure 6.2 was generated
from Equation 6-12.

6.6 NUMERIC COMPUTATION IN THE NEAR FIELD
6.6.1 General

Discussion

For most if not all near-field situations in which the inverse-square dependence
must be treated explicitly, the resulting expressions cannot be integrated in terms of
elementary functions. As a result, numeric methods must be used, which implies the
use of computers. However, even with the power of modern computers, the simplest
model should be used to describe the assay situation. It is often possible to simplify the
computations by assuming a point or line detector with efficiency independent of angle
of incidence. For complicated geometries, Monte Carlo photon transport codes can be
used. However, the NDA situations can usually be handled with simplified models and
straightforward one-, two-, or three-dimensional numeric integration methods using
simple codes and small computem. The accuracy of gamma-ray NDA is usually
determined more by the sample uniformity and homogeneity than by the accuracy of
the CF(AT) computation.
Approximate analytic forms exist that give adequately accurate values for CF(AT)
over reasonable ranges of transmission. A few such forms are described below. The
adequacy of a particular expression can be determined by comparison with more accurate numeric computations. Approximate analytic forms often provide the capability
to derive analytic expressions for the precision of CF(AT).
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6.6.2 A Useful One-Dimensional

Model

A common assay geometry is that in which a germanium detector views a bottle
of solution from below. Both detector and sample are well approximated by rightcircuhu- cylinders. Assume that the axes of symmet~ of the bottle and the detector
coincide and that the detector radius is rd, the sample radius is rs, the sample depth
is D, and the distance from sample to detector is d (Figure 6.5). If d is a few times
greater than both rd and r., no gamma ray impinges on the detector at angles greater
than ~lOOtothe common axis. lnasmuchascos Q >0.95for angles <19 °,it is clear
that no gamma ray travels more than a few percent greater distance on its way to the
detector thmthose that travel parallel tothe common centerline. Therefore, the assay
situation can be described by a one-dimensional model consisting of a point detector
and a line sample of “depth” D and linear attenuation coefficient p~ separated from
the detector by a distance d as indicated in Figure 6.6. This model contains the effects
of the inverse-square law and gamma-ray attenuation, which are the main influences
on the CF(AT).

fPlrs

T

D

CYUNDRICAL

~
f3CA

1

khm

c

Fig. 6.5 Commonly used vertical assay geometry for which a one-dimensional model
is appropriate for computing CF(AT).
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Fig. 6.6 One-dimensional model for computing CF(AT).
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Using this model, CF(AT) with respect to a nonattenuating sample is
(6-13)
where all constants pertaining to the detector efficiency and gamma-ray emission
rates have cancelled. The numerator integrates to D/[d(d + D)], but as simple as the
denominator appears to be, it cannot be integrated in terms of elementary functions.
However, it can be written as a sum in a simple way. The expression for CF(AT)
then becomes
CF(AT) =

D

[ d(d + D) ]/

~

{exp[-pg(I - 0.5)Ax]}Ax
[d+

1=1

(I

–

0.5)Ax]2

(6-14)

where Ax = D/N and N is the number of intervals for the numeric integration. Generally, taking N R 100 gives the result to <0.170. The numeric integration could,
of course, be done with better accuracy and in fewer steps using Simpson’s rule or
other more elegant methods. Equation 6-14 shows clearly the functional dependence
of CF(AT) on d, D, and p/ and the equivalence of the integral and the sum. The
parameter D is well defined as the sample depth. The parameter d, however, is less
well defined because the gamma rays interact throughout the detector and because
the average interaction depth is a function of energy. Experience shows that if the
nominal value of d is at least a few times D, then with the help of a set of standards
covering a wide range of p~, the value of d in Equation 6-14 can be adjusted to give
CF(AT) such that the corrected rate per unit activity is nearly constant over a wide
range of p~. The adjustment of d compensates for the imprecisely known sampleto-detector distance and for deviation of the one-dimensional model from the actual
three-dimensional assay geometry.
Figure 6.7 shows results of a measurement exercise using the procedure just described. The samples were 25-mL solutions of depleted uranium nitrate in flatbottomed bottles of 10 cm2 area (right-circular cylinders 3.57 cm in diameter and
2:5 cm deep). The uranium concentration varied from 5 to 500 g/L, and all the
samples were spiked with an equal amount of 75Se; 75Se was the source material,
uranium served as an absorber only. The detector crystal was -4.0 cm in diameter
and w4.O cm long. For the 136.O-keV gamma ray of 75Se, the corrections for electronic losses, CF(RL), varied by only -1090, whereas the corrections for gamma-ray
attenuation, CF(AT), varied by *275%.
Because each sample had identical amounts of 75Se, the corrected 136.O-keV rate
should have been equal for all samples. The upper part of the figure gives the fractional
deviation of the corrected rates from the average of all and indicates the typical
precision of the measurements. All the corrected rates are within about *0.5% of
the average. In this case, the actual distance of the sample bottom to the average
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Fig. 6.7 Results of a measurement exercise designed to test the usefulness of a
one-dimensional mode! for computing CF(AT) = CF(T).

interaction depth in the detector was W8 cm and the adjusted value was 9.0 cm.
Qualitatively, the one-dimensional model gives values of CF(AT) that are a little low
compared with the correct three-dimensional model because the gamma rays pass
through slightly greater thicknesses of solution than in the one-dimensional model.
Increasing d increases CF(AT) overall and also increases CF(AT) more for lower
values of T. Hence, the value of d used in computations is usually a little higher than
the physical value.
If a set of solution samples has variable but determinable depths, one would prefer
to compute CF(AT) with respect to a nonattenuating point so that the corrected rates
from all the samples can be compared directly. The ratio between CF(AT) with
respect to the nonattenuating point and CF(AT) with respect to the nonattenuating
sample is (1 + D/d), independent of p~. All CF(AT) values, for both standards and
unknowns, should be computed with respect to the same nonattenuating shape so that
the corrected rates are directly comparable.
6.6.3 A Useful ‘l%o-Dimensional

Model

In another common assay geometry, a detector views a cylindrical sample from the
side (Figure 6.8). If the sample depth is less than the sample diameter and if the
distance from the detector to the sample center is at least several times the sample
diameter, then a simple two-dimensional model can often be used to compute CF(AT).

.—
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The model is a point detector at a distance D from the center of a circular sample of
radius R (Figure 6.9). The detector efficiency is essentially constant for gamma rays
originating at any point within the sample volume. The correction factor with respect
to the nonattenuating sample can be written as
CF(AT) m

~
~~=~

(n/2)ln[l – R2/D2]

(6-15)

~~=~{exp[-p#(m,n)lAA(n)/L2(n,m)}

“

I

CYLINDRICAL
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/ “
DETECTOR

B“””’”

v

‘

Fig. 6.8 Typical assay geomeoy for which a two-dimensional
computing CF(AT) is usually adequate.
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AREA
ELEMENT

Fig. 6.9 Two-dimensional model for computing CF(AT) showing the distances that must be determined and the variables in terms of which
they must be expressed. Note that O < a < i’r, ~ < n/2t and
O<-y<T.
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The derivation of this expression is given in Ref. 2. The ratio of CF(AT) calculated
relative to the nonattenuating sample and CF(AT) calculated relative to a nonattenuating point is –(D2/R2) Ln( 1 – R2/D2). For a fixed value of T, CF(AT) is a function
only of the ratio D/R. Figure 6.10 gives CF(AT) as a function of D/R for several
values of T. The essential point is that CF(AT) decreases slowly as D/I? decreases;
the larger changes occur for the smaller values of T. This behavior is a consequence of
the inverse-square law. For a given value of T, CF(AT) asymptotically approaches a
maximum as D/I? ~ 00. The deviations from the far-field (D/R = co) case are plotted
in Figure 6.11. For T > 0.001 and D/R > 50, all deviations are s 1Yo. Therefore,
D/It ~ 50 can be regarded as the far-field situation for most purposes. The variation
of CF(AT) with T is much stronger than the variation with the ratio D/R.
The results presented in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 were obtained with a minicomputer
using values of M = 200 and N = 200 for which all the results are within 0.190 of
what the actual integrals would give. The total number of area elements computed
was 40000, and the time required was W2 min per value. The exact time required

T =0.0001

T= O.0004
6 –
T=0,00I

&
o
10
S
z
Q4
+
v
w
m

T= O.004
–
T=0.04

E
0

T= O.1000
2 –~
T=O.4
T= 1.00

-

oo~

50.0
D/R

Fig. 6.10 Correction factors with respect to a nonattenuating sample as computedjiom the two-dimensional model. They are plotted vs the ratio
DIR for various values of the transmission T, where D is the distance
from the center of the cylindrical sample to the point detector and R
is the radius of the sample.
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depends greatly on the computing equipment and programming language used. For
two-dimensional numeric integrations, results of high accuracy can be obtained in
about a minute. For a three-dimensional model, a modest extension in derivation
and programming, if the third dimension is also given 200 increments, the required
execution time increases to hundreds of minutes.
6.6.4 A Three-Dimensional

Model

As a ~
model for an assay geometry, consider thq segmented assay of cylindrical samples. In this case (Figure 6.12), a detector views the sample through a
horizontal collimator, which defines sample segments that are assayed individually.
The sample is usually as close to the collimator as possible. The detector is often a
right-circular cylinder of germanium N5.O cm in diameter and m5.O em long. The
inverse-square-law effects caused by the collimator must be considered explicitly, the
two-dimensional model is not adequate.

TRANSMISSION
Fig. 6.11 Deviations @near-field values of CF(AT) from the far-field values
as a function of transmission for various values of DIR.
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Fig. 6.12 Typical segmented assay situation for which a three-dimensional
model for computing CF(AT) is appropriate.

The model consists of a perfect collimator (no leakage) and a vertical line detector centered at the rear of the collimator. The detector efficiency is assumed to be
independent of either the position or angle at which the gamma rays strike the line
detector. The distance from the emitting element to the detector is increased by a
constant that is approximate y equal to the average interaction depth in the detector.
Inasmuch as materials are often packaged in metal containers that significantly attenuate the emitted gamma rays, the packaging is included in the model. The derivation
of the three-dimensional model is outside the scope of this texu it is treated fully in
Ref. 2.
6.6.5 Approximate

Forms and Interpolation

The most accurate way to compute CF(AT) for reasonable assay geometries is to use
a simple mathematical model and numeric integration. However, because of lengthy
execution times, it is often desirable to compute CF(AT) for a few values of T (or
P/) and to use an interpolation scheme to find CF(AT) for intermediate values. The
interpolation problem can be approached in several ways.
Since CF(AT) has an approximate log(T) dependence (see Figure 6.3), it is reasonable to use a fitting function of the form
CF(AT) = A + B log(T)+ C [log(T)]2.

(6-16)

The computer need only store the constants A, B, and C for each assay geometry.
This scheme works very well over wide ranges of T. In a typical segmented scanning situation, A, B, and C can be determined to give values of CF(AT) correct to
~0.3% for 0.008 ~ T <0.30.
A particularly simple scheme is based on the far-field form of CF(AT) for a slab
–in(T)/( 1 – T). Observing that a circle is not very different from a square (see Figure
6.3), one is led to try

—.
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–ln(Tk)
(6-17)
(1 –Tk)
with k < 1 as an approximate function for cylindrical samples, even in the nearfield situation. This form also has a in(T) dependence for T << 1 and has only one
constant to be determined. Flgums 6.13 and 6.14 provide a feeling for how accurate
the approximate form might be. Figure 6.13 gives the fractional deviation of Equation
6-17 from the correct far-field values for a cylinder (Equation 6-11) as a function of
T and k. Figure 6.14 compares the approximate and correct values for a near-field
assay of a cylindrical sample where D/R= 5/1. In Figure 6.13, k = 0.82 gives CF(AT)
correct within Al% for 0.01 s T S 1.0, and in Figure 6.14, k = 0.75 gives CF(AT)
correct within *1.590 for 0.01 s T ~ 1.0.
The choice of an interpolation procedure or approximate function for CF(AT) depends on the accuracy desired or possible for the materials to be assayed. For a field
measurement of a heterogeneous drum containing 235U, the accuracy is determined
far more by the heterogeneity of the sample material than by the function used for
CF(AT). When *25% accuracy is all that can be hoped for, it is wasteful to set up
a model and do numeric integrations for CF(AT). On the other hand, if the samples
are solutions, where careful modeling and computation can yield accuracies <1 ?40, the
effort is filly justified.
CF(An &

6.6.6The Effects
Correction

of Absolute

and Relative Error

in the SeM-Attenuation

Factor

It is assumed that gamma-ray assay systems are calibrated with suitable physical
standards. It is also assumed that CF(AT) is determined for both the unknowns and
the standards. Generally, CF(AT) is mainly a function of the measured transmission
T with some influence from the geometrical parameters.
0.10
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CF (T)=

-k In T
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k = 0.823
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Fig. 6.13 Deviations of the values of CF(AT) computed from the approximate expression
CF(T) = –k in Tl(l – Tk) fi-om the far-field values for a cylinder for several values
of the parameter k.
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cylindrical samples for DIR = 5. They are plotted as functions of the transmission
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The consequences of using an incorrect function for CF(AT) should be investigated.
Figure 6.15 shows a true and a false CF(AT) function. Let the following notation be
adopted

CF(T) = CF(AT) as a function of T
G= mass of assay isotope in unknown.
The superscripts and t indicate quantities associated with the false and true functions
for CF(AT), and the subscripts u ands indicate quantities associated with the unknown
and the standard. The ratio of the incorrect result to the correct result is

CFf (Tu)/CFt(Tu)
CFf (Ts)/CF(Ts) “

(6-18)

The ratio does not depend directly on the absolute error in CF(T) but only on a ratio
of ratios. If this ratio of ratios is w 1.00, the assays will be correct in spite of any
absolute error in CF(AT).
This result demonstrates that it is easier to calibrate an assay system correctly for a
narrow range of transmission (which usually implies a narrow range of concentration
of the assay isotope) than for a broad range. It also emphasizes that great care must
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In(T)
Fig. 6.Z5Thisgraph

can beusedto illustrate the consequences of using an incorrect function for CF(AT). CFf(T) represents the incorrect or false
function for CF(AT)md CFt(T)represents
fhecorrectfunclion.
TU and
T, represent thetran.fmis.fion.r ofunknown and.~tandard, respectively.

be used in modeling the assay geometry and computing CF(AT) if high accuracy is
required over a wide range of concentrations.
Considering the difficulty in computing CF(AT), ,why not use standards to determine a variable calibration constant as a function of T? Indeed that can be done,
but preferably only as a fine tuning of a system calibration. A variable calibration
constant or nonlinear calibration curve only sweeps under the rug the things that are
not understood about the physics of the assay arrangement.

6.6.7Precision

of Self-Attenuation

Correction

Factor and Total Corrected

Rate
In a properly operating gamma-ray NDA system, the precision is almost totally
a function of the random nature of the emission and detection of the gamma rays.
The influence of electronic fluctuations and drifts should almost never influence the
precision of the results at a level >0.1 %. The dominant statistical component of the
assay precision can usually be estimated from the full-energy peak areas and their
precision. The overall precision, including any contribution from the equipment, is
estimated from replicate assays. The electronic and mechanical stability of the assay
system can be evaluated by comparing the overall precision with that estimated from
peak areas and their precision.
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Consider the influence of the precision of CF(AT) on the precision of the final assay. The assay is proportional to CR, which is given (see Equation 6-1) as
CR= FEIR x CF(AT). The procedures used to derive expressions for o(CR), o(FEIR),
and oICF(AT)] are covered in detail in many sources (two relatively simple sources
are Refs. 11 and 12). The intent here is only to emphasize a few points relative to
obtaining a reasonable expression for o(CR).
If CR can be written as an analytic function of the peak areas, then an expression
for o(CR) can be derived. However, when CF(AT) is found by numeric procedures,
a(CR) cannot be computed directly. An approximate function for CF(AT) can be used
to derive an expression for o(CR). The approximate forms for CF(AT) are often not
sufficiently accurate to compute CR, but they usually provide an adequate expression
for rY(CR).In Section 6.6.2 a one-dimensional model was used to determine CF(AT)
for the assay of cylindrical samples. To derive an expression for a(CR), one could
use Equation 6-7 or the modified form Equation 6-17 for CF(AT). The proper value
of k would be chosen by comparison with precision computed from replicate assays.
This procedure gives the accuracy provided by numeric integration of a more accurate
model for CF(AT) and still provides good estimates of a(CR).
Although o(CR) is the assay precision, a[CF(AT)] alone is sometimes of interest.
The expression for oICF(AT)] will always be simpler than that for u(CR). If no peak
areas are common to the expressions for FEIR and CF(AT), then
(6-19)
where or(x) - o(x)/x. If there are peak areas common to the expressions for FEIR
and CF(AT), Equation 6-19 is not valid, and the expression for CR must be written
as an explicit function of the peak areas concerned. Expressions for precision are frequently complex, but considerable simplification can usually be achieved by judicious
approximations. The effort to make such simplifications reduces the computation time
and provides a better understanding of the main source of imprecision.

6.7 FACTORS
ST-ARDS

GOVERNING

THE

REQUIRED

NUMBER

OF

The current insistence that the mass range in NDA standards span the expected
range in the unknowns can be considerably relaxed. The evidence for this allegation
is implicit in the foregoing sections.
The insistence that the standards span the range of expected masses seems rooted
in the expectation that a nonlinear calibration function will be fitted to the measured
response data. For gamma-ray NDA systems, those response data might be RR or
FEIR. Such plots are quite nonlinear, and extrapolation of a nonlinear function beyond
the data points is not particularly safe. However, if the multiplicative correction
factors CF(RL) and CF(AT) are properly defined and computed, a total corrected rate
is obtained, which is a linear function of mass. If the calibration function is linear
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(Equation 6-2), extrapolation is far less hazardous than with the nonlinear calibration
functions, and most of the logical force is taken from the requirement that the mass
range of the standards span that of the unknowns.
Whh Equation 6-2, the calibration constant, K can be determined with a single
standard. However, it is wise to use several standards, spanning a reasonable mass
range, and perhaps varying other parameters such as matrix density and composition
or sample size. The use of several standards helps confirm that CF(RL) and CF(AT)
are being correctly determined and that Equation 6-2 is valid. If some nonlinearity is
detected, the first concern should be to correct the problem(s), whether in equipment
or in computation of CF(RL) or CF(AT), rather than to add terms to the calibration
equation. Modifying the calibration equation simply disguises the effects of poorly
adjusted equipment, incorrect algorithms for CF(RL) and CF(AT), equipment malfunction, or even outright ignorance of proper procedures and methods. After the
equipment and the computational algorithms are as good as possible, if there is still
some nonlinearity, then consideration can be given to modifying the calibration equation. Because such problems often result from a wide range of count rates, consider
first two or more linear, two-parameter calibrations over more restricted mass ranges.
Such adjustment of the calibration function should’be required infrequently. The accuracy is more often limited by inhomogeneity or excessive particle size, fid a single
one-parameter linear calibration is n,early always sufficient.
The extent to which one may safely extrapolate a linear calibration beyond its data
points depends on whether the extrapolation is toward ‘lower or higher masses. At
low concentrations of the assay isotope, the self-attenuation is usually’dominated by
the matrix, and CF(AT) changes very slowly over a wide range of concentration.
Similarly, the count rates are low so that CF(RL) not only changes slowly but is
small and accurately determined. As a result, one usually has high confidence when
extrapolating down to the lowest detectable levels. As an example, consider the
assay of 235U solutions by the 185.7-keV gamma ray. For reasonably sized samples
(>25 mL), a concentration of ~10 g/L 235U may well give a precision of -0.5% in
w 1000 s. A sample of 0.1 @ 235U concentration has nearly the same, CF(AT) and
gives a precision of w5Y0in a 1000-s assay, which might well be acceptable. However,
it would take N 100000 s to count a 0.1-gfL 235U standard to 0.5% precision, which
might well be required if it were included in the calibration data. A great deal of time
can be wasted counting very low level standards.
The extrapolation to mass values higher than those in the standards must be approached more cautiously, especially if the highest mass standard is at a level where
both CF(AT) and CF(RL) are changing rapidly or where the gross count rates are
approaching the limits of the electronics to maintain adequate resolution and peak
shape. The system performance at the higher masses and count rates should be confirmed with some source material even if no standard exists at the desired mass level.
For example, if it has been confirmpd that the system is able to accurately measure a
transmission of 1% at a count rate of 50 000s – 1, then there is reasonable confidence
in assaying an unknown with 1$%transmission at 50000 s– 1 even if the highest mass
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standard has an w2Y0 transmission and gives a gross rate of N40 000 s-l. If the
entire mass range gives only modest count rates and small and slowly varying values
of CF(RL) and CF(AT), it is safer to extrapolate upward.
By way of final comment, the possession of an appropriate set of standards does
not compensate for lack of knowledge of how to use them or for maladjusted or
malfunctionirig equipment, inappropriate assay geometries, incorrect expressions for
the correction factors, or assay samples that do not adequately meet the requirements
on uniformity and homogeneity. All the items are important factors in achieving
accurate gamma-ray assays, and none can be safely neglected.’ When the pertinent
factors are properly addressed; including proper and efficient use of calibration standards, gamma-ray NDA can provide economical, timely, and accurate assays for many
materials.

6.8 GhlM4-RAY

RATIO METHODS

Gamma-ray ratio methods are of some limited use in determining CF(AT). A detailed treatment of the many ratio techniques is beyond the scope of this book, but a
short discussion can give the wader a feeling for some of the Possibilities and limitations. The basic idea is to determine p/ and CF(AT) from the ratio of gamma-ray
intensities at different energies. Consider a slab-shaped sample of thickness x containing an isotope tl@ emits gamma rays at ,energies El and E2; assume that the
unattenuated emission rates are equal. Using Equation 6-6, the peak area (A) ratio is
A2 CF(E1) =—
K/.(El)
.=—
for p~x >>1.
Al
CF(E2)
pl(E2)

(6-20)

If the matrix composition or an “effective Z“ is known or assumed, it may be possible to use the measured ratio of attenuation coefficients to determine the individual
coefficients and evaluate CF(E). This is the idea behind all ratio methods, namely
that different energy gamma rays are attenuated differently and may carry information
about the attenuation properties of the material they pass through.
The gamma-ray ratio methods require the assumptions on, uniformity and particle
size discussed in Section 6.2.3 in order to give accurate results. If the assumptions are
not met, the transmission-corrected methods give results that are usually low. Ratio
methods give results that are generally greater than those from transmission methods,
but may overcompensate depending on the size of the emitting particles.
Gamma-ray ratio methods ‘require some additional knowledge of the sample. The
required information varies witli the procedure but often includes the sample density
and the “effective” atomic number Z. The “effective” atomic number usually implies
that the mass attenuation curve of the sample matches the curve for some single
element. For multielement mixtures, especially those containing hydrogen, the curve
may not closely match that of a single element.
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In many cases, ratio methods can give a warning when the assumptions on uniformity and particle size are violated. Unfortunate] y, though the ratios can give a warning
of potentially inaccurate assay situations, there is no way currently known whereby
the ratio methods can consistently correct for the problems detected. A combination
of transmission and ratio methods gives the most information about a given sample.
It is often assumed that the ratio methods are simpler to apply because they do
not require the use of a transmission source. In practice it is doubtful that they are
simpler because (a) the ratio methods require either the measurement or computation
of the required “no attenuation” value of the ratio, (b) the ratio methods require
some knowledge of the matrix composition, (c) in many applications the ratio method
requires the net weight and volume of the sample, “and(d) the ratio methods frequently
require iterative procedures to arrive at the best result. Both tmnsmission and ratio
methods, for best results, will usually require a knowledge of the sample dimensions
and its position relative to the detector.

6.9 ASSAY EXAMPLES
This chapter concludes with some topics useful to gamma-ray assays and a few
actual measurement examples. The NRC-published Handbook of Nuclear Safeguards
Measurement Methods (Ref. 13) gives the main design features and performance
specifications for many gamma-ray assay systems.
6.9.1 Useful Gamma-ray
erence Peaka

Combinations

for Assay, Transmission,

and Ref-

A sample of the material being assayed can sometimes be used as the transmission
source, thus determining the transmission at exactly the required energy. Frequently,
however, it is impossible to obtain such a source with sufficient intensity (uranium and
plutonium are excellent at absorbing their own gamma rays). A number of considerations govern the choice of a transmission source for assaying a given isotope the
transmission gamma rays(s) should be C1OWto the assay gamma-ray eneqgy; the transmission energy should be lower than the assay energy so that the Compton continuum
of the transmission gamma ray does not fall beneath the assay peak; the transmission
gamma ray should not interfere with any gamma ray involved in the assay. Similar
considerations apply to the choice of reference source for deadtime/pileup correction.
Over the years many usefuI source combinations have been found and used. Table
6-2 gives some combinations which have been particularly useful.
6.9.2 Interpolation

and Extrapolation

of Transmission

Interpolating to an assay energy between two transmission peaks is preferable to
extrapolating beyond one or more tmnsmission peaks. Table 6-2 shows that the assay
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Table 6-2. Useful source combinations
Isotope
Transmission
Source
Assayed
23S~
137(3

Correction
Source
133Ba

766.4 keV

356.3 keV

239~

413,7 keV
235u

185.7 ‘keV
23SU

1000.1 keV
237NP

311.9 keV

661.6 keV
75 se

400.1 keV
169Yb

177.2, 198.0 keV
54Mn

834.8 keV
203Hg

279.2 keV

133Ba

356.3 keV
57C0

122.0 keV
137Q

661.6 keV
235u

185.7 keV

of 235U by its 185.72-keV gamma ray with measured transmissions at 177.2 keV and
198.0 keV offers this advantageous situation. Assuming a linear relationship between
transmission and eriergy, the transmission at any intermediate energy E is given by
(6-21)

If E = 185.7, El = 177.2, and E2 = 198.0, then T(E) = 0.591(T1) + 0.409(T2) .
When the transmission gamma rays are close in energy (21 keV apart in this example), the linear interpolation is usually adequate, but if the transmission peaks are
much farther apart, it may not be so. If three or more well-spaced gamma rays are
emitted by the transmission source, it may be possible to fit the measured points to
give accurate values of transmission for intermediate energies. If the gamma-ray attenuation of a given sample is dominated by a high-Z element (uranium, plutonium,
thorium, etc.), the mass attenuation coefficient of the sample is very close to a power
law ip energy:
P(E) = K E-T

(6-22)

where K and T are constants. If this is true, In(–in T) vs in E is linear and interpolation
over large energy ranges is feasible.
When only one transmission can be measured, correction to the assay energy is
often possible based on approximate knowledge of the chemical composition of the
sample. The applicable equation is
T. = Tta

(6-23)
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where a = Palpt
Pa+ W = mass attenuation coefficients at assay and transmission energies.
As an example, consider the assay of 239Pu(414 keV) contaminated incinerator ash
using 137CS (662 keV) as a transmission source. This mixture can be treated as two
components, one having the attenuation properties of oxygen, and the other, those of
plutonium. Table 6-3 illustrates the change in c@a/pt) with the plutonium weight
fraction (FpU). Because most incinerator ash is less than 10% plutonium by weight,
cl= 1.27 might be picked as an average value for the measurements.
Table 6-3. The variation in p(414)/p(662)
with plutonium weight fraction
FPU
a =p(414)/p(662)
o
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9

1.21
1.33
1.54
1.71
1.84
1.95

Mass Attenuation Coefficients (cm2/g)
414 keV
PP.
/Jo

0.26
0.093

662 keV
0.13
0.077

6.9.3Uranium-235
Assay in Far-Field Geometry
Table 6-4 gives the results of uncollimated, far-field assays for 235Uin 13 standards
of 4 distinct sample types. The germanium detector was located about 80 cm from
the center of the samples. The reference source used for deadtime and pileup correction was 241Am. For standard types 1, 2, and 3, the correction factors for sample
self-attenuation (CF186) were computed using p values derived from the measured
gamma-ray transmissions (T186). The computational algorithms were similar to those
discussed in Section 6.6.2. For the type 4 standards, which are uranium metal of accurately known mass and size, the correction factors were calculated from the simple
far-field expression in Equation 6-6. Table 6-4 shows the corrected interaction rates
per gram of 235U (response), which should be the same for all 13 standards. The
response is normalized to the average of the three type 2 responses. The. average of
the 13 results is 0.999, the standard deviation is ~0.59io, and the maximum deviation
from the average is N 1.1%. This represents excellent agreement, considering the wide
range of size, shape, chemical composition, and uranium cent@, especially noting
that the correction factors range from 1,26 to 3.30.

—

-.

Stamlerd

Cfllbration standardintercomparison
lypel
I

I

Container

polypropylene

Size/sh~

8.26

(g)

23%.
I (g)

14.7 mm

solution

92.83

235U(%)
Uranium

cmid. X 17cmhigh

u308 &graphite

Composition

93.12
2.546

0.848

21.49 9.579 9.058

5.24

3.956

2.371

0.790

20.02 S.92

0.064

0.123

0.249 0.377

0.588

0.210 0.499 0.518

2.994

2.552

2.132

1.729 1.493

1.263

1.976 1.388 1.365

5.084

5.116

5.090

5.104 5.110

5.104

5.101 5.074 5.074

0.998

1.004

0.999

1.002 1.003

1.002

1.001

185.7

46.4

9.28

15.70

10.45

0.335

0.033

0.091 0.1s4

cF18(j

3.30

2.32

1.88

1.54

Response
(S.g235U)–1

5.104

5.038

5.042

5.096

Normalized
response

1.002

0.989 0.989

I

1.MKI
1

93.15

4.246

155.8

10JM

0.022

Umetal

10.0s
103.7

disk 5.08 cm diem X
0.25 to 0.50 mm thick

solution

U&HNO
or HCL

50.0

92.8

id. X 5cmhigh

u &HN03

2C0.O 100.0

I

thinplestic
bag

3-dram viel

bottle

52.0

0.996

8.44

0.996
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The results show that any of the four sets could serve as practical standards for
far-field gamma-ray assay ofanyof the other sets. Some gamma-ray procedures (for
example, near-field segmented scanning) are not as insensitive to size and shape as
the far-field procedures. Still, arelatively small setofphysical standards cm usually
calibrate most passive gamma-ray assay systems.

6.9.4 Plutonium-239

Solution

Assay in Near-Field

Geometry

The assay geometry indicated in Figure 6.16 is used for the near-field assay of
239Pu in solution. The sample bottle is a right-circular cylinder with a bottom area
of 10 cm2 and depth of 4.0 cm. The maximum sample volume is 40 mL; however,
typical sample volumes are only 25 mL. The sample is only about 5 cm from the
detector end cap and the distance to the effective interaction depth is 7 or 8 cm.
This is a distinctly near-field situation that creates increased difficulties in correctly

TUNGSTEN

SHUTTER
LEAD

~ZZ

,/

/

SAMPLE
“ BOTTLE

//;

STEEL

? ~

GLOVE BOX

OR
P

SCALE cm

Fig. 6.16 Cutaway drawing showing arrangement of the detector, sample,
and shielding used for the near-jield assay of 239Pu in solution.
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computing the CF(AT). In principle, one would like to increase the sample-to-detector
distance in order to simplify the computations. Unfortunately, that would reduce the
count rates to where the required assay times would be excessively long.
The 88.O-keV gamma ray of 1°9Cd is used as the reference for deadtime/pileup
corrections. The reference source is fastened firmly to the detector end cap. To avoid
interpolation or extrapolation, a plutonium metal disk is used as the transmission
source so it is necessary to make separate sample-alone and sample-with-source runs
and subtract to obtain the transmissions. For lower plutonium concentrations, the more
intense 129.3-keV gamma ray gives more precise transmission values and a more
precise overall assay than does the 413.7-keV gamma ray. At higher concentrations,
the 413.7-keV gamma ray with its higher penetrability has both better signal and
transmission and gives a more precise assay than does the 129.3-keV gamma ray.
The weighted average of the 129.3- and 413.7-keV-based assays is used for the final
assay, giving an overall measurement precision that is quite flat over a wide range of
concentration.
This assay system uses the one-dimensional model for CF(AT) described in Section
6.6.2. The sample-to-detector distance is an adjustable parameter to flatten the plot
of total corrected rate vs concentration. When properly adjusted and calibrated, this
system measures 239PUin plutonium solutions with a bias of <1 YO for concentrations
from 1 to 400 g Pu/L. Using 1000-s counts for both the sample-only and sample-withtransmission source runs, the precision is <1.0% for all concentrations of> 1 g Pu/L.

6.9.5Transmission-Corrected
,,

Segmented

Scanning

In Section 6.6.4, segmented scanning was given as an example of an assay procedure in which a relatively simple three-dimensional model could be used to calculate
CF(AT). This section concludes with some discussion of the reasons for using such a
procedure and of some actual geometrical configurations and source combinations.
In the process of filling scrap and waste containers, vertical variations frequently
occur in the volume densities of both source and matrix materials. Radial inhomogeneities are often less pronounced, and their effects can be substantially reduced
by sample rotation. The different layers may substantially meet the requirements on
homogeneity even though large differences exist between layers. In such cases the
container may be assayed as a vertical stack of overlapping segments. The advantages
of the segmented scanning procedure tie gained at the loss of some degree of sensitivity hence a system employing segmented scanning would probably not be used on
samples containing e 1 g of 239Pu or 235U.
Figure 6.17 shows the spatial relationships of detector, collimator, assay sample,
transmission source, and reference source for a system tailored to the assay of 239Pu
in cylindrical containers <20 cm in diameter. It also gives approximate values for the
intensities of the transmission and reference sources. Figure 6.18 shows a photograph
of a segmented gamma sckrmer (SGS).
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n

Pb(~ 1.5mm)
Cd(- 0.8mm)

w tOpCi’33Bo

SAMPLE
TO BE
ASSAYED

Pb SHIELD

I

I

/

Pb
Pb
4(

•1
~

Ge(Li)

SCAN
MECHANISM

Fig. 6.17 General arrangements for segmented, transmission-corrected,

gammara assay. The specljic situation shown is tailored to the assay of

23Jpu in ~yli~rical containei-s.

Fig. 6.18 SGS system showing scan table for 55-gal. drums.
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The sample container is positioned as close as possible to the collimator to maximize
count rates and give the best segment resolution. The segment overlap is determined
by the sample size, collimator dimensions, and the relative positions of the segments.
In Figure 6.17, a collimator 1.25 cm high and 10 cm deep provides a reasonable tradeoff in sensitivity and spatial resolution. For 30- and 55-gal. drums, a collimation 5
cm high and 20 cm deep is a reasonable choice. The spatial resolution cannot be
as sharp in the latter case, but it is sufficient to provide useful information on the
uniformity of material distribution. The choice of collimator material is usually lead.
If space is a consideration, a tungsten alloy may be used.
To maximize count rates, the detector is as close as possible to the collimator. For
the plutonium measurement, a filter of lead (~ 1.5 mm) and cadmium (-0.8 mm)
reduces the rate of low-energy events from 241Am and the x rays of both plutonium
and lead. For 235U assay, the cadmium alone should suffice, because there is not the
60-keV 241Am flux found in plutonium materials.
For 239Pu assay, 75Se is the transmission source and 13~Bais the reference source.
About 10 mCi of 75Se provides usable intensity for at least 1 yr in spite of the relatively
short 120-day half-life. Sources of this strength must be encased in a collimator shield
to avoid undue personnel exposure. The 356.O-keV gamma ray of 133Baprovides the
reference; it can also be used for spectrum stabilization because it is always present
in the acquired spectrum. The 10.4-yr half-life is convenient; a single source usually
lasts the useful life of a germanium detector. A source of -10 pCi may M positioned
anywhere on the front or side of the detector end cap; however, a slightly better peak
shape results when the source is mounted on the front of the end cap along the crystal
,,
axis.
,’
Segmented, s,cans may be accomplished in sqveral ways, described as discrete or
continuous sca~s. In a continuous scan, the ~otating sample moves past the collimator
at a constant, ~d~bed.The count time is often: c%,
as the time required for the container to movelthe height of the collimator.’ Ina discrete scan, the sample is positioned
vertically, cou~ted, repositioned, counted agal~, ,etc. This mode of operation avoids
drive Were.
in practice! a
detector microplionics~caused~by vibration i? t~~ vep@
segment spacing equal: ~tq oneihalf of the c~llimptor height works well and might be
recommended ~~sa “rule qf thumb.’! The contin~~~: mode probably gives a somewhat
bette~ value for the average t~~srnls$on within a segment. The discrete scan is usually ~asier to ~chieve.~
~lIt~also I@i~ l$~lf ~~o!wO-pasi assays in which the container
is cotinted onc~ with t~e fraq#nis#i~o#p$mti exmed and once with it shuttered off.
The tbo-pasq lskheme~$ usef~l ~h$n the utmos~ sensitivity and accuracy is desired,
source in 235U assays.
‘”169~jJ~@ u5& ,as a ir~krnission
and is particularly ~use$ulltihen!i:.”,’
Othex variati~f ifi th~~d~plidatl,on~~~~~hb~egw
scanning procedure are possible
and we de:c~~d~in Refs;I 14 ahd 15i~ ~ ~
,,1 !’’”
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The Measurement of Uranium Enrichment
Hastings A Smith,Jr.

7.1 INTRODUCTION
Uranium and plutonium samples are present in the nuclear fuel cycle in a wide
variety of isotopic compositions; so the isotopic composition of a sample is often the
object of measurement (see Chapter 8). In this chapter, we consider a special case
of isotopic analysis: the determination, by radiation measurement, of the fractional
abundance of a specific isotope of an element. This measurement is most often applied
to uranium samples to establish the fraction of fissile 235U, commonly referred to as
the uranium enrichment. The term “enrichment” is used because the fraction of the
sample that is 235U is usually higher than that in naturally occurring uranium.
Three isotopes of uranium are prevalent in nature (their isotopic atom abundances
are shown in parentheses): 238U (99.27%), 235U (0.720%), and 234U (0.096910).The
234U comes from the alpha decay of 238U:
238u ~

234Th D(24
_ ~) 234mPa ~(~m)

234u.

(7-1)

Other isotopes may be present if the sample is reactor-produce@ the isotopes include
23GU(from neutron capture on ‘MSU)~d ZSTU[from (n,zn) reactions on 238W.
The235Uatomfraction for uranium is defined as follows:
No

E.(at%) =

of atoms

235u

“
No. of atoms U

Xloo.

(7-2)

The enrichment can also be expressed as a weight fraction:
Ew(wt%) =

No. of grams 235U x ~W
No. of grams U

(7-3)

The two enrichment fractions are related by
EW(at%)=

23SE
235E.
238 – 0.03Ea ‘238””

(7-4)
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Uranium enrichments in light-water-reactor (LWR) fuel are typically in the few
percent range. CANDU reactors use natural uranium, and materials testing reactors
(MTR) use highly enriched uranium (enrichments from 20% to 90%). Determination of uranium enrichment in samples is a key measurement for process or product
control in enrichment and fuel fabrication plants, and is very important in internationalsafeguards inspections to verify that uranium stock is being used for peaceful
purposes.
Enrichment measurement principles can be used to determine any isotopic fraction if
a radiation signature is available and if a few specific measurement condhions are met.
The discussion that follows describes various enrichment measurement techniques and
their applications.

7.2 RADIATIONS FROM URANIUM SAMPLES
The isotopes of uranium emit alpha, beta, neutron, and gamma radiation. The primary radiation used in passive NDA of uranium samples is gamma radiation, which is
usually dominated by emissions from 235Udecay. However, in low-enriched uranium
samples, the x radiation is the most intense component of the emission spectrum. The
185.7-keV gamma ray is the most frequently used signature to measure 235U enrichment. It is the most prominent single gamma ray from any uranium sample enriched
above natural 235U levels. There are no common interferences except in reprocessed
fuel where the 236-keV gamma ray hm the 232Th daughter, 212Pb, usually swamps
the 235U line. Table 7-1 lists the most intense gamma rays from uranium isotopes of
interest (see Ref. 1). Data on the alpha, and neutron radiations from uranium isotopes
can also be found in Ref. 1. Gamma-ray spectra from uranium samples of varying
degrees of enrichment are shown in Figures 7.1 (Ref. 1) and 7.2 (Ref. 2) for highand low-resolution gamma detectors, respectively.

7.3 IIWWWIX-SAMPLE GAMMA MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUE
The principles of gamma-ray uranium enrichment measurement (Refs. 3 through
5) were first applied to the measurement of UF6 cylinders (Ref. 6). The basic measurement procedure involves viewing a uranium sample through a collimated channel
with a gamma-ray detector (Figure 7,3). The enrichment is deduced from the intensity of the 235U 186-keV gamma ray. If the uranium sample is large enough,
the 186-keV gamma rays from only a fraction of the total sample reach the detector
because of the strong absorption of typical uranium-bearing materials at this energy.
This “visible volume” of the sample is determined by the collimator, the detector
geometry, and the mean free path of the 186-keV radiation in the sample material. Its
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size (illustrated in Figure 7.3 by the dashed lines) is independent of the enrichment
because the different uranium isotopes all have the same attenuation properties. If the
depth of the sample along the collimation axis is much larger than the mean free path of
186-keV photons in the sample material, all samples of the same physical composition
would present the same visible volume to the detector. This is the so-called “infinitethickness” criterion. Table 7-2 lists the mean-free-path and infinite-thickness values
for the 186-keV gamma ray in commonly encountered uranium compounds. For
many common uranium materials, the infinite-thickness criterion is satisfied with quite
modest sample sizes. However, because we see no deeper into the sample than certain
distances, as indicated in Table 7-2, gamma-ray-based enrichment measurements often
sample only the su@ace of the uranium material. Then, for enrichment measurements
to be meaningful for the entire sample, the material must be isotonically uniform.

Table 7-1. Gamma radiation from uranium isotopes”
Gamma-Ray
Specific Intensity
Isotope
Energy (keV)
(gamma/s-g of isotope)
232u
129.1
6.5 X 10s
270.5
327.8

3.0 x 107
2.7 X 107

119.0
120.8
146.4
164.6
245.3
291.3
317.2

3.9
3.2
6.6
6.4
3.8
5.8
8.3

234u

120.9

5.4 x 105

235u

143.8
163.4
185.7
202.1
205.3

7.8
3.7
4.3
8.0
4.0

233u

238u

In equilibrium
~i~ 234mpa
aRef. 1.

742.8
766.4
786.3
1001.0

x 104
104
x 104
X 104
X 104
X 104
X 104
X

X
x
x
X
x

103
10310’$
102
103

7.1
2.6 X 101
4.3
7.5 x 101
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Fig. 7.1 Gamma-ray spectra from natural (0.7% 235U) and 90%-enriched
uranium, measured with an unshielded 14%-eficiency Ge(Li) detector. The peaks labeled 238U (234mPa)are from the decay of 234mPa.
Background peaks are labeled B. Note the dominance in the spectrum of the 186-keV peak from Z3JU decay. (Figure from Ref. 1.)
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Fig. 7,2 Gamma-ray spectra from natural, 5%-enriched, and 93%enriched uranium samples, measured with a NaI(Tl) scintillation detector. As the ZSSU enrichment increases, the 186-keV
peak becomes more intense and
the background (flom the 238U
daughters) above the peak energy becomes weaker. (Figure
from Ref. 2.)
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Fig. 7.3 The basic e[ements of a gamma-ray uranium-enrichment measurement setup. For purposes of illustration, the size of the
visible volume compared with the detector and collimator
is exaggerated. Normally the depth of the visible volume is
much smaller than the source-to-detector distance.

Table 7-2. Mean free paths and infinite thicknesses for 186-keV
photons in uranium compounds
“Infinite”
Mean Free Path
Density (p)
Uranium
Thickness (cm)b
(cm)”
(gjcm3)
Compound
18.7

0.04

0.26

4.7

0.20

1.43

U02 (sintered)

10.9

0.07

0.49

UOZ (powder)

2.0

0.39

2.75

7.3’

0.11

0.74

2.8

0.43

3.04

Metal
UF6 (solid)

U30S

(powder)

Uranvl nitrate

“Equal to l/pp at 186 keV for the material in question.
bDetined as 7 mean free paths, the distance for which the error in
assuming infinite-sample size is less than 0.170 (see Equation 7-8).
‘Highly packed powder.
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7.3.1 One-Component

Example

(Uranium

Metal)

For a given detector/collimator geometry, all samples of pure uranium metal have
identical visible volumes, since the mean free path of the 186-keV gamma ray is the
same for each sample. As a result, the detector views 235U radiation from the same
amount of total uranium, regardless of the size of the metal sample. Since the 186keV intensity, although heavily absorbed, is still proportional to the number of 235U
atoms in the visible volume, it is proportional to the atom enrichment of the sample.
7.3.2 Two-Component

Example

(Uranium

and Matrix Material)

The prototypical enrichment sample consists of uranium and a (usually low-Z)
matrix material. The measurement geometry is still the same as that shown in Figure
7.3, but the absorption by the matrix material is an added factor in the measurement.
Exhaustive summaries of the theory of this type of measurement have been published
(Refs. 7 and 8). Given below is a summary of the key mathematical results necessary
to analyze enrichment measurements.
Consider a gamma-ray measurement on a two-component sample of thickness D,
where the sample-to-detector distance is large compared with the depth of the visible
volume. This feature permits the neglect of l/~ effects during integration over the
sample volume. The counting rate from an infinitesimal section of the sample (see
Figure 7.3) is given by
dR = c EWS dmu exp(–ppx) exp(–pcpctc)

(7-5)

where dmu = A pu dx,
E = detection efficiency at the assay energy
EW= uranium enrichment (weight percent, see Equation 7-3)
A = collimator channel area
S = specific activity of the gamma ray (185.7 keV, see Table 7-1)
p,pc = linear photon absorption coefficient of the sample container at the
assay energy
t. = single wall thickness of the sample container.
The quantity pp represents the linear photon absorption coefficient of the combined
uranium (U) and the matrix (m) at the assay energy:
(7-6)

PP = PUPU + i4nPm .

Integration of Equation 7-5 over the sample thickness gives the total 186-keV count
rate:
R = e EWSA

pU

exp(–pCpCt.) JODexp(–ppx)

dx

(7-7)
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which reduces to

(7-8)
where
F = 1 + (/.&pm/PUPU)

(7-9)

.

If the sample thickness D is large enough, then the exponential in the denominator
of Equation 7-8 is negligible compared to 1, making variations in sample dimensions
unimportant. This is the origin of the intinite-thickness criterion. The first bracket
in Equation 7-8 contains factors that &pend only on the instrument properties (s and
A) and the intrinsic properties of uranium (Vu and S) and thus constitutes the basic
calib@on constant of the measurement. If the unknown samples and calibration
standards have identical containers, then the factor, exp(pCpCtC),can be subsumed
into the calibration constanc otherwise the factor must be used to obtain a container
correction. (S% Section 7.7.)
The factor Fin Equation 7-8 reflects the matrix effects. If the calibration standards
and the unknown samples have the same matrix properties, then this factor can also
be included in the calibration constant. If the sample matrix factor F differs from
the calibration matrix factor F,, then a small correction is also necessary for this
difference. Table 7-3 gives values for this multiplicative correction (F/F~) for various
uranium compounds (Ref. 2).

Table 7-3. Material composition correction factors (F/F8)a
Nuclear Material
of Calibration
Nuclear Material of Items Measured (Factor F)
standards
(Factor F.)
Uc
UC2 U02 U30s
UFG
u
u (loo% u)
Uc (95% u)
UC2 (91% u)
U02 (88% u)
U30s (85% U)
UF6 (68% u)
U nitrate (47% U)
‘Ref.” 2.

—.

1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0:99
0.96
0.92

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.97
0.92

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.97
0.93

1.01
1.01
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.93

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.93

1.04
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.02
1.00
0.95
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7.3.3 Instrumentation

and Infinite-Sample

Technique

Applications

The basic measurement apparatus is a collimated gamma-ray detector and its associated electronics. An early version of such instrumentation was the SAM-II and a
NaI(Tl) scintillation detector (Ref. 6). Gamma-ray pulses were analyzed with a dual
single-channel analyzer (SCA), with one window, set on the 186-keV energy region
(Cl in Figure 7.4) and the second window set on a background region above the assay
peak (C2 in Figure 7.4),

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

CHANNEL
NUMBER
Fig. 7.4 A low-resolution uranium gamma-ray spectrum, showing the
two energy regions used in the enrichment measurement.

The uranium enrichment is proportional to the net 186-keV count rate (R in Equation
7-8), which is “given by
R= C1–f

C2.

(7-lo)

This equation represents the subtraction of a background from the gross rate in the
chosen 186-keV peak energy region. The major contribution to the background comes
from the higher energy gamma rays of 23SU daughters that Compton scatter in the
detector. Even though C2 is not actually in the assay energy region, it represents the
background under the assay region, to within a scale factor (f, to be determined by
calibration). Since the enrichment (either atom or weight) is proportional to the net
rate R, we have

The Measurement of Uranium Enrichment

E = a R F exp(pCpCtc)= F exp(pCpCt.)(a Cl – a f C2) .
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(7-11)

The calibration constant a contains all of the geometric factors and the intrinsic uranium constants in Equation 7-8. The matrix factor F and the container wall attenuation
correction factor exp(flCpCtC)have been displayed explicitly to emphasize their roles
when standards and unknowns are made of different types of materials or packaged in
different containers. If the measurement is performed on materials of the same type
packaged in the same container, then F exp(pCpCtc)can be included in the calibration
constant. The enrichment is then written in terms of the measured data (C 1 and C2):
E=a Cl+ bC2.

(7-12)

The calibration constants a and b (= –a f) now include the container attenuation and
the matrix factor and are determined by measurement of two standards of known
enrichments El and E2.
Whh the SAM-II, the calibration constants were applied through digital rate multipliers to the outputs of the two SCAS.’ An up/down scaler displayed the difference
between the scaled C 1 and C2 values, thereby displaying the uranium enrichment.
An in-line extension of the SAM-II type of measurement has been installed at the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (GDP) (Ref. 9). It has been in operation for
more than 12 years and ~continues to assay the output liquid UFO product with a
relative accuracy of 0.25% (1a), The instrument was developed for continuous determination of both the 235U enrichment (@ gamma-ray measurement) and the 234U
enrichment (by neutron measuremen~ see Section 7.6 and Chapter 15). A drawing of
the gamma-ray portion of the measurement apparatus is shown in Figure 7.5.
More recent instrumentation (Ref. 10) employs a portable, battery-powered,
microprocessor-based MCA with the NaI detector (Figure 7.6). The instrument acquires a full uranium spectrum, integrates the counts in selected regions of interest
corresponding to the count windows Cl and C2 (for example, as in Figure 7.4),
computes the enrichment and its statistical uncertainty, and presents the results on
an alphanumeric display. The two-parameter, two-standard calibration procedure is
also incorporated into the instrument software. A similar method is used for routine
enrichment checks by some plant operators (Ref. 11). These gamma-spectroscopic
techniques are used in many in-plant and field applications, including the measurement
of UF6 in storage cylinders. As with earlier measurements, many current applications
still use NaI scintillation detectors (Ref. 6). However, high-resolution spectrometry
with semiconductor detectors is more effective in avoiding problems of interference
from 238U daughters deposited on the inner surfaces of the containers. The highresolution detector is especially helpful where chemical processes have concentrated
23SU daughters in the deposit or in the uranium material itself. Some commercial
processes have been observed to produce up to a ten-fold concentration of 238U
daughters. The radiation from the daughters produces a high Compton background in
the detector, which can complicate the evaluation of the 185.7-keV peak area.
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Fig. 7.5 The detector and shield aisemblv
of the .,
~amma-rav. enrichment
,..
meter at the Portsmouth GDP. The liquid UF6 product jlows
through the sample chamber, where the 186-keV gamma-ray
intensity is measured ~o determine the UF6 enrichment.
(Figure from Ref. 9.)

mile not strictly an infinite-thickness technique, there is a procedure used in the
analytical chemistry laboratories of some fuel processors, such as General Eleetric in
TMlmington, North Carolina, that deserves mention. Small samples of process materials are dissolved and prepared as dilute, aqueous samples of uranyl nitrate in standard
ampules. The 238U daughters are removed from the solution before measurement.
These samples are inserted in Nal well’ counters and measured against a carefully
prepared range of isotopic standards. ‘The technique can provide a very accurate
(O.1–0.2%) assay of uranium enrichment. General Electric measures thousands of
samples each year using this technique.
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Fig. 7.6 Gamma-ray uranium enrichment measurement equipment, including a portable,
microprocessor-based MCA and a NaI(Tl) gamma-ray detector. This instrumentation can be battery powered and is suited for mobile jield applications.

7.4 PEAK-RATIO TECHNIQUES
7.4.1 Theory
For arbitrary, noninfinite uranium samples (for example, thin foils, contamination
deposits, or dilute solutions), it is difficult to correct the 186-keV gamma intensity
for absorption in order to yield enrichment. This difficulty arises because the factor
[1 – exp(–ppD)] in Equation 7-8 is difficult to estimate. The peak-ratio technique
requires the measurement of ratios of gamma-ray intensities from the major isotopes
and the use of that information to determine the uranium enrichment. The technique is
basically identical to the plutonium isotopic analysis procedure described in Chapter
8. In the simplest case of low 235U enrichment, 235U and 238U are essentially the
only components. Since the sum of their isotopic fractions (f) is then equal to 1, the
235U atom enrichment is (recall Equation 7-2)
E. = f235= N(235)/[N(235) + N(238)] = (1 + fzsB/fzss)-l

.

(7-13)

If 23*U or 236U is present in the sample in significant amounts, one can measure
other gamma peak ratios that involve these isotopes. Then the expression for the
235U atom enrichment will contain these other ratios. (For an example relating to
plutonium isotopic analysis, see Chapter 8.)
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The main challenge to the peak-ratio technique is the determination of the isotopic
ratio fzs8/fzs6. The most intense gamma-ray peaks from 238U are those in the 700to 1000-keV energy range from its 234mPadaughter (see Table 7-1). The large energy
difference between the 234mPa (238U) gamma rays and the 186-keV 235U gamma
ray necessitates a significant correction for the different relative detection efficiencies
(including photon absorption through the sample material and container). Establishing this relative efficiency curve as a function of energy requires the measurement of
known peak intensities over the energy range of interest. (See Chapter 8 for details
relating to plutonium isotopic analysis.) For uranium measurements, one must determine several gamma intensities from the two main isotopes (235U and 23*U) and
normalize the measurements to a common efficiency curve.
7.4.2

&@CtiOIIS

In one application of this procedure, the normalization factor k between the relative
efficiency curves for the 235Ugamma intensities and the 23*Uintensities is determined
iteratively (Ref. 12). The atom enrichment in Equation 7-13 then becomes

where AA is the nuclear decay constant for the uranium isotope of mass A, and k is
the iteratively determined ratio of the two activities of the isotopes of interest
k = A(238U)/A(235U) .

(7-15)

To determine the relative efficiency curve, a weak 234mPa gamma ray at 258.3 keV
and a 234Th gamma ray at 63.3 keV are included to extend the efficiency data from
238U decay to the energy region where 235U gamma rays are prominent.
A similar philosophy has been applied (Refs. 13 through 16) with the use of highresolution gamma-ray spectroscopy in the narrow 89- to 99-keV energy range. In
one approach (Refs. 13 through 15) the lines used for isotopic measurements were
situated in the 92.4- to 93.4-keV range: the intensities of the 92.4- and 92.8-keV lines
of 2sA~ were used as a measure of the 23*U concentration of the sample, and the
93.35-keV thorium K~l line was used as a measure of the 235U concentration. The
238U contribution to the 93.35-keV line wag taken into account in the calibration.
Uranium K~ x rays were used for the energy and efficiency calibrations. Better than
1% agreement with mass-spectroscopic analyses was achieved in laboratory studies.
Another approach (Ref. 16) used the 89.9-keV thorium K x ray from 235U decay and
the 92-keV gamma-ray doublet from 234Th; the results agreed with standard values
to within 1$ZO.
Both of the low-energy peak-area ratio techniques rely on the equilibrium between
the 234Th daughter and the 238U parent. Since the half-life of 234Th is 24 days,
equilibrium is usually achieved in 120 to 168 days (97% and 99Y0,respectively, of
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equilibrium activity) after chemical separation. The narrow energy
-. range minimizes
uncertainties in the energy-dependent relative photopeak efficiencies, and the empirical determination of these efficiencies for each sample makes this enrichment measurement technique less dependent on knowledge of the matrix materials. However,
neither of the low-energy techniques has yet found significant field application.
7.4.3 Swllllaq

of

~dG~tiO

Techniques

The methods described above have the advantage that peak ratios are measured,
allowing the uranium enrichment to be determined without the use of enrichment standards or the determination of geometry-dependent calibration constants. In addition,
the samples do not need to satisfy the infinite-thickness criterion. Furthermore, the
relative efficiency corrections are made for each sample and include not only the absorption by the sample material but also that by the sample container and any external
absorbers. The plutonium isotopics measurements described in Chapter 8 have the
same advantages. The disadvantages of this technique are related to
●
●
●

The low intensity of the 238U daughter radiation for the higher-energy method
The need for secular equilibrium between the 238U and its daughters
The need for isotopic homogeneity in the sample.

The need for isotopic homogeneity manifests itself in cases where residual sample
material from other sources may be in the container with the material currently being
measured—for example, in the measurement of UF6 cylinders in which uranium from
previous shipments may have deposited on the walls of the cylinder.
The peak ratio methods of determining uranium enrichment can also, in principle,
be applied to “infinite” samples. However, in those cases, the peak-ratio methods
are more cumbersome and time-consuming and usually have no advantage over the
enrichment-meter technique, which is simpler, faster, and less expensive.

7.5 GAS-PHASE URANIUM ENRICHMENT MEASUREMENT TECH
NIQUES
An extreme case of performing enrichment measurements on a noninfinite sample is
the measurement on UF6 in the gaseous phase. In one technique (Refs. 17 through 20)
the 235U concentration was determined from a measurement of the 186-keV gammaray emission rate R from the decay of 235U and the total uranium concentration was
determined by measuring the transmission ‘~T60)through UF6 gas of 60-keV gamma
rays from an external 241Am source. Figure 7.7 shows the measurement system, with
the orientation of the NaI(Tl) detector and the sample chamber and the location of the
241Am transmission source. The (atomic) enrichment E. was related to the measured
count rate R of the 186-keV rays by
E.= R/(C in Tee)

(7-16)
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Fig. 7.7 The NaI(Tl)-based gas-phase
UFGenrichment monitor. The
Nal detector views 60-keV
gamma rays from the 24~Am
source ~or transmission
measurement) and 186-keV
gamma rays from the sample
chamber (jor 235U akVermination). (Figure from Ref. 18,)

where R was corrected for deadtime losses and attenuation in the gas, C was a calibration constant, and ln(T60) was proportional to the total uranium in the sample.
Since the measurement accounted for variations in UFG density, the measured assay was independent of the UFG pressure. This method produced assay results with
measured accuracies better than 1YOrelative over the range of UF6 enrichments of
0.72 to 5.4 at%, using a single-point calibration. For 1.O%-enriched UF13at 700
torr, a 0.74% relative precision was obtained for a 1000-s counting time (Ref. 19).
This technique was applied at relatively high UFfj pressures; so the, data signals were
dominated by radiation from the UF6 gas, making interferences from uranium deposits on the inner surface of the sample chamber unimportant. A NaI(Tl) gamma-ray
detector was used during test and evaluation of this instrument in 1982 at the Paducah
product feed line of the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (ORGDP). The instrument was modified for high-resolution gamma-ray detection and tested in 1983. A
prototype of the high-resolution instrument (Refs. 20 and 21) for the Portsmouth Gas
Centrifuge Enrichment Plant (GCEP) was built and tested at the ORGDP in 1984 (see
Figure 7.8).
At lower UF6 pressures (for example, tens of torr) the density of the UFG gas is
not great enough for a transmission measurement to have sufficient sensitivity. Furthermore, the radiation from material deposited on the container surfaces becomes a
si~ificant fraction of the total signal, and careful corrections for this interference are
then required for aeeurate results. Passive gamma-ray counting and (active) x-ray fluorescence have been combhed to verify the approximate enrichment of gaseous UFG
at low pressures in cascade header pipework (Refs. 22 through 26). The garnmaray intensities from the decay of 2351J(186 kev) and238U daughter products in the
pipework deposits and the UF13gas were measured to determine the 235U present in
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Fig. 7.8 The UF6 gas-phase enrichment monitor cabinet for the
Portsmouth GCEP.’ Ha(f of the cabinet houses the detector and electronics, and the other hay contains the heated
chamber for UF6 and its associated hardware. (Figure from
Ref 21.)

the gas. The correction for radiation from the uranium deposited on the inner surface of the pipework was established with gamma rays from 234Th and 231Th decays
(Refs. 25 and 26). The total mass of uranium in the gas was measured using x-ray
fluorescence with the 122-keV gamma rays from a 57C0 excitation source. The ratio
of the intensities of the 186-keV gamma rays from the UFIj gas to the uranium K~l
x rays was calibrated to give a direct measurement of the gas enrichment. A variation
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of the comection for uranium deposits (Refs. 24 through 26) determined the correction
for the deposited uranium by passive gamma-ray measurements under two different
collimation conditions (see Figure 7.9). In both applications, the instruments were
capable of providing a “go/no-go” decision on whether the measured enrichment was
less than or greater than 20%, thus providing the capability of detection of highly
enriched uranium for enrichment plant safeguards.

DETECTOR
COLLIMATOR

I
.}

T

t

PHOTON
DETECTOR
PIPE CROSS
COLLIMATED
COBALT-57

SOURCE

SECTION
HOLDER

SOURCE

Fig. 7.9 The detectorlcollima~or arrangement for the enrichment measurement of low-pressure UF6 in pipe work. The assembly
consists of a collimated source holder and detector collimator rigidly connected to the pipework. The overlap of the two
fields of view isolates a volumeof gas in the miaiile of the
pipe from the wall deposits. A tiny 57C0 source is used to
jluoresce x rays in the gas. (Figure j$-om Re$ 24.)

7.6 NEUTRON-BASED ENRICHMENT MEASUREMENTS
Another passive technique for verification of uranium enrichment of UF6 is the detection of neutrons emitted from the sample as a result of lgF(ct,n) reactions (Ref. 27).
Uranium-234 is the dominant alpha emitter in enriched uranium and hence, indirectly,
the principal source of neutrons in UF6. Also, because the enrichment of 23*Ufollows
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the enrichment of 235U, passive total neutron counting can provide a rough measure
of ZSSUenrichment. The ratio of 235Uf134U may vary by as much as a factor of
4 over the range of depleted to highly emiched uranium for the gaseous diffusion
enrichment process; but for low-enriched uranium (<5%), it is more nearly constant,
and verification measurements of limited accuracy may be possible without specific
23*U isotopic data (Refs. 6, 9, and 28). Further discussion of this technique is
p~sented in Chapter 15.

7.7 CONTAINER W~

A~A~ON

CORRECTIONS

The standard relationship between the enrichment and the measured data (Equation
7-8) includes the term exp(#CpCtC)that corrects for the attenuation of the measured
radiation by the walls of the sample container. The attenuation may be included in the
c~lbration if the calibration standards and the unknown samples have the same type
of container. In some cases this simplification is not possible, and a container wall
attenuation correction must be applied in each measurement. This section considers
correction methods for an infinite-thickness enrichment measurement where the sample
matrix is constant. If TZ, the transmission of one wall thickness of the unknown
sample container, is defined by
T. = exp[-(pcpctc)~l

(7-17)

and TS is similarly defined as the container wall transmission in the calibration measurements, then the unknown enrichment is
E = KR(E,4)T,/TZ

(7-18)

where K is the calibration constant, and R(EA) is the net gamma-ray peak count rate
from the unknown sample at the assay energy (E,4 = 186 keV), measured through the
container wall. The dkcussion that follows presents two methods for determining this
container attenuation correction, TSnZ. In addhion, the verification of UFGcylinders
is discus<ed to provide an example of a class of measurements where this correction
is especially critical.
7.7.1 Direct Measurement

of Wall ‘1’hickness

If the container composition and wall thickness at the measurement point are known
for both the calibration and sample measurements, then Ts/Tz can be calculated directly from the exponential expression
T./Tz = exp[(pcp.t~), – (Pd%t.)z]

(7-19)
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where PC represents the density of the container material and PC is evaluated at the
assay energy. The container wall Wlckness (tc) can be measured directly using an
ultrasonic thickness gauge (See Figure 7.10). A burst of ultrasound is transmitted by

P~be

(transducer)
[

T
Measured
Thickness
1
Fig. 7.10 Probe placement in an ultrasonic measurement of thickness. The
probe must be acoustically coupled to the outer surjiie of the
material for the ultrasound pulse to enter the inateriai without
being severely attenuated. The coupling is accomplished with
a liquid compound (usually supplied with the thickness gauge)
placed between the probe face and the material sutiace.

the probe into the container material and travels until it reaches a material of substantially dNferent physical character from the container material. The sound is then
reflected back to the probe. The gauge electronics performs a precise measurement
of the time needed for the ultrasound pulse to make the round trip in the container
material and thereby determines the thickness of the material. Such thickness gauges
are available commercially, and thickness results can be read usually to *O. 1 mm.
Recent cfllbration measurements’(Ref. 29) showed a fluctuation of *0.055 mm from
repeated measurements on a calibrated steel disc having a thickness of 13.500 mm,
which corresponds to a relative standard deviation of 0.4%.
7.7.2 Intemal-J..ine

Ratio Technique

The transmission ratio Tsflz can also be determined from the ratio of intensities of different-energy gamma rays from one isotope, assuming the sample material
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is infinitely thick for the gamma rays measured (see Section 7.3.2). Generally, highresolution gamma-ray spectroscopy is required to resolve the peaks of interest. For
corrections to 235U enrichment measurements, there are several reasonably intense
gamma rays near the 186-keV peak energy (see Table 7-l). Consider a case in which
the intensities of a “pak above and a peak below the 186-keV gamma ray (at energies
EHand EL, respectively) are measured in addition to the assay peak area. With the
transmission as defined in Equation 7-17, we have

*=

TZ(EA)

TZ(EH)/T$(EH) *
[ T=(EL)/T,(EL) 1

(7-20)

where the subscripts of the p’s refer to the energies at which the V’S are evaluated.
To simplify the calculation of the transmission ratios at EH and EL, we recall the
definition of transmission from the measurement point of view:
T = R/RO .

(7-21)

Here, R is the measured peak count rate, attenuated by the container wall, and RO
is the measured peak count rate from a sample with an infinitesimally thin container
(that is, tC ~ O). In practice, RO cannot be measured, but since the expression in
Equation 7-20 contains transmission ratios, we can re-express these ratios in terms of
ratios of measured peak areas:

m=
TZ(EA)

RZ(EH)/R~(EH) *
[ R=(EL)/R~(EL) 1

(7-22)

where R(EH,L) is the peak area at energy EH,L. The fractional error in the transmission ratio T~/TZ is just the exponent PA/(pL – PH) times the fractional error
of the measured peak-area ratio expression in the bracket on the right of Equation
7-22. Thus, it is advantageous to make the exponent as small as possible, which
means selecting peaks that are not too close in energy. Table 7-4 shows values for
the exponent for two commonly encountered container materials and two choices of
measurement peaks. Note that one choice includes the 235U assay peak.
Although the internal-line ratio technique is a convenient technique for determining
the container attenuation correction, there are no published accounts of its application
in enrichment measurements. The major difficulty with using the technique is the
time required to obtain adequate statistical precision in the auxiliary gamma-ray peak
areas.
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Table 7-4. Values of exponent function p~/(,u~ – PH) for common
container materials
EH/EL
Iron
Monel
Aluminum
Polyethylene”
205 keV/144 keV
186 keV/144 keV

2.57
3.20

2.17
2.78

8.13
11.09

8.88
11.83

aLow-density polyethylene, as used in containers.

7.7.3 Measurement

of ~G Cylinders

One of the most common container types in enrichment measurements is the large
cylinder used to ship and store UF6 in liquid or solid form. These cylinders vary
in size and wall thickness. Table 7-5 gives some pertinent parameters for the most
common cylinder types (Ref. 30). The large, high-density wall thicknesses of the
cylinders means that minor variation in wall thickness can result in significant variation
in gamma-ray count rate. The relationship between the relative fluctuation of the
enrichment result and the relative fluctuation of the wall thickness is obtained by
differentiation of Equation 7-8:
dE/E = pcpC(dt,/tc) = 1.12(dt,/t.)

(7-23)

where the second result is for steel (p. = 0.144 cm2/g at 186 keV and PC = 7.8 ~cm3).
Thus, a 10% variation in cylinder wall thickness (only 0.05 in. for type 30B cylinders) will cause a 12% bias in the corresponding enrichment measurement. Use of a
thickness-gauge measurement of the wall thickness reduces the measurement error to
a few tenths of one percent, essentially removing the wall thickness from consideration as a source of measurement bias. The UF6 enrichment measurement apparatus
for cylinders can be calibrated by using one or more cylinders as standards, which
may then be sampled for analysis. Alternatively, standards of U3C%3 or UFAof known
enrichment may be used, with the appropriate corrections for matrix differences (that
is, the factor F/Fs in Table 7-3).
Early studies of enrichment measurements on type 30B and 5A cylinders with NaI
scintillation detectors (Ref. 6) achieved assay results with relative standard deviations
of 570 for type 30B cylinders and <170 for type 5A cylinders. Count times were
on the order of a few minutes, and the wall thickness measurement took only a few
seconds. Good acoustic coupling between the thickness-gauge probe and the cylinder
surface was obtained by sanding the paint off a spot within the area viewed by the
gamma-ray detecton the uncertainty in the thickness measurement was estimated at
0.4%. A more recent study of enrichment measurements on type 48 and 30 UF6
cylinders (Ref. 28) achieved similar results, even with the use of high-resolution
gamma-ray detection equipment.
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Table 7-5. Physical characteristics of selected UFe storage and
shipping cylinders=
Cylinder Type
Characteristic

5A

8A

30B

48X

Nominal diameter (in.)
Nominal length (in.)
Material of construction
Wall thickness (in.)

5
36
Monel
1/4

8
56
Monel
3/16

30
81
steel
1/2

48
121
steel
5/8

“Ref. 30.

7.8 EXTENSION OF THE ENRICHMENT METER PRINCIPLE TO
OTHER APPLICATIONS
7.8.1 Concentration

Meter

Under certain limits of uranium concentration, uranium measurements using the
enrichment meter principle become uranium concen~ration measurements (Ref. 5).
The same mathematical expressions govern both cases (Equation 7-8); the dependence
of the result on the uranium and matrix concentrations is contained in the factor F in
Equation 7-9. For matrices with effective Z <30, the ratio pm/pu is less than 0.1.
Then for pm/pu < 1, the value of the correction factor F is very close to 1, and the
count rate is almost directly proportional to the enrichment
R= KEF=KE.

(7-24)

The domain in which pmpm/pUpu s 0.1 is therefore referred to as the “enrichment
domain.”
At the other end of the spectrum are measurements for which the uranium concentration is very low compared with that of the matrix. In cases where IJnpm/LLupu 210,
the unity term in F can be ignored. Then, if the enrichment and p values are known,
Equation 7-24 becomes
R = KEF = K’E(pu/pm)

(7-25)

with an error of < 10?6. K’ is another calibration constant. The domain for which
P~P~/PZJP~ > 10 can therefore be called the “concentration meter” domain. The
infinite-thickness criterion still must be met in this domain. Examples of samples that
would fall into the concentration domain are containers with uranium-contaminated
material such as dilute uranium-bearing solutions or uranium holdup in a Raschig-ring
tank (Ref. 5).
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7.8.2 Mixing (Blend) Ratio in Mixed-Oxide

Fuel

The enrichment meter concept may also be used for quality control of different
reactor-fuel blends, for example, PUOZ, U02, U-C, and Th-C, or in general for the
assay of any fissionable material having a suitable low-energy gamma ray so that the
sample satisfies the infinite-thickness criterion (Refs. 4 and 31). In the more general
case of mixtures of several components, the counting rate from a specific gamma ray
from an isotope with enrichment E is given by
R = ESAe/(plF)

(7-26)

where F is now the more general form of the expression in Equation 7-9:
F = 1 + [1/(A@l)]

~:=2

IJi~i

.

(7-27)

The running index i denotes the relevant elpmental constituents in the blend of materials in the sample, and the specific subscript 1 denotes the element whose isotope
emits the “signal” gamma ray of interest. For the case of a PU02 + U02 blend and
the detection of a plutonium (“signal”) gamma ray (the 129-keV gamma ray meets
the infinite-thickness criterion), the above expression reduces to
R=

ESAe
PPJ(l

+ O

(7-28)

where r is the blending ratio, pu /ppu. The constant K reflects the higher-order
contributions from the matrix and the SNM mixture and has values near unity. The
fraction 1/(l+r) reflects the essential change in attenuation of plutonium gamma rays
by the addition of uranium. Since K is quite insensitive to gross changes in the
blending ratio (Ref. 4), the response of an infinite-sample enrichment measurement
is therefore directly proportional to E/( l+r); that is, it will sense variations in either
the isotopic enrichment or the blending ratio. Concurrent measurement of one of the
uranium gamma rays in this example could, in principle, permit monitoring of both
the plutonium enrichment and the blending ratio independently, provided the uranium
isotopic composition were known.
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Plutonium Isotopic Composition
by Gamma- Ray Spectroscopy
Z E Sampson

8.1 INTRODUCTION
An accurate measurement of plutonium isotopic composition is usually required
to interpret the results of neutron coincidence or calorimetry measurements. Several
methods have been developed for determining plutonium isotopic composition by
gamma-ray spectroscopy;, some of the early approaches are described in Refs. 1
through 5. An American Society for Testing and Materials standard test method has
been written for plutonium isotopic analysis using gamma-ray spectroscopy (Ref. 6).
Different methods have been developed for different sample types.
This chapter introduces the characteristics of plutonium spectra that influence isotopic measurements, describes useful spectral regions, and presents the principles of
spectral analysis important to isotopic measurement. It includes descriptions of typical
data collection hardware, details of data analysis methods, and descriptions of several
implemented systems with examples of their accuracy and precision.

8.2 BACKGROUND
8.2.1 Vecay ChmXe&ti

a of Plutonium

Isotopes

Most plutonium samples contain the isotopes 238pu, 239pu, Zdopu,z41pu, and 242pU.
Americium-241 and 237U are always present as decay products of 241Pu. Table 8-1
lists some of the decay characteristics of these important isotopes.
8.2.2 kCilJ’ CkmckristiCS

of 241Pu

The decay of 241Pu is shown in Figure 8.1. Because of the long half-life of 241Am,
the concentration of the 241Am daughter continues to increase for up to 75 yr. Aged
plutonium samples often have very high 241Am content, especially if the initial 241Pu
concentration was high.
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Table 8-1. Decay characteristics for isotopes useful in plutonium isotopic
measurements
Activity
Half-Life
Specific Power
(yr)
(dis/s-g)
(h4W/g Isotope)
Isotope
238pu

567.57 *
6.3330 X 1011
2.2942 X 109
1.9288 *
8.3971 X 109
7.0824 &
3.8244 X 1012
3.412 *
1.4522 X 108
0.1159 *
1.2655 X 1011
114.20 . &
--9.4080 X 107 “
Mlpu-zwu
equilibrium
(See
“Uranium-237 activity computed assuming
Figure 8.1). Alpha branching ratio of 241Puassumed to be 2.46 x 10–5.
239pu
240fi
241fi
242fi
241Am
237u

87.74 zt 0.04
* 26
24119
& 11
6564
14.348 *
0.022
* 900
376300
433.6
A
1.4
(6.75 days)

0.026
0.0003
0.0020
0.002
0.0003
0.50

\

24ipU

14.35y
fi-

241Am

237u

432 y

6.75 d

foog
237NP
Fig. 8.1 Decay scheme of 241Pu
and its daughters.

w

Because of its short half-life, the 237U daughter rapidly comes into secular equilibrium (Ref. 7) with its 241Pu parent. After approximately 47 days (7 half-lives),
gamma rays from the decay of 237U can be used as a measure of 241Pu. Because
237U has several strong gamma rays, it is especially useful for plutonium isotopic
measurements. In this chapter the terms 241~-2sTu ~uilibfium or aged refer tO
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samples where 237U is in secular equilibrium with 241Pu. Samples in which 241Pu237U equilibrium does not exist are called freshly separated. For those samples, 237U
cannot be used as a measure of 241Pu.
ad
237u
decay to the SWIW isotope> 237 NpFigure 8.1 shows that both 241A~
Both isotopes can populate the same excited states in 237Np and give rise to identical
gamma rays. Thus, most of the useful 237U gamma-ray peaks have a contribution
from 241Am. The amount of this contribution depends upon the particular gamma ray
and the time since americium was last separated from the sample. Figure 8.2 shows
the relative contributions for important 237U gamma rays. A correction should be
made to 241PU-237Upeaks for them
“ 241Am content.
8.2.3 Determination

of 242Pu Concentration

Plutonium-242 has only a few gamma rays, similar in energy and branching ratio
to those from 240Pu. However, the long half-life of 242Pu and its low abundance in
most plutonium make its detection by gamma-ray measurement impossible. Instead,
empirical isotopic correlations (Ref. 8) are used to predict the 242Pu content from the
other isotopic fractions. Such predictions generally produce acceptable results for the
concentration of 242Pu (typically 0.03 to 5%) found in most plutonium, if process
batches have not been mixed and 241Am has neither been added nor removed.
8.2.4 Spectral

Interferences

Many regions of the gamma-ray spectrum can contain interfering gamma rays from
other isotopes in the sample. For example: very high bumup samples often contain
243Am md its 23gNp daughte~ aged samples may contain 237Np and its daughter
233Pw and samples from reprocessed fuel may contain fission products. All the
possible interferences cannot be listed here; however, by knowing the history of a
sample, the spectroscopist can anticipate possible spectral interferences.
8.2.5 Applications

of Plutonium

Isotopic

Measurements

The principal application of plutonium isotopic measurements is to support other
nondestructive assay (NDA) methods in providing the total plutonium content of a
sample. Two methods that use plutonium isotopic results are calorimetry and neutron
coincidence counting.
Calorimetry uses the isotopic information to calculate the specific power P (W/g
Pu) of a sample from the measured isotopic fractions and the known specific power
for each isotope (see Chapters 21 and 22).
The response of neutron coincidence counters is a complicated function of all the
plutonium isotopes and 241Am. A measurement of isotopic composition is required
to convert the coincidence counter response to plutonium mass (see Chapter 16).
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8.3SPECI’RAL REGIONS USEFUL FOR ISOTOPIC
MEASUREMENTS
This section describes the spectral features that are important for the measurement of plutonlum isotopic composition. The descriptions follow the practice
used in works of Gunnink et al. (Ref. 9) and Lemming and Rakel (Ref. 10)
in which the spectrum is divided into several different regions. The gamma-ray
spectrum of plutonium varies greatly with isotopic composition and 241Am concentration. Two sample spectra are shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. Figure 8.3
represents low burnup and low 241Am; Figure 8.4 represents intermediate burnup
and relatively high 241Am. Similar examples are given for each of the spectral
regions to illustrate the variability that may be encountered.
Table 8-2 lists most of the gamma rays that are useful for plutonium isotopic
measurements .“ The list shows that the lower energy gamma rays are more
intense than those at higher energies. The lower energy gamma rays should be
used whenever possible, however, it is often impossible to use them.
8.3.1 The 40-keV Region
The 40-keV region has been used mainly for analysis of freshly separated
solutions from whkh 241Am and 237U have been removed. If too much 241Am is
present, its 60-keV gamma ray overwhelms all other peaks in the region. Usually,
the 40-keV region is useful for 15 to 30 days after a separation of americium and
uranium. A typical spectrum from a high-burnup reprocessing plant solution
(Ref. 11) is shown in Figure 8.5; Table 8-3 lists the peak energies and intensities.
When the gamma rays can be measured, the 40-keV region is the most useful
region for measuring 23SPU, 239Pu and 240Pu. The region does not have a
measurable 241Pu gamma ray; 241P: concentration is usually measured from its
148.6-keV gamma ray. Small contributions from 241Pu and 237U interfere with
the 23SPUpeak at 43.5 keV, the 240Pu peak at 45.2 keV, and the 239Pu peak at
51.6 keV.
Several experimenters have used thhi region for solution measurements Gunnink (Ref. 12) and Russo (Ref. 11) have measured freshly separated solutions
from a reprocessing plant; Umezawa (Ref. 13) and Bubernak (Ref. 14) have applied these measurements to samples prepared in an analytical laboratory; and
Li (Ref. 15) has measured submilligram-sized solid samples with modest 241Am
content. Gunnink uses absolute counting techniques and calibrates with known
solution standards; Umezawa uses absolute counting with a calibrated detector;
Bubernak calibrates with samples of known isotopic compositioxy and Russo
and Li messure isotopic ratios that are independent of ca.Hbration standards as
discussed in Section 8.4.
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Table8-2. Usefid gamma rays in various energy regions
Region
(keV)

238~

(keV)

239~

(keV)

(7/%)

240m

(7is-t3)

(keV)

241h

(keV)

(71%)

40-60

43.48

2.49 X 108

51.63

6.19 X 105

45.23

3.80 X 106

90-105

99.86

4.59 X 107

98.78

2.80 X 104

104.24

5.86 X 105

120-450

152.68

129.29

160.28

3.38

345.01
375.04
413.71

1.44 x 105
104
1.28 X 104
3.60 X 104
3.42 X 104

645.97
717.72

3.42 X 102
6.29 X 101

642.48

6.05

X

106

203.54

450-800

766.41

1.39 x 105

X

104

1.28 X

‘Uranium-237daughterof 241Puwith 241Pu-237Uequilibrium.

(71%)
. . .

103.68

3.86 X 106

148.57
208.00”
332.35a

7.15 x 106
1.73 x 106
2.04 x 107
1.14X 106

370.93U

1.04 x 105

164.58”

1.05 x 103

241AM

---

(keV)

(’Y/s-g)

59.54

4.54 x 1010

98.95
102.97

2.57 X 107
2.47 X 107

125.29

5.16x

106

335.40

6.28 X

105

662.42 4.61 X 105
721’.99 2.48 X 105
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II
II

59.54
I

45.2j

239Fu 51.63

I

I
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239h
38.66

104

,03

(J
,keV

Fig. 8,5 Gamma-ray spectrum in the 40-keV region from
a jieshly separated 185-glL solution of plutonium
.

in nitric acid. Isotopic composition (wt%): 238,
0.649%; 239, 67.01%; 240, 21.80%; 241, 8.11%;
242, 2.44%. The W Ka2 x ray arises porn the
shielding around the detector (Re$ 11).
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Table 8-3. Peak energies and intensities in 40-keV region”
Isotope

237u

Energy
(keV)
38.664
40.410
42.060
43.430
43.477
44.200
44.860
45.232
46.210
46.690
51.005
51.629
54.040
56.320
56.760
56.838
59.53.6
59.536
64.832

Branching Ratio
(photons/dis)
1.050 x
1.620 X
1.650 X
5.904 x
3.930 x
4.180 X
8.360 X
4.530 x
7.370 x
5.800x
8.364 X
2.700 X
2.000 x
2.500 X
9.750 x
1.130 x
8.487 X
3.590 x
3.198 X

10–4
10–6
10-6
10-9
10-~
10–8
10-9
10–4
10–6
10-7
10-8
10-4
10-6
10-s
10-9
10–+
10-6
10-1
10-7

Error
(%)
1.00
10.00
3.00
7.00
0.30

0.20
10.00
6.00
2.00
0.20
1.40

1.00
0.20
0.50

Activity
(photons/s-g)
2.4089 X
3.7165 X
3.7854 X
2.2579 X
2.4889 X
1.5986 X
3.1972 X
3.8039 X
1.6908 X
1.3306 X
3.1987 X
6.1942 X
4.5883 X
9.561OX
‘ 3.7288 X
2.5924 X
3.2458 X
4.5432 X
1.2230 X

105
103
103
104 b
108
105
104
106
104
103
105~
105
103
104
104
104
107b
1010
10G*

“Ref. 9.
bUranium-237 activity computed assuming 241Pu-237U equilibrium. Uranium237 branching ratio includes 2.46 x 10–5 241Pu alpha branch to 237U.

8.3.2 The 100-keV Region
The 100-keV region is the most complex region of the gamma-ray spectrum of
plutonium. Table 8-4 lists 14 gamma rays and x rays in this region. The uranium x
rays arise from plutonium decay and can be used to measure the plutonium isotopes.
The neptunium x rays arise from the decay of zAIAm ad 237u, and the plutonium
x rays appear in l~ger or more concentrated samples from gamma-ray and alphaparticle-induced x-ray fluorescence. The 100-keV region is the only region in which
gamma rays from all isotopes are present.
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Table 8-4. Peak energies and intensities in 100-keV region”
Activity
Error
Energy
Branching Ratio
(photons/s-g)
(%)
(photons/dis)
(keV)
Isotope
238pu
239~
240~
241~
239pu
237u
241~
23Sfi
239~
240~
241pu
239pu
241~
Pu’
238fi
237u
241~
241Am
239pu
241~
Pu’
240pu

94.658
94.658
94.658
94.658
96,130
97.071
97.072
98.441
98.441
98.441
98.441
98.780
98.951
99.530
99.864
101.066
101.066
102.966
103.020
103.680
103.748
104.244

1.050
4.220
6.360
3.030
2.230
3.887
1.180
1.690
6.760
1.020
4.850
1.220
2.030

x 10-6
10-5
X 10-7
x 10-6
X 10-7
X 10-6
X 10–5
X 10–6
X 10-5
x 10-6
X 10-6
x 10-5
X 10-4
X

1.40
0.25
5.00
0.50
20.00
0.40
2.00
1.00
0.30
5.00
0.50
3.00
0.50

6.6497 X
9.6813 X
5.3406 x
1.1588 X
5.1160x
1.4865 X
1.4933 x
1.0703 x
1.5508 X
8.5651 X
1.8548 X
2.7989x
2.5690x

105
104
103
107
102
107
106
106
105
103
107
104
107
107
107
106
107
103
106

X Ray
U
U
U
U

Ka2
Ka2
Ka2
Ka2

Np Ka2b
Np Kdz
U Kal
U K@l
U Kal
U Kal

Pu Ka2
7.240 X
6.199x
1.900 x
1.950X
2.170 X
1.010 x

10-5
10-G
10-5
10-4
10-G
lo–f’

0.20
0.30
1.40
0.50
1.60
0.50

4.5851
2.3708
2.4045
2.4677
4.9783
3.8627

6.980x

10-5

0.40

5.8612x

X
X
X
X
X
X

Np Kalb
Np K@l

Pu Kal
105

“Ref. 9.
bUranium-237 activity computed assuming 241Pu-237U equilibrium. Uranium-237
branching ratio includes 2.46 x 10–5241Pu alpha branch to237U.
CPlutonium x rays are produced in high-mass or high-concentration samples by
gamma-ray- and alpha-particle-induced x-ray fluorescence.
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Fig. 8.6 Gamma-rq spectrum in the 100-keV region measured with a HPGe detector with resolution of 490 eV
at 122 keV. Solid line: 530 g of plutonium as PuOZ.
Isotopic composition (wt%): 238, 0.302%; 239,
82.49%; 240, 13.75%; 241, 2.69%; 242, 0.76%;
241Am, 11800 pglg plutonium. Dashed line: 10 mL
of 20-glL solution of plutonium in IM HN03. Isotopic composition (wt%o): 238, 0.027VO; 239, 91.65%;
240, 7.68%; 241, 0,532%; 242; 0.12%; 241Am,
315 pgtg plutonium.

The strong, overlapping, interfering nature of the spectrum in the 100-keV region
is shown in Figure 8.6. The entire isotopic distribution may be determined from this
region for low-burnup solution samples (Ref. 4); a spectrum from such a sample
is shown at the bottom of Figure 8.6. The complexity of the region requires peakfitting or response-function (Refs. 4 and 16) analysis. Low-bumup PUOZ has also
been analyzed using response-function methods. High-bumup solutions have been
analyzed using response-function methods in this region (Ref. 12), but such analysis is difficult. The increased alpha and gamma-ray activity of high-bumup and highconcentration solutions fluoresces plutonium x rays at 99.53 and 103.75 keV. These

.—
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x rays interfere with the gamma-ray peaks at 99.86 keV from 238Pu and 104.24 keV
from 240Pu. The intrinsic line shape of x rays is different from that of gamma rays;
this difference must be considered in the analysis of this region by response-function
methods.
8.3.3 The 125-keV Region

The 125-keV region is used to measure zllAm ad 239fi firn gamma rays at
125.29 and 129.29 keV. There are strong interferences to the 125.29-keV 241Am
gamma ray from 239Pu lines at 125.21 and 124.51 keV. The 241Am peak area is
difficult to measure for 241Am concentrations below a few hundred micrograms per
gram of plutonium. For an americium concentration of 500 #g/g Pu, the 239Pu
interference contributes over 50% of the 125.3-keV peak area, for an americium
concentration of 5000 @g Pu, over 90% of the peak area is from 241Am. The 239Pu
interference can be removed by peak fitting (Ref. 17) or stripping (Ref. 18). Many
measurements use absorbers or filters (see Section 8.5.3) to reduce the count rate
of lower energy gamma rays. These absorbers affect the count rate in the 125-keV
region. A O.15-cm-thick cadmium filter transmits only 3590 of the incident gamma
rays at 125.3 keV.
Table 8-5 lists the gamma-ray ene~ies and intensities in the 125-keV region. Figure
8.7 shows this spectral regio~ the plutoniumK~ x rays at 116.3, 117.3, and 120.6 keV
(omitted from Table 8-5) complicate the analysis of this region by making it difficult
to find an interference-free background region below 124.5 keV. High-burnup material
(solid line, F@ure 8.7) generally gives a stronger 241Ampeak but a weaker 239Pupeak
than low-burnup material does. For high-bvmup material, the precision of the 239Pu
peak at 129.29 keV is worse kcause, there is less 239Pu in the sample and because
the background continuum under the peak is usually higher as a result of the intense
241~
ad
237u gamma
rays
at higher energ%.
Table 8-5. Peak energies and intensities in ‘125-keV region”
Energy
(keV)

Isotope
239~
241~
241~

239~
239~
239~
241AM
239fi

‘Ref. 9.

,

119.708
121.200
122.994
123.620
124.510
125.210
125.292
129.294

Branching Ratio
(photons/dis)
3.000
6.850
1.000
1.970
6.130
7.110
4.080
6.260

x 10-7
10-9
x 10-5
x 10-7
X 10-7
x 10-7
X 10–5
X 10-5

Error
(%)

Activity
(photons/s-g)

2.00

6.8825 X 102
2.6197 X 104
1.2655 X 106
4.5195 x 102
1.4063 x 103
1.6311 X l@
5.1633 X 106
1.4361 X 105

X

0.80
6.00
3.00
2.00
0.50
0.20
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Fig. 8.7 Gamma-ray spectrum of Pu02 in the 125keV region measured with a HPGe detector
with resolution of 490 eV at 122 keV. Isotopic compositions (wt%): (solid line) 238,
0.378%; 239, 78.89%; 240, 15.28%; 241,
4.42%; 242, 1.04%; 24]Am, 14300 pgtg
plutonium; and (dashed line) 238, 0.016%;
239, 93.51%; 240, 6.15%, 241, 0.28%; 242,
0.039%; 24]Am, 480 pglg plutonium.

8.3.4 The 14S-keV Region
The two most important peaks in the 148-keV region are the 148.57-keV 241Pupeak
and the 152.68-keV 23*Pu peak. The 148.57-keV peak is the only useful gamma ray
outside of the complex 100-keV region that comes directly from 241Pu. The 152.68keV peak, although weak, is often the only useful gamma ray from 238Pu above
100 keV. (In some high-burnup samples, the 766.4-keV peak can be used for 238Pu
measurement.) The 144.21- and 143.35-keV 23gPu lines are often used in isotopic
composition measurement~ however, in mixed-oxide samples the 235U gamma ray at
143.76 keV can be an interference. Americium-241 peaks at 146.56 and 150.11 keV
complicate window settings and background determination for methods that use simple channel summation procedures to determine peak areas. An additional interference
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can arise in systems that use a 1°9Cd reference source (Refs. 11 and 12). Here,
the 88.04-keV 1°9Cd gamma ray can sum with the 59.54-keV 241Am gamma ray to
produce a pileup peak at 147.6 keV. Qther sum peaks can interfere with the 152.68keV 238Pu peak (U KCMat 94.66 keV plus 241Am at 59.54 keV equals 154.2 keV).
The weak 153-keV 238Pu peak is usually on a high background continuum and
yields a poor precision for Iow-burnup (0.01 wt% 238Pu) material. The precision can
be as poor as 10% for typical measurements. It is widely recognized that the branching
ratio of the 153-keV gamma ray is approximately 2.5~o lower than the value cited in
Table 8-6. Branching ratio biases are discussed in Ref. 19. Figure 8.8 shows a plot
of the peaks in this region from high- and low-bumup material,

Table 8-6. Peak energies and intensities in 148-keV region”
Isotope
239%

Energy
(keV)
141.657
143.350
144.211
146.077
146.557
148.567
150.110
152.680

239%
239~
239fi
241Am
241pu
241Am
238pu

Branching Ratio
(photons/dis)

Emor
(%)

10-7
10-7
10-6
10-6
10-6
10-6
10–7
10-6

2.00
4.00
0.60
0.60
1.00
0.30
2.00
0.50

3.200
1.730
2.830
1.190
4.610
1.870
7.400
9.560

X

x
X
x
X
X
x
x

Activity
(photons/s-g)
7.3413
3.9689
6.4925
2,7300
5.8340
7.1516
9.3648
6.0544

x 102
102
X 103
X 103
X 105
X 106
X 104
X 106
X

aRef. 9.

8.3.5 The 160-kev Region

For a single detector system not using the 40- or 100-keV region, the 160-keV
complex is the only one that can be used for measuring 240Pu. Table 8-7 lists the
energies and intensities of the major gamma rays in the 160-keV region. The 240Pu
gamma ray at 160.28 keV has strong interferences from 241Pu at 159.95 keV and
239Pu at 160.19 keV. This three-peak complex (Figure 8.9) is only partially resolved
from the 161.45-keV 239Fu line. Peak-fitting, peak-stripping, or response-function
methods must be used to isolate the 240Pu intensity. The statistical precision of the
240Pu component is seldom measured to better than w2910.
The intensity of the entire complex increases with increasing bumup, but the fractional contribution from 240Pudecreases. Table 8-8 illustrates how the relative fraction
of 240PUin the l@keV complex decreases from ahnost 7090 for material with 6%
240Pu to 25% for material with 2090 240Fu. This decrease &curs because 241Pu
increases more rapidly than 240Pu as burnup increases.
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Table 8-7. Peak energies and intensities in 160-keV region”
Isotope
239~
241~
239fi
240~
239~
237u
241Am
241~

Energy
(keV)
158.100
159.955
160.190
160.280
161.450
164.580
164,580
165,930

Branching Ratio
(photons/dis)
1.000
6.740
6.200
4.020
1.200
4,526
6.670
2.320

x
X
X
X
x
X
X
X

10-*
10-8
10-8
10-6
10-6
10-7
10-7
10-7

Error
(%)
10.00
20.00
0.70
0.40
0.50
3.00
4.00

aRef. 9.
bUranium-237 activity computed assuming 241Pu-237U equilibrium.
br~ching ratio includes 2.46 x 10–5 241Pu alpha branch to 237U.

Activity
(photons/s-g)
2.2942
2.5776
1.4224
3.3756
2.7530
1.7311
8.4410
2.9360

x
X
X
X
X
x
X
X

101
105
102
104
103
106 b
104
104

Uranium-237
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Fig. 8.9 Gamma-ray spectrum of Pu02 in the 160keV region measured with a HPGe detector
with resolution of 490 eV at 122 keV. Isotopic
compositions (wt%): (solid line) 238, 0.37870;
239, 78.89%; 240, 15.28%; 241, 4.42%; 242,
1.04%; 241Am, 14300 pglg plutonium; and
(dashed line) 238, 0.016%; 239, 93.51%; 240,
6.15%; 241, 0.28%; 242, 0.039%; 241Am
480 pgtg plutonium.

Because the 164.58-keV peak comes from the Z37Udaughter of 241pu, it can be
used for 241Puonly after equilibrium has been attained. A correction is often made for
the 241Am contribution to the 164.58-keV peak. The summing of x rays and gamma
rays from the 100-keV region with the 59.5-keV 241Am gamma ray can interfere
with the 160-keV complex. These sum peaks can be eliminated by using a filter to
selectively absorb gamma rays and x rays from the 60- and 100-keV regions before
they interact with the detector (Ref. 20). In mixed-oxide samples, the 235U gamma
ray at 163.35 keV can interfere with the 164.58-keV peak if the ratio of 235U to 241Pu
is greater than approximately 1.5.
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Table 8-8. Components of 160-ke’,’ complex
Isotope

Weight Percent

Percentage of 160 Complex
from Indicated Isotope

239
240
241

93.5
6.0
0.3

4.5
69.1
26.4

239
240
241

86.0
12.0
1.5

1.5
50.4
48.1

239
240
241

67.0
20.0
8.0

0.3
24.6
75.1

8.3.6 The 208-keV Region
The strong 241Pu-237U peak at 208.00 keV dominates the 208-keV region. Usually
it is the most intense peak in the spectrum. It has a contribution from 241Am that
becomes approximately 1% (relative) after 4 yr. Because this gamma-ray comes from
237U it can be used only for aged samples. Its strength and freedom from interference
mak~ it suitable for shape and energy calibrations for analysis methods using peak
fitting or response functions. For mixed oxides, 235U peaks at 202.1 and 205.3 keV
can interfere with the 203.54-keV 239Pu line. The 239Pu/241Pu ratio formed with the
203.54/208.00 line pair gives best results for low-burnup material. For high-burnup
material, the precision of the 203.54-keV 239Pu peak becomes worse because of the
Compton background and the long tail from the very strong 208.00-keV 237U peak.
High 241Am (w I%) can cause a few tenths of a percent interference with the 203.5keV peti, however, the effects of this interference can be removed easily. Table 8-9
and Figure 8.10 list and display the parameters and spectral features of the 208-keV
region.
8.3.7 The 332-keV Region
The 332-keV region has contributions from 241Pu-237U, 241Am,and 239Puas shown
in Table 8-10 and Figure 8.11. For high-bumup aged material the ratio of the 345.01keV 239Pu peak to the 332.35-keV 241Pu-237U peak is useful for measuring the
239Puf141Pu ratio. Both the 332.35- and 335.40-keV peaks from 241Pu-237U contain
very close interferences from 239Pu peaks. In Figure 8.11, the plot of a ve~ lowbumup sample (989. 239Pu) illustrates how close these two interferences are. Table
8-11 gives the relative magnitudes of these 23gPu interferences for different isotopic
compositions. After the 239Pu interferences are removed, the two peak complexes are
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left with both 241Pu-237U and 241Am components that can be used to measure the
241PuF41Am ratio (Ref. 3). Peak fitting, peak stripping, or response functions are
required to analyze this region.

Table 8-9. Peak energies and intensities in 208-keV region”
Isotope
239~
241Am
237u
241Am

Energy
(keV)
203.537
203.870
208.000
208.000

Branching Ratio
(photons/dis)
5.600
2.900
5.338
7.910

X
X
X
x

Error
(%)

Activity
(photons/s-g)

0.20
6.00
0.20
0.50

10-6
10-8
10-6
10-6

1.2847
3.6700
2.0415
1.0010

X
X
X
x

104
103
107,b
106

aRef. 9.
~Uranium-237 activity computed assuming zil~-ZMU equilibrium. Uranium237 branching ratio includes 2.46 x 10-5 241Pu alpha branch to 237U.
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Fig. 8.10 Gamma-ray spectrum of PUOZ in the
208-keV region measured with a HPGe
detector with resolution of 490 eV at 122
keV. Isotopic compositions (wt%): (solid
line) 238, 0.378%;
239, 78.89%; 240,
15.28%; 241, 4.42%;
242, 1.04%; 241Am,
14300 /Jglg plutonium; and (das)wd
line) 238, 0.016%;
239, 93.51%; 240,
6.15%; 241, 0.28%;
242, 0.039%; 241Am,
480 pglg plutonium.
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Table 8-10. Peak energies and intensities in 332-keV region”
Isotope
237u

241Am
239pu
237u
241Am
239pu
241Am
237u
237u
239pu
239pu

Energy
(keV)

Branching Ratio
(photons/dis)

Error
(%)

332.354
332.354
332.838
335.405
335.405
336.107
337.720
337.720
340.450
341.510
345.014

2.977 X 10-7
1.490 x 10-6
5.060 x 10-~
2.386 X 10-8
4.960 x 10-6
1.134 x 10-6
4,290 X 10-8
2.189 X 10-9
4.059 x 10-10
6.620 X 10-7
5.592 X 10-6

0.30
0.30
0.20
1.00
0.30
0.30
5.00
5.00
20.00
0.40
0.20

Activity
(photons/s-g)
1.1384
1.8856
1.1608
9.1258
6.2769
2.6016
5.4290
8.3732
1.5523
1.5187
1.2829

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

106 b
105
104
104 b
105
103
103
103 b
103 b
103
104

aRef. 9.
bUranium-237 activity computed assuming 241Pu-237Uequilibrium. Uranium237 branching ratio includes 2.46 x 10–5 241Pu alpha branch to 237U.

Table 8-11. Components of 332 and 336 complexes (241Am neglected)
Weight
Percent

Percentage of 332 Complex
from Indicated Isotope

239
241

93.5
0.3

76.1
23.9

89.9
10.1

239
241

86.0
1.5

36.9
63.1

62
38

239
241

67.0
8.0

7.9
92.1

19.3
80.7

Isotope

Percentage of 336 Complex
from Indicated Isotope

8.3.8 The 375-keV Region
The 375-keV region, shown in Figure 8.12 and Table 8-12, has components from
241Am,
and
239pu.
For all
the same isotopes as the 332-keV region: 241 fi-237u,
isotopes except 2391%1 the branching ratios are lower than in the 332-keV region, so
the isotopic informati~n will be less precise. The strong 375.04-keV 239Pu peak is
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often used for relative efficiency determination. The 241Aminterference at 376.59 keV
becomes bothersome above concentrations of a few thousand micrograms per gram
of plutonium.
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8.3.!) ‘lhe

640-keV Region

Figure 8.13 and Table 8-13 show the characteristics of the 640-keV region. This is
the only region above 160 keV that can be used for measuring 240Pu. The region is
useful only for large samples because of the low intensity of the 642.48-keV 240Pu
gamma ray. Nearby peaks from 239Puand 241Am complicate the region. The 645.97and 662.42-keV peaks are useful for measuring zsgfi and 241Am. The other gamma
rays in the region are not generally used but must be considered for peak-fitting or
response-function analysis.
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Table 8-12. Peak energies and intensities in 375-keV region”
Energy
(keV)

Isotope
239~

Branching Ratio
(photons/dis)
8.650 X
9.030 x
1.055 x
2.170 X
2.713 X
5.230 X
1.570 x
1.383 X
3.051 x
2.587 X
2.820x

367.050
368.550
368.605
368.605
370.934
370.934
375.042
376.595
380.166
382.751
383.740

239~
237u
241Am
237u
241Am
239w
241~
239~
239~
241Am

10-7
10-7
10–*
10-6
10–8
10–7
10-5
10-6
10-6
10-6
10-7

Error
(%)
0.30
0.30
2.00
0.30
1.40
0.80
0.10
0.70
0.20
0.20
1.50

Activity
(photons/s-g)
1.9844 X
2.0716 X
4.0360 X
2.7462 X
1.0377 x
6.6186X
3.6018 X
1.7502 X
6.9995 X
5;9350X
3.5687 X

103
103
104 b
105
losb
104
104
105
103
103
104

‘Ref. 9.
bUranium-237 activity computed assuming 241Pu-237Uequilibrium. Uranium237 branching ratio includes 2.46 x 10–5 241Pualpha branch to237U.

A large-volume coaxial detector (10% relative efficiency or greater) should be used
in the 640-keV region, analysis schemes that also analyze data from the 100 to 400keV region should use two detectors (Ref. 20).
If fission products such as 95Zr-95Nb and 137Cs are present in the sample, their
gamma rays will complicate the analysis of the 640-keV region. A fission product
concentration as low as 10 pCi/g Pu can make the analysis of this region impossible.

8.4n!IEAsUREMENT
8.4,1 Measurement

PRINCIPLES

of Isotopic

Ratios

The photopeak area for any single gamma ray can be written as

C(Ej) = Ai Ni BR; e(Ej)
where

C(E; )

=

Ai =
Ni

=

(8-1)

photopeak area of gamma ray j with energy Ej emitted from isotope i
decay constant of isotope i (Ai = in 2/T~,2, where T~,2 is the halflife of isotope i)
number of atoms of isotope i
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BRj

=

e(Ej)

=

branchhg ratio (gamma rays/disintegration) of gamma ray j from
isotope i
total efficiency for photopeak detection of gamma ray with energy
Ej. Includes detector efficiency, geometry, sample self-absorption,
and attenuation in materials between tbe sample and detector.
,.6
a lAm 662.42

241Am641,42

:‘.
%

642.48
239Pu 652.07

239P.

::
::
,!
::

640.07

239Pu 637,84
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Fig. 8.13 Gamma-ray spectrum in the 640-keV region.
Dashed iine: 530 g of plutonium as PUOZ
measured with a coaxial HPGe detector (at
1332 keV: eficiency = 10.2%, FWHM = 1.65
keV). Isotopic composition (wt%): 238, 0.302%;
239, 82.49%; 240, 13.75%; 241, 2.69%; 242,
0.76%; 241Am, 11800 pglg plutonium. Solid
line: 500 g of plutonium metal measured with a
coaxial HPGe detector (at 1332 keV: eflciency
= 11.7%, FWHIU = 1.75 keV). Isotopic composition (wt%): 238, 0.012%; 239, 93.82%;
240, 5.90%; 241, 0.240%; 242, 0.028%; 241Am,
630 pglg plutonium.
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The photopeak area can be written also in terms of the mass of the isotope as

(8-2)
where

~
Mi

=
=

photon emission rate of gamma ray j from isotope i in y/s-g
mass of isotope i (g) .

Table 8-13. Peak energies and intensities in 640-keV region”
Isotope
241 Am

239~
239~
239pu
241Am

240~
239~
239fi
239~
239~
241Am
239~
239~

241 Am
239~
239pu

Energy
(keV)
633.000
633.150
637.837
640.075
641.420
642.480
645.969
649.321
650.529
652.074
652.960
654.880
658.929
662.420
664.587
668.200

Branching Ratio
(photons/dis)
1.260
2.530
2.560
8.200
7.100
1.245
1.489
7.120
2.700
6.550
3.770
2.250
9.690
3.640
1.657
3.930

x 10–8
10-8
X 10-8
X 10-8
x 10–8
X 10–7
X 10–7
X 10–9
X 10-9
X 10-8
x 10-’
X 10-8
X 10-8
x 10-6
X 10-8
x 10-10
X

Error
(%)
15.00
1.20
1.20
0.60
4.00
1.00
0.40
7.00
15.00
0.60
2.00
1.20
0.70
0.30
1.60
30.00

Activity
(photons/s-g)
1.5945
5.8042
5.8730
1.8812
8.9851
1.0454
3.4160
1.6334
6.1942
1.5027
4.7710
5.1618
2.2230
4.6065
3.8014
9.0160

x 103
101
X 101
X 102
X 103
x 103
x 102
X 101
X 10°
X 102
x 10*
X 101
X 102
X 105
X 101
X 10-1
X

aRef. 9.
These two equations may be rearranged to give expressions for the atom and mass
ratios of two isotopes. The atom ratio is given by
(8-3)

The similar expression for the mass ratio is
Mi
C(E;)
+m RE(Em)
@=— C(E~) x ~ x m“

(8-4)

In Equations 8-3 and 8-4, the photopeak areas C(E) are measured and the half-lives
T1/2, branching ratios BR, and photon emission rates ~ are either known or can
be calculated from nuclear data. The total efficiency has been expressed in terms of
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the relative efficiency RE. Geometry factors cancel and the relative efficiency ratio
includes only sample self-absorption, attenuation in materials between the sample and
detector, and detector efficiency. The use of an efficiency ratio removes the need for
reproducible geomeq and makes the isotopic ratio method applicable to samples of
arbhrary size, shape, and composition.
A relative efficiency curve can be determined from the measured spectrum of every
sample. Equations 8-1 and 8-2 give the following proportionality for gamma rays
from a single isotope L
(8-5)

Because efficiency ratios are used in Equations 8-3 and 8-4, only the shape of the
relative efficiency curve is important; either of the ratios given in Equation 8-5 can
be used. The peak areas C(E) of strong, interference-free gamma rays from a single
isotope are used to define the relative efficiency curve. Curve-fitting (Ref. 17) or
interpolation techniques are used to define the relative efficiency at energies between
the measured points. To better define the shape of the relative efficiency curve, points
from more than one isotope can be used by norrhalizing one isotope to another (Refs.
17 and 18). Gamma rays from 239~ ~d 241fi.237u are most often used to define
the relative efficiency curve in the range from 130 to 450 keV. Figure 8.14 shows
two examples of measured relative efficiency curves.
It is advantageous to use closely spaced gamma rays to measure isotopic ratios
because the relevant relative efficiency ratios will be near unity. However, the relative
efficiency correction must be applied even for closely spaced lines in the 120- to 200keV region. A typical correction for the 152.7-keV/148.6-keV ratio (238Puf141Pu)can
be lo%.
After appropriate isotopic ratios are measured, it is usually desirable to calculate
absolute isotopic fractions. The sum of all isotopic fractions must equal unity. Neglecting 242w, this implies that
1= fzss + f2.sg+ fzAO+ fzAl

(8-6)

where fi is the isotopic fraction of isotope i.
Dividing Equation 8-6 by fzAl gives
(8-7)
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Equation 8-7 expresses the isotopic fraction of 241Pu (f241) in terms of the three
measured ratios fzss/f.2Al, fzsg/fzAl, and fzAO/fzAl. The remainder of the isotopic
fractions are obtained from
fi = f241 x

fi
—
f241

i = 238, 239, 240.

(8-8)

[1

Section 8.5.3 discusses the incorporation of 242Pu into this analysis, If the ratio of
241Am to any of the plutonium isotopes (usually 23gPu) has been measured, then the
absolute fraction of 241Am catt be calculated from
fAm .f,

x+.

z

(8-9)
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Note that this formula gives the weight or atom fraction of 241Am in the sample with
respect to total plutonium, not total sample.
The isotopic ratio method may be applied to samples of arbitrary size, shape, and
composition. The method works as long as the plutonium isotopic composition and the
Am/Pu ratio are uniform throughout the sample. The plutonium may be nonuniformly
distributed as long as the above uniformity is present. A method was developed at
Mound Laboratory to measure electrorefining salt residues that have a nonuniform
Am/Pu ratio (Ref. 21).
8.4.2 Measurement

of Absolute

Isotopic

Mass

Although the ratio method discussed in Section 8.4.1 can be applied to arbitrary
samples, a more specialized method can be used to measure samples with reproducible
geometries. The absolute measurement of isotope mass has been used by Gunnink
and coworkers (Refs. 4, 12, and 16) for solution samples. This method uses the
equation
C(E~) = K~m’
(8-10)
where

C(E~)

=

K$ =
mi

=

photopeak area of gamma ray j with energy Ej emitted from isotope i
calibration constant for gamma ray j from isotope i
mass of isotope i in sample.

Reference standards that have the same geometry as the unknown samples are used
to determine the calibration constants. Self-attenuation corrections may be needed
to account for differences between calibration standards and unknowns. The size
and shape of the samples are carefully chosen to minimize (but not eliminate) selfabsorption corrections. Given the mass of each isotope in the sample, the isotopic
fractions are obtained from
mi

(8-11)

8.4.3 The 242Pu Isotopic Correlation
Plutonium-242 cannot be measured directly because of its low activity, low abundance, and weak gamma rays. Instead, isotopic correlation techniques (Ref. 8) are
used to predict the 242Pu abundance from knowledge of the other isotopic fractions.
It is well known that correlations exist among the plutonium isotopic abundances
because of the nature of the neutron capture reactions that produce the plutonium
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isotopes in nuclear reactors. Because these correlations depend upon the reactor
type and details of the irradiation history, it is difficult, if not impossible, to find a
single correlation that is optimum for all material. Gunnink (Ref. 8) suggests that the
correlation
242 = K(240)(241)
(239)2

(8-12)

(where 242 = fzAz)

is linear and relatively independent of reactor type. When the isotopic fractions are
given in weight percent, the constant K equals 52. One disadvantage to tlis correlation
is that it dependa on 241Pu, which decreases in absolute abundance by about 5% per
year. l%e correlation works best if the 241Pu abundance can be corrected to the
time of fuel discharge from the reactor. When the discharge time is not known, a
partial correction can be made by adding the quantities of 241Am to the 241Pu before
computing the correlation. The total gives the 241Pu content at the time of the last
chemical separation.
A correlation not involving 241Pu has been suggested (Refs. 8 and 22X
242=-.

K(240)3
(239)2

(8-13)

TMs correlation is linear for a given reactor type, but the slope K depends on reactor
w.
After the isotopic fraction of 242Puhas been determined using a suitable correlation,
known value, or stream average, the other isotopic fractions should be corrected using
(8-14)

g = fi(l – f2&?)

where H are the normalized isotopic fractions including 242Pu. This correction renormalizes the fractions so that the sum over all the plutonium isotopes equals unity.

8.5DATA

ACQUIMTION

8.5.1 Ekdmnica
A detailed discussion of the instrumentation used for gamma-ray spectroscopy is
presented in Chapter 4. ..Plutonium isotopic measurement systems use conventional,
highqualhy, nuclear instrumentation modules (NIM). Digital gain and zero-point stabilization are required for methods using channel-summation or response-function
methods to evaluate peak myxts, A multichannel analyzer (MCA) with a 4096-channel
memory is used for most applications. Systems that use two detectors require two
analog-todigital converters and an 8192-channel memory.

..—-..—-—-

—. ———
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The extensive data analysis requirements dictate that the MCA be interfaced to a
computer. A 16-bit minicomputer with a 32-kword memory is adequate. A disk is
needed for program and data file storage. Simple analysis can be done with programmable calculators after peak areas are obtained.
S.5.2 Detectors
All data analysis methods benefit from the use of a detector that gives the best possible resolution and peak shape. These parameters are most important when selecting
a detector for a plutonium isotopic system. A planar, high-purity-germanium detector
is used in most applications. A detector with a front surface area of 200 mm2 and a
thickness of 10 to 13 mm gives a good trade-off between resolution and efficiency.
Such detectors are available commercially with a resolution (full width at half maximum) better than 500 eV at 122 keV. A peak-shape specification of 2.55 or betler
for the ratio of full width at one-fiftieth maximum to full “widthat half maximum at
122 keV helps ensure good peak shape. Good detectors give values of 2.5 or below
for this parameter. The low efficiency of planar detectors restricts their use to regions
below 400 keV. High-quality coaxial detectors can be used in the 100- to 400-keV
region, but their lower resolution complicates the analysis of partially resolved peaks
using channel-summation methods.
A coaxial detector with a relative efficiency of 10% or higher is required for measurements in the 600-keV region. Again, resolution is important. The very best
resolution may negate the need to peak fit the entire 600-keV region (Ref. 17).
Resolutions of 1.7 keV or better at 1332 keV are available.

8.5.3 Filters
Filters must be used in nearly all situations to reduce the count rate from the
59.54-keV 241Am gamma ray that dominates the unfiltered spectrum from any aged
sample. If the detector is unfiltered, the americium peak will cause unnecessary
deadtime and will sum with x rays and gamma rays in the 100-keV region to produce
interferences in the 150- to 165-keV region. ~pical filters use 0.15 to 0.30 cm Qf
cadmium and 0.025 cm of copper to selectively absorb the 59.54-keV gamma ray. A
reasonable rule of thumb is to design the filter to reduce the 60-keV peak height to just
less than the peak heights in the 100-keV region. A thicker filter will unnecessarily
reduce the intensity of the important plutonium peaks in the 120- to 200-keV area (see
Section 8.3.3): A further test for an adequate filter is to check that the region between
153 and 160 keV”is flat and contains no sum pews (Ref., 20). A more complete
discussion of filter ddiign is given in Chapter 2.’
Little, if anyj filtering k needed for freshly separated samples (no 241Am or 237U)
when using the 100-keV region or the 40-keV region. If the detector is shielded with
lead, the shield is often lined wi~ approximately 0.25 cm of cadmium to suppress
lead x rays (72 to 87 keV) that would otherwise app4ar in the spectrum.
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Geometry

The sample-to-detector distance or detector collimation is varied to achieve the
desired count rate. The count rate is usually kept below 20000 counts/s to maximize
resolution. Developments in high-count-rate spectroscopy. (Refs. 23 and 24) may soon
allow the use of a much higher count rate. Count rates as high as 60000 counts/s
have been documented for plutonium isotopic measurements (Ref. 25).
Solution measurements use a fixed sample geometry and a disposable vial or a
refillable cell. The sample thickness is chosen to optimize the measurement with
respect to concentration and energy considerations.
If small samples are placed too close to the detector, gamma rays emitted in cascade
may cause coincidence sum peaks in the spectrum because of the large solid angle
subtended by the detector (Ref. 19). An example of this effect is the coincidence
summing of the 129- and 203-keV gamma rays from 239Pu; the sum peaks Cm
interfere with the 332-keV complex from 241Pu-237U. An effect of 1.6% has been
noted in the 332-keV region using a planar detector and a sample-to-detector distance
of 3 to 4 cm. Large samples are generally placed at a greater distance from the
detector, making this effect less important.
Large plutonium samples have high neutron emission rates; 1 kg of plutonium emits
1 to 2 x 105 rds. High neutron exposure is known to damage germanium detectors
and degrade detector resolution. It is difficult to minimize this effect, because, as the
sample-to-detector distance is increased, the count time must be increased and the
neutron dose remains essentially constant.
8.5.5 Count Time
The count time required to produce the desired precision is a function of the spectral
region studied. In the 40- and 100-keV regions, count times of 1000 s to 1 h are
usually satisfactory. Count times of 1 or 2 h or longer are often necessary when
using gamma rays above 120 keV to measure high-mass samples, although in some
situations samples as small as 10 g can be measured to better than 1YO in less than
30 min. Small samples (1 to 2 g or less) may require overnight measurement times.
For large samples, simple verification of the 239Pu/241Pu ratio may take only a few
minutes. Some specific examples are discussed in Section 8.7.

8.6 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
This section discusses spectral analysis techniques used for the measurement of
plutonium isotopic composition. A general and more complete discussion of the
methods used to determine photopeak areas is given in Section 5.3.
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8.6.1 Region-of-Interest

Summa tion

Region-of-interest (ROI)-summation or channel-summation techniques are often
used to determine photopeak areas for plutonium isotopic composition measurements
because they are easy to implement, understand, and use. Both linear and smoothedstep-function backgrounds are used. ROI-summation techniques work well to determine the areas of single isolated gamma-ray peaks but are less satisfactory for the
analysis of overlapping peaks such as those found in the 125-, 160-, 332-, and 375keV regions of the plutonium spectrum. When ROI summation is used to obtain the
total area of a muhiplet, the individual components can be isolated by an integral
stripping method using neighboring peaks and known relative efficiency differences.
This analysis generally leads to a loss of precision.
Electronic spectrum stabilizers are often included in systems that use ROIsummation techniques. The background windows must be chosen carefully so that
they do not include any of the numerous weak plutonium or 241Amgamma-ray peaks.
TMs is particularly critical when m6asuring materials with high americium concentra,.
tion.
8.6.2 Peak Fitting
A detailed description of peak-fitting techniques is given in Section 5.3. The techniques developed by Gumink and coworkers at Lhermore (Ref. 26) are widely used
for both plutonium isotopic measurements and general gamma-ray spectroscopy. The
GRPANL program (Refs. 27 and 28) was developed by Gunnink specifically to analyze the multiple peaks of the plutonium spectrum; it also forms the basis for the area
determination, routines of the GRPAUT program (Ref. 17) used at Mound Laboratory.
Both GRPANL and GRPAUT use a smoothed-step-function background and a Gaussian function with an exponential tail to describe the photopeak. The equation for the
photopeak function is
Yz = YO{exp [a (Xi – XO)2]+ T(X~)}
where

(8-15)

net counts in channel Xi for a single peak
peak amplitude
–4 in 2/(FWHM)2 = l/2a2 where a is the standard deviation of
the Gaussian function
XI) = peak centroid
T(X~) = tailing function at channel Xi.
Y~ =
Yo =
a=

The tailing function is given by
T(Xi) = {A exp[B(X~ – xo)] + C exp[D(X~ – XO)] }
x {1 – exp[O.4a(X~ – Xo)2]}6

(8-16)
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where

A and C
Band D
25
6

=
=
=
=

short- and long-term tailing amplitude
short- and long-term tailing slope
lfOr Xj<XO
O for Xi z XO.

The second term brings the tailing function smoothly to zero at X. as shown in
Figure 8.15. For many applications the long-tam tail can be neglected (C = 0} for
large muhiplets with strong peaks, it should be included.
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When all seven parameters in Equations 8-15 and 8-16 are treated as free parameters,
the peak-fitting process is usually slow, although today’s computers often permit a
sufficiently fast analysis. Fortunately, many of the parameters can be predetermined
(see Section 5.3). The peak positions XO and width parameters a can be determined
from two strong, isolated, reference peaks such as the 148- and 208-keV peaks from
241Puand 237U.Because the gamma-ray branching ratios are well known, the relative
intensities of peaks from the same isotope can be fixed.
Experience (Ref. 26) shows that the short-term tailing slope B is constant for a
given detector system and should be measured for a high-energy peak where tailing
is large. The short-term tailing amplitude A is given by
lnA=kl+kzE.

(8-17)
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After B has been fixed, A can be determined from the two peaks that were used to
determine the peak positions and width parameters.
If the long-term tailing is zero, the only free parameters are the peak amplitudes Yo,
and the fitting procedure is relatively fast. GRPANL allows other parameters to be free,
but this increases the analysis time. The step-function background is determined first
and subtracted from the acquired spectrum. GRPANL uses an iterative, nonlinear leastsquares technique (Refs. 26 and 27) to fit the residual photopeak activity. Because the
method is iterative, the analysis time depends on the number of peaks, the number of
free parameters, and the type of computer system. Typically, analysis of a plutonium
spectrum containing over 50 peaks in 15 groups in the 120- to 450-keV range takes
about 10 min on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP- 11/23 computer or 3 to 4 min
on a PDP- 11/73. The analysis time is usuaily much shorter than the data accumulation
time.
GRPANL can fit x-ray peaks that have a different intrinsic line shape (Lorentzian)
than gamma rays (Ref. 29). This feature is necessary to fit peaks in the 100-keV
region.
8.6.3 Response-Function

Analysis

Response-function analysis uses the principles discussed in Section 8.6.2 to calculate
the shape of the detector response to a particular isotope in a particular energy region.
The peak-fitting procedure assigns a separate term with the form of Equation 8-15 to
each photopeak in the analysis region and allows some or all of the shape parameters
to be free. The response-function analysis uses the same equation but ,,fixes all shape
parameters and the relative amplitudes Y. of@ the peaks from the same isoto~; the
only free parameters in the fitting procedure are the amplitudes of the isotopes that
contribute peaks to the analysis region. The fitting procedure is reduced to a linear
least-squares analysis that can be quickly solved.
The peak-shape characteristics of the detector must be known or determined from
the spectrum of the sample under study. If the parameters are determined directly from
each spectrum, variations that are due to different count rates or instrumental changes
are automatically registered. (The procedure used to determine peak positions and
shape parameters is discussed in Sections 5.3 and 8.6.2.) Given the shape parameters
and positions for all gamma-ray peaks, it is easy to compute the response profile of
each isotope in the analysis region. Response-function analysis has been used to fit
the complex 100-keV. region (Refs. 4, 12, and 16) and the many regions between
120 and. 370 keV (Refs. 30 and 31). The formalism of Ref. 29, should be ,used to
compute x-ray line shapes when analyzing the 10@keV ,region.

8.7IMPLEMENTED

SYSTEMS

‘IMs section discusses the characteristics and performance of four plutonium isotopic
measurement systems that are in routine use in the United States.
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Fig. 8,16 Plutonium isotopic system implemented at Rockwell-Hanford.
R. A. Hamilton, Rockwell-Han ford.)

8.7.1 RockweU-Hanford
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(Photo courtesy of

Company

The Rockwell-Hanford Company uses a plutonium isotopic measurement system in
conjunction with a calorimeter to measure the plutonium content of solid samples of
plutonium oxide, metrd, mixed oxide, impure oxide, and scrap (Ref. 32). The system
described here was used until 1984 the GRPAUT program, developed at Mound, is
now used. The system, shown in Figure 8.16, uses four 300-mm2 by 7-mm-deep
planar HPGe detectors. The sample-to-detector distance is adjusted to give a count
rate of 3000 counts/s; samples are counted for 10 000s. No sample rotation is used.
Spectra acquired in the MCA are analyzed in an off-line computer. Selected peaks
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in the 120- to 400-keV range are analyzed using the isotope ratio method outlined in
Ref. 3. Only the fundamental branching ratios and half-lives are used in the isotope
ratio expressions. Bias corrections are not made and 242Pu is not calculated.
Table 8-14 shows part of the large volume of performance data obtained during
measurement of 14 standards that span the range from 2 to 24??o240Pu. In Table 8-14
the measured isotope fractions have been used to calculate the rate of heat production
in each sample; the definition of specific power and its importance to’calorimetry are
given in Chapter 21. The measurement precision for the specific power is 0.5 to 1.0%
and the bias is of the same order. When applied to determining the specific power,
plutonium isotopic measurement by gamma-ray spectroscopy is somewhat forgiving.
Biases in one isotope fraction are partially cancelled by the normalization condition
that all isotopes must sum to unity.
Table8-14. Performanceof Rockwell-Hanfordisotopic

system for specific power

Isotope Fraction(wt%)
Isotope

l(oxide)

2(metal)

3(oxide)

4(oxide)

5(oxide)

6(metal)

7(rnetal)

2+8~

0.0003
97.56
2.40
0.038

0.0008
93.73
6.03
0.21
0.138

0.028
91.64
7.65
0.569
0.447

0.14
87.87
10.23
1.49
1.26

0.064
86.50 ~
11.78 ~
1.42 ‘;
o.088~

0.069
80.77
17.10
1.66 :
1.12

0.089
73.81
22.83
2.26
2.13

102

109

239&
240~
241A
241~

0.059

No. of measurements
102
103

98

;

103

101

,’

Precisionof specificpower (% RSD) calculatedfrom measurementreproducibility
“’0.62%
0.53%
1.02%
0.72%
0.65%
0.55%
0.84%
Bitw Specificpower from NDA dividedby specificpower from mass spectroinetryvalues
1.028
1.003
1.008
1.016,
1.002
0.9914
0.9921
8.7.2 Los Alamos National

Laboratory

The Plutonium Processing Facility at Los Alamos has an isotopic composition measurement system that uses an isotopic ratio technique (Refs. 3, 18, and 33). Spectra
are acquired with 200-mm2 by 10-mm-deep planar HPGe detectors. The sarnpleto-detector distance is adjusted to give the desired count rate that may be as high
as 20000 counts/s. Digital gain stabilization is used so that ROI-summation techniques can be used to evaluate peak areas. The spectral regions between 120 and
400 keV are analyzed to determine isotopic ratios. All isotopic ratios are measured
relative to 241Pu. Different gamma-ray ratios are used for aged and freshly separated
material; Table 8-15 lists the ratios used in the analysis. Equation 8-12 is used to
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estimate ‘2Pu; a correlation constant of 90 is used for materials with a wide range of
reactor histories. The required relative efficiency ratios are determined from a set of
sting, clm 239Pu and 241Pu.237U lines that are nmnalked to each other. Simple
linear and quadratic interpolation and extrapolation are used to obtain needed ratios.
On-line analysis haa been applied to material with 2 to 18% 240Pu and up to 2.0%
241Am. The system components are shown in Figure 8.17; the two detectors can
acquire data from two samples simultaneously. The existing analysis program can
handle up to four detectors.
Table 8-15. Ratios used in Los Alamos plutonium isotopic system
Isotopic
Gamma-Ray Energy of Samples (keV)
Ratio
238/241
239/241= ,
,,’
“,;
<,,
240/241
“’
Axn/239a
“’:’:’”

Aged

Freshly Separated

152.7/148.6
345.0/332.4
203.5/’208.0
160.3/164.6
125.3/129.3
169.6/171.3

152.7/148.6
129.3/148.6
160.3/148.6
125.3/129.3b

aA weighted average of the two ratios is used.
bThe’241Am is usually too low to measure.

Because ROI-summation techniques cannot separate overlapping peaka, clean
neighboring peaks are used to subtract interferences. Table 8-16 lists the gammaray peaks used for this subtraction. The 241Pu~41Am ratio is determined from the
332-keV region; this ratio is used to subtract the 241Am contribution from the 241Pu237U peaks at 164.6, 208.0, 267.5, and 332.4 keV.
The fundamental constants in each isotopic ratio equation are adjusted slightly by
meaauring standard referenm materials. Tlis procedure compensates for possible biases in the meaaured peak areas as might be expected using channel-summation methods where there are close interferences in the 125-, 160-, and 332-keV regions. The
calibration standards included a wide variety of plutonium oxide and metal samples
with maases ranging from less than 0.5 g to approximately 1 kg.
Figure 8.18 shows the average accuracy of the Los Alamos system, 239Pu, 2aPu,
and 241Pu are meaaured to better than 0.2% and 23*Pu and 241Am are measured to a
few percent. These values are limited by the accuracy of the standards. The precision
of the measurement is shown in Figure 8.19 as a function of count time. Figure 8.20
shows the precision of the specific power measurement, which is used in conjunction
with a calorimetry measurement to give total plutonium mass. The specific power can
be determined to better than 1% with a 30-min measurement and to about 0.5% with
a 2-h measurement.

.—
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Fig. 8.17 Los Alamos multiple-detector plutonium isotopic system.

Table 8-16. Peaks used for interference subtraction
Peak Used for
Region
Interfering
Subtraction
Isotope
(keV)
(keV)
239~
129.3
125
239~
161.5
160
241fi
164.6”
160
239fi
345.0
332
aFor aged material only.
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indicate a 1-kg sample of PU02 with 12% 240PU).

8.7.3 Mound Facility
Investigators at the Mound Facility have earned out plutonium isotopic measurements in support of their calorimetry effort for some time. They use the peak-fitting
programs GRPANL and GRPAUT described in Section 8.6.2. Long-term tailing is
not used. The slope of the short-term tail B is fixed during initial detector characterization. The peak amplitudes YO and widths a are free parameters; in some cases
the short-term-tail amplitude is a free parameter. Over 50 peaks are fit in the region
from 120 to 450 keV; the 640-keV region is also analyzed. Table 8-17 lists the ratios
used in the GRPAUT program. A relative efficiency curve is determined from 239Pu,
241Pu-237U, and 241Am peaks; weighted least-squares techniques are used to fit the
measured points to a smooth curve (see Equation 8.18). Equation 8-13 is used to
estimate 242Pu.

where

&i = relative efficiency
Ei = gamma-ray energy
ad
241Am
A6, A7 = constants to normalize 241~-237u
f56, f57 = 1 for 241Pu and 241Am, and O otherwise.

points

to 239fi
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Table 8-17. Peak ratios calculated
in GRPAUT
Ratio
Energy(keV)
241/239
241/239
241/239
241/239

208/203”
148/144
165/161
148/129=

238/239
238/241

153/144
153/148a

240/239
240/241
240/241

160/161
160/165
160/148a

Am/239
Am/239
Am/239
Am/239
Am/239

125/129
335/345’
369/375”
662/646
772J718

“Ratios used to calculate isotopic
fractions. Weighted averages are
used where appropriate.

The GRPAUT program has been used in several applications. Reference 20 describes a two-detector method that uses a planar detector in the 120- to 300-keV
region and a coaxial detector in the 300- to 700-keV region. The coaxial detector
is used to measure the 642.48-keV 240Pu and 662.42-keV 241Am gamma rays; the
detector is heavily filtered to absorb gamma rays with energy below 100 keV. The
precision for a 50 000-s count time is -2% for both the 160/148 240P@41Pu ratio
and for the 642/646 240PuF39Pu ratio. For large samples, the 662/646 241AmP39Pu
ratio is significantly more precise than the 125/129 241AmP3gPu ratio.
Figure 8.21 shows a system developed at Mound for the simultaneous calorimetric
and gamma-ray spectroscopic assay of plutonium (Refs. 34 and 35). This system
reduces operator radiation exposure through less sample handling and also reduces
data transcription errors. Table 8-18 summarizes the measurement results obtained
using the transportable assay system at three nuclear facilities. The measured samples
contained from a few hundred grams to 2 kg of plutonium oxide and metal; most
samples had a nominal 240Puconcentration of 6%. Count times were generally 10000
to 50000 s. The total plutonium mass was measured with an accuracy of better than
1% and a precision of 1 to 3%.
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Fig. 8,21 Transportable calorimeter with simultaneous calorimetrylgamma-ray spectroscopy capability. (Photo courtesy of J. G. Fleissner, Mound Faciliiy.)

Table 8-18. Simultaneous assay with transportable calorimeter and
gamma-ray spectroscopy systems
Total Plutonium Assay
Precision of Ratio
Average Ratio
No. of
(%)
Measured/Accepted
Samples
Site
1
2
3

0.997
1.007
1.00

18 “
20
13

1.7
0.7
3.0

aRef. 35.
8.7.4 Lawrence

I&ermore

National

Laboratory

The response-function analysis method has been used extensively by Gunnink and
coworkers at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. In the early 1970s, they
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installed an instrument using this method at the Savannah River Plant to measure
low-concentration solutions of low-bumup plutonium. The instrument used a highresolution planar germanium detector to measure a 10-mL solution sample. The
samples required only small attenuation corrections because of their low plutonium
concentration and small thickness (1 cm). Because americium had been freshly separated from the solutions, it was possible to analyze the 40-keV region. The system
analyzed both the 40- and the 100-keV regions; these regions yield measurements
with significantly better precision than that obtainable using regions above 120 keV.
The measurement precision with a count time of only 10 min is within a factor of
2 of that customarily assigned to mass spectrometry. Table 8-19 lists some results
obtained with this system.
Table 8-19. Performance of the plutonium isotopic assay system at the
Savannah River Plant (response-function method)a’
Isotope

Abundance
(%)

Av Bias
(%)

Precision
(%)

1. Freshly separated solutions, 10-min count time, 3 g/L plutonium:
238
239

0.008
93.46,

240
241

5.88
0.65

5.6

4.7

0.048
0.75
o.%

0049
0.72
1.9

2. Aged solutions, 60-min count time, 4 @L plutonium:
238
239
240
241
Am
TotaJ Pu

0.018
90.92
8.40
0.661
--5.4 a

7.6
0.14
1.6
0.64
0.08
0.46

5.7
0.09
0.94
0.61
0.26
0.35

“Ref. 4.
Gunnink developed a similar instrument to measure high-bumup (w20% 240Pu), highconcentration (~250-g Pu/L) reprocessing plant solutions (Ref. 12). The instrument
is installed at the reprocessing plant in Tokai-Mura, Japan. The 40-keV region is
analyzed when measuring freshly separated solutions. In addition, the 148-keV peak
and the 94-keV U Ka2 x-ray peak (which has contributions from all the plutonium
isotopes) are used to measure 241Pu, and the 129-keV gamma-ray peak is used to
measure zsg~+ pe~ ~eas tie determined using simple ROI-summation techniques;
interfering peaks are stripped out channel by channel before summing. For aged solutions, response-fimction methods are applied to the 100-keV region. The 208- and
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59-keV peaks are used to determine the energy calibration and the peak-shape parameters. Numerous interferences are stripped out of the 100-keV complex before fitting
the response functions. The instrument is calibrated with known solution standards to
measure the absolute concentration of each isotope. Equation 8-12 is used to estimate
242~.
The very thin sample cell (ml mm thick) shown in Figure 8.22 allows a 0.25-mL
sample to be viewed by the detector. The cell is mounted on the detector face as
shown in F@re 8.23, and the plutonium solution to be measured is pumped into the
sample cell from a glovebox. Fresh solutions are counted for 15 to 30 rein, aged
solutions for 30 min to 1 h. Table 8-20 summarizes the performance of the Tokai
system when measuring both freshly separated and aged process solutions.

PRIMARY

CELL :

k

HIQH-P$WSSURE CONNECTOR
TEFLON TUBING’
CELL BODY
TEFLON GASKET ~
f

‘
‘
,

TANTALUti COLLIMATOR ~

y RAYS TO
DETECTOR =1

SECONDARY

CONTAINER
Y
LEAD SHIELD

POSITIONING SPRINGS

.UTONIUM SOLUTION
FROM QL.OVE SOX

FACE PLATE
ACRYLIC WINDOW
GASKET
CONTAINER BODY
T’YQON 7USINQ

Fig. 8.22 Sample cell used with the plutonium isotopic assay system installed at the TokaiMura reprocessing plant in Japan (Ref 12). The celljits over the front of a
HPGe detector; piutonium solutions are pumped to the cellj%om a glovebox in
the analytical laboratory. (Photo courtesy of R. Gunnink, Lawrence Livermore
National Laborato~.)
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Fig. 8.23 HPGe detector and sample cell used with plutonium isotopic assay
system installed at the Tokai-Mura reprocessing plant in Japan
(Ref. 12). (Photo courtesy of R. Gunnink, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.)

Table 8-20. Performance of Tokai isotopic assay system 94 samples,
130- to 270-g/L plutonium”
Isotope

Abundance
(%)

238
239
240
241

0.5 – 1.0
60-75
17 – 23
5–11

Bias
(%)
0.1
0.01
0.02
0.02

–
–
–
–

Precision
(%)
0.8
0.3
0.4
0.8

0.4
0.08
0.2
0.2

–
–
–
–

0.7
0.4
1.3
0.8

“Ref. 12.

Response-function techniques have also been applied by Ruhter and Camp (Refs.
30 and 31) to solid samples using gamma rays in the 120- to 450-keV region. They
developed a portable instrument for the use of safeguards inspectors at the International
Atomic Energy Agency.
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Another system is described by Gunnink in Ref. 36 it makes use of all the data
available in the spectrum, accommodates two detectors (high and low energy), and
analyzes data with both response functions and ROI peak integration. This system
can obtain better precision than other systems can when measuring arbitrary samples
because of its response-function analysis of the 100-keV region.
of Measurement

8.7.5 s~

Precision

For all techniques discussed, the measurement precision is influenced most by the
spectral region analyzed, a higher precision is obtained when measuring the lower
energy regions that have higher gamma-ray emission rates. Table 8-21 summarizes the
measurement precision attainable for different energy regions. Measurement accuracy
is usually commensurate with precision.

Table 8-21. Typical measurement precision (%)
Region
(keV)

Count
Time

238

239

240

241

Am

Specific
Power

40
100
>120

10-30 min
30-60 min
1-4 ha

0.3-5
0.3-5
>1-10

0.05-0.5
0.05-0.5
0.1-0.5

0.2- 1.0
0.2-1.0
1-5

0.2- 1.0
0.2-0.8
0.3-0.8

--0.1- 1.0
0.2-10

--0.1- 1.0
0.3-2

“Whh high-count-rate systems these precision can be realized in less than 30 min.
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Hastings A Smith,Jr., and Phyllis A Russo

9.1 INTRODUCTION
The term “densitometry” refers to measurement of the density of a material by
determining the degree to which that material attenuates electromagnetic radiation
of a given energy. Chapter 2 details the interaction of electromagnetic radiation
(specifically x rays and gamma rays) with matter. Because electromagnetic radiation
interacts with atomic electrons, densitometry measurements are element-specific, not
isotope-specific. Two phenomena occur during a densitometry measurement: first,
part of the incident radiation energy is absorbed; and second, the ionized atoms emit
characteristic x rays as they return to their stable atomic ground states. This latter
process, known as x-ray fluorescence (XRF), is a powerful method for element-specific
assays. (See Chapter 10 for details of the XRF technique.) In some cases, gamma-ray
transmission measurements can provide information not only on the bulk density of
a sample but also on its composition. Because the absorption of low-energy photons
(primarily by the photoelectric effect) is a strong function of the atomic numbers (Z)
of the elements in the sample, a measurable signature is provided on which an assay
can be based.
This chapter describes various densitometry techniques involving measurement of
photon absorption at a single energy and at multiple energies and measurement of
differential photon attenuation across absorption edges. Applications using these techniques are discussed, and measurement procedures with typical performance results
are described.
All densitometry measurements discussed in this chapter are based on determination
of the transmission of electromagnetic radiation of a given energy by the sample
material. The mathematical basis for the measurement is the exponential absorption
relationship between the intensity (l.) of photon radiation of energy (E) incident on a
material and the intensity (I) that is transmitted by a thickness (x) of the material:
(9-1)

I =10 exp(–ppx)
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where p is the mass density of the material and p is the mass attenuation coefficient,
which is evaluated at the photon energy E. The incident and transmitted intensities
are ‘the measured quantities. Their ratio (l/Io) is called the transmission (T) of the
material at the photon energy of interest. If any two of the three quantities in the
exponent expression are known from other data, the third quantity can be determined
by the transmission measurement. A strong advantage of a procedure that measures
photon transmissions is that the data are handled as a ratio of two similarly measured
quantities, thereby removing many bothersome systematic effects that often complicate
the measurement of absolute photon intensity.
The measured electromagnetic radiation can originate from an artificial x-ray source
(which emits photons with a continuous energy spectrum) or from a natural gammaray source (which emits gamma rays with discrete energies). The sample material
is placed between a photon source and a photon detector (see Figure 9.1). The
transmission of the sample is determined by measuring the photon intensity of the
source both with (1) and without (l.) the sample material present.

PHOTON
SOURCE

\
M

u

Fig. 9.1 Key componetits of a densitometry measurement.

9.2 SINGLE-LINE DENSITOMETRY
9.2.1 Concentration

and Thickness

Gauges

If a sample is composed of one type of material+r
of a mixture of materials
whose composition is tightly controlled except for one component-then the sample
transmission at one gamma-ray energy can be used as a measure of the concentration
(density p) of the varying component. Normally, discrete-energy gamma-ray sources
are used. For example, consider a two-component system, such as a solution of
uranium and nitric acid, whose components have respective densities p and PO and
mass attenuation coefficients ~ and ,uOat a given gamma-ray energy. The natural
logarithm of the photon transmission at that energy is given by

—.

—.
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in T = –(pp + popo)x .

(9-2)

Whh p as the unknown concentration,
p=-(~)

px

lnT-M.

(9-3)
P

Equation 9-3 may be applied as a gauge for the concentration of an unknown
amount of substance (p) in a known, carefully controlled solvent concentration (PO).
In applying the concentration gauge to special nuclear material (SNM) solutions
(uranium and plutonium), it is critical both that the mass attenuation coefficients
be well characterized for the solvent (PO) and the SNM (p) and that the solvent
composition (PO) be well known and constant from sample to sample. The sample
solutions should not be vulnerable to contamination because contamination would
cause variations in the effective values of POand PO.
Single-line measurement can also be applied as a ttdckness gauge for materials of
known and tightly controlled composition. On-line measurement of the transmitted
photon intensity at one energy through metals and other solids in a constant measurement geometry is a direct measure of the thickness (x) of those materials. Such
information is useful for timely control of some commercial production processes.
9.2.2 Measurement

Precision

Consider the case of a single-line concentration measurement in which no significant
fluctuations are present in the solvent composition. The measurement precision of the
unknown quantity (p) is determined by the statistical variance of the transmission
(T). The relative precision of the density measurement is obtained by differentiating
Equation 9-3:

~=(+[~1

(9-4)

ThLs expression shows that there is a range of transmission values over which the
relative precision of the density measurement is smaller than that of the transmission
(the favorable precision regime, Iln TI > 1 or T <0.37.
For larger transmission
values, the relative precision of the density is larger than that of the transmission and
the measurement suffers accordingly. Note that when T approaches 1, the expression
for the relative precision”diveqges because of the factor l/(ln T). Because the sample
material is absorbing none of the incident radiation, there is no assay signal.
The range of useful transmission values cd also be related to a characteristic
concentration, PC = l/px. When in T > 1, then p > PC and the measurement is
in the favorable precision regime; but when p < PC, the assay signal is too small
and the precision is unfavorable. By determining the favorable operating range from
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the point of view of this characteristic concentration, one can choose a reasonable sample thickness (x), given the intrinsic properties of the sample material to be measured
(p) and the expected range of sample concentrations.
Because of the symmetry in p and x in Equations 9-1 through 9-3, Equation 9-4
also expresses the relative precision of a thickness measurement. For a tldckness
measurement, the precision can be enhanced by a judicious choice of photon energy.
There are limits both on how high and on how low the sample transmission should
be for optimum measurement precision. Because T = I/10 and the intensities are
statistically varying quantities, Equation 9-4 can be rewritten as
,.

1/2
UQ=

P

1
lnT

T+l
IoT

(-)

(9-5)

“

A plot of tids relationship in Figure 9.2 shows the deterioration of the measurement
precision at the high- and low-concentration extremes. The optimum range of T is
below the point where in T = 1, in keeping with the definition of p=. The range of
T over which ~e quantity o(p)/p is near a minimum determines the instrument design features (sample thickness, measurable concentration range, and photon energy).
These featuies are also important in the more complex &nsitometry measurements
described in Sections 9.3 and 9.4.
Note that the above discussion deals with the measurement precision determined
by counting statistics alone. Generally, other factors can cause added fluctuations
in the measurement results; they include variations in the matrix material (solvent)
and possible instrumental fluctuations. As a result, the precision of an assay instrument should be determined by making replicate measurements of known standards
representing the fbll range of sainple and solvent properties.

Fig. 9.2 Precision of single-energy
densitometry as a function
of sampie transrnisswn
for two values @incident

~

photon total counts (jYom w
Equation 9-5). The optiZg
mum transmission is that a_
3=
which gives the smallest
~o
relative measurement pre- ~ ~
cision., This correspottds
2 G
to a concentration that is
greater thdn the characteristic concentration, pc,
where in T = 1. (Note the
logarithmic scale on the
horizontal axis.)
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Measurement of photon transmission at one energy allows for the assay of only one
substance or of only one component of a mixtum the concentration of the other components must be kept constant. Measurement of photon transmission at two energies
allows for the assay of two components of a mixture. Such a compound measurement
stands the greatest chance for success the more the attenuation coefficients of the
two components differ from one another. Analysis of the concentration of a high-Z
element in a low-Z solvent is an exckllent example of a two-energy densitometry
measurement.

9.3.1 Analysia of ‘Itvo-Energy Case
Consider a mixture of two components with (unknown) concentrations PI and P2.
Let the mass attenuation coefficient of component i measured at energy j be given by
Pi = Pi@j)

(9-6)

and define the transmission at energy j as
Tj = exp[– (p~pl + p~p2)x] .

(9-7)

The measurement of two transmissions gives two equations for the two unknown
concentrations:
(–h Tl)/x = Ml = p~pl + p~pz
(–in T2)/x = Mz = p~pl + p~p2 .

(9-8)

By attributing the measured absorption to the two sample components, we are actually
defining the incident radiation to be the intensity transmitted by an empty sample
container. The solution to the above equations is

For Equation 9-8 to have a solution, the determinant of the coefficients, D, must be
nonzero. This condition is virtually assured if the mass attenuation coefficients for the
two components have significantly different energy dependence. Physically, this has
the meaning that the assay is feasible if the components can be distinguished from one
another by their absorption properties. This criterion further suggests two possible
choices of photon energies. First, if two widely differing energies “ue used, the dMfer-”
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ent slopes of p vs E for the high-Z and the low-Z components suffice to differentiate
between them. Second, by choosing photon energies near and on either side of an
absorption edge for the heavier (higher-Z) component, the energy dependence for
the mass attenuation coefficient of the higher-Z material will appear to have the
opposite slope to that of the low-Z component, making the two components easily
distinguishable. This approach is especially promising in assays of SNM in lowdensity matrices or in assays of two SNM components.
%3.2

Measurement

Precision

The primary source of random measurement uncertainty is the statistical variance
of the transmission measurements. The expression for the relative precision of each
component’s concentration is given by

c7(j@
=
–PI pi in T2 –12
Pz in T1 {[~+12+[~w2}”2
U(p,)

‘=P’

11,
p~ln T1-plln

T2

{[W12+[W12)’

(9-lo)

Note that because the assay result varies inversely with the sample thickness (see
Equation 9-8), the sample thickness (x) must be very well known or held constant
within close tolerance.
9.3.3 Extension

to More Energies

In principle, the multiple-energy densitometry technique can be extended to three
or more energies to measure three or more sample components. In practice, such a
broadening of the technique undermines the sensitivity of the measurement for some
sample components, because it is extremely dMicult to select gamma-ray energies that
can sample different energy dependence of the absorption of each of the components.
Accordingly, multiple-energy densitometry is rarely extended beyond the two-energy
case.

9.4 ABSORPTION-EDGE DENSITOMETRY
Absorption-edge densitometry is a special application of two-energy densitometry.
The photon energies at which the transmissions are measured are selected to be as
near as possible to, and on opposite sides of, the absorption-edge discontinuity in
the energy dependence of the mass attenuation coefficient for me unknown material
(Ref. 1). Both the K and the LZIZ absorption edges have been used in nondestructive
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assay of special nuclear material (see Section 9.7 for specific applications). Figure
9.3 shows the attenuation coefficients for plutonium, uranium, and selected low-Z
materials and includes the K and L edges for the heavy elements.
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Fig. 9.3 Energy dependence of the photon mass attenuation coefficients for
uranium, plutonium, and selected low-Z materials. Note the absorptionedge discontinuities for uranium and plutonium in the 17- to 20-keV
(L edge) and 115- to 122-keV (K edge) energy regions.
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Absorption-edge denaitometry involves the measurement of the transmission of a
tightly collimated photon beam through the sample material. The collimation defines
the measurement geometry and also reduces interference from radiation emitted by the
sample material. Because the collimation selects only a small fraction of the sample
volume, the stiple must be highly uniform for the assay to be representative of all
of the material. As a result, the absorption-edge technique is best suited for solution
assays, although it has been used for assays of solids (Refs. 2 through 4).
9.4.1 Description of Measure ment Technique
Consider the typical case of a high-Z (SNM) component in a low-Z (solvent) matrix.
Figure 9.4 depicts the attenuation coefficients and measurement energies above (U)
and below (L) an absorption edge. (The discussion emphasizes K-edge measurements,
but the analysis is similar in the L-edge region as well.) The subscripts refers to the
measured element, and the subscripts M and m refer to the high- and low-Z matrix
elements, respectively. The magnitudes of the attenuation coefficient discontinuities
and the edge energies of interest are given in Table 9-1.
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Fig. 9.4 Expanded schematic of the mass attenuation co@cient

as a jhnction of
photon energy. Curves are shown for a sample material (s), assumed to
be a heavy element, a heavy-element matrix component(M), and a lightelement matrix component (m).
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Table 9-1. Absorption-edge energies and discontinuities
for selected SNM commnents
.
Plutonium
Uranium
Property
E(K)
E(LIII)
AN(K)
Ap(LIII)

115.6 keV
17.2 keV
3.7 cmzig
55.0 cmzg

121.8 keV
18.0 keV
3.4 Cmzlg
52.0 cm2/g

Equation 9-11 gives the transmission of photons through the solution at the two
mea~urement energies Eu and EL.
in TL = -(P:P,
lnTu=–

+ P&Pm)x

(P:PS + P:Pm)x .

(9-11)

To solve for the measured element concentration,
(9-12)
where
A/.L=p~-p~>O
Apm=/.L~-p:>O.

(9-13)

The second term in Equation 9-12 expresses the contribution from the solvent matrix.
Because the transmissions arc measured relative to an empty sample container, the
transmission of the sample container does not influence Equation 9-12. Note the
similarity of Equation 9-12 to the single-line case (Equation 9-3), with p’s replaced
by Ap’s.
Because the matrix term in Equation 9-12 is independent of SNM concentration
and sample cell geometry, it can be applied to any absorption-edge densitometry
measurement for which the solution transmissions are measured relative to an empty
sample container. Ideally, if EL = EU = EK, then Apm = O, and the measurement is
completely insensitive to any effects from the matrix. In practice, however, the two
measurement energies differ by a finite amount, so some residual matrix correction
may be necessary. In cases where the matrix contribution maybe significant, it can be
determined empirically by assaying a solution that contains only the matrix material
or its effect can be deduced analytically. For further discussion of matrix corrections
for absorption-edge densitomet~, see Section 9.4.4.
The ratio of the two transmissions at the two measurement energies (R = TL/’Tu)
is the measured quantity, and Ap and x are constants that can be evaluated from
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transmission measurements with calibrated standards of well-defined concentrations,
Whh judiciously chosen photon energies, this technique will provide very reliable,
nearly matrix-independent assays of specific elements whose absorption edges lie
between the transmission source energies.
9.4.2

Measurement

Precision

Differentiation of Equation 9-12 gives the relative precision of a densitometry measurement:
~(Ps)
P.
–=(*)

[*

I”(+)FH

~

(9-14)

The fractional error in R is determined by the counting statistics of the transmission measurements. In analogy with the discussion of Equation 9-4, the choice of
measurement parameters can be guided by reference to a characteristic concentration,
pc = 1/ANx.
When p > pc, the measurement is in the favorable precision regime,
where a(p)lp < a(R)/R. But if the SINMconcentration is too far above pc, the excessive absorption deteriorates the measurement precision, primarily because of the
enhanced absorption of the transmission gamma rays above the absorption edge. The
statistical fluctuations of the very small transmitted intensity at Eu is then overpowered
by the statistical fluctuations of the background in that energy region.
Table 9-2 shows the values of these characteristic concentrations for a 1-cm transmission path length (x = 1 cm). The table implies, for example, that for a 1-cm sample
cell thickness, K-edge assays of plutonium concentrations greater than 300 g/L would
be in the favorable precision regime. For assays of 30-~ solutions, the sample cell
thickness should be greater than 0.5 cm for LIIr-edge assays and greater than 9 cm
for K-edge assays,
Table 9-2. Characteristic concentrations for uranium
and plutonium
Plutonium
Characteristic
Uranium
Concentration
(w)
(@)
294
270
P.(K)
18
19
P.(Lz~I)
A more analytical approach can be used to optimize measurement parameters. Figure 9.5 shows the calculated statistical measurement precision (Equation 9-14) as a
function of transmission path length (x) for a variety of SNM concentrations. The
figure shows, for example, that a densitometer designed for 30-glL SNM solution
assays should have a sample cell thickness of 7 to 10 cm.
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Fig. 9.5 Calculated relative statistical uncertainty in plutonium concentration by K-edge densitomeoy as a function of sample cell thickness (transmission path length). The empty cell transmission
counts below the K edge (IoL) were taken to be 2 X 106 in the
121 .l-keV photopeak.

The final test in evaluating the design of a densitometer is empirical determination
of the assay precision. Figure 9.6 shows the precision of a series of measurements
on a K-edge densitometer designed for low- to medium-concentration plutonium solution assays with a 7-cm-thick sample cell (Ref. 5). Figure 9.6 agrees well with the
theoretical curve shown in Figure 9.5.
Calculations of measurement precision are helpful in determining design parameters
for optimum instrument performance. Figure 9.7 shows the results of such calculations for both K- and LrIr-edge densitometers (Ref. 6). The ranges of plutonium
concentrations over which the relative measurement precision is better than 1% are
shown for different sample thicknesses (x).
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Sensitivity

A useful parameter in the specification of a nondestructive assay instrument is its
“minimum detectable limit,” which is that quantity of nuclear material that produces
an assay signal significantly above background in a reasonable count time (Refs. 7
and 8). For nuclear waste measurements, where the minimum detectable limit is an
important instrument specification, an assay signal that is three standard deviations
(99% confidence level) (Ref. 9) above background is considered to be significant.
This limit can also be regarded as a measurement sensitivity, in that it characterizes
a lower limit of SNM that can be detected with some level of confidence.
Because absorption-edge densitometers are usually built for specific assay applications in well-defined SNM solution concentration ranges, the minimum detectable
limit is not particularly important. However, the measurement sensitivity can serve as
a convenient quantity for comparing design approaches and other factors that influence
instrument performance.
To obtain an expression for the measurement sensitivity of an absorption-edge
densitometer, the assay background must be defined so that the minimum detectable
assay signal can be determined. The statistical uncertainty in the measured density is
given in Equation 9-14. The ratio R of the two transmissions above and below the
absorption edge is composed of raw gamma-ray (or x-ray) photon intensities that vary
according to the usual statistical prescriptions. When the SNM concentration is zero,
the solution is entirely matrix material (typically acid) and
TU w T~ = T = exp(–pmpmx) .

(9-15)

When the the SNM concentration is zero, R = 1. Then the definition of T gives
(9-16)
Equation 9-16 expresses the uncertainty in the background., The three-sigma criterion
provides an expression for the minimum detectable limit’ (or sensitivity, s) for an
absorption-edge densitometer

‘=*[(++*)(+)1’”

(9-17)

‘g”)

where the units of Apx are cm31g.
Equation 9-17 shows that the measurement sensitivity is affected by several measurement parameters:
● The sensitivity suffers in low-transmission samples.
● Long counts of the unattenuated photon intensities (l.) improve measurement sensitivity.
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L-edge measurements (with their larger Ap are more sensitive than K-edge measurements (if all other measurement parameters remain the same).
An increase in sample cell thickness may improve the measurement sensitivity, but
the accompanying decrease in T will compete with that improvement.

9.4.4 Matrix Effects
The absorption-edge technique is insensitive to the effects of matrix materials if
both transmissions are measured at the absorption edge. However, with a finite energy
separation of the transmission gamma rays, the matrix contribution is nonzero and is
represented by the second term in Equation 9-12. This term can become significant
for low SNM concentrations, p., or when the spacing between the assay energies,
EL and Eu, becomes largq either condition threatens the validity of the inequality
:
@nPm << 4PP..
The natural width of the absorption edge (less than 130 eV) and the energy resolution of the detection system (typically 500 eV or more) are intrinsic limitations to the
design of an instrument that attempts to minimize the effects of matrix attenuation by
using closely spaced assay energies. The limited availability of useful, naturally occurring radioisotopes rdso leads to compromises in the choice of transmission sources.
One very useful technique for reducing the matrix effect is an extrapolation procedure applied to the measured transmission data (Refs. 2 and 5). The procedure
attempts to extrapolate the measured transmissions to the energy of the absorption
edge. This extrapolation is possible because the energy dependence of the mass attenuation coefficients over narrow energy ranges is known to be a power law:
logp(E)=klog

E+B .

(9-18)

The slope parameter (k) is essentially the same for elements with Z > 50, with
an average value of approximately –2.55 near the uranium and plutonium K edges
(Ref. 2). Table 9-3 gives the extracted values for the slopes and intercepts of several
substances of interest to SNM assay (Ref. 10).
As an example of a general assay case, consider a solution of SNM in a lowZ solvent, with possible additional heavy-element (Z > 50) matrix contaminants.
Equation 9-12 generalizes to

p.=(&)ln(%)+pM(%)
+p.(~)-

(9-19)

The subscript M refers to the high-Z matrix contaminant, and the subscript m represents the low-Z matrix (solvent); and in analogy with Equation 9-13, APM = pi –pfi
(see Figure 9.4). The measured transmissions are then extrapolated to the SNM K
edge using the ene~y dependence of P(E) for the heavy elements. Because the
slope parameters (k) for Z >50 are all essentially the same, the SNM and high-Z
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Table 9-3. Slopes (k) and intercepts (B) for the linear dependence
of log P(E) vs log E for various materials of interest in the
100- to 150-keV energy region (log to base 10)”
k
B
Solution, Component
Plutonium (above K edge)
(below K edge)
Uranium (above K edge)
(below K edge)
Tungsten
Tin
Iron
Aluminum
Water
Nitric Acid

–2.48
–2.56
–2.49
–2.7 1
–2.50
–2.45
– 1.57
–0.500
–0.306
–0.3 14

5.83
5.42
5.82
5.65
5.65
5.12
2.70
0.227
–0,153
–0.171

aRef. 10.

matrix absoqxion coefficients can be transformed with the same k (for example, the
average value, –2.55). As a result, the transformed ApM vanishes and the assay
result becomes
(9-20)

where AN+ (which equals N$ – p;, see Figure 9.4) is now defined across the absorption edge (in this case, the K edge) rather than between the energies EL and Eu.
The constants a, b, and c are defined as
a = (EK/EL)k
b = (EK/EU)k
c = (EK/EL)k-k’ – (EK/EU)k–k’

(9-21)

where k = –2.55 and k’ = –0.33 (the average value of k for elements with atomic
numbers less than 10). This procedure renders the assay essentially independent of
the heavy-element matrix but still leaves a residual correction for the light-element
matrix. It is not possible to remove the effects of both the light- and heavy-element
matrix materials because k # k’. The transmissions must be corrected for the acid
matrix contributions because the transmissions are measured relative to an empty sample cell. If the reference spectra (the IO intensities) were taken with the cell fill of
a representative acid solution, no acid matrix correction would be necessary. However,
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any fluctuation in acid molarity would bias the measurement of an actual sample. The
density of nitric acid (pm) and the acid molarity (M) are related (Ref. 11) by
pm=l+0.03M.

(9-22)

For plutonium K-edge assays in which the K edge is closely bracketed by 57C0 and
75Se gamma rays (see Section 9.4.6), this low-Z matrix correction is small but may
be important at low plutonium concentrations. For example, the correction term in
Equation 9-20 for 3 M nitric acid is equivalent to approximately 0.87 g Pu/L (Ref. 5).
Equation 9-22 shows that fluctuations in acid molarity cause fluctuations in the acid
matrix correction that are only 370 as larg~ so careful control of the acid molarity is
important only at very low SNM concentrations.
For uranium K-edge assays with a 169Yb transmission source (EL = 109.8 keV,
Eu = 130.5 keV), the extrapolation procedure greatly improves the quality of the
assay results. This is demonstrated graphically in Ref. 2, where assays of uranium
solutions with varying tin concentrations were shown to be matrix-independent with
the extrapolation correction. Several other matrix effects studies are described in
Ref. 12.
9.4.5 Choice of Measurement

Technique

Because of differences in the Ap values at the K edge versus the LIII edge, the
measurement sensitivity (defined in Equation 9- 17) is more than an order of magnitude
larger at the LZII edge than at the K edge, other parameters being equrd (see also Table
9-1). However, because of the higher penetrability of photons at the K-edge energies,
thicker samples can be used for the K-edge measurements, thereby enhancing K-edge
sensitivity.
If significant quantities of lower-Z elements (such as yttrium and zirconium) are
present in a sample, the K edges of these elements cause discrete interferences that bias
the LIII assays of uranium and plutonium (Ref. 12). Furthermore, detector resolution
at LIII energies limits the ability to perform LIII-edge assays in the presence of
significant amounts of neighboring elements (uranium with protactinium or neptunium
plutonium with neptunium or americium). The K-edge measurements are not subject
to such interferences. In addition, the higher photon energies required for the K-edge
transmission measurements permit the use of thicker or higher-Z materials for samplecell windows, an important practical consideration for in-plant operation. Finally,
more flexibilityy exists in the availability of discrete-gamma-ray transmission sources
for K-edge measurements.
9.4.6 Transmission

Sources

The most versatile transmission source is the bremsstrahlung continuum produced
by an x-ray generator. The intensity of this source can be varied to optimize the count
rate for a variety of sample geometries, concentrations, and thicknesses.
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The x-ray generator voltage (which determines the assay energy range) can be
adjusted and the spectrum tailored appropriately for the assay of specific elements.
Furthermore, matrix effects can be minimized by extrapolation of the measured transmissions to the absorption edge. Commercial units are available with power supplies
that are highly stable and x-ray tubes that are long-lived for long-term reliable operation in either the K- or the LI1l-edge energy regions.
The use of discrete gamma-ray lines that bracket the absorption edge, the alternative to the continuum transmission sources, has been demonstrated successfully in
several instruments. This technique is appropriate for K-edge assays. Discrete gainma
rays are not available as primary emissions in the LIII-edge energy region. This approach depends on the availability of relatively slowly decaying radioisotopes that
emit gamma rays of appropriate energies and sufficient intensities. For example, a
convenient combination for the K-edge assay of plutonium (EK = 121.8 keV) is the
121.1-keV gamma ray from 75Se (half-life = 120 days) and the 122.1-keV gamma ray
from 57Co (half-life = 270 days). The proximity of both energies to the plutonium
absorption edge minimizes the effects of the matrix and enhances the sensitivity of
the assay (Ref. 1). Because of the different half-lives, accurate decay corrections or
frequent measurements of the unattenuated intensities (l.) are required. The use of
lGgYb (half-life = 32 days) for uranium assay at the K edge (Refs. 2 and 3) has the
advantage of requiring no decay correction because both gamma rays come from the
same source. However, the linger energy separation (EL = 109.8 keV, EK = 115.,6
keV, Eu = 130.5 keV) introduces a larger matrix sensitivity (larger Apm) and ,a
smaller assay sensitivity (smaller Ap). Furthermore, to maintain acceptable counting statistics, the source must be replaced frequently because of the short half-life of
16gYb. The extrapolation tectilque discussed in Section 9.4.4, is especially effective
in reducing the matrix sensitivityy. A detailed dkcussion of convenient radioisotopic
sources for absorption-edge densitometry appears in Ref. 1. Several variations on
these two basic transmission source configurations are discussed in Ref. 12.
;

9.5 SINGLE-IXNE DENSITOMETERS
The measurement of photon transmission at a single energy has been applied using
low-resolution detectors for assay of SNM in solution and in reactor fuel elements.
These instruments use low-energy gamma-ray transmission sources to minimize the
ratio flO/fl (see Equation 9-3) and thus reduce the sensitivity to variations in the low-Z
matrix.
One instrument uses an 241Am transmission source mounted in the center of an
annular cell containing SNM solution (Refs. 13 and 14). The cell is surrounded
by a 47r plastic scintillator. The instrument separates the transmitted 60-keV gamma
ray from the background sample radiation by modulating the source with a rotating,
slotted tungsten shield. Designed to assay high concentrations (>200 @L) of SNM,
the instrument is sensitive to 1% changes in SNM concentration at the 95% confidence
level.

—.
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A single-line densitometer has been used to determine the density of SNM in
pelleted and compacted cerhmic fuel elements (Ref. 15). The 67- and 76-keV gamma
rays of 171Tm and the 84-keV gamma ray of 170Tm me detected by a 1-in.-diam
NaI(Tl) detector. The gross detector signals are counted in the multichannel scaling
mode as the fuel elements are scanned to give the SNM density profile. The sensitivityy
of the instrument to SNM is 0.2 @cm3 at the 95% confidence level.

9.6 DUAL-LIlN13 DENSITOMETERS
Dual-line densitometry has application to solids (fuel elements) and to solutions.
Low- and high-resolution gamma spectrometers have been used and have been applied
to the assay of a low- and high-Z component, as well as to the assay of two high-Z
components.
A dual-line densitometer has been used to determine the densities of the low-Z (silicon ahd carbon) and high-Z (thorium and uranium) components in high-temperature
gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) fuel pellets (Refs. 16 and 17). The transmission source
provides two widely differing gamma-ray energies (122 keV from 57C0 and 1173 and
1332 keV from ‘°Co), so that the &nsitivity to the two components is based on the
different slopes of p vs Eat low and high Z*S. Equation 9-9 applies in this case.
Fuel pellet cakes containing 92 to 95% thorium and 5 to 8$?. 238U with a low-Z to
heavy-Z weight ratio of 1.6 to 2.4 were assayed in 2-rein measurement periods. The
sensitivity to changes in the weight of either component was 3% or better at the 9570
confidence level.
Dual-line solution densitombtry has also been applied to the assay of two SNM
components by measuring ~transmissions at two low gamma-ray energies (Refs. 18
and 19]. The transmission energies were chosen to bracket the L-absorption edges of
the higher-Z component (element 2) in such a way that, in Equation 9-8, p; = p; and
p; > fl~. Thus, Equation 9-8 can be solved to give the concentration of element 1,
independent of element 2:

‘l=(&)h(3

(9-23)

where Apl = p? – pi. The measured T2 and
tration of element 2:

‘2=

In T2
()—P;

pl are

then used to obtain the concen-

PIP? .
(9-24)

P;

Dual-1ine densitometry has been applied to thorium and uranium assay using secondary sources of niobium and iodine K~ x rays (at 16.6 and 28.5 keV, respectively)
fluoresced by a 100-mCl“241Am source. These x-rays bracket the L edges of uranium.
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However, 16.6 keV is just above the LZIZ absorption edge of thorium (at 16.3 keV).
Measurements were performed using low-resolution (Ref. 18) and high-resolution
(Ref. 19) gamma-ray spectroscopy. The high-resolution experiments used reference
solutions containing mixtures of thorium and uranium with total SNM concentrations
between 35 and 70 g/L. In the range 0.25 S pm/~ S 4.0, the precision of the thorium
and uranium concentration assay was 1~0 or better for 4000-s count periods.

9.7 ABSORPTION-EDGE DENSITOMETERS
Assay of uranium and plutonium solutions by the absorption-edge densitometry
technique has been demonstrated in field tests of several instmments that perfom Kedge or LIII-edge measurements. The instruments were designed for solution scrap
recovery or reprocessing applications. Each instrument uses a high-resolution gammaray spectrometer (typically HPGe for K-edge assays and Si(Li) for Lzlz-edge assays)
and a computer-based multichannel analyzer. The measurement precision achieved in
each case approaches the statistical prediction, which is typically 0.5% or better for
short (S30-min) count periods.
The transmission sources used by the K-edge instruments are discrete gammaray sources or bremsstrahlung continuum (x-ray) sources. The 109.8- and 130.5keV gamma rays of lG9Yb are used for discrete K-edge assays of uranium, and the
121.1- and 122.1-keV gamma rays of TSSe and STCOm used for discrete K-edge
assays of plutonium. Only x-ray generators have been used in the Lzzl-edge instruments.
The absorption-edge assay relies on Equation 9-12. The assay precision (Equation
9-14) depends on several variables, including Aj.L, x, solution concentration, count
time, and incident beam intensity. It is therefore convenient in comparing various
instruments to use the characteristic concentration parameter [PC= ( l/Apx)] for each
instrument. The instmment relative precision is defined as the precision measured at
the optimum concentration for a fixed count period. This optimum concentration is
that for which the relative precision [o(p)/p] is a minimum (see Figures 9.5 and 9.6).
Tables 9-4 and 9-5 list the K-edge and Lzlz-edge densitometers that have undergone
field testing. The characteristic concentration (PC)and the empirically determined optimum concentration (shown in parentheses beneath PC)are given for each instrument.
The tables specify the solutions used to obtain the data and quote the measured precision at the optimum concentrations in specified count periods. Detailed discussions
of the instruments listed in Tables 9-4 and 9-5 are given in Sections 9.7.1 and 9.7.2.
9.7.1 K-Absorption-Edge

Densitometers

Given below are descriptions of several K-edge densitometers that have been tested
and evaluated under actual or simulated in-plant environments. Table 9-4 summarizes
the performance data for the instruments.

Table 9-4. K-absorption-edge
Instrument Test
Location
1.

Los Ahunos

densitometers.
P.

Poptimum

(g/L)
135
(300)

2. Oak Ridge
Y-12

(:;0)

3. Barnwell
AGNS

(::0)

4. Tokai (Japan)
PNC

150
(300)

5. Savannah River
SRP

(:)

6. Seibersdorf (Austria)
IAEA
(portable)

150
(300)

7. Karlsruhe (FRG)
KfK
(continuum source)

150
(300)

“SR = Scrap Recovery.
bRP = Reprocessing Plant.

SNM

Solution
Type

u

HEU SR”, misc.

0.5

1000

u

HEU SR, misc.

0.5

600

Pu

prepared
(fresh, aged)

0.2

1200

12,24,25

Pu

RPb product
(fresh, aged)

0.2

2000

12,26,27,28

Pu

RP product
(fresh)

0.2

2000

5,12,29

Pu

prepared

0.3

500

prepared
RP product
RF feed
[ U:PU::3:1

0.2
0.2
0.2
1.0

1000
1000
1000
1000 1

:U
U(+PU)
Pu(+u)
.
.

1

Precision
10 (%)

Live Time
(s)

References
12,20,21
22,23

30

12,31,32
33

$
k
=.
a
~
+
g
“s

%
+
Q*
*
h
p

g
b
s

Table 9-5. LIzz-absorption-edge
Instrument Test
Location
1. Savannah River
SRL

Pc
Poptimum
(gIL)
16
(50)

2. Argonne
NBL

(:)

3. Barnwell
AGNS

(:)

4. Los Akamos
(Compact)

16
(60)

‘RP = Reprocessing Plant.

densitometers.

SNM

Precision
la (%)

Solution
Type

Live Time
(s)

References

0.3
0.2
1.0

1000
2000.
2000

12,21,34

prepared
r prepared I
1 U:PU::2:1 j

0.3
0.2
0.9

1000
2000
2000

35

u

U, natural
enrichment
(flowing)

0.7

250

36

u

U, natural
enrichment

0.2

1000

37

U or Pu
u (+PU)
Pu (+U)

RPaproduct
RP product
[ U:PU::2:1

U or Pu
u (+PU)
Pu (+U)

1
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1. Los Alamos National Laboratory (Refs. 12, 20, and 21). The Los Alamos
uranium solution assay system (USAS) is a hybrid assay instrument used off-line at
the Los Alamos high-enriched uranium (HEU) scrap recovery facility. The USAS
measurement head is shown in Figures 9.8 and 9.9.
The USAS applies three distinct gamma-ray methods to assay uranium concentration
in 20- or 50-mL uranium solution samples (in disposable plastic sample vials) in three
concentration ranges. Waste solutions with uranium concentrations in the range 0.001
to 0.5 g/L are counted for 2000 s with no transmission correction. Process solutions
with concentrations in the range 1 to 50 g/L are measured using a 169Ybtransmission
source. The highest range, 50 to 400 g/L, corresponding to product solutions, is
assayed by the K-edge method using a lGgYb transmission source. Accuracies of
0.7-1 .5% can be achieved in measurement times of 400-2000 s.
The assay results are used for process control and nuclear material accounting. The
instrument was in routine use in the scrap recovery facility from January 1976 until
August 1984 when the facility was closed.
2. Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant (RefS. 22 and 23). The HEU scrap recovery facility
at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant uses a solution assay system (SAS) that is analogous to
the USAS, The K-edge method is used to assay 50-mL uranium solution samples in
the concentration range 50 to 200 g/L, The samples include but are not limited to the
product. The SAS uses a lG9Yb transmission source and disposable plastic sample
vials.

Fig. 9.8 The USAS measurement head.
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Fig. 9.9 Scale line drawing of the USAS measurement head. The solution
thickness in the transmission path is 2 cm.

The system was put into routine use at Y-12 in October 1981 for process control
and materials accounting.
3. Allied General Nuclesr Services (AGNS) (Refs. 12, 24, and 25).
A
discrete-source K-edge densitometer was evaluated for plutonium assay at the Allied
General Nuclear Services facility in Barnwell, South Carolina, during 1977-78. The
hybrid instrument performed passive and K-edge measurements on prepared 10-mL
solution samples of typical light-water-reactor plutonium in a fixed quartz sample
cell. The transmission source was a combination of 75Se and 57C0. The results were
reported for cells of dhlerent transmission path lengths.

4. Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Refs.
12 and 26 through 28). A discrete-source K-edge densitometer operates in the
Tokai-Mura Reprocessing Plant analytical laboratory of the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation in Japan. Freshly separated and aged plutonium
solution samples of the products of boiling-water-reactor and pressurized-water-reactor
fuel reprocessing are assayed by the K-edge method in a two-cycle assay (first with
a 75Se transmission source, then with 57CO). Figure 9.10 shows the location of the
measurement station under the glove box at the Tokai-Mura plant laboratory. Figure
9.11 is a scale line drawing of the measurement head, which includes a well extending down from the glove-box floor. The instrument performs an isotopics assay on
the fresh solutions in a third cycle. The solution samples are assayed in a well that is an
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Fig. 9.10 The Tokai K-edge densitometer measurement station beneath the
laboratory glove box.
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Fig. 9.11 Scale line drawing of the Tokai K-edge densitometer measurement head. The solution thickness in the transmission path is
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Fig. 9.12 Percent difference between 600-s K-edge a@ destructive assays for plutonium concentration, plotted as a function of
sample identification number. The solid line is the average
relative result of –0.36Y0. This apparent bias is the result of
calibration (in 1979) using only a small number of reference
samples (see Ret 27).

extension of a glove box. The gamma-ray detector and the transmission sources are
external to the glove box. The sample cells are disposable plastic vials that require
approximately 10 mL of solution.
The Tokai instrument was installed in November 1979 and was operated through
1980 in an evaluation mode. The instrument has been in routine use in the facility
since early 1981. Figure 9.12 is a plot of the percent difference between K-edge assay
results and the reference values (from destructive analysis) obtained throughout 1981
during routine facility use of the instrument (Ref. 28). The densitometer has been
available for facility use by IAEA inspectors since 1982.
5. Savannah River Plant (SRP) (Refk. 5, 12, and 29). A discrete-source Kedge plutonium solution densitometer was designed for in-line testing at the Savannah
River Plant. A flow-through stainless steel sample cell was plumbed into a bypass
loop on process solution storage tanks hnd resided in a protrusion of the process
containment cabinet. The detector and transmission sources were located outside the
containment cabinet on either side of the protrusion for measurement of the gammaray transmissions through the solution-filled cell. Figure 9.13 is a detailed illustration
of the measurement station for this densitometer. Figure 9.14 illustrates the installation of the instrument in the process plumbing. The measurements were performed on
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Fig. 9.13 The measurement station for the SRP in-line plutonium solution densitometer. The source positioning mechanism
and collimator wheels (shown at the left) straalile the
process cabinet extension so that the sample cell (inside
the process cabinet containment) is between the transmission sources and the detector, in a standard transmissionmeasurement geometry. The sample cell thickness is
7 cm.

approximately 100 mL of static solution, after circulation of the tank solution through
the bypass loop. (The freshly separated plutonium in the solutions is produced during reprocessing of low-burnup fuel.) The K-edge transmission measurements were
performed in two cycles, as with the Tokai instrument, and a third cycle determined
the plutonium isotopic composition. The instrument was also used to investigate
the measurement of plutonium concentration in the presence of uranium admixtures.
The extrapolation procedure described in Section 9.4.4 was used on solutions with
uranium-to-plutonium ratios greater than 2:1 (see Ref. 5). The off-line testing of the
instrument took place at the plant from April 1980 until December 1981. Figure 9.6
(see Section 9.4.2) is a plot of the measurement precision versus concentration (over
the range 5 to 2~ @) obtained in this testing phase (Ref. 5). The in-line testing
began in December 1982 and ended in June 1983..
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Fig. 9.14 In-line installation of the SRP plutonium solution densitometer. A by-pass plumbing loop brings plutoniumbearing solution from one of the holding tanks to the
measurement cell. Provision is mude for draining the
cell into an intermediate reservoir so that sampies of
material just assayed can be removed for off-line verijlcation by destructive analysis.

6.International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Safeguards Analytical Laboratory (Ref. 30). A portable K-edge densitometer has been designed for testing
as an inspection tool to authenticate the concentrations of plutonium samples inside
glove boxes. The densitometer consists of hardware to hold and shield the detector
and transmission sources and a portable multichannel analyzer equipped with electronics for the analog signal processing. The hardware slides inside the glove of the
glove box so that a plutonium solution sample in a disposable plastic vial can be
mounted and clamped in, a holder between the detector and transmission source for
the two-cycle K-edge assay. Figures 9.15 and 9.16 show the measurement head of
the portable K-edge ins~ment inserted in a glove-box glove.
The portable densitometer has been tested at the IAEA’s Safeguards Analytical
Laboratory in Seibersdorf, Austria, since November 1983. A second unit is scheduled
for field testing by IAEA inspectors in Japan.
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Fig. 9.15 Scale line drawing of the measurement head of the portable K-edge &nsitometer inserted in a glove-box glove.
The sample cell thickness in the transmission path is 2 cm.
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Fig. 9.16 The portable K-edge densitometer, positioned for measurement.

7. Kernforzchungszentrurn
Karlsruhe (KfK) (Refi. 12 ~d 31 ~OU@
33). A continuum-source K-edge densitometer has been tested at Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe in Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), since 1978. The
detector and x-ray head reside outside a glove box, and the samples and collimators are
inside the glove box. The instrument has been used to assay reprocessing product solutions and fast-breeder-reactor reprocessing feed solutions for concentrations of both
uranium and plutonium. A hybrid version of this instrument was used for assaying
light-water-reactor feed solutions in which the plutonium content is approximately 1%
of the uranium content. The continuum source served both iis a transmission source
for K-edge assay of uranium and as a fluorescing source for x-ray fluorescence (XRF)
assay of the plutonium/uranium concentration ratio. The intensity of the continuum
source allows the highly restrictive sample collimation required for K-edge and XRF
assays while greatly reducing the passive count rate from the samples, which contain
high levels of fission products.
Figure 9.17 is a line drawing of the measurement head for the hybrid instrument.
Figure 9.18 shows the K-edge densitometer at Karlsruhe.
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containment, a stanahd glove box, is not shown to scale. The sample cell thickness
in the transmission path is 2 cm.

Fig. 9.17 Cross-sectional
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9.7.2 L~~rAbsorption-Edge

Densitometers

Given below are descriptions of several LIII-edge densitometers that have been
tested and evaluated under actual or simulated in-plant environments. The first three
LrII-edge densitometers described were designed to be equivalent, mechanically and
electronically. Figure 9.19, a photograph of the AGNS instrument, represents all
three instruments; Figure 9.20 is a line drawing of the measurement head for all three
instruments. Table 9-5 summarizes the performance data for the instruments.
1. Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) (Refs. 12, 21, and 34). The LIIredge densitometer at the Savannah River Laboratory was tested in conjunction with a
solution coprocessing demonstration facility. The stainless steel flow-through solution
sample cell (fitted with plastic winclows) was plumbed into the glove box that housed
the coprocessing setup, so that solution from various points ‘in the process could be
introduced into the cell for LIIz-edge assay of either uranium or plutonium or both.
The instrument me~ured 15-mL static’ solutions in, the cell; ~fore each assay, the
instrument was flushed several times with the solution. The assay precision obtained
for pure uranium or plutonium solutions are plotted versus concentration in Figure
9.21. The instrument operakd at Savann& River from 1978 until 1980.
.,.
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Fig. 9.19 The AGNS L1lI-edge densitometer. Shown (lefi to right) are
the electronics inside an environmental enclosure, the measurement station, and the hard-copy terminal.

2. New Brunswick Laboratory (NBL) (Ref. 35). The L1lr-edge densitometer at
the US Department of Energy New Brunswick Laboratory at Argonne was designed to
reproduce the measurement geometry and assay method of the Savannah River Laboratory instrument. Prepared reference solutions of uranium, plutonium, and mixed
solutions were used in a carefully controlled evaluation of the precision and accuracy
of this instrument. The NBL assay results ate compared with reference values for
pure uranium solutions in Figure 9.22. The sensitivity to matrix contaminants with
low-, intermediate-, and high-Z elements was examined for contamination levels ,up
to 10% (of SNM) by weight. This evaluation took place from 1980 to 1981.
3. AUied Gene@ Nuclezw Services (AGNS) (Ref. 36). An L~ll-edge densitometer designed to perform continuous assays ,of uranium concentration in flowing process
streams was tested in 1981 at the AGNS Barnwell facility. The stainless steel flowthrough cell was plumbed ‘into a line that continuously sampled the product stream of
a solvent extraction column. The instrument operated for seven days without interruption, providing uranium concentration results every 5 rein, analyzing flowing solutions
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Fig. 9.20 Scale line drawing of the LIII-edge akwsitometer measurement
head for the SRL, NBL, ad AGNS instruments. The flow-through
sample cell is shown cut @at the inlet and outlet tubes. The
aiwkened area indicates the solution in the cell (l-cm transmission path length). The’materials for seconaluy containment,
shielding, frame, sample cell, and collimator are polycarbonate
(LexanTM), stainless steel, aluminum, stainless steel (with KelFm windows), and brass, respectively.
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from startup (essentially zero uranium concentration) to steady-state levels of approximately 40 ~. The instrument provided a hard copy of the near-real-time results
automaticallyy to a materials control and accounting computer programmed to draw
near-real-time material balances using readouts from process monitoring equipment.
hos
National bboratov
(Ref. 37). A compact L~~I-edge demit~
meter was tested in 1984 at Los Alamos in the Group Q-1 Safeguards Laboratory.
Thk instrument used a commercial x-ray generator designed for portable applications. Figure 9.23 shows the measurement head. Although a standard rack of
electronics was employed for analog signal processing and for data acquisition
and analysis, the portable multichannel analyzer used in the compact K-edge
densitometer at Seibersdorf (see Section 9.7.1) could have been employed in the
L-edge densitometer at Los Alamos, allowing portable applications to be considered for LrIi-edge measurements. The performance of the compact densitometer
with prepared reference solutions of uranium was equal to that of the LIII-edge
instruments tested previously.
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Fig. 9.23 Scale line drawings of the compact LI1l-edge

densitometer measurement
head: (a) view @otn above in the horizontal plane of the x-ray transmission
path; (b) side view. The solution thickness in the transmission path is I cm.
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10
X-Ray Fluorescence

10.1 INTRODUCTION
The potential use of x rays for qualitative and quantitative elemental assay was
appreciated soon after x rays were discovered. The early applications used GeigerMueller tubes and elaborate absorber arrays or crystal diffraction gratings to measure
x rays. Later, advances in semiconductor detectors and associated electronics opened
up the field of energy-dispersive x-ray fhmrescence (xRF) analysis for general elemental assay.
XRF analysis is based on the fact that the x rays emitted from an ionized atom
have energies that are characteristic of the element involved. The ‘x-ray intensity
is proportional to both the elemental concentration and the strength of the ionizing
source. Photon ionization, which is achieved using either an x-ray tube or radioisotope,
is most applicable to the nondestructive assay of nuclear material. Other methods of
ionization are generally prohibitive because of the physical size and “complexityof the
ionization source.
XRF analysis is a complementary technique to densitometry (Chapter 9). Densitometry measures photons that are transmitted through the sample without interaction,
whereas’ XRF measures the radiation produced by photons that interact within the
sample. As indicated by Figure 10.1, densitometry is usually better suitkd for measuring samples with high concentrations of the element of int.tmx%whenk XRF is
the more imeful tekhnique for measuring samples with lower concent@ons.
The lite~t~ on XRF analysis includes several general references (Refs, 1 through
4) that prbvide a thorough discussion of the method, with extensive bibliographies and
information ~ at&nuation correction procedures and both erkgy- and wavelen@hdispehive XRF.
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10.2 THEORY
10.2.1 x-Ray Production
Section 1.3 of Chapter 1 contains a brief discussion of x-ray production, X rays
originate from atomic electron transitions and are element-specific. In the stable atom,
electrons occupy discrete energy levels that are designated (in order of decreasing
binding energy) K, Ll, L2, L3, Ml, .... Ms, Nl, .... N7, and so forth. The binding
energy is the energy that must be expended to remove an electron from a given
orbit. The vacancy thus created is filled by an electron from an outer orbit. The
resultant loss in potential energy may appear as an x ray whose energy is equal to
the difference in the binding energies of the two electron states. For example, if a
uranium K electron is removed from the atom and an eleetron from the L3 level falls
into “its place, the energy of the emitted x ray is 98.428 keV (115.591 keV minus
17.163 keV). The x ray produced by this transition is designated Knl. The K-series
x rays are produced by outer electrons filling a K-shell vacancy. Each x-ray transition
has a specific probability or intensity. The K-to-L3 transition is the most probable,
and other intensities are usually expressed relative to Kal. Figure 10.2 depicts the
transitions invoIved in the production of the most abundant K and L x rays. Table
10-1 presents the major K and L lines of uranium and plutonium, along with their
relative intensities. Figures 10.3 and 10.4 show the K and L x-ray spectra of uranium.
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10.2.2

Fluorescence
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Yield

All ionizations do not result in x-ray emission. The Auger effect is a competing
mechanism ofatomic relaxation. Inthisprocess, theatom regains energy stability by
emitting an outer shell electron. The ratio of the number of emitted x rays to the total
number of ionizations is called the fluorescence yield w~,where i designates the shell
involved. Fluonxcence yield increases with atomic number and is greater than 95%
for K x rays of elements with Z >78 (see Figure 10.5). For a given element, the
fluorescence yield decreases from the K series to the L and M series. The fluorescence
yield can be approximated by (Ref. 1)
wi = Z4/(Ai + Z4)

(lo-1)

where Ai is approximately 106 for the K shell and 108 for the L shell.
10.2.3 Photon

Transmission

For a photon to eject an electron, the photon energy must be greater than or equal
to the electron binding energy. For example, to ionize K electrons of plutonium, the
energy of the excitation photon must be at least 121.82 keV.
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Table 10-1. Energies and relative intensities of the major K and L x rays of
uranium and plutonium
Energies in keV’
Line
Kal
Ka2
K/31

Transition
(FinaI - Initial)
K -L3
K -L2
K -Ms

Uranium
(%)b

Plutonium
(%)

98.44 (100)
94.66 (61.9)
111.31 (22.0)

103.76 (100)
99.55 (62.5)
117.26 (22.2)

K/?3

K -Mz

110.43 (1 1.6)

116.27 (11.7)

KD2
L@l
La2

K - N2,3

114.34, 114.57 (12.3)

120.44, 120.70 (12.5)
14.28 (100)
14.08 (10)
17.26 (20)

L3 - M5
L3 - M4
L3 - N5

13.62 (100~
13.44 (lo)
16.43 (20)

L@l
L71
L@3

L3 - Ml
L2 - M4

11.62 (l-3)
17.22 (50)

12.12 (1-3)
18.29 (50)

L2 - N4
L1 - M3

20.17 (1-10)
17.45 (1-6)

21.42 (1-10)
18.54 (l-6)

J@4

L1 ~ M2

16.58 (3-5)

17.56 (3-5)

Lf12
L,

“Calculated from Table of Isotopes, Appendix 111(L lines) (C. M. Lederer and
V. S. Shirley, Eds., 7th ed. [John Wiley& Sons, Inc., New York, 1978]).
bIntensities relative to either Kal or Lal in percent.
‘Approximate only (from Ref. 4).

The fraction of photons, F, that interact with the atomic electrons of a particular
materird is given by
F = 1 – exp(–~px)

(lo-2)

where p = mass attenuation coefficient
p = density of sample
x = thickness of sample.
If one plots the mass attenuation coefficient vs photon energy for a given element,
sharp discontinuities (known as “absorption edges”) are observed. Figure 10.6 shows
the mass attenuation coefficient for uranium and plutonium. The edges indicate the
sudden decrease in the photoelectric cross section for incident photon energies just
below the binding energy of that particular electron state. The photoelectric interaction
is the dominant process involved in photon-excited x-ray excitation.

—
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Attenuation limits the sample size that can be analyzed by x-ray transmission techniques. Figure 10.7 shows tie mean free path of 400-, ~W-, id 20-keV photons
in water and in a 50-gjL uranium solution. In general, transmission techniques are
applicable for samples whose transmission path lengths are less than four or five mean
free paths.
Equation 10-2 is useful when comparing K XRF and L XRF. For L XRF, p is larger
and more of the excitation flux interacts with the sample. For K XRF, Mis smaller and
both the excitation photons and x rays are attenuated less (relative to L XRF). This
attenuation difference implies that L XRF is more sensitive (more x rays produced
pe”runit excitation flux and cross-sectional area) than K XRF. On the other hand,
K XRF allows greater flexibility with respect to the choice of sample container and
intervening absorbers.
10.2.4 Measurement

Geometry

The choice of geometry is ve~ important in an XRF system. Although photoelectric
interactions of the excitation photons with analyte atoms are of primary interest, other
interactions, particularly Compton backscatter interactions, must be considered. The
energy of a Compton-scattered gamma ray is (see Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2 and
Ref. 5)
Et

=

511
(1 – cos(#I+511/E)

(lo-3)

where E’, E = scattered, incident photon energy in keV
@ = angle between incident and scattered photons.

—.
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The energy E’ is a minimum when @= 180°, and photons that have scattered at
or near this angle can produce a backscatter peak in the measured spectrum. For
122-keV photons from 57C0 (a suitable source for K XRF of uranium or plutonium),
the backscatter peak is at 82.6 keV. If the scattering angle # is 90°, E’ is 98.5 keV,
which is in the middle of the K x-ray spectrum from uranium and plutonium. If 57C0
is used as an excitation source, the measurement geometry should be arranged such
that # is close to 180° for most of the scattered gamma rays that reach the detector.
This arrangement puts the backscatter peak and the Compton continuum of scattered
photons below the characteristic x rays and minimizes the background under the xray photopeaks (see Figure 10.3). The annular source described later in the chapter
provides this favorable geometry. For L x rays, the geometry is not as critical because
E’(180”) is 20.3 keV for 22-keV silver x rays from 10gCd (a good L XRF source for
uranium), and the backscatter peak is above the x-ray region of interest. Scattering
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materials near the detector must be carefully controlled to minimize the magnitude of
the backscatter peak. Some investigators (Ref. 6) use excitation sources with energies
much higher than the binding energy of interest, thereby minimizing the scattering
effects in the spectral region of the induced x rays. This approach requires higherintensity excitation sources (by an order of magnitude or more) in order to produce
sufficient x-ray activity.
The detector must be shielded from the excitation source and other background
rdation to reduce deadtime and pileup losses. Detector collimation is usually necessary to limit the interference from unwanted sources. To stabilize the x-ray response,
the relative positions of the source, sample, and detector must be fixed; often these
components are physically connected. Figure 10.8 shows a possible geometry for a
transmission-corrected XRF analysis.

10.3 TYPES OF SOURCES
TWOtypes of sources are commonly used: discrete gamma-ray or x-ray sources and
continuous sources such as x-ray generators. Each has advantages and disadvantages.
The selection of a suitable source involves consideration of type, energy, and strength.
It is most efficient to choose a source whose energy is above but as close as possible
to the absorption edge of interest. As shown by the graph of # vs photon energy
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in Figure 10.6, the value of the mass attenuation coefficient is greatest just above an
absorption edge.
Cobalt-57 emits a gamma ray at 122 keV, an efficient energy for K-shell ionization
ofeither uranium or plutonium. X-ray generators are available for KXRFof uranium
and plutonium, but they are too bulky for portable applications. A good discrete
source for L XRF of uranium and plutonium is ‘09Cd, which emits silver K x rays
(Kal energy = 22 keV). X-ray generators are available that are small enough for
portable applications that require photons in the 25-keV energy range.
Discrete line sources are small, extremely stable, and operationally simple, making
them attractive for many XRF applications. Their major dkadvantage is that they
decay with time and require periodic replacement. (Two commonly used sources,
57C0 and 1°gCd, have half-lives of 272 days and 453 days, respectively.) Another
disadvantage is that discrete sources cannot be turned off, causing transportation and
handling difficulties. Because the source strength is often 1 mCi or greater, both
personnel and detector must be carefully shielded. Table 10-2 lists some radioisotopes
that can be used for XRF analysis of uranium and plutonium. The geometry of the
annular source shown in Figure 10.9 is commonly used because it shields the detector
from the excitation source and minimizes backscatter interference.
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Table 10-2. Excitation sources suitable for uranium and plutonium assay
Useful Emissions
Radionuclide

Half-Life

57C0

270 d

Iogcd

453 d

75se

120 d

144ce

285 d

1251

60 d

laTpm-Al

2.6 y

Decay Mode
electron
capture
electron
capture
electron
capture
beta decay
electron
capture
beta decay

Type

Energy (keV)

gamma rays
gamma rays
Ag K x rays

122
136
22

gamma rays
gamma rays
Pr K x rays
gamma rays
Te K x rays
gamma rays
continuum

121
136
36
134
27
35
12-45a

“End point of bremsstrahlung spectrum.

Sample

I

Fig. 10.9 Annular excitation source.

I

I

Pb

X-ray generators produce bremsstrahlung by boiling electrons off a filament and
accelerating them into a target. Because they require a high-voltage supply and a
means of dissipating the heat produced in the target, x-ray generators can be bulky,
especially for higher operating potentials. Small generators are available that operate
below 70 keV, and portable generators, with power ratings up to 50 W, are available
that do not require elaborate cooling systems. For a given power rating, higher
maximum operating voltage is achieved at the expense of lower available cument.
The spectrum from an x-ray generator spans the energy range from the accelerating
potential of the generator to the transmission cutoff of the x-ray window. The shape
I(E) and total intensity (I) of this distribution is given by (Ref. 4)
I(E) w iZ(V – E)E
I IX iZV2

(lo-4)
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where

i = tube current
V = operating voltage
Z = atomic number of target.

Figure 10.10 shows the output spectrum from an x-ray generator. In addition to the
continuous spectrum, the characteristic x rays of the target material are produced.
These x rays may cause an interference, which can be removed with filters. The filter
chosen should have an absorption edge just below the energy to be attenuated.
X-ray generators can be switched on and off, and their energy distribution and
intensity can be varied as desired. They typically provide a more intense source
of photons than radioisotopic sources (N 1012 photons/s or greater). However, their
flexibility is possible only at the expense of simplicity and compactness. Because
an x-ray generator is an electrical device, system failures and maintenance problems
are possible concerns. The assay precision is dictated by the stability of the x-ray
tube. Modem generators exhibit less than 0.1% fluctuation for short-term stability and
0.2 to 0.3% for Iong-term stability. Figure 10.11 shows two different portable x-ray
generators.
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Fig. 10.10 Typical x-ray generator spectrum.
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Fig. 10.11 Portable x-ray generators.
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Other sources may be used for XRF. A secondary fluorescent source uses a primary
photon source to excite the characteristic x rays of a target, and the target x rays are
used to excite the sample to be analyzed. The primary excitation source can be discrete
or continuous. This scheme can produce a great variety of monoenergetic excitation
photons, depending on the target material. The major drawback is the need for a
high-intensity primary source. If the primary source is a radioisotope, radiation safety
may be an important concern. It is possible to make a bremsstrahlung source using a
radioisotope tiher than an x-ray generator. Such a source consists of a beta-decaying
isotope mixed with a target material (for example, 147Prn-Al, with aluminum being
the target material).
10.4 CORRECTION FOR SAMPLE A’lTENUA~ON
10.4.1 Effects of Sample Attqmatlon
As in passive gamma-ray assays, sample attenuation is a fundamental limitation to
the accuracy of XRF analysis. Attenuation corrections are required for the x rays leaving the sample and also for the gamma rays or x rays from the excitation source. X-ray
fluorescence analysis is unsuitable for large, solid samples, because the attenuation is
too large to be accurately treated with any correction procedure. For example, the
mean free path of 122-keV gamma rays in uranium metal is approximately 0.013 cm.
The low penetrability of ibis radiation means that XRF cambe accurately used only if
the sample is smooth and homogeneous. This limitation is even more true for L XRF
using 22-keV photons. X-ray fluorescence can be used to accurately assay dilute uranium solutions because the mean free path of photons in water is approximately 6.4
cm at 122 keV and 1.7 cm at 22 keV. Because the excitation source energy is above
the absorption edge and the energies of the characteristic x rays are just below the
absorption edge, the attenuation of the excitation radiation is higher and determines
the range of sample thickness that can be accurately assayed. Figure 10.12 plots the
mean free path of 122-keV gamma rays as a function of uranium concentration (urtiyl
nitrate in 4-M nitric acid).
Attenuation considerations also affect the choice of sample containers. Because the
K x rays of ~ium
and plutonium are in the 100-keV range, metal containers can
be tolera@l, @d K ~! can be applied to. in-line measurements. L x rays, however,
are seve@y attenutied t$ even tidn metal containers and can only be measured in
low-Z co~~e$,
such aS plastic or glass.
,,~
;!:!!
10.4.2 ~~
~a~
@l@Oll
:’
j:!
For quantitative q@ysis, $e x-ray emission ~ate must be related to the element
concentration. The desired ‘Te.lation,as presented in Section 5.4.1 of Chapter 5, is
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RR x CF(RL) X CF(AT)
K
p
RR
CF(RL)
CF(AT)
K

=
=
=
=
=

(lo-5)

element concentration
raw rate of x-ray detection
correction factor for rate-related losses
correction factor for attenuation
calibration constant.

CF(RL) can be determined using “either pulser or radioisotope normalization (see
Section 5.4 of Chapter 5). The attenuation correction has two parts, one for excitation
radiation and one for fluoresced x rays.
Consider a far-field measurement geometry where the sample is approximated by
a slab and the excitation source is monoenergetic (see F@re 10.13). The flux F7 of
excitation photons at a depth x in the sample is given by
FT = “17exp(–p~X/cos#)

.

(10-6)
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Fig. 10.13 General XRF slab geometry.

The variables in Equation 10-6 through 10-10 are defined in Table 10-3. The number
of excitation photons that interact in the volume dx and create a K~l x ray is
dx
F. dx = FTTPWB— .
cos#

(lo-7)

The fluoresced x rays are attenuated in the sample according to
F.(out) = Faexp(-pzX/cosf3)

(10-8)

.

and integrating Equations 10-6 through 10-8 yields the following expression for the x-ray rate at the detector surface:

Combining

1.=

17r/wBf2
47r[(cos@/cos@p7 + #u”]

(lo-9)

{’-exp[-(%+a’l}

The factor (L’/47r)cos#/cosO has been added for normalization. If an x-ray generator
is used as the excitation source, Equation 10-9 must be integrated from the absorption
edge to the maximum energy of the generator.
When the sample is infinitely thick for the radiation of interest, Equation 10-9
becomes
1.=

17 ~pwBf2
47r[(cose/cos@)p7 + p’] “

(lo-lo)

This equation is similar to that of the enrichment meter (see Chapter 7). The result
is very important for XRF analysis because it implies that the x-ray rate is directly
proportional to the concentration of the fluoresced element.
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In plutonium and highly enriched uranium materials, theself-excitationof x rays
bythepassive gamma rays cancomplicate the assay. Formixed uranium/plutonium
materials, the dominant signals are passive x rays from the alpha decay of plutonium.
When the excitation source can fluoresce both plutonium and uranium (as can 57C0
and 1°gCd), additional uranium fluorescence is caused by the plutonium x rays. A
separate passive count is usually required to correct for this interference.
Table 10-3. Variables in Equations 10-6 through 10-10

10

excitation tlux at sample surface
photoelectric cross section, K shell, T energy
concentration of element s
K fluorescence yield
branching ratio for Kal
detector solid angle
linear attenuation coefficient, y energy, element i
linear attenuation coefficient, x energy, element i
incident angle of excitation
exiting angle of x ray
slab thickness

T

P
Ld
B

L
10.4.3 Attenuation

Correction

Methods

The most effective XRF methods account for sample attenuation. The simplest
approach uses calibration curves derived from chemically similar standards. The
method is effective only if the standards are well characterized, match the samples
chemically, and span the concentration range to be assayed in sufficient numbers to
define the calibration curve. Changes in matrix composition may require recalibration
with new standards.
A procedure that is less sensitive to matrix variation is the transmission-corrected
assay (Refs. 7 through 9) in which a transmission measurement is made for each
sample to correct for attenuation. Consider the attenuation correction factor for the
situation shown in Figure 10.13 (assume that @ = O). The expression for CF(AT) has
the functional form for a slab that was discussed in Chapter 6:
CF(AT) = ~

(10-11)

where
~=exp

[(.

/J7
—
Cos+

+/Jz
)1L .

._.,, _-.,——

———
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A measurement of the transmissions of the excitation and the fluoresced x rays can
be used to determine a. For this method, a foil of the element being measured is
placed behind the sample and the induced x-ray signal is measured with and without
the sample. An additional measurement (see Figure 10.14) is made with the sample
only (no foil), and a is computed from
~_IT–is
10

(10-12)

where IT = fluoresced x-ray intensity with foil plus sample
1,s = fluoresced x-ray intensity with sample only
10 = fluoresced x-ray intensity with foil ordy.
Tlis measurement includes the attenuation of the excitation source and of the induced
x-ray signal. Although there are advantages to using the same element in the transmission foil as that being assayed, other elements can be used if their characteristic
x rays are sufficiently close to those of the assay element. For example, thorium metal
has been used successfully for the measurement of uranium solutions.
17
Solution + Foil
(I*)

Solution only
(1s)

Foil only
(lo)

Fig. 10.14 Explanation of the three measurements required to determine the
transmission for XRF assay of uranium solutions.
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A suitable number of standards is needed to evaluate the calibration constant K in
Equation 10-5. Equations 10-11 and 10-12 areexact only forafar-field geometry,
and most XRF measurements are made in a near-field geometry. Therefore, even
with rate and sample attenuation corrections, it is important to use several standards
to evaluate the calibration constant K.

10.5 APPLICATIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION
Instrumentation used in XRF analysis is similar to that of other gamma-ray assay
systems: detector, associated electronics, multichannel analyzer, and excitation source.
This instrumentation is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
XRF analysis has been used in analytical chemistry laboratories for many years.
In most cases, an x-ray generator is used rather than a radioisotope as an excitation
source. Low- to intermediate-Z elements are measured, and sample preparation is a
key factor in the analysis. Many techniques require that the sample be homogenized
and pressed prior to analysis. When the’ sample can be modified to optimize the
assay, XRF analysis is very sensitive. Short count times (< 1000s) can yield accurate
and precise data, with sensitivities in the nanogram range (Ref. 1). Complete XRF
systems are available commercially.
Several XRF measurement techniques are used for materials containing uranium
or plutonium. John et al. (Ref. 10) used a 57Co source to excite uranium x rays
in solutions and simultaneously observed the 185,7-keV gamma ray from 235U as a
measure of enrichment. The ratio of the fluoresced x-ray emission to the 185.7-keV
gamma-ray intensity was found to be independent of uranium concentration in the
8-to 20-g/L range for enrichments of 0.4 to 4.5% 235U. Accuracies of better than 1%
were reported.
Rowson and I-Iontzeas (Ref. 11) proposed a Compton-scattering-based correction
for sample attenuation to measure uranium ores. An annular 50-mCi 241Am source
was used to excite characteristic x rays from a molybdenum foil (W17.4 keV), which
can only excite the LIII subshell in uranium. This considerably simplifies the L xray spectrum. Matrix corrections were determined from the ratio of the molybdenum
Ka backscatter to the uranium Iia x rays. Canada and Hsue (Ref. 12) give a
good theoretical description of this method and suggest an improvement that involves
additional ratios using the K~ or LB lines to further minimize matrix effects.
Baba and Muto (Ref. 13) used an x-ray generator to excite the L x-ray spectrum of
uranium- and plutonium-bearing solutions. An internal standard was used to determine
the matrix attenuation correction. A known and constant amount of lead nitrate was
added to all solutions and the uranium or plutonium La x-ray activity was normalized
to the rate of the lead La x ray. A linear calibration (to within 1% for uranium and
2% for plutonium) was obtained for 200-s measurements. The solution concentrations
ranged from 0.1 to 200 g/L of uranium and up to 50 gfL of plutonium. Mixed
uranium/plutonium solutions were also measured.

.—.
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Karamanova (Ref. 14) investigated the use of beta-particle-induced XRF in addition
to gamma-ray excitation for K XRF analysis of uranium and mixed uranium/thonum
oxides. A 57C0 source was used for gamma-ray excitation, and a 90Sr-90Y source
was used for beta-particle-induced fluorescence. Since the attenuation cross sections
of the matrix and the heavy element are similar for beta-particle excitation, the volume of sample is essentially constant and the net x-ray signal is proportional to the
concentration of the element being assayed. Samples with uranium concentrations of
0.5 to 88% were measured with precision of O.1%.
Several investigators have measured reprocessing plant solutions. These solutions
can contain fission products and have high U/Pu ratios, making them very difficult
to assay by passive techniques. They require either extensive chemical separations
or a sensitive technique such as XRF. Pickles and Cate (Ref. 15) employed XRF
using an x-ray generator. Samples with U/Pu ratios of up to 400 and fission product
activities of 2 Ci/g were analyzed with a precision of 1Yoand an accuracy of 2% in the
mass range of 1 to 58 pg using a 10-min count. The samples were evaporated onto
a thin polycarbonate film to: minimize sample attenuation. Figure 10.15 shows the
instrumental configuration. The sample chamber contained titanium sheets on either
side of the sample mount. X rays from the titanium provided a rate-loss correction. A
magnetic beta-particle trap and a lead collimator were employed to reduce the passive
signal at the detector.
Camp et al. (Refs. 16 and 17) use a 57C0 excitation source to fluoresce K x rays
from uranium and plutonium in product streams at reprocessing plants. Total heavy
element concentrations of 1 to 200 g/L are assayed using a nonlinear polynomial
calibration. The self-attenuation correction uses the incoherently scattered 122-keV
gamma rays from 57C0 (Ref. 16) or an actual transmission measurement using the
122-keV gamma ray (Ref. 17). In samples containing both uranium and plutonium,
a passive count is made to correct for passive x-ray emission.
Andrew et al. (Ref. 18) investigated the feasibility of measuring uranium and uranium/thorium solutions with uranium concentrations of 10 to 540 @L. For solutions
containing both uranium and thorium, errors in’the U/Th ratio were 0.4%. Uncertainties in concentration measurements were 0.5% for single element solutions and
1% for mixed solutions. This work was extended to uranium/plutonium solutions
from reprocessing plants (Refs. 19 and 20). Uranium and plutonium solutions in the
range of 1 to 10 g/L with a fission product activity of 100 pCi/mL were measured by
tube-excited K XRF. The data analysis was similar to that used for uraniumkhorium
solutions, and the authors suggested combining K XRF and K-edge densitometry to
obtain absolute element concentrations.
Ottmar et al. (Refs. 21 and 22) investigated the combination of K XRF and Kedge densitometry using an x-ray generator. The two techniques are complementary
and produce a measurement system with a wide dynamic range. Light-water-reactor
dissolver solutions with activities of w 100 Ci/L and U/Pu ratios of w 100 have been
accurately measured with this system. The major component, uranium (~200 @), is
determined using absorption-edge densitometry, whereas the U/Pu ratio is determined
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Fig. 10.15 Schematic drawing of system used by Pickles and Cate (Re$ 15).

by XRF. Recisions of 0.25% for the uranium concentration and 1% for the U/Pu ratio
are obtained in 1000-s count times. IWO sample cells are employed: a 2-cm glass
cuvette (whose dimensions are known to ● 2 pm) for the densitometry measurement,
and a 1-cm-diem polyethylene vial for the XRF measurement. The XRF measurement
is made at a back angle of N 157° in order to maximize the signal-to-background ratio.
Figure 10.16 shows this hybrid system.
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Lambert et al. (Ref. 23) employed secondary-excitation L XRF to measure the
U/Pu ratio in mixed-oxide fuel pellets. A pellet with 25% PUOZand 75% UOZ gave
a precision of about 0.590 in a 3-rein count time. The desired x rays were excited
using selectable seeondary target foils (rhodium). The method requires good sample
homogeneity because the portion of sample analyzed (~30-pm depth of analysis) is
relatively small.
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The Origin of Neutron Radiation
N. Ensslh

11.1

INTRODUCTION

The nuclear materials that are accounted for in the nuclear fuel cycle emit neutrons as
well as gamma rays. For most isotopes the neutron emission rate is very low compared
to the gamma-ray emission rate. For other isotopes the neutron emission rate is high
enough to provide an easily measurable signal. If the sample of interest is too dense to
permit the escape of gamma rays from its interior, then assay by passive neutron
detection may be the preferred technique.
Neutrons are emitted from nuclear materials with a wide spectrum of energies. As
they travel through matter, they interact and change their energy in a complex manner
(see Chapter 12). However, neutron detectors (see Chapter 13) do not usually preserve
information about the ene~y of the detected neutrons. Consequently, neutron assay
consists of counting the number of emitted neutrons without knowing their specific
energy. (This is in sharp contrast to gamma-ray assay, where gamma rays of discrete
energy are emitted by specific radioactive isotopes.) How then can the assayist obtain a
neutron signal that is proportional to the quantity of the isotopk to be measured?
This chapter describes the production of neutrons by spontaneous fission, by neutroninduced fission, and by reactions with alpha particles or photons. In many cases these
processes yield neutrons tith unusually low ,or high emission rates, distinctive time
distributions, or markedly different energy spectra. This information cap be used to
obtain quantitative assays of a particular isotope ijthe sample’s isotopic composition is
known and only a few isotopes are present.
The discussion ~f neutron ,mdiation in this chapter emphasizes fimtures that can be
exploited by the assayist. Chapters 14and 15fmus on to$.alneutron counting techniques
that exploit high emission rates or unushl energy spectra. Chapters 16 and 17 describe
coincidence counting techniques based on neutron time distributions.
11.2

SPONTANEOUS

AND INDUCED NUCLEAR FISSION

The spontaneous fission of uranium, plutonium, or other heavy elements is an
important source of neutrons. An understanding of this complex process can be aided by
visualizing the nucleus as a liquid drop (Figure 11.1). The strong short-range nuclear
forces act like a surface tension to hold the drop together against the electrostatic
repulsion of the protons. In the heaviest elements the r6pulsive forces are so strong that
the liquid drop is barely held together. There is a small but finite probability that the
drop will deform into two droplets connected by a narrow neck (saddle point). The two
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droplets may spontaneously separate (scission) into two fkagments. Within 10-13 s of
scission, each of the two f~ents
emits a number of prompt neutrons and gamma rays.
The fragments are usually unequal in size, with mass distributions centered near atomic
numbers 100 and 140 (see Figure 18.2 in Chapter 18). These fission fragments carry
away the majority of the energy released in fission (typically 170 MeV) in the form of
kinetic energy. Also, within milliseconds or seeonds, many of the fmgments decay by
beta-particle emission into other isotopes that may emit delayed neutrons or gamma
rays.
Spontaneous fission is a quantum mechanical process involving penetration of a
potential barrier. The height of the barrier, and hence the fission rate, is a very sensitive
function of atomic number Z and atomic mass A. The fission yields of some heavy
isotopes are summarized in Table 11-1 (Refs. 1 through 6). For thorium, uranium, and
plutonium, the fission rate is low compared to the rate of decay by alpha-particle
emission, which dominates the total half-life. For califomium and even heavier elements, the fission rate can approach the alpha decay rate. The fission yield of 2@Pu, 1020
n/s-g (Refs. 4 and 5), is the most important single yield for passive neutron assay because
2M is usually the major neutron-emitting plutonium isotope present.

~

*
Q

Table 11-1.Spontaneous fission neutron yields

Isotope
A
232~
232u
233u
234U
235u
236U
238u
237NP
238~
239~
2%
241~
242~
241~
242cm
244(-*
zq~k
252~

Numk
of
Protons
z

Number
of
Neutrons
N

90
92
92
92
92
92
92
93
94
94
94
94
94
95
96
96
97
98

142
140
141
142
143
144
146
144
144
145
146
147
148
146
146
148
152
154

Total
Half-Lifea
1.41 x loloyr
71.7yr
1.59 X 105yr
2.45 X 105yr
7.04 X 108yr
2.34 X 107yr
4.47 X 109yr
2.14 X 106yr
87.74 yr
2.41 X 104yr
6.56 X 103yr
14.35 yr
3.76 X 105yr
433.6 yr
163 (k3yS
18.1 yr
320 &yS
2.646 yr

Spontaneous
Fission
Half-Lifeb
(w)
>1 x 1021
8 X 1013
1.2 x 1017
2.1 x 1016
3.5 x 10’7
1.95 x 10’6
8.20 X 10’5
1.0 x 101*
4.77 x 1010
5.48 X 10’5
1.16 X 101’
(2.5 X 1015)
6.84 X 1010
1.05 x 10’4
6.56 X 106
1.35 x 107
1.90 x 10$’
85.5

Spontaneous
Fission
Yieldb
(n/s-g)
>6
1.3
8.6
5.02
2.99
5.49
1.36
1.14
2.59
2.18
1.02
(5
1.72
1.18
2.10
1.08
1.0
2.34

X 10–8
x
X
X
x
X
x
X
X
x
x
X

10–4
10-3
10-4
10–3
10–2
10-4
103
10-2
103
10-2)
103

x
X
x
X

107
107
105
1012

Spontaneous Induced Thermal
Fission
Fission
Multiplicityc
Multiplicityb’c
v
v
2.14
1.71
1.76
1.81
1.86
1.91
2.01
2.05
2.21
2.16
2.16
2.25
2.15
3.22
2.54
2.72
3.40
3.757

1.9
3.13
2.4
2.4
2.41
2.2
2.3
2.70
2.9
2.88
2.8
2.8
2.81
3.09
3.44
3.46
3.7
4.06

$
~
%
Q
%
k
&
s
n..
Q
3

aRef. 1.
bRef. 2. Values in parentheses are from Ref. 3 and have estimated accuracies of two orders of magnitude. Pu-240 fission rate is
taken from Refs. 4 and 5.
Wef 6.
w
w
a
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The strong dependence of spontaneous fission rates on the number of protons and
neutrons is important for assay considerations. The fission rate for odd-even isotopes is
typically 103lower than the rate for even-even isotopes, and the fission rate for odd-odd
isotopes is typically 105 lower. These large differences are due to nuclear spin effects
(Ref. 7). As the fissioning nucleus begins to deform, the total ground-state nuclear spin
must be conserved. However, the quantized angular momentum orbits of the individual
neutrons or protons have different energies with increasing deformation. The lowest
energy orbit of the undeformed nucleus may not be the lowest energy orbit in the
deformed nucleus. In the case of heavy even-even nuclei, whose total ground-state spin
is zero, the outermost pairs of neutrons and protons can simultaneously couple their
spins to zero while shifling to the lowest energy orbits. In the case of odd nuclei, a single
neutron or proton must occupy the orbit that conserves total nuclear spin even though
extra ene~ is required (Refs. 8 and 9). This effkct raises the fission barrier and makes
odd-even and odd-odd isotopes more rigid against spontaneous fission than even-even
isotopes.
Amen the even-even isotopes with high spontaneous fission yields are 23*U,23SPU,
2%, 24! W, z4zCm, z~cm, and zS@ Isoto~s with odd neutron numbers or odd
proton numbers do not have high spontaneous fission yieldsj as described above.
However, isotopes with odd neutron numbers can easily be induced to fission if
bombarded with low-energy neutron$ absorption of an extra neutron yields an unbounded neutron pair whose pairing energy is now available to excite the compound
nucleus to an energy near the fission barrier. Among the even-odd isotopes that can be
fissioned b neutrons of zero energy but have low spontaneous fission yields are 233U,
235U and 2J‘Pu. These isotopes are called “fissile.” Even-even isotopes, such as 23SUand
2*,
that are not easily fissioned by low-ene~ neutrons are called “fertile.” This term
comes from reactor theory and refers to the fact that through neutron capture these
isotopes are fertile sources of fissile isotopes. Examples of induced fission cross sections
for fertile and fissile isotopes are given in Chapter 12.
11.3

NEUTRONS AND GAMMA

RAYS FROM FISSION

Prompt neutrons and gamma rays emitted at the time of scission are the most useful
for passive assay because of their intensity and penetrability. Many passive assay
instruments, such as c@widence counters, are designed to detect prompt fission
neutrons and are often also sensitive to gamma rays. For this reason this section
describes both neutron and gamma-ray emissions.
F~re 11.2shows an energy spectrum of the neutrons emitted during the spontaneous
fission of 25@(Refs. 10 and 11).The mean energy is 2.14 MeV. The spectrum depends
on many variables such as fission fragment excitation energy and average total fission
energy release, but can be approximated by a Maxwellian distribution N(E) where N(E)
varies as ~ exp (—E/l.43 MeV). This spectrum is,proportional to ~ at low energies
it then falls exponentially at high energies. The neutron spectra for spontaneous fission
of 2% and thermal-neutron induced fission of 233U, 235U, and 239Pu can also be
approximated by Maxwellian distributions with spectrum parameters 1.32, 1.31, 1.29,
and 1.33 MeY, respectively ’(Refs. 12 and 13).
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The number of neutrons emitted in spontaneous or induced fission is called the
neutron multiplicity. Average neutron multiplicities ~ are included in the last two
columns of Table 11-1. For neutron-induced fission the multiplicity increases slowly
and linearly with the energy of the incoming neutron (Ref 14). The multiplicities given
in the last column of Table 11-1 are approximately correct for thermal- or low-energy
incident neutrons.
From one fission to another the neutron multiplicity may vary from Oto 6 or more,
depending on the distribution of excitation energy among the’fission fmgments. Table
11-2(Refs. 15, 16,and 17)lists the measured prompt neutron multiplicity distributions
P(v) of some important isotopes for spontaneous or thenqal-neut~n-induced fission.
Uncertainties on the individual probabilities vary from 1to S%near the maxima to 30 to
50% near the end points. Terrell (Ref 18) has shown that me multiplicity distributions
for both spontaneous and thermal-neutron-induced fission can be approximated by a
Gaussian distribution centered at Z the mean multiplicity
e+ ‘(v)

=

;)2/202

(11-1)

*

A distribution width a of 1.08 can be used as an approximation for all isotopes except
2s%fi where 1.21 should be used.
Information about the neutron multiplicity distribution in fission is used in the
analysis of coinciden~ counting (see Chapter 16). One question that has arisen in this
regard is whether the neutron multiplicity and the mean neutron energy are correlated.
In other words, if the number of neutrons emitted in a fission is above average, will the
mean neutron energy be below average? The available experimental evidence indkates
that the mean neutron emission energy is approximately constant and that the number
of neutrons emitted increases with the amount of available energy (Ref. 19). Thus the
mean energy may be approximately independent of the multiplicity.
Afier a nucleus undergoes fission, prompt neutrons are evaporated from the fwsion
tlagments until the remaining excitation energy is less than the neutron binding energy.
At this point, prompt gamma rays carry away the remaining energy and angular
momentum. On the average, 7 to 10prompt gamma rays are emitted, with a total energy
of 7 to 9 MeV (Ret 7). Figure 11.3 shows the prompt gamma-ray spectrum accompanying spontaneous fission of 252Cf,as recorded by a sodium iodide detector (Ref 20). A

Table 11-2.Measured prompt fission multiplicity distributions
235u
238pu
2iopu
239pu
Probability Induced Spontaneous
Induced Spontaneous
Distribution Fissiona
Fissionb’c
Fissiona
Fissiona
P(o)
P(1)
P(2)
P(3)
P(4)
P(5)
P(6)
P(7)
P(8)
Y
m
V(v—1)(V—2J

242~
252~
Spontaneous Spontaneous
Fissiona
Fissiona

0.033
0.174
0.335
0.303
0.123
0.028
0.003

0.054
0.205
0.380
0.225
0.108
0.028

0.011
0.101
0.275
0.324
0.199
0.083
0.008

0.066
0.232
0.329
0.251
0.102
0.018
0.002

0.068
0.230
0.334
0247
0.099
0.018
0.003

2.406
4.626
6.862

2.21
3.957
5.596

2.879
6.773
12.630

2.156
3.825
5.336

2.145
3.794
5.317

0.002
0.026
0.127
0.273
0.304
0.185
0.066
0.015
0.002
3,757
11.962
31.812

aRef. 15.
bRef 16.
cRef, 17.
3
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spectrum obtained with a high-resolution detector might reveal many discrete transitions, although the transitions would be Doppler-broadened by the recoil of the fission
iiagments. Prompt gamma rays from fi~ion are of much lower intensity than the
gamma rays that follow alpha decay (see Chapter 1). Thus they are not usefid for passive
assay, despite their relatively high entxgy. However, prompt gamma rays tiom fission
are usetld for coincidence cmmti~ where their high multiplicity can lead to a strong
-.
This section includes brief descriptions of the delayed neutrons and gamma rays
emitted after fission. In passive assay systems the delayed neutrons and gamma rays are
usually masked by the stronger prompt emissions. The time delay, however, is often
used by active assay systems to discriminate &tween the interrogation source and the
induced fission signal. For additional details on these delayed signal%see Ref. 21.
Delayed neutrons originate from some of the isotopes produced during beta decay of
fission fragments. They are emitted by highly excited isotopes as soon as the isotopes are
created by the beta decay of their precursors. Thus, delayed neutrons appear with halflives characteristic of their precursors. Al~ougb there are many such isotopes, delayed
neutrons can be categorized into six groups @th decay half-lives ranging fbm 200 ms to
55 s (Ref. 22). The neutron jield of eaqh group is different for each u~iurn or
plutonium isotope. In principle, active assay systems can use this variatiori as an
indication of the isotopic composition of the irradiated sample (Ref 21), but in practice
this use is difficult to implement. Delayed neutron ene~ spectra are highly stmctu~
as opposed to the smooth Maxwellian distributions of prompt neutrons. Also, the
average energy of delayed neutrons is only 300 to 6Q0 keV, as opposed to the 2-MeV
average of prompt neutrons. Most important the number of delayed neutrons is
typically only 1%of the number of prompt neutrons. Thus, delayed neutrons contribute
to passive neutron measurements, but thei~ effect is not largq.
Delayed gamma rays from fission have a higher intensity and slower emission rate
@n delayed neutrons. Their average multiplicity ani3 energy is comparable lo that of
prompt gamma rayx 6 to 8 gamma raysj qch with an ave~e energy close to 1 MeV.
There is no clear-cut distinction between the emission time of prompt and delayed
gqnma rays as there is for prompt and de~yed neutrons. Gozani (Ref. 21) has used a
time of 10-9s after fission as a convenient demarcation. The delayed gamma !xiysso
defined are then emitted overtimes of seve@ seconds,or minutes. The intensity of these
~ma
rays is two orders of magnitude above the intensity of delayed neutrons.
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11.4

NEU’IRONS FROM (a,fi)

REACTIONS

Nuclei can deeay spontaneously by alpha- or beta-ray emission as well as by fission.
Alpha particles are helium nuclei with two protons and two neutrons, and beta particles
are energetic flee electrons. In principle, all nuclei of atomic mass greater than 150 are
unstable towards alpha decay. However, alpha decay is a quantuin mechanical barrier
penetration process like spontaneous fission, and the Coulomb barrier is high enough to
make alpha decay unlikely for all but the heaviest elements. Table 11-3 (Refs. 1,2, and
23 through 25) lists the alpha deeay rates of some heavy elements. The total half-lives of
the isotopes listed in the table are almost the same as the alpha decay half-lives, except
for 24*Puand 24@ where beta decay dominates, and 25%X,where the spontaneous
fission rate isabout 3%of the alpha decay rate.
The alpha decay process leads to the emission of gamma rays tlom unstable &ughters
(see Chapter 1). Also, the alpha @rticles can ‘prpduce neutrons through (%n) reactions
with certain elements. This source of neu~ons ean be comparable in intensity to
spontaneous fission if isotopes W@ high alpha decay rates such as 233U,2MU, 238Fu,or
241Amare p~nt: This section describes thep@wtion
of neutrons by (~n) reactions
and provides wrne guidelines for&kxdating ~@,expeeted neutron yield.
Folloiving km two extiples of ~~n) Aactioni that occur in many nuclear fiel cycle
materials
a + lsO-2*Ne

+ n

a+

+ n

l*-”Na

The alpha particle ,jsemitted from uranium or plutonium with energies in the range of 4
to 6 MeV. Because 2MUis the dominant alpha emitter in enriched uranium, the average
energy for alpha @rticles emitted from uranium is 4.7 MeV (see Table 11-3). For
plutonium, an av~ge energy of 5.2 MeV is typical. In air, the range of alpha paiticles
from uranium is 3.2,cm and the rimge of alpha particles from plutonium is 3.7 cm. The
range in other materials ean be estimat@ horn the Bragg-Kleeman mle (Ref. 26}
range ==0.00032

W
density (g/cm3)

X range in air

(11-2)

where A is the atomic weight of the mat~al. The range in uranium and plqtonium oxide
is roughly 0.006 cm and 0.007 crn,,restxdively. Thus the alpha particles lose energy very
rapidly when’traveling through matter. In many cases this short range means that the
alpha particle ean never reach rwirby mateiials in which (ajn) reactions could take place.
It however, elements such as oxygen or fluorine are intimately mixed with the alphaemitting nuclear materkd, h (~n) reaetion may take place because the alpha
. particle tan
reach these elements before @low? all its energy.
When the alpha piirticle’ dives at ahot~er nucleus, the probabili@ of a reaction
depends on the C@lue, ~e threshold enew, and the height of the Coulomb barrier.
The Qdue is the ,diffiwim~ in binding ~ergh% between the two initial nuclei and the
two final reaktion ‘products! A!tisitive !Q-value means that the reaction will release
energy. A n~tivd ‘Qv~ue’ rnehhs that die Alpha tii’title must have at least that much

Table 11-3. (Alph%n) reaction neutron yields

Isotope
A
232~
232u
233u
234U
23SU
236U
238u
237NP
238~
23%
2%
241~
242fi
‘lAm
242(-m
244cm
zd~k
25kf

Total
Half-Lifea

Alpha
Decay
Half-Lifea

1.41 x 101OYI’
71.7 yr
1.59 x 10*yr
2.45 X 105yr
7.04 x lo*yr
2.34 x 107Yr
4.47 x 109jr
2.14 X 106yr
87.74 yr
2.41 X ldyr
6.56 X ld yr
14.35 yr
3.76 X 105yr
433.6 yr
163 &3yS
18.1 yr
320 tiy$
2.646 yr

1.41 x lo’oyr
71.7 yr
1.59 x lo5yr
2.45 X 105yr
7.04 x lo*yr
2.34 X 107yr
4.47 x 109yr
2.14 X 106yr
87.74 yr
2.41 X 104yr
6.56 X 103yr
5.90 x 105yr
3.76 X 105yr
433.6 yr
163 di3yS
18.1 yr
6.1 X lt$yr
2.731 yr

aRef. 1.
~ef. 2.
WF6, Refs. 23 and 2* PuF4, Ref. 25.

Alpha
Yielda
(a/s-g)
4.1
8.0
3.5
2.3
7.9
2.3
1.2
2.6
6.4
2.3
8.4
9.4
1.4
1.3
1.2
3.0
8.8
1.9

x
X
x
X
x
X
x
X
X
X
X
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1(P
1011
10*
108
104
106
104
107
1011
109
109
10’
lo~
1o11
1014
10’2
10*
1013

Average
Alpha
Ene~
(MeV)
4.00
5.30
4.82
4.76
4.40
4.48
4.19
4.77
5.49
5.15
5.15
4.89
4.90
5.48
6.10
5.80
5.40
6.11

(cqn)
Yield in
Oxideb
(n/s-g)
2.2
1.49
4.8
3.0
7.1
2.4
8.3
3.4
1.34
3.81
1.41
1.3
2.0
2,69
3.76
7.73
1.8
6.0

x 10-5
x 104
X
X
X
x
x
X
x

10-4
10-2
10-5
10–’
104
101
lN

X
X
X
X
X

103
106
104
101
105

(%n)
Yield in
UF@uF4c
(n/s-g)
2.6 X 106
7.0 x 102
5.8 X 1(?
0.08
2.9
0.028
2.2
5.6
2.1
1.7
2.7

x
X
x
x
X

106
103
104
1(P
I@
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energy in the center-of-mass reference frame before the reaction can proceed. If this
minimum energy requirement is transformed to the laboratory reference fmme, it is
called the threshold energy
Threshold energy = -Q(1 + 4/A) if Q is negative
Threshold energy = Oif Q is positive.

(1 1-3)

The Coulomb barrier is the strength of the electrostatic repulsion that the alpha particle
must overcome to enter the target nucleus and react.
Coulomb barrier (MeV) =

z~ z~ 2
r. (A11/3 + Azl/f)

(11-4)

where ZI = 2, Al = 4, e2 = 1.44 MeV-fm, r. = 1.2 fm, and Zz an: AZrefer to the
target nucleus (Ref 27). Thus, an (a,n) reaction is energetically allowed only if the alpha
particle has enough energy to (1) overcome or penetrate the Coulomb barrier and (2)
exceed the threshold energy. (Note that the two energy requirements are not additive.)
Table 11-4 (Refk. 26 and 28) summarizes these properties for a series of low-mass
isotopes.
Table 11-4 shows that (~n) reactions with 5.2-MeV alpha particles are possible in 11
low-Z elements. In all elements with atomic number greater than that of chlorine, the
reaction is energetically not allowed. The observed yield of neutrons from (qn) reactions
is given in Table 11-5(Refs. 29 through 33) for thick targets. A thick target is a material
that is much thicker than the range of the alpha particle and one in which the alpha
particles lose energy only in the target element. From Equation 11-2, the range of alpha
particles in solids is on the order of 0.01 cm.
(Alph%n) reactions can occur in compounds of uranium or plutonium such as oxides
or fluorides and in elements such as magnesium or beryllium that may be present as
impurities. The neutron yield per gram of source nuclide in pure oxides and fluorides is
given in the last two columns of Table 11-3.In other materials the yield will depend very
sensitively on the alpha activity of the nuclear isotopes, the alpha particle energy, the
reaction Q-values, the impurity concentrations, and the degree of mixing (because of the
short range of the alpha particle).
Equations 11-5 through 11-7 give a prescription for estimating the (%n) yield in
uranium or plutonium oxides with impurities (perfect mixing is assumed). First, the
yield in oxide is
(1 1-5)
where Mi is the mass in grams of the ith isotope and Yi is the neutron yield per gram of
each alpha-emitting isotope as given in Table 11-3. The summation over i should
include 241Am, which is a strong alpha emitter. The yields for compounds can also be
estimated by multiplying the thick target yields in Table 11-5 by the reduction factor K
(Refs. 34 and 35}
K=

St N,
St Nt -t- S=N=

(11-6)
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Table 114 (Alpham) Q-values, threshold energies, and Coulomb barriers
Natural
Abundance
Nucleus
(%)
4He
6Li
7Li

%&?
llB

l%
13C
14N
]5N
160
170
180
%e
21Ne
We
2%a
‘Mg
25Mg
‘Mg
27A
29Si
*i
37(-J

100
7.5
92.5
100
19.8
80.2
98.9
1.11
99.6
0.4
99.8
0.04
0.2
100
90.9
0.3
8.8
100
79.0
10.0
11.0
100
4.7
3.1
24.2

Q-Valuea
(MeV)
--18.99

–3.70
-2.79
+5.70
+1.06
+0.16
–8.51
-1-2.22
–4.73
-6.42
-12.14
+0.59
-0.70’
-1.95
-7.22
+2.55
-0.48
-2.96
–7.19
+2.65
+0.03
-2.64
–1.53
–3.49
-3.87

Threshold
Eneq#
(MeV)

Coulomb Maximum Neutron
Barrier
Energy for
(MeV)
5.2-MeV Alphab

38.0
6.32
4.38
0
0
0
11.34
0
6.09
8.13
15.2
0
0.85
2.36
8.66
0
0.57
3.49
8.39
0
0

1.5
2.1
2.1
2.6
3.2
3.2
3.7
3.7
4.1
4.1
4.7
4.6
4.6
5.1
5.6
5.5
5.5
6.0
6.4
6.4
6.3

3.03
1.74

6.8
7.2

5.0
2.2
3.4

3.96
4.29

7.2
8.3

1.4
1.0

1.2
10.8
5.9
5.0
7.2

5.5
4.2
2.9
7.6
4.5
1.8
7.7

aRef. 28.
kef 26.
where ~ and S=are the rates at which the alpha particle loses eneqjy in the target material
and in the alpha-emitting isotope and Nt and N= are the atom densities. Some values of
the nttio SJ!$ are given in Ref 34.
The yield flom elements that exist as impurities in the oxide can be estimated by
computing the impurity element (%n) yield relative to the oxide (qn) yield. The
approximation in Equation 11-7 ignores difkrenees in alpha energy between isotopes
and diffixenees in target densities that result from the presenee of impuritie~
(11-7)
where Pj is the (~n) neutron yield in the impurity element from Table 11-5. P. is the
yield in oxygen 0.059 n/106 plutonium alpha particles or 0.040 n/106 uranium alpha
particles. Aj is the atomic weight of the impurity element, and ~ == 16 for oxygen. Ij is
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Table 11-5.Thick-target yields from (ajn) reactions (error bars estimated from
scatter between referimces)
Element
(NaturalIsotopic
Composition)
Li
Be
B

c
o
F
:
Al
Si
c1

NeutronYield
per 106Alphas
of Energy
4.7MeV(2%)
0.16 * 0.04
44
*4
12.4 k 0.6
0.051 * 0.002
0.040 * 0.001
3.1 * 0.3
0.5 * 0.5
0.42 * 0.03
0.13 * 0.01
0.028 & 0.002
0.01 * 0.01

NeutronYield
per 106Alphas
of Energy
5.2MeV(av. Pu)

Av.Neutron
Ene~ (MeV)
for 5.2MeV
References Alphas(Rd. 29)

1.13 & 0.25
65
17.5
0.078
0.059
5.9

*5
*
*
*
&

1.1

*

0.89
0.41
0.076
0.07

A
*
&
*

0.4
0.004
0.002
0.6
0.5
0.02
0.01
0.003
0.04

30
31
29,30,33
29,30,31
29,30,31
29,30,33
32
29,30,31
29,30,31
29,30,31
32

0.3
4.2
2.9
4.4
1.9
1.2
2.7
1.0
1.2

the impurity concentration expressed in parts px million (by weight) of oxide. 10 is the
concentration of oxygen expressed in the same way, such as 118000 ppm for PU02 or
154000 ppm for high-enriched U@*. The total yield from (o@) reactions is then the
sum of Equations 11-5 and 11-7.
The (%n) yields in Table 11-5are accurate to 5 to 10%for the best-measured elements.
The oxide (a@) yields in Table 11-3 are known to 10%or better. Thus the neutron yield
calculations are accurate to 10%at best, even with perfkct mixing. In moist compounds,
liquids, or gases, the estimates given are not valid.
The energy of the neutron emitted in an (qn) reaction depends on the energy that the
alpha particle has at the time of the reaction and on the Q-value of the reaction in the
isotope; Average thick-target neutron energies are given in Table 11-5. Maximum
neutron energies are given in the last column of Table 11-4. Several spectra are given in
Fii
11.4 and 11.5 bdOW.
Another important characteristic of neutrons from (qn) reactions is that only one
neutron is emitted in each reaction. These events constitute a neutron source that is
random in time with a multiplicity of 1. This characteristic is exploited by neutron
coincidence counters (Chapters 16 and 17),which can distinguish between spontaneous
fission neutrons and neutrons from (~n) reactions.
Note that both (n#) and (%P) reactions may le+ve the nucleus in an excited state, from
which the nucleus decays to the ground state by emitting one or more gamma rays. For
example
p+

l~(%n) ‘Na* 4

22Na +
2.6 yr

qe*

y (1275 keV)

~Ne
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Here the asterisk refers to a nucleus in an excited state. Because many of the gamma rays
from these reactions are of high energy and are often emitted nearly simultaneously with
the neutron, they can affect the response of total neutron counters or neutron coincidence counters containing deteetors that are sensitive to gamma rays.

11.5NEUTRONS FROM

OTHER NUCLEAR REACTIONS

Spontaneous fission, induced fission, md (qn) reactions are the primary sources of
neutrons observed in passive measurements. However, other reactions such as (y,n),
(n,n’), and (n,2n) may take place in the sample or detector assembly and contribute
slightly to the observed count rate. This seetion describes these reactions briefly
examples are given in Table 11-6. These reactions are more important in active
nondestructive assay measurement, details can be found in Ref 21.
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Table 11-6. Other nuclear reactions that may affect passive neutron counting
Radiation
Source

Threshold
Energya
(MeV)

Gamma
Gamma
Neutron
Proton
Proton
Neutron
Neutron
Neutron
Neutron
Neutron
Neutron

1.665
2.224
O
1.880
1.019
0.1-1.0
0.1-1.0
0.1-1.0
1.851
3.338
5.340

Target
Material

Reaction

Outgoing
Radiation

Outgoing
Energy

beryllium
deuterium
hydrogen
lithium-7
tritium
lead
tungsten
uranium
beryllium
deuterium
tungsten

(y,n)
(y,n)
(n,y)
(pjn)
(p,n)
(n,n’)
(n,n’)
(n,n’)
(n,2n)
(n,2n)
(n,2n)

neutron
neutron
gamma
neutron
neutron
neutron
neutron
neutron
neutrons
neutrons
neutrons

8(Ey–1.665)/9 MeV
(Ey–2.224)/2 MeV
2.224 MeV
~ 30 kev
z Okev

aRef. 28.
The (’y,n)reaction can produce neutrons in any element if the gamma-ray energy is
high enough. The typical minimum threshold energy (-8 MeV) is much higher than the
energies ofgamma rays emitted from radioactive nuclides. However, the (y,n) threshold
energies for beryllium (1.66 MeV) and deuterium (2.22 MeV) are anomalously low.
Thus, it is possible to c~ate a photoneutron source by surrounding relatively intense,
long-lived, high+mergy gamma-ray sources such as 12bb or ‘6Ra with a mantle of
beryllium or D20. A detailed list of photoneutron sources is given in Table 4.3 of Ref
21. For passive assay applications it is only necessary to keep in mind that prompt
fission gamma rays or gamma rays from some (%n) reactions can produce extra
neutrons if the detector assembly contains beryllium or deuterium. Or, conversely,
neutrons can be captured in hydrogen to produce deuterium and 2.22-MeV gamma rays.
These possibilities are included in Table 11-6.
Inelastic neutron scattering (n,n’) can occur in heavy nuclei with neutron energies of
roughly 0.1 to 1.0 MeV or higher. This reaction is possible if the target nucleus has
energy levels low enough to be excited by the neutron. The probability of this reaction is
not high, and the number of neutrons present is not altered. However, the average energy
of neutrons in the material will decline somewhat faster than would be expected from
elastic scattering alone.
The (n,2n) reaction can increase the number of neutrons present, but the threshold
energy in most elements is in the range of 10 MeV. For deuterium, beryllium, and
tungsten the thresholds are lower, but the number ofextra neutrons produced is likely to
be small. The possibility of (n,2n) reactions should be considered only when the
neutrons are known to have high energy, when deuterium, beryllium, or tungsten are
presentj and when the coincidence count rates to be measured are very low. In such cases
the observed response may be enhanced.
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11.6 ISOTOPIC NEUTRON SOURCES
Compact, portable neutron sources are useful for laboratory work, for verifiing the
proper operation of assay instruments or for irradiating samples to obtain other induced
signals. For accountability or safety purposes it is often important to have sources that
contain little or no plutonium or uranium. Such sources can be manufactured by using
other isotopes that emit neutrons by spontaneous fission or by taking advantage of (qn)
reactions between strong alpha-particle-emitting isotopes and low-Z materials.
Californium-252 is the most commonly used spontaneous fission neutron source it
can be fabricated in very small sizes and still provide a strong source for a practical
period of time. Table 11-7summarizes some of the properties of 25@f; Figures 11.2 and
11.3 give the prompt neutron and gamma-ray spectra. For some applications it is
important to remember that 2s%f neutrons are emitted with an average multiplicity of
3.757. Thus they are strongly correlated in time and will generate coincidence events.
Sources that emit random, uncorrelated neutrons can be manufactured by mixing
alpha emitters such as 238Pu Or 241Am with beryllium, lithium, fluorine, or other
elements in which (~n) reactions are pos8ible. Table 11-8 (Refs. 1, 26, and 36)
summarizes the characteristics of some common (%n) sources. One important fmture
for practical applications is the half-life of the heavy element that emits the alpha
rticles. The sources listed in Table 11-8 all have long half-lives, with the exception of
~~o~. Another imWtintfeatum
is the neutron energy spectrum obtained from the
source. In some cases it is important to have a high-energy, highly penetrating neutron
source. In other cases it may be important to avoid neutron energies high enough to
fission plutonium or uranium isotopes (that is, the source must provide subthreshold
interrogation) or high enough to excite (n,2n) reactions.
Table 11-7. Characteristics of 252Cf
Total half-life
Alpha half-life
Spontaneous fission half-life

2.646 yr
2.731 yr
85.5 yr

Neutron yield
Gamma-ray yield
Alpha-particle yield

2.34 X 1012n/s-g
1.3 x 1013y/s-g
1.9 X 1013a/s-g

Average neutron energy
Average gamma-ray energy
Average alpha-particle energy

2.14 MeV
1 MeV
6.11 MeV

Neutron activity
Neutron dose rate
Gamma dose rate
Conversion
-y
heat
Avg, spontaneous fission neutron multiplicity
Avg. spontaneous fission gamma multiplicity

4.4 X 109n/s-Cl
2300 rem/h-g at 1 m
140 rem/h-g at 1 m
558 Ci/g
38.5 W/g
3.757
8

I

Table 11-8. Characteristics of some isotopic (qn) sources
Maximum
Average
Average
Neutron
Neutron
HalfAlpha
Energyb
Energ~
Enerf#
Lifea
(MeV)
(MeV)
(MeV)
source
(Y)
10.9
4.2
5.3
0.38
210PoBe
2261600
10.4
4.3
4.8
238~~
11.0
4.5
87.74
5.49
238fiLi
1.5
0.7
87.74
5.49
1.3
3.2
87.74
5.49
2WPUF4
238~02
2.0
5.8
5.49
87.74
23~~
4.5
10.7
24120.
5.15
2.8
1.4
23hF4
24120.
5.15
241~~
11.0
5.0
433.6
5.48
1.5
0.3
433.6
~*AmLi
5.48
241~B
2.8
5.0
433.6
5.48
241~F
2.5
1.3
433.6
5.48
aRefl 1.
~ef. 26.
Wef 36.

%Alphafield/$8)/(3.7 X 10IOdps/Ci).

Gamma
Dose in
mrem/h at
1 m/(106 n/s)c
0.01
60
0.006
-1
-1
-1
6
-1
6
2.5

Curies
G::d
4490
1
17
17
17
17
0.06
0.06
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

Yield
in
106n/s-Cic
2-3
0-17
2-4
0.07
0.4
0.003
1-2
0.2
2-3
0.06
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Two common (qn) sources in use today are Z41Am& and z41AmLi.Typical neutron
energy spectra for these two sources are given in Figu~s 11.4 and 11.5. The energy
spectra can vary somewhat because of impurity elements or imperfect mixing. [Also,
(%n) San chan~ their shape somewhat in time, depending on the source
construction and the articular isotopes involved.] Note that AmLi sources are usually
fabricated by mixing ~AlAm02~th lithium oxide andtht (~n) reactions in the oxide
contribute a high-energy tail to the spectrum.
The 241AmBesources are compact and relatively inexpensive and do not require
much gimma-ray shielding. However, the high-energy spectrum permits (n,2n) reactions that will produce coincidence counts. The 241AmLisources are less compact and
more expensive and require tungsten shields. Because of their low-energy neutron
spectra, they are the most widely used sources for subthreshold interrogation in active
assay and for random-neutron check sources in passive coincidence counting. ”For the
latter application it is important to be aware of the possibility of plutonium contamination in the americium, which can yield spurious coincidence counts from spontaneous
fission.
(Alpha,n) sources also emit gamma and beta radiation, and in many cases the dose
observed outside the container is dominated by gamma radiation. (For comparison, the
dose fkom 106 n/s is about 1 mrem/h at 1 m.) The neutron yield of an (%n) source
relative to its total radiation output in curies may thus be an” important selection
criterion. This ratio is given in the last column of Table 11-8. Because of their high
gamma-ray output, some (Cn) sources should be encapsulated in shielding material. For
example, 24*AmLisources are enclosed in 1/4- to 3/8-in.-thick tungsten to shield against
the intense 60-keV gamma rays from americium decay.
11.7

CONCLUSIONS

What properties of neutron radiation can be used by the assayist to measure the
quantity of soecific isotows? Several imtwrtant features are summarized belovz
i. The ‘tid<ven effect in spontaneous fission means that only fertile isotopes like 238U,
238Pu,2%, and ‘2Pu are strong emitters of high-energy (2-MeV average) neutrons.
For metallic samples of plutonium the total neutron emission rate is usually directly
related to the masses of the even isotopes that are present. This is also true for
metallic uranium, although kilogram quantities are required for practical assays
because of the lower neutron emission rate.
2. The, prompt neutron multiplicity (v = 2 to 3) means that coincidence counting
techniques can provide a nearly unique signature for the presence of the even
isotopes. However, the multiplicity does not vary enough tiom one isotope to
another to permit discrimination between them.
3. The detection of prompt fission gamma rays along with the neutrons can greatly
enhance instrument sensitivity. However, the different behavior of neutrons and
gamma rays in the sample matrix and in the, detector increases the difficulty of
relating the measured response to the sample mass. Therefore, this approach is not
recommended for most applications. The use of prompt gamma rays alone is an
almost untouched field, but relating measured response to sample mass is again likely
to be a difficult problem.
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4. Delayed neutron yields are too low for passive assay. Delayed gamma rays are usually
not detected by neutron detecto~ but they contribute to the response of seintillators.
Both delayed neutrons and delayed gamma rays are very important for active assay
but not for passive assay.
5. Fissile isotopes like 235U and 23%% are assayed either by active techniques or
indirectly by passive assay of adjacent fertile isotopes if the isotopic composition of
the sample is known.
6. (Alph&n) reactions allow good passive assays of compounds such as 23SPU02and
2XUF6. Againj the quantity of other isotopes can be inferred from the known isotopic
composition. (Alpha,n) reactions can also yield unwanted passive emissions that
complicate the assay. Neutron coincidence counting is often used to discriminate
against (%n) reaetions.
The principles and applications of these techniques are described in Chapters 14
through 17.
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Neutron Interactions with Matter
P. Rinard

12.1 INTRODUCTION
How neutrons interact with matter aflkcts the ways in which assays can be pdormed
with neutrqs. Neutron interactions with the assay material affkct the interpretation of
neutron measurements and limit the amount of fissile material the assay instrument can
contain safely. A neutron detector is based on some neutron interaction with the
material in the detector. Also, neutron interactions with shielding materials are
necessary to protect radiation workeri.
This chapter provides iimdamenial information about neutron interactions that are
important to nuclear material measurements; The that section describes the interactions
on the microscopic level where individ@ neutrons, interact with other particles and
nuclei. The concepts are then extended to macroscopic interactions with bulk com!,
pound materials.
12.2

MICROSCOPIC

INTERACTIONS

12.2.1 The Cross-Section Concept
The probability of a particular event occurring between a neutron and a nucleus is
expressed through the concept of the cross section. If a large number of neutrons of the
same energy are directed into a thin layer of material, some may pass through with no
interaction, others may have interactions that change their directions and energies, and
still others may tbil to emerge *m the sample. There is a probability for each of these
events. For example, the probability of a neutron not emerging from a sample (that is, of
being absorbed or captured) is the ratio of the number of neutrons that do not emerge to
the numtwr originally incident on the layer. The cross section for being absorbed is the
probability of neutrons being absorbt+ di~ded by the anal atom density (the number of
target atoms P& unit area of the layer): @e cross section thus has the dimensions of
-,
it must be a small flaction of a sqyiye centimeter becausk of the large’number of
atoms involved. Because this type of c@# &ztion ,flescribestde probability ‘ofneutron
interaction with a single nucleusj it is &Hledthe microscopic cross section and is.given
the symbol C. (A macroscopic cross section for use with bulk mdtter is defined in Section
12.3.)
~other approach to wderstanding the concept of the microscopic cross section is to
consider the probability of a single neutron attempting to pass through a thin layer of
357
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material that has an area A and contains N target nuclei, each of cross-sectional areas.
The sum of all the areas of the nuclei is Ns. The probability of a single neutron hitting
one of these nuclei is roughly the ratio of the total target area Ns to the area of the layer A.
In other word$ the probability of a single neutron having a collision with a nuckus is
Ns/A or (N/A)s, the areal target density timess. On the atomic level, however, cross
sections for neutron interactions are not simply the geometrical cross-sectional area of
the target. By replacing thiss by the a of the preceding paragraph, a might be thought of
as an effective cross-sectional area for the interaction. The cross section for the
interaction retains the dimensions of area thats had.
The physical cross-sectional area s of a heavy nucleus is about 2 X 10-24 cm2.
Interaction cross sections for most nuclei are typically between 10-27and 10-21cm2. To
avoid the inconvenience of working with such small numbers, a different unit of area is
used the barn, denoted by the symbol b. It is defined to be 10-24 cm2, so that the
physical cross-sectional area of a heavy nucleus is about 2 b. Many neutron interaction
cross sections range between 0.001 and 1000 b.
Each type of event has its own probability and cross section. The probability of each
type of event is independent of the probabilities of the othe~ so the total probability of
any event occurring is the sum of the individual probabilities. Similarly, the sum of all
the individual cross sections is the total cross section.
12.2.2 The Energy-Velocity

Relationship

for Neutrons

Cross-section magnitudes are strong fimctions of neutron energy, as discussed in
Section 12.2.4.As a preliminary to that discussion, this section describes the relationship
between neutron energy and velocity. This connection is important not only for
understanding cross sections but also for estimating the time that neutrons are present in
regions such as those found in assay instruments.
The classical expression for kinetic energy, E = mv2/2, is sufficiently accurate
because even a kinetic energy of 100 MeV is still only about one-tenth of the rest-mass
energy of a neutron (939.55 MeV). For velocity v in meters per second and kinetic
ene~ ,, E in MeV,
E = 5.227 X 10-ls #

(12-1)

and
v = 1.383 X 107E1~.

(12-2)

Figure 12.1 shows a graph of these equations for ready use. The graph show for
example, @t a. 1-MeV neutron has a speed of 1.383 X 107m/s and therefore will cross
a 15-cm ~ple region in a typical assay instrument in about 11 ns. A thermal neutron
with an ene~ of 0.025 eV (see Section 12.2.3) has a speed of 2187 m/s and will cross the
same 15+ region in about 70 ps.

—.
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Fig.12.1 Graphshowing therelationship betweena neutron’sspeed and its kinetic
energy.

12.2.3 Types of Interactions
A neutron can have many types of interactions with a nucleus. Figure 12.2 shows the
types of interactions and their cross sections. Each category of interaction in the figure
consists of all those linked below it. The total cross section Ctexpresses the probability of
any interaction taking place.
A simple notation can be used to give a concise indication of an interaction of interest.
If a neutron n impinges on a target nucleus T, forming a resultant nucleus R and the
release of an outgoing particle g, this interaction is shown as T(n,g)R. The heavy nuclei
are shown outside the parentheses. To denote a type of interaction without regard for the
nuclei involved, only the portion in parentheses is shown. An example of an (n,p)
reaction is ‘B(n,p)5Be.
An interaction may be one of two major types scattering or absorption. When a
neutron is scattered by a nucleus, its speed and direction change but the nucleus is left
with the same number of protons and neutrons it had before the interaction. The nucleus
will have some recoil velocity and it maybe lefi in an excited state that will lead to the
eventual release of radiation. When a neutron is absorbed by a nucleus, a wide range of
radiations can be emitted or fission can be induced.

Fig.12.2 Variouscategoriesofneutron interactions. The lettersseparated
by commas in theparentheses show the incoming and outgoing
particles.
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Scattering events can be subdivided into elastic and inelastic scattering. In elastic
scattering the total kinetic energy of the neutron and nucleus is unchanged by the
interaction. During the interaction, a fkaction of the neutron’s kinetic energy is transferred to the nucleus. For a neutron of kinetic energy E encountering a nucleus of atomic
weight A, the average energy loss is 2EA/(A+ 1)2. This expression shows that in order to
reduce the speed of neutrons (that is, to moderate them) with the fewest number of
elastic collisions target nuclei with small A should be used. By using hydrogen, with
A = 1, the average energy loss has its largest value of E/2. A neutron with 2 MeV of
kinetic energy will (on the average) have 1 MeV left after one elastic collision with a
hydrogen nucleus, 0.$ MeV after a second such collision, and so on. To achieve a kinetic
energy of only 0.025 eV would take a total of about 27 such collisions. (A neutron of
energy 0.025 eV is roughly in thermal equilibrium with its surrounding medium and is
considered a “thermal neutron.” From the relation E = kT where k is Boltzmann’s
constant, an energy E of 0.025 eV corresponds to a temperature T of 2&C.) In general,
after n elastic collisions, the neutron’s energy is expected to change tlom ~ to En =
To reach En from EO thus requires n = log(En/~)/
~(A2+l)/(A+l)2~.
l~(A2+l )/(A+l )2]collisions, on the average. Table 12-1’gives examples of the number
of collisions required to “thermalize” a 2-MeV neutron in some materials.
Inelastic scattering is similar to elastic scattering except that the nucleus undergoes an
,internal rearrangement into an excited state from which it eventually releases radiation.
The total kinetic energy of the outgoing neutron and nucleus is less than the kinetic
energy of the incoming neutron; part of the original kinetic energy is used to place the
nucleus into the excited state. It is no longer easy to write an expression for the average
energy loss because it depends on the enexgylevels within the nucleus. But the net effect
on the neutron is again to reduce its speed and change its direction. If all the excited
states of the nucleus are too high in energy to be reachixl with the energy available fmm
the incoming neutron, inelastic scattering is impossible. In particular, the hydrogen
nucleus does not have excited .sta~ so only elastic scattering can occur in that case. In
general, scattering moderates or reduces the energy of neutrons and provides the basis
for some neutron detectors (for example, proton recoil detectors).’

Table 12-1. Avemge number of collisions required to reduce a neutron’s
ene~ from 2 MeV to 0.025 eV by
elastic scattering

Element
Hydrogen
Deuterium
Helium
Beryllium
Carbon
Uranium

Atomic
Weight

Number
of
Collisions

1
2
4
9
12
238

27
31
48
92
119
2175
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Instead of being scattered by a nucleus, the neutron may be absorbed or captured. A
variety of emissions may follow, as shown in”Figure 12.2.The nucleus may rearrange its
internal structure and release one or more gamma rays. Charged particles may also be
emitted the more common ones are protons, deuterons, and alpha particles. The
nucleus may also rid itself of exeess neutrons. The emission of only one neutron is
indistinguishable from a scattering event. If more than one neutron is emitted, the
number of neutrons now moving through the material is larger than the number present
before the interaction; the number is said to have been multiplied. Finally, there maybe
a fission event, leading to two or more fission fragments (nuclei of intermediate atomic
weight) and more neutrons (see Chapter 11).
Many safeguards instruments have neutron detectors that use an absorption reaction
as the basis of the detection technique. The lack of an electric charge on the neutron
makes direct detection difflcul$ so the neutron is first absorbed by a nucleus, which then
emits a charged particle (such as a proton or deuteron). Helium-3, uranium-235 and
boron- 10 are commonly used in deteetors because they have large absorption cross
seetions for the production of charged particles with low-speed neutrons.
When moderation alone is desired, absorption should be avoided. For example,
hydrogen is a better mqderator than deuterium (that is, it requires fewer collisions to
achieve a particular low speed), but it also has a larger absorption cross section for
neutrons. The net effect is that deuterium will yield more thermal neutrons than
hydrogen and may be the preferred moderating material.
The cross seetions associated with the various interactions described above can be
designated by the following notation
cft =
OS=
Celor On,n =
~i or Cn,nt =
Oaor csc=
%e =
‘n,? =
of or on,f =
on,p =

total cross section (OS+ Oa)
total scattering cross section (Oel + Oi)
elastic scattering cross section
inelastic scattering cross section
absorption or capture cross section
nonelastic cross section, at — oel
radiative capture cross section
fission cross section
(n,p) reaction cross section.

12.2.4 Energy Dependence of Croaa Sections
All of the cross sections described above vary with neutron energy and with the target
nucleus, sometimes in a dramatic way. This section gives some generalizations about the
energy dependence of cross seetions and shows data (Ref. 1)for a few important nuclei.
Figure 12.3is the total cross section for 239Pufor incident neutrons of O.001-eVto 10MeV energy. Note that as a general rule the cross section decreases with increasing
energy. At low energies, below 1 MeV, the elastic cross section is nearly constant,
whereas the inelastic scattering cross section and absorption cross seetions are proportional to the reciprocal of the neutron’s speed (that is, l/v). So at low energies the total
cross section can be nearly constant or decreasing with energy, depending on which type
of event dominates. For example, in 239Puthe inelastic cross seetion dominates and the
total cross section decreases as l/v. Similar behavior is observed for most light and
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intermediate weight nuclei as well. Figures 12.4 and 12.5 illustrate the low-energy total
cross-section behavior of boron and cadmium. The unusually high absorption cross
sections of these two materials make them usefid as thermal-neutron poisons.
At higher energies the cross section may have large peaks superimposed on the I/v
trend These peaks are called resonances and occur at neutron energies where reactions
with nuclei are enhanced. For example, a resonance will occur if the target nucleus and
the captured neutron form a “compound” nucleus, and the energy contributed by the
neutron is close to that of an excited state of the compound nucleus.
In heavy nuclei, large and narrow resonances appear for neutron energies in the eV
range. For energies in the keV region the resonances can be too close together to resolve.
In the MeV region the resonances are more sparse and very broad, and the cross sections
become smooth and rolling. For li@ nuclei, penances appear only in the MeV region
and are broad and relatively small. For nuclei with intermediate weights (such as
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cadmium, nickel, iron), resonances can be found below 1 keV. These resonances have
heights and widths between those of light and heavy nuclei.
Some exceptions to the general trends exist in ‘H and *H wheq there are no
resonances at all and in nuclei with “magic” numbers of protons or neutrons where the
behavior may be similar to that of light nuclei despite the actual atomic weight. In
practice, it@ necessary to rely on tables of cross sections for the nuclei of interest because
there is no convenient way to calculate cross sections. Some microscopic cross sections
are included in the second table in Section 12.3.
Some neutron-induced fission cross sections important for nondestructive assay are
shown in Figure 12.6.The fissile isotopes 235Uand ‘9Pu have large cross sections (about
1000b) for fission by thermal or near-thermal neutrons. For fission by fast neutrons (10
keV to 10MeV), these cross sections are reduced to 1to 2 b. The fertile isotopes 23SUand
2% have negligible fission cross sections for low-energy neutrons but exhibit a
“threshold” near l-MeV neutron energy. Above 1 MeV the fission cross sections of the
fertile isotopes are comparable to those of the fissile isotopes.
12.3

MACROSCOPIC

INTERACTIONS

12.3.1 h@XWCOPiC tiOSS ~tiO12S

Although study of the interactions of a neutron with a single nucleus on the
microscopic scale provides a basis for understanding the interaction process, measurements are actually performed with thick samples that often contain a mixture of
elements. These additional features are described by using the macroscopic cross
sections appropriate for bulk materials.
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Fig. 12.6 Fission crosssectionsjbrsome importantfissile(235U, 239Pu)
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The definition of the macroscopic cross section arises from the transmission of a
parallel beam of neutrons through a thick sample. The thick sample can be considered to
be a series of atomic layerq for each layer we can apply the results found with the
microscopic cross-section concept. By integrating through enough atomic layers to reach
a depth x in the sample,.lhe intensity I(x) of the uncollided neutron beam is
I(x) = ~ e-NW

(12-3)
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where ~ is the intensity of the beam before it enters the sample, N is the atom density,
and q is the total cross section. Figure 12.7 shows the uncdided intensity remaining in
a ~el
~
* it IMsses thin@ a thick laYer of matter. Note that the ilaction
transmitted without collisions, I(x)/~, depends on the energy of the neutrons through
the energy dependence of the microscopic total cross-section at.
An expression similar to Equation 12-3 is used for gamma-ray attenuation. In that
ease, low~nergy gamma rays m very likely to be absorbed and thus removed not only
from the parallel beam but tlom the material entirely. With neutrons at low energies,
elastic scattering is the most likely event. Although Equation 12-3 gives the intensity of
the neutrons that have had no interaction up to a depth x, the actual number of neutrons
present that ean be detected may be much larger because of multiple scatteri~
multiplication, or fini~ detector acceptance angle.
The total macroscopic cross section is ~ = NtJt. Zt has dimensions of cm-l (see
Equation 12-3 above) and is analogous to the linear attenuation coefficient for gamma
rays. If only a particular type of intemction is of interestj a macroscopic cross section for
it alone can be defined using its microscopic cross section in place of the total cross
section. For quantitative calculations, the concept of macroscopic cross section is less
used than the analogous gamma-ray linear attenuation coefficient because of the
complications of multiple scattering and other effects mentiond, in the previous
~ph.

I

)

I

4
l(x)

Fig. 12.7 The intensity ofaparallelbeam

of uncoilided neutrons
decreases exponentially as itpasses through a thick layer of
matter.
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If the sample is a compound instead of a simple element, the total macroscopic cross
section is the sum of the macroscopic cross sections of the individual elements
z =x~+x~+x~...

(12-4)

.

The atom density Ni of each element i is given by
Ni = pNa nJM

(12-5)

where pis the density of the compound, M is the molecular weight of the compound; Na
is Avogadro’s number, 6.022 X 1&3 atoms/mole, and ni is the number of atoms of
element i in one molecule. From Equations 12-4 and 12-5 the general form of the
macroscopic cross section can be written as
@Ja
I = ~(nlol

+ n202 -k n3c3 + ...) .

(12-6)

As an illustration of these equations, the total macroscopic cross section for l-MeV
neutrons in ‘tU02 (density 10g/cm3, molecular weight 270) is calculated from the data
in Table 12-2.
Table 12-2.Nuclear data for
‘woz
Isotope
235u
23Su
160

ni

q at 1 MeV
(b)

0.007
0.993
2.~

6.84
7.10
8.22

~ = (10)(0.6022)
270
[(0.007)(6.84) i- (0.993)(7.10)+ 2(8.22)]= 0.525 cm-l
t

.

(12-7)

Powers of 1@4 and 10–24have been cancelled in Avogadro’s number and in the crosssection values. These cross-section values were taken from Table 12-3(Ref 2), which is a
compilation of microscopic and macroscopic cross sections at two neutron energies,
0.025 eV (thermal) and 1 MeV.
12.3.2 Mean Free Path and Reaction Rate
A very descriptive feature of the transmission of neutrons through bulk matter is the
mean-fi’ee-path length, which is the mean distance a neutron travels between interac-
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tions. It can be calculated from Equation 12-3 with Nat replaced by Zt. The mean-freepath length k is
A = Ijzt

,

(12-8)

the reciprocal of the macroscopic cross section. For the case of l-MeV neutrons in U02
calculated above, a macroscopic cross section of 0.525 cm–l implies a mean-free-path
length of 1.91cm.
The mean-free-path length has many qualitative applications in assay instruments
and shielding. (a) If the mean-free-path length of neutrons emitted by a sample in a
passive assay instrument is long compared to the dimensions of the sample, it is likely
that most of the neutrons will escape from the sample and enter the detection region. (b)
If the number of collisions required to thermalize a neutron is known, the necessary
moderator thickness of a shield can be estimated. (c) If the thickness of a shield is many
times the mean-free-path length of a neutron trying to penetrate the shield, then the
shield fulfills its purpose. (Because the mean-free-path length is a function of the
neutron’s energy, the actual calculation is not so simple.)
A closely related concept is that of the reaction rate. When traveling with a speed v, a
neutron has an average time between interactions of %/v. The reaction rate is the
frequency with which interactions occur: vfk, or v~t. In uranium oxide, for example, a 1MeV neutron will have a reaction rate of 7.26 X 108per second (from Equations 12-2
and 12-7). This does not mean, however, that in one second there will be that many
reaction$ with each collision the neutron’s energy decreases and the cross section
changes, thereby altering the instantaneous reaction rate.
The paths of neutrons in matter can be simulated with Monte Carlo calculations.
Figure 12.8 shows a few paths for neutrons with 1 MeV of energy entering cylinders of
different materials. The mean-free-path length depends on both the type of material and
the energy of the neutron. After each collision, the energy is decreased and the meanfree-path length is affected accordingly. Figure 12.8shows that a cylinder of polyethylene
is more effective in preventing the transmission of neutrons than a cylinder of heavy
metal. A neutron loses most of its energy by colliding with the light elements in
polyethylene and then the mean-free-path length becomes small as the cross sections
increase. An important effect of polyethylene is that it seemingly retains a large fraction
of the neutrons near a certain depth; these neutrons have had enough collisions to lose
nearly all their kinetic energy. If a thermal-neutron detector is placed in this region, the
chance of detecting neutrons is optimized.

12.4EFFECTS

OF MODEWiTION

IN BULK MATTER

It is otlen a design goal to reduce or moderate the speed of neutrons in the sample
region or the detector region or both. Recalling the general l/v trend of interaction cross
sections (Figures 12.3 through 12.6),the purpose of the reduction in speeds is to increase
the probability of an interaction. In other regions, it may be desirable to hinder
interactions by choosing materials that are poor moderators or by adding low-energy
neutron absorbers to remove neutrons once they become moderated.
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Table 12-3.Neutroncrosssectionsof commonmatenalsa
CrossSectionsb
Atomicor
Molecular
Weight
27
10
11
9
12
40.08
112
35.45
63.55
19
56
157.25
1
2
3
4
6
7
24.31
55
14
23
59
16
204

E = 0.0253eV
Density
(g/cm3)
2.7
2.3
2.3

Material
(%
$)
0.232
1.61
Al
B
3843
3845
5.28
B
0.005
9.0
6.35
0.010
Be
4.95
1.9
0.003
c
1.55
Nat Ca
3.46
0.433
8.7
2470
2462
cd
Nat Cl
Gas
50.2
33.4
12.5
3.80
Nat Cu
8.94
3.72
0.010
F
Gas
7.9
Fe
2.56
14.07
Nat Gd
7.95
49153
48981
H
Gas
30.62
0.33
4.25
H
Gas
0.000
5336
He
Gas
5337
He
Gas
0.86
0.000
Li
0.534
938
937
1.16
Li
0.036
0.534
Nat Mg
1.74
3.47
0.063
Mn
7.2
14.5
13.2
1.9
N
Gas
12.22
Na
3.92
0.529
0.971
Ni
4.58
8.9
23.08
Gas
0.000
0
3.87
Pb
11.34
11.40
0.18
aRefl2.
bAzerovaluemeanszeroto the numberof figuresshown.

E=l

(Cri%)

Xa
(cm-l)

0.097
533
0.665
3.82
0.472
0.081
115.5
Gas
1.06
Gas
1.19
1496
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
50.3
0.053
0.150
1.14
Gas
0.100
2.10
Gas
0.381

0.014
532
0.0006
0.0060
0.0003
0.101
115.2
Gas
0.322
Gas
0.217
1491
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
50.2
0.0017
0.0027
1.04
Gas
0.0134
0.416
Gas
0.0060

;)
2.37
2.68
2.13
3.25
2.58
1.14
6.50
2.30
3.40
3.15
5.19
7.33
4.26
2.87
2.87
7.08
1.28
1.57
2.66
3.17
2.39
3.17
3.66
8.22
4.39

%)
0.000
0.189

0.000

0.003
0.000
0.004
0.058
0.0005
0.011
0.000
0.003
0.223
0.000
0.000
0.879
0.000
0.230
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.021
0.000
0.0008
0.000
0.0033

MeV
2*
(cm-i )
(C3-’ )
0.143
0.000
0.371
0.0262
0.268
1.96
0.246
0.027
0.304
Gas
0.288
Gas
0.441
0.223
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
0.069
0.072
0.115
0.250
Gas
0.081
0.322
Gas
0.147

0.000

0.0018
0.000
0.0001
0.0027
Gas
0.0009
Gas
0.0003
0.0068
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
0.0123
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002
Gas
O.0000
0.0001
Gas
O.0001

!%

&
z
&
&

Table12-3.Neutroncrosssectionsofcommonmaterials (continued)
CrossSectionsb

Material
Pu

Pu
Pu
Pu
Pu
Nat Si
Th
u
u
u
u
u
u
Nat U
Nat W
t2H2
H20
D20
Average
Fission
Productsof
235U
239ti

Atomicor
Molecular
Weight
238.05
239.05
240.05
241.06
242.06
28.09
232
233.04
234.04
235.04
236.05
237.05
238.05
238.03
183.85
14
18
20

117
119

Density
(g/cm3)
19.6
19.6
19.6
19.6
19.6
2.42
11.3
19.1
19.1
19.1
19.1
19.1
19.1
19.1
19.3
0.94
1.0
1.1

;)
599.3
1021
294
1390
26.7
2.24
20.4
587
116
703
13.3
487.5
11.63
16.49
23.08

$)
562.0
270
293
362
18.9
0.161
7.50
45.8
103
96.9
5.16
476.4
2.71
3.39
18.05

4496
2087

4486
2086

aRef 2.
bA zero value

E=l

E = 0,0253eV

meanszeroto the numberof figuresshown.

(c:~’ )
29.72
50.4
14.5
68.1
1.30
0.116
0.598
29.0
5.70
34.3
0.648
23.6
0.562
0.797
1.459
2.68
2.18
0.410

(cl%-l)
27.87
13.3
14.4
17.7
0.922
0.0084
0.220
2.26
5.07
4.74
0.251
23.1
0.131
0.1637
1.141
0.027
0.022
0.000

$)
7.01
7.15
7.98
7.31
4.43
7.00
6.78
8.02
6.84
7.73
6.72
7.10
7.01
6.95

$)
0.190
0.026
0.108
0.117
0.098
0.001
0.135
0.069
0.363
0.117
0.363
0.135
0.123
0.120
0.057

7.43
7.48

0.00036
0.00093

6.66

MeV
(c%)
0,330
0.346
0.352
0.391
0.357
0.230
0.205
0.335
0.394
0.335
0.377
0.326
0.343
0.343
0.439
0.449
0.560
0.420

(c% )
0.0094
0.0013
0.0053
0.0057
0.0048
0.0001
0.0040
0.0034
0.0178
0.0057
0.0177
0.0066
0.0059
0.0058
0.0036
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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Fig. 12.8 Neutrons with I MeVof kinetic energy areshown
enteringcylindersof materialfrom the bottom and
then beingscattering or absorbed. Thepaths were
calculated usinga Monte Carlo technique.

For example, in the assay of plutonium, moderation is not a desirable effect in the
sample region. High-speed neutrons are more able to penetrate the sample and they have
lower fission cross sections so that multiplication is less than with low-speed neutrons.
On the other hand, in the deteetor region, moderation increases the deteetion efficiency
for detectors such as 3He proportional counters. By placing hydrogenous material (such
as polyethylene) around the deteetorsj the neutrons cm be counted with more efficiency.
Also needed is a falter that will let high-speed neutrons enter the detector region where
they ean beeome moderated but will not let the moderated neutrons return to the sample
region where they could produce additional fissions. A layer of material with a large
absorption cross seetion for slow neutrons (such as cadmium, Figure 12.5) placed
between the sample region and the detector region is effketive in this regard.
A standard basis for comparing moderating abilities of difierent materials is the
moderating power. If one material has a larger moderating power than another, less of
that material is needed to achieve the same degree of moderation. Two factors *
important (1) the probability of a scattering interaction and (2) the average change ‘in
kinetic energy of the neutron after such an interaction. To bean effective moderator,
both the probability of an interaction and the avetige energy loss in one scatter should be
high. The moderating power is defined as&
where ,Z~is the macroscopic scattering
cross section and ~ is the average logarithmic energy decrement in a scatter. This
deerement is ln(E&fiJ – In(E&). When elastic collisions in an element with atomic
weight A dominate the seattenng process, the deerement becomes
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g=

(A–1)2 ~n (A+l )
2A
(A-1)

l-—

( 12-9)

“

For A > 2, ~ can be approximated by 2/(A+O.67) (Ref. 3). The moderating power ofa
compound is given by

Q, = -#

(nlcl{l

+ n2a2&~ + ...)

(12-IO)

,

where p is the density of the compound, M is its molecular weight, Na is Avogadro’s
number, ni is the number of atoms of element i in one molecule, ~i is the microscopic
scattering cross section for element i, and ~i is the logarithmic energy decrement for
element i.
A material with a large moderating power might nevertheless be useless as a practical
moderator if it has a large absorption cross section. Such a moderator would effectively
reduqe the speeds of those neutrons that are not absorbed, but the fraction of neutrons
that survive may be too small to be used in a practical manner. A more comprehensive
measure of moderating materials is the moderating, ratio, ~Zs/Za. A large moderating
ratio is desirable; it implies not only a good moderator but also a poor, absorber. For a
compound, the moderating ratio is given by Equation 12-10 with each ~i replaced by
CS$Cafor element i.
Table 12-4 gives the moderating powers and ratios for some common moderator
materials for neutrons in the l-eV to 100-keVenergy range (Ref. 4). Ordinary water has a
higher moderating power than heavy water because the atomic weight of hydrogen is
half that of deuterium. But the hydrogen nucleus (a proton) can absorb a neutron and
create deuterium much more readily than a deuterium nucleus can absorb a neutron and
create tritium. This difference in absorption cross sections gives heavy water a much
more favorable moderating ratio. However, because of its availability and low cost,
ordinary water is oflen preferred. The solid niaterials given in the table have a higher
moderating ratio than ordinary water and can have fabrication advantages. Polyethylene
is commonly selected as a moderator because of its high moderating power and
moderating ratio.
Table 12-4. Moderating powers and ratios of selected
materials (Ref. 4)

Moderator
Water
Heavy Water
Helium at STP
Beryllium
Graphite
Polyethylene (CH.J

Moderating
Power
(1 eV to 100 keV)

Moderating
Ratio
(Approximate)

1.28
0.18
0.00001
0.16
0.064
3.26

58
21000
45
130
200
122
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EFFECTS OF MULTIPLICATION

IN BULK MATTER

When a neutron interaction yields more than one neutron as a product, a multiplication event has occurred. More neutrons will be present in the material after the
interaction than before. The most widely known multiplication event is fission, but
other absorption interactions, such as (n,2n), can be important contributors to multiplication.
Of the neutrons in a given material at a given moment, some will eventually escape
and the others will be absorbed. Additional neutrons can originate in the material as
products of the absorption. The definition of the multiplication M is the total number
of neutrons that exist in the sample divided by the number of neutrons that were started.
If 1~ neutrons are started in the sample and an additional 59 are found to be created
from multiplication events, the multiplication is 1.59. Only a fraction of the first
generation of 100neutrons produces additional neutrons through multiplication event$
the others escape or are absorbed by other types of interactions. The same fraction of the
second generation produce a Jhird generation, and so on. The number of neutrons
remaining in the sample steadily decreases until it is zero and the total number of
neutrons produced by all the ~ultiplication events is 59.
A related concept that is mdre commonly used is,the multiplication factor. It relates
the numbers of neutrons in su~essive generiitions. There are two categories of multiplication factors that apply to different physical sizes of the material involved.
If the material is infinite in extent, the multiplication factor is written km and is
definkd as the ratio of the number of neutrons in one generation to the number in the
previous generation. Because iof the infinite size of the material, all neutrons of a
generation become absorbed., Thus km is also the fatio of the number of neutrons
produ~ed in one generation to the number absorbed ih the preceding generation.
If the material M not infinite @ size, some neutrons in a generation may escape
through the surface and not be absorbe~ th&e are ‘leakage” neutrons. The multiplicatio~ factor for this more practical sit~tion is called ~ff It is defined as the ratio of the
nurn~r of neutrons produced ‘inone generation to tilenurnber either absorbed or leaked
in the ‘precedinggeneration. The multiplication factor ~ is the more practical ratio for
safquards work because instrumefits are often ‘made small to comply with size and
weight constraints.
As an example of ~mand its connection with the multiplication M, consider the case
described earlier. The original 100 neutrons would constitute the first generation. If the
original neutrons create 37 neutrons through reactions, the 37 neutrons would be the
next generation. The multiplication factor in this case is thus 0.37. With ~ less than
one, the number of neutrons in succeeding generations decreases, eventually reaching
zero. As Table 12-5 indicates, it takes 7 generations to reduce the number of neutrons
from 100 to about zero.
The number of neutrons in one generation is found by multiplying the number in the
previous generation by the multiplication factor ~, which in this example is 0.37. This
is a statistical process, of course, and the exact number in any generation cannot be
exactly,known, but for large numbers of neutrons the ratio of populations in successive
generations is very nearly constant.
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Table 12-5.Example of neutron population decline
Generation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Average No. of
Neutrons for kefl = 0.37
100
37
14
5
2
1

0
F9

The multiplication M is readily connected to the multiplication factor ~ff when keffis
less than one. By adding together all the numbers of neutrons in all the generations, the
geometric sum can be found
M = 1/(1–~=),

~ff < 1 .

(12-11)

With the multiplication of 1.59 in Table 12-5, the multiplication factor is 0.37, showing
that the number of neutrons is decreasing in successive generations.
As ~approaches one, the value of M becomes huger and larger, as shown in Figure
12.9.When ~ff = 1,the formula shows that there is no limit to the number of neutrons
that will be produced; in practice, there is a finite number of nuclei that can produce
neutrons, so the number of neutrons created is finite but extremely large. Criti&dity is
said to be reached when ~ = 1. If ~R is larger than one, the sample is supercritica~
with ~ less than one, the sample is subcritical.
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SHIELDING

To protect personnel from the biological effkctsof neutrons and to reduce background
counts, neutron shielding is ofien necessary. The selection and arrangement of shielding
materials vary with the circumstanms. Some general principles can be derived from the
neutron interactions with matter described earlier in this chapter.
Thermal neutrons with energies of 0.025 eV or less are absorbed with great effectiveness by thin layers of boron or cadmium, as suggested by the large cross sections shown
in Figures 12.4 and 12.5. Boron is ofien used in the form of boron carbide (B4C) or
boron-loaded solutions. One commonly used material is Boral, a mixture of boron
carbide and aluminum, which is available in sheets of varying thickness. Cadmium has
the disadvantage of emitting high-energy gamma rays after neutron capture, which may
necessitate additional gamma-ray shielding. A comparison of Figures 12.4 and 12.5
shows that cadmium is more effective than boron for absorbing thermal neutrons,
whereas boron is more effective for absorbing epithermal neutrons (energy range 0.1 eV
to 10eV).
High-speed neutrons are more difficult to shield against because absorption cross
sections are much lower at higher energies. Thus it is first necessary to moderate highspeed neutrons through elastic or inelastic scattering interactions. Inelastic scattering or
absorption may again produce potentially hazardous gamma rays for example, neutron
capture in hydrogen releases a 2.224-MeV gamma ray. An effective radiation shield
consists of a combination of materials hydrogenous or other low-A materials to
moderate neutron% theimal neutron absorbe~, and high-Z materials to absorb gamma
rays. Examples of hjbrid shielding materials are polyethylene and lead, concrete
containing scrap iron, and more exotic materials such as lithium hydride.
:
In safeguards work viith small, samples of fissionable materials or weak neutron
sources, shielding maybe restricted to several centimeters of polyethylene. The shielding
properties of polyethylene are illustrated in Figure 12.10, which gives dose rates on the
surface of a sphere’of polyethylene with a zszcf sourm in its center. The source emits
neutrons with a high-energy fission spectrum comparable to most uranium and plutonium isotopes. Also produced are fission gamma rays and additional 2.224-MeV gamma
rays from neutron capture in polyethylene. Neutrons provide most of the dose for
spheres less than 22 cm in radius beyond that, source gamma rays are the major
contributors, followed by gamma rays from capture reactions. By increasing the radius
from 5 to 12cm or from 20 to 37 cm, the total dose rate can be reduced by a factor of 10.
A mle of thumb for neutron dose reduction is that 10cm of polyethylene will reduce the
neutron dose rate by roughly a factor ‘of10.
More effkctive shields can sometimes be obtained by adding boron, lithium, or lead to
polyethylene. The addition of boron’or lithium results in a lower capture gamma-ray
dose than that provided by pure polyethylene lead effectively attenuates the source and
the capture gamma-ray flux beca~se it is a heavy element. However, because neutrons
provide most of the dose up to a ridius of 22 cm, the addition of these materials has little
effkct until the ,shield beqomes subktdntially thickerthan 22 cm. Figure 12,11 shows the
effects on the total dose of adding other materials to polyethylene, these effects are
important only for shields thicker than 30 cm. Since boron- lithium-, or lead-loaded
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polyethylene is substantially more expensive than pure polyethylene, the additional cost
is an important consideration.
12.7

TRANSPORT CALCULATIONAL

TECHNIQUES

Neutron histories are difficult to determine because of the large number of different
interactions possible in materials. This difficulty is fiwther increased when the composition of matter changes frequt$tly along the path of a neutron, as it otlen does
throughout the volume of an assayinstmment. Techniques for calculating the behavior
or transport of neutrons and ~ma
rays in such circumstances are important for the
design of assay instrument the interpretation of measurements, and the development
of shielding configurations. Two ~echniques for calculating the transport of neutrons in
matter are described briefly in Se@ions 12.7.1 and 12.7.2.
12.7.1 Monte Carlo Techniques
The tmbability of a neutron interaction occurring is an important feature in the
description of neutrons traveling through matter. Instead of trying to predkt what an
individual neutron may do, one can use procedures to predict what fractioti of a large
number of neutrons will behave ~in some manner of interest. Calculational techniques
that, in simplistic terms, predict neutron events with “rolls of dice” (actually the
generation of random numbers in a computer) are called Monte Carlo methods. The
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response of an assay system can ofin be calculated from the transport of many
individual neutrons, despite the inclusion of a few improbable neutron histories that
deviate drastically ihm the average behavior.
The Monte Carlo method can allow a detailed three-dmensional geometrical model
to be constructed mathematically to simulate a physical situation. A neutron can be
started at a selected location with a certain energy and direction. It travels distances that
are consistent with the mean-fkee-pa$hlengths in the materials, with random variations
tim the expected mean. At the end of each step in the neutron’s path, a decision maybe
made to simulate a certain interaction, with the decision based on the cross section for
the interaction with that material at that neutron energy. If an interaction is selected, the
results of the interaction are simulated and its consequences followed. Eventually, a
point is reached where no further interest in the neutron exists and its history is
terminated. This might occur with the escape of the neutron or its moderation to very
low energy. The neutron might be absorbed followed by the emission of a gamma ray of
no interes$ or it might undergo a multiplication event. If a multiplication event occum
the histories of the new neutrons are followed. In principle, the history of a simulated
neutron is one that might actually occur with a real neutron.
By repeating this procedure for many thousands of neutrons and by keeping tallies of
how many entera detector region, how many cause fissions how many escape through a
shieldj or whatever else is of interest, an average behavior and its uncertainty are
gradually deduced. Many specialized techniques may be used to get good average values
with the fewest number of neutrons, but there are cases where even a fist computer
cannot provide enough histories within the constraints of time and budget. Nonetheless,
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Monte Carlo techniques provide essential assistance in design work by closely modeling
the actual geometry of a problem and by having imaginary neutrons that simulate the
motions and interactions of real ones. Examples of the results of Monte Carlo calculations are the shielding calculations in Figures 12.10 and 12.11 and the coincidence
counter design calculations described in Chapters 14 and 17.
12.7.2 Discrete Ordinates Techniques

Analytical transport equations exist that describe the exact behavior of neutrons in
matter. However, only approximate numerical solutions to these equations can be
obtained for complicated systems. Procedures for obtaining these numeral solutions are
classified as discrete ordhates techniques.
Some important differences distinguish discrete ordinates techniques from Monte
Carlo techniques. Only one- or two-dimensional geometries are generally practical with
a dkcrete ordinates process, and the neutrons are considered to be at discrete locations
instead of moving fkeelythrough a threedimensional geometry. In a twodimensicmal
discrete ordinates case, for example, it is as if the surface material were covered by a wire
mesh and the neutrons existed only at the intersections of the wires. Furthermore, the
energy of a neutron at any time must be selected from a finite set, in contrast to the
continuously varying energy of a neutron in the Monte Carlo method.
Despite these disadvantages, discrete ordinates techniques can produce useful results
in many cases. For problems involving large volumes and amounts of materials (such as
reactor cores), the Monte Carlo technique can be too cumbersome and slow, a discrete
ordinates solution might be feasible.

1. D. L Garber and R. R. Kinsey, “Neutron Cross Sections, Vol. II, Curves,”
Brookhaven National Laboratory report BNL 325 (1976).
2. Evaluated Nuclear Data File ENDF/B-V (available tlom and maintained by the
National Nuclear Data Center of Brookhaven National Laboratory).
3. J. R. Lamarsh, Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Theory (Addison-Wesley, Reading,
Massachusetts, 1966).
4. S. Glasstone and A. Sesonske, Nuclear Reactor Engineering (D. Van Nostrand Co.,
Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 1967).
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Neutron Detectors
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13.1MECHANISMS

FOR NEUTRON DETECTION

Mechanisms for detecting neutrons in matter are based on indirect methods. Neutrons, as their name suggests, are neutral. Also, they do not interact directly with the
electrons in matter, as gamma ray$ do. The process of neutron detection begins when
neutrons, interacting with various nuclei, initiate the release of one or more charged
particles. The electrical signrds produced by the charged particles can then be processed
by the detection system.
Two basic types of neutron interactions with matter are available. First, the neutron
can be scattered by a nucleus, transferring some of its kinetic energy to the nucleus. If
enough energy is transferred the recoiling nucleus ionizes the material surrounding the
point of interaction. This mechanism is only efficient for neutrons interacting with light
nuclei. In fact, only hydrogen and helium nuclei are light enough for practical detectors.
Seem@ the neutron can cause a nuclear reaction. The products from these reactions,
such as protons, alpha particles, gamma rays, and fission flrqpnents, can initiate the
detection process. Some reactions require a:minimum neutron energy (threshold), but
most take place at thermal energies. Detectors exploiting thermal reactions are usually
surrounded by moderating material to take ,maximum advantage of this feature.
Detectors employing either the reco~ or rekction m~hanism can use solid, liquid, or
gas-filled detection media. Although the choice of reactions is limited, the detecting
media can be quite variedj leading to many options. ~This chapter describes gas-filled
proportional counte~ scintillators, fission chambers, ‘%I-lined chambew and other
types of neutron detectors. Gas detectors are discussed in the order of their frequency of
use in Sections 13.4.1through 13.4.* plastic&d liquid scintillators, in Section 13.5;and
other types of detectors, in Section 13.6.
The energy information obtained in neutron detection systems is usually poor
because of the limitations of the available neutron-induced reactions. Recoil-type
counters measure only the fir$ inte~tion event. we fill neutron energy is usually not
deposited in the detector, and the oj$y energy ififomadon obtined is whether a hi@- or
low-energy neutron initiated tie iriteractioq. Reactio~type count- take advantage of
the increased reaction probability at low netiyon eneq$es by moderating the incoming
neutrons. But knowledge of the i~tial rieutron eneti before moderation is’lost. The
ene~ recorded by the detector Ii the reaction energy (plus, perhaps, some of the
remaining initial neutron energy). Thus, in gerieral, neutron ‘detectorsprovide information only on the number of neutrons detecte$l and not on their energy. Information on
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the range of detected neutron energies can usually be inferred from the detector type and
the surroundingmaterials. If information on the neutron energy spectrum is needed, it
can sometimes be obtained indirectly, as discussed in Section 13.7.

13.2GENERAL

PROPERTIES OF GAS-FILLED DETECTORS

Gas-iilled deteetors were among the first devices used for radiation detection. They
may be used to detect either thermal neutrons via nuclear reactions or fast neutrons via
recoil interactions. After the initial interaction with the neutron has taken place, the
remaining detection equipment is similar, although there may ~ changes in highvoltage or amplifier gain settings to compensate for ch~es in the magnitude of the
deteeted signal. Figure 13.1 shows a typical setup for neutron counting with a gas-filled
deteetor. Figure 13.2 shows some commonly used detectors.
The exterior appearance of d gas detector is that of a metal cylinder with an electrical
connector at one end (occasionally at’both ends for position-sensitive measurements).
The choice of eonne&or depends on the intended application%simple wire leads and
most other connqon types are available. Detector walls are about 0.5 mm thick and are
manufactur&l from either stainless steel or aluminum: The performance of either
matfxial is quite satisfactory, with only slight differences in neutron transmission or
str@ural Strerigth.St&l walls absorb about 3% of the neutrons aluminum walls, about
0.5%. Thus ~uminurn tubes ‘hre ust@ly preferrd because of their higher detection
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efficiency. However, steel tubes have some small advantages over aluminum tubes for
certain application% they require less careful handling during assembly, the connecting
threa& are less susceptible to galliu and impurities can be kept lower. In very low
count-rate applications, a background of about 1 count/rein has been observed and
attributed to radium impurity in aluminum (Ref. 1).
The central wire shown in Figure 13.1 is typically 0.03-mm-thick gold-plated tungsten. Tungsten provides tensile strength for the thin wire, and the gold plating offers
improved electrical conductivity. The wire is held in place by ceramic insulators.
Sometimes the interior walls are coated with activated charcoal. This coating is used
for tubes t311edwith boron trifluoride (BF3)gas and also for 3He-filled tubes operated in
high neutron fluxes. The activated charcoal serves to absorb electronegative gases that
build up during neutron irradiation. For example, in a BF3-filled detector three fluorine
atoms are released with each neutron capture. The fluorine atoms will combine with
electrons released in subsequent neutron captures. Initially, this process reduces the
electric pulse amplitude and eventually output pulses are eliminated altogether (Ref. 2).
Additional details on the design of gas-filled detectors are given in Refs. 3 and 4.
As described in Section 13.1,the detection of neutrons requires the transfw of some or
all of the neutrons’ energy to charged particles. The charged particle will then ionize and
excite the atoms along its path until its ene~ is exhausted. In a gas-filled detector,
approximately 30 eV is required to create an ion pair. The maximum number of ion
@s PI’OdUCCd
is then E/30 eV, where E is the kinetic energy of the charged particle(s) in
eV. For example, an ene_~w~diigf
765 keV will release a total positive and negative
ch~ of about 8 X 10
.
If little or no voltage is applied to the tube, most of the ions will recombine and no
electrical output signal is produced. If a positive voltage is applied to the central wire
(anode), the electrons will move toward it and the positively charged ions will move
toward the tube wall (cathode). An electrical output signal will be produced whose
magnitude depends on the applied voltage, the geometry of the counter, and the fill gas.
These parameters determine whether the detector operates in the ionization region, the
proportional region, or the Geiger-Mueller region. These different operating regions are
shown in Figure 13.3.
In the ionization regionj enough voltage has been applied to collect nearly all the
electrons before they can recombine. At this point a plateau is reached and further small
increases in voltage yield no more electrons. Detectors operate dinthis region are called
ion chambers. The charge’cdkcted is proportional to the energy dkposited in the gas and
,’
independent of the applied voltage.
The fegion beyond the ionization region is called the proportional kegion. Here the
electric field strength is large enough se that the primary electrons can gain sufficient
endrgytoionize the gas molecules and create seconda@itxdzation. If the field strength is
increased &her, the secondary electrons can also ionize gas molecu@ This process
cmitinues rapidly as the field strength increases, thus producing a large multiplication of
the number of iohs formed dui’ing the primary event. This cumulative amplilk.ation
prOeeSSh known ‘as avalanche ionization. When a toti of ‘A? ion pairs result from a
single primary pair, the process has a gas amplification f~k of i% ‘A” will be unity in
an ionization chdmbd where no secondary ions are formed and ‘mhigh as 103to 10sin a
well-&Mg&d p~pertioxial counter. Note that ‘in tlie proportional region the charge
collected is also linearly proportional to the energy depositixl in tie gas.
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For the amplification process to proceed, an electron must acquire sufficient energy,
in one or more mean ffee paths, to ionize a neutral molecule. The mean free path is the
average distance the electron travels between collisions in proportional-counter gas and
equals approximately 1 to 2 pm. For amplifications of 106, fewer than 20 mean flee
paths are necessary, which indicates that only a small region around the wire is involved
in the multiplication process. In the rest of the volume, the electrons drifi toward the
anode. Because the amplification process requires a very high electric field, an advantage
of the cylindrical detector design is the high electric field near the inner wire. The totid
amplii%ation will be proportional to the eleotric field trave~
not the distance
traversed.
At the same timp that the electrons are drifling toward the anode, the positive ions are
_
toward the cathode. In a proportional counter, the drift velocity of the ekctrons
is approximately 3 orders of magnitude lager than the drift veloeity of the positive ions.
Because the avalanche is formed near the anode wire, the electrons with a larger drift
velocity are collected in an extremely short time interval (within 10-8 s); the slower
-Positive
iOIMare cdkcted on the cathode over a much longer time interval. The
pulses observed have an initial flwtrisetime because of the motion of the electrons and a
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subsequent slower risetime because of the motion of the positive ions. In addition,
because the positive ions are initially formed close to the anode and must drifi across the
entire anode-to-cathode gap, the pulse amplitude is largely due to the drifting of the
positive ions. The pulse reaches Ml ~plitude only when the positive ions me fully
collected. For a typical proportional counter this collection process may take 200 M.
Through differentiation, the pulse can be made much shorter without a substantial loss
of pulse height so that rapid counting is possible. It is possible to approach the time
dispersion caused by the variation in the drift time of the primary electrons from the
interaction site to the anode wire. This time dispersion depends on tube voltage and
diameter and has been reported (Ref. 5) as 1.1ps (CH~, 2.5 ps (3He), and 17ps (4He) for
some typical gas-filled tubes.
As the applied voltage is increased further,. the proportionality between the primary
charge deposited and the output signal is gradually lost. This loss is primarily due to
saturation effects at the anode @re. As the primary ions reach the high field regions near
the anode wire, the avalanche process begins and quickly grows to a maximum value as
secondary electrons create additional avalanches axially along the wire. Unlike operation in the proportional region where the avalanche is, localized, the avalanche now
extends the full Iength of the anode wire and the multiplication process terminates only
when the electrost&ic field is sufficiently distorted to prevent fimther acceleration of
secondary electrons. For weakly ionizing primary events, amplification factors of up to
1010are possible. Detectors operated in this region are called Geiger-Mueller counters.
Geiger counters r~uire very simple electronics and form the basis for rugged field
@spection instruments. Because they are saturated by each event, Geiger counte~
cannot be used in high-count-rate applications, but this limitation does not interfere
with their use as low-level survey meters.
Neutron counters operated in either the ionization or proportional mode can provide
an average output current or individual pulses, depending on the associated electronics.
Measuring only the average output current is useful for radiation dosimetry and reactor
power monitors. For assay of nuclear material it is customary to operate neutron
counters in the puke mode so that individual neutron events can be registered.
Gas-filled detectors typically employ 3He, 4He, BF3, or CH4 as the primary constituent, at pressures of less than 1 to about 20 atm depe@ing on the application. Other
gases are otlen added to improve detector performance. For example, a heavy gas such
as argon can be used to reduce the range of the reaction products so that more of their
kinetic energy is deposited within the gas and, thereby, the output puke-height resolution is improved. Adding a heavy gas also speeds up the charge collection time, but has
the adverse effect of increasing the gamma-ray sensitivity (Ref 6).
A Poljatomic gas may also be @ded to proportional coun~rs to serve as quench gas.
The ro~tional degrees of freedom available to polyatomic gas molecules serve to limit
the energy gained by electrons from the electric potential, thus helping to dampen and
shorten the avalanche process and improve the pulse-height resolution. Gases such as
BF3 and CH4 are already polyatomic gases and require no additional quench gas. Tubes
filled with 3He and 4He often have a small quantity of CH4 or C02 added: Because BF3
and CH4 gases are polyatomic, detectors filled with these gases require lii@er operating
voltages. Also, the relatively large quantity of polyatomic gas restricts the intercollisional
energy @in so that these detectors are usually not operated at fill pressures as high as
those used for detectors filled with monoatomic gases.
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13.3 GAMMA-RAY

SENSITIVITY OF NEUTRON DETECTORS

The neutron detectors described in this chapter are sensitive in some degree to gamma
rays as well as neutrons. Because most nuclear material emits 10 or more times as many
gamma rays as neutrons, the gamma-ray sensitivity of a neutron detector is an important
criterion in its selection. For measurements of spent fuel, where gamma-ray fluxes of
1000 R/h or mop are encountered, the gamma-ray sensitivity of the detector may
dominate all other considerations.
In any det&tor, gamma rays can transfer energy to electrons by Compton scattering
(see Chapter 2), just as neutrons transfer energy to other nuclei by scattering or nuclear
reactions. Compton scattering can take place in the detector walls or the fil@as, yielding
a high-energy electron that in turn produces a column of ionization as it traverses the
detector. In some detectors, electronic pulses induced by gamma rays are comparable in
size to neutron-induced pukes in other detectors, they are much smaller, but can pileup
within the resolving time of the electronics to yield pulses comparable to neutron pulses.
Foti factors should be considered when evaluating the relative magnitudes of the
neutron and gamma-ray signak
(1) The preience of gamma-ray shield@g has a substantial effect on’ the relative
magnitude of the signals. For e~mple, for a detector exposed to 1-MeV fission neutrons
in ~e presen~ of l-MeV fission garhma ~ys, 5 cm of lead shielding absorbs roughly
O.1%of the neutrons and 90% of the ghmma rays.
(2) Some detector materials and desigrwfavor the absorption of neutrons. Table 13-1
gh(es exiirnplth for thermal- and fast-neutron detectors. From the table it is clear that
therm@ neutrons can be absorbed with much higher probability than gamma rays. For
fast-neutron detection, the neutron and gamma-ray interaction probabilities are cornpaiable.

Table 13-1. Neutron and gamma-ray interaction probabilities in typical gas
proportional counters and scintillators
Interaction Probability
Thermal Detectors
3He (2.5 cm diam, 4 atm)
Ar (2.5 cm diam, 2 atm)
BF3 (5.0 cm ~am, 0.66 atrn)
Al tube wall (0.8 mm)

Thermal Neutron

l-MeV Gamma Ray

0.77
0.0
0.29
0.0

0.0001
0.0005
0.0006
0.014

Interaction Probability
Fast Detectors
4He (5.0 cm diam, 18 atm)
Al tube wall (0.8 mm)
Scintillator (5.0 cm thick)

l-MeV Neutron

l-MeV Gamma Ray

0.01
0.0
0.78

0:001
0:014
0.26
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Table 13-2.Neutronand gamma-rayenergydepositionin typicalgas proportionalcountersand
scintillators

ThermalDetectors

Alphaor dE/dx for
Froton 400-keV
Range Electron
(cm) (keV/cm)

Average
Neutron
Ratioof
Reaction Electron Neutronto
Energy
Energy Electron
Deposited Deposited Energy
(keV)
(keV~ Deposition

3He(2.5cm diam,4 atm)
3He(2.5 cm diam,4 atm)

2.1
0.5

1.1
6.7

? 500
-750

4.0
24.0

125

+ Ar (2 atm)
BF3 (5.0 cm diam, 0.66 atm)

0.7

3.6

w2300

25.7

90

6.7
2000

1000
1000

48
400

20
2.5

30

Fast Detectors
%e (5.0cm diam, 18atm)
!lcintillator(5.0cm thick)

0.1
0.001

‘Thiscalculationassumesa path lengthof W X tube diameter.
(3) In some detectors neutrons deposit more energy than gamma rays do. Neutrons
may induce a nuclear reaction that releases more energy than the Compton scattering of
the gamma ray imparts to the electron. (The average energy imparted by a l-MeV
gamma ray is roughly 400 keV). Also, in gas detectors the range of the electron is
typically much longer than the range of the heavy charged particles produced by neutron
interactions. When the gas pressure is chosen to just stop the heavy charged particles, the
electrons will escape from the tube after depositing only a small fraction of their energy
in the gas. Table 13-2 gives some numerical examples of these effects. The table also
shows that for fast-neutron detection by plastic scintillators the relative neutron and
gamma-ray energy deposition is comparable.
(4) The charge collection speeds for neutron and gamma-ray detection may be
different. This effect is very dependent on the choice of fill gas or scintillator material. In
gas detectors, the long range of the electron produced by a gamma-ray interaction means
that energy will be deposited over a greater distance, and more time will be required to
collect it. An amplifier with fast differentiation will then collect relatively less of the
charge released by a gamma-ray interaction than a neutron interaction. In scintillators,
there is less distinction between the two kinds of events. In some circumstances,
however, puke-shape discrimination between neutrons and gamma rays can be
achieved (see Section 13.5.3).
To achieve good gamma-ray discrimination, it is often necessary to use materials or
material densities that are not optimum for neutron detection. The result may be a
reiiueed neutron detection efficiency. Table 13-3 lists the neutron detection efficiency
and approximate gamma-ray radiation limit for various neutron detector types. The
detection efficiency is for a single pass through the detector at the specified energy. The
actual efficiency for a complete detector system depends on the geometry, and the
obtainable efficiency can be lower than the estimate given in Table 13-3. Additional
details on these detectors and their gamma-ray sensiti~ty are given in the following
sections.
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Table 13-3.Typicalvalues of efficiencyand gamma-raysensitivityfor some common neutron
detectors

Detector
Type

Size

Neutron
Active
Material
lH
IH
6Li
1~
1~
4He
3He
3He
10B
lCIB

Incident
Neutron
Energy

Neutron
Detection
Efficien&
(%)

Gamma-Ray
Sensitivity
@/h)b

1MeV
78
0.01
5cm thick
78
1MeV
0.1
5cm thick
thermal
50
1
1mm thick
1
1
1mm thick
1MeV
1MeV
1
1
5cm diam
1MeV
1
1
5cm diam
77
thermal
1
2.5cm diam
77
10
thermal
2.5em diam
29
10
thermrd
5 cm diam
46
10
thermal
5 cm diam
~03
10
0.2mg/cm2
*OB thermal
235U
0.5
106– 10’
thermal
2.0mg/cm2
alntem~On ~m~bility forneutronsofthe specifiedenergystrikingthede=or ~~ at ‘i@tad=.
bApproximateupper limit of gamma-raydose that can be present with detector still providing
usableneutronoutputsignals.
Plasticacintillator
Liquidscintillator
Loadedscintillator
Hornyakbutton
Methane(7 atm)
4He(18atm)
3He(4atm),Ar(2atm)
3He(4atm),C02 (5%)
BF3(0.66atm)
BF3(l.18atm)
%-lined chamber
Fissionchamber

13.4 GAS-FILLED DETECTORS
13.4.1 3He and BF3Thermal-Neutron

Detectors

Gas-filled thermal-neutron detectors use either BF3 or 3He. In the case of BF3, the gas
is enriched in l%. Heliurrt-3 is only about 1 ppm of natural helium, so it is usually
obtained by separation from tritium produced in reactors. The nuclear reactions that
take place in these gases are
3He + n-3H
10B + n-

+ lH + 765keV

(13-1)

7Li* + 4He + 2310keV

and 7Li*-D 7Li + 480 keV

.

(13-2)

These reactions are exothermic and release energetic charged particles into the gas. The
counters are operated in the proportional mode, and the ionization produced by these
particles initiates the multiplication process that leads to detection. The amount of
energy deposited in the detector is the energy available from the nuclear reaction.
In the case of 3He, the neutron causes the breakup of the nucleus into a tritium
nucleus, 3H, and a proton, lH. The triton and the proton share the 765-keV reaction
energy. In the case of *OB,the boron nucleus breaks up into a helium nucleus (alpha

—,.
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particle) and a lithium nucleus, with 2310 keV shared between them. Ninety-four
percent of the time the lithium nucleus is left in an excited state from which it
subsequently decays by emitting a 480-keV gamma ray. This gamma ray is usually lost
from the detector, in which case only 2310 keV is deposited. About 6% of the time the
lithium nucleus is left in the ground state, so that 2790 keV is deposited in the detector.
This double reaction mode yields an additional small full-energy ‘@eakin the pulseheight spectrum of BF3 tubes.
The cross section for the 3He reaction (Equation 13-1)is 5330 b for thermal neutrons,
and the cross section for the 10Breaction (Equation 13-2) is 3840 b. Both reaction cross
sections are strongly dependent on the incident neutron energy E and have roughly a
l/@ dependence. Figure 13.4illustrates these cross sections (Ref. 7). As an example, a
2.54-cmdiam tube with 4 atm of 3He has a 77% efficiency for thermal neutrons (0.025
eV). (This configuration is nearly optimum for thermal neutron~ more 3He would give
relatively little additional efficiency and would usually not be cost-effective.) At 100 eV
the efficiency is roughly 2%, at 10 keV, roughly 0.2% and at 1 MeV, roughly 0.002%.
Becauseof this strong energy dependence, it is customary to embed 3He or BF3 detectors
in approximately 10 cm of polyethylene or other moderating materials to maximize
their counting efficiency (seeChapter 14 for additional details on detector design).
Figure 13.5 is a typical pulse-height spectrum fkom a 3He proportional counter (Ref.
8). The shape of this spectrum is due primarily to (1) the kinematics of the reaction
process and (2) the choice of amplifier time constants. The full-energy peak in the
spectrum represents the collection of the kinetic energy of @h the proton and the triton.
(It should be emphasized that this peak represents the 765 keV released in the reaction
and is not a measure of the incident neutron, enerw.) If one or the other particle enters
the tube wall, less energy is ,colk$ted iq,,the g+, which respha in,a low-energy tail, Since
the *O charged particles are enutted back-to-b~ti, one or the other is almost cer@in to
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there is a minimum collection energy, with a wide valley below, and
then a low-energy increase resulting from noise and piled-up gamma-ray events. If the
discriminator is set in the valley, small changes in tube voltage or amplifier’gain will not
affect the count rate. The result is a very stable (approximately O.1%)detection system.
The choice of amplifier time constant determines the degree of charge collection fkom
the tube. Time constants of 2 ys or greater result in nearly complete charge collection
and yield spectra such as the spectrum shown in Figure 13.5, with 5 to 15%resolution
(FWHM) of the fidl-energy peak. Time constants of 0.1 to 0.5 ILScause complete loss of
the peak shape, but allow counting at higher rates with less noise pickup and gamma-ray
interferes
A 0.5-ps time constant is a commonly used compromise between good
resolution and high-count-rate capability.
Helium-3 tubes are usually operated in the rangeof+1200 to 1800 V. Over this range
the increase in counting efficiency with voltage caused by improved primary charge
collection is very slightj about 1%/100 V (Ref. 8). (A typical plateau curve is shown in
Figure 13.6.) On the other hand, the total charge collected (due to multiplication in the
gas) changes rapidly with voltage, about 100%/100 V. When 3He tubes are used in
multiple detector arraysj it is important to specifjrgo@ resolution (on the order of 5%
FWHM) and uniform gas mixture so that the position and width of the full-energy peak
will be the same for all tubes.
A pulse-height spectrum for a BF3 proportional counter is shown in Figure 13.7 (Ref.
1). For BF3 tubes, the resolution is in the mnge 5 to 30% @WHM) but is usually not as
good as for 3He. Gas pressures are in the range 0.2 to 2 atm. To help compensate for the
lower pressure, tube diameters are usually 5 cm. Operating voltages are in the m,yge
+1400 to 2800 V, higher than for 3He. Plateau curves are similar to those of 3He. BF3gas
is less expensive than 3He, so that manufacturing costs are less. However, the lamer
neutron absorption cross section for 3He and the larger possible fill pressure make its
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cost per detected neutron lower in the United States. Another advantage of 3He-tilled
detectors is that helium is an inert gas whereas BF3 is toxic. However, US Department of
Transportation regulations place detectors with more than 2-atm fill pressure in the
high-presure compressed gas oategory, so that 3He-filled detectors are often more
difficult to ship.
Helium-3 and BF3 detectors find many applications in passive and aotive neutron
assay because they are relatively stable, efficient and gamma-insensitive. The detection
efficiency for thermal neutrons is high, and the interaction probability for gamma rays is
low, as indicated in Table 13-1. Also, much more energy is deposited in the gas by
neutron interactions than by gamma-ray interactions, as indicated in Table 13-2.
However, if the gamma dose is more than that emitted by typical plutonium and
uranium samples, the response of 3He and BF3 detectors will be affected.
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As an example, F13.8 shows the effkct of increasing gamma-radiation fields on a
3He detector (4 atm) containing argon (2 atm) (Ref. 9). The practical operating limit is on
the order of 1 R/h. Some improvement can be obtained by replacing argon with about
5%C02, as illustrated in Figure 13.9 (Ref 10). The improvement is due to the removal
of the relatively high-Z argon (the electron density is proportional to the Z of the
molecule). However, removal of the argon reduces the relative size of the full-energy
peak because the reaction products now have longer ranges and deposit less of their
enexgy in the gas. Also, the longer ranges lead to slower charge collection and roughly
35%longer electronic deadtimes.
The gamma-ray sensitivity of BF3 detectors is comparable to but perhaps slightly
better than %Ie. The 10Breaction deposits more en~ in the gas than the 3He reaction,
but gamma-ray interactions also deposit more energy (see Table 13-2).The 3He reaction
has a higher cross section than the BF3 reaction. The cross section for a gamma-ray
interaction will depend on the relative amounts of 3He, argon, and BF3 and on the
relative tube wall thicknesses (see Table 13-l). BF3 detectors can operate in gammaradiation fields up to 10 R@, which is better than the pefiormance of 3He + argon
counters. However, the peflormance of 3He + C02 counters is comparable to that of
BF3.
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13.4.2 %Ie and CI-14Fast-Neutron Detectors

Helium-4 and CH4 fist-neutron detectors rely on the recoil of light nuclei to ionize the
gas in the tube. The interaction is the elastic scattering of the neutron by a light nucleus.
If the recoiling nucleus is only a hydrogen nucleus (proton), the maximum possible
energy transfer is the total neutron kinetic energy E. For heavier elements the maximum
enengytransfer is always less. For a nucleus of atomic weight A, the maximum energy
transfer is (Ref 7}
E(max) =

4A E
(A+l$

(13-3)
“
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For a single scattering event the actual energy transferred to the recoiling nucleus lies
between Oand E(max) depending on the scattering angle and has equal probability for
any value in this range.
Equation 13-3shows that the target nucleus must have low atomic weight to receive a
significant amount of energy from the neutron. Hydrogen is the most obvious choicq it
cm be used in a gaseous form or, more commonly, in liquid or plastic scintillators (see
Section 13.5). Popular gas detectors usually employ methane (CH4), which has a high
hydrogen content or41-Ie,which has a maximum energy transfer of 0.64 E(n). (Helium-3
gas is also a suitable candidate by these criteriz but it is usually not used because of the
stronger thermal reaction described in Section 13.4.1.) Figure 13.10 illustrates the elastic
scattering cross sections for ‘H and 4He, showing that they match the shape of the
fission-neutron ene~ spectrum fairly well. Note that the cross sections are substantially
lower than those given in Figure 13.4 for 3He and ‘%?.The efficiency for detecting a fast
neutron by an elastic scattering interaction is about 2 orders of magnitude lower than the
efficiency for capture of a thermal neutron. Thus a single 4He or CH4 tube has an
intrinsic efficiency of about 1%.
These gas counters are operated as proportional counters with voltages in the ran e of
+1200 to 2400 V. Gas fill pressures are typically 10 to 20 atm for 4He. Relative to $He,
the polyatomic gases CH4 or H2 again qx@re higher operating voltage% have slightly
lower efficiencies, are limited to lower pressures, and exhibit faster signal risetimes. The
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gamma-ray sensitivity of the two types of counters is comparable. Neutron counting can
be done in gamma-radiation fields of roughly 1 R/h if a moderately high threshold is set
(Ref 11).
Figure 13.11shows a puke-height spectrum from a 4He proportional counter cdected
with a 25~ neutron source. The observed spectrum shape is the convolution of the
following effixts
(1) the 252Cfspontaneous fission neutron spectrum, as illustrated in Figure 11.2,
(2) the probability of transferring an energy between O and E(max) to the recoiling
nucleus,
(3) the probability of multiple neutron scattering and the probability of losing
recoiling nuclei in the tube walls (see Re$ 12, Figure 8-14 for an example),
(4) the detection of low-energy noise pulses and gamma-ray pile-up events.
Because of these effects the pronounced peak in the initial neutron ene~ spectrum may
be lost, or nearly lost, as indicated in Figure 13.11. Nevertheless, some energy information remains, and more can be obtained by attempting to unfold the above effects. It is
customary to set a threshold high enough to reject low-energy noise and gamma-ray
events, but low enough to collect many of the medium-and hi&energy neutron events.
Since the threshold must be set on a sharply fidling curve, a rec6il detector is not as stable
as a thermal detector.
Despite the apparent disadvantages of recoil-type detectors in terms of lower efficiency and stability, the detection process takes place without prior thermalization of the
incident neution. Thus the neutron is detected very rapidly and some information on its
initial edergy is pn+erved. Fast-neutron COUritem
can detect neutrons in the energy range
of 20 keV to 20MeV, and some are useful for fast coincidence counting with 10-to 100ns resolvirig timtii It is also possible to set a threshold that will reject gamma rays and
low-ene~’neutrons, a fimture that is particularly suitable for active assay systems.
13.4.3 Fission Chambers
Fission chambers are a variation of the gas-filled counters previously described. They
detect neu~ons that induce fissions in fissionable material, coated on the inner walls of
the chambkr. Often the exterior appeiu%nkeof fission chambers is quite similar to that of
other gas counters, althout$ they are also available in smaller diameters or in other
shapes. The fissionable material is usually uranium highly enriched in 235U.A very thin
layer (0.02 to 2 mg/cm2 surface thickness) is electroplated (sometimes evaporated or
painted) on the inner walls. The thin layer is directly exposed to the detector gas. Afler a
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fission event, the two fission fkagments travel in nearly opposite directions. The
ionization caused by the fission fkagment that entered the gas is sensed by the detecto~
the fragment traveling in the opposite direction is absorbed in the detector walls (Ref
13).
The two fragments share about 160MeV of energy, but theiirange is quite short. For a
typical plating material such as uranium, the average fission fragment range is only
about 7 pm, equivalent to about 13 mg/cm2 of coating thickness. Consequently, fission
fkagments that are produced at a depth of more than 7 pm in the detector wall cannot
reach the gas to cause ionization. Furthermore, most fhgments exit at a grazing angle, so
that their path length is longer than the minimum needed to escape. Because the coating
must be kept thin to allow the fission fragments to enter the gas, the fission chamber uses
only a small quantity of fissionable material and has a low detection efficiency. For
thermal neutrons, the intrinsic efficiency is typically 0.5 to 1%.Fast neutrons can also be
detected, but with even lower eiliciency.
Fission chambers are operated in the ion chamber mode because the ionization
caused by the fission fmgrnents is sufficient and no further charge multiplication within
the detector is necessary. The electronics configuration shown in Figure 13.1 is frequentlyused, with an applied voltage in the +200 to 600 V range. A mixture of 90%
argon and 10% methane is a common fdl gas. At this pressure the range of fission
fragments is about 2 cm.
Figure 13.12 shows a pulse-height spec@um from a 235Uchamber (Ref 14). If energy
losses in the coating or in the walls are not too great, the double hump shape caused by
light and heavy fission fragments (near 70 and 100 MeV) is visible. Also, an alphaparticle background is present at low energies because nearly all fissionable material
contains alpha-emitting isotopes.,The alpha-particle energy is typically 5 MeV, whereas
the fission fragment energy is an order of magnitude larger. Thus the threshold setting of
the counting electronics can be set above the alpha-induced signal. At this threshold
setting, some of the low-energy fission-fragment pukes will be lost. Plutonium has a
much higher alpha activity than uranium; as a consequence more alpha pulses pile up
and the threshold for plutonium-lined fission chambers must be set higher than for
uranium-lined chambers.
“
Because of the large quantity of energy deposited by the fission fragments, fission
chambers have the highest $sen~tivity to gamma rays (roughly 106R/h) of any of the
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neutron detectors. They are the only detectors capable of direct unshielded neutron
measurement of spent reactor fhel. This passive measurement feature applies to both
high neutron and gamma-ray fluxes. The inherently low efficiency of fission chambers is
compensated for by the large number of neutrons available for counting.

13.4.4 l%Lined

Detectors

Detectors lined with 10Blie between 3He and *OBF3proportional counters and fission
chambers in terms of neutron detection efficiency and gamma-ray insensitivity. Structurally, 1%3-lineddetectors are similar to fission chambers with the neutron-sensitive
material, boron, plated in a very thin layer (about 0.2 mg/cm2) on the walls of the
detector.
The ‘?B-lined detectors rely on the nuclear reaction given in Equation 13-2 to detect
neutrons. Either the alpha particle or the lithium nucleus enters the detection gas (not
both, since they are emitted back to back), and the detection process is initiated. Because
the range of the alpha particle is about 1 m~cm2 in boron, the plating must be thin and
the detection efficiency (on the order of 10%)is lower than for BF3 gas-filled counters.
However, since the nuclear reaction does not take place in the fill ~s, the gas can be
optimized for fast timing. Argon at 0.25 atm pressure, with a small admixture of C02, is
one common choice. The counter is operated in the proportional mode at a voltage of
+600 to 850 V (Ref. 15).
Figure 13.13 shows we pulse-height spectrum of the I%I-lined chamber described
above. ,The stepped s~cture of the spectrum is caused by the faq that eithe:,the alpha
particle or the lithium nucleus can enter ~e gas. Be~use the lighter alpha particle carries
more of the energy, the step %sulting from Itie alph~ particle is show farther to,the right.
The large number of low-energy p~ses is due to the energy loss of the particles in the
boron coating of the walls. The detector tlireshold is usually set above these ldw-energy
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pulses. Because there is no welldefined “valley” to set the threshold in, the count-rate
plateau curve is roughly 10%/100 V (Ref. 15).
The *q-lined counter can detect thermal neutrons with moderate efficiency and fast
neutrons with low eflkiency. It is most usetld for applications where it is necessmy to
detect neutrons in the presence of high gamma-ray fields. With proper electronics, the
detector can be operated in a gamma-ray flux as high as 1000 R/h with a 50% loss in
neutron detection etlkiency resulting from the higher discriminator setting required to
reject piled-up gamma events (Ref. 15). The higher gamma-ray insensitivity of the
10B-linedcounter relative to the BF3 gas-filled counter is due to the lower fill pressure
and lower operating voltage, which reduce the size of gamma-ray pulses relative to.
neutron pulses.

13.5 PLASTIC AND LIQUID SCINTILLATORS
13.5.1 Background
Plastic and liquid (organic) scintillators are often used for fast-neutron detection
because of their fast response and modest cost. Fast response is particularly beneficial for
coincidence counting applications where the ratio of real to accidental coincidence
events can have a significant imptict on the statistical precision of measurement.
Although organic scintillators have response times of a few nanoseconds, the coincidence resolting ti,mefor;assay applications is usually dictated by the dynamic range of
neutron fli@t ,times (tens of nanoseconds) from the sample to the detectors. (A 500-keV
neutron will traverse a flight path of 1m in -100 ns.) The resolving times of coincidence
counting systems that moderate fast~neutrons prior to detection, on the other hand, are
dominated’ by the dynamic range of times (tens of microseconds) required for
thermaliiation.
The major disadvantage of organic scintillators in nondestructive assay applications
is their high gamma-ray sensitivity. Detection probabilities for neutrons and gamma
rays are comparable, and the pulse-height spectra resulting from monoenergetic radiation of both types are broad and overlapping. Hence, pulse height alone yields little
information about particle type. In certain organic scintillators, however, electronic
pulse-shape discrimination techniques can be used to effectively distinguish between
neutron and gamma-ray interactions.
13.5.2 Neutron and Gamma-Ray Interaction Mechanisms

Fast neutrons interact in scintillators through elastic scattering with the nuclei present
(mostly Carbon and hydrogen). For fission spectrum or (a,n) neutrons, most of the useful
scintillator light comes fkom recoiling hydrogen nuclei (protons). This occurs because a
neutron can transfer 100%of its energy in an elastic scattering interaction to a recoiling
proton but only 28% can be transferred to a recoiling 12Cnucleus. The kinetic energy of
the recoiling protons is absorbed by the scintillator and is ultimately converted to heat
and visible light. The visible light can be collected in a photomultiplier tube optically
coupled to the scintillator and converted to an electronic pulse whose magnitude is
related to the kinetic energy of the recoiling proton.
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A good scintillation material for neutron detection has relatively high efficiency for
converting recoil particle energy to fluorescent radiation, gbod trans~ency to its own
radiation, and good matching of the fluorescent light spectrum to the photomuhipliertube response. Many commercially available scintillators such as NE102 and NE213
adequately satisfy these criteria. Table 13-4 gives examples of plastic and liquid
scintillators that are widely available. The wavelength of maximum scintillation light
emission is typically -400 nm. At that wavelength, light attenuation lengths are in the
range 1to 5 m, Sines light can travel relatively long distances in the scintillator material
without significant attenuation, organic scintillators with dimensions of the order of 1m
are not uncommon.
Although the mechanism by which fast neutrons transfer their kinetic energy to
protons in an organic scintillator is identical to that in a hydrogen or methane recoil
proportional counter, a number of fmtures of the overall detection process are markedly
~erent. This distinction is largely due to the diiTerences in physical properties of
organic scintillators and gases. The density, for example, of gas in a recoil proportional
counter is of order 10-3 g/cm3, whereas that of an organic scintillator is of order unity.
This Werence in density means that for a given detection path length in the two
materials the probability of interaction for both neutrons and gamma rays will be
substantially higher in the scintillator than in the proportional counter. Figure 13.14
illustrates the energy dependence of the interaction probabfity (expressed as attenuation
coefficients) for neutron and gamma-ray. interactions inNE213. This 6gure shows, for
example, that a l-MeV neutron has an interaction probability of -78% in a 5+m-thick
NE213 liquid scintillator, whereas a l-MeV gamma My has an interaction probability of
-26%.
In addition, the ranges of the recoiling protons and electrons will be substantially
shorter in the scintillator than in the proportional cfwnter. Except for events occurrihg
near the boundaries of the detectors, this fhct is of I$tle importance when considering the
. recoiling protons. However, the shortened range of the recoil electrons in the organic
Table13-4. Somereprbwntativeplasticand liquidscintiltatorsfor neu@mdetection
Light

output
Decay
(%of
Const
snthracene) (ns)

Wavelength
H/C
of Max.
Emission \ Atomic
(lull)
Ratio

Comments

1.104
1.100
1.103
1.100
1.100

generaluse
fasttiming
ukmthsttiming
generaluse
uhmfhsttilning

Type

I.D.

M&

Plastic

NB102A
NE104
NE1llA
PilotB
Pilot u

1
1
1
1
1

NE211

1

78

2.6

425

1.248

generaluse

NE213
‘ BC501

1
2

78
78

3.7
3.7

425
425

1.213
1.213

tit n (P.S.D)
fast n (P.S.D)

1
1
1

45
65
60

3.8
3.8

385
425
425

2.11
1.701
1.377

highH/c ratio
boron-loaded
gadolinimn-loaded

Liquid

NB228
NE311
NE323

6S
68’
55

2.4
1.9
1.6

423
406
370

68

1.8

408

67

1.4
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scintillators has a profound effect in that J&h-energy electrons can stop inside the
detection volume. For example, a 500-keV electron can deposit all of its energy in a
scintillator while depositing only a small fizwtiog in a gas proportional counter.
Furthermore, recoiling electrons and protons of the same initial energy produce
diffkring amounts of light in a scintillator. This result is apparently due to the differing
ionization densities along the slowing-down paths in the two cases. The light output for
protons is always less than that forekwtrons of the same energy, as shown in Figure 13.15
(Refk. 7 and 16). Also, the light output for the two particle types has a difikrent
dependence as a fimction of energy. (Ckrbon-12 recoils give even less light than proton
recoils of the same energy, tlmther reducing their already small contribution to the
detection process.) As a rule of thumb, 6CLkeVelectrons and 500-keV protons give
approximately equal amounts of light in a typical organic scintillator.
13.5.3 Pulse-ShapeD@@minatbn
The mechanism by which a fraction of the kinetic energy of the recoiling particles is
transformed into visible light in an organic sointillator is very complex. However, a few
features can be simply stated. The major components of the scintillator light decay in
times of the order of a few nanoseconds. This means that in principle, organic
scintillators can operate at very high counting rates. However, there is a weaker, longer-
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Iivedcomponent of the radiation ilom many scintillatom that corresponds to delayed
fluorescence. Consequently, the total light output can often be represented by the sum of
the two exponential decays referred to as the f-t and slow components of the
scintillation. The slow component has a characteristic decay time’in the range of a few
hundred nanoseconds. ,~e flaction of the total light observed in this weaker, slower
component is a t%nction of the type of particle inducing the radiation. Heavier particles
have higher specific ionization and produce more delayed fluorescence light.. Figure
13.16 (Ref 17) illustrates the time dependence of scintillator pulses in stilbene, a solid
ox@c crystal scintillator, when the crystal is excited by difikrent types of radiation.
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This time dependence makes it possible to identi@ particles that have differing rates of
enem loss but produce the same amount of light in the scintillator. This procedure is
termed puke-shape discrimination and is used to reject gamma-ray events in neutron
detection applications of organic scintiliators.
Pulse-shape discrimination is achieved by electronically exploiting the light-emission
time-dependence properties of different types of radiation incident on organic scintillato~. The most common method used for pulse-shape discrimination in organic
scintdlators is based on passing the photomuk.iplier-tube pulse through a bipolarshaping network, usually a double-delay line. The zero-amplitude crossing of this
bipolar pulse depends on the risetime and shape of the initial puke but is independent of
amplitude. Thu$ a measure of the pulse shape is given by the time interval between the
leading edge of the initial puke (which is independent of pulse shape) and the zero
crossing,of the bipolar-shaped pulse. An example of a circuit employing this method is
given in Figure 13.17 taken tkom Ref. 18. Also indicated in the figure are schematic
representations of recoil electron and proton pulses at different points in the circuit.
The performance of a puke-shape discrimination circuit is usually stated in terms of a
figure of merit. This measure compares the separation of neutron aqd gamma-rayinduced events in the time-difference spectrum to the sum of the, widths of the
individual event distributions as shown in Figure 13.18. The figure of merit is generally
reduced by increases in either the dynamic range of processed input pulse heights or the
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gross counting rate. Successful operation of pulse-shape discrimination circuits with
dynamic ranges of 100 at counting rates of Id S–l have been reported (Ref. 18). Figure
13.19 shows experimental results obtained with an NE218 liquid scintillator and a
plutonium-beryllium neutron/gamma-ray source.
Another common approach to puke-shape discrimination involves integrating the
charge contained in the early risetime part of the pulse and comparing it to the integral of
the charge in the late part of the puke. In a recent application (Ref. 19) of this method,
the anode puke tlom the photomukiplier tube is split and the early and late parts of the
puke are separately gated into integrating analog-to-digital converters. The ratio of the
digital results for the late and early parts of the pulse then gives a pulse-shape
discrimination spectrum similar to that shown in Figure 13.20.

13.6

OTHER

TYPES

OF NEUTRON DETECTORS

This section describes several neutron detectors that have not found widespread use
for nuclear material assays. Like the other detectors described in this chapter, they rely
ultimately on either recoil interactions or direct nuclear reactions to detect neutrons.
Some scintillators are manufactured with neutron-active material added to achieve
enhanced neutron detection capability. The purpose is to achieve more localized and
more rapid detection of neutrons than is possible with gas counters. Gadolinium, 1%,
and bLi are typical materials “loaded” into the scintillator. The neutron-active material
initiates the light production by releasing energetic charged particles or gamma rays
when the neutron is captured. After the initial interaction with the neutron occum the
detectio$ process is the same as if the light were produced by a gamma ray. Because the
scintillator is also a gamma-ray detector, its-a-ray
sensitivity is generally very high.
There ~, however, sevend possible configurations with good neutron detection efficiency mid low gamma-ray lsensitivity.
One usefi.d configuration for thermal-neutron counting consists of lithium-loaded
glass scintillators. ZnS(Ag) crystals in a glass medium or ceriurn-activated silicate glasses
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are available. Thermal neutrons interact with ~ via the (n,a) reaction, and the heavy
alpha particles excite the scintillator. Detectors of thk type are available in sheets with
thicknesses of about 1 mm. For thermal neutron% efficiencies of 25 to 99% are possible
in gamma-ray fields on the order of 1 R@. The low gamma-ray sensitivity is due to the
high thermal-neutron capture cross section, the large 4.78-MeV energy release in the
reaction, and the thinness of the detector (Ref. 7).
IfZn8(Ag) orystals are dispersed in Lucite, detection of fast neutrons is possible. The
interaction mechanism is the elastic scattering of neutrons by hydrogen. The recoiling
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F&.1330 Ratio of&layedgateADCconversion topromptgateADC
mnversionforNE213 (Rt$ 19).

proton deposits its energy in the scintillator, and by transfer reactions the ZnS(Ag)
crystals are excited. ZnS(Ag) offers goodgamma-rayinsensitivity because relatively high
energies are required to excite the light-emitting property of the zinc sulfide crystals.
Detectors that consist ofZnS(Ag) crystals dispersed in Lucite are called Homyak buttons
(Rd 20~ their efficiency is low (on the order of 1%)because the poor light transmission
properties of this material limits its use to small sizes. Thin sheets have also been used
for measurements of pste crates at the Rocky Flats Plant (Ref. 21). Homyak buttons
can operate in gam~ fields up to about 1R/h because of the properties of ZnS(Ag) and
because the thinness of the detector limits the gamma-ray-induced energy deposition.
Most neutron deteqtm combine neutron-sensitive material and detection electronics
into one inseparable pt. However, it is,possible to employ a detection system that is
more compact and portable by using only the neutron-sensitive material. This material
is first placed at the pqint of interes~ then removed for measuring the actual neutron flux
by observing isotopic or crystalline structure ctiges. An example is the use of
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs), which corisist of crystals that when heated,
emit an amount of light proportional to the dose received. Thermoluminescent
dosimeters are primarily used for gamma-ray measuyanent% but one common crystal,
LiP, can be made to ~ neutron sensitive by incmising the enrichment of ~ (Ref. ‘7).
Activation foils, u$ed for criticality safety and’ low-level detection, provide other
examples of the use of neutron-sensitive material. One application h% been the use of
thin coppx sheets to monitor plutonium migration: in soil n= ’nuclear waste storage
sites (Ref 22). The t6chnique relies on neutron ~pture in ‘3CU to yield ‘Cu, which
deeays to ‘Ni i- e+ with a 12.7-hoti half-life. The foils are buried long enough to
achieve an equilibrium level of ~
and then retrieved to permit measurement of the
positron, emission rate. Plutonium concentrations as low as 10 nCi/g have been
monitored
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13.7 MEASUREMENT OF NEUTRON ENERGY SPECTRA
13.7.1 Background
As noted in Section 13.1, passive neutron assays are usually based on counting
neutrons without ‘regard to their energy. This is because (1) radioactive materials emit
neutrons with broad energy spectra that are very similar from one isotope to another and
(2) neutron detection is an indirect process that preserves little information about the
incident neutron energy. This chapter has shown that neutron detection usually
produces a broad spectrum of events that are only indirectly related to the neutron
energy. A partial exception is found in the case of recoil detectors such as 4He gas-filled
counters and plastic scintillators. However, none of the detectors described in this
chapter can distinguish nuclear isotopes on the basis of their neutron energy.
As a consequence, passive neutron assay is ,usually based on the counting of thermal
or fist neutrons, with perhaps some tailoring of the detector or its surroundings to favor
a particular broad energy interval. Detectors are also chosen on the basis of their ability
to produce fast (10 to 100 ns) or slow (10 to 100 l.ts)output signals for coincidence
counting. Some detectors are also designed to have a detection efficiency that is nearly
independent of neutron energy.
13.7.2 Techniques
Although measurement of neutron energy spectra is not necessary for passive neutron
assay, it is sometimes important for research or instrument development activities. Such
a measurement is difficult, but possible by a variety of techniques. These techniques
include proton recoil spectrometers, neutron time-of-flight measurements, and 3He
spectrometers. An example of the use of 3He spectrometers in measuring neutron energy
spectra follows.
The 3He spectrometer developed by Shalev and Cuttler (Refs. 23 and 24) has been
used to measure delayed neutron energy spectra. (The AmLi neutron spectrum given in
Figure 11.5 was also measured with an instrument of this type.) The spectrometer is a
gas-filled proportional counter containing 3He, argon, and some methane. Neutrons are
detected via $e 3He (n,p) reaction in the energy ~ge of 20 keV to 2 MeV. In this energy
range the reaction cross section is smooth and nearly flat, declining from roughly 1,0to
1b. To detect tfiese fast neutrons the tube is not enclosed in moderating material, rather,
it is wrapped k cddmium and boron sheets to r&hwe the contribution of the much
stronger thermal 3He (n,p) reaction (5330 b). $SO, a lead shield ,isoften added to reduce
the effects of ~ma-ray
pile-up oiI the neutron energy resolution. The intrinsic
efficiency is low, on the order of O.l%;’
The ene~,s-m
of a 3He spectrometer, includes a full energy peak at the neutron
energy ~ + ,765 keV, a thermal neution capture, peak at 765 keV, and a 3He (n,n’)
elastic scattei$g recoil spectrum wit~ a ‘inaximum ~at0.75 ~ (from Equation 13-3). To
emphqsize the full energy peak at ~ ~, 765 keV, long charge collection time const.@ts
of 5 to 8 ps are used. This favors the slower proton signals from the (n,p) reaction over
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the fhster signals from recoiling 3He nuclei. It is also helpild to collect &ta in a twodimensional array of charge collected vs signal risetime in order to obtain more pulseshape discrimination. In this way a neutron energy spectrum can be obtained, although
it must be carefully unfolded tlom the measured data.
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Principles of Total Neutron Counting
J E. Stewart

14.1

INTRODUCTION

Total neutron counting accepts all pulses arising fi’om neutron reactions (events) in
the sensitive volume of a detector. No attempt is made to isolate events that occur nearly
simultaneously as is done in coincidence counting.
A siniple total neutron counting system consists of the components shown
schematically in Figure 14.1. All detector events producing an amplifier output pulse
with an amplitude greater than a threshold set by the integral discriminator are counted
for a set time in a scaler. The usual choice of discriminator setting is high enough to
reject low-amplitude pulses produced by gamma rays and electronic noise and low
eriouglito count all neutron-induced pulses. It is important to note that the pulse-height
stiof
3He ahd BF3neutron proportional counters contain no information about the
erieigy ‘ofthe detected neuirons. However, s6me information can be obtained through
proper design of the modetiting and absorbing materials surrounding the counters.
This chapter covers basic @wiples that are important in using total neutron counting
for passive assby of maierials containing uranium and plutonium. It does so using the
example of polyethylerie-mbderatsd 3He proportional counters. Such detectors are
routinely used for a wide variety of neutron’ counting applications in nuclear facilities
throughout the world.
14.1.1 Theory

of Total Neutron Counting

The total neutron counting rate is given by the simple formula
T =
where

a3M~s
T =
=
M: =
S =

(14-1)

total neutron count rate (counts/s)
absolute detection efficiency (counts/n)
sample leakage multiplication (dimensionless)
sample neutron source intensity (n/s).

I
DETECTOR

PREAMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

INTEGRAL
DISCRIMINATOR

SCALER

I
TIMER

Fig.14.1 Thebasic componentsofasimpietotal neutroncotmtingsystem.
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The absolute detection efficiency &isthe number of counts produced by the detector per
neutron emitted from the sample. The sample leakage multiplication ML is the number
of neutrons emitted fkom the outer surface of the sample per neutron born inside the
sample. The sample neutron source intensity S is the number of neutrons per second
born in the sample.
The organization of this chapter is based on Equation 14-1. Factors affecting S, Mb
ands are presented in relation to their influence on passive assays.
14.1.2

timparison

of Total and Coincidence Counting

Before describing the basic principles of total neutron cmmti~ it is instructive to
compare total neutron counting with coincident neutron counting. (Principles of
neutron coincidence counting are described in detail in Chapter 16.) Generally, total
neutron counting is responsive to all neutrons emitted from the sample, whereas
coincidence counting responds only to the time-correlated neutrons.
The three important sources of neutrons for passive assays are (%n) reactions,
spontaneous fissions, and induced fissions (see Chapter 11for a comprehensive descrip
tion of neutron origins). The (%n) reaction produces neutrons randomly in time.
Fissions produce neutrons in bursts of O to 8. Coincidence circuitry can discriminate
between neutrons produced i%omfissions and those produced in (Wn) reactions. This
feature ,dlows passive assay of plutonium nuclides with high spontaneous fission rates
(most commonly 2~~ even in the presence of significant (%n) reaction rates and room
background. Also, ,active neutron coinciden~ methods use external sources of (~n)
neutrons to indui.e fissions in the &ample,and we fission neutrons ~ counted using
coincidence eledronics. Total and coincident neutron counting are responsive ~in
different ways to the thr~:$ourWq of ,neutrons in both &sive and active assay, as showh
in Table 14-1.Note tha{ for active assay, the spontan&s fission neqtron source can be
made relatively small by choosing a strong (Q n) neu~on source.
Table 14-1. Sensitivity of neutron counting techniques to the three sources of neutrons
Assay
Method

Total
Counting

Coincidence
Counting

Passive Assay
Active Assay

(~n), Sl?, Id
(~n), SF, IF

SF, IF
SF, IF

%$F- spontaneousiissionneutrons.
hF - inducedfissionneutrons.
Usually, the fewer neutron sources an assay technique is responsive to, the more
specific it is to particular isotopes. The more>isotope-specific the method is, the more
usefid it is for assay. In generaL passive total neutron counting is the least isotopespecific of the techniques represented in Table 14-1. However, in those cases where only
one of the three sources of neutrons dominates, passive total neutron counting can be
used for assay. For example, UF6 con@ning highly enriched uranium and PuF4 are
materials where the (%n) source of neutrons dominates. Both uranium and plutonium
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metal samples are examples where spontaneous fission is the dominant neutron source.
In each of these exampl~ induced fission ean be a complicating factor for both total and
coincidence neutron counting. Because induced fissions increase the average muMplicity of simultaneous neutron emission horn the sample and because the response of
coincidence electronic circuits (for example, the shifl register deseribed in Chapter 16)
increases fmter than the average mukiplieity, total counting is less sensitive to induced
fission effects.
The coincidence count rate is proportional to 62 whereas the total count rate is
proportional to G.Variations in sample matrix materials (such as moisture) ean alter the
average energy of neutrons emitted flom samples and thereby change the deteetor
efficiencys. Neutron coincident counting is therefore more sensitive to changes in &
than is total counting. Also, total counting yields much better preeision than coincidence
counting in the same count time.
A disadvantage of total counting relative to coincidence counting is its sensitivity to
background neutrons. Typically, background neutrons are randomly distributed in time
and are easily discriminated by coincidence circuitry. A separate background count or
neutron shielding or both are used to eliminate background total counts. In many cases,
however, the @c@round totals rate is insignificant compared to the totals rate tlom the
sample and these measures are unnecessary.
In practice, total and coincidence neutron counting are often used together to correct
sample/deteetor induced-fission (self-muhiplieation) effeets. A complete discussion of
this topic can be found in Chapter 16, Section 16.8.4.
14.2

PRIMARY NEUTRON PRODUCTION

SOURCES

The first of the three important fwtors affecting total neutron counting is primary
neutron production in the sample. Primary neutron production is thm (%n) reaetions
and spontaneous fissio% secondary neutron production is from induced fission. Induced fission and neutron absorption in the sample are commonly considered together
and called multiplication. Chapter 11 describes physical processes of Pfirnary neutron
production and gives spontaneous fission and (%n) reaction neutrqn yields from
actinide isotopes of interest for passive neutron assays. Yields from (c@ reactions are
given for oxides and fluorides.
This sedion deseribes those features of neutron production in compounds of uranium
and plutonium that affect assays based on total neutron counting. General calibration
principles are discussed assuming no multiplication effects. In other words, neutron
production by induced fission and neutron loss by neutron absorption are ignored.
These topics arc covered in Section 14.3, Neutron Transport in the Sample.
14.2.1 Plutonhun Compounds

To apply total neutron counting as a signature for one or more isotopes of uranium or
plutonium requires knowledge of the chemical form and isotopic composition of the
sample. This point is well illustrated with examples. Consider 100-g samples of
plutonium in the form of metal, Pb02, and PuF4 with three plutonium isotopic
compositions representative of low-, medium-, and high-burnup fhel from light-water
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reactors. Table 14-2gives neutron production rates for each isotope, process, and form.
The rates were computed from yields in Tables 11-1 and 11-3 in Chapter 11. Neutron
production from spontaneous fission depends on the isotopic composition of the
sample, but not on its chemical form. Neutron production from (%n) reactions depends
on both. The conclusions drawn from Table 14-2 are
(1) For plutonium metal, which has no (a#) component, 2% dominates primary
neutron production (98, 96, and 65% for the three plutonium isotopic compositions).

Table 14-2. Primary neutron production rate in plutonium metal, PU02, and
PuF4 for three plutonium isotopic compositions
Neutron Production Rate for 100g of Pu (n/s)

Isotope

Amount
(Wt%)

238~
239~
2%
241pu
242~
241Am

0.024
89.667
9.645
0.556
0.109
0.327’

Metal
(spontaneous
fission)

Totals
238~
239pu
240pu
241~
242~
241Am

0.059
82.077
16.297
1.231
0.336
0.162’
Totals

238~
239~
240~
241pu
242pu
241Am

1.574
5’7.342
24.980
10.560
5.545
1.159’
Totals

a 241AmW%relativeto plutonium.

PUO*
(a,n)

PuF4
(cqn)

62
2
9838
0
187
0

322
3416
1360
1
0
880

52800
502135
202545
95
29
144417

10089

5979

902021

153
2
16623
0
578
0

791
3127
2298
2
1
436

129800
459631
342237
209
91
71546

17356

6655

1003514

4077
1
25480
0
9537
1

21092
2185
3522
14
11
3118’

3462800
321115
524580
1795
1497
511863

39096

29942

4823650
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Total neutron counting of plutonium metal is a signature for the effective 240Pu
(2@Pueti)mass, where
2w~fi

= 2.43 (23%)

+ 2401% + 1.69 (242Pu) .

(14-2)

The constants 2.43 and 1.69 account for the greater specific (per gram) spontaneous
14-2 differs
fission neutron production in 238Puand 242Purelative to 2~pu. (I@ation
slightly from Equation 16-1 (Chapter 16) for coincidence counting because of different
neutron multiplicity distributions for the even plutonium isotopes.) If the plutonium
isotopic composition is known, the total plutonium mass can be inferred from the
2aPueff determination obtained from a calibration of the total neutron count rate. In
other words (assuming a multiplication of 1),
T = e S = ~240puefi=

klPu

(14-3)

where ~ and k, are empirical constants, and 2wPueff and Pu represent 240Pueffand
plutonium masses, respectively.
(2) For PU02, the ratio of (%n) to spontaneous fission neutron production is 0.59,
0.38, and 0.77 for the three plutonium isotopic compositions. Depending on composition, 238Pu, 239Pu, 24Pu, and 241Am are significant contributors to (r.t,n) neutron
production in PuOZ The total neutron production in PU02 is described by a generic
equation of the form
S = al (238Pu) + a2 (239Pu) + a3 (240Pu) + ad (242Pu)
+ af (241Am)

(14-4)

where the multipliers a, through as are specific neutron production rates for both
spontaneous fission and (a,n) reactions in PU02 and the quantities in parentheses are
plutonium isotopic masses. The multipliers are determined from plutonium isotopics
and specific (a,n) and spontaneous fission yields for each isotope. If these are known,
total plutonium mass can be determined from a calibration of the form
T=e

(145)

S=k2Pu

where k2 is an empirical constant and Pu stands for plutonium mass. Recall that
Equation 145 assumes no multiplication effects (ML = 1).
(3) For PuF4, (~n) reactions produce more than 98% of the neutrons for the three
isotopic compositions. Generally, neutron production in PuF4 is described by an
equation similar to Equation 144,
S = ab (238Pu) + a~(239Pu)+ as (2qu)

+ ag (241Am).

(14-6)

The multipliers ab through ag are specific neutron production rates for (a,n) reactions in
PuF4 with small components from spontaneous fission. As with PU02, if plutonium
isotopics are known, the total plutonium mass can be determined by total neutron
counting of PuF4 using the simple (multiplication-free) calibration
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T==e

S =k3Pu.

(147)

Again, the constant k3 must be determined empirically.
For the examples shown in Table 142, 24’Am values were taken at the time of
analysis. Americium-241 is a daughter of ‘*F%. Americium-241 content increases with
time because its half-life exceedsthat of its Went. To calcolate the 241Amconcentration
at some time t knowing the initial concentrations of 241Pu and 241Amat time zero, use
Equation 21-11 of Chapter 21.
14.2.2 Uranium Compounds

Just as for plutonium compounds, total neutron counting of uranium compounds
requires prior knowledge of the chemical form and isotopic composition. Examples of
uranium forms and compositions frequently found in the nuclear fuel cycle are
characterized as to primary neutron production in Tables 143 and 144. Considered are
lo-kg samples of uranium in the form of metal, U02, U02F2, and UF6 Table 143 treats
235Uenrichments of ().2,0.7,3.0, and 18.2%(low-enriched uranium or LEU} Table 144
treats enrichments of 31.7, 57.4, 69.6, and 97.6% (high-enriched uranium or HEU).
Spontaneous fission and (%n) neutron rates are given by isotope and form for each
enrichment. The rates were ,s.omputfxifiomyields in Tables 11-1and 11-3in Chapter 11
and fkom yields shown in Ref 1 (U02F2)., The general conclusions drawn from these
tables are
(1) Uranium-238 spontaneous fission dominates neutron production in uranium
metal for 235Uenrichments below - 70%.This allows 23*Uassay based on total neutron
counting of large uranium metal samples for all but the highest 235U enrichments.
Because of the low neutron rates relative to plutonium metal, longer count time and
larger samples are required for acceptable precision. Linear calibrations of total neutron
count rate versus 23*Umass combined with ‘235Uenrichment are used for total uraniummetal determinations with low-enrichment material (see Chapter 15,Section 15.4.1, Box
Counter). The calibration takes the form
(148)
where k4 and k5 are empirical constants.
(2) For U02, total neutron production [spontaneous fission plus (%n)] is nearly
constant for enrichments less than - 60%. With increasing enrichment, the spontaneous
fission component decreases as the (a,n) component increases. At enrichments more
than 60%,the (r.qn)component grows rapidly. Uranium-234 alpha decay is the dominant
source of (a,n) reactions in U02 for enrichments of 3% or greater. Total neutron
production in U02 is generally described by
S = bl (2%-J) + ~ (23SU) + b3 (238U)

(149)

where bl through b3 are specific neutron production rates for both spontaneous fission
and (a@) reactions in U02 and quantities in parentheses represent uranium isotopic
masses. They are calculated from known isotopic compositions and specific neutron
yields for each process. If these are known, a linear calibration of the form
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Table 14-3. Primary neutron production rates in uranium metal, U02, U02FZ
and UFfj fOrfour WUIkm isotopic compositions (LE~
Neutron Reduction Rate for 10kg ofU (n/s)

Isotope
23qJ
233U
%
238U

Amount
(Wt%)

0.0005
0.1977
0.0036
99.8

UF6
(%n)

0

9
1
0
175

29
2
1
279

o
0
0

0
0
1

136

T

135

T

132
0
1
0
111

0.0865
18.15
0.2313
96.96
Totals

112

311
90
3
.
174

T
7
0
0
1

0
0
0
132

0.0244
3.001
0.0184
96.%

T
1
0
.
1

135

Totals
2%
233u
236U
238u

U02F2
(%n)

0
0

0.0049
0.7108
.
99.28
Totals

2~
235u
236U
238u

UO*
(%n)

136

Totals
234U
235u
236U
238u

Metal
(spontaneous
fission)

T
26
1
1
1
x

449
11
2
170

284
6
.
278
568
1415
24
5
271

x

1715

1592
65
28
143

5017
145
67
228

1828

5457
(14-10)

applieq where ~ is an empirical constant and U stands for uranium mass. U02 as
usually found in the nuclear fiel cycle (cans, ro@ finished assemblies) suggests assay by
active neutron techniques rather than passive, because the relatively low passive total
neutron rates for standard sam le sizes have to compete with mom background. Active
methods yield @pals fi’om 2?%J-induced fission that are counted with coincidence
electronics. Large U02 samplm howev6r, may lend themselvs to assay by passive total
neutron counting depending on sample characteristics and measurement goals.
(3) For U02F2 (a chemical reaction produti’of UF6 and water), neutron production is
dominated by the (Ln) compoiient. Neutron &oduction rates increase uniformly with
‘% enrichment, This is because 2MU is enriched along with 231J in enriclynent
pmcessm Ixised on isotopic mass difkrenees. Equations analogous to Equations f49
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Table 14-4. Primary neutron rates in uranium meti
four uranium isotopic compositions (HEU)

U02, U02F2, and UF6 for

Neutron Production Rate for l~kg ofU (n/s)

Isotope
234U
235u
236U
238u

Amount
(W%)
0.1404
31.71
0.3506
67.80
Totals

234U

235u
236U
238u

0.2632
57.38
0.5010
41.86

Metal
(spontaneous
fission)

o
1
0
92
93

o
2
0
57
59

Totals
234U
235u
23’%
238U

0.3338
69.58
0.5358
29.55
Totals

234U
235u
236U
238u

0
2
0
40
F

1.032
97.65
0.2523
1.07
Totals

U02F2
(Qn)

UF6
(%n)

42
2
1
1

2583
114
42
119

8143
254
102
190

G

8689

4843
207
60
73

15265
459
145
117

5184

15986

6142
250
64
52

19360
557
155
83

G

20155

18989
352
30
2

59856
781
73
3

K3

60713

7
79
4
:
F
100
5
1
0
G

1
3
0
1
T

U02
(%n)

310
7
1
0
Ziii

and 14-10describe the passive total-neutron-counting calibration of U02F2 with known
isotopic composition. Passive total neutron counting has been used to quant@ U02F2
deposits inside process equipment in gaseous diffhsion enrichment plants (Ref. 2).
(4) For UF6 (the standard process material for uranium enrichment), 234U alpha
deeay and the subsequent 19F(ctm)22Nareaction dominate neutron production. The
material is similar to U02F2 with the (%n) component being more dominant because of
additional fluorine. For arbitrary enrichmen~ total UF6 neutron production is also
given by an equation analogous to 14-9. A calibration is then possible with an equation
of the form of Equation 14-10.
Passive total neutron counting can be used for v@fication of UF6 cylindem of all
siz~. It is routinely uaixl for cylinders Conti
low-eMched UF& It is fbst simple,
and ipexpefisive. Small cylinders are counted in nearly 4X,geometry (“well” counters).
Large c@nders are counted with portable counters such as the “SNAP” (Chapter 15,
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Section 15.2). For large, low-enrichment cylinders, simpler calibration expressions than
those shown in Equations 14-9 and 14-10 w obtained by assuming a constant 23SU
weight fkwtion and a constant ratio of 235Uto 2MU(see Chapter 15,Section 15.2.2).The
data of Tables 14-2, 14-3, and 14-4 are plotted in Figure 14.2. Compared are total
spontaneous fission, plus (%n) neutron production rates for plutonium, PU02, FuF4,
uranium, U02, U02F2, and UFfi The speeiiic (per gram uranium or plutonium) rates
span eight orders of magnitude from uranium metal to ~F4 Rates are plotted as a
function of wt% 235U and 239Pu. The plot is usefil for visual comparison and for
estimating counting statistics with known detectors and geometries.
14.2.3 Impurities
Rarely are the plutonium and uranium compounds found in the nuclear tkel cycle
completely the of impurities. These impurities can significantly alter primary neutron
239PU (Wt %)
100
l@ -

,~5
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I
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I
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!
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1

0
I

.
PuF4

104
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~
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;
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<
&

Pu METAL

w
z
m

/
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Fig. 14.2 Spect~c neutron production rates
for uranium andplutonium
metals, oxides, andjluorides.
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Data arejirom Tables 14-2
through14-4.
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production. As an example, consider PU02 with H20 added. Water is commonly found
in PU02 with a nominal value of 1 wt%. Table 14-2 gives dry PU02 (a,n) neutron
production values for three plutonium isotopic compositions characteristic of low-,
medium-, and high-burnup light-water reactor fuel. The first is approximately 10%2@Pu
by weight. The second is approximately 16%2@Pu,and the third is approximately 25%
2aPu. Figure 14.3 shows the dependence of (%n) neutron production [S(a@)lon weight
percentage water for the threk plutonium isotopic compositions. The quantity S(a,n) for
the 25%2@Pumaterial is roughly a factor of 5 higher than for the 16%and 10%materials
(because of the high 238Pufraction) regardless of moisture content. Figure 14.4 displays
S(a,n) values for wet relative to dry Pu02 versus wt% H20. It is useful to note that the
moisture effkct is independent of plutonium isotopic composition. That is, adding 1wt%
moisture yields the same relative change in S(a,n) for 10%, 16%,and 25% 240Pu,namely
+ 4.4%.This indicates that small changes in initial alpha-particle energies resulting from
changes in plutonium isotopics do not significantly affkct neutron production in wet
PU02.
Although many trace contaminants are found in PU02, fluorine is usually the most
significant for altering S(a,n). Figure 14.5 displays S(ct@)versus F contamination ir
PU02 (16% 2aPu) with 1and 9 wt% H20. Figure 14.6 shows the S(a,n) values for PuO:

F&.14.3 Spe@c neutronproduction

2

4
WATER

—.—.—-

6
IN PU02 (W %)

8

10

ratesjiom (rkn)reactions in
Fu02versus adizkdmoisture
for - IO% 240Pu,- 16%
240Pu,and-25% 2@Pu
plutonium isotopiccOmpositwns.
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14.4 Neutronproductionjiom (Wn)reactions in wet relativeto dryPu02 versusaatiedmoisture. The IO,16,
and25% 24Pu isotopic compositionsfall on a single
curve.
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Fig. 14.5 Specijicneutronproduction ratesjiom (am reactions in Pu02
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Fig.14.6 Neutronproductionfiom (%n)reactions in PU02 withjluorine impurities
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(16% 240Pu)with fluorine impurities relative to pure PU02 versus fluorine concentration. Cases are shown for both 1and 9 W% moisture. The relative change in S(a,n) from
F contamination is greater for dry than for wet PU02.
The H20 and F impurities affect (a,n) neutron production but not spontaneous
fission neutron production. If HZOand F concentrations are known, data such as shown
in Figures 14.3 through 14.6 can be used to adjust calibration parameters for total
neutron counting assays. These data were calculated using the Los Alamos SOURCES
code (Refs. 3, 4). Reference 5 contains results of calculations of the effects of several lowZ trace contaminants on S(cqn) for plutonium metal. Section 11.4 in Chapter 11 gives
approximate formulas for calculating contributions to S(a,n) from impurities in
uranium and plutonium oxides.
14.2.4 Neutron Energy Spectrum Effects

Neutrons are pmdueed in spontaneous fission and (am) reaetions with characteristic
energy distributions or speetra. These are important in the design of total neutron
counters using polyethylene-moderated 3He detectors. For plutonium compounds, the
spontaneous fission spectrum depends slightly on plutonium isotopic composition and
not on sample chemistry. The spectrum is dictated by the nuclear kinematics of the
spontaneous fission disintegration process, which differ slightly for 238Pu, 2%, and
242Pu. Figure 14.7 is a plot of the specific spontaneous fission neutron production
speetrum for plutonium with 16% 2%. The 2% spectrum is deseribed well by the
Watt form (Ref 3)
N(E) a

e-~A

ainh (~

)

where E = laboratory neutron energy, A = 0.795, and B = 4.69.

(14-11)
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Fig.147 Specificspontaneousf~sion neutronproduction spectrumforPu with16% 240PtL

The laboratory spectrum of neutron energies fkom (%n) reactions in plutonium
compounds depends on sample chemistry, impurity levels, and slightly on plutonium
isotopic composition. Sample composition determines the slowing down spectrum of
alpha-particle energies and the (%n) reaction cross-seetion dependence on alpha-particle
ene~ Figure 14.8 d-displaysfour specific (qn) neutron production spectra for Pu02
(16% ~)
with variable moisture and fluorine contamination. An increase in moisture
“hardens” the speetrum slightly and an increase in fluorine “softens” it., Figure 14.9
shows the four total speetra corresponding to the moisture and fluorine concentrations
of Figure 14.8. The average energies of these four spectra are not subs@ntially different.
This similarity indicates that spectral shape differences are generally’not major factors
affketing total neutron counting of PU02 with moisture and fluorine contamination
levels in the ranges used. These ranges are typical of a wide variety of Pu02 samples.
Figure 14.10 displays normalized neutron production speetra from (%n) reactions in
2NUFe Spectra for two 22Na level branching schemes are shown. Tlie 2MUF6 (qn)
spectrum is softer than that for PU02 with an average neutron energy of approximately
1.2MeV. For PU02, the average is approximately 2.0 MeV.
14.2.5 Thin-Target Effects
In the previous sections, primary neutron production by (a,n) reactions was assumed
to take place in samples that qualify as “thick ~ets.” Thick targets are materials where
alpha particles lose all their energy in the sample. If the sample density is low enough,
neutron production is reduced beeause alpha particles eseape before they undergo (a,n)
reactions with target isotopes. Neutron production by 234Ualpha particles driving the
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Fig.14.8 SpectYc(am) neutronproduction ratespectra ofPu02 (16% 240PU)
with variablemoisture andjluorinecontent @om SOURCES
calculation[Rgf.3] ).
19F(cqn)22Na reaction in

UF6 is a “thin-target” situation. In this case, alpha
particles may escape the gas volume at energies above the *9F(Wn) cross-section
threshold. Reference 6 presents methods for calculating thin-target neutron production
in UF6 gas. Figure 14.11(from Ref. 6) displays UF6 neutron production versus projected
range. The projected range is the product of atom density and target thickness. Neutron
production saturates above approximately 6 X 1019 atoms/cm2 at the thick-target
neutron production value for 2MUF& ‘Atapproximately 1.3 X 1019atoms/cm2, the
number of neutrons produced per alpha particle is half the thick-target value.
gaseous

14.3 NEUTRON TRANSPORT IN THE SAMPLE
Afler specifing the primary neutron production in the sample and relating that to
grams of uranium or plutonium, the next logical step in using passive total neutron
counting for assay is to consider the number of neutrons that escape the sample per
neutron produced. Description of the transport of neutrons in the sample volume
(including all the processes of neutron creation and loss) is complex ~d requires the use
of Monte Carlo sim@ations on large computers for bestl results. Chapter 12 describes
many of the basic principles of neutron transport. Here, we present a simple formula for
sample leakage multiplication, discuss numerical results, and describe the use of the
formula.
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Fig.14.11 Neutronproduction by a4.77-MeVaIphaparticlejlom 234U
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obtainedby dividing the abscissaby the UF6atom density
(atorns/cm3).

14.3.1 Leakage Multiplication

The number of neutrons escaping the sample (and therefore available for counting)
per primary neutron produced is called the leakage multiplication of the sample, Mb
The quantity ML differs from the total multiplication M defined in Chapter 12. The
quantity M is the number of neutrons createdin the sample [from primary source events,
induced fissions, (n,2n) reactions, and other events] per primary neutron produced. The
quantity ML accounts for neutron creation and loss in the fission and parasitic capture
reactions. Therefore, MLis more pertinent to total neutron counting than is M. The two
quantities are closely related, as deseribed below.
The following definitions apply
v =
P =
PC =
pL =

the average number of neutrons created by induced fission
probability that a neutron will induce a fission
probability that a neutron will be captured
probability mat a neutron will escape the ~mple (leakage probability).

A neutron of a given generation can induce a fission with probability p and disappear
with probability 1 – p. In o~er words,
P+

—.

PC+ PL=l

.

(14-12)
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Also, the number of fissions produced in a given generation per fission in the previous
generation is pv. The quantity pv is the multiplication factor k fkom reactor physics
discussed in Chapter 12. In an induced fission a neutron is absorbed. Therefore the net
neutron profit per fission is v — 1.
Consider a sample in which induced fission, neutron capture, and escape are the only
possible fhtes of neutrons. In generation zero, one neutron is produced t?om spontaneous fission or an (q) reaction. In the first generation, there are p fissions and pv
new neutrons created with a net neutron profit of P(V – 1). In the second generation,
there are dv fissions, (pv)2 new neutrons, and a net profit of P2V(V– 1). This
multiplication process is shown in Table 14-5 for the first few neutron generations. For
all generations, the sum of the number of neutrons created ffom a single source neutron
is the total multiplication M.
1
l–k

1

M=—=—
l–PV

;k<l

(14-13)

.

For all generations, the sum of the net neutron profit is the total net neutron profit per
source neutron (1 – P)/(1 – Pv). Not all the net neutron profit will escape the
sample-some will be captured. The leakage multiplication ML is the total net neutron
profit per source neutron times the probability of escape divided by the probability of
disappearance, that is,

Finally, from Equations 1413 and 1414, the relationship between ML and M is
ML = pLM

“

(14-15)

If the probability of capture PCis small,
ML z (1–p)M=

:~~v

(1416)

.

Table 145. The neutron multiplication process through the fourth fission
generation
Number of
Fissions

Generation

o

—

1
2
3
4

%V)
P(pv)z
P’(PV)3

.——

—.-.

Neutrons
created
1(source)
Pv
(pVy
(@3
(P@4

.

Net Neutron
Profit
iv – 1)
p(pv) (v – 1)
P(pv)z (v – 1)‘
P(pv)s (v – 1)
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If both PCand p are small, ML and M are approximately the same. The quantity M is
always greater than or equal to Mb
Equation 14-14, the expression for ML, depends on three parameter~ v, p, and PC
These quantities depend on the energy of the neutron inducing a fission or being
captured. Therefore, they are understood to represent averages over the slowingdown
spectrum of neutron energies in the sample. All three parameters depend on sample
composition and density. The probabilities p and PCdepend on sample geometry as well.
Multiplication effkctscaused by neutrons reflecting off the counter back into the sample
are understood to be included in p and Pe Reflection lowers the neutron’s energy and
increases both p and PC.
Figure 14.12 shows plots of the leakage multiplication ML versus the fission
probability w Equation 14.16 was used to generate the plots. Two sets of curves are
shown. The lower set of three curves is representative of uranium-bearing samples with
= 2.5. The upper set of three curves with v = 3.0 is representative of plutonium~aring samples. In each set of curves, the capture probability PCis varied from Oto 0.02,
which covers a wide range of samples.
Figure 14.13shows plots of both total and leakage multiplication versus Pu02 mass in
a cylindrical volume with a diameter of 8.35 cm. The 2% (effective) is 10 wt% of
plutonium. The PU02 has a density of 1.3 g/cm3 and contains 1 wt% H20. The sample
fiU height increases as FU02 mass increases: The leakage multiplication values were

v = 3.0
1.5

Pc
iiiili —

0.01 --0.02

. ... ... .

0.05

0.10

0.15

FISSION PROBABILITY p
#’&.

..—.. —————

14.12 Leakage multipIicatwnML versusj?.rsionprobabilityjbrtwo values
qftheaveragejission neutronmultip!ici(yandthree vahwsofthe
captureprobability.
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calculated using the Monte Carlo transport code MCNP (Ref 7). The total muhiplication values M were calculated horn the leakage multiplication values ML using the
relationship
M.

VML — 1

v-

(1417)

1

with v ==3.13. This expression can be obtained by combining Equations 14.13 and
14.16.For the samples described by Figure 14.13, the capture probability pc is negligibly
small. The plots clearly show the differenm in total multiplication M and leakage
multiplication Mu Referenee 8 eontaina additional information on the MCNP calculations of ML and information on coincidence multiplication imrections.
14.3.2 Leakage Spectra

Neutrons eseaping fkom a sample have a lower average ene~ than when fit
produced in spontaneous fission or (~n) reactions. Neutrons lose enagy in the sample
through elastic cdli~ons with light nuclei and inelastic collisions with h,wvy nuclei. The
sample container can alw affixt the neutron leakage spectrum, but is generally not a
@or fhctor. Unless there are intervening materials, the energy spectrum of neutrons
escaping the sample container is the apectmn seen by the neutron detector. The shape of
this speotrum ean be important in detembing deteetion efficiency, as described in
Seetion 14.4.
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An example of neutron energy losses in the sample, as calculated with the Monte
Carlo Code MCN (Ref 9), is shown in Figure 14.14. This figure shows the leakage
spectrum of neutrons from a 5000-lb (2273-kg) cylinder of UF6 whose 235Uenrichment
is 2.5% (Ret 10). For these calculations, a uniform spatial distribution of l-MeV
neutrons was assumed because the 19F(%n)zNa thick-target energy spectrum (Figure
14.10) was not well known at that time. Figure 14.14 shows the neutron moderation in
the large UF6 sample cylinder to be quite significant. The average energy of the leakage
neutrons is 0.44 MeV compared with the average source neutron energy of 1.0 MeV. It
should also be noted that about 20% of the source neutrons do not escape fkom the
cylinder because of parasitic capture.

Fig. 14.14 Neutron leakugespectrum from

NEUTRON

ENERGY

(MeV)

a 5000-lb UF6cylinder
(2.5% 235U) assuming unijbrmlydistributed l-MeV
source neutrons.

Another leakage spectrum calculation, performed with the MCNP Code (Ref 7), is
shown in Figure 14.15. The sample modeled is 800 g of PU02 with a density of
1.3 g oxide/cm3.
The sample contains
706 g of plutonium
(10%
24%%)and 1 wt% water. The cylindrical sample is 8.35 cm in diameter and 11.,24cm in
height. The smooth curve in Figure 14.15 is the 240Pu spontaneous fission neutron
emission spectrum (Figure 14.7 and Equation 14.11). The calculated sample neutron
leakage spectrum is the histogram distribution, with 10 error bars shown. The average
energy of the leakage spectrum is 1.91‘MeVcompared with 1.93 MeV for the emission
spectrum. This implies very little moderation of the source spectrum by this PU02
sample. The small buildup in the leakage spectrum between 0.6 arid 1.0 MeV is from
inelastic scattering by plutonium riuclides and elastic scattering by oxygen. The slight
buildup between 10 KeV and 100 KeV is from elastic scattering by hydrogen and
oxygen. This buildup would increase with added moistuie. For this sample the leakage
multiplication is about 1.04.
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14.4 NEUTRON DETECTION EFFICIENCY
Equation 14.1 defines detector etliciencys as the number of counts produced by the
detector per neutron emitted from the sample. This section describes important factors
affeeting &for 3He proportional counters moderated by polyethylene. These include
arrangement of 3He counters within the polyethylene moderator, moderator design, and
the sample leakage spectrum. Also, differences in the energy speetra of signal and
background neutrons can be exploited to enhance the signal-to-background counting
ratio.

14.4.1 3He Counter Arrangement
For a fixed moderator geometry, the location and number of 3He proportional
counters strongly affects counting efficiency. As an example, a series of efficiency
calculations was performed using the MCNP Code (Ref. 7) for a variable number of 3He
counters placed within a l-m-tall annulus of polyethylene. The counting tubes were 1
inch in diameter with 4 atm of 3He (77% thermal-neutron counting efficiency). The
internal and external diameters of the annulus were 7 in. (17.8 cm) and 15in. (38.1 cm),
respectively. The 3He counters were evenly spaced within the annulus on a circle 11 in.
(27.9 cm) in diameter. A l-MeV monoenergetic source of neutrons was assumed for the
calculations. The two curves in Figure 14.16 show the results of the calculations. The
curve belonging to the left ordinate is the absolute counting efllciency versus number of
3He counters. This curve shows a peak counting et%ciency of about 29% for 28 3He
counters. Beeause 3He proportional counters are expensive, absolute counting etXciency
is sometimes compromised. The curve belonging to the right ordinate is the counting
efficiencyper 3Hecounter (an index of cost effectiveness) versus the number of counters.
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Fig.14.16 Results ofA40nteCarlo calculations oftotal neutroncounting .@Mency versusnumber
of 3He countingtubesfor the
coqtigurationdescribedin
NUMBER

OF 3He TUBES

Section 14.4.1.

A reasonable compromise for this example would be 16 3He counters. Choice of the
number of 3He counters would also depend on sample neutron emission intensity and
desired counting precision.

14.4.2 Moderator &sign
With a fixed number and arrangement of 3He counters, the amount and location of
polyethylene moderator can also strongly influence counting efficiency. As an example,
calculations were done for a polyethylene slab 10 in. (25.4 cm) long, 6 in. (15.3 cm) tall,
and 1.57 in. (4.0 cm) thick (see Figure 14.17). Two 3He counters are embedded within
the slab with their axes parallel to the slab’s long axis and separated by 2.1 in. (5.3 cm).
The counters have a 10-in. active length, 4-atm fill pressure, and l-in. diam. A 252Cf
neutron source is located 15.75 in. (40 cm) from the slab on a line perpendicular to the
plane of the 3He counters. The Monte Carlo Code IvlCNP (Ref. 7) was used to calculate
detection efficiency for various polyethylene thicknesses in front of and behind the 3He
counters (relative to the source). The Watt fission spectrum was’used for the calculations
(Equation 14-11) with A = 1.025 and B = 2.926 for 252Cf.These p~meters and this
slab geometry represent typical values encountered in actual neutron detectors.
Results of the calculations are shown in Table 14-6 and Figure 14.18. The precision
of the calculated relative efficiencies are approximately &1%. The total slab thickness
ean be obtained by adding front and back polyethylene thicknesses because thickness-is
measured from the 3He tube centers. The moderator configuration for highest detection
efficiencyis 6 cm of polyethylene in front of the 3He counters and 8cm behind. Note that
for fixed rear polyethylene thickness, efficiency peaks and then deereases with increasing
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Fig 14.17 Thegeometry usedforaseries ofMonte Carlo calculationsofdetectorflciency.
In thecalctdations, the thicknessofpolyethylene injiont ofandbehindthe
two 3Hecounters was varied,

front polyethylene thickness. The decrease is due to neutron capture in hydrogen, For
fixed front polyethylene thickness, efilciency approaches an asymptotic value with
incx’easingrear polyethylene thickness. This effeet is due to neutron reflection from the
rear polyethylene. Often, size and weight constraints limit the total polyethylene
moderator thickness to be used. In the U.S., polyethylene is typically purchased in slabs
4 in. (10.2 cm) thick. It for ease of fabrication, the total slab thickness is constrained to
this value, the 3He counters should be placed with 4{6cm of polyethylene in front and
5.6 cm behind for optimum efficiency.
14.4.3 Effect of Neutron Energy Spectrum

For a particular neutron detector design, the deteetion effkiency will depend on the
incident neutron energy beeause of the dependence of the 3He(n,p) cross section on
neutron energy and the moderating effect of hydrogen in polyethylene. Given a
particular neutron leakage spectrum, the deteetor can be designed to maximize counting
efficiency for that spectrum. For applications where the signal-to-background ratio is
small, it is desirable to design the detector to discriminate against background neutrons
with different energy spectra. Two examples, one for neutrons from UF6 and one for
neutrons from PU02, are given in this section.
Collimated neutron slab detectors have been designed to monitor neutron levels in
UF6 gas centrifuge enrichment plants. The detectors are deseribed in Section 15.3.1 and
illustrated in Figure 15.4of Chapter 15.Each detector contains eleven l-in.-diameter 3He
counters embedded in a 10.2-cm by 30.5-cm by 6l-cm polyethylene slab. The slab is
wrapped in cadmium and covered with thick polyethylene shielding exeept on the 1860cm2 open face, which is covered by 1.3cm of polyethylene. The polyethylene, along with
the cadmium, filters out low-energy background neutrons. Figure 14.19 is a schematic
cross section of the detector.

Table 14-6. Relative efficiency of a simple slab detector for variable polyethylene moderator
and behind the 3He counters
Front PolyethyleneThickness(cm)
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
g2
0.181 0.271 0.334 0.430 0.489 0.521 0.560 0.608 0.622 0.639 0.659
0.242 0.351 0.419 0.508 0.577 0.625 0.661 0.700 0.706 0.717 0.687
~ 2.5
0.301 0.426 0.494 0.596 0.645 0.665 0.713 0.757 0.782 0.765 0.747
$3
0.497 0.565 0.668 0.717 .0.762 0.779 0.821 0.825 0.839 0,807
g
;5
.~
25 0.547 0.611 0.719 0.769 0.812 0.830 0.872 0.867 0.866 0.826
a 45
0:469 0.597 0.650 0.766 0.797 0.847 0.871 0.886 0.908 0.901 0.862
~.
0.511 0.628 0.688 0.798 0.844 0.887 0.896 0.919 0.946 0.919 0.889
f
:.5
0.547 0.658 0.723 0.833 0.860 0.911 0.917 0.943 0.963 0.944 0.894
36
0.564 0.682 0.745 0.843 0.874 0.921 0.941 0.952 0.973 0.965 0.898
al
.g 6.5
0.580 0.696 0.759 0.858 0.895 0.936 0.940 0.962 0.986 0.955 0.910
~
;5
0.604 0.703 0.755 0.874 0.909 0.935 0.961 0.975 0,977 0.963 0.921
0.600 0.703 0.773 0.873 0.908 0.945 0.957 0.978 0.989 0.968 0.920
8“
0.613 0.722 0.775 0.872 0.913 0.954 0.968 0.983 1.000 0.969 0.929

in front of

7.5
0.615
0.690
0.733
0.771
0.799
0.839
0.849
0.848
0.858
0.875
0.873
0.873,
0.883

8
0.575
0.644
0.692
0.742
0.773
0.792
0.808
0.810
0.815
0.820
0.832
0.826
0.835

s
@
a
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Fig.14J8 ReIative 252Cfneutrondetection ef
fwieneyasajitnction offiont and
backpolyethylene thicknessfor the
smallslab a%tectorillustrated in
Figure14.17.
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Fig.14.19 Crosssection ofthecollimated neutronshabddector.

The UF6 monitor was designed to have a neutron energy efficiency profile similar to
the 19F(a,n)22Na neutron energy spectrum (Figure 14.10). It was also designed to
minimize the response to low-enexgybackground neutrons from cosmic rays. This was
accomplished by measuring and calculating the effket of three different thicknesses of
polyethylene filters on the detector’s open face. (Ref 11). Figure 14.20 is a plot of
calculated neutron energy response profiles for three thicknesses of polyethylene O, 1.3
cm, and 2.5 cm. The effect of a polyethylene filter is to reduce detection efficiency at all
incident neutron energies, but with greater reductions at the lower energies where most
of the background neutrons from cosmic rays are found. These calculations indicate that
a 1.3-cm filter is a good compromise between high efficiency for 1.O-MeVneutrons and
low efi3ciency for O.l-MeV neutrons. A more comprehensive study of UF6 detector
optimization for low signal-to-background ratios is reported in Ref. 12.
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The High-Level Neutron Coincidence Counter (HLNCC) is a detector designed
primarily for passive neutron coincidence counting of Pu02 (Ref 13and Section 17.2.2
of Chapter 17). Its neutron energy efficiency profile is given in Figure 14.21. If this
efficiency profile is compared with the leakage spectrum from a representative PU02
sample (Figure 14.15), it can be seen, that the HLNCC efficiency is a maximum for
neutron energies lower than those actually emitted. In other words, the HLNCC, which
was designed to be small and lightweight, contains too little polyethylene and is
“undermoderated.”
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Total Neutron Counting Instruments
and Applications
J. Sprinkle

15.1

INTRODUCTION

Total neutron counting instruments are usually unsophisticated instruments that do
not measure neutron energy directly. They are simpler than neutron coincidence
counters, are capable of detecting smaller quantities of neutron producing materials, and
are less sensitive to multiplication effects and eftlciency variations. However, they are
less capable of determining which isotope or chemical compound produced the neutrons. Sometimes these instruments use partial energy discrimination to reduce the
signal from undesired components. More typically, they rely on administrative controls
to ensure that only the appropriate materials are assayed.
Many assay instruments for total neutron counting use moderated 3He detectors. The
3He detectors are relatively simple to operate and their reliability is excellent. They can
tolerate approximately 1013 fast n/cm2 without serious radiation damage and they
provide ade@ate discrimination against gamma rays in fields less than 1 R/h. Reasonable detection efficieric@scan + achieved through careful design. Tubes of 2.5-cm
diameter containing 4 atm of 3He have an intrinsic detection effkiency of 90% for
thermal neutrons. Detector banks with these tubes placed 5 cm apart can be designed to
have absolute detection efficiencies of about 20% for spontaneous fission neutrons.
Dete&or banks have also been built with BF3 tubes, which provide somewhat better
discrimination against gamma rays (see @apter 13).
This chapter describes several total neutron counting instruments and applications in
order of increasing size and complexity. It concludes with examples of three instruments
used for special applications two moisture’ monitors and an energy-independent long
counter.
15.2 THE SHIELDED NEUTRON ASSAY PROBE @NAP)
The Shielded Neutron Assay Probe (SNAP) is the simplest and most portable of the
neutron detectors described in @is c~pter. An upgraded version, the SN$P-11 (Ref 1),
is illustrated in Figure 15.1. SNAP-II consists of two 3He counters (2.5-cm diam, 20-cm
active length, &atm fill pressure) embedded in a 12.7-cm-diam polyethylene cylinder.
The 12.7-cmdiameter of the cylinder is optimum for the detection ofl - to,2-MeV fission
neutrons. The polyethylene cylinder is wrapped in a thin cadmium sheet to preferentially absorb any background of thermal neutrons. Along its axis is a hole for inserting
435
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Fig.15.1 TheSN.4WIdetector(R& 1).

individual reactor fhel rods. This confi~tion
provides an option for high-efficiency
assay of plutonium-bearing rods in the hole. Outside the cylinder is a 5.7-cm-thick
directional shield whose thickness is limited to ensure portability of the detector. The
weight of the SNAP-II is only 10 kg.
With its directional shiel~, SNAP-II has a viewing angle of 12(Y.Figure 15.2shows the
relative sensitivity of the detector as a ilmction of angle around the detector axis, as
measured with a PuLi source. The front-to-back detection ratio is 4.2 for the PuLi source
(average neutron energy of 0.65 MeV) but decreases to 2.2 for a 252Cfspontaneous
fission source (average neutron energy of 2.2 MeV).
The intrinsic efficiency o$the SNAP-II detector for fission neutrons is approximately
17K representing a significant improvement over the 10% obtained with the original
SNAP detector(Ref 2). In addition, the active area of the SNAP-II detector is more than
twice that of its predecesso~ consequently the absolute detection efficiency for a point
source at 1 m is improved by a thctor of 4.5, to approximately 0.01% (Ref. 1). For other
source-to-detector distances the absolute detection efficiency varies as (r + a)–2 where
r is measured in pmtinseters from the,detector axis and a is a constant that depends on
the diameter of the modetitor cylinder. The constang a, is typically about 3 cm, and r
must be greater than 3a ‘forthe approximation to be valid. This efficiency function is not
valid if the detector is close to surfaces that reflect neutrons (such as a concrete floor).
For field exercises that require the use of the SNAI-11 in an area surrounded by neutron
sources and reflectors, &termination of the appropriate background count may be
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Fig. 1s.2 Directional sensitivity of the
SNAP detector, as measured
in the midplane with a PuLi
source (average energy
0.65 MeV) (Rtf 2).

difficult. In these instances, it has been helpfid to fit a matching wedge of polyethylene
into the viewing angle of the detector.
The SNAP-II has been designed for field work and is used in the total neutron
counting mode because the signal to be measured is otlen weak. It is important to use
compact, simple electronics. Commercially available packages such as the Eberline SAM
I or the LudlumModel 22 are well suited for this application. These units contain a highvoltage power supply, preamplifier and amplifier boards, discriminators,, and scalers in
one small portable box.
The SNAP detector provides only limited information about the energy or direction
of the neutrons that are detected. It is often used for holdup measurements or
verification measurements where good reference standards are not availabhy examples
of such USeSfollow.
15.2.1 Verification

of Plutonium Metal

A SNAP detector has been used to verify the 2% content of plutonium metal
buttons at the Hanford Works in Richland, Washington (Ref 3). The major neutron
source in metallic plutonium is the spontaneous fission of 2@Pu. In addition, buttons
containing 2000 g of plutonium exhibit significant multiplication effkcts. These effects
can increase the totals count rate by as much as 90% and are dependent on the button
geometry.
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At Hanford, the measured SNAP response, T total neutrons/s, was represented as
T(n/s) =km

IF

(15-1)

where k = calibration constant
m = elemental plutonium mass
I = 2% mass fiction
and F is a factor that accounts for multiplication within the button. F was determined
empirically by fitting a series of Monte Carlo calculations of multiplication within
buttons with the following result
F =1+(1

–aI)m/b

(15-2)

619.5 (d – 2.673)2 + 1801
b

(15-3)

b = 417.8 (d – 1.333)2 + 1757

(15-4)

a =

where d is the button diameter in inches, and a and b are also given in inches.
Equation 15-1 can be solved for either m or I. At Hanford, one button was chosen as
the “standard” and the remaining were assayed as unknowns. A statistical analysis of the
assay of 248 buttons yielded 8 outliers. The ~
content of the other 240 buttons was
verified. The mass range of the buttons was 1453 to 2204 g and the 2WPUmass fraction
ranged from 4.6 to 18.1%.The measurement uncertainty was 2% ( 1c), and the precision
in 30-s counts was better than 1%.
15.2.2 Verification of UF6 Cylinders
SNAP detectors have been used at enriched uranium production and storage facilities
to verifi the contents of UF6 cylinders (Ref 4). In UF6, neutrons are produced by
spontaneous fission of 238U and by the 19F(a,n)22Na reaction. The dominant alphaparticle emitter is 2MU. In natural UF6, 80% of the neutrons are due. to (Gn) reactions
and the rest to spontaneous fission. As the enrichment increases, the contribution of the
(urn) reaction increases sharply. In particular, as the enrichment increases from 3 to 90%,
the neutron production rate increases by a factor of 30. Consequently the totals neutron
count rate is a sensitive measure of the UF6 mass and enrichment. Neutrons penetrate
UF6 quite well but are subject to absorption and multiplication effects. Table 15-1 lists
the calculated neutron leakage fraction from various cylinders. At the higher enrichments, multiplication effects begin to dominate over absorption eff’ts.
To verifi the contents of a UF6 cylipder, the SNAP detector is placed adjacent to the
cylinder and parallel to its axisj at a position midway between the cylinder ends. This
geometry is less position dependent, less sensitive to the cylinder’s fill height, and more
convenient for the operator than,a geometry that requires the operator to hold the SNAp
against the ,end of the cylinder. ~ckgro~ds caused by neighboring cylinders are ofien
large. Reasonable background estimates (at sea level) are obtained by aiming the
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Table 15-1. Neutron leakage t%actionfrom various cylinders
235u
Enrichment
Leakage
UF6 Mass
Fraction
Cylinder Type
(Wt%)
(k)
14 ton
12,700
0.71
0.55
30B
1,500
0.71
0.80
12B
140
3.00
0.97
5A
15
10.00
1.00
1.00
5A
15
35.00
2s
1
1.01
65.00
2s
1
1.02
90.00
detector upward toward the sky rather than downward toward the cylinder. The
response from cylinders at the edge of a large cylinder array may be smaller than the
response near the center of the array. For cylinders containing UF6 of different
enrichments, the total neutron count rate T is given by
T = [cf1234) + df1238)] m

(15-5)

where m is the total uranium mass, c and d are empirical calibration constants, and
fi234) and 1238) are the isotopic mass fractions of 234u ~d 238u, resptive]y.
For low enrichments, f1238) is nearly constant, and the ratio f1234)/f(235) is very
nearly constant. Then Equation 15-5can be simplified to
T = [e + ~235)] m

(15-6)

where e and g are the calibration constants. Clearly, if the isotopic composition of the
UF6 is the same for all cylinders, Equation 15-6 can be further simplified to T = hm,
with h being the single calibration constant.
Measurement uncertainties of 5% are typical for 2 1/2-, 10-, and 14-ton cylinders.
With 60- to 120-s counting times, statistics do not contribute appreciably to these
uncertainties. Experience in the field suggests that each cylinder size requires a different
calibration, perhaps because different solid angles are subtended at the detector by the
various cylinders. If the cylinder fill heights vary by 50%, the uncertainties will increase
to approximately 10%.Measurements made with the SNAP detector can help identifi
solid residues in emptied cylinders (heels), but the small amount of material involved
causes poor precision in the results and may require long count times, on the order of
1000 s.
15.2.3 Holdup

Measurement

SNAP detectors have been used in nuclear fuel-cycle facilities to measure the holdup
of nuclear material (Refs. 5 through 7). The material to be measured must be a strong
neutron source. All forms of plutonium qual@, but uranium must be enriched and in a
matrix suitable for (%n) reactions so that the signal will be large enough to be useful.
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The primary advantage of using neutron-based techniques for holdup measurements
is the penetrability of the neutrons. They can be detected from pumps, furnaces, and
other heavy equipment that is too dense to permit the escape of gamma radiation. The
disadvantages of neutron techniques are their lack of spatial resolution, their lack of
isotopic specificity, and their sensitivity to matrix effkcts. The matrix effects include
reflection, multiplication, moderation by moisture, and (%n) reactions in low-Z
materials. Most of these effects are present to some degree in all holdup situations and
make the interpretation of neutron measurements difficult. Use of a combination of
neutron and gamma-ray measurements is usually the most reliable approach.
Calibration of the SNAP detector for holdup measurements requires standards with
isotopic and chemical compositions that are similar to those of the material held up in
process, for the reasons mentioned above. To calibrate for a particular geometry, it is
helpfhl to use mockups of the actual equipment. As in all process holdup measurements,
25 to 50% uncertainties are typical. Additional information on holdup measurements
with neutrons is included in Section 20.6 of Chapter 20.
15.2.4 Other Applications
Simple detectors like the SNAP can be used as neutron monitors in and around
storage vaults and reactors (Refs. 8 and 9). The monitors are used to check for a constant
neutron flux. They may have hardened electronics, simple mass-produced electronics,
or bare 3He tubes, depending on the application.

15.3 SLAB DETECTORS
Slab detectors contain an array of thermal neutron detectors inserted into a slab of
moderating material. They are larger and heavier than SNAP detectors but provide
higher detection efficiencies and better directionality if heavier shielding and collimators are added. Slab detectors are typically operated with a combination of standard
NIM electronics modules (such as high voltage, amplifier, single-channel analyzer, and
scaler) and customized preamplifiers. The preamplifiers are small enough to fit inside
the junction box that contains the connections to the tubes. Pulse-height analysis with a
multichannel analyzer is sometimes used, but scalers and single-channel analyzers are
mo~ frequently found in routine operation.
Slab detectors oflen consist of 3He tubes placed parallel to each other in a moderator
block (Ref 10). .The size and number of tubes vary with the application. FWre 15.3
shows a slab detector that contains nine 3He tubes (2.5-cm diam, 4-atm fill pressure)
embedded in a lo-cm-thick polyethylene slab. The junction box holds the tubes rigidly
and encloses the high-voltage buss wire and preamplifier in an air-tight, electrically
shielded space. For some applications the polyethylene slab is covered with a thin
cadmium sheet to absorb thermal neutrons.
15.3.1 Monitoring

of UF6 Enrichment

A slab detector can be operated unshielded or it can be placed inside a shield to obtain
direction-sensitive response. Figure 15.4 illustrates a shielded, directional slab deteetor
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designed for monitoring UFGenrichment. It has a viewing angle of - 91Y,smaller than
that of the SNAP-II. However, its front-to-back discrimination is nearly five times
better. The detector exhibits a ffont-to-back ratio of 33 for an AmLi source and a ratio of
9 for a 252Cfsource. The intrinsic detection efficiency is -- 18% for a fission neutron
spectrum. The absolute detection efficiency for a point source varies approximately as
I/r for r less than the detector dimension and as 1/? for r more than twice the detector
dimension. This relationship is not valid if neutron absorbers or reflectors are present.
To determine the neutron background, the detector can be rotated 18V to face away
from the source of interest. Or the aperture can be covered with a thick piece of
polyethylene. Four-in. -thick polyethylene reduces the neutron signal by approximately a
factor of 10.
An array of slab detectors has been proposed for verification of the proper operation
of centrifuge facilities (Ref 11). Detection is possible because highly enriched uranium
reduction is accompanied by elevated neutron levels from (rqn) reactions following
?34U decay in gaseous UFb. Because of its lower mass, 234UF6is enriched even more
than 235UF6in the separation process. Since the quantity of highly enriched uranium can
be quite small, the inc~ase in slab detector response can also be quite small compared
with normal b~ckground. Sensitivity can be enhanced ~th proper design (see Chapter
14)and by using filtering and decision analysis techniques (Ref. 12).
A proposed system would consist of an array of optimized detectors within a process
building having centralized data collection and processing. During normal unattended
operation a minicomputer would poll the detectors remotely. Based on experimental
benchmarks and Monte Carlo simulations, detection sensitivities should be adequate to
detect production of highly enriched uranium. Potential sources of false alarms include
normal motion of UF6 cylinders and neutron sources used to verifj criticality alarms.
15.3.,2 Holdup Measurements
,Sla~detectors have been ,dsed for plutonium holdup measurements afler a cleanout
ope~tlon (Ref 13).The model used to interpret the results assumed tiiat the geometry of
the, s@&.e material ctndd ~ approximated by a ~uniform plane near the floor. This
as,suxnp,$o~‘kq~d be invei~gated ~bymoving tli~ detector anij repeating the measurement.~~heldbt~tor ws 0.23 rn2in frontid area and ,unshieldedi‘The cadmium absorbers
w~~~rnowd to obtain ma~jmtirn sensitivity to low-energy neutrons. The advantages
ofiusmg~neutrog tec~niqu~~ oveq @rnrna-ray-based techniques ~pre;thatshielding of the
sour~ rn~te~l ~i? leis of‘,,~$i
d ~rolj~em dnd’ zoom return (neu~ns scattered off room
1’ ‘,1’!’1,
su$ti$i), t~nds t~ qi$an,~ R $o~nter~e$$onse do,material ai the etige of ~theroom.
Tiiedfi~twol$ffec/#
~edu~ th~ nu~~r o@asur~rne~t position! requir~ to ~dequately
su~~~ the faci~ty. The ;qoo~.t+~qorni~ sh~eldi~glW good; ;$on$kquently,;,cross talk
betwep~ ~r@ns,~ dot a ~prob~e~~ Th# cheniic#i ~n~ isotopi~ fonh of the plutonium
was ~o~, (SPthat de resp~n:e i~r ~~arncould ~~ detefiined. T$e ~etector response
wai a~e~~~”~over se~+r~ ~~~s~~~rn~~$lpositiphsto ,reduce the detector’s sensitivity to
hot kpot$ (~~to @ermme iifithe$~e~isted),Although this prockdure yields 50% results at
best, ~@6h:qesulti~a;e~~d~@e,lf~~~appkqiitions ,@at‘involve d few hpndred grams of
plutonium spread tli~dlyove~ laige areas.
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15.4 THE 4X COUNTER
The 4Xcounter is designed to surround the sample, so that the solid angle for neutron
detection approaches 4x. This configuration provides the highest possible counting
efficiency and the best configuration for shielding. Shielding can be placed on all of the
external surfams of the detector to reduce the effect of nondirectional neutron backgrounds. The sample to be assayed is placed in the centraj well or sample chamber.
Usually the 4Z counter is designed to give a reasonably flat response over the volume of
this chamber. This feature is very important for heterogeneous samples. Most 4X
counter designs are optimized ‘fora particular measurement application, and administrative controls are required to ensure that the samples have the appropriate fill height,
composition, and matrix. If the samples are well-characterized and consistent with
respect to neutron transport characteristics, assays with a few percent uncertainty are
easily obtained.
The 4Z counter electronics resembles a collection of slab detector electronics. Typically four to six banks of neutron detectors are used and their outputa are combined to
yield the total neutron count rate. With the addition of a coincidence circuit, the same
configuration can be used for coincidence counting. For either total or coincidence
counting the operation of the counter is usually automated by including a calculator or
computer. The computer can be programmed to control the counting electronics,
convert the response to a mass measurement using a calibration function, and provide
measurement control.
15.4.1 Box counter

Figure 15.5 shows the design of a 4Xcounter used at the United Nuclear Corporation
(UNC) in Richland, Washington, (Ref. 14)to measure end crops from the fhel extrusion
process. The end crops are at least 75 wt% low-enriched uranium, the rest being zircalloy
and copper. They are packaged in large shipping crates and loaded onto the counter with
a fork litl. Typical net sample weights are 320 kg, however they can be as large as 550 kg.
For the UNC application total neutron counting was preferred to coincidence counting
for several reasons. Total counting is less sensitive to multiplication effits, such as
neutron-induced fissions in 235U.It is less sensitive to positiondependent variations in
detection efficiency within the sample chamber. The coincidence count rate from 23*Uis
quite low, only two to five times the rate from cosmiway-induced events. Total
counting provides a rate about 10 times the coincidence count rate, and administrative
controls are readily available to ensure that only valid samples are placed in the counter.
The observed signal from the end crops is due primarily to spontaneous fission of
23*u. one kilogram of 23*U emits 13.6 n/s. The interior of the sample chamber is
cadmium-lined. Under these conditions the absolute efficiency for an AmLi neutron
source at the center of the chamber is 20%. The external shield is 10.2-cm-thick
polyethylene. Independent measurements with a slab counter indicated that the
polyethylene shielding reduces the signal from fuel stored in a neighboring room by a
factor of 25. In addition, administrative controls limit the amount of uranium outside
the counter: none may be placed within 8 ft of the counter and only one box may be
placed within 50 ft. The counter is filly automated and the user interacts with a Hewlett
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Fig.15.5 Box counter in useat the UnitedNuclearCorp (UNC).

Packard HP-85 minicomputer. A daily measurement control procedure verifies that the
counter is operating properly. It consists of a background count which must be below 11
kg effective, and the assay of a standard, which must be within 2% of the known value.
Figure 15.6 is a calibration curve obtained with finished fiel from the extrusion
process. Counting times of 1000s were USS*the statistical precision is better than 1%.
Three types of fhel were used in the calibration 0.9479&enriched material in 6-cmdiam
cylinders (crosses~ 0.947%-enriched material in 3-mdiam cylinders, so that the
packing density is nearly twice as high (circlesk and 1.259&enrichedmaterial in 6-cmdiam cylinders (x’s). Two different shipping crates were used for the 1.25%material and
their weight differed by 20%. The heavier crate provided a 2% lower response than the
lighter crate. Assay accuracy is currently limited to 2 to 3%by variations in the shipping
boxes. A limited investigation of matrix effects indicates they will be 1% or less. A
preliminary comparison with end crops that were dissolved aftqr assay indicates a bias of
less than 1%.
15.4.2 Measurement of *WPU Heat Sources

A small 4Z counter has been designed for the assay of 23SPUheat sources at Los
Alamos (Ref 15). The heat sources are 10-g capsules of 23SPU02 The plutonium is
enriched to 83% in 23SPUand the oxygen is highly enriched in 160. Heat is produced
from the alpha-particle emission associated with the decay of 23SPU.The strong alpha
emission rate can also lead to a hi neutron production rate via (cqn) reactions in 170
and lsO despite the depletion of iPO and 180. A quantitative assay of 238Puis difficult
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bscause the exaet amount of remaining 170 and ’80 is unknown. However, the primary
objeetive of the measurement is assurance that the neutron emission tlom (~n)
re@ons has been reheal as low as possiblei The 2*Pu02 material is handled
separately fkom other material in the plutonium facility at Los Alamos. It undergoes
diiYerentprocessing and exhibits the rather unique characteristic of producing heat in
easily detected amounts. Consequently, administrative Wntrols that ensure that only
238Pu02is being measured are easy to implement.
The heat source cxnmter is illustrated in Figure 15.7. Its design is quite eonventio~
with highdensity polyethylene moderator, m$rnium absorber, 3He counting tu~
aluminum outer skin, and a stainless steel and aluminum sample carrier for placing the
heat source into the central counting cavity. A lo-cm-thick polyethylene shield is
included to reduce the high background counting rate expected in the plutonium flwility.
The counter has an et%eiencyof 18%.Previsions of 0.5% or better are obtained in 100-s
count times. The measurement accuracy is 1% within a batch of material and 5%
between batches. Most of the batch-to-batch variations are due to diflkmnt oxygen
isotopic distributions.

15.5MEASUREMENT

OF LOW-LEVEL

WASTE

Passive neutron counting is often used for measuring nuclear waste material because
neutrons ean penetrate large waste containers much better than gamma rays ~
particularly ifthe waste contahs dense, high-Z materials. Waste containers are typically
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55 gallons or larger in volume, and passive gamma-ray detectors tend to underestimate
the amount of nuclear material because ofgamma-ray absorption in the matrix. Neutron
measurements, on the other hand, tend to overestimatqthe amount ofnuckar material;
(&n) reactions in the matrix or moderation followed by induced fission create “extra”
neutrons. Neutron coincidence counting can substantially reduce this matrix sensitivity
by discriminating between source fission neutrons and matrix (up) neutrons. However,
total neutron oounting maybe more sensitive to small quantities of nuclear material if
(Wn) reaotions increase the neutron emission rate. For example, it is several orders of
magnitude more sensitive to the fluorides PuF4 or UFG Total neutron counting is often
used for discard/save decisions rather than for quantitative assays.
15.5.1 Detection

St?ndtivity

The neutron emission rates of some common nuclear materials are listed in Tables
14-2, 14-3,and 14-4 (see Chapter 14). From these tables, it is clear that low-Z materials
that allow (q) reactions can significantly increase the neutron output. Because the
neutron output of the plutonium compounds is much higher than the neutron output of
the uranium compounds, the sensiti~ty to plutonium is much better ~
the sensitivity
to uranium. Here the sensitivity of the assay is defined as AC/C, where AC is the 1standarddeviation error iq *e counts C.
An important concept for the xqeasur~ent of low-level waste is the detectability
limi$ which is that qiuuitity of rnhterial that produces a signal that is laqyx *an
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background by the ratio d = C/AC. For a background rate b much leas than the signal
rat% the detectability limit m (in grams) is given by
m = d2/Atl

.

(15-7)

For a background rate b much larger than the signal rate,
(15-8)

A is the response rate of the instrument in counts per second per gram, and tl and tz are
the signal and background count times, respectively. Detectability limits at 36 above
background (d = 3) are 23 mg for Iow-burnup plutonium, 0.5 mg for I%F4 170 g for
natural uranium, and 30 g for natural UF6 (Ref. 16). These cakxdations assume 1000-s
counting times in a large 4U counter with 15% absolute efficiency. The 4Z counter is
recommended for assaying low-level waste because of the weak emission rate and
heterogeneous nature of the waste.
The calculated deteotabiiity limits show that passive neutron counting of low-level
waste is usually practical only for plutonium. For 55-gal drums containing 100 kg of
nonabsorbing matrix materials, the plutonium limit of 23 mg comesponds to about 23
nCi/g, This detectability limit can easily increase by an order of magnitude for actual
drums that contain significant quantities of moderators or neutron poisons. In most
cases, however, passive neutron assay overestimates the quantity of nuclear material
present beeause of (cqn)reaotions in the matrix. Unless the chemical and isotopic form
of the waste is known, no quantitative conclusion can be drawn about the nuclear
content of a barrel other than an upper limit
15.5.2

Assay of 55-GaUonDrums

Total neutron counting of 55-gal drums containing Pu02-contaminated waste has
been investigated at Los Alamos (Ref 17). Measured were a set of 17 standarda
constructed at the Rocky Flats Plutoniuni Processing Facility (Ref 18). The standards
were designed to simulate the contaminated process materials and residues routinely
-assayedin the Rooliy.Flats drum cmmter. ‘Table 15-2 summarizes the characteristics of
these drums. A standard deviation ‘ofA16% was obtained for the 17 drums. Since the
plutonium isotopics and chemical’ form wcke both tied and well known, the total
neutron signal was a reasonable measure of the plutonium content.
15.%3 Assay

of Large Crates

A neutron counter large enough to assay 1.2- by 1.2- by 2.l-m waste cmtes was
developed and used extensively at the Rocky Flats Mlity (Ref. 19).This 4Xoounter uses
twelve 30-cm-diam ZnS scintillators spaced around the sample chamber. Because these
fast-neutron detectors also exhibit some gamma-ray sensitivity, the discriminator
thresholds are set above the 1.3-MeV gamma-ray enagy. Most of the neutron
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Table 15-2. Physical ebwtemm“ “OSof Rooky Flats 55-gallon drum standards

Description
Oraphitemolds
Drycombustibles

Wetcombustibles

Matrix
60-mes13
graphite
carbon
plastica
cellulose

Plutonium
(ss pu02)
Matrix
MatrixAv Matrix/iv
Composition Net Weight Density
Loadings
(w%)
@~3j
(gPu)
(kg)
100
110
0.53
60,145,195
24
0.12
10, 165, 175
90
5
5

eelhllose

80

water
plastios
polyvinyl
leadgloves
polyethylene
cellulose

15

surgical gloves

Pyrex glass

51

0.25

28.5,166

32

0.15

10,90,160

82

0.39

40,95,185

5

42
28

20
7
3

100

with 12%boron
as 33203

Resin
Dowexlx4
Benelex-Mexi@as

100

25,

110

75

signal is also discriminated out, and the measured efficiency of the counter is 0.1%.
Although the desired signal is tlom spontaneous fission neutrons, total counting is
preferred to coincidence counting because of the low detection efficiency.
The major sources of inaccuracy for the crate counter are variable matrix eff6cts and
the unknowp chemical form of the plutonium. Some comparisons with a 55-galdru3n
counter show that the crate counter tends to overestimate the plutonium content.
Typical crate loadings are less than 100 g the counting times are 200 s. The results
typically agree with tag values within a fiwtor of 4.
The orate counter is used to flag crates that need to be opened and cheeked more
carefully. It periodically locates orates that have been labeled incorrectly. The counter is
*used
in conjunction with passive gamma-ray counting if more quantitative results
are desired.

15.6 SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
The speoial applications described in this section focus on the neutron energy
spectrum observed by some passive assay instruments. In the first two examples, the
observed energy spectrum is exploited to determine a specific feature of the sample.
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15.6.1 The 2s2CfHy&ogen

Analyzer

The 25~ hydrogin analyzer (Figure 15.8) can determine the hydrogen content of
small uranium samples by measuring the softening of the neutron spectrum of a nearby
25~souroe (Ref. ,20).The analyzer consists of a steel block with holes bored for two 76mmdiam nickel cylinders. One cylinder contains the ‘%Ysource, and the other holds
the sample and two 3He neutron detectors, as detailed in Figure 15.9. Because 3He tubes
have a higher efficiency for low43mrgy neutrons, the count rate increases for samples
containing hydrogen. This matrix effkct is,enhanced by using steel reflectors instead of
polyethylene moderators around the sample and detectors.
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The counting electronics requires only a single-channel analyzer. A califomium
source strong enough to give a count rate of 10kHz is used so that 0.1%precision can be
obtained in reasonable counting times (100 s). Long-term drifts of 0.3% were observed
over a 3-day period, however, the actual data consists of a sample measurement
preceded or followed by a background measurement. Consequently, long-term drifts are
not a problem.
Figure 15.10 demonstrates the response (difference between sample and background
counts) as a function of increasing hydrogen. The straight line is a least squares fit to the
data. The four samples indicated in the graph had a graphite matrix and were of equal
volumes. Figure 15.11 shows the effect of increasing 235U content on the hydrogen
analyzer. The hydrogen analyzer was originally designed for use in conjunction with a
Small Sample Assay System (SSAS)(Ref. 21) to determine the uranium content of moist
uranium fiel rods. The SSAS determines uranium content, but the result is affected by
hydrogen content. Consequently an iterative procedure is employed to obtain the best
possible assay. First, the SSASmeasurement provides a value for uranium content good
to about A1O%. Then the hydrogen analyzer results can be used to determine the
hydrogen content to A2 mg, and finally the SSASresult can be iterated to determine 235U
to better than 1%accuracy.

15.6.2 Moisture Determination by Detector Ring Ratio
The ratio of total neutron counts in the inner and outer detector rings of a two-ring 47c
counter is a measure of the neutron energy spectrum. In a way similar to the 252Cf
hydrogen analyzer, the ring ratio can provide information about the moisture content of
the sample.
This moisture monitoring technique has been applied to the assay of wet plutonium
oxalate (Refs. 22 and 23). The oxalate is precipitated during the conversion of plutonium
nitrate to oxide. It is heterogeneous and typically contains 30 to 65 W% water. The
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plutonium assay is done by passive neutron coincident counting, but a correction for
water content is based on the ring ratio. The correction is needed because hydrogen is a
better moderator than plutonium oxalate and samples with higher water content
decrease the average neutron energy more. The neutron counter contains an inner ring of
detectors separated from the sample by 11 mm of polyethylene and an outer ring
separated by 33 mm of polyethylene. A change in the neutron energy speetrum tiects
the two rings differently because of their different depth in the polyethylene.
The counter was calibrated by assaying 19 samples of known plutonium and water
content. The mass m of plutonium was expressed as
m=

aRO(ati TiflO)

(15-9)

where ~ = coincidence count rate in the outer ring
Ti = total count rate in the inner ring
TO = total count rate in the outer ring
and a, % ~ are fitted parameters.
An additional 22 samples were assayed nondestructively with a standard deviation of
2.2%(1@(Ref 22) relative to later destructive analyses. Without the ring ratio correction
for moisture, the deviation is 50 to 100%.
15.6.3 Eaergy-Independent

Long Counter

There are many uses in fhst-neutron studies for a counter whose detection efficiency is
independent of the incident neutron energy. One such counter used to calibrate and
standardize neutron assay instruments is the long counter (Refs. 10and 24). The energy
response of the long counter is nearly flat but not entirely energy-independent, as has
sometimes been assumed.
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Figure 15.12 shows the design features of a high-efficiency long counter. The neutron
source is aligned on the axi6 of the center 3He detector, at a distance of at least 1 m. The
minimum source-todeteetor distance, the number and location of the holes in the
moderator, and the design of the polyethylene ring in front of the moderator are all
essentird for achieving the flattest energy response. Figure 15.13 (Ref 10) shows the
response of the counter to broad-spectrum neutron sourceq the relative source strengths
were known to 3%. Within the accuracy of the source strengths, the counter response
appears to be flat ffom 0.024 MeV to more than 4 MeV. More recent data (Figure 15.14)
were obtained with the same counter using a Van de GraafT accelerator to provide
relatively monoene~etic neutrons from the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction (Ref 25). As the
neutron energy was varied from 100to 1200keV, a small resonance was observed at 450
keV. Clearly the counter response is not completely energy-independent.
but onlv.
-.
approximately so.
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16
Principles of Neutron Coincidence Counting
N. Ensslin

;

16.1 INTIiODUCTION
The quantity of uranium or plutonium present in bulk samples of metal, oxide,
mixed-oxide, fuel rods, etc., can often be assayed nondestructively by neutron ,coincidence counting. This poweflul technique exploits the fact that neutrons from @ontaneous fission or induced fission are emitted essentially simultaneously. In many cases
it is possible to obtain a nearly unique signature for a particular nuclear material. The
measurement can be made in the presence of neutrons from room background or (a,n)
reactions because these neutrons are noncoincident, or random, in their arrival times.
Table !1-1 in Chapter 11 summarizes the spontaneous fission neutron ‘yields and
multiplicities of many isotopes important in the nuclear fiel cycle. For plutonium, the
table shows tit 238Pu, 2~Pu, and 242Pu have large @x+mtaneouifission yield8. For
uranium, there are no large yieldy however, 23SUin kilogam quantities will have a
m~su~ble yield. Spontaneous fission is usually accompanied by the simultaneous
emission of more than one neutron. Thus an instrument that is sensitive only to
coincident neutrons will be sensitive only to these isotopes. The quantity of these
particular isotopes can be determined even if the chemical form of the material yields
additional single neutrons from (qn) reactions. Then, if the isotopic composition of the
material is known, the total quantity of lutonium or uranium can be calculated.
For a’plutonium sample containing 23{ Pu, 2~ti, and 242PU,the observed coincidence
response will be due to all three isotopes. However, 2f@u is usually the major even
isotope present in both low-bumup plutonium (-6% 2WPU)and high-bumup, reactorgrade plutonium (-15 to 25% 2@Pu). For this reason it is convenient to define an
effective 2% mass for coincidence counting by
2%=

2.52 ‘*Pu + 2%

+ 168242Pu
.

(16-1)

Plutonium-240(efl) is the mass of 2@Puthat would give the same coincidence response
as that obtained from all the even isotopes in the actual sample. Typically, 2@Pueffis2 to
20~0ktrg& than the actual 240Pucontent. The coefficients 2.52 and 1.68 are determined by
(a) the relative spontaneous fission half-lives of each isotope (Table 1l-l), (b) the relative
neutron multiplicity distributions of each isotope (Table 11-2), and (c) the manner in
which these multiplicities are processed by ~the coincidence circuitry (see for example
Ref. 1).The relative spontaneous fission yields are the dominant, effect. The coefficients
given above are appropriate for the shifl register circuitry described later in this chapter,
but would change only slightly for other circuits.
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Passive counting of spontaneous fission neutrons is the most common application of
neutron coincidence counting. However, because fission can be induced, particularly in
fissile isotopes such as 239Puand 235U,a sample containing large quantities of fissile
isotopes can be assayed by coincidence counting of induced fissions. The induced
coincidence response will be a measure of the quantity of fissile isotopes present. If the
fissions are induced by an (qn) neutron source, the coincidence circuit can discriminate
the induced correlated signal from the uncorrelated source.
Passive and active neutron coincidence counters have found many applications in
domestic and international safeguards, as described in Chapter 17. Coincidence
counters are usually more accurate than total neutron counters because they are not
sensitive to single neutrons from (qn) reactions or room background. However, the total
neutron count rate can provide information that complements the coincidence information. For a wide range of material categories, it is generally useful to measure both the
coincidence response and the total neutron response.

16.2CHARAC’I?WSTICS OF

,~UTRON

PULSE TRAINS

As an aid to underat@ing coincidence counting it is helpful to consider the train of
electronic pulses prochqxd by the neutron detector. These electronic pulses, each
representing one detected neutron, constitute the input to the coincidence circuit. This
input can be thought of either as a distribution of events in time or as a distribution of
time intewt@ between event$ whichever is more convenient. In any case, the observed
distribution is produced by some combination of spontaneous fissions, induced fissions,
(%n) reactions, aqd external background events. As mentioned in Se@ion 16.1, fission
events usually yield multiple neutrons that are co~elated or coincident in:time, whereas
(%n) rpa$!ticmsand background events yield single neutrons that are ugcorrelated or
random in time.
16.2.1 Ideal and Actual Pulse Trains
An ideal neutron pulse train containing both correlated and uncorrelated events
might look like train (a) in Figure 16.1. An actual pulse train detected by a typical
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Fig.16S Neutronptdsetrains as they might appear on a time axis. (a)An
idealizedptdsetrain containing correlatedand uncorrelated
events.(b),Anactualpulsetrain observed at high counting rates
usinga detector with typical @iciency anddieaway-time
characteristics.
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neutron coincidence counter will look more complex, as shown by train (b) in Figure
16.1. This is beeause the neutron coincidence counter design affects the pulse train in
several ways.
First, large samples ean usually be accommodated in the central well of the coincidence counter. One kilogram of plutonium containing 20% 240Pu will emit about
200000 n/s. If the eoineidenee counter has a typical detection efficiency of 20%,the total
neutron count rate will be 40000 n/s, and the mean time interval between detected
events will be 25 I.M.Seeond, the typical etlciencys = 20% of a coincidence counter is
substantially less than 100%,so that the majority of emitted neutrons are not detected.
Most spontaneous fissions are also not detected. If n coincident neutrons are emitted,
the probability of detecting k is given by
n!
P(n,k) =

(n–k)! k! ‘k(l

_ n–k
@
.

(16-2)

If in this example two neutrons were emitted (close to the mean spontaneous fission
multiplicity of 2.16 for 2%), the probability P(2,0) of detecting no neutrons is 0.64.
The probability P(2, 1) of deteeting one neutron is 0.32 and the probability P(2,2) of
detecting two neutrons is 0.04. Thus more than half of all fission events are never
detected, and most of those that are detected register only one neutron. Actual deteeted
bursts of two or more neutrons are relatively rare, oecurnng only 4% of the time in the
above example. Third, many of the apparent coincidences in the observed pulse train
will be due to accidental overlaps of background events, background and fission events,
or different fission events.
A fourth important effect is the finite thermalization and detection time of the
neutrons in the polyethylene body of the well counter. The process of neutron moderation and scattering within the counter ean require many microseconds of time. At any
moment the process ean be cut short by absorption in the polyethylene, the detector
tube, or other materials, or by leakage out of the counter. The process can also be
prolonged by neutron-indueed fission leading to additional fast neutrons that undergo
moderation and scattering before they in turn are absorbed. As a consequence of all of
these processes, the neutron population in the counter dies away with time in a complex,
gradual fashion after a spontaneous fission occurs. To a good approximation this dieaway can be represented by a single exponential:
N(t) = N(0) e-tl*

(16-3)

where N(t) is the neutron population at time t, and ~ is the mean neutron lifetime in the
counter, the die-away time. Die-away times are determined primarily by the size, shape,
composition, and efficiency of the neutron coincidence counter, but are also slightly
affeeted by seatterin~ moderation, or neutron-induced fission within the sample being
assayed. Typical values for most counter geometries are in the range of 30 to 100 PS.
Thus the finite die-away time of the neutron coincidence counter causes the detection of
prompt fission neutrons to be spread out over many microseconds. For large samples
and typical counters, the mean lifetime may be comparable to, or longer than, the mean
time interval between detected events.
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As a result of the four efhcts described above, an actual observed pulse train may
contain relatively few “real” coincident events among many “accidental” coincident
events. Also, the real events will not stand out in any obvious way from the background
of accidental events iri the pulse trai% as illustrated in train (b) in Figure 16.1. In order to
visualize and quantifjf real and accidental events, it is helpful to use the interval
distribution or the Rossi-alpha distribution.
16.2.2 The Interval

Distribution

The interval distribution is the distribution of time intervals between detected events.
This distribution is given by (Ref. 2}
I(t) = exp[–~

Q(t)d(t)]

(16-4)

.

I(t) is the probability of detecting an interval of length z and Q(t) is the probability of a
second event as a function of time following a first event at t = O.For a random neutron
source the probability of a second event is constant in time. If the total count rate is T
n/s, the normalized interval distribution is I(t) = Te–Tt. In this case the interval
distribution is exponential, and the most liiely time for a following event to occur is
immediately after the ilrst event. On a semilogarithmic scale the interval distribution
will be a straight line. If real coincidence events are present in addition to random
events, the interval distribution is given by a more complex equation (Ref. 3). Figure
16.2 illustrates an interval distribution that contains both coincidence and random
events.

LENGTH

OF TIME

INTERVAL

Fig.16.2 An interval distribution formed by realcoincidence events R
andaccidental events A. The slope of the accidental distribution on this semilogarithmic scale is thetotalcount rate T.
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16.2.3 The Rossi-Alpha Distribution

The Rossi-alpha distribution (Ref. 4), developed for reactor noise analysis, is another
usefid distribution. This distribution is obtained by starting a clock at t = O with the
arrival of an arbitrary pulse. The clock continues to run, and each succeeding puk is
stored by a muhiscaling circuit in a bin corresponding to its arrival time. A typical bin
width might be 1 pa, and the total number of time bins available might range from 1024
to 4096. When the end of the total time interval is reached, the clock is stopped and the
oircuit remains idle until another event restarts the process at t = O again. Thus the
Rossi-alpha distribution is the distribution in time of events that follow after an
arbitrarily chosen starting event. If only random events are being detected, the distribution is constant with time. If real coincidence events are also present, the Rossi-alpha
distribution is given by
S(t)== A + Re-~T

(16-5)

.

S(t) is the height of the distribution at time ~ A is the accidental, or random, count mte
R is the real coincidence count ratq and ~ is the detector die-away time. Figure 16.3
illustrates a Rossi-alpha distribution with K & and other variables (defined later)
labeled. The exponential die-away of fission events is clearly seen in this distribution.

16.3BASIC

FEATURES OF COINCIDENCE

CIRCUITS

16.3.1 Electronic Gatea

Coincidence circuits oilen contain electronic components called “one-shots” or “gate
generators” that produce an output pulse of fixed duration whenever an input pulse is
received. Gate generators used to convert the input pulses from the neutron detector
t
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Fig.16.3 A Rossi-alpha distribution showing detected neutroneventsas a
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into very short output pulses are called “triggers.” Gate generators used to convert the
input pulses into long output pulses are called “gates.” Such gate generatom, as well as
amplifiers, detectors, and other circuits, exhibit an electronic deadtime before they can
fi.mction again. This deadtime is at least the length G of the gate. Depending on the
design, this deadtime can be nonupdating or updating.
16.3.2 Updating

and Nonupdating

Deadtimes

A nonupdating or nonparalyzable, deadtime is illustrated in pulse train (a) in Figure
16.4.Of the four events, events 1,2, and 4 initiate gates, but event 3 does not and is lost.
Using Equation 16-4, it can be shown that for a true random input rate T, the measured
output rate Tm is

Tm =

T
l+GT

(16-6)

“

As the input rate becomes very large, the output rate will approach the limiting value
l/G, where G is the gate length.
An updating, or paralyzable, deadtime is illustrated in pulse train (b) in Figure 16.4.
The appearance of event 3 causes the gate produced by event 2 to be extended or
updated. Consequently, event 4 does not generate a new gate. Only events 1 and 2
initiate gates, and events 3 and 4 are lost. Using Equation 16-4, it can be shown that for
random events
Tm = Te4T

.

(16-7)

As the input rate increases, the output rate increases up to a maximum value (which
occurs when the input rate is I/G) and then declines toward O(approaches paralysis) as
the input rate continues to increase. For input rates that are small, identical deadtime
corrections are obtained from Equations 16-6and 16-7.
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16.3.3 Cross-Correlation

and Autocorrelation

Circuits

Electronic one-shots or gate generators can be combined with scalers in many possible
ways to create coincidence circuits. Each combination will be subject to different
electronic deadtimes and will require different equations for analysis. For neutron
counting cross-correlation or autocorrelation circuits are the most useful (Ref. 5). A
simple cross-correlation measurement is shown in circuit (a) in Figure 16.5. Trigger
pulses from detector 1 are compared with gates generated from detector 2, This type of
circuit is most useful for very fast detector pulses and short gates because discrimination
against detector noise is good and because very few accidental coincidences are
produced.
Circuit (b) in Figure 16.5 illustrates an idealized autocorrelation measurement. Both
detector inputs are first combined into one pulse train. Then every pulse in the train
generates both a short trigger and a long gate, so that every pulse can be compared with
every following pulse. Autocorrelation circuits are best suited for thermal-neutron
counters because many detector banks can be summed together for high efficiency and
because the substantial die-away time of the neutrons causes many overlaps betweeh
detector banks. Gate lengths are chosen to be comparable to the die-away time, and a
separate, parallel circuit with a delayed trigger or gate is usually used for the subtraction
of accidental coincidences (see Sections 16.4 and 16.5).
The autocorrelation circuits described in Section 16.4 and 16.5 are the most important circuits for neutron coincidence counting.
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Fig.16.5 Two types ofcoincidencecircuits: (a) cross-correlation: (b) autocorrelation.
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16.4 THREE COMMON COINCIDENCE CIRCUITS
16.4.1Variable Deadtime Circuit
The variable deadtime circuit or VDC, was developed in Europe for the assay of
plutonium wastes (Refs. 6 through 8). It is a simple circuit (see Figure 16.6),but requires
a complex analysis. The variable deadtime circuit consists of one short gate, typically 4
ps, that records most fission and accidental events, and one long gate, typically 32 to 128
ps, that misses most fission events but counts most accidental events. The difference
between the two scalers is a measure of the rate of fissions. Both gates are nonupdating
so the net coincidence rate R, using Equation 16-6, is approximately given by
Ra

s*

s,

l–

SIGI

-

1 – S2G2

(16-8)

“

Here S1is the count rate in the scaler attached to the short gate, whose length is G1, and
S2is the count rate in the scaler attached to the long gate, whose length is G2.
Equation 16-8 is usefid only at count rates of several kilohertz or less because it does
not treat the interference between fission and accidental events correctly. (More
complex expressions are given in Refs. 9 and 10.) Additional difficulties arise when
induced fissions in the sample cause longer fission chains (Refs. 11 and 12). For this
reason the variable deadtime circuit is not practical for the assay of large, multiplying
samples.
16.4.2 Updating One-Shot Circuit
An updating one-shot circuit (Ref 10)is illustrated in Figure 16.7.The first half of the
circuit generates prompt coincidences between a gate of length G and a short trigger.
These coincidences consist of real coincidences (R) and accidental coincidences @). In
order to correct for these accidental events, it is necessary to add a long delay and then
measure coincidences between a second, delayed gate of length G and the original short
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Fig.16.7 U@datingone-shotcircuit. Thetwo oneshots are ofequallength.

trigger. If the long delay (D) is much longer than the mean neutron lifetime t in the
deteetor, the second coincidence circuit will measure only accidental events(A). The net
coincidence response R is then given by the difference between the two scalers. Figure
16.3illustrates this process.
Figure 16.3 also shows that an actual measurement of a Rossi-alpha distribution will
be subject to several limitation.w (a) pulse pileup and electronic deadtimes will perturb
the distribution near t = O,so it is customary to begin analysis at time P, the predelaX
(b) because the distribution of real events extends beyond the gate interval G, some real
coincidences are missed by the prompt gate, (c) in principle, some real events may
appear in the delayed gate if D is not long enough. Taking these limitations into account,
the true coincidence response of the updating one-shot circuit is given by
R=

(R+A) scaler – (A) scaler e~T
e~h( 1– e_Wt~l – e_O@/~

“

(16-9)

The exponential in the numerator, derived fkom Equation 16-7, is the correction for the
triggers lost during the updating gate G. This large brreetion limits the usefidness of this
circuit to count rates of 20 to 30 kHz or less. Nonupdating one-shot circuits have been
built (Refs. 13and 14),but they are also limited to low count rates.
16.4.3 Reduced Variance Logic

One interesting neutron coincidence circuit has its origins in the field of reactor noise
analysis, which is the study of the fluctuations in the count rate of neutron deteetion
systems. From these fluctuations it is possible to calculate the moments of the neutron
count distribution (Feynman variance technique) (Ref. 4). The redueed variance logic
(RVL) circuit applies this teehnique to the assay of nuclear material (Refs. 15 and 16).
The RVL circuit collects total neutron counts C over a short time interval of 100 to
2000 MS,depending on the application. This measurement is repeated for a large number
of time intervals until a reasonable assay time of 100~o 1000s is reached. From these
measurements the circuit calculates the first moment C and the second moment p of
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the count distribution. The variance-to-mean ratio of the count distribution is given by
(~ – ~2)/~. For random counts that follow the Poisson distribution, this ratio is
unity.
Ifcorrelated events are presen~ the parameter
(16-10)
will be nonzero. This parameter is dependent on sample multiplication and independent
of the spontaneous fission rate in the’sample. Another combination of moments that is
proportional to sample mass is

Q= F–cZ–c .

(16-11)

Q is independent of the random, uncorrelated background and is proportional to the
coincidence count rate R.
The RVL circuit generates the parameters Q and Y for each sample assayed. For
small, nonmultiplying samples, the effitive 2% mass of the sample is obtained from
Q alone. For samples that exhibit significant self-multiplication, the 2% mass is
obtained indimtly from a nonlinear plot of Y as a flmction of (Q/2~ff)
obtained
with stan&rds of known mass. A correction to Equation 16-11 for electronic deadtime
at high count rates is given in Ref 17.
In field applications, RVL circuits have been used to identifi highly multiplying
samples (Ref. 18). In fixed plant applications, a computer-based analysis system can be
added to obtain higher moments of C and a time interval distribution of the counts. In
principle, the RVL circuit uses the same count distribution and provides essentially the
. same assay information as the shift register circuit described in the following section. In
practice, the RVL circuit in its present state of development requires more complex data
interpretation algorithms and is limited to lower rates.

16.5 THE SHIFT

REGISTER COINCIDENCE

CIRCUIT

16.5.1 Principles of Shift Register Operation
In the preceding section it was noted that some common coincidence circuits require
We corrections for electronic deadtime. Such corrections are required because coincidence analysis begins with one event at t = O and continues until t = G, the gate
length. Ifn events arrive within a time G, the first event will start the gate and the other
n- 1 will be detected. A second gate cannot be started until a time of length G has
passed, thus creating a deadtime of that length.
An alternative approach is to store the incoming pulse train for a time G, so that every
event can be compared with every other event for a time G. In effect, every pulse
generates its own gate it is not necessary for one gate to finish before the next can start.
This storage of events eliminates the deadtime eff6ct described above and allows
operation at count rates of several hundred kilohertz or more.
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It is possible to store incoming pulses for a time G by means of an integrated circuit
called a shift register. The circuit consists of a series of clock-driven flip-flops linked
together in stages. For example, a 64-stage shifi register driven by a 2-MHz clock (0.5
ys/stage) defines a gate G of length 32 ps. Incoming pulses “shift” through the register
one stage at a time and the whole process takes 32 KS.
This deadtime-free shift register concept was introduced by Boehnel (Ref. 5). Versions
of the circuitry have been developed by Stephens, Swansen, and East (Ref. 19) and
improved by Swansen (Refs. 20 and 21) and, most recently, by Lambert (Ref. 22). At
present the shitl register circuit is the most commonly used circuit for domestic and
international coincidence counting applications. Examples are ~ven in Chapter 17.

16.5.2The R+A Gate
Operation of the shifi register coincidence circuit is best visurdized by referring to the
Rossi-alpha distribution of Figure 16.3. This figure shows a prompt gate G that collects
real and accidental coincidences (R+A) and a delayed gate G that collects only
accidental coincidences (A). The two gates are separated by a long delay D. Note that
coincidence counting does not begin until a short time interval P (the predelay) has
passed. During this time, typically 3 to 6 ps, the Rossi-alpha distribution is perturbed by
pulse pileup and electronic deadtimes in the amplifiers, and the true coincidence count
rate cannot be measured. After the predelay, the prompt R+A gate is defined by a shift
register that is typically 32 to 64 jLslong.
A simplified diagram of a shifi register circuit that measures R+A events is illustrated
in Figure 16.8. The input (not illustrated) is the logical OR of all the amplifierdisc+minator outputs, thus creating’an autoeorrelation circuit. Every input event, after
the predelay P, passes into and through the ‘shiftregister; Also, eveiy event entering the
shift register increments an up-down counter, and every event leaving the shift register
decrements the updown counter. Thus the up-down counter keepsa continuous record
of the number of events in the shift register. Every input pulse, before it enters the
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Fig.16.8 A simplified block diagram ofa sh~ registercoincidence
circuit that measuresreal + accidental (R+A) events.
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predelay and the shift register, also causes the updown counter to add its contents to the
R+A scaler (strobe action).
The above sequence of events ensures that isolated, widely spaced events will never be
registered in the R+A scaler. However, if two events appear with a time separation
greater than P but leas than P + G; then one event will be in the shift register (and the
updown counter will have a count of 1)when the other event strobes the contents of the
updown counter into the R+A scaler. Thus a coincidence will be recorded, as required
by Figure 16.3. Note that if three or more events are present within the prescribed time
interval, the counting algorithm will record all possible pairs of coincidences between
events. For example,
For the following number
of closely spaced events...

...the number of recorded
coincidences will be

o
1
2
3
4
n

o
0
1
3
6

n(n – 1)/2

(16-12)

The possible permutations in counting twofold coincidences can exceed the number of
events. In practice this counting algorithm is neither beneficial nor harmful, but merely
a consequence of treating all events equally.
The coincident events discussed a~ve can represent two or more neutrons tlom one
spontaneous fission (real fission event) or just the random overlap of background
neutrons or neutrons fhm different fissions (accidental events). Thus the counts
accumulated by the circuit described above are called R+A counts.
16.5.3 The A Gate
Real iission events R can be determined indirectly by adding a second complete shift
register circuit that measures accidental events A. This circuit is identical to the R+A
circuit except that along delay D is introduced between the shift register that defines the
Agate and the input event that strobes the contents of the updown counter into the A
~er. The delay D is usually long compared to the detector die-away time so that no
neutrons from fission events near t = Oare still present as illustrated in Figure 16.3. A
common choice for D is approximately 1000 I.Ls,which is very long compared to typical
die-away times of 30 to 100 us. When D is this long the A scaler will record only
accidental coincidences. These include random background events, uncorrelated overlaps betmen fission and background events, and uncorrelated overlaps between different fission events. The number of a@dental events registered in the A scaler will be,
within random counting fluctuations’ the same as the number of accidental events
registered in the R+A scaler if both the A and the R+A shift registers are exactly the
same length in time. Then the net difference in counts received by the two scalers is the
net real coincidence count R, which is propomonal to the fission rate in the sample.
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In practice the circuit that measures accidentals ean be formed by introducing a
secont delayed shifi register cirouit or by introducing a second, delayed strobe. The
latter approach is used in recent circuit designs (Refs. 20 through 22) for simplicity and
because it is easy to produce A and R+A gates of the same length. Figure 16.9 (Ref. 23) is
a block diagram of a recent shift register coincidence circuit design that includes totals
(T), R+& and A scalers.
The A scaler reeords accidental coincidenms between the total neutron events
record@ and the following relationship is true within random counting fluctuations
A=

GT2,

(16-13)

where A and T are expressed as count rates, and G is the coincidence gate length (Ref.
24). This nonlinear relationship shows that A will exceed T when the total count rate is
greater than I/G. By means of Equation 16-13 it is,possible to calculate A rather than
measure it. However, it is better to measure A with the circuit described above because
this corrects continuously and automatically for any change in the total neutron count
rate during the assay. Equation 16-13 can then be used later as a diagnostic check for
count-rate variations or instrument Performanm.
16.5.4 Net Coincidence Response R
From Figure 16.3and the above discussion the true shitl register coincidence response
is related to the measured scaler outputs by the equation
R =

(R+A) scaler - (A) scaler
e-p/~ (1 – e_W~~l – e_@@/~
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Fig.16.9 Blockdiagram ofa completeshi$ registwcoinciakwc ecircuitincluding
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Equation 16-14is identical to Equation 16-9except that the large exponential deadtime
correction is not required for the shift register. Smaller corrections for amplifier
shodd be Very
deadtirnes are ‘@venin Section 16.6 below. The term [1 – e~~)l~
close to unity if the delay D is much longer than the detector die-away time t.
Consequently, this term will be dropped in the following discussions.
In Equation 16-14,R represents the total number of coincidence counts that could be
obtained if finite predelays, gate lengths, or delays were not required. In practice it is
customary to keep P, G, and D tixed and allow for their effects in the process of
calibration with known standards. Then R = (R+A) scaler – (A) scaler is considered
to be the true, observed coincidence response. An important equation that relates R to
the physical properties of the sample, the detector, and the coincidence circuit can be
derived from Equations 16-2,16-12, and 16-14 (Refs. 5 and 25)
R= mW (473 fissions/s-g)#e-pl~ (1 – e+/’)

z

P(v)

V(v

–

z,

1)

(16:15)

v

where
R =
mz~ =
&=
v =
P(v) =
P =
G =
T=

true coincidence count rate
2W-effkctive mass of the sample
absolute detector efficiency
spontaneous fission neutron multiplicity
multiplicity distribution
predelay
coincidence gate length
detector die-away time.

Equation 16-15 illustrates again that the response of the shift register circuit to v
closely spaced events is proportional to V(V– 1)/2, ‘whereas the response of a conventional circuit would be proportional to (v – 1). For practical values of e and v, the
diflkrences are not great and are automatically accounted for in the calibration process.
In Section 16.5.2 it was ~own that the expression V(V– 1)/2 represents the sum of all
twofold coincidtxws for v closely spaced events. Thus the shifl register collects all
possible valid coincidences. The response of the circuit is still linear with respect to
sample mass. However, the sample self-multiplication effects described in Section 16.8
below do affect shifi register circuits more than conventional circuits, so that the shift
register circuits require larger correction tlwtors.
Equation 16-1Sprovides a means of determining the detector die-away time t If the
same sample is ~y~
in the same way at tMIOdif%erentgate settings G1 and G2, where
G2 is twice Gl, vnth the coinci&nce resultsRl and R2, respectively, then
‘t = -Gl/h

(R~R1 – 1) .

(16-16)
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16.6 DEADTIME CORRECTIONS FOR THE SHIFT REGISTER
In the preceding section it was shown that the coincidence gate length G does not
introduce deadtimes into the shill register circuit, which permits bperation at count rates
above 100 kHz. At such high rates, however, a number of smaller deadtimes associated
with the analog and digital parts of the circuitry become apparent. These include
. detector charge collection time
● amplifier puke-shaping time
● ~plifier
~seline msto~tion time
● losses in the discriminator OR gate
o shift register input synchronization losses.
These deadtime effects can, be studied with time-correlated califomium neutron
sources, with uncorrelated AmLi neutron sources, and with new digital random pulsers
(Ref. 26). Even though the deadtimes can often be studied singly or ‘together, the total
effect is difllcuh to understand exactly because each deadtime perturbs the puke train
and alters the effect of the deadtimes that follow. This section summarizes what is
presently known about these deadtimes. Overall empirical correction factors are given,
and several electronic improvements that reduce deadtime are described.
16.6.1 Detector

and A’mplUler Deadtimes

For most shifl register systems in use today, the analog electronic components consist
of(a) gas-filled proportional counters, (b) charge-sensitive preamplifiers, (c) amplifiers,
and (d) discriminators. As described in Section 13.2, a charge signal w be obtained
from the gas counter within an average time of 1 to 2 ps after the neutron interaction.
This time dispersion is limited by variations in the spatial position of the interaction
site, and is not actually a deadtime. However, the ability of the detector to resolve two
separate pulses will be comparable to the time dispersion. The preamplifier output pulse
has a nsetime of about 0.1 ps, and the amplifier time constant is usually 0.15 or 0.5 vs. If
all of the electrical components listed above are linked so that one preamplifier and one
amplitler with 0.5-J.Ls
time constant serve seven gas counters, a total deadtime of about 5
KS is observed (Ref. 27). In practice this deadtime is reduced by using multiple
preamplifier-amplifier chains, as described in Section 16.6.4.
The amplifier output enters a discriminator that oonsists of a level detector and a
short one-shot. The one-shot output is 50 to 150 ns long.

16.6.2 Bias Resulting from Pulse Pileup
In addition to actual deadtimes, the electrical components can produce a bias in the
shift register output. Bias is defined as the difference between the R+A and A counting
rates when a random source such as AmLi is used. For a random source the difference
(R+A) – A should be zerq ifit is not, the percent bias is 100 R/A. Possible sources of
bias include electronic noise uncompensated amplifier pole zerq shift register input
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caprtcitan~, a deadtime longer than the predelay P, or amplifier baseline displacement
following a pulse, which is the most important sourw of bias if the electronic components are properly adjusted to minimize the other sources. Any closely following pulses
that fall on the displaced baseline before it is fldly restored to zero have a different
probability of triggering the discriminator. Bias resulting horn pulse pileup is proportional to the square of the count rate and may become noticeable at high count rates. If
the baseline is not filly restored in a time less than the predelay time, the effit will
extend into the R+A gate and a bias will result.
Figure 16.10 (Ref. 28) illustrates a bias measurement as a function of predelay. The
measurement used a coincidence counter with six amplifier charnels. The observed bias
was reduced to an acceptable value of 0.01% or less for predelay settings of 4.5 KSor
more. These results are typical for well-adjusted electronics. For some high-efficiency
and long die-away-time counters that operate at rates above 100 kHz, a conservative
predelay setting of 6 to 8 ps may be warranted, but in general 4.5 KSis sutlicient. At high
count rates, R is typically on the order of 1%of A, a puke pileup bias of 0.01% in R/A
implies a relative bias of 1%in R, a bias that is only barely acceptable.
16.6.3 Digital Deadtimes
Because of the deadtime in the amplifier-discriminator
chain, it is customary to
divide the detector outputs of a coincidence counter among four to six amplifiers. Each
amplifier channel may serve three to seven detectors. The discriminator outputs of each
channel are then “ORed” together before they enter the shift register (autocorrelation
mode). Now the deadtime after the OR gate is much less than before provided the two
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events are from different channels. The deadtime contribution of @e OR gate itself ean
be calculated under the assumptions that(a) no losses occur within a channel because of
the longer preceding amplifier deadtime and(b) losses between channels are due to pulse
overlap.
OR gate overlap rate =

n(n– 1)
~f
2(disc. output Width)(T/n)*,
.

(16-17)

where n is the number of channels and T is the total count rate. The ideal deadtime for
an OR gate accepting 50-ns-wide pulses is then
OR gate deadtime = ~ ~ 1 (50 ns)

(16-18)

.

This deadtime is for total eventfi the coincidence deadtime has not been calculated but
would be larger.
The output of the OR gate is a digital pulse stream that enters the shift register. At this
point the 50-ns-wide pulses must be synchronized with the 500-na-wide shift register
stages. The limit of one pulse per stage means that some closely following pulses will be
lost unless a derandomizing buffer (Section 16.6.5) is used. These losses have been
measured with a digital random pulser, as illustrated in Figure 16.11. The shape of this
curve is given by
(16-19)

measured totals = (1 – e~T)/p

where p is the shift register clock period (500 ns in this case) and T is the total input rate
(Ref. 29). At low rate% Equation 16-19 yields a nonupdating deadtime of p/Z at high
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rates, the deadtirne approaches p. The coincidence deadtime is on the order of 2p, as
described in Ref. 29. In general, the synchronizer deadtime is small compared to the
amplifier deadtime, but it can be appreciable at high count rates. For example, at 256
kHz the totals losses will be 6%and the comesponding coincidence losses will be larger.

16.6.4 Empirical Deadtime Correction Formulas
The total effkct of the analog and digital deadtimes described above has not been
calculated, but can be determined empirically with californium and AmLi neutron
sources. The coincidence deadtime 8Ccan be determined by placing a califomium source
in a fixed location inside a well counter and measuring the coincidence response as
stronger and stronger AmLi sources are introduced. During these measurements it is
important (1) to center the sources so that all detector channels obseive equal count rates
and (2) to keep the sources well separated so that scattering effkcts are minimized. The
result of such a measurement is shown in Figure 16.12. Within measurement uncertainties the overall coincidence deadtime is well represented by the updating deadtime
equation (Equation 16-7).The totals deadtime $ can be measured by the source addition
technique, where two califomium or AmLi sources are measured in the counter, fimt
separately and, then together. An updating deadt@e equation also works well for, the
total count rate correction. Bias ,@nbe measured by placing only random AmLi sources
in the counter.
Under the assumption that the electronic components have been adjusted so that bias
is negligible, as discussed in Section 16.6.2, the overall empirical deadtime correction
equations are
(16-20)

T(corrected) = Tm e%‘m
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R(corrected) = Rm e6c‘M

(16-21)

where Tm is the measured totals rate and Rm is the measured coincidence rate, (R+A)
scaler – (A) scaler. Note that in Equations 16-20 and 16-21 the argument of the
exponential contains Tm instead of the corrected rate T that appears in Equation 16-7.
The use of Tm is a convenient approximation at rates up to about 100 kHz, but at higher
rates this approximation forces at and /ic to become functions of the count rate rather
than constants. Values of at and ?3C
appropriate for the amplifier chains and 2-MHz-clock
shifl registers most commonly used today are summarized in Table 16-1(&ta compiled
from Refs. 27,30, and 31). For example, six channelsof O.15-ps time-constant amplifiers
will have 3C = 0.62 ps and will exhibit an overall coincidence deadtime of about 6% at
1O(MCI-IZ
counting rates.
From Table 16-1 it is apparent that the deadtime coefficient depends weaklyon the
deteetor gas mixture and strongly on the number of amplifier channels available. The
number of detector tubes per amplifier channel has no measurable effect on the
eoefflcien~ although this situation may change if the detector tubes are subject to count
rates in excess of about 20 kHz per tube.’ Note that all of the coincidence deadtime
coefficients in Table 16-1were measured with a cdifornium source (v = 3.757) whereas
the isotope usually assayed M
“ 2WPU(v = 2.16). The effkct of this difference is not yet
known.

16.6.5 AMPTEK Electronics and Derandomizing

Buffer

Recent improvements in the analog and digital electronics include faster amplifiers,
shorter diaeriminator outputs, and a derandomizing buffer at the shift register input
(Ref 31). The faster amplifier, which has an effective time constant of about 0.15 ps,
consists of a Model A-111 hybrid charge-sensitive preamplifier, discriminator, and pulse
shaper manufactured by AMFTEI& Inc., of Bedford,,Massachusetts. This unit provides
sufficient gain and signal/noise ratio if the 3He detector tubes are operatedat+1700 V.
Table16-1.Compilationofempiricaldeadtimecoefficients
forshifi-regism-based
coincidencecounters
(Refa.27,30,31)
Amplifier
3He
Detector Number of Number of
Time
Gas
Detectors/ Amplifier Constant

Additive Channel

Channels

(ps)

Deadtime (w)

Coincidence,
6C
Totals,~
@lookHz

Coincidence,
6C
0-500kHz

Ar+cH4
Ar+cH4
Ar+cH4

7
7

6
4

0.5a

0.6

2.4

2.3+ 1.6X10-6Tm

0.5

0.87

3.0

2.8+ 2.7X 10-6 Tm

7

2

0.5

2.9

4.7

Ar+cH4

7

1

0.5

4.9

126

5%C02

7

6

0.5

0.9

3.1

Ar+cH4

3

6

o.15b

0.16

0.62

ah

0.62+ 0.20X 10–6 Tm

Alamosdesigned0.5+s time-constantamplitierchain(Ref$.22,23).

A-111integrated
circuitwithapproximatelyO.15-wtimeconstantin conjunctionwitha derandomizingbufferon tie abittmgistarinput(seeSection16.6.5).
hmrEK
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The Model A-11l,has been incorporated with other electronics on a printed circuit board
mounted in a small shielded enclosure. Each enclosure contains an amplifier insensitive
to external noise, an LED output monitor, a discriminator output shortened to 50 ns,
and connections for “ORing” multiple channels together. Six channels ofA-111 units
can be operated with a reduced predelay of 3 I.LS
with less than 0.01% bias.
The derandomizing btier holds pulses that are waiting to enter the shift register, thus
eliminating the input synchronization losses described in Section 16.6.3. Input pulses
zt~
by less th~ 0.5 us—the shift register clock period-are stored in a 16-count
buffkr until the shifi register can accept them. This circuit eliminates the coincidence
deadtime of roughly 1.0 ps associated with the.shifl register input and permits counting
at rates approaching 2 MHz with virtually no synchronizer counting losses. However, as
the derandomizing buffer stretches pulse strings out in time, it may create strings longer
than the predelay and thereby produce a bias. Because the AMPTEK A-111 amplifier
requires a predelay of only 3 I.W,the mdmum recommended totals rate for less than
0.01% bias is 500 kHz.
With the AMPTEK electronics and the derandomizing buffer, the coincidence
deadtime is reduced by a factor of 4 to about 0.6 MS,as noted in Table 16-1. This
combination permits passive assays of almost any plutonium samples, with criticality
safety of the sample in the wellbeing the only limit.

16.7 UNCERTAINTIES
STATISTICS

RESULTING

FROM

COUNTING

In principle the effkct of counting statistics on the coincidence response is very
complex because the input pulse train contains both random and correlated events and
because correlat@ events can overlap in many ways. Some of the complicating factors
are described briefly in this section. For practical coincidence counters these factors are
not large, and it is usually possible to calculate measurement uncertainties for coincidence counting with the simple Equation 16-23given in Section 16.7.1 below.
The major factor that complicates measurement uncertainties is the nonrandom
distribution of neutrons from spontaneous fission. Random neutrons from background
or (%n) events follow a Poisson distribution for n counts, the variants is n and the
relative error is a~n = @@i)/n
= l/fi
However, if a spontaneous fission source
emits a total of T neutrons in S fissions, with T = 9S where V is the mean fission
multiplicity, the relative error is 1/~rather
than 1/W. The number of spontaneous
fissions follows a Poisson distribution, but the total number of neutrons does not. This is
because the emission of more than one neutron per fission does not provide any more
information to reduce the measurement uncertainty.
Boehnel (Ref. 5) has shown that counting n spontaneous fission neutrons with an
effkiencys has a variance
var(n) .
—
n

~+e?–v
7“

(16-22)

If Vapproaches 1 ors approaches O,the variance approaches the Poisson distribution
value of var(n) = n, but always remains larger. Equation 16-22 implies that the

——.
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measurement uncertainty will depend on the multiplicity of the fission source, the
thetion of random eventa (v = 1)presen~ and the detector efficiency. Other complicating tkctors are the detector die-away time and the total count rate, which affkct the degree
to which events overlap. Coincidence counting will then introduce additional complications.
16.7.1 Simple EmM’ Equation

for the Shift Register

For pmetieal values of n and % the deviations fbm the Poisson distribution are not
large, ds suggested by Equation 16-22and pulse train (b) in Figure 16.1.Ifthe (R+A) and
(A) registers are assumed to be uncorrelated and to follow the Poisson distribution, the
relative error is

(16-23)
This approximation has been compared with a wide variety of actual measurements and
is usually correct to within 15% for plutonium oxide and 25% for czdifomium. Since
other uncertainties often limit assay accuracy, it is usually suffkient to know the
statistical uncertainty to this level. More exact equations are given in Ref. 5.
Using Equation 16-13,the above uncertainty equation can be rewritten as
CR
—=
R

fi+2GTz
Rfl

(16-24)

where Rand Tare deadtime-corrected count rates (Equations 16-20 and 16-21), and t is
the count time. In this fo~ Equation 16-24 is valid for the variable deadtime and
updating one-shot circuits as well as for the shift register, as confirmed by measurement
(Ref. 10).
Since R is proportional to (1 - e*17), the optimum value of gate length G that
minimizes the relative error for a given die-away time t can be derived by dMerentiating
Equation 16-24.The result is
G=
16.7.2

~(eG/~

(16-25)

– 1)/2 = 1.257~ .

Uncertainties for Pasaive and Active Counting

In passive neutron coincidence counting the measured total response is proportional
to am~~ and the measured coincidence response is proportional to &n2wt, where
mm is the %-ef%ctive
mass and t is the count time. The statistical measurement
uncertainty (Equation 16-23 or 16-24)is then proportional to

(16-26)
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wherekl and-k2-aretwo-constantwf~roportionality. For very small samples the relative
error is proportional to 1/ma;
for large samples the relative error is independent of
sample mass. In either case the relative error is proportional to 1/s, which implies that
the efficiency of the passive well counter should be as high as possible.
Active assay of uranium samples can be carried out with the Active Well Coincidence
Counter (AWCC), which uses AmLi sources to induce fissions in 235U (see Section
17.3.1). For the AWCC the statistical measurement uncertainty is again given by
Equation 16-23or 16-24.The coincidence response is proportional to E2m235t S, where
m235is the 23SUmass, t is the count time, and S is the AmLi source strength. Although
the totals response is in~eased by these induc’ed fissions, the effect is small in practice
and for error calculations it is reasonable to assume that the totals response is directly
,’
proportional to St. Then
CR
T’

Vklm235S + 2Gk2S2
sm235Sfi

(16-27)

where kl and k2 are two constants of proportionality. For large uranium masses and
weak sour= the relative error is proportional to 1/-,
as expected. For strong
sources, the relative emor is proportional to l/sm235.
This last relationship has several interesting consequences. First, the relative error is
independent of,source strength for sources @’geenough to ensure that R is much less
than A. This fature has the advantage that the sources need only be large enough to
meet this criterion, which in practice has been measured as 2 X .104 n/s (for two
sources, negligible background, and no passive signal from the sample)(Ref 32).
However, this feature has the disadvantage that assay precision cannot be improved by
introducing larger sources. Once G, 8, kl, and k2 are determined by the design of the well
counter, the assay precision can only be varied by varying the counting time. ,~ond, the
absolute assay precision is almost independent of sample mass and is determined
primarily by the accidental coincidence rate. For the AWCC described in Ref. 32, the
absolute assay precision in the “fast configuration* for ‘1OOO-S
count times is equivalent
to 18g of 235U.

16.8 EFFECTS

OF SAMPLE SELF-MULTIPLICATION

Among the effkcts that may perturb passive coincidence counting, self-multiplication
of the coincidence response resulting from induced fissions within the sample is usually
dominant. This self-multiplication takes place in all plutonium samples and (to a lesser
extent) in all uranium samples. Passive coincidence counters respond to induced
fissions as well as to spontaneous fissions. Thus the response from a given amount of
spontaneously fissioning material is multiplied and appeam to indicate more nuclear
material than is actually present. This section describes the magnitude of this effect for
plutonium and provides a self-multiplication correction fhctor that is usefil for some
assay situations.
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16.8.1 origin of 8eif-Multiplication

Effects

There are two common internal sources of neutrons that induce fissions. One source
is @e spontaneously fissionin isotopes themselves. For example, neutrons emitted by
nuclei ad indum these nuclei to fission. The
2% may be captured by. 339fi
.
spontaneous fission multiphclty v~ = 2.16, and the thermal-neutron-induced fission
multiplicity VI = 2.88 (from Table 11-1). The coincidence circuitry cannot in practice
distinguish between these two multiplicities so that both types of fissions may be
detected.
The other common source of neutrons is from (%n) reactions with low-Z elements in
the matrix. For example, in plutonium oxide, alpha particles from 23*Pumay react with
170 or 180 to create additional neutrons that may induce fissions in 23%. The (%n)
neutrons, with multiplicity 1, do not in themselves produce a coincidence response;
however, the induced fission neutrons, with multiplicity VI = 2.88, do. The magnitude
of this coincidence response depends on the alpha emitter source strength, the .1ow-Z
element density, the degree of mixing between alpha emitters and low-Z elementsj the
fissile isotope density, and the geometry of the sample, and in general is not proportioned
to the quantity of the spontaneously fissioning isotopes that are to be assayed.
The multiplication of internal neutron sources by induced fission is the same process
that eventually leads to criticality. What is surprising is the appearance of multiplication
effbetsin the assay of relatively small samples whose mass is far from critical. Even 10-g
samples of plutonium metal show 5% enhancements in the coincidence response. At
4000 g of plutonium metal, not too far from criticality, the multiplication of the toti
neutron output is roughly a factor of 2 and the multiplication of the coincidence
response is roughly a factor of 10.
The magnitude of self-multiplication effkets on the passive coincidence assay of Fu02
cans is illustrated in Figure 16.13 (Ref. 33). The &ta show a definite upward curvature,
and the deviation from a straight line determined by the smallest samples amounts to
about 38% at the largest sample, 779 g of FU02. In the past self-multiplication efkcts
have of&enbeen masked by pqxenting data without electronic deadtime corrections or
by drawing a straight line that seems to pass through most of the data even though the
slope does not fit the smallest samples. The latter error is most easily avoided by
tabulating coincident response per gram, as in column 3 of Table 16-2. The following
sections discuss other features of Table 16-2that describe self-multiplication corrections
applied to the data.
16.8.2 -lcuiationai

Results

Self-multiplication within a sample can be calculated by Monte Carlo techniques. The
results of calculations done for the samples listed in Table 16-2are given in columns 5 to
9. These calculations were carried out with the Monte Carlo code described in Ref. 33;
however, the detector itself was not modeled in detail since it was necessary to obtain
only the net leakage multiplication across a surface surrounding the sample. The Monte
Carlo code selected initial (%n) or spontaneous fission neutrons according to the ratio
a = NJv#~

(16-28)
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where Na is the number of (a,n) reactions and N~is the number of spontaneous fissions.
The values for ~ obtained from Equation 16-32or 16-35,are given in column 4 of Table
16-2.Each neutron-induced fission chain was followed to its end. The Monte Carlo code
calculated the leakage multiplication ML (defined in Chapter 14), which is related to the
probability of fission p by the relation
ML =

l–p
1 –pv*

“

(16-29)

The calculated values of MLare given in column 5 of Table 16-2.These are the ratios by
which the total neutron count is enhanced by multiplication, with leakage, absorption,
fission, and reflection taken into account. For simplicity, the leakage multiplication is
denoted by M in the remaining discussion.

_—.. -

Table 16-2.Self-multiplication correction factors for the plutonium oxide samples in Figure 16.13. Columns 5 through 9
are based on Monte Carlo calculations, and columns 10 and 11 are based on the R/T ratio
4

5

Coincidence
Response/
g-s

a

Leakage
Mult.,
ML

2.35(2)
2.42(2)
2.53(2)
2.99(3)
2.98(3)
3.03(3)
3.08(3)
3.26(3)

0.66
1.43
1.36
0.74
0.64
0.62
0.60
0.61

1

2

3

Sample
Mass
(g)
20
60
120
480
459
556
615
779

2~Eff6ctive
(%)
6.0
6.4
6.4
7.8
9.5
9.9
10.6
10.4

6

f$f

7

8

9

fm

Correction
Factor,
CF

Corrected
Response/
g-s

1.02(1)
1.005
1.010

0.024 0.020
0.049 0.035

1.046
1.049
1.056
1.061

0.192
0.215
0.260
0.285

0.068
0.075
0.084
0.095

1.04(1)
1.08(1)
1.28(1)
1.26(1)
!.29(1)
1.34(1)
1.38(1)

2.31(3)
2.32(3)
2.33(3)
2.34(4)
2.36(4)
2.35(4)
2.3q4)
2.36(4)

10

11

From R/T ratio
cl‘L
1.003
1.012
1.044
1.048
1.043
1.052
1.070

I.03
1.08
1.26
1.28
1.25
1.30
1.41
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The Monte Carlo code also calculated a coincidence correction factor
CF=

l+

f~f+-fm

(16-30)

where 1 + fti is the coincidence correction for net multiplication of spontaneous
fission neutrons, and fm is the additional correction for net multiplication of (a,n)
neutrons. In Table 16-2, columns 6 and 7 show the relative size of these two inducedfission multiplication effects for the plutonium oxide samples measured. Column 8
shows the overall correction factor CF, and column 9 demonstrates that the corrected
coincidence response per gram is now nearly constant.
With the code described above, a series of reference calculations were made to
determine the effect of sample mass, density, isotopic composition, and water content
on the coincidence.correction factor. The results are plotted in Figure 16-14(Ref. 33). AH
calculations represent variations about an arbitrary nominal sample of 800-gPuO , with
a density of 1.3 g oxide/cm3. This sample contains 706 g of plutonium at 10%2h ~fi
and 1 wt% water, in an 8.35-cm-i.d. container. For each calculation, only one parameter
was varied from the nominal values. For the mass and density variations, the till height
was adjusted to conserve mass. For the H20 content variation, the sample density was
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adjusted to conserve volume. Figure 16.14 shows that coincidence correction factors are
appreciable even at low mass and low density.
The curves in Figure 16.14 can be used to estimate coincidence correction factors for
other similar plutonium oxide samples. The exact range of applicability is not known.
For the samples in Table 16-2, the correction factors were calculated directly by the
Monte Carlo code, exeept for the first and fourth samples, which were extrapolated from
Figure 16.14, with consistent results.
16.8.3 Effects on Shift Register Response

It is possible to write expressions for the effects of sample self-multiplication on the
shift register response. The total neutron count rate T, after subtraction of the background count rate b, is given by
T–

(16-31)

b = m2@(473/s-g) e Mv~(1 + a)

where m24 is the effective 2@Pu mass, &is the detector et%cieney, M is the leakage
multiplication, v~is the spontaneous fission multiplicity, and a is defined by.~quati~n
16-28. If all other quantities are known, a ean be determined by inverting Equation
16-31:
(16-32)

1 + a = (T – b)/m2a(473/s-g)s M v~ .
The coincidence count rate R is given by the following equations (Ref. 34]
R = mzdo(473/s-g) 82

V(v –

~) =

M2

‘S(VS

V(v – 1)
z
F

–

1) +

[ 1 + av~

(16-33)

,

(M–l)(l”+a)
~ + av V$VI(VI– 1)
vi—l
s
1

,

( 16-34)

where v~(v~— 1) and vl(vl — 1) are the reduced second moments of the spontaneous
and induced fission multiplicity distributions.
EWation 16-33 is simi~;,~l Equation 16-15, with F representing the fraction of
– e%/T). These equations assume that all fission
coincidences measured, e
chains produced from the original fission appear to be simultaneous within the resolving
time of the coincidence counter. This assumption, called the “superfksion concept”
(Ref. 5), is valid for thermal-neutron counters because of their long die-away time.
From Equations 16-31 and 16-33 for T and R, and from columns 5 and 8 of Table
16-2, it is apparent that sample self-multiplication affects coincidence counting more
than totals counting. As a simple example of this effect suppose that a spontaneous
fission releases two neutrons, one of which is captured by a fissile nucleus which in turn
releases three neutrons upon fissioning. The total number of neutrons has increased
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from two to four (M = 2). However, the coincidence response has increased from one
to six (CF = 6). Thus the ratio R/T has increased with multiplication. Laboratow
measurements have shown that R/T can be used as a measure of multiplication. This
ratio is the basis of the simple self-multiplication correction described in the following
section.

16.8.4A Simple Correction Factor for Self-Multiplication
Since it is usually not possible to perform a Monte Carlo calculation to determine the
self-multiplication of each sample to be assayed, there is a strong need for a selfmultiplication correction that can be determined for each sample from the measured
parameters R and T. As mentioned earlier, the ratio R/T is sensitive to sample
multiplication so that it is possible to use R for the assay and R/T for a multiplication
correction. The procedure for calculating this correction for plutonium samples follows.
Step 1: Assay a small 10-or 20-g reference sample that, as an approximation, can be
considered as nonmultiplying. Use the same physical configuration and electronic
settings as those to be used in Step 2 for assay of larger samples. This measurement yields
the values ~, To, and ~. If the nonmultiplying sample is pure metal, ~ = O.
Otherwise, ~ can be determined from Equation 16-32 with M = 1. [A multiplying
reference sample can also be used if it is sufficient to obtain relative correction factors
(Ref. 35).]
SJep 2 Now assay an unknown multiplying sample that requires a self-multiplication
correction. This measurement yields R and T. If the sample is pure metal, a = O.If the
sample is of the same composition as the small reference sample used in Step 1, then
a = ~. If the sample is pure plutonium oxide, then from Tables 11-1 and 11-3 it is
possible to calculate
a

= 13400 f~~8+ 38.1 f239+ 141 f2@+ 1.3 f241+ 2.0 f242+ 2690 f~.z~l
1020 (2.54 f~~B+ fza + 1.69 f242)

(16-35)

if the isotopic fraction f of each plutonium isotope and of 24tAm is known. Equation
11-7can be used to correct the calculated value of a for the presence of major impurities
that have high (a,n) cross sections if the concentrations of these impurities are known.
For inhomogeneous or poorly characterized plutonium oxide, scrap, or waste where a
cannot be determined by one of the above methods, this self-multiplication correction
cannot be used.
Step 3: Calculate the ratio
r

=

R/T

(1 + a)

Ro/To (l+%)

(16-36)
.

This ratio will be larger than 1for multiplying samples with M > 1because sample selfmultiplication increases R more than T. The ratio r is independent of detector efficiency,
die-away time, and coincidence gate length. Note that all count rates in Equation 16-36
should be corrected for background and electronic deadtimes.
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Step 4 The leakage multiplication M is given by
2.062(1 + a)M2 – [2.062(1 + a) – l]M - r = O .

(16-37)

Equation 16-37can be derived from Equations 16-33 and 16-34 (Refs. 36 and 37).
Step 5 The coincidence counting correction fktor for self-multiplication CF is Mr.
To summarize,
T(corrected for mult.) = T/M
R(corrected for mult.) = R/Mr

.

(16-38)

This self-multiplication correction has no adjustable parameters and is geometryindependent. For example, suppose that two plutonium samples are brought closer and
closer together. As this occurs, M will increase, the induced-fission chain lengths will
increase, the mean effective multiplicity will increase, and R/T will increase. Equation
16-37 will yield larger values of M, and Equation 16-38 will automatically yield larger
correction factors. Examples are given in Ref. 33 and in Figure 17.8.
When Equation 16-38 is used to linearize the wdibration curve so that
m24 = R/kMr

(16-39)

,

then Equations 16-31, 16-36, and 16-39 require that the calibration constant k and the
detector efficiency 8 be related by
k = cv$(473/s-g) g (1 + c@ .
TO

(16-40)

This relation is not important in practice because k is usually obtained by calibration,
but it may provide a diagnostic to indicate whether the detector efficiency or the small
reference sample have been properly measured.
16.8.5 Application

and Lhnitationa of the Simple Correction

Although the self-multiplication correction factors given by Equations 16-37 and
16-38 provide a complete correction with no adjustable parameters, the following
assumptions were made in the derivation in order to obtain simple equations
(1) It was assumed that detector efficiency was uniform over the sample volume. This
is not always the case, but is becoming easier to realize with instruments such as the
upgraded High Level Neutron Coincidence Counter (HLNCCII) described in Section
17.2.3.
(2) It was assumed that (%n) neutrons and spontaneous fission neutrons had the
same energy speetra, so that the detection efficiency G fission probability p, and
induced-fission multiplicity vl would be the same for both neutron sources. In generrd
this is not the case, although for plutonium oxide the (%n) and spontaneous fission
neutrons have similar mean energies (2.03 MeV and 1.96 MeV, respectively) but
diffimnt spectrum shapes.
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(3) It was assumed that all fission chains are simultaneous within the die-away time
of the detector. This is not true for neutrons that re-enter the sample from the detector
(reflected neutrons)(Ref. 5).
These approximations introduce errors into the correction. Values for M given by
Equation 16-37may differ ilom values obtained flom Monte Carlo cddes. Values for the
coincidence correction factor CF = Mr are usually better, presumably because some
errors cancel in the use of ratios. The correction usually gives best fits of 2 to 3% to the
data, which is good but is larger than the measurement relative standard, deviation (on
the order of 0.5%).
Applications of the simple self-multiplication correction are given in Table 16-2,
columns 10.,,md..11, and in Figures 17.8, 17.19, 17.20 and 17.22 for plutonium oxide,
mf$al, and nitrate Solutions. Good results have been reported for plutonium oxide in
Ref. 22, for plutoniud metal in Refs. 33 and 36, and for breeder fuel-rod subassemblies
in Ref 38.
The above applications show that good results, typically 2 to 3%,can be obtained with
the self-multiplication correction for well-characterized material despite the assumptions made in the derivation. However, the need to know a, the ratio of (~n) to
spontaneous fission neutrons, for each sample to be assayed poses a severe limitation on
the applicability of the @chnique. For scrap, waste, impure oxide, or metal with an
oxidized surthce, u,cannot be determined. Any error in the choice of a leads to an error of
comparable s~e in the corrected assay value. In such cases the multiplication correction
should be used only as a diagnostic for outliers. For many classes of oxide, where a may
be somewhat uncertain but sample density and geometry are fixed, Krick (Ref. 39) has
found that two-parameter calibration curves without self-multiplication corrections
provide the best assay accuracy.
The fimdament@ limitation of the simple multiplication correction is that only two
parameters are measured by each assay, R and T. The number of unknown variables is
at least @ree the sample mass, the sample self-multiplication, and the (qn) reaction
rate. Further improvements in multiplication corrections can be made if coincidence
counters are built that provide a third measured parameter, such as triple coincidences
(Refs. 23 and 33).
16.9 OTHER MATRIX EFFECTS
The dominant matrix effect in passive neutron coincidence counting is usually the
self-multiplication process described in Section 16.8. If corrections for electronic countrate losses and self-multiplication can be properly applied, the coincidence response is
usually linear with sample mass. However, other matrix effkcts can affkct the assay and
may be overlooked at times. These effects are summarized in this section, which is based
in part on Ref. 40.
1. (a,m) contaminant.a
For plutonium samples the most important (%n) emitters are oxygen and fluorine.
Fluorine concentrations of 10 to 400 ppm are typical, and oxygen (in water) may be as
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high as several percent. The calculated effixt of fluorine and water on the total neutron
count rate is given in Section 14.2.3of Chapter 14.Such (qn) contaminants may bias the
eoineidenee assay by a few percent. If their concentrations are known, the effkcts ean be
accounted for in the self-multiplication correction.
2. Hydrogem

content

The hydrogen in water affects the neutron coincidence response by shifting the
neutron energy spectmm (see Chapter 14, Section 14.2.4). This increases the detector

efficiency and the sample self-multiplication. The former effit can be minimized by
carefid detector design, and the latter is taken into account by the multiplication
correction.
3. Container

wall effects

Neutron scattering and reflection by the container wall can increase detection
efficiency and sample self-multiplication. An increase in the coincidence count rate up
to 7%has been observed. Container effkctscan be estimated by measuring a califomium
source with and without an empty sample can.

4. Influence of uranium on plutonium assay
The addition of uranium to plutonium (as in mixed oxide) has the following effects
additional multiplication in 235U, damase in plutonium multiplication due to a
“dilution” of the plutonium, and additional fast multiplication in 238u. Despite.different
239Pu,‘5U, and ‘8U fission multiplicities, the multiplication correction works well for
mixed plutonium and uranium if there are no additional unknown (a,n) sources.

5. Neutron moderation and absorption (self-shielding)
In plutonium nitrate solutions, moderation leading to increased neutron absorption
has been observed (Chapter 17, Section 17.2.7). In active coincidence counting of
uranium, neutron absorption and self-multiplication are both strong and opposing
effkcts. The presence of both effeets oflen yields nearly straight calibration curves
(Chapter 17, Figures 17.24 and 17.29).
6. Neutron poisons
Boron, cadmium, and some other elements have high thermal-neutron capture cross
sections and ean absorb significant numbers of neutrons. Problems with neutron
poisons have been observed in the active assay of fresh light-water-reactor fuel assemblies.

. .—~—————
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7. Sample geometry
If the detection efficiency is not ufiorm over the sample volume, then the coincidence response can vary with sample geometry. Passive counters are now usually
designed so that the whole sample will be in the region of uniform efficiency. For active
coincidence counters, the source-to-sample distance is very important and consistent
positioning of samples is essential.
8. Sample density
Variations h plutonium oxide densi~ due to settling or shaking during shipping and
handling can affect the passive coincidence response by as much as 10%.*The multiplication correction can take these variations into account for samples of similar composition if the samples are within the detector’s uniform efficiency region. For active
coincidence countin& &nsity variations aflkct both self-multiplication and self-shielding. No corre@ion is avai@ble.
9. Scrap and waste matrices
Here it is helpfhl to know what the matrix is and to know which of the abovementioned effkcts might be present. For plutonium-bearing materials, the coincidence
response is usually more reliable than the totals response, but may provide only an upper
limit on the quantity of 2%. In genre it is usefbl to measure both the totals and the
coincidence response and to use the totals response or the coincidence/totals ratio as a
diagnostic to help interpret the coincidence response.
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Neutron Coincidence Instruments
and Applications
H. O. Xhdove

17.1

NEUTRON COINCIDENCE SYSTEM DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Neutron coincidence counting has been used extensively during the past few years for
the nondestructive assay of nuclear material. The usefidness of the technique is due
primarily to the good penetrability of fast neutrons and the uniqueness of timecorrelated neutrons to the fission process and thus the nuclear material content.
In considering the design of a neutron coincidence system, the primary variables that
should be considered are (1) the type of neutron detector, (2) the moderator and
shielding materials, and (3) the mass ~e, and sample characteristics. In general,
neutron coincidence counters need higher detection efficiency than total neutron
counting systems because of the requirement to count at least two neutrons. This
requirement makes the coincidence counting ~te propo~ional to the square of the
detector efficiency. The high, efficiency is usually accomplished by good geometric
coupling between the sample and the detector (for example, a 4Xor well counter) and by
the use of efficient thermal-neutron detect~rs.’
Most of the neutron coinci~e.ncecounters ‘incurrent use contain 3He gas tubes because
of their high efficiency, reliabd~ty,ruggedness, ,and gamma insensitivity. Tubes containing BF3gas are timetimes used,to reduce ~sts or to operate in higher gamma-ray fieldq
however, their efficiency is ab@t a factor of 2 less than ihat of 3He tubes. The main
disadvantage of 3He and BF3 gas tubes for’coincidence applications is that the neutrons
have to slowdown to thermal energy via sca~teringcollisions before they are detected in
the tubes and this slowingdown process W
a rather large die-away time (t) in the
detector. As a result, the coim$idencegate ti~~ (G) in the electronics must be set at a
relatively large value (10 to 100 vs) to detict the ~ime-correlated coincidence neutrons.
Ultimately the large gate len~ increases, tie s~tistical error for high-counting-rate
applications.
Computer calculations employing Monte C%rlocodes for neutron transport have been
used to optimize the design of 3He neutron coincidence detector systems. The following
parameters are irnpoitant in the desigm (1) to@l neutron efficiency for spontaneous
fission neutrons, (2) sensitivity to sample rnatqix wterials, (3) neutron die-away time in
the detector moderator material, and (4) wei@ and cost of the system. Neutron
coincidence counters have been applied to the asstiy of a wide range of plutonium masses
and container sizes, making it necessary to emphasize different parameters to achieve
specified &tector characteristics. Examples of the optimization of thermal-neutron
counter designs by Monte Carlo calculation are given in Chapter 14.
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Several assay systems based on coincidence counting have used fast-neutron recoil
detectors to avoid the die-away-time problem associated with thermal counters. Examples ofthese detectors are liquid and plastic scintillators and 4He gas recoil counters. The
scintillators are sensitive to gamma-ray backgrounds and the 4He tubes are relatively
inefficient. Examples of coincidence systems based on fast plastic scintillators are the
Random Driver, Isotopic Source Assay System, Isotopic Source Assay Fissile, and early
models of fuel-pin scanners; all have been documented in previous publications (Refs. 1
through 3).
The remainder of this chapter focuses on thermal-neutron coincidence systems
because they dominate the practical applications. Many of these systems have been
developed to the stage where commercial equipment is now being used in nuclear
fabrication facilities. Recently, inspectors have been using portable equipment to verifj’
operator declaration of nuclear fuel content.
Because of the l&ge range of applications, it has been necessary to develop different
assay systems to accommodate difficult types of samples. In contrast to the procedure
used in chemical analysis, where the sample is modified to “fit” the instrument in
nondestructive assay the instrument is modified to fit the sample. The following sections
describe the ins~ments, principles of operation, and applications. All of the instruments descdbed an3based on the method of neutron coincidence counting using timecorrelation electronic circuitry.
17.2

PASSIVE NEUTRON COINCIDENCE

SYSTEMS

Neutron assay instrumentation has been standardized by using the neutron coincidence technique as a common basis for a @de range of instruments and applications.
The shift-register electronics (Ref. 4) originally ,,developed for the H@-~vel Neutron
Coincidence Counter (HLNCC)(Ref. 5) has be$n adapted ~to :~th passive- and activeassay instrumentation for field verification’ o! bulk pluton~,um; lgventory samples,
pellets, powders, nitrates, high-enriched uranium, and materials-testing-reactor, lightwater-reactor, and mixedyxide fuel asiernblies~ This family of i~st~ments all use the
standard shifi-register electronics package. The, “Itimily tree’”in Figure 17.1 shows the
relationship between the stan~d electronics ,(the “trunk),’ the ~ssay systems (the
branches), and,the ‘@anydi~erent ‘applmatlons.The detectors for all of the assay systems
are 3He tube$ ma~chedto prqmde the same gpin~as,thesame hi@-voltage settings. Thus,
the s@dard eldct~onics:package ~n M &rectli substituted between the iwsay systems
with no change in Connectors qr, parhe~e~. ~Because ‘the electronic components
domina~ the lrn@nten@e wor~’ ~e’ total a~ount of rnaintenan~ effort is greatly
reduced by this standardization. Operator training is also simplified because an operator
trained to use the HLNCC becomes,at ea~ with other systems after only a few minutes
of orientation.
Individual instmments ‘hat are based ‘onthe st@ard neutron coincidence electronics include
(1) the 55-gal drum counter for scrap barrely
(2) the HLNCC for bulk plutonium assay;
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(3) special purpose coincidence heads for fast-critical-assembly (FCA) plates and
trays, fast-breeder-reactor (FBR) subassemblies, mixed-oxide (MOX) pin trays,
and plutonium nitrate bottle~
(4) the Inventory Sample Coincidence Counter (ISCC) for small samples of plutonium nitrate, pellets, and PU02 powdew,’
(5) the plutonium nitrate solution counter for in-line application and
(6) theuniversal FBR subassembly counter. ~
These and other passiveinstruments and applications are deseribed in Sections 17.2.1
through 17.2.8.
17.2.1 The 55-Gallon

Barrel Counter

An early application of passive neutron coin+dence counting to plutonium measurement was the 55-gal barrel counter (Ref. 6).’This system was designed, to measure
compacted scrap and waste in 55-gal ‘barrels ~or cartons. The, ~material,could not be
measured by conventional chemical techniques Because it was too heterogeneous to
sample.
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The barrel. counter shown in Figure 17.2 contains BF3 gas tubes imbedded in a
polyethylene matrix. The sides of the counter consist of a 10-cm-thick annulus of
polyethylene containing thirty-six 5-cmdiam BF3 detectory the top and bottom of the
counter consist of 10-cm-thick slabs of polyethylene, each containing nine 5-cm-diam
BF3 detectors. The annulus separates into two parts to allow introduction of a 55-gal
barrel. The top and sides of the counter are surrounded by a 30-cm-thick water shield.
Figure 17.2 shows a general view of the 47cbarrel counter in its “open” (separated)
configuration, with a 55-galbarrel inserted.
Initially the coimter was operated without a cadmium sleeve on the inside of the
polyethylene annulus. This configuration kept the neutron counting efficiency as high as
possible and resulted in a long neutron lifetime (measured to be 125 ws).The configuration is useful for low-level counting of less than a few grams of plutonium in a barrel. The
single-neutron counting efficiency was measured to be 12%, and the coincidence
et%ciencywas measured to be 1.5%.The lifetime of 125 ps decreased to -50 ps when a
cadmium layer was inserted inside the polyethylene annulus and, as expected, the singleneutron and coincidence counting efficiencies also decreased.
It was found that neutrons generated by cosmic rays produce a considerable coincidence background in the counter. At Los Alamos (elevation -7500 ft), this background amounts to 0.250* 0.002 coincidence counts/s—the same rate as from a 0.2-g
sample of plutonium (20% 2aPu). This coincidence background limits the sensitivity of
the counter to about 0.25 g of plutonium unless a multiplicity measurement is made to
correct for cosmic-ray events. Near sea level, where most commercial plutonium
processing facilities are located, the cosmic-ray coincidence background will be lower by

Fig.17.2 Passive coincidence counter for 55-gal barrels.
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roughly a factor of 2. The background rate can also depend somewhat on the mass and
composition of the waste container. For example, when six lead bricks (77 kg) were
placed in the barrel counter to measure the production of neutrons by cosmic rays in
high-Z materials, the observed coincidence counting rate (above background) was 0.91
A 0.02 counts/s, which is equivalent to about 0.7 g of plutonium (20% 240Pu).
For the assay of plutonium-bearing waste, passive coincidence counting is more
accurate than total neutron counting because it is not sensitive to (a,n) reactions in the
matrix. However, the detection sensitivity may be less, depending on the chemical form
of the material and the background coincidence rate.
17.2.2 The High-Level Neutron Coincidence Counter (HLNCC)
In 1975, work was initiated at Los Alamos to design a portable neutron coincidence
counter that could measure cans containing up to 2500 g of Pu02. The counter was to be
modular so that its configuration could be modified to accommodate different
geometries such as plates and pins. The design effort led to the hexagonal model shown
in Figure 17.3. The intermediate layer of cadmium shown in the figure was added to
reduce efkiency, matrix sensitivity, and die-away time for the counter.
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The HLNCC contains six banks of detectors, each bank containing three 3He tubes
embedded in a polyethylene matrix. The 25-mm-diam tubes have an active length of 508
mm and are filled to a pressure of 4 atm. The system has an efficiency of - 12%and a
neutron die-away time of 32 ps (Ref. 5).
When work was initiated on the HLNCC, the maximum totals count rate that could
be processed by coincidence electronics was typically 20 to 30 kHz. For this reason
parallel development of a high-speed, portable shift-register electronics package was
undertaken. The electronics package (Figure 17.4) contains six channels of electronics,
the shift register (see Chapter 16),and a microprocessor to read out the data to a Hewlett
Packard HP-97 programmable calculator or other computer. Operation of the system is
very simple because of the interface between the shift reg@er and the programmable
calculator. The operator needs only to load the sample and press the start button. The
data collection, reduction, error analysis, calibration, and readout are performed by the
calculator.
During the past 5 years, the HLNCC has been used for a large variety of samples,
including bulk FU02 powder, mixed-oxide powder, pellets, and pins, and FCA coupons
and trays. The maximum design mass of 2.5 kg of plutonium has been extended by over
a factor of 2, and the totals counting rate has been pushed up above 300,000 counts/s. At
this count rate, there is a large deadtime correction of 3 to 4 for the coincidence rate and
the results can only be used relative to a calibration curve with similar counting rates.
The standard HLNCC detector and electronics are commercially available and are in
use by both plant operators and inspectors.
Recent improvements in the HLNCC detector and electronics are described in the
following section.

Fig.17.4 Stan&rdHLNCCshz@re@ter electronicsandHP-97programmable calculator.
This unit suppliesthe requirementsfor all oftheassaysystems shown in Figure
17.1.
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17.2.3 The Upgraded High-Level Neutron Coincidence Counter
(lILNCC-II)

A new upgraded version of the HLNCC has been designed and fabricated. The
detector still contains 18 3He tubes, but in a cylindrical polyethylene body. Faster
amplifiers have been incorporated into the electronics, and the detector body has an
improved design. The vertical extent of the uniform efficiency counting zone is three
times longer than that of the original unit without an increase in size or weight. Figure
17.5 is a cross-seetion view of the HLNCC-11, and Figure 17.6 is a photograph of the
complete system.
A-prima design goal for the HLNC~II was to obtain a uniform or flat counting
response profile over the height of the sample cavity while still maintaining ‘a portable
system. This was achieved by placing rin~ of polyethylene as ‘shims” at the top and
bottom of the detector to compensate for~leakag~ofneutrons from the ends. In addition
to these outside rings, the interior end ~plugswere designed to increase the counting
efficiency at each end. The end plugs were constructed of polyethylene with aluminum
cores to give a better response than plugs made of ei~er material alone would give. Also,
the sample cavity has a cadmium liner to~@event’thermalneutrons from reflecting back
into the sample and inducing additiond~ @sions. Because the cadmium liner does not
extend into the region of the end plugs, the polyethylene in the walls of the end plugs
becomes an integral part of the moderatc)~~niatekalfor the 3He tubes.
The totals and coincidence response ~~ofiles of the new counter Were measured by
moving a 252Cfsource along the axis of:fie sample cavity;, The normalized response
profiles are shown in Figure 17.7,where t~~ dashed cu~es refer to the original HLNCC.
The improvement in response is apparen~.~~able17-1compares some of the key features
of the HLNCC and the upgraded HLNC~-1~.
,’
/ELECTRONICS

Fig.17.S Cross-section view of the upgraded
1+17.5
—34.0

mll~
cm—

High-Level Neutron Coincidence
Counter (HLNCC-11).
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Fig.17.6 ViewoftheHLNCC-IZshowing
thesix indicator lights on the
electronicsjunrtionbox at the
top oftheunit andtheshij%gisterelectronicspackage on the
table top.

The new counting electronics package developed in parallel with the HLNCC-11 is
based on the AMPTEK A-111 hybrid charge-sensitive preamplifier/discriminator (Ref.
7). Pulses resulting from neutron events are discriminated on the basis of puke height
fi’om noise and gamma-ray events at the output of the preamplifier. This approach
eliminates the need for additional pulse-shaping circuitry and allows a maximum
counting rate of about 1300 kHz, about four times higher than previously attainable.
The electronic deadtime is also a factor of 4 lower than that of the previous system (see
Section 16.6.5).
The new electronics package is capable of measuring samples of significantly larger
mass, usually limited only by criticality
considerations.
The small
preamplifier/discriminator circuit is placed directly next to the base of the 3He tubes
inside a sealed box to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. Under laboratory conditions, the
totals counting stability was measured to be 0.002% over a 2-week counting period. This
is the best stability ever observed with nondestnictive assay systems.
The HLNCC-11and its new electronics have been used to assay PU02, PuF4, mixed
oxide, and other plutonium compounds. An example of the response of the system for
PU02 both with and without multiplication corrections is shown in Figure 17.8. The
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Table 17-1.Deteetor parameter comparison for the HLNCC and the
HLNCC-11
Item

HLNCC

Cavity diameter
Cavity height
Gutside diameter
System weight
3He tubes:
(a)Number
@)Active length
(c) Diameter
(d) Gas fill
(e) Gas quench
Efficiency
Die-away time
Cadmium liner
Flat counting zone
(Coincidence, 2%from max.)
(Totals, l%from max.)

.——..
———

..——

HLNCC-11

17.5cm

17.5 cm

35.0 cm

41.Ocm
34.0 cm
43 kg

32-36 cm
48 kg
18
50.8 cm
2,5 cm
4 atm
Ar + CH4
12%
33 us

11.Ocm
10.5cm

18
50.8 cm

2.5 cm
4 atm
Ar + CH4
17.5%
43 f.ls
removable
30.5 cm
33.5 cm
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Fig.17.8 Coincidence response oftheHL.NCC-11 with the new, f~tw
electronics for a van”etyof 1argePu02 samples, both with and
without multiplication correction.
Id@eat mass point, at about 300 g 2@u-effective, corresponds to two cans of Pu02
stacked on top ofeach other. The air gap between the two plutonium masses reduces the
geometric coupling compared to that of a single can with the same total mass. This
reduction in coupling results in less neutron multiplication and causes the double-can
data point to lie below the calibration curve. After the multiplication is corrected for, as
described in Section 16.8, the double-oan data point lies on the straight line defined by
the single-can &ta.

17.2.4 Special Detector Heads for FCA Coupons

For many applications, it has been desirable to custom design the detector head to the
specific application. Even though this specialization proliferates detectors, it reduces
assay time, calibration effort, and the number of standards, and decreases the chance of
error in the assay. This section and Sections 17.2.5 through 17.2.8 deseribe some of the
special detector heads that have been developed from the HLNCC and that use the same
electronics.
At fmt critical assemblies, metallic plutonium coupons are typically found in rectangular storage drawers (5 by 5 by 40 cm), and it is desirable to verifi the plutonium
content without removing the coupons from the trays. The Channel Coincidence
Counter (Ref. 8) shown in Figure 17.9 was designed for this purpose.
The principal fixiture of the detector is the 7-by 7-em channel, which runs the full
length (97 cm) of the detector. This channel is large enough to hold FCA fiel drawers and
certain fhel-rod trays, but is small enough to permit high and reasonably uniform
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Fig. 17.9 Isometric dti@am ofthe ChannelCoincidenceCountermedforthemay
fmt-criticalkssembly (FC@@eltraysandmtied-oxide~lrti.

of

coincidence counting efficiency. Three top plugs are also provided with the system. Any
one of these ean be removed to provide a slot for gamma-ray measurements of the
sample. The center top plug is also used as a source holder for detector calibration.
A calibration curve for plutonium plates in FCA drawers is shown in Figure 17.10.
The data used for the construction of this curve were acquired with zero-power
plutonium-reactor (ZPPR) fiel plates arranged in single, double, and triple rows with
matrix materials of iron, aluminum, carbo~ and ‘depleted uranium. An increase in the
response caused by neutron multiplication is evident for the higher plutonium mass
loadings. Also, the data for triple rows of plutonium plates show an increased multiplication compared to single and double rows. The standard self-multiplication correction
teehnique (see Section 16.8)will correct for these diffkrenees. The precision for counting
FCA drawers is better than 1% in 1000 s. This Channel Coincidence Counter is in
routine use at a cntied assembly tlwility (Ref 9).
A Bird Cage Counter was designed for assaying the’same plutonium metal coupons,
but it was necessary to make the measurement inside of the “bird cage” used to store and
transfer the coupons. The detector consists of 3He tubes in a polyethylene matrix. The
detector has a rectangular shape and an open interior region to set over the cylindrical
storage canister. The coincidence response shows a neutron multiplication increase for
the higher mass loadings. Precision and accuracy of -1% can be obtained in counti~
times of 1000s. This counter is in routine use at FCA fiaeilities.
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17.2.5 Special Deteetor Heada for FBR Fuel

A special neutron coincidence counter has been designed for verification of FBR fuel
pins contained in storage trays (Ref. 10). The tray counter, shown in Figure 17.11,
consists of a flat array of 3He tubes in polyethylene slabs. A through slot in the counter
provides a cavity for insertion of the stainless steel tray used by the fhcility operimorto
handle fiel pins in batches of 24. The tray can be inserted into the front of the counter
and removed from the front or back as the user desires. Unlike the more desirable
geometry found in cylindrical or hexagonal counters, the tmy counter is flat. It is
therefore necessary to match the individual detector banks to obtain a uniform spatial
response. The uniform response region is -55 cm long and 30 cm wide, corresponding
to the active plutonium region of the fiel pins. The tray requires a clearance height of
about 25 mm.
The detector can be used to measure a tray of FBR pins in 2 to 3 min with a sensitivity
of much better than one pin. The primary advantage of the counter is that verification of
a full tray of pins is possible without unloading or handling individual pins. The FBR
fiel-pin tray counter is currently being used at a plutonium fuel fabrication fhcility.
FBR subassemblies contain large quantities of plutonium (5 to 16 kg), and the
verification of this material is of high safeguards importance. Figure 17.12 is a photograph of the cylindrical coincident counter used for the measurement of FBR fuel
subassemblies. The unit consists of 12 3He tubes placed in a polyethylene anmdus for
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Fig.17.11 Thefhst-breeakr-reactor(FBR)jhel-pintray counter usedforthe verificationofpin
storage trays. Thestandard sh;@registerelectronicspackage andpreamplifier
junction box are on top of the counter.

neutron moderation. The active length of the detector is 1.21 m so that the entire
plutonium region is contained inside the counter. The absolute effkiency of the counter
is -7%. The initial design of the counter gave a uniform response over the central 60-em
region, which is adequate for the smaller prototype FBR.
Several FBR reactors have plutonium-active regions as long as 92 cm and use
subassemblies with plutonium mass loadings up to 15 kg. The 15-kg mass loading is
about a factor of 3 higher than the mass that can be conveniently measured with the
conventional electronics designed for the HLNCC. The need to measure entire FBR
subassemblies with high mass loadings led to the development of the Universal FBR
Counter (UFBR)(Ref. 11). This counter provided the first practical application of the
new fhster AMFTEK counting electronics (Ref 7).
Figure 17.13 shows the UFBR detector system with the analog portion of the
electronics system located at the top of the cylindrical deteetor. The detector is long
enough to completely contain the active plutonium region of FBR subassemblies. To
obtain a flat response over the 92-cm fiel length, each of the 12 3He tubes is surrounded
by a layer of polyethylene and cadmium. The cadmium is removed near the ends of the
detector to inereaae the efficiency at the ends and to compensate for the leakage of
neutrons. Figure 17.14 shows the normalized, to@s and coincidence response as
measured along the axis of the detector using a 252Cfsource.
In the UFBR counter, the 3He tubes have an active length of 122cm and a diameter of
2.54 cm,and are filled with 4-atm gas pressure. The efficiency of the system is 7.2% and
the neutron die-away time is 21.6 ps. These specifications result in a measurement
precision of 0.5%(1@ in a 1000-scounting time for typical FBR fuel subassemblies. Two
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Cylindrical coincidence
counter for the verl~cation
ofFBRfiel subassemblies.

of these systems are undergoing field test and evaluation for the future verification of
FBR subassemblies. The initial testing and calibration of the system was performed
using Fast Flux Test Facility subassemblies at the Washington Hanford Company in
Richland, Washington.
17.2.6 Inventory

Sample CoIncidence

Counter

(ISCC)

Analysis of plutonium inventory samples by inspectors has been made increasingly
dit%cuh by transportation regulations. To reduce shipping requirements and to obtain
more timely results, independent on-site verification capability is needed, particularly
for reprocessing plants and plutonium facilities. This need has led to the development of
the Inventory Sample Coincidence Counter (ISCC)(Ref. 12)for quantitative verification
of the amount of plutonium in product inventory samples. The system is portable, and
the samples can be assayed in the vials normally used to transfer samples to an analytical
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Fig.17.13 The UniversalFBR (UFBR)
Counter with the newAMPTEK
electronicsusedfor measun”ng
FBRfielsubassemblies.

laboratory. Pellets and powders can also be assayed. This unit uses the same electronics
as the HLNCC, but it is much more efficient and is designed to operate in a much lower
mass range (O.1to 500 g Pu).
Figure 17.15 shows the ISCC detector body. The sample cavity accommodates
samples that fit in the 5-cmdiam by 14-cm-tall cylindrical sample holder. The sample
cavity enlarges to a diameter of 8.8 cm by removing the polyethylene cylinder. The highdensity polyethylene moderator and the detector tube spacing were designed to make the
system relatively insensitive to hydrogenous material in the sample matrix. The 35%
efficiency of the ISCC is about three times larger than that of the HLNCC, and thus the
required measurement time for small samples is about one-ninth that of the HLNCC.
Because the ISCC is physically limited to small samples, the neutron attenuation and
multiplication effects are small and the calibration curves are veiy nearly a straight line
given by the function m = aR, where m is the 2@pu-effetiive mass, R is the coincidence
rate, and a is the calibration constant. For solution samples such as plutonium nitrate,
there is a slight amount of neutron-induced multiplication: This curvature is approximated by the power function m = aRb,’where b is close to unity.
The ISCC can assay individual mixed-oxide pellets or groups of several pellets. Figure
17.16 shows the counting precision (1cr)as a function of measurement time. A sample
containing four typical mixed-oxide or fret-breeder-reactor fuel pellets gives a precision
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of -1% in 200 s. A set of mixed-oxide fuel pellet standards was used to establish a
calibration curve. Figure 17.17 shows the response function for the individual pellets.
The percentage of plutoniufi in the pellets (Pu/Pu02-U02)
ranged from 1.4 to 21.6%. A
straight line gave an excellent fit to the data. Because of the relatively small amount of
material in the sample, the particular shapes or densities do not affkct the measurement.
Thus, samples of Pu02 powder fall on the same calibration curve as pellets.
A set of plutonium nitrate solution standards was prepared for use in calibrating the
ISCC. The solutions ranged in volume from 3 to 9 mL and, the concentration varied
from 150 to 350 g/L. The assay results did not depend on the volume over this range, but
the solutions with larger plutonium masses gave a slightly larger (-5%) response per
gram because of neutron multiplication.
Because the calibration cufies are nearly linear, the requirements for physical
standards are reduced. A 252Cfcalibration source can be used for in-field normalization
of the electronics system to a previously measured calibration curve. Another approach
is to establish a normalization standard at the nuclear facility. For exa,mple, two fiel
pellets can be taken from the inventory and carefully measured in the ISCC. Then one
whet can undergo destructive chemical analysis and the other can be sealed and used as
a long-term normalization standard. ‘Thisprocedure is essentially the same as that ‘used
for the 252Cfsource calibration, but the 252Cfsource calibration takes less time for the
routine normalization measurement and the source can be more easily handled and
transported becaus6 it contains only -4 ~Ci of activity (about 106‘times less than a
plutonium standard).
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17.2.7 Counters for Bulk Plutonium Nitrate Solutions

In principle, the spontaneous fission of the even isotopes of plutonium can be
deteeted as readily in solutions as in metals or oxides. The uniform density, distribution,
and matrix material of the solution can in fact yield very precise and reproducible
assays. In practice, however, neutron moderation and absorption within the solution
can bias the assay. This section describes two neutron coincidence counters designed
speeitieally for the assay of solution samples of 1 L or more in which such effects can be
observed.
The SohXion Neutron Coincidence Counter (SNCC)(Refl 13) was developed for the
assay of flowing solutions that are too bulky or contain too many fission products to
assay conveniently by gamma-ray counting. Figure 17.18 illustrates the SNCC with its
interior asyty chamber of 1-Lvolume and its inlet tid outlet tubes. Twenty-six 3He tubes
are tightly spaced in two rings wound the chamber to achieve high counting eflkiency.
The 50-cm aqtive-length tubes confine the sensitive detection volume to the bottle.
Partial eadmi~ liners are used to obtain a nearly flat axial efficiency profile. Because
the solution provides -2.6 cm of moderator ~ic@ess, only 1.1 cm of additional
polyethylene is used between the solution and the first ring of 3He tubes to provide
optimum respoqse for plutonium solutions. With this thickness, the absolute efficiency
is 33%and the die-away time is 38,pa. Including its lo-cm-thick polyethylene shield and
l-cm-thick stekl shell, the SNCC is 48 cm in diameter by 82 cm long.
The SNCC was installed above an experimental glovebox in the IAM Alamos
Plutonium Processing Facility. Bottles of solution were transferred to the glovebox by
the plant’s conveyor system. The solution was then drawn up into the counter by
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F&17.18 Top andsia%viewsoftheSo!ution Neutron Coincidence Counter(SNCC)sho~-ngthe I-Lvolume
assay chamberandthe inlet and outlet tubes.

vacuum through doubly contained stainless steel tubing. The neutron counter can be
assembled or ditissembled without disturbing the solution transfm loop. Thus, for an
actual in-plant installation the SNCC can be assembled around an existing pipe without
penetration of the plumbing.
Plutonium nitrate solutions ranging from 2 to 100 g/L of plutonium (0.2 to 12 g/L
2~)
were assayed in the SNCC. Each solution was assayed repeatedly’ to verifi
stability and reproducibility. The assay results were compared with chemical analysis of
samples by coulometric titration or isotopic @lution mass spectrometry. we results
plotted in Figure 17.19show upward curvature due to self-multiplication in the solution.
When corrected for this effkct and fitted to a straight line, the nondestructive assay
results show a 1.6% scatter relative to chemistry.
A Plutonium Nitrate Bottle Counter (PLBC)(Refl 14) was designed for the assay of
plutonium nitrate in large lo-cm-diam by 105-cm-high bottles. This detector is similar
in size and shape to the FBR fiel subassembly counter shown in Figure 17.12. It is
intended for use in reprocessing plants or nitrate-to-oxide conversion fwilities where
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such large bottles are used. Initial assay results for three of these bottles are shown in
Figure 17.20. The middle sample (at about 100 g/L) has more multiplication than the
largest sample (about 200 g/L). Above 100 g/L the decrease in hydrogen concentration
leads to a deerease in multiplication.
17.2.8 The Dual-Range Coincidence Counter (DRCC)

For many applications of neutron well coincidence counters, it is desirable to assay
samples with masses in the range from less than one gram to a few kilograms of 1%02 To
achieve this wide-range capability, the Dual-Range Coincidence Counter (DRCC) (Ref.
15) was designed and fabricated. The dual-range capability is achieved by having two
removable cadmium sleeves near the 3He detectors. These sleeves can be inserted for
low-efficiency operation with a short die-away time and removed for high-efficiency
counti~ with a long die-away time.
The geometry of the counter is shown in Figure 17.21. The cadmium sleeves on both
sides of the middle polyethylene cylinder (moderator) are removable. The detector
consists of203He tubes of 2.54-em diameter filled to a pressure of 4 atm. The inner and
outer polyethylene cylinders (moderators) are each 3.0 cm thick. The cadmium sleeve
(1.0 mm thick) on the inside of the well stops low-energy neutrons from returning to the
sample position, thereby redueing multiplication for high-mass loadings. The outer
cadmium sleeve improves the effectiveness of the exterior lo-cm-thick polyethylene
shield
Thus, the counter has two modes of operation (1) one for the low-mass range, with
both removable cadmium sleeves removed for maximum efficiency, and (2) one for the
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Fig.17.20 Assay oflargeplutonium nitrate cylinders with thePlutonium
NitrateBottleCounter (PLBC). COincidenceresponsepergrarn
isplottedas afunction of 240Pumoss, with and withoutse~
multiplication correction.

high-mass range, with all the cadmium sleeves in place to give a short die-away time and
correspondingly short electronic gate width in the coincidence circuitry. For operational
mode (l), the singles efficiency is 22% and the neutron die-away time is 52 ps. For
operationrd mode(2), the efficiency decreases to 7% and the die-away time decreases to
16 VS.
An in-plant test and evaluation (Ref. 16) of the counter was performed at the
Savannah River Plant Separations Area. A variety of incoming plutonium metal and
oxide shipments were assayed with the counter. During the test period of 18 months the
dual-range counter operated with good reliability and stability. For large metal and oxide
samples, assay precision based on counting statistics and reproducibility was better than
1% (la). Assay accuracy was 2% (la) for pure metal samples if a self-multiplication
correction was used. Assay accuracy was 3% (lo) for plutonium oxide if separate
nonlinear calibration curves, without self-multiplication corrections, were used for each
type of oxide. Assay aeeuraey was on the order of 10%(1u) for impure metal samples.
For a limited number of scrap samples the accuracy varied between 5 and 25%(10).
A dual-range counter manufactured by the National Nuclear Corp. is used by the
Rockwell Hanford Facility, Richland, Washington, to rapidly verifi plutonium-bearing
items before shipment or after receipt (Ref. 17). Measurements on roughly 1000 items
are reported in Ref. 17. The average scatter (per sample) between the book value and
passive neutron assay (see Figure 17.22) is 4% (la) for plutonium metal. Other results
are 5% (10) for plutonium oxide, 3% for polystyrene cubes with mixed plutonium and
uranium, 27% for fuel-rod scrap, and 70% for miscellaneous scrap. Summing over each
category yields a bias between book value and assay of about 1%for metal, oxide, and
the polystyrene cube%and 10%for the other scrap.
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Fig.17.21 Dual-Range CoincidenceCounter(DRCC)forthe
assay ofplutonium samples in the moss range 1 to
4ooog.

The above in-plant experience with the dual-range counter showed that neutron
coincidence counting provided assay accuracies of 2 to 4% for well-charactmized
plutonium metal and oxide. For heterogeneous oxide and impure metal, coincidence
cmmting did not have a clear-cut advantage over total neutron counting. This is because
the self-multiplication correction was useful only for pure metal and very well
characterized oxides where geometry effeets were &eater than (u.p)-induced multiplication effkcts. For other large, multiplying samples the total neutron response ohm
provided a more accurate assay because it was leas sensitive to multiplication. On the
other hand, for scrap materials with low multiplication where it was necessary to
discrimina te against neutrons from strong (ujn) reactions or high room backgrounds, the
coincidence response was more accurate. For a wide range of material categories, it is
generally usefhl to measure both the coincidence and the total neutron response.

17.3 ACTIVE NEUTRON COINCIDENCE SYSTEMS
The passive HLNCC and the many specialized detector heads that evolved fkom it
have been particularly usefid for passive assay of plutonium. However, these instruments cannot be used for passive assay of most uranium samples because of the
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Fig.17.22 Assay ofplutonium metal with a dual-range counter at the RockweIl
HanfordFacility (Ref 17). When corrected forse~multipiication, the
assay data show a 4% (la) scatter relative to calorimtwy and massspectrometry isotopics.

extremely low spontaneous fission yields. For assay of uranium, active neutron coincidence counters have been developed that use the same electronics package, are equally
portable or transportable, and use small AmLi random neutron sources for subthreshold
interrogation of 235LJor 233U.These active neutron coincidence counters can also be
operated in the passive mode by removing the interrogation sources. They are described
in this chapter because of their similarity to passive counters. They include
(1) the Active Well Coincidence Counter (AWCC),
(2) the Uranium Neutron Coincidence Collar (UNCC),
(3) the Passive Neutron Coincidence Collar (PNCC), and
(4) the Receipts Assay Monitor (RAM) for UF6 cylinders.

17.3.1 The Active Well Coincidence Counter (AWCC)
F-~
17.23 illustrates the design of the AWCC (Ref. 18). The appearance is very
similar to that of a passive coinciden~ counter except for the two small (- 5 X Id n/s)
AmLi neutron sources mounted above and below the assay chamber. Two rings of 3He
tubes give high efficiency for counting coincidence events from induced fissions. The
AmLi sources produce no coincident neutrons but do cause many accidental coincidences that dominate the assay error (see Section 16.7.2). Thus the polyethylene
moderator and cadmium sleeves are designed for most efficient counting of the induced
fission neutrons but inefficient counting of the (a,n) neutrons from the AmLi interrogation source.
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The nickel reflector on the interrogation cavity wall gives a more penetrating neutron
imadiation and a slightly better statistical precision than would be obtained without it.
With the nickel in place, the maximum sample diameter is 17 cm. For larger samples,
the nickel can be removed to give a sample cavity diameter of 22 cm. The end plugs have
polyethylene disks that serve as spacerq the disks can be removed to increase the sample
chamber height. Removing the disks on the top and bottom plugs allows the cavity to
accommodate a sample that is 35 cm tall.
A cadmium sleeve on the outside of the detector reduces the background rate from
low-energy neutrons in the room. A cadmium sleeve in the detector well removes
thermal neutrons ffom the interrogation flux and improves the shielding between the
%Ie detectors and the AmLi souray with this cadmium sleeve in place the AWCC is said
to be con6gured in the “tit mode.” The neutron spectrum is relatively high en~, and
the counter is suitable for assaying large quantities of ‘~. With the cadmium sleeve
remov~ the AWCC is in the “thermal mode.? The neutron spectrum is relatively low
energy and the sensitivity of the counter is greatly enhanc@ but the penetrab@ of the
interrogation neutrons isi very low. In the thermal mode the counter is miitable for
assaying small or low-enriched uranium samples.
Table 17-2summarizes~e performance characteristics of the AWCC for both the tit
and thermal modes of operation. The absolute assay precision is nearly independent of
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Table 17-2.Performance characteristics of the AWCC
Characteristic
Deteetion efficiency
Die-away time
Range

Low-enrichmentU30S
High-enrichmentmetal
Absoluteprecisionfor
largesamples(1000s)
SensitivityIim@for
smallsamples(1000s)

Thermal Mode

Fast Mode
28%
50 ps

cWOg23%J

loo-2oooog 235U

NA

0.18 counts/s-g 235U
0.08 counts/s-g 235U

o.3g23*u

18g23%J

11counts/8-g 235U

24 g 235U

‘Defined as net coincidencesignalequalto 3crofbackgroundin 1000-s
countingtimes.

the mass being asaaye~ (see Seetion 16.7.2). In general, the AWCC is best suited for

high-mass, highly enriched uranium samples and should not be used for low- 235U-mass
samples exeept for welldefined samples in the thermal mode. The AWCC ean also be
used for the passive assay of plutonium by removing the AmLi sources.
In comparison with the conventional fast Random Driver (Ref. 1),the AWCC is more
pmlable, lightweight, stable, and less subject to gamma-ray backgrounds. This last
feature makes it applicable to 233U-Th fbel-cycle materials, which generally have very
high gamma-ray backgrounds from the decay of 232U. The Random Driver has the
advantage that the neutron interrogation spectrum has a higher average energy and thus
gives better penetration (Ref. 19). Also, the Random Driver haa a 1000-times-shorter
coincidence gate length, making it possible to use higher interrogation source strengths
to improve sensitivities.
The AWCC has been evaluated for several measurement problems that are of interest
to inspectors. These include (1) high-enriched-uranium (93% 235U) metal buttons
weighing approximately 1 to 4 kg, which are input materials to fabrication facilities (2)
cans of uranium-aluminum scrap generated during manufacture of fiel elementv (3)
cans of uranium-oxide powder (4) mixtures of uranium oxide and graphite; (5)
uranium-aluminum ingots and fuel pins and (6) materials-testing-reactor (MTR) fuel
elements.
Typical calibration curves are shown in Figures 17.24 and 17.25 for cases(l), (3), and
(4). All the calibration curves show the effketaof neutron absorption within the uranium,
and Figure 17.24 also shows the opposing effeet of self-muhiplieation within the metal.
Recent field tests (Ref. 20) with MTR fiel elements have shown that it is possible to
obtain - 1% aeeuracy in assay times of 400 s. The advantage of the AWCC over the
traditional gamma-ray assay for MTR fiel elements is that the AWCC haa no problems
with different plate geometries and lower 235Uenrichments. For applications to MTRtype fbel elements and plates,.the AWCC is reconfigured as shown in Figure 17.26 (Ref.
21). The two AmLi sources are positioned in the interior of the polyethylene insert that
holds the MTR elements. Figure 17.27 shows the calibration cuiwe for typical MTR fbel
plates and elements.
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17.3.2 The Uranium Neutron Coincidence Collar (UNCC)

For safeguards purposes, it is of high interest to measure fill fuel assemblies because
they constitute the output product from the plant and the input to the reactors. Enriched
uranium is often transferred from one installation or country to another in the form of
fuel assemblies.
An active neutron interrogation technique (Ref. 22) has been developed for measurement of the 235U content in fresh fuel assemblies. The method employs an AmLi
neutron source to induce fission reactions in the fuel assembly and coincidence counting
of the resulting fission reaction neutrons. Coincidence counting eliminates the undesired
neutron counts from the random AmLi interrogation source and room background.
When no iritemo tion source is present, the passive neutron coincidence rate gives a
measure of the 23r U through the spontaneous fission reactions. When the interrogation
source is adde~ the increase in the coincidence rate gives a measure of 235U. The
Uranium Neutron Coiticidence Collar (UNCC) system can be applied to the fissile
content determination in boiling-water-reactor (BWR), pressurized-water-reactor
(PWR), and other type fhel assemblies for accountability, criticality contro~ and
safeguards purposes.
Active neutron systems using thermal neutron interrogation, such as the UNCC, have
neutron self-shielding problems that limit the sensitivity in the interior of an assembly,
but the presbnt UNCC compensates for this limitation by fast-neutron multiplication,
which is higher in the central region. The multiplication effect is enhanced by the
coincidence counting because of the increase in the effective number of time-correlated,
neutrons emitted by the sample when multiplication occurs. In effect, the system works
like a reactivity gage for the fiel assembly, and the removal of fissile material from the
assembly lowers the neutron reactivity and thus the coincidence response.
The UNCC consists of three banks of 3He tubes and an AmLi source embedded in a
highdensity polyethylene body with no cadmium liners. The 18 3He neutron detector
tubes are 2.54 cm in diameter and 33 cm long (active length). The polyethylene body
dorms
three basic fhnctions in the system: (1) general mechanical support, (2)
interrogation source neutron moderation, and (3) slowing down of induced fission
neutrons prior to their detection in the 3He tubes. For inspection applications, it is
desirable to make the system portable. The weight of the detector system is ~30 kg.
The complete assay system shown in Figure 17.28 consists of the detector body, the
electronics unit, the HP-97 calculator, and a support cart. For applications, the cart is
moved next to a fiel assembly. The back detector bank of the unit is hinged to aid in
positioning the system around the fbel assembly.
Tests and evaluations of the UNCC have been performed at both PWR (Ref. 23) and
BWR (Ref. 24) fuel fabrication facilities. Active-mode interro ation to measure 235U
eontent and passive-mode coincidence countin to determine ~sgu con~nt were both
carried out. The UNCC measures the 235U or 5 3SU content per unit length, which is
proportional to the enrichment for a given type of assembly. The sample region is ~ 400
mm long, centered in thernidplane of the detector body.
A series of measurements were @ormed (Ref 23) usin fill-size (17- by 17-rod)
PWR assemblies with enrichments ranging horn 1.8 to 3.4% 2$5U. Thethema~ . neu~on
interrogation was saturated for all of the fuel assemblies; however, the measured
response continued to increase as a function of enrichment because the fast-neutron
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Fig.17.28 UraniumNeutron
CoincidenceCollar
(UNCC) with the
stanalzrdcoin.

cidenceelectronics
pachugeinposition
forthemeasuremeitt ofa mock
PWRfiel assembly.

multiplication increased with increasing enrichment. Similar measurements were
performed for BWR fiel, and the calibration curve in Figure 17.29 corresponds to 8- by
8-rod BWR fiel assemblies.
In summary, the statistical precision for a 1000-s run varied from 0.6 to 0.9% (lo),
depending on the type of assembly. For longer counting periods, the ultimate precision
was about 0.1% for repeat runs with a fixed geometry. The response curve was not
saturated and continued to increase as the enrichment increased through the normal
range of LWR fuel. Relative loading variations as small as 1.9% can be detected in a
measurement time of 1000s. Longer measurements can fbrther reduce the statistical
uncertainties. The UNCC has recently been put into routine use for inspection applications.
17.3.3 The Passive Neutron Coincidence Collar (PNCC)
The UNCC just described has been modified for verification of mixed-oxide fhel
contained in FBR subassemblies or LWR assemblies (Ref 25). ,Mixed-oxide t%el
assemblies have a strong internal neutron source horn the spontaneous fission of 2%
and from (%n) reactions, so it is not necessary to use an external AmLi neutron source to’

———
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Calibrationcurvesfor the
UNCCappliedto 8- by8-rod
BWR~eIarsemblies with
dflerent gadolinium load-

ings.

induce fissions. The Passive Neutron Coinciden~ Collar (PNCC) (Figure 17.30) is
simikr to the UNCC except that the side containing the AmLi neutron source has been
replaced by a fourth detector bank and removable,,cadmium liners have been placed
between the detector and the fiel assembly. The PNCC has been designed with the same
basic dimensions and specifications as the stanck&i UNCC for interchangeability of
In the passive mdde, the neutrons originating fiorn spontaneous fission reactions are
measured using normal neu~ron coincident pounti~ to determine the 2~-effective.
In the active mode, the passive neutroxis arerefkjti!d back into the assembly to induce
fission reactions in the fissile component of the fiel~ To determine the fiction of the
neutrons resulting from the reflection process, the albedo of the boundary surrounding
the assembly is changed by inserting and removing a cadmium liner.
Both the coincidence rate (R) and totah rate (T) are measured with and without the
cadmium absorber. The normal passive-mode calbtition curve corresponds to R vs
~-effective,
and it is generally necessary to make corrections for the multiplication
ilom the fissile component. Various techniques have been used to make this correction,
mid the present cadmium ratio determination gives a ‘measure of the fissile component
and multiplication.
The induced fission rate fkom the reflected neutrons is proportional to the quantity R
(without cadmium) - R (with cadmium) = AR.However, AR is also proportional to
the neutron source strength, which is different for each subassembly. To remove the
source strength from the response fiction, one divides by T to obtain the quantity
AR/T, which is related to the fissile content independent of the source strength.
Preliminary meas~ements with F’BR subassemblies have been carried out at the
Windscale Works in the United Kingdom (Ref 26). Both the passive and active modes
were evaluated. Figure 17.31 shows the results of the measurements the lower curve
corresponds to the normal 2~-effective results with the cadmium liners in place and
the upper curve shows the increase in response when the liners are removed. This
increase is caused by the additional fissions from. the self%nterrogation of thermal
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3He TUBES (24)

~88.5

mm

Fig.17.30 Schematic diagram of the
PassiveNeutron Coincidence CoI1ar(PNCC)
usedfor thepassive/active
assay ofmixed-oxide.tiel
assemblies.

neutrons. If there were no fide material present, there would be no separation in the
curves. The results of the tests gave a stan&rd deviation of 0.75% for the passive
measurement and 3 to 7% for the active measurement for a 1000-s counting time. The
unit will be used in the future for verifying the plutonium content of ilesh fiel
assemblies.
17.3.4 Receipts

Assay Monitor

(RAM) for UF6 Cylinders

In order to safand account for the highly enriched uranium produced by
enrichment planm it is necessary to measure the 235Ucontent of UF6 product storage
cylinders. For enrichments above 20% 235U,the UF6 is stored in Model 5A cylinders
that are nominally 127mm in diameter and 914 mm tall. Current methods of measuring
enrichment of this material include counting the 186-keV gamma-ray emissions from
23%Jnear the surfhce of the cylinder. A new neutron assay technique has been developed
(Ref. 27) that directly samples the entire UF6 volume of Model 5A storage cylinders to
determine 23% content. This passive technique, based on self-interrogation and coincidence counting, was identified after evaluating a variety of possible applications of the
Neutron Coincidence Collar. The coincidence counter that was developed to implement
this technique is the RAM illustrated in Figure 17.32.
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The RAM (Ref 27)contains203He
tubes of 61-cm active length. Cadmium sleeves
on the 3He tubes are used to obtain a flat efficiency profile over the UF6 fill height which
is typically 30 to 40 cm. Fast AMPTEK electronics are built into the top of the counter,
and some shock absorbing ‘materials are provided in this region to minimize possible
impacts from UF6 cylinders as they are lowered into the well. A unique fmture of the
RAM is the motor-driven cadmium liner, which ean be operated manually or by an
external microcomputer. Atypical assay sequence consists of a 120-smeasurement with
the liner down and a 360-s measurement with the liner up, yielding a counting precision
of about 0.5%.
In this new passive/active coincidence technique, passive neutrons horn (~n) reactions in the UF6 are utilized to induce fission reactions (active) in the ‘5U. Because the
(%n) neutrons are emitted randomly in time, the coincidence counting rate R gives a
direot measure of the induced fission rate, The (~n) “interrogation source strength” is
measured by the totals counting rate T. The ratio R/T is proportional to M(M – 1),
where M is the net leakage multiplication, and is independent of the (%n) source
strength. The quantity M(M – 1) i> in tu~ closely related to 235Ucontent.
The primary source of (~n) neutrons in enriched UF6 is the alpha decay of 234U
reacting with fluorine atoms (see Table 11-3 in Chapter 11). In addition, 232U can
contribute a small flaction of the alpha @wticles; There is alsq a ,murce of timecorrelated neutrons from the spontaneous fission of 23*U.This rate’is low (1.36 X 10–2
n/s-g ‘*U) and is negligible for the higher enrichments because ,ofthe decrease in 23*U
ahd the indease in 2MU.The magnitu& of the 23*Uspontaneous fission contribution is
about 10%of the indu~ 23%J~alforane
“
nrichment of 20%23SW,it is less ~n 1%for
enrichments greater than 50% 23 U (see Tables 14-3and 14-4bf Cliapter 14).
F17.33 shows assay results for 38 Model 5A Uqfj cylin~rs measured by selfinterrogation (Ref. 27). The coincident-to-tottds ratio R/T ,,was correct@ by a factor
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based on ke increase in the totals rate that occurs when the cadmium liner is removed.
This correction fmtor helps compensate for variations in UF6 density and self-multiplication fkom one cylinder to the next. The observed scatter about the fitted curve is about
10%(lIs) without the correction and 2.8%with the correction. This scatter is expected to
demase as the correction based on the movable cadmium liner becomes better
understood. Data for many pardally-tilled cylinders is not shown in Figure 17.33,but the
corrected R/T ratio is expected to provide a nearly linear calibration curve, and should
be able to verify the ‘5U content over a wide range of fill heights.
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Irradiated Fuel Measurements
J. R. Phillips

18.1

INTRODUCTION

There are over 100 nuclear power plants operating in the US with a total installed
generating capacity of more than 85 GW (gigawatts, 1 GW = 109 W) (Ref. 1). These
reactors discharge 5000 to 10000 irradiated fuel assemblies each year. Some of the
assemblies are cooled for a year of two and then reinserted into the reactor to optimize
the bumup of the residual tissile material; others, having reached their maximum design
burnup, are placed in the storage pond at the reactor site until they are sent to a longterm storage facility or to a waste disposal site. These thousands of fuel assemblies are
safeguarded by counting the individual assemblies and accepting the operator-declared
values for the depletion of the initial tissile material (235U or 239Pu) and for the buildup
of the fissile plutonium isotopes (239Pu and 241Pu). TO augment this modest method of
accountability, a variety of nondestructive
measurement techniques have been developed for verifying the operator-declared values.
Before irradiation, power reactor fuels can be characterized using the gamma-ray and
neutron measurement techniques discussed in Chapters 7, 8, 15, and 17. However, after
a significant exposure of the fuel in the reactor, the uranium and plutonium signatures
are completely masked by radiation from fission products, activated structural components, and transuranic elements that build up as a result of the fission process. Thus
neither gamma-ray nor neutron measurements of irradiated fuel yield signatures for
235U 239Pu or 24’Pu. Instead, indirect signatures must be used to estimate these
quantities. these indirect signatures are based on radiation from fission products or
transuranic elements and are used to determine the burnup and cooling time of the
irradiated fuel. From the burnup, the buildup of 239Pu and 24’Pu in the fuel can then be
estimated by calcuiational techniques.
It is also possible to use active neutron interrogation techniques to determine the
amount of fissile material present in irradiated fuel assemblies. These measurement
techniques require the use of a highly active neutron source (for example, 252Cf) or an
accelerator and generally require fixed, in-plant equipment.
This chapter describes the physical characteristics of reactor fuel (Section 18.2),
indirect signatures for bumup (Section 18.3), and gamma-ray and neutron measurements of irradiated fuel (Sections 18.4 and 18.5). Section 18.6 summarizes passive and
active methods for estimating the plutonium content of irradiated fuel.
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CHARACTERISTICS

OF REACTOR FUEL

18.2.1 Physical Description
With the exception of one high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (Fort St. Vrain), all
power reactors presently operating in the US are either pressurized water reactors
(PWRS) or boiling water reactors (BWRS). Research is under way on fast breeder
reactors (FBRs). The fuel and core parameters of PWRS, BWRS, and FBRs are
compared in Table 18-1 (Refs. 2 and 3). Figure 18.1 illustrates the differences in fuel pin
and assembly sizes.
Reactor fuel initially consists of fissionable material (235U or 239Pu) plus fertile
material (238U). These materials are usually present in ceramic oxide or carbide forms
because of their improved corrosion characteristics, relative ease of fabrication, and
better radiation-damage characteristics. In PWRS or BWRS the fuel is in the form of
U02 ceramic pellets that are about 1 cm in diameter and 2 cm in length. The pellets are
stacked in a stainless steel or Zircaloy tubing to an active length of 3.7 m. Zircaloy is a
zirconium alloy used in most PWR and BWR fuels because of its low neutron
absorption cross section. The fuel is contained in a cladding material to protect, it from
chemical reaction with air, water, or other material used as coolant.

Table 18-1. Fuel and core parameters for reactors
PWR

BWR

FBR

Cladding material
Cladding diameter
Cladding thickness
Fuel material
~35Uinitial enrichment
Pellet diameter
Pellet height
Assembly array

Zircaloy-4
0.95 cm
0.06 cm

Zircaloy-2
1.23 cm
0.08 cm

2. 1/2.6/3. 196
0.82 cm
1.5cm
15 X 150r
17 x 17

2.8% average
1.04cm
I .04 cm
8x8

Fuel pins/assembly

201 or 264

63

SS316
0.74 cm
0.03 cm
(U, PU)02
25% pu
0.67 cm
0.7 cm
hexagonal
(17/side)
217

193
98000 kg
340 cm
366 cm
33%
33 GWd/tU
1/3 fuel/yr

740
150000 kg
366 cm
376 cm
34%
28 GWd/tU
1/4 fuel/yr

394
25000 kg
222 cm
91 cm
39%
100 GWd/tU
1/3 fuel/yr

Fuel Parameters

U02

U02

Core Parameters
Number of fuel assemblies
Total amount of fuel
Core diameter
Core active length
Plant efficiency
Design fuel burnup
Refueling cycle
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When irradiated fuel rods are chopped and leached during reprocessing, baskets of
leached hulls are generated. The remaining fissile material in the leached hulls constitutes a kind of irradiated fuel. Measurement of this material is important for good
process accountability (Ref. 4).
18.2.2 Definition ofBurnup

and Exposure

Two common terms for fuel irradiation, burnup and exposure, are often used
interchangeably. Burnup (in atom percent) is defined asthe numberof fissions per100
heavy nuclei (uranium or plutonium) initially present in the fuel. Exposure is defined as
the integrated energy released by fission of the heavy nuclides initially present in the
fuel. Exposure has dimensions ofmegawatt
or gigawatt days (thermal outputof the
reactor) per metric ton (1000 kg) of initial uranium: M Wd/tU or GWd/tU. For
nondestructive measurements of irradiated fuel, the latter definition is more useful
becausetheactual
contentofheavy
nuclides isnotdirectlydetermined.

..——.
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The two definitions are approximately
1

at%

burnup

s

related by the following equation:

9.6 GWd/tU

(18-1)

The relationship .&tween burnup and exposure changes as a function of burnup because
of the changing ratio of uranium to plutonium fissions. The amount of energy released
by the fission of plutonium (212 MeV) is about 5°h more than the amount released by
235U (202 MeV).
Table 18-1 includes average design values for reactor,fuel burnup. Actual values can
range up to 55 to 60 GWd/tU for PWRS, 45 to 50 GWd/tU for BWRS, and 150 GWd/tU
for FBRs.
18.2.3 Fission Product Yields
In fission reactions the primary sources of energy are the fissioning of235U, 239Pu, and
241Pu , with some contribution from the fast fissioning of 23*U. Table 18-2 (Ref. 5) lists
the relative number of fissions for each of these four isotopes as a function of fuel
exposure for one typical case. The table shows that the plutonium isotopes begin to
contribute a significant part of the total after only a few GWd/tU exposure, and above 20
GWd/tU exposure they become the dominant source of fissions.
Each fission results in the formation of two medium-mass fission products. Figure
18.2 (Refs. 6 and 7) shows the mass yield curves for the thermal neutron fission of 235U
and 239Pu. The primary difference between the two curves is the slight shift to higher
atomic mass number of the 239Pu curve with respect to the 235U curve. The shifi’ can be
seen in the relative fission yields of 106Ru from 235U and 239Pu. Fissions in 239Pu yield 11
times as much 106Ru as fissions in 235U. Thus a measurement of the gamma-ray output

Table 18-2. Percentage of total fissions as a function
of fuel exposure for PWR fuel with an initial enrichment of 2.56% 235U
Fuel Exposure
(GWd/tU)

235u

238u

o

100.0

0.0

1.2
4.7
9.9
15.1
20.0
25.6
29.6
34.7
40.0
46.8

88.1
76.3
60.6
49.5
41.1
32.9
27.6
23.8
16.7
11.7

6.7
6.9
7.4
7.8
8.1
8.5
8.8
9.9
9.3
9.6

239pu

0.0
5.1
16.4
29.6
37.5
42.8
47.3
40.9
58.2
55.3
57.5

241pu

0.0
0.0i
0.35
2.4
5.3
8.0
11.3
13.7
18.1
18.7
21.2

—.
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Fig. 18.2 Mass distribution offission produc!s.for the thernzai,fission of 235U
and 239Pu (Refi. 6 and 7).

of 106Rucan determine the relative proportion of 239Pu fissions to total fissions. @ the
other hand, an isotope like ]37CShas nearly identical fission yields from both
235U and 239Pu. The 137CSgamma-ray output can be used to determine the total number
of fissions.
Most of the fission products are initially rich in neutrons and undergo beta decay to
approach stability. In addition to emitting beta particles, the fission products also emit
gamma rays, which result in measurable signatures. Figure 18.3 shows the gamma-ray
spectrum of a PWR fuel assembly having an integral exposure of 32 G Wd/tU and a
cooling time of9 months (time since discharge from the reactor). As can be seen from
this spectrum, there are only about 10 isotopes that can be measured. Table 18-3 (Ref. 8)
lists the most dominant isotopes, along with their gamma rays and half-lives. The fission
yields are the number of nuclei of each isotope (in percent) produced on the average per
thermal neutron fission in 235U or 239Pu. In addition to the fission product gamma rays,
gamma rays from the activation of fuel cladding and structural materials such as 54Mn,
58c0,
and
60c0
are also present; they are included in Table 18-3.
Uranium present in a neutron flux can also capture neutrons and buildup transuranic
nuclides as illustrated in Figure 18.4 (Ref. 5). Many of these nuclides produce neutrons
through spontaneous fission or (a,n) reactionS the spontaneous fission and (a,n)
neutron production rates for the primary neutron sources—238Pu, 240Pu, 242Pu, 241Am,
242Cm,and 2MCm—are included in Tables 11-1 and 11-3 in Chapter 11.

—.. —
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The gamma rays from fission products and the neutrons from transuranic nuclides
completely mask the gamma rays and neutrons from the uranium and plutonium
isotopes in the fuel. This effect is shown in Table 18-4, which lists the relative atom
densities and gamma-ray output per gram of initial uranium for 137CS,the 186-keV
signature of 235U, and the 4 14-keV signature of ZS9PU. These results are based on the
actual irradiation history of a PWR fuel assembly. The fuel had an initial 235U
enrichment of 2.6% and was irradiated for four reactor cycles to a maximum exposure of
46.8 GWd/tU. The fission-product and transuranic-nuclide
densities were calculated
using a reactor fuel depletion code (Refs. 6 and 7). Even though the atom densities
for 137CS, 235U, and 239Pu are comparable at the 46.8 GWd/tU exposure level, the
number of *37CSgamma rays being emitted is 4.5 X 107 and 2.7 X 107 times the
number of principal 235U and 239Pu gamma rays, respectively. The i37CSisotope is just 1
of about 10 dominant gamma-emitting fission products.
Similar results are obtained when one examines the neutron output of irradiated fuel
materials. Table 18-5 (Ref. 4) lists the neutron output of uranium oxide fuel after an
exposure of 33.0 GWd/tU and a cooling time of 1 yr. The passive neutron yield of the
plutonium is dominated by 2 orders of magnitude by the neutron yield of the curium
isotopes.

t
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Fig.18.3 Gamma-ray spectrum ofa P WRfuel assembly with an
exposure of32 G Wd/t U and a cooling time of 9 months.
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Table 18-3. Isotopes measurable by gamma rays in a typical irradiated fuel
assembly (Ref. 8)
Fission
Product
Isotopes

Fission Yield
in 235u

HalfLife

(%)

Fission Yield Gamma-Ray
in 239pu
Energy
(keV)
(%)

95~r

64.0 days

6.50

4.89

95~~

35.0 days
39.4 days

6.50

4.89

3.04

6.95

366.4 days

0.40

4.28

lo3~u

724.2
756.7
765.8
497.1

1274.4

834.8
811.1
1173.2
1332.5

100.0
99.0
100.0
100.0

622.2
1050.5

134C5

1.27 X 10–5a

2.06 yr

9.89 X 10–4a

604.7
795.8
801.8
1167.9
1365.1

137C5
1‘Ce-Pr

30.17 yr
284.5

days

6.22
5.48

6.69
3.74

661.6
696.5
1489.2
2185.6

154EU

2.69 X 10–6a

8.5 yr

9.22 X 10–5a

996.3
1004.8

Activation Products
54~n
312.2 days
58C0
70.3 days
60C0
5.27 yr

43.1

54.6
99.8
86.4
5.4
9.8
1.6
97.6
85.4
8.7
1.8
3.0
85.1
1.3
0.3
0.7
10.3
17.4
35.5

610.3
106Ru.Rh

Branching
Ratio
(%)

are given
only for direct production of the isotope from
aEuropium-l 54 and ‘
fission. Actually, each of these isotopes is produced primarily through neutron absorption. For PWR fuel material irradiated to 25 GWd/tU, the “accumulated fission yields”
of’ 54Euand 1‘Cs were calculated as O.15%and 0.46%, respectively.
34CS
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Fig.18.4 Principal neutron capture reactions (horizontal arrows) and beta decay
reactions (vertical arrows) leading to theformation of transuranic nuclides
240NP,
in irradiatedjiuel. Both stable and metastablestates exist for
242Am, and 244Am.

Table 18-4.Comparison of atom density and gamma-ray activity of ‘37CSwith 23SUand 239Pu
239PU
137C5
235U
Fuel
Atom
Atom
413.69 keV
Exposure
Atom
661.6 keV
185.72 keV
Densitya (gammas/g U)
(GWd/tU)
Densitya (gammas/g U)
Densit~ (gammas/g U)
o
1.2
4.7
9.9
15.1
20.0
25.6
29.6
34.7
40.0
46.8

0.0
1.94 E+17
7.63 E+17
1.60 E+18
2.43 E+18
3.17 E+18
4.05 E+18
4.64 E+18
5.40 E+18
6.15 E+18
7.14 E+18

0.0
1.20 E+08
4.73 E+08
9.94 E+08
1.51 E+09
1.97 E+09
2.51 E+09
2.87 E+09
3.35 E+09
3.81 E+09
4.43 E+09

6.28 E+19
5.94 E+19
5.05 E+19
3.98 E+19
3.12 E+19
2.47 E+19
1.87 E+19
1.52 E+19
1.15 E+19
8.59 E+18
5.80 E+18

aNumber of atoms per gram of initial heavy metal.

1.06 E+03
I.00 E+03
8.51 E+02
6.70 E+02
5.25 E+02
4.16 E+02
3.14 E+02
2.56 E+02
1.94 E+02
1.45 E+02
9.78 E+O1

0.0
1.66 E+18
5.39 E+18
8.74 E+18
1.05 E+19
1.14 E+19
1.19 E+19
1.20 E+19
1.20 E+19
1.20 E+19
1.18 E+19

0.0
2.28 E+O1
7.41 E+O1
1.20 E+02
1.44 E+02
1.57 E+02
1.64 E+02
1.65 E+02
1.65 E+02
1.65 E+02
1.62 E+02
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Table 18-5. Typical neutron
fuel

g/tu

Nuclide
238pu

240pu
242pu
241Am
242cm
244cm

18.s

production

n(SF)/s-tU

from oxide
n(a,n)/s-tU

102

3.67 X 105

2.48 X 106

2.32 X 103
4.61 X 102
8.83 X 101
2.43
18.3

2.02 X 106
8.16 X 105

4.66 X 105

1.35 x

5.44 x 107
2.07 X 108

3.21 X 10s
1.15 x 107
1.88 X 106

2.65 X 108

1.66 x 107

INDIRECT SIGNATURES FOR FUEL BURNUP

As described in Section 18.2.3, passive neutron
cannot directly measure fissile element content
ambient radiation levels. This section describes
qualitative or quantitative determination of fuel
high ambient radiation levels.

or gamma-ray assay of irradiated fuel
or fuel bumup because of the high
a variety of indirect techniques for
bumup, most of which exploit these

18.3.1 Physical Attributes
Before determining burnup, an inspector can identify the irradiated fuel assemblies
and verify their mass. The fuel assemblies are discrete units stamped with identification
numbers. If the water in the storage pond is clear, the identification numbers can be read
using a set of binoculars and a floating Plexiglas window to eliminate water ripples. If the
water is not clear enough to permit this easy verification, an underwater periscope or TV
camera (available at most reactor storage ponds) can be used. Information about the
physical integrity of the fuel assembly can be obtained by using a load cell to verify the
mass. Most storage ponds have a crane mechanism for moving the stored fuel assemblies, and a load cell can be mounted on the crane.
Visual inspection of a fuel assembly can usually indicate whether the assembly has
‘been in the core. A fresh fuel assembly has a shiny surface, whereas the surface of an
irradiated fuel assembly has undergone slight oxidation resulting in a dull reddish layer.
Also, visible encrustation may build up on the irradiated fuel assembly, and the
assembly may be slightly bent or twisted.
18.3.2

Ceremkov

Radiation

The gamma rays from fission and activation products produce electrons that result in
the emission of Cerenkov light. Thus, measurement of Cerenkov light can be used to
indicate the presence of gamma-emitting material. This indirect signature has been used
to verify spent-fuel assemblies stored underwater (Refs. 9 and 10).
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Electromagnetic Cerenkov radiation is emitted whenever a charged particle passes
through a medium with a velocity exceeding the phase velocity of light in that medium.
In water, the phase velocity of light is about 75°h of the value in vacuum. Thus, for
example, any electron passing through water and having at least 0.26 MeV of kinetic
energy will emit Cerenkov radiation. Irradiated fuel assemblies are a prolific source of
beta particles, gamma rays, and neutrons. All three type,s of emissions can produce
Cerenkov light, directly or indirectly.
The most significant production of Cerenkov light is from high-energy fission product
gamma rays that interact with the fuel cladding or storage water. This interaction
produces electrons and positrons by Compton scattering and other effects. Calculations
of the number of Cerenkov photons generated from these beta particles indicate that
Cerenkov light production in the visible wavelength range of 4000 to 6000 ~ is negligible
for gamma rays with energies below 0.5 MeV, but rises steeply with higher energy. A 2MeV gamma ray produces 500 times more Cerenkov light than a 0.6-MeV gamma ray.
The absolute Cerenkov light level and its decay with time are related to burnup.
Hiding a diversion either by substitution of dummy fuel assemblies or by incorrectly
stating burnup would be ditlicult as long as the Cerenkov light intensity can be measured
accurately.

18.3.3 Single Fission Product Gamma-Ray Activity
The buildup of specific fission products can be used as a quantitative measure of
burnup. The absolute gamma-ray activity of a particular fission product can serve as a
burnup monitor if the following conditions are met (Ref. 11)
(1) The fission product should have equal fission yields for the major uranium and
plutonium fissioning nuclides. If the yields are substantially different, the effective
fission yield will depend somewhat on the reactor’s operating history.
(2) The neutron capture cross section of the fission product must be low enough so
. that the observed fission product concentration is due only to heavy element fission and
not to secondary neutron capture reactions.
(3) The fission product half-life should be long compared to the fuel irradiation time,
so that the quantity of fission product present is approximately proportional to the
number of fissions.
(4) The fission product gamma rays must be relatively high energy (500 keV or more)
to escape from’ the fuel pin. For a l-cm-diam oxide fuel pin, 39% of the 662-keV 137CS
activity is absorbed within the pin. This strong self-absorption implies that, in practice,
passive ‘@rnma&y measurements of fuel assemblies are limited to the outer rows. A
further complication is that a nonuniform neutron flux during irradiation can lead to
nonuniform burnup within the assembly. Tliis is particularly true for BWR fuel
assemblies because two sides of each assembly are adjacent to control blades.
If the above conditions are satisfied, the measured gamma-ray activity I(counts/s)
from the fission product is proportional to the number N of fission product nuclei
formed during irradiation
I = gkS N k–kT

(18-2)

Irradiated Fuel A4easuremenls
where & =
k =
S =
A=
T =
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absolute detector efficiency
branching ratio
attenuation correction
fission product decay rate
cooling time.

After solving Equation 18-2 for N, the fuel bumup can be calculated from the equation
at% bumup

= 100 X (N/Y)/U

(18-3)

where Y = effective fission product yield
U = number of initial uranium atoms.
Cesium-137 is the most widely accepted indicator of fuel burnup because its neutron
absorption cross sections are negligible, its yields from both 235U and 239Pu are
approximately the same, and its 30-yr half-life makes a correction for reactor power
history unnecessary (Ref. 11). Figure 18.5 shows the calculated buildup of 137CSfor the
46.8 GWd/tU exposure PWR fuel assembly described in Section 18.2.3. The *37CS
buildup is approximately linear over the entire range of bumup. A comparison of
measured 137CSactivity with burnup is given in Section 18.4.3. Past experience with the
137CSburnup monitor shows that the absolute 137CSactivity can determine burnup to an
accuracy of 1 to 4% for individual fuel rods.
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Fig.18.5 Calculateddependenceof the ‘37Cs$ksion product concentration, expressedas a percentageof the initial uranium concentration, on exposure for the 46.8 G Wd/tUexposureP WR fuel
assembly described in Section 18.2.3.
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For gamma-ray measurements of leached hulls, the 2186-keV line of 144Ce-Pr is
preferred to the 662-keV line of *37CS because of its greater penetrability y and because
*44Ce-Pr is less susceptible to leaching during fuel dissolution.
18.3.4

Total Gamma-Ray Activity

The total gamma-ray activity of irradiated fuel is the sum of the activities from each
fission product and transuranic element, with each activity given by an equation like
Equation 18-2. Most of the gamma-ray activity comes from a few important fission
products. The contribution of each of these fission products to the total activity varies
with cooling time, as illustrated in the example given in Figure 18.6. For cooling times
greater than 1 yr, the total gamma-ray activity is roughly proportional to burnup. For
shorter cooling times, this relationship does not hold because the total gamma-ray
activity is dominated by the buildup and decay of short-lived fission products like 95Nb
and 95Zr. The concentrations of these isotopes depend, in part, on the reactor operating
history and the proximity of reactor control materials. After longer cooling times, the
short-lived isotopes have decayed and the detector response is dominated by long-lived
isotopes that are less dependent on operating history and other factors.
A rapid way to determine the consistency of operator-declared values for burnup and
cooling time has been developed using total gamma-ray activity (Refs. 12 and 13). The
total activity is divided by the declared burnup and is plotted as a function of the
declared cooling times. The result is a relationship of the form aTb, where a and b are
scaling parameters and T k the cooling time. An example of this relationship for PWR
fuel assemblies is given in Figure 18.7. The shape of the curve is due primarily to the
half-lives of 134CSand 137CS.

COOLING TIME (yr)

Fig. 18.6 An example of the variation infission product
gamma-ray activity as a.function ofcooling time,
with each major gamma ray given as a percentage of
the total activity. Note that 144Prand 134CSeach
have two major gamma rays shown. The curves are
basedon measurements ofa P WR.fuel assembly
with an exposure of 12.18 G Wd/t U and a coo!ing
time of 2 yr. The extrapolation to longer and shorter
cooling times was done by calculation.
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Fig. 18.7 Measured totalgamma-rav activit.v dividcdb.v burnup as a,function of
cooling time.for PWR.fuel assemblies. The,fitted curse illustrates how
the totalgamma-ray activit.v can be used to ver(f,iithe consistency of
operator-declared values.for burnup and cooling time.

18.3.5 Fission Product Activity Ratios
The burnup of irradiated fuel can also be determined from the ratios of some fission
product isotopes. The isotopic ratios can be determined from gamma-ray activity ratios
using equations like Equation 18-2. The two most commonly used isotopic ratios are
134cS/ 137cs and 154Eu/ 137CS.
Cesium- 134 is produced by neutron capture on the fission product 133CS;therefore, its
production requires two neutron interactions. The first is the neutron that causes fission
of the uranium or plutonium, and the second is the ‘33CS (n,y) reaction. Because these
interactions are the primary source of 134CS,the concentration of 134CSwithin the fuel is
approximately proportional to the square of the integrated flux. By dividing the
concentration of ]34CS by the concentration of 137CS,which is directly proportional to
the integrated flux, the ratio becomes approximately proportional to the burnup (total
flux). This is a simplified explanation in that there are other factors such as the spectral
dependence of the (n,y) cross seetion that must be considered in a more rigorous
derivation. However, in practice, the 134Cs/137CSisotopic ratio has worked well for
determining the burnup of both light-water-reactor
and fast-breeder-reactor
fuel
materials (Refs. 14 and 15). The 154Eu/137CS isotopic ratio also has a fairly linear
dependence on exposure (Refs. 8 and 16).
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Fig.18.8 Calculatcddependoncc ofthc 134C’s/137Csisotopic ratio on cxposurc,for [he PWR,fiic/ assemblv described in Section 18.2.3.
Discontinuitics in the curve arc due to discontinuitim in [he
reactor operating histor~.

Figure 18.8 shows the calculated ‘34Cs/137Cs isotopic ratio asafunction
of exposure
for the 46.8 GWd/tU PWR fuel assembly described in Section 18.2.3. The discontinuities inthecurve
of Figure 18.8 aredueto
discontinuitiesin
the reactor operating
history, which emphasizes the fact that the use of isotopic ratios requires correcting for
the decay of the isotopes. This correction is important for the 134cs/ 137cs ratio because
of the 2.06-yr half-life of i34CS. For the i 54Eu/ 137CSisotopic ratio the 8.5-yr half-life of
]54Eu and the 30.2-yr half-life of i37CS make. the correction less important. In general,
calibration curves are computed to the time of discharge to eliminate the effects of the
different decay rates of the fission products. Several techniques have been suggested to
obtain cooling time corrections by examining certain isotopic ratios (Refs. 13 and 16
through 18).
For field measurements, fission product activity ratios are easier to determine than
absolute activities because only relative detector efficiencies must be known. However,
it is still necessary to correct for changes in detection et%ciency with gamma-ray energy.
The 134CS,137CS,and ]54Eu gamma rays have different energies and therefore different
detection efllciencies. A relative eftlciency calibration can be performed using multi,ple
gamma rays from ‘34CSand ‘54Eu; the procedure is identical to that descsjbed in Section
8.4.1 of Chapter 8 for determining the relative etliciency curve for plutonium isotopic
composition measurements. This allows one to obtain the relative detection efficiency
of the corresponding gamma rays using only the original gamma-ray spectra.
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18.3.6 Total Neutron Output
The total neutron output of irradiated fuel can also serve as an indicator of burnup,
and has both advantages and disadvantages relative to the gamma-ray output. The
neutron signal comes only from the fuel, not from the cladding materials. Attenuation of
the neutron signal within the fuel assembly is less than attenuation of the gamma-ray
signal; in fact, induced fissions within the assembly result in nearly equal response from
both interior and exterior fuel pins. The neutron measurements can be made soon after
the fuel is discharged from the reactor, while the gamma-ray signal is still dominated by
the decay of short-lived isotopes that reflect recent reactor power levels. A disadvantage
of the neutron signal is that the quantity of primary neutron emitting isotopes is only
indirectly correlated to exposure. Also, in principle, neutron detectors are sensitive to
gamma rays, although the fission chambers used for measurements today are almost
completely insensitive to gamma rays.
The five principal neutron sources in a PWR fuel assembly with a typical exposure of
31.5 GWd/tU are plotted in Figure 18.9 as a function of cooling time. For other fuel
assemblies or different burnup levels, 241Am or 244Cm may also be significant neutron
sources. However, 244Cm and 242Cm are usually the two dominant neutron-emitting
isotopes. Because of the short half-lives of these two isotopes (18.1 and 0.45 yr,
respectively), the cooling time of the fuel must be known to interpret correctly the total
neutron output. Operator-declared
values for the cooling time can be verified by
measuring the total gamma-ray activity, as described in Section 18.3.4.
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describedin Section 18.2.3.

Figure 18.10shows thecalculated relationship between thetotal neutron output and
exposure for the PWRfuel assembly described in Section 18.2.3. Above 10 GWd/tU
exposure, the relationship can be approximated by the following empirical power
function:
neutron rate = a(exposure)~

(18-4)

Equation 18-4 has been demonstrated fora wide variety of Iight-water-reactor fuels
(Refs. 19through 22), andmakes impossible todetemine
bumupfrom
theobsemed
total neutron output. The value of ~ is usually between 3.0 and 4.0.
The rate of buildup of the principal neutron-emitting transuranic isotopes is relatively
insensitive to the initial fuel density and power levels however, the initial 235U
enrichment and the fuel irradiation history can significantly influence the rate of
buildup. Figure 18.11 shows the effect that initial 235U enrichment has on the neutron
emission rate. [The effects of attenuation and multiplication have not been incorporated
into these values.] For identical exposures the lower-enriched fuel has a higher neutron
emission rate. Lower-enriched fuel has less fissile material per unit volume and therefore
requires a higher neutron fluence to achieve the same burnup as a higher-enriched fuel.
The higher neutron fluence results in more 242Cm and 2@Cm buildup and a correspondingly higher neutron emission rate.
Noncontinuous
irradiation histories can also have a significant effect upon the
neutron emission rate as is evidenced by the curves presented in Figure 18.12. The effkct
of noncontinuous
irradiation history is short-term, due primarily to the increased
buildup of 242Cm following any period of cooling time. During any nonirradiation
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period, 241Pu (tl,2 = 14.35 yr) decays to form 241Am (t112 = 433.6 yr). When this
material is reinserted into a high-neutron flux, large amounts of 242Cm form through
neutron capture in 241Am. If the fuel were measured after a longer cooling time (- 2 yr),
most of the 242Cm would have decayed, and the measured neutron emission rates would
be more consistent with the rates obtained from fuel material that had undergone
continuous irradiation.

18.4

GAMMA-RAY

MEASUREMENT

OF IRRADIATED

FUEL

18.4.1 Total Gamma-Ray Activity Measurements
The total gamma-ray activity of submerged fuel assemblies can be measured with ion
chambers, scintillators, or thermoluminescent
dosimeters (TLDs). Ion chambers and
scintillators provide a direct readout with only 1 to 2 min required for positioning the
detectors and collecting the data. Thermoluminescent
dosimeters must be removed
from the water and read out with special instrumentation.
Figure 18.13 illustrates a
geometry used for gamma-ray measurements of irradiated fuel assemblies and shows an
ion chamber placed adjacent to the top of a fuel assembly.
When the total gamma-ray activity is measured at the top of the fuel assembly, the
response is due primarily to @Co, 58C0, and 54Mn activation products in the structural
material. When the fuel assembly is raised above the storage rack, but still submerged,
total gamma-ray-activity measurements can be made alongside the assembly. Then the
response is due primarily to ~ssion products in the fuel rods. Under these conditions, the
consistency of operator-declared values for cooling time and bumup has been verified to
an accuracy of about 10%. Fuel assemblies with unusual i~adiation histories have been
identified easily. An ion chamber designed to be placed against the side of a fuel
assembly has been incorporated into the fork detector described in Section 18.5.
Ge DETECTOR

\

7

SLIT WITH

Pb ABSORBERS

R

Fig.18.13 Gamma-ray measurements of irradiatedfiel
in a storage pond. The
jigureshows a highresolution germanium
detector with its collimator tube andan ion
chamber installed at
the top of a storage
rack. Thefuel assembly is raised verticallyfor measurement.
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Gamma-Ray Activity Measurements

A more specific gamma-ray measurement can be made with a Be(y,n) detector. Such a
detector consists of a 235U fission chamber surrounded by polyethylene, which is in turn
surrounded by beryllium. Neutrons produced by a photoneutron
reaction in the
beryllium are thermalized in the polyethylene and detected by the fission chamber.
Because the threshold for photoneutron production in beryllium is 1665 keV, the only
significant fission product signature observed by this detector is the 2 186-keV gamma
ray from 144Ce-Pr.
If the Be(y,n) detector is placed alongside irradiated-fuel materials, it will measure
relative 144Ce-Pr fission product activity and will be insensitive to lower-energy activation products. Like other gamma-ray detectors, this detector is not useful at the top of an
irradiated fuel assembly because the gamma rays are shielded by structural materials.
Neutrons emitted by the fuel or produced by (n,2n) reactions in the beryllium can
interfere with the photoneutron measurement if their numbers are significant.
18.4.3

High-Resolution

Gamma-Ray

Spectroscopy

More detailed information on fuel burnup can be obtained by high-resolution
gamma-ray spectroscopy. The concentration
of individual fission products can be
determined by measuring single fission product gamma-ray activities these isotopic
concentrations can be related to fuel burnup (see Section 1813.3). Also, some gamma-ray
activity ratios can be used to calculate fission product isotopic ratios that can be related
to burnup (see Section 18.3.5).
The objective of high-resolution measurements is to obtain gamma-ray spectra that
accurately represent the fission- and activation-product
inventory of the entire fuel
assembly. The instrumentation
required to perform these measurements
is more
complex than that required for total gamma-ray activity measurements or Cerenkov
glow measurements. A germanium detector with a standard high-resolution amplifier
and a multichannel analyzer is required to collect and analyze the spectra. Some type of
magnetic storage medium is highly desirable for recording the data. The germanium
detector views the submerged fuel assembly through a long, air-filled collimator (with a
minimum length of 3 m for radiation shielding), as illustrated in Figure 18.13. Individual fuel assemblies must be moved to the scanning system by the facility operator for
measurement.
The air-filled collimator defines the volume segment of the fuel assembly from which
the gamma-ray spectrum is collected. Because of its length, the collimator reduces the
dose rate at the detector to an acceptable level. The maximum dose rate obtained with a
5-cm-diam, 6-m-long collimator from 40-GWd/tU exposure fuel with a 2-yr cooling
time is only about 10 mR/h. Usually the background radiation level is in approximately
the same range. The germanium deteetor must be shielded from the background
radiation; otherwise, the detector will not be sensitive to the gamma rays from the fuel
assembly. Also, thin pieces of lead, copper, and cadmium may be placed in front of the
detector to reduce the source intensity from the fuel assembly.
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The self-attenuation of the fuel material can significantly influence the measured
signals. For example, as discussed in Section 18.3.5, the isotopic ratio 154Eu/ 137CScan be
used to determine the bumup of fuel assemblies. Nearly 92% of the measured 137CS
signature (66 1.6 keV) originates in the three outer rows of fuel pins in a PWR tie]
assembly (Ref. 23). However, because only 78% of the 154Eu signature (1275 keV)
originates in these three outer rows, the ratio 154Eu/*37CS does not sample exactly the
same volume segment of the fuel assembly.
The data analysis for high-resolution measurements is not difficult when only relative
values are needed. The net areas for 137CS, *34CS, and *54Eu can be obtained from the
multichannel analyze~ the isotopic concentrations and isotopic ratios can be obtained
using Equation 18-2. For isotopic ratios, the relative efficiency corrections can be
obtained by using a relative efficiency calibration, as described in Section 18.3.5 (Refs.
24 through 26). This technique corrects for differences in the self-attenuation of the
source materials, the detector efficiency, and the scanning geometry. Also, standard
analysis techniques generally require correction for isotopic decay to the time of
discharge from the reactor or some other specified time. The 137CSconcentration and the
134CS/137CSand *54Eu/137CS isotopic ratios can then be plotted for a set of fuel
assemblies to obtain the relative bumups. If one destructive analysis of the fuel is
available, absolute values for the burnups can be calculated.
Many reports (for example, Refs. 16 and 27) describe the use of gamma rays to
characterize irradiated fuel materials. Two such applications are given in Figu~s 18.14
and 18.15, which compare the 137CSactivity and the 13Acs/137cs isotopic ratio with
bumup for 14 PW.R fuel assemblies with exposures of 16 to 33 GWd/tU. Each data set
was analyzed using regression analysis to obtain the linear relationship. The other two
lines on each plot represent the 95% confidence limits that a subsequent measurement
would fall within these limits. The average differences between the regression line and
the measured data points were 4!9% for 137CSand 4.6% for 134Cs/137CS.Similar numbers
in the range of 4 to 8% can be obtained under most measurement conditions.
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18.4.4 Cerenkov Radiation Measurements
The Cerenkov glow measurement provides a rapid nondestructive
teehnique for
verifying the presence of a gamma-ray source distributed within the fuel assembly. It ean
also be used to determine the absenee of fuel pins in a fuel assembly. The fuel assemblies
can be verified without placing any instrumentation
into the storage pond water.
However, most of the artificial lighting has to be eliminated, which the facility operator
may not allow. When the artificial lighting can be eliminated, the inspector must move
around in a darkened environment to carry out the measurements. Thus, the Cerenkov
instrument should (1) be lightweight and easy to position by hand, (2) give an immediate
result, (3) be insensitive to radiation damage, and (4) have an accuracy ensuring a
meaningful measurement of the fuel inventory.
Figure 18.16 shows an instrument that is capable of both viewing the Cerenkov glow
emitted and also determining the intensity of the glow (Ref. 10). The instrument is
composed of two basic components an image-amplifying portion and an electro-optical
package that uses a photomultiplier tube to measure the intensity of the light passing
through the aperture and field lens. The photomultiplier tube output current provides a
digital readout indication of the intensity of the incoming light. Calibration of the
instrument is done using a carbon-1 4 phosphor light source built into a special lens cap.
The light intensity profile is very sharp as the instrument is scanned horizontally
across the top of an assembly because of the highly collimated nature of the emitted
Cerenkov light. For fuel stored in standard vertical assemblies, penetrations in the top
plates and tie plates and interstices between the fiel pins serve as Cerenkov light
channels. These channels allow radiation from the entire length of the fuel assembly to
be sampled by viewing from above. A series of measurements have been performed at
storage facilities to demonstrate the usefulness of the technique for rapid verification of
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Fig.18.16 Hand-heldinstrumentfor viewing the Cerenkov
glowfrom irradiatedjiiel and determining its intensity. The instrument (shown on the right) is an
adaptation of a commercially available night-vision
device (shown on the Ie@).

irradiated fuel assemblies (Ref. 10). Figure 18.17 shows the Cerenkov image of two PWR
fuel assemblies in a storage rack at a reactor storage pond. The bright spots correspond to
the guide tube positions of a 15 X 15 fuel assembly. Adjacent fuel assemblies do not
exhibit similar sets of bright spots because the observer is not aligned with the axes of the
assemblies.
The Cerenkov glow measurements are less susceptible to crosstalk among adjacent
assemblies than are gamma-ray intensity measurements made at the top of the assemblies (Ref. 28). This is because Cerenkov light is channeled up from the entire length
of the assembly, whereas gamma-ray measurements made at the top are mainly due to
activation of the structural components. The spatial extent of the Cerenkov glow
surrounding an isolated irradiated assembly in water is determined by the gamma
radiation from the assembly’s outer pins. The thickness of water required to reduce the
intensity of l-MeV gamma rays to one-tenth is -36 cm, which is a reasonable estimate
of the Cerenkov “halo” around an isolated point source. Fission product pdiation from
an assembly’s inner pins, however, must penetrate a much denser composite ‘of fuel
cladding and interstitial water, which greatly reduces crosstalk.

18.5

NEUTRON MEASUREMENT

OF IRRADIATED

FUEL

Neutron measurements of irradiated fuel are relatively easy tq make and can provide
a rapid indication of burnup. The detection equipment is simple and easy to operate and
a preliminary analysis of the data can be performed at the facility. A neutron detector is
placed adjacent to the fuel assembly and the signal is analyzed using a single-channel
analyzer. A 235U fission chamber is the preferred detector because ofits insensitivity to
gamma rays. Although neutrons can penetrate the fuel assembly more readily than
gamma rays can, their attenuation in water is more severe. The gamma-ray signal
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Fig.18.17 Cerenkovglowimageo ftwo
P WRjiuel assemblies in a reactor storage pond.

decreases by”a factor of 10 in roughly 36 cm, whereas the neutron signal decreases by a
factor of 10 in about 10 cm. Thus it is important to position the neutron detector close to
the fuel assembly.
18.5.1

The Fork

Detector

and

ION-1 Electronics

Package

Figure 18.18 illustrates a neutron measuring system developed for use by safeguards
inspectors (Refs. 29 and 30). The system is designed to measure the total neutron and
total gamma-ray activity of a submerged fuel assembly. The two principal components,
a fork detector and an ION-1 electronics package, are shown in Figure 18.19.
The fork detector is a watertight polyethylene detector head containing two sets of ion
chambers and fission chambers for measuring opposite sides of the fuel assembly
simultaneously. Each arm contains an ionization chamber operating in the current
mode to measure the total gamma-ray output and two fission chambers operating in the
pulse mode to measure the total neutron output. In each arm, one fission chamber is
wrapped @ cadmium and one is bare. If it is necessary to determine the boron content of
the water (typically 2000 ppm) to correct the neutron count rate, this can be done with
the ratio of counts in the bare and cadmium-wrapped fission chambers(Refs.31
and 32).
The fork detector is available with two different apertures, one for PWR and one for
BWR assemblies.
The ION- 1 electronics package is a battery-powered, microprocessor-based
unit that
performs internal diagnostics and assists the inspector with data collection and analysis
(Ref. 33). If measurements are to be made along the vertical length of the fuel assembly
in order to obtain an axial burnup profile, the ION-1 can step the inspector through the
scanning procedure.
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Most measurements with the 10 N-1 electronics package and fork detector are made
only at the axial midpoint of the fuel assembly. An average of 5 to 7 min is required to ( 1)
position the fuel-handling bridge, (2) raise the fuel assembly partially out of the storage
rack, (3) perform the measurements, and (4) replace the fuel assembly in the storage
rack. Including time for assembly and disassembly of equipment, a measurement
campaign at a reactor storage pond typically requires 2 to 3 days. With proper
calibration, the fork detectcir can determine the bumup of individual fuel assemblies to
about 596.
18.5.2

Neutron

Measurement

of Burnup

Measurement results from a BWR irradiated-fuel storage facility are shown in Figure
18.20. The measured neutron activity of 36 BWR fuel assemblies is plotted as a function
of declared exposure, which varied from 8.5 to 29 GWd/tU. One fuel assembly with a
noncontinuous irradiation is clearly identified as an outlier. This particular fuel assembly had been irradiated to 18.0 GWd/tU, placed in the storage pond for 3 yr, and
then returned to the reactor for an additional 3 GWd/tU exposure. During the 3-yr
interim between exposures, the 241Pu decayed to form 241Am, which in turn yielded
Iargecltiantities of 242Cmwhen the fuel was returned to the reactor (see Section 18.3.6).
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Fig.18.19 The ION-1 electronicspackage and :he.fork detector.
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‘Three other data points in Figure 18.201 insignificantly below the fitted line. These
assemblies had been reconstituted from other assemblies having various exposures.
Also, severai fuel pins were missing from each of these fuel assemblies. Both of these
factors contributed tothelower
measured neutron emission rates. lfthe reconstituted
assemblies and the assembly with the noncontinuous irradiation history are excluded
from the data analysis, an average difference of 3.0% exists between the declared
exposure values and the values obtained from a power function relationship between
count rate and exposure (Equation 18-4). This power function was determined by a least
squares fit of the experimental data, and yields ~ = 3.7. By applying a correction for
cooling time, the data for the assembly with the noncontinuous irradiation history can
also be brought into good agreement.
Figure 18.21 shows neutron measurements made at a PWR fuel storage facility. The
response of 17 irradiated fuel assemblies is plotted as a function of declared exposure,
which varied from 25 to 35 GWd/tU. These data identify an enrichment effect that was
predicted by burnup calculations, as described in Section 18.3.6. Four assemblies with
initial 235U enrichments of 2.4°h have significantly higher neutron count rates compared
with assemblies with identical exposures and cooling times but with initial 235U
enrichments of 3.6°h. Lower-enriched fuel has less fissile material and therefore requires
a higher neutron fluence to achieve the same exposure level as higher-enriched fuel.
From the figure it is evident that the data for fuel with an initial enrichment of 3.6% form
an excellent power law relationship between count rate and exposure, with (3 = 3.9. The
operator-declared exposures differ from calculated values by an average of 0.9%.

18.6 DETERMINATION
IRRADIATED FUEL

OF THE FISSILE CONTENT OF

Sections 18.4 and 18.5 have described a variety of passive nondestructive measurement techniques for irradiated fuel materials. Each of these techniques provides an
indirect measure of fuel burnup. Neither the unique gamma-ray signatures nor the
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neutron signatures of the uranium or plutonium isotopes can be measured directly. To
determine the actual concentration of fissile material, there are two possible approaches.
One method uses calculated or empirically determined correlations to relate burnup to
residual 235U and plutonium content. The other method uses active neutron interrogation to override the passive neutron signal and obtain a net induced response from the
tissile isotopes. Both methods are currently being developed by investigators in several
countries. The methods are described briefly in the remainder of this section.

18.6.1 Indirect

Determination

from Passive

Burnup

Measurements

Most passive nondestructive measurements of irradiated fuel in the field are now
limited to verification of the relative burnup levels of the assemblies. Within the
constraints of time and manpower, it is customary to measure as many assemblies as
possible, but most assemblies are measured at only one position along their length. If the
measurements at this position are representative, the relative burnups of the assemblies
can be obtained. Previously established correlations between burnup and the passive
radiation levels then verify that the measurements are consistent with operator-declared
values for burnup and cooling time. (Operator-declared values for burnup are only good
to about 5% because of variations in core parameters.) Because it is very dit?lcult to
remove fissile material from the assemblies without also removing the fission product
radiation sources, this verification implies that ‘the flssile material is intact.
In principle, the fissile content of the fuel can be determined indirectly from the
measured gamma-ray and neutron signals. First, it would be necessary to obtain an
absolute value for the fuel burnup by destructive analysis of a section of the fuel. Then
high-resolution gamma-ray measurements of single fission product activities or fission
product activity ratios could be normalized to the destructive analysis to obtain an
absolute calibration. Neutron measurements could also be related to the absolute
burnup. Both neutron and gamma-ray measurements would have to be integrated along
the axial profiles of the fuel assemblies to correct for variations in bu$mp. If an absolute
calibration performed at one facility were used at another facility, the calibration would
have to be adjusted for a variety of reactor-specific parameters including fuel enrichment, power history, and moderator and poison concentrations. Some examples of the
influence of such parameters are given in Sections 18.3.5 and 18.3.6.
If absolute values for fuel burnup can be established, the concentration of fissile
isotopes can be obtained by calculation. These calculations are usually carried out by
complex computer codes such as CINDER (Refs. 6 and’ 7). An example of the result of
such a calculation is given in Figure 18.22, which plots’ the concentration
of the
plutonium isotopes as a function of burnup. The accuracy of such computer codes for
uranium and plutonium is typically 5 to 10%~ If the reactor operating history is not
known, the error may increase by an additional 5 to 15% (Ref. 11).
This indirect determination of fissile content from passive radiation measurements is
very ditlicult because of the many measurement variables and reactor core parameters
involved. Indirect correlation oftissile content pith passive measurements is vulnerable
to uncertainty, whereas direct correlation of fuel integrity with measurement is now a
well-established and reliable technique.
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Fig.18.22 Relative concentrations oftheplutonium

isotopes (expressed
as weight percent of initial uranium) as afunction of exposure. The data were obtained b-vcakwlation with the EPRI-

CINDER Code (Ref5).

18.6.2 Determination by Active Neutron Interrogation
A direct measurement of the fissile content of irradiated fuel is possible using a large
neutron source to induce fissions. The source can be an accelerator, a 14-MeV neutron
generator, or an isotopic source like RaBe, SbBe, or californium. The source is
positioned near the irradiated fuel, where it produces an induced fission signal proportional to the amount of fissile material. Typical neutron source strengths must be on the
order of 10*to 109 n/s to induce a fission signal that is comparable in size to the passive
neutron yield. In practice, active neutron interrogation systems cannot distinguish
between uranium and plutonium. The induced fission response is proportional to the
total fissile mass of235U, 239Pu,and 241Pu.
A combined active and passive neutron assay system has been developed by G.
Schulze, H. Wuerz, and others (Ref. 19) using a %_f source. The system can determine
fuel burnup and initial uranium content. The plutonium content can be obtained
indirectly from isotopic correlations.
Several facilities have used the delayed neutron activation technique to measure
irradiated fuel. The reprocessing facility at Dounreay, United Kingdom, has used a 14MeV neutron generator to assay baskets of leached hulls (Ref. 34). Recently this assay
system was converted to a californium Shuffler for the neutron interrogation (Ref. 35). A
large californium Shuffler system has also been developed for the assay of highly
enriched irradiated uranium (Ref. 36). However, at the present time there are no active
neutron systems in operation to measure power reactor fuel assemblies. This is because
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active neutron systems require an accelerator or neutron generator or a large, heavily
shielded isotopic source, which has limited the use of these systems to fixed, in-plant
installations in research laboratories or reprocessing facilities. The status of active
neutron techniques and measurement results is summarized in Refs. 4 and 11.

18.7 SUMMARY OF NONDESTRUCTIVE
VERIFICATION OF IRRADIATED FUEL

TECHNIQUES FOR

Table 18-6 summarizes the nondestructive assay techniques available for the verification of irradiated-fuel assemblies. Dexmding on the level of verification needed, an
inspector might use one or more of the gamma-ray or neutron techniques described in
this chapter. In general, the most effective verification would be obtained by a combination ofgamma-ray and neutron techniques.
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Table 18-6. Nondestructive assay techniques for verification of irradiated-fuel assemblies
Special Level
of Verification
—.
. .
. .
t-’hyslcalcharacteristics
Indication of irradiation
exposure

Measurement Technique
Gamma Ray

Neutron

Visual inspection
Cerenkov viewing device

Cerenkov

Ion chambers
Thermoluminescence
detectors
Scintillators

Presence of gamma
radiation

Presence of neutron
radiation
Physical integrity of
fuel assembly

Fission chambers
‘OBdetectors

Cerenkov

Cerenkov viewing device

Relative intensities of
high-energy gamma rays

Germanium detector
Be(y,n) detector
Fission chambers
1‘B detectors

Relative values of
neutron emission rates
Presence of fission
products and actinides

Instrumentation

Germanium detector
Be(y,n) detector

Qualitative identification of specific gammaray lines
Relative values of
neutron emission rates

Fission chambers
‘OBdetectors

~
>
~
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~
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Table 18-6. (cont.)
Special Level
of Verification
-..
Kelatlve

concentrations

of fission products and
actinides

Measurement Technique
Gamma Ray
-..
Quantltatwe measurement of’37CS, ‘34CS
‘37CS,and 154Eu/’3i Cs;
correlation with operatordeclared information

Neutron

Germanium detectors

Quantitative measurement of neutron emission ratq correlation
with operator-declared
information
Direct measurement of
tissile content

Instrumentation

Fission chambers
‘OBdetectors

Germanium detectors

Indirectly through correlations between NDA
measurements and destructive analyses
Quantitative measurement of induced tissions in special
nuclear material

Neutron source
Fission chambers
“B detectors
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Perimeter Radiation “Monitors
P. E. Feblau

19.1 INTRODUCTION
Perimeter radiation monitors are located at the periphery of nuclear-material and
radioactive-contamination
control areas to detect accidental or covert removal of
radioactive materials. Two types of perimeter monitors are in use today contamination
monitors and nuclear-material monitors. Contamination
monitors detect contamination on the sutiace of a person or an object where the radiation comes from an extended
area viewed without intervening absorbers. Nuclear-material monitors must be able to
detect small, possibly shielded quantities ‘of nuclear material that may be hidden, for
example, in a briefcase. In this case the small source size and the presence of absorbers
reduces the radiation intensity. This chapter discusses the two applibtions of perimeter
monitors but gives primary emphasis to nuclear-material monitors:
The need to detect contamination predated security concerns so that when the need
for monitors to detect nuclear material arose, hand-held contamination monitors were
available. However, because security personnel had to interpret an analog meter display
to use this type of instrument, their attention was distracted from the security search.
Automatic portal monitors (Ref. 1) and hand-held monitors (Ref. 2) were developed to
eliminate the distraction. These monitors provide audible alarm signals that allow the
operator to devote full attention to the security search. More recently, the responsibility
of employers to furnish top-grade contamination monitoring equipment to employees
has fostered development of automatic, high-sensitivity contamination monitors (Ref.
3). These, as well as modem nuclear-material monitors, are designed for high sensitivity,
dependability, and easy maintenance.
Diversion monitors meet Department of Energy (Ref. 4) and Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (Ref. 5) requirements to search each person, package, or vehicle leaving a
nuclear-material access area. Contamination monitors meet radiation safety standards
for monitoring persons leaving a radioactive-contamination
area. In both cases, visual
or manual searches may be ineffective, but radiation monitors sense radiation emitted
by the materials and can conduct unobtrusive, sensitive, and efficient searches. The
monitors provide timely notice of contamination
or diversion before the controlled
material can leave an access area.
Examples of diversion monitors are the automatic portal monitor (shown in Figure
19.1 with its detectors positioned beside a passing pedestrian) and the hand-held
monitor (shown being manually scanned over a pedestrian in Figure 19.2). The versatile
hand-held monitors have many applications, even to contamination monito~n~ but
their effectiveness depends on the operator making a thorough scan. In contrast, portal
monitors are fully automatic.
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Fig.19.1 Automatic nuclear-material portal monitor with large
plastic scintillators to monitor pcdcstrians.

New monitor designs locate detectors inside an enclosure (see Figure 19.3) where an
individual being monitored must stand near radiation detectors for an extended period.
The longer monitoring period ,and the proximity of the occupant and the detectors
improve detection sensitivity; these principles have been applied to both pedestrian and
motor-vehicle monitoring.

19.2

BACKGROUND

RADIATION

EFFECTS

Radiation monitors are influenced by background radiation and the variation of its
intensity with time. The intensity of the background radiation influences the effectiveness of monitoring. Alarm thresholds must be set well above background intensity to
avoid alarms from counting statistics (one cause of nuisance alarms). The required
threshold setting becomes proportionately higher as the background intensity increases,
causing the monitoring sensitivity to decrease. In an occupied monitor, rapid variations
in background intensity, which can be caused by natural background radiation
processes, movement of radioactive materials, or radiation-producing
machinery, may
be mistaken for nuclear-material signals and cause another type of nuisance alarm. An
example ofa natural background radiation process leading to rapid intensity variation is
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Fig.19.2 Monitoring with hand-held ins{rutnents is highlv ej)iective
when the operator is well trained and motivated.

the decay of226Ra in soil. Its gaseous daughter, 222Rn, can escape the soil to decay in the
atmosphere. These daughter products, which are themselves radioactive, may attach to
dust particles that form condensation points for raindrops. When the raindrops fall to
the ground they temporarily increase background intensity (see Figure 19.4).

19.3 CHARACTERISTICS
TION SIGNALS
19.3.1 Radiation

OF DIVERSION AND CONTAMINA-

Sources

As described in Chapter 1, nuclear materials can be detected by their spontaneous
radiations. These radiations—alpha, beta, gamma ray, x ray, and neutron—each have a
different ability to penetrate materials. Alpha radiation is not very penetrating and is
easily stopped by several centimeters of air. Except when contamination
detectors
almost touch the emitter, alpha radiation contributes little signal to a radiation monitor.
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Fig,J9.3 This sensiiivc contamination monitor
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More penetrating forms of radiation that easily pass through air can be detected at a
distance. However, the shielding provided by detector cabinets and nuclear-material
packaging may exclude all but gamma-ray and neutron signals. One important aspect
separates the signals available to contamination and diversion monitors contamination
usually lies on a surface where its radiation is readily detected, whereas diversion
monitors must sense penetrating radiation from material that is encapsulated. Hence,
contamination monitors often detect many forms of radiation but diversion monitors
primarily detect gamma rays and neutrons. The nuclear-material diversion monitors
discussed in the remainder of this chapter mainly detect gamma rays but do have some
neutron sensitivity. Figure 19.5 illustrates absorption of three types of radiation in
different materials.
Internal absorption of source radiation also may significantly alter detection signals.
For example, nuclear materials shield their own gamma radiatio~ the extent of selfabsorption depends on the physical form of the material. Figure 19.6 illustrates selfabsorption in different shapes and sizes of highly enriched uranium. Thin uranium
materials such as powders and foils emit most of their radiation, whereas more compact
shapes such as spheres and cylinders absorb most of it. The cylinders in Figure 19.6 emit
in proportion to their surface area, which increases as the 2/3 power of the mass, giving
rise to the straight line in the plot.
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19.3.2 Time-Varying

Signals

Diversion or contamination signals are usually present in a monitor for only a short
time interval. Unless the occupant is stationary, signals from nuclear material will vary
during the monitoring period as the occupant moves toward and away from the
detectors. Figure 19.7 illustrates the net signal in a monitor as a pedestrian passes
through carrying nuclear material, The time integral of the variable signal is about 60%
of that for a stationary occupant. Good monitor design ensures that the monitoring
period matches the intense part of the signal as closely as possible. Techniques for
obtaining this optimum situation are discussed in Section 19.4.
A complementary effect that diminishes signals in a monitor is the reduction in
background intensity caused by an occupant. Ambient background radiation from the
monitor’s surroundings can be partly absorbed by the person or vehicle occupying the
monitor. The reduction in intensity may be only 1.5% for pedestrians but is much
greater for motor vehicles. Figure 19.8 illustrates the reduction caused by the presence of
a truck, in a vehicle monitor. The reduction ranges from 10% to 25% for different-size
vehicles. Because the monitor’s alarm threshold is constant, a much larger signal is
required to alarm an occupied monitor than one that is unoccupied.

19.4 SIGNAL ANALYSIS
19.4.1 Detecting Radiation Signals
Radiation monitors use signal analysis to decide whether a measurement indicates a
background signal alone or a background signal plus an additional radiation signal.
Unfortunately,
statistical variations in background and monitoring measurements
preclude a simple comparison.” Although the expected background maybe determined
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from a long preeise measurement, each monitoring measurement is necessarily short
and imprecise. If background measurements have an expected count B, individual
measurements will range <many standard deviations higher and lower than B; one
standard deviation in this instance is the square root of the count B. Comparisons of
monitoring measurements must allow statistical variations of several times the square
root of B to exclude nuisanm alarms. Each monitoring measurement is usually compared to an alarm threshold equivalent to that given by Equation 19-1. An alarm is
sounded when the measurement equals or exceeds the alarm threshold M.
M=

B+N@

(19-1)

where N = alarm increment (number of standard deviations, usually 3 or 4). Alarms
are real when they result from real signals and are nuisance alarms when they result from
statistical variation or background changes.

19.4.2 Analog Detection

Methods

A simple and dependable method for making monitoring decisions is provided by an
analog method (Ref. 6) that compares monitoring intensities to background intensities
with two circuits having different time constants (Figure 19.9). The slow circuit
remembers background intensity over a period of perhaps 20s, whereas the monitoring
circuit has a fast, 0.4-s time constant. The comparator is calibrated by adjusting the
input—an analog signal from a ratemeter—until
a chosen sensitivity y and nuisancealarm rate are achieved. Once properly adjusted, the circuit operates continuously and is
prepared to monitor signals whenever they appear. A drawback to analog circuits is the
manual adjustment procedure; precise adjustment can take a great deal of time. Digital
logic methods, on the other hand, are free of most adjustments.
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Fig.19.9 This analog circuit compares monSLOW

19.4.3 Digital Detection

=

itoring intensity to background intensity.

Methods

Alarm decisions can be made by digital circuits and microprocessors. Equation 19-1
can be implemented, for example, by comparing the result of a 0.4-s monitoring
measurement contained in a digital register to a stored alarm threshold derived from an
earlier background measurement. The stored alarm threshold might have been derived
from an earlier 20-s background measurement, divided by 50 to obtain B, plus an added
multiple of the square root of B. In this case, the comparison is a numerical one with no
calibration required. This single-interval method does have a shortcoming
it is not
continuous so the measurement interval may not match the most intense part of the
signal (see Figure 19.7). However, digital logic methods are easily changed to overcome
such shortcomings. The improvements described below include the moving-average
method, the stepwise method, and the sequential hypothesis test.
A digital method that performs well in free-passage monitors uses a moving average of
monitoring measurements. Short measurement periods are used (for example, 0.2s) and
the counts from four or more measurement periods are summed and compared to the
alarm threshold. After the first group offour or more periods, each new measurement is
added and the oldest measurement is subtracted from the sum. Every new sum is
compared to the alarm threshold, measurements then continue unless an alarm occurs
or the monitor is no longer occupied. Because monitoring is continuous and many
decisions are made, the alarm threshold must be higher than for the single-interval test
(described in the preceding paragraph) to achieve the same statistical-alarm probability.
However, the moving-average method obtains greater sensitivity because it measures
the most intense part of the signal.
,,
A simple stepwise method (Ref. 7) shortens measurement periods in monitors that
require the occupant to wait until a measurement is completed. An extended monitoring
period achieves higher detection sensitivity without an increased statistical-alarm
frequency. The waiting time can be shortened by subdividing the measurement period
into steps where intermediate decisions are made. The full period is needed only when
all intermediate decisions call for an alarm: Otherwise, monitoring is completed after the
first step that does not call for an alarm. Each intermediate alarin threshold has the same
source detection sensitivity as the full measurement period but has a higher statistiealalarm probability. Figure 19.10 illustrates the technique; all but about 2.3% of the
vehicles not carrying radioactive material will depart after the first interval, which has a
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alarm threshold. Those that are detained are measured for one
or more additional periods and the results are added to the first result and reanalyzed at
successively higher alarm thresholds. If alarms persist the final measurement and final
decision are made as if no intermediate decisions had been made.
Work performed by Wald (Ref 8) during the 1940s developed a sequential hypothesis
test to reduce quality control measurement time in manufacturing. The sequential
hypothesis test also shortens the measurement time in radiation monitoring (Ref 9).
This method uses a sequence of short measurements, each followed by a hypothesis test.
The outcome of each testis one of three possible decisions the accumulated measurements represent background, the measurements require an alarm, or the measurements
must continue before a decision can be made. If one of the first two possible decisions is
not reached quickly enough, a final decision is made by some other method.
In discussing applications of this method, Ref. 9 reports an average measurement
period that is 22% as long as that required by the single-interval method, with no
increase in statistical-alarm frequency. Monitoring is also rapid when a nuclear-material
signal is present unless the radiation intensity is very near the alarm threshold. In that
case the sequential hypothesis test requires as much time as the single-interval method.
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19.4.4 Long-Term Monitoring
Long-term monitoring is a novel technique that achieves high sensitivity through
repeated measurements applied in conjunction with, but independent OL other standard
techniques (Ref. 10). The method can detect repeated instances of contamination
or
diversion of nuclear material in quantities too small to detect in normal monitoring.
One application of the method sums the net monitoring results for pedestrians entering
an area and compares this sum to the sum for pedestrians leaving the area. Any
difference between the two may signify contamination or diversion of nuclear material.
The long-term monitoring method calculates the net signal during occupancy by
subtracting from each measurement an average background determined before and after
the measurement. Although individual measurements are imprecise, the average net
signal for hundreds of passages is quite precise. In fact, this method provides the most
precise measurement of the average background radiation attenuation by monitor
occupants.
In addition to being able to average monitoring results for large, populations, the
method can require identification of each occupant so that data for each individual can
be recorded. Then analysis of long-term averages of the incoming and outgoing
measurements for an individual can identify cases of repeated cpntarnination
or
diversion of small quantities of nuclear material. For cases where each: outgoing passage
involves contamination or diversion and each incoming passage does not, the Ion’g-term
monitoring method is ten times more sensitive than other methods.

19.5 RADIATION

DETECTORS

Perimeter monitors use a different type of radiation detector depending on whether
they are designed to detect contamination or diverted nuclear material. Gas proportional counters are most appropriate for detecting the radiation from contamination,
and scintillators are most appropriate for detecting the penetrating radiation from
diverted material. The general properties of gas proportional counters and inorganic
scintillators are discussed in Chapter 3; organic scintillators, which are widely applied to
perimeter divemion monitoring, are discussed in this section along with gas-flow
proportional counters for perimeter contamination
monitoring. These inexpensive,
large-area detectors are well adapted to the requirements of perimeter monitoring.

19.5.1

Plastic Scintillators

Plastic scintillation detectors are solid organic scintillators that contain fluorescent
compounds dissolved in a solidified polymer solute (Ref 11). These materials have low
density and low atomic number so they lack strong photoelectric absorption. They
detect gamma rays by detecting Compton recoil electrons, and they detect neutrons by
detecting recoil protons. These detectors do not display full-energy peaks; they display a
continuous spectrum from the Compton edge down to zero energy. Although organic
scintillators are poor energy spectrometers and have low intrinsic detection efficiency,

—
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they make excellent large-area, low-cost radiation counters. Their low cost results from
the use of inexpensive materials and simple packaging; Nal(Tl) crystals, on the other
hand, are expensive to grow and to protect from moisture and thermal shock.
The large size of plastic scintillators gives them good total detection et%ciency even
though their intrinsic efficiency is low. Total ef%ciency is the product of a detector’s
intrinsic efficiency and the fraction of emitted photons that strike the detector. The latter
factor depends on the size of the detector. The large detector size also provides more
uniform monitoring than would an array of small detectors.
Plastic scintillation detectors do have some shortcomings. They produce only about
10% as much light as NaI(Tl) detectors, and their large size makes uniform light
collection difllcult. Uniform light collection is important to minimize the spread in
pulse heights resulting from detection of radiation in different parts of a detector.
Reference 12 describes methods for obtaining total internal, reflection of scintillation
light and for making a large detector’s response homogeneous. Low light production is
compensated for by using bialkali cathode photomultipliers
that provide good signal
amplification with low photocathode dark current and noise.
Low photomultipl~er noise is important in organic scintillators because the Compton
pulse-height spectru~ extends down to zero pulse height. Noise sets a practical limit to
the pulse amplitude that can be detected; this bias level limits the intrinsic detection
eftlciency. The,bias level influences detection efficiency over a broad range of incident
ghmm?-ray energy as illustrated in Figure 19.11. Bialkali photocathodes can operate
near the 0.045-V bias level at room temperature.
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Fig.19.11 Low bias voitageis essential to good intrinsicdetection
eflciency in organic scintiilators. The data ilhistrated
here were taken with a detector that yielded 2- Vpulse
height for incident 662-keVgamma rays.
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19.5.2 Gas-Flow Detectors
An inexpensive form of gas proportional counter is the very large area gas-flow
proportional counter. Very thin detector windows (100 yg/cm2) transmit the low-energy
radiation emitted by surface contamination into the detector interior, which is a thin,
large-surface-area cavity. An argon-methane mixture slowly flows through the cavity
and then is burned or recirculated with a small quantity of new gas. Argon is the
counting gas, and methane lowers the operating voltage and quenches discharges
between counter electrodes. Discharges caused by contaminants in the counting gas or
by secondary emission from metallic counter parts cause electronic noise. The flat-slab
geometry has a nonuniform electric field and gain so the instrument serves as a counter
rather than an energy spectrometer. Although the very large gas-flow proportional
counter is a noisy detector, its good low-energy response and low cost make it attractive
for contamination
monitoring where measurements can be repeated freely without
significant penalty.

19.6

PERIMETER MONITOR, COMPONENTS
,:

The perimeter radiation monitor shown in Figure 19.1 monitors pedestrians, and that
shown in Figure 19.12 monitors motor ve~iclesl Each monitor has similar components
(Figure 19. 13). The detectors sense radiati~n an~.transrnit information to the monitor’s
control unit, which provides power, signalfcondit16ning,~and signal analysis. The control
unit usually has an occupancy :ensor io fleterinine wh~h td measure background and
indicator lamps and sounders to ann&nce alarms.
~
:
19.6.1 Components

and Their Frictions
,,

The components and functions of a radiation monitor are described below
(1) Detecto~ Detect radiation from a particular region of space, usually the region
‘1
between two or more detectors.
(2) Signal Conditioning Electronics: T&sforrn
the detected radiation charge pulses
into voltage pulses that can be transnii~ted ‘to an’other device for andlysis.
(3) Single-Channel Analyzer (SCA)~;Select the pulses in a desired energy region. The
‘,
output is a standard logic pulse.
~
(4) Control Uni& Count tlie SCA logic pulses. Use the result to’derive alarm levels or
monitoring measurements.
Test background measurements
against high- and lowbackground thresholds to detect m?lfunption.’ Display each new background result.
Compare monitoring measurements, to the alarm th~eshold (section 19.4). Use the
occupancy sensor to determine when, to: measure background and when to monitor.
Assist with monitor calibration.
(5) Occupancy Sensor: Sense the presence of a person or vehicle and, if important, the
direction of travel.
(6) Output Device: Communicate monitoring results by visual signals (flashing lights)
and audible signals (chirps).
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(7) Power Supplies Convert line power to the direct-current voltages needed to
operate the detectors and electronics.
Some of these devices and functions are discussed below in more detail.

19.6.2 Signal Electronics
Noise is present in any detection system and some of it can be eliminated by
combining two voltage-level discriminators
to form an SCA. An SCA acceptance
window that is limited to a particular band of energies can optimize the performance ofa
radiation monitor. For example, because the intense part of the gamma-ray spectrum of
highly enriched uranium lies in a narrow energy region, an acceptance window limited to
that gamma-ray energy region gives the best detection sensitivity for uranium, even
when such poor spectrometers as organic scintillators are used.

Fig.19.12 The components of this vehicle monitor carry out the same
basicfunctions as a pedestrian monitor. (A4anufacturedby
Jomar Systems, Inc., Los Alamos New Mexico.)
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Fig.19.13 The basic components ofa perimeter radiation monitor. The
monitor must detect radiation, sense thepresence o~an
occupant (with the switch mat), make decisions, and announce the result.

Table 19-1 gives an example of how uranium detection sensitivity varies with the size
of the acceptance window. The figure of merit in the table, S divided by the square root
of B, relates the net signal S in a particular window to the standard deviation of the
background in the same window. The greater the figure of merit, the easier it is to detect
a uranium source and the lower is the minimum detectable quantity. For the values
shown in the table, source detection was improved by about 50% with an optimum SCA
window.
Scalers count the SCA logic pulses during a measurement period. Most sealers have
counting intervals that match the average time that signals are present in a monitor. At
the end of each counting interval, the scaler transfers its sum to the decision logic. When
the monitor is unoccupied, many such sums are averaged to obtain a precise background
value. During monitoring, each sum is compared to the alarm threshold.
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Table 19-1. Figures of merit and detected mass for three SCA
Windowsa
SCA Window
(v)

Energy Window
(keV)

0.3-0.85
0.21-1.5
0.3-7.0

70-215
46-385
70-1735

aSource, spherical masses background,

s/p

235U Mass
Detected
(EJ

7.87
6.93
6.0

10
12.2
15.2

21 ~R/h.

19.6.3 Power Supplies
High voltage for detectors is provided by a regulated electronic circuit that maintains
an essentially constant output voltage. To use a single power supply for multiple
scintillation detectors, each photomultiplier voltage-divider circuit is provided with a
series potentiometer to adjust its gain”.
Monitors using NIM electronic modules for amplifier, SCA, and high-voltage power
supplies use low-voltage power from the NIM bin. Where microprocessor electronics are
used, low-voltage power supplies can operate from trickle-charged batteries. This feature
makes the monitor’s controller insensitive to short-term power failure. Without back-up
power, a monitor must restart after each power loss with some operating delay.
Some kind of back-up line power should be provided for the entire monitor in case of
long-term power failure. This requirement is often met by facility back-up powe~ if not,
it can be provided temporarily by commercial power units. In other cases, hand
monitoring suffkes as a back up during power outage.

19.6.4 Diagnostic

Tests

Simple diagnostic tests can identify faults in radiation monitors as soon as they occur.
The tests may be performed by separate modules or incorporated in the program of a
microprocessor control unit. Background tests simply compare the measured background to high and low thresholds. A malfunctioning monitor may have a high or low
background because of an inoperative or noisy detector. Inadvertent shielding of the
detector or storage of radioactive material near the monitor will also be detected by a
background, test.To detect such anomalies as they occur, each new background value is
usually checked and, if necessary, flagged by an audible or visual alarm.
More complex diagnostic techniques examine the monitor’s counting statistics to
determine if the counts originate from radiation detection or noise. Reference 13
describes a long-term analysis method that can diaghose noise even in the presence of
sources or varying background intensity.
Variance analysis is suitable for short- or long-term analysis and is also used for
detector calibration (Ref. 14). This technique calculates the mean and variance of a
group of counts. If these quantities are nearly identical, the variance analysis test quickly
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establishes that the detectors are operating properly. Noise can be detected in a single
measurement set, and minor noise problems that may influence nuisance-alarm frequency can be detected by averaging the results for many sets.

19.7 MONITOR CALIBRATION
Improper calibration is a common cause of problems such as frequent nuisance
alarms and lack of sensitivity. Calibration involves adjusting the detector gains so they
all provide the same response to a calibration source and then adjusting the SCA to
respond to radiation in the desired energy region. Gas counters require little calibration
but scintillation detectors must be calibrated periodically.
19.7.1 Scintillation Detector Calibration
Calibrating a scintillation detector begins by setting the photomultiplier high voltage
to a chosen value, typically 1000 V, and continues by adjusting each detector’s gain
potentiometer to obtain the same pulse-height response for a test source (for example, a
5-~Ci 137CSsource). The source is placed in the same way next to each detector and the
pulse height is observed at the amplifier output with an oscilloscope. Next, the amplifier
gain is adjusted to give the desired pulse amplitud~ pulse heights between 2- and 4-V are
commonly used for ‘37CS.

19.7.2 Single-Channel

Analyzer

Calibration

Both upper- and lower-level discriminators
must be adjusted to form the SCA
window. The upper-level discriminator can first be set to a desired value from Table
19-2 by using an oscilloscope. For monitoring plutonium, an upper level of 450 keV is
appropriate for highly enriched uranium, 220 keV.
The lower-level discriminator can be set in the same fashion to 60 keV; however,
lower settings that are still above the noise may improve performance. One way to set
lower values is’ to adjust the discriminator while making source-in and source-out
intensity measurements until a maximum value of the figure of merit S/@ is achieved

Table 19-2. Gamma-ray
scintillatorsa

pulse heights in NaI(Tl) and plastic

Gamma-Ray
Energy (keV)

NaI(Tl) Detector
Pulse Height (V)

Plastic Detector
Maximum Pulse Height (V)

662
450
220
60

2
1.36
0.66
0.18

2
1.20
0.42
0.05

aDetectors calibrated to 2-V puke height for 662-keV gamma ray.

,.—
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(Section 19.6.2). This slow procedure can be replaced by a variance analysis technique
for much quicker results. The discriminator is decreased to the point where the variance
analyzer just indicates noise, then it is raised slightly to the point where noise is no longer
indicated.

19.7.3 Periodic
A daily testis
a low-intensity
calibration are
quarterly basis.
15.

19.8

Calibration

Checks

important to determine whether the monitor is functioning properly. If
source ( 1 pCi of 133Ba) is used for the daily test, both operation and
verified. A more thorough test with nuclear material is performed on a
Additional information on monitor calibration is available in Reference

MONITOR EVALUATION

METHODS

Laboratory evaluation can verify a monitor’s ability to detect radioactive material
reliably and can reveal shortcomings in design. Summaries of evaluations have been
published for pedestrian nuclear-material
monitors (Ref. 16), for vehicle nuclearmaterial monitors (Ref. 7), and for contamination monitors (Ref 3). These evaluations
were carried out with monitors that were operated for long periods without recalibration
while their statistical-alarm frequency and detection sensitivity were determined.
Statistical-alarm frequency and sensitivity are interdependent, and determining one
has little meaning without determining the other. Statistical-alarm testing requires
recording alarms in a constant background environment over a long enough period to
observe 105 or more decisions. A timing switch is used to operate the monitor
periodically, and the background is updated between monitoring periods. The
statistical-alarm probability is obtained by dividing the observed number of alarms by
the total number of monitoring tests pefformed. The statistical-alarm probability per
passage of an occupant is then the product of statistical alarms per test and the average
number of tests per passage. This type of testing ignores background reduction, by an
occupant, a factor that may overestimate the statistical-alarm frequency in normal
operation.
Monitor sensitivity can be determined byobserving the probability for a monitor to
detect the passage of nuclear material or contamination test sources. The background
intensity and the method of passing the test source through the monitor must be
regulated, as well as other factors that affect performance. Because there is always some
spatial variation in detector et%ciency, testing should be done in the least sensitive part
of the monitor for example, at shoe level in a pedestrian monitor. The test source should
be earned through the monitor by different individuals using their usual manner of
walking. For a general discussion of monitor testing, see Ref. 17.
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19.9 EXAMPLES OF PERIMETER MONITORS
19.9.1 Hand-Held

Perimeter

Monitors

Hand-held contamination monitors usually measure the dose rate for a single type of
radiation, although some multipurpose instruments use filters or more than one t~ of
detector to sense different types of radiation. Contamination
monitors are simple,
inexpensive, analog devices that are operated sporadically and are usually powered by
batteries. Three contamination
monitors are shown in Figure 19.14. Two of them
monitor gamma radiation: the one at the left uses a NaI(Tl) detector and the one at the
right uses a large-area Geiger-Mueller counter. The monitor at the center is a prototype,
multipurpose instrument having detectors for four types of radiation including neutrons. This instrument (Ref. 18) addresses a need for a versatile monitor h,avmg standard
field-maintenance and calibration procedures. The sensitivity of hand-held contamination monitors varies a great deal; most sense radiation intensities adove 0.1 pR/h,
although NaI(Tl) monitors can operate at the natural background intensity of a few
pR/h.
The three hand-held nuclear-material monitors shown in Figure 19.1$ have scintillation detectors and battery operated electronics; two use NaI(T 1) detectors, and the one
at the left uses a plastic scintillator. The instruments usually have rechargeable batteries
and are operated continuously to monitor pedestrians and vehicles. Each monitor
sounds an audible signal when it senses a significantly increased radiation intensity.
Besides their use as perimeter monitors, these highly sensitive gamma-ray detecting
instruments can be used as area radiation monitors or as survey monitors for salvaged

Fig.19.14 Threedifferenthand-heldcontamination monitors. From Ie@:a NaI(Tl) gammaray survey meter, a multipurposemonitor withfour detector types, and a GeigerMueliersurface-contaminationmonitor. (Leji- and right-handunits manufactured by TechnicalAssociates, Canoga Park, California.)
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Fig.19.15 Threehand-heldnuclearmaterial monitors that automatically detect significant
intensity increases above background. (L.@ and center units manufactured by TSA
Systems, Inc., Boulder, Colorado. Right-hand unit manufactured by CMS, Inc.,
Goleta, Calt~ornia,)

equipment. They sense radiation intensities of a few LR/h and can detect about 0.5 yCi
of 137CSin a rapid but careful search (Ref. 19). They can detect a few grams of highly
enriched uranium or a fraction of a gram of Iow-burnup plutonium under worst-case
conditions. (Worst-ease conditions are 25-pR/h background intensity and maximum
self-absorption in the nuclear material.) Better performance will always be obtained
under routine circumstances. Frequent statistical alarms, one or two per minute, are
easily tolerated in these instruments, because alarms in a specific area locate the
radioactive material. Occasional alarms that tare nol repeated in the same area do not
detract from monitoring effectiveness b&c~use they verify that the instrument is
;l~
,.,
operating.
, ,, i,
;,’
f’
19.9.2,

Automatic

Pedestrian’

Monito~
,’

Automatic contamination monitors for u,s~ ~ith pedestrians are commercially available as traditional walk-through portals with gas-flow proportional counters that detect
quantities below 1 pCi of 137CS and as higti-sensitivity wait-in monitors that detect
quantities below 100 nCi of fission or activqtic@ products. Figure 19.3 illustrates a portal
that achieves high sensitivity by requiring pedestrians to place their body surfaces
against the proportional counters. The proximity between body surface and detector and
an extended monitoring period both help to achieve high sensitivity.

.————
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Nuclear material walk-through monitors (Figure 19. 1) can detect less than 10 g of
highly enriched uranium and less than 0.3 g of low-bumup plutonium under worst-case
operating circumstances. The typical statistical-alarm frequency is 1 per 4000 passages.
19.9.3 Automatic Vehicle Monitors
Automatic contamination monitors for use with vehicles are rare because the interior
sutiaces of a vehicle usually must be monitored closely. An exception is the roadbed
monitor shown in Figure 19.16 that has a detector positioned below the vehicles to sense
activated accelerator target material that may be transported from a facility. This Los
Alamos monitor alarms at about twice background intensity. It provided the first
evidence of contaminated Mexican steel introduced into the United States in 1983.
Automatic vehicle monitors for nuclear material range from simple drive-through
portals as shown in Figure 19.17 to the complex station shown in Figure 19.12. Except
for detector spacing, vehicle portals are similar to pedestrian portals. Moving-vehicle
portals detect intensity increases of about 15% above background; for worst-case
conditions, they can detect less than 10 g of low-burnup plutonium with less than 1
statistical alarm per 4000 passages under worst-case conditions.
Vehicles wait in the monitoring station shown in Figure 19.12 for a minute or less.
The detectors are located in small groups above and below the vehicle, and each detector
group is treated as a separate monitor with its own signal-conditioning and decisionlogic electronics. The long monitoring time and the proximity of a detector group to the

Fig.19.16 This vehiclemonitor checksfor activated material leavingan acceleratorf~ility.
Its undergrounddetector triggersan alarm andphotographs the vehiclewhenit
sensesa doublingof radiation intensity.
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Fig.19.17 The nuclear-materialportal monitor tests vehicles passing slowly (8 km/h) through
the detector columns.

area being monitored lead to high sensitivity; the alarm threshold is about 5% above
background to detect nuclear material quantities similar to those detected in pedestrian
monitors.

19.9.4

Monitor

Performance

Summary

Tables 19-3 (Ref. 15) and 19-4 (Ref. 20) summarize the range of performance obtained
in different nuclear material monitom. Table 19-3 lists mass detection categories for
walk-through pedestrian monitors under worst-case conditions (defined in footnote a
and Section 19.9. 1) and at a statistical-alarm frequency of 1 per’ 4000 passages. The
masses that can be detected are given for four performance categories, each of which
requires particular combinations
of detectors, portal spacing, and detection logic
complexity.
The four performance categories in Table 19-3 are based on regulatory goals for
detecting specified amounts of nuclear material. Category I requires the det&tion of 1 g
of low-burnup plutonium at 25 pR/h background intensity. This goal can be met with
small detectors, portal spacings of 80 cm or more, and simple” deteetion m’ethods.
Category II requires the detection of 10 g of highly enriched uranium,’ and Categories 111
and IV require petiormance better than present regulatory goals. Categories II through
IV all require large detectors, portal spacings of 80 cm or less, and advanced detection
algorithms. Note that the detection of smaller masses of nuclear material entails the
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Table 19-3. Mass detection categories of walk-through
material monitors (Ref. 15)a
Category
I

II
111
Iv

Description

Uranium

Standard plutonium
Standard uranium
Improved sensitivity
High sensitivity

nuclear

Plutonium’(g)

64
10
3
1

1
0.29
0.08
0.03

aTest conditions are 25 ~R/h background intensity, standard
metallic test source attached below an interior ankle of an
individual walking at his normal speed, and pace adjusted to
$wing the source through the monitor. Test results must give
95% confidence that the probability of detection is 50% or
greater at a statistical-alarm rate of 1/4000 passages or better.
bHighly enriched uranium.
cLow-burnup
plutonium
freshly separated from daughter
products, or shielded with 0.4-to O.S-mm-thick cadmium.

Table 19-4. Worst-case mass detection sensitivity in nuclear
material vehicle monitors (Ref 20)
Minimum
Vehicle Monitor
Type
Hand-held
Vehicle portal
Monitoring station

Detected Massa

Low-Bumup
Plutonium (g)

HEU
(g)

StatisticalAlarm Rateb

3-9

100-300

10
0.3

1000
40

1/100
1/4000

3/1000

aUnder worse-case conditions in a 1-ton van that is stationary except in the 5-m-wide portal where it travels at
8 km/h. Background intensity is 20 yR/h, and shielding by
vehicle structures is highly significant. Detection implies a
detection probability of 50% or greater. Better performance
is obtained under routine circumstances.
bStatistical rates are for an empty monitor.

detection of smaller signals. Hence, the higher categories are more sensitive to processrelated background variations. Category III and IV monitors are only appropriate when
the background is relatively constant.
Table 19-4 summarizes mass detection sensitivities for different types of vehicle
monitors. These performance estimates are also for worst-case conditions (defined in
footnote a and Section 19.9.1).
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Attribute and Semiquantitative
Measurements
N. Ensslin and H. A. Smitb,Jr.

20.1

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear material measurements are usually quantitative assays where the measurement goal is to fix a numerical value on the amount of nuclear material present. The
assays are pefiormed with the highest accuracy and precision possible, and prior
knowledge about the samples may be extensive. There are however a number of
measurement challenges that can be met with more qualitative information on samples
about which prior knowledge may vary widely. Some examples follow.
● characterization
of unlabeled or mislabeled samples
. go/no-go determination of nuclear material content for recovery, burial, transport,
or criticality safety
● mpid inventory
verification to check consistency of declared values
o confirmation of shipper values by the receiver
. ]o~tion of nuclear material ho]dup
● process monitoring
● ~ntro]
of material movement.
Most of these tasks can be accomplished with qualitative or semiquantitative measurements that are rapid enough to save time, money, and personnel exposure.
Nondestructive
assay techniques are well suited to these types of measurements
because they are usually fast, nonintmsive, and capable of measuring the package as a
whole. If the nondestructive measurement is careful and ayurate~ it may be considered a
material ussay. If the measurement is completely qualitative and only determines some
signature, fingerprint, quality, or characteristic of the material, it maybe considered an
attribute measurement. Between the% extremes are semiquantitative
measurements
such as waste characterization,
monitoring of material movement, rapid inventory
verification, and identification and measurement of ma~rial holdup. These semiquantitative measurements are often very important to the day-today operation of nuclear
fuel~cle facilities.
Section 20.2 summarizes nuclear material attributes and how they can be measured.
The remainder of the chapter discusses semiquantitative
measurements
of waste
(Section 20.3), confirmatory measurements for inventory verification and shipping
(Section 20.4), and holdup measurements (Sections 20.5 and 20.6). These semiquantitative measurements are more than attribute measbments
but less than full quantitative assays. For discussions of two other measurement problems that fall into the
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see Chapter 18 on irradiated fbel assay and

20.2 MEASUREMENT OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL ATTRIBUTES
The most fundamental task in measuring nuclear material attributes is simply to
identifi the presence or absence of nuclear material in a sample. In this regard the term
“nuclear material” refers to all forms and combinations of uranium and plutonium, to
radioactive sources, and to americium, thorium, and other radioactive elements. The
primary radiation attributes (regardless of material type)
. . are listed below
alpha radiation
beta radiation
gamma radiation
infrared radiation (heat)
total neutron radiation
coincident neutron radiation
high fission cross section for thermal neutrons (yielding prompt and delayed
gamma rays and neutrons).
(Information on the radiation emission rates of these attributes is summarized in
Chapters 1,11, and 21 and in Refs. 1 and 2.)
Nuclear material in elemental form is also very dense and strongly attenuates gamma
radiation. A further attribute of uranium and plutonium is the discontinuities in their xray absorption cross S13CdOII
at the K- and L1ll-absorption edges (Chapter 9). Of all the
attributes listed above, only the gamma-ray transmissions at the absorption edges
provide a unique identification. In practice, however, the fis,sile character of uranium
and plutonium is essentially unique, since fissile isotopes of other elements would not be
expected in fiel-cycle facilities. Gamma-ray spectroscopy also provides an unambiguous identification, especially if the spectra are measured with high resolution.
Although the other attributes mentioned are necessary fatures of nuclear material, they
are not sufficient for unique identification.
In a full-fledged nuclear material assay, almost ail of the attributes cited above are
measured at one time or another. A simple way to view attributes measurements is to
regard them as incomplete assays. The &ta are ,tiken in the same ,way as for complete
assays but the measurements are made more quic~y, with less precision, and often
without any use of the absolute calibration of the instrument. Even semlquantitative
confirmatory or verification measurements may involve only a determination of the
relative magnitude of the attribute responses from sample to sample. Table 20-1
summarizes the measurement instruments that ~e cornrno,nly available in nuclear
facilities and the attributes they can reveal. Some active assay instfiments are included
for completeness.
Attribute measurements can be a very effkctive tool for characterizing verifying, or
monitoring nuclear material. Measured one at a time, nuclear material attributes
provide simple answers to inventory questions. Measured in combination, they can
provide very reliable or even unique information tith a minimum ‘of effort.
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and the attributes they reveal

Instrument

Attribute

Visual inspection
Scales
Alpha counter
Geiger counter
Gamma spectrometer
Radiograph
Densitometer
Calorimeter

packaging history, color
density
presence of alpha particles, contamination
gross beta/gamma activity presence of U, Pu, or Am
gamma-ray spectrum; U, Pu signaturq enrichmen~ bumup
density, distribution, shape
density x-ray absorption edge$ U, Pu signature
heat outpuu presence of high alpha activit~ warmth
implies. Pu, Am
neutron emission; presence of spontaneous fissions or
(qn) reactions
spontaneous or induced tission$ presence of Pu or
Cf likely,
induced fission~ presence of U or Pu likely
‘

Passive total
neutron counter
Passive neutron
coincidence counter
Active neutron
coincidence counter
Californiurn shuffler
Fuel-rod scanner

weight,

delayed
or Pu
delayed
or Pu

20.3 QUANTITATIVE

neutrons from induced fission~ presence of U
likely
neutrons or gamma rays presence of U
likely

SCREENING OF WASTE

20.3.1 Purpose
Nuclear fuel-cycle facilities oflen generate large quantities of waste that is only slightly
contaminated or that is assumed to be contaminated because of its proximity to other
materials. This type of waste is usually packaged in 55-gal. drums or larger containers
and sent to retrievable storage in shallow burial sites. To minimize the volume of waste
that will ultimately have to be retrieved, it is important to determine the level of
radioactivity in the waste at the point of generation. Current regulations permit burial of
waste in nonretrievable storage if the level of radioactivity is below 100 nCi/g of waste.
(The average level of radioactivity in US soil is about 10 nCi/g. Until recently, the cutoff
for permanent burial was set at this limit.) The purpose ,of nondestructive screening of
low-level waste is to supplement or replace administrative controls for waste sorting at
the 100-nCi/g level. Present experience suggests that the volume of nonretrievable waste
can then be reduced by a factor of 10 or more.
Nondestructive measurement of low-level waste is difficult because the containers
used are large [ranging from 2-cu-ft boxes (57 L) to 55-gal. drums (208 L) to 4- by 4 by 7tl crates (3300 L)] and the quantities of nuclear material involved are small. A radiation
level of 100 nCi/g is equivalent to about 160 mg of 239Pu, 1 g of 233U, or 4.4 kg of 235U in
100 kg of waste. Because of the large container sizes and the low level of radioactivity,
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nondestructive measurements emphasize sensitivity rather than accuracy. The measurement goal is ofien 1-to 10-nCi/g sensitivity and A20% accuracy. This level of accuracy is
considered suffkient for waste screening with the proviso that large systematic underestimation
must be avoided so that significant quantities of recoverable nuclear
material are not lost and so that the actual quantity of buried nuclear material does not
exceed criticality safety guidelines.

20.3.2

Gamma-Ray

and Neutron

Sensitivities

Table 20-2 summarizes the approximate detectability limits of nondestructive assay
techniques for 235U and plutonium (10% 2%,
90% 239Pu) (Refs. 3 through 5). The
detectability limits are given for 1000-s measurements with the signal being three
standard deviations above background (99% confidence level). The detectability limit is
a function of the detector response per gram of nuclear material and of the ambient
background (as given by Equations 15-7 and 15-8 in Chapter 15). The limits quoted in
Table 20-2 are based on reasonable estimates for background contributions.
The
detectability limit is also a function of the detector size and effkiency. The limits in
Table 20-2 are measured or extrapolated values for detectors that can a~ommodate
55gal. drums for cases where no lead shielding is required to reduce the gamma-ray
background from fission products in the waste.
In general, passive gamma-ray counting by segmented scanning is not quite sensitive
enough to screen waste at the 100-nCi/g level. For contamination
levels above 1 g,
segmented gamma-ray scanning is the most reliable technique for quantitative measurements of 235U and 239Pu up to the limit of penetrability of the 186- and 41 4-keV gamma
rays. For 57-L cardboard boxes containing waste with an average density of 0.1 g/cm3,
passive counting of L x rays has a demonstrated sensitivity of less than 1 nCi/g (Ref. 6).
Although passive gamma-ray measurements of nuclear waste are usually biased low
because of gamma-ray self-attenuation,
passive neutron measurements
are usually

Table 20-2. Nuclear waste detectability limits’ (Refs. 3 through 5)
Nondestructive

Assay Technique

Passive gamma-ray counting
Passive thermal neutron counting
Passive thermal neutron coincidence counting
Passive fast neutron coincidence counting
Active thermal neutron coincidence counting
Active fast neutron coincidence counting
Photoneutron interrogation (3 X 1,08n~s)
Delayed neutron counting (2 X 109 n/s source)
Differential die-away neutron counting

Efficiency
(%)

1
15
15
25
15
25
0.25
15
14

235u

(lo%~~Pu)

100 mg
N/A

100 mg
18mg

N/A
N/A

6 mg
300 mg
35 g
130 mg
6 mg
14 mg
1 mg

10 g
70 mg
8 mg
6 mg
1 mg

a1000-s counting
time,
signal 3C above background; no fission-product
gamma-ray shielding nuclear matetial in oxide form.
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biased high because of additional neutrons from (%n) reactions. Examples of (a@)reaction effiwtsare given in Section 15.5.1.Active neutron techniques are not subject to
the effkctsof passive backgrounds ifthe interrogation source is strong enough. However,
active techniques can be strongly biased either high or low depending on the effects of
matrix moderation and absorption on the incoming and outgoing neutrons. For a given
waste-screening application, the choice of measurement technique should be made on
the basis of cost simplicity, sensitivity, and penetrability.

20.4 CONFIRMATORY

MEASUREMENTS

20.4.1 Purpose
Thetransfer and storage of unirradiated nuclear materials is a frequent and large-scale
activity at many NRC and DQE facilities. Many safeguards issues arise during the
process of shipping, receiving and invento~ verification. Measurements can help to
confirm that (a) material has not been diverted in transit, (b) the item identitlcation is
correct, (c) there is no undue radiation hazard to worker$ and (d) inven~ory records are
credible. Such confirmatory measurements may be simpler than measurements made
for a~ountability purposes. For example, they requike less time and less unpacking or
repackaging of matixial. They also maybe more versatile. However, in general, they are
less accurate. Confirmatory measurements determine such attributes as weight, gammaray spectrum, total neutron radiation, and enrichment that—taken as a whole—are very
difficult to imitate.
When nuclear material is transferred from one facility to another, present regulations
require that de receiver verifi the piece count identification, and gross weight of the
items in the shipment. Normally the receiver should petiorrn accountability measurements on the items within 10calendar days. In practice, however, this is often difficult to
achieve because of(a) limitations in the availability of personnel and nondestructive
assay equipment, (b) the length of time required for performing chemical &lysis and
transferring shipments into and out of storage vaults, and (c) the radiation exposure to
perscinnelduring packing and unpacking. Also, ditliculty in measuring dml&ely small
number of scrap materials can delay closing the material balance on the shi~rnent. One
deguards approach to alleviati~’ these problems is to make con~atoiy
measurements at botli the shipping facility and the receiving facility with simdar or identical
instruments (Ref. 7). Such measurements can confirm that ththe tire no missingj
incorrect or Ii&us’items in the shipment.
When nucl&ar material is stored at a facility, present regulations iequire periodic
inventory of the entire facility and its storage vault. Confirmatory measurements made
during that time on a random sample of the inventory can help identifi mislabeled items
and increase the credibility of the inventory process (Ref. 8).
20.4.2

Nondestructive

Assay Options

Nondestructive assay techniques are well suited for confirmatory measurements
because of their speed and their ability to measure an entire item. In some cases, it is also
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possible to measure the shipping container itself, although with some loss of precision
and accuracy. Options based on nondestructive assay of plutonium or uranium radiation attribu@s are summarized in this section.
For most plutonium samples, a combination of calorimetry and gamma-ray spectroscopy provides the best available accuracy 0.5 to 2% for homogeneous materials.
However, this instrumentation is usually reserved for’ accountability measurements
because of its relatively high cost, complexity, and low throughput. Passive gamma-ray
counting of the 414keV 239Pu peak in either a far-field geometry or by segmented
scanning is a simpler option for materials of low density. However, most plutoniumbearing materials that are attractive for diversion are too dense for gamma-ray counting
and are best measured by passive neutron counting. The technique is relatively simple,
and can sometimes be applied to 30- or 55-gal. shipping drums without unpacking their
contents. The neutron well counter should have uniform efficiency over the volume of
the sample. $lso, the electronics deadtime should be small and well known so that count
ratios can be determined accurately.
Confirmatory neutron measurements of plutonium can be based on total or coincident counting, but coincident counting is a more specific attribute. Counting times are in
the range of 100 to 1,000s. Typical accuracies for quick confirmatory measurements are
1 to 10% for well-qharacte~zed materials, 25% for impure scrap, and 50% for heterogeneous materials ,with high (q,n) rates (Ref. 8). However, the repeatability of raw
measurement results is approximately 1%. It wcydd be very ditllcult technically to
construct a bogus item: with the same weight, total neutron count rate, and coincident
neutron count rate as a real item. This is also true for heterogeneous materials with high
alpha decay rates where the assay accuracy is poor but the neutron attribute measurement is quite precise.
For passive neutron measurements of plutonium, the following guidelines show how
the observed countrates are related to specific material attribute
(1) The total neutron count rate is proportional to fertile content but also depends on
the (%n) reaction rate. If~e fertile content can be detenqined tlom the coincident count
rate, then any “excess” total count rate can be attributed to chemical compounds or
impurities.
(2) The neutron coincidence rate is proportional to fertile content, but may be
enhanced by induced fissions.
,(3) The coincidence/totals @io is a function of ~mple self-multiplication and,
indirectly, fissile content. For heterogeneous plutonium scrap with very strong a,n)
reactions, the coincidence/to~ls ratio may pro-de the ,&st possible measure of 2\ ~
content, perhaps within 10%,If an iterative correction for 2aPu content is made (Ref 9).
(4) The differen~ in coincident neutron response with and without a cadmium liner
in the well counter, divic@dby total neutron response, is,a measure of fissile content
(Section 17.3.3 an$,Ref. 10).,
Confirmatory measurements of uranium are more difficult than those of plutonium.
The alpha-particle emission rates are not high enough to permit heat production
measurements. Enrichment measurements are possible, with the 186-keV gamma ray,
but they sample only the surface of the material and require a well-collimated geometry
outside of the shipping’drum. Far-field gamma-ray measurements can be used for lowdensity materials. They’have also been used to confirm fiighdensity materials to within
a factor of 2 (Ref. 8).
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The measurement of bulk uranium samples requires the use of active neutron
systems, with the simplest being the Active Well Coincidence Counter (AWCC) (Section
17.3.1).In the thermal mode the AWCC is appropriate for samples containing born 5 to
100 g of 235U.In the fast mode the instrument is limited to samples containing 50 g of
235Uor more, even for 1000-scounting times, because of the high accidental coincidence
background of the interrogation sources. Good coupling must be maintained between
the sources and the uranium, which usually requires the use of small containers. Thus,
active coincidence counting of uranium is not as versatile or as easy to apply as passive
coincidence counting of plutonium.
Two specific applications of active neutron counting of uranium are summarized
below
(1) Mixed uranium/plutonium samples The passive coincidence response is proportional to 2WPUbut may be enhanced by induced fission in 23SU.Correction for aelfmultiplication can compensate for induced fission but will not provide a direct measure
of 235Ucontent. Determination of 235Uor 239Pufissile content is not practical by active
coincidence counting and requires more complex active neutron systems.
(2) Highly enriched uranium in UF6 cylindem The coincidence/totals ratio is
proportional to 235Ucontent to,within 2 to 10%(Section 17.3.4).
20.4.s

Recent Experience

Several examples follow of recent confirmatory measurements at Hanford, Rocky
Flats, Los Alamos, and Savannah River. The examples illustrate different approaches
and different levels of accuracy; they are arranged roughly in order of increasing degrees
of confirmation.
Verification of a wide variety of stored nuclear material has been obtained by
performing confirmatory measurements on a random sample of the inventory (Ref. 8).
Passive neutron coincidence counting of plutonium and passive gamma-ray counting of
uranium in a far-field geometry were the preferred techniques. Roughly 5% of the
measurements were invalidated because of poor counting statistics, unsuitable material
matrices or geometries, or lack of appropriate standards. Another 5%were judged as not
confirmed because of results inconsistent with those obtained earlier on similar items.
For the latter 5%, a superior instrument or technique was used to pefiorm an accountability measurement. In about half of these cases the more accurate accountability
measurement verified that the original item label was indeed incorrect.
Confirmation of incoming plutonium scnip metal has been accomplished by passive
neutron coincidence counting of “bird cage” shipping containers (Ref. 11). Measurement of the shipding container itself rather than the individual interior items resulted in
an eightfold reth.iction in work hours and a thirtyfold reduction ‘in radiation, exposure.
Measurement accuracy was roughly 5% (1o) for the shipping, container as a whole
compared to 2.5% (la) for the individual items. The receiver was able to verifi the
incoming shipment within three working days.
Confirmatory measurements of plutonium oxide have been performed by both the
shipper and the receiver, each using a neutron coincidence counter of different design
(Ref. 8). The counters measured the individual cans outside of their shipping drums. No
attempt was made to normalize the response of one counter to the other. Instead, the
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confirmation was baaed on the ratio of the responses. The total neutron count ratios
were consistent to 0.5%(1 c), and the coincidence count ratios were consistent to 1.5%
(lo) before and after shipment. The receiver also compared his measurement of the
actual plutonium mass as obtained by coincidence counting with that obtained by
calorimetry for eight batches of cans. This comparison was not as accurate, having a
4.1% (la) scatter; The reduced accuracy of the mass determination is attributed to
differences in settling oxide density, moisture, or isotopics between batches. For
example, the coincidence response of a l-kg plutonium oxide can will change by about
1%for a 5%change in density (see Figure 16.14 in Chapter 16).
Shipper and receiver confirmatory measurements of plutonium-bearing ash, sand,
slag, crucible, and oxide have been carried out by segmented gamma scanners of
different design (Ref. 8). Standards were fabricated by the shipper, calibrated on the
shipper’s calorimeter, and sent to the receiver. The receiver’s measurements of 239Fu
content agreed with the shipper’s measurements to within 1 to 4% (1c).
Confirmatory measurements of impure plutonium metal and oxide have been tide
with two identical neutron coincidence counters that measure 30-gal.-drum shipping
containers. Figure 20.1 shows cutaway views of one of the counters. The counters are the
first instruments designed specifically for confirmatory measurements (Ref. 12). The
design”features two doors, drum rollers, a drum positioner, and void spaces in the
polyethylene wall to flatten the vertical et%ciency profile. Normalization of response
between shipper and receiver is accomplished by exchange of 252Cfsources, source
measurement data, and background measurement data. The confirmatory measurements consist of three 100-s total neutron counts. Initial results provided a shipper/receiver verification within 2 to 3% for oxide and within 1% for metal (Ref. 11).
There is some evidence of a small bias that may be due to settling of the contents during
shipment.

20.5 NUCLEAR MATERIAL HOLDUP
The term “holdup” refers to the accumulation of nuclear material inside the processing equipment of nuclear facilities. Other common terms for such material are “hidden
inventory, “ “normal operating loss,” and “in-process inventory.” The choice of
terminology depends in part on the application or point of view. For example, the
nuclear material that remains in the facility atler the runout of all bulk product maybe
called “in-process inventory.” The material that remains after thorough brushing
wiping, acid leaching, and rinsing may be called “fixed holdup.”
Because of the high econornjc value of nuclear material and the need to ensure
radiation safety and criticality safety and to safeguard against thefi or diversion, it is
important to minimize holdup, to measure or model its magnitudes, and to remove it.
Holdup causes and mechanisms, holdup magnitudes, and holdup modeling and measurement techniques are discussed in the remaining sections of this chapter.
20.5.1 Causes and Mechanisms

Nuclear material tends to accumulate in cracks, pores, and regions of poor circulation
within process equipment. In addition, the internal surfaces of pi=
tanks, ducts,
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Fig.20.1 Cutaway view ofone of the Conjirmato~ Measurement Counters
built speci$callyforshipper andreceiverconjirmatory measurements ofplutonium in 30-gal.“shippingdrums (R~s. 11 and 12).
furnaces, gloveboxes, and other equipment can acquire appreciable deposits. When the
internal surface areas are large, the total holdup can be enough to affect the plant
inventory difference (Ref. 13). The amount of holdup depends on the nature of the
process and on the physical form of intermediate solutions, precipitates, and powders.
Also, process upsets can lead to large, rapid, and unexpected depositions of material.
Some of the mechanisms for material accumulation (Ref. 14) are summarized below

(1) gradual sedimentation and settling of tine particles in regions of poor circulation
or low flow rate
(2) chemical reaction of nuclear materials with interior walls or migration of the
materials into the walls
(3) solid or liquid product formation or precipitation resulting from inadvertent
chemical reactions
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(4) electrostatic deposition and buildup of charged particulate
(5) splashing, bubbling, or caking of materials resulting from unregulated chemical
reactions.
20.5.2

Magnitude

of Holdup

From the holdup mechanisms outlined in the preceding section it is possible to
identify regions where holdup may be high. These include elbows, junctions, and seams
in pipes and ducts regions of stagnant flow or regions with turbulent flow, equipment
with large interior surfaces such as Raschig-ring tanks, filters, gloveboxes, and firnaces;
and wet operations with corrosive acids or high concentrations of nuclear material. The
magnitude of the holdup in these regions is difficult to estimate because it depends on

such factors as plant layout, frequency of process upsets, maintenance and cleanout
procedures, and throughput.
Some typical holdup magnitudes observed in equipment at several uranium and
plutonium processing facilities are given in Table 20-3. The numbers shown are typical
of regions of high holdup only, but they suggest that extrapolation over all of the major
process areas in a facility can yield tensor hundreds of kilograms of total holdup. As a
fraction of total throughput, the holdup can be in the range of 0.1 to 0.2% even after
thorough destructive cleaning. When nuclear material is first introduced into a new
facility, the initial holdup can ‘be:1 to 10% of the initial throughput. Because facility
design can affect the amount of holdup, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has
proposed design considerations to minimize holdup (Refs. 15 through 17).

Table 20-3. Typical magnitudes of holdup in facility equipment

Gloveboxes
Gloveboxes (afier destructive cleaning)
Grinders
V-blenders
Glovebox prefilters
Final filters
Equipment interiors (after routine cleaning)
Pipes (after destructive cleaning)
Ducts (no cleaning)
Glass columns
Annular tanks
Raschig-ring filled tanks (after rinsing)
Dissolver trays
Small calciners
Furnaces
Furnace trays
Incinerators
Concrete spill basins

0-

5og

2 g/m2
1 - Ioog
1 - 5og2- loog
10- loog
10- 50g/m2
0.3 g/m
1 - 100g/m
lg
1 - log
1 - 5oog
10- 5oog
5- 5og
50- 500 g
1 - log

1000’sg
1000’sg
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20.5.3 Statistical Modeling

Determining the location of material held up in process equipment and recovering it
is very difticult. Even measuring the quantity of holdup is difficult and subject to many
uncertainties (see Section 20.6). A possible alternative method for obtaining some of the
holdup data required for periodic inventory is to estimate the holdup through statistical
modeling (Ref. 14).This approach would begin with careful, controlled holdup measurements (either nondestructive or cleanout) of a process operation under known conditions of temperature, flow rate, throughput, and so forth. The measured holdup would
be modeled as a function of the important variables. Then future holdup in this process
operation could be estimated and predicted on the basis of the model.
A series of controlled holdup deposition and measurement experiments have been
conducted to test the validity of this approach (Ref. 14). Figure 20.2 shows the layout of
the equipment used during one such experiment designed to determine the holdup of
uranium dust as a fimction of material characteristics, airflow rate, and dusting material.
A mechanical dust-generating apparatus located inside the glovebox provided a source
of airborne dust. Radioactive tracers were incorporated into the uranium oxide at a
concentration of about one part per billion in order to increase the accuracy of the
gamma-ray holdup measurements. Comparison with cleanout showed that the holdup
measurements were accurate to about 20%.
Some of the data from the experiment afe illustrated in Figure 20.3 (Ref. 14). This
figure shows filter holdup increasing as a fimction of airtlow and throughput. The
holdup can be modeled as a quadratic function of throughput, as illustrated by the
smooth curves in the figure. These data provide a good example of holdup that increases
PVC ELBOW

w

Fig.20.2 Luyout ofequip-

ment used during a.
controlled holdup
deposition and
measurement
study, showing the
giovebox where
dust is generated,
ducts, jilters, and
the location of 14
measurement
points (Rqf 14).
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Fig. 20.3 Holdup offine UsOapowderas afiunction of’aiflow rate and
total throughput as measured at the exhaust airjilter (location
14 in Figure 20.2) duringa controileddust-generation experiment (Rtf 14).

steadily with increasing throutdmut. Another tmical r)attem observed in controlled
experiments is illustrat~d in F~W~e20.4 (Ref. 14j. Hoidup inside a calciner increased
rapidly as a linear function of throughput until a coating was built up. Then the holdup
fluctuated about a steady-state value until operating conditions changed. In this case, an
increase in calciner operating temperature from 70&C to 901YCcaused another increase
in holdup. During the period of steady-state operation the data were fitted to a Kalman
filter model, as indicated by the smoothed curve in the middle of the figure.
The behavior illustrated in Figure 20.4 is somewhat representative of a process f~ility
as a whole. When nuclear material is first introduced into a new facility, holdup may
build up rapidly as equipment becomes coated and cracks become filled. During
subsequent years of steady operation and routine cleanou~ holdup increases more
slowly and may tend to approach some asymptotic value.
The controlled holdup deposition and measurement experiments described above
suggest that holdup estimation models can be usefbl if they are based on good initial
measurements, if process operation is stable, and if the &ta base is updated periodically.
Under these conditions the frequency and number of measurements can be reduced.
Controlled-holdup experiments also provide an example of the best accuracy obtainable
in holdup measurements made under ideal conditions. The accuracies reported for these
experiments (Ref 14) are included in the summary of published holdup measurement
accuracies given in the table in Section 20.6.7.
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Fig.20.4 Holdup of uranium oxide in a calcineras ajiunction of
throughput, as determined during a controlled holdup experiment. Thisjlgure is an example of the leveling out of holdup at
a steady-state value ajler an initial buildup. At a throughput of
40 kg, an increase infirnace temperature resulted in another
buildup (Rex 14).

20.6THE

ART AND SCIENCE OF HOLDUP MEASUREMENTS

The measurement of nuclear material held up in processing plants is both an art and a
science. It is subject to the constraints of politics, economics, and health and safety
requirements, as well as to the laws of physics. For the practitioner, the measurement
process is often long and tedious and is performed under difficult circumstances, as
suggested by Figure 20.5. The work combines the features of a detective investigation
and a treasure hunt, as aptly described by Zucker and Degen (Ref. 18). In fact, the cost of
a thorough holdup measurement campaign is in the range of $10 per gram of detected
material-comparable
to the price of gold.
Nuclear material held up in pipes, ducts, gloveboxes, heavy equipment, floors, walls,
and so forth, is usually distributed in a diffuse and irregular manner. It is difficult for the

assayist to define the measurement geometry, identifi the form of the material, and
measure it without interference from adjacent sources of radiation. For these reasons
holdup measurement is an art that requires experience, imagination, a sense of proportion, and luck.
Holdup measurement also requires a scientific knowledge of radiation sources and
detectors, calibration procedures, geometry, and error analysis. These topics are discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
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I
Fig. 20.5 Holdup measurements are both an art anda science and, as this
cartoon illustrates, are usually conducted under dt@ult circumstances.
20.6.1

Useful Radiation Signatures

Table 20-4 lists gamma-ray and neutron radiation sources that are penetrating enough
to measure holdup of uranium and plutonium. The tabulated neutron energies are
approximate averages for the actual spontaneous fission, induqed fission, or (a,n)
reaction neutron spectra. The neutron intensities are approximate values (calculated
from Tables 11-1 and 11-3 in Chapter 11) that indicate the relative ease or difficulty of
assaying various isotopes or compounds.
Most holdup measurements of uranium and plutonium are based on passive detection of the 186-keV 23SUgamma-ray peak and the 375-to 414-keV 239Pucomplex. Both
portable sodium iodide detectors and thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) are
usually set up to respond to these gamma mys because they are the highest energy (and
therefore the most penetrating) gamma rays available at useful intensities. These
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Table 20-4. Useful radiation signatures. for holdup measurements

Isotope

Technique

Signature

Intensity

235u

passive gamma
active neutron

186-keV gammas
1-MeV neutrons

43000 y/g-s

UO*

passive neutron

2-MeV neutrons

0.03 nfg-sa

U02F2

passive neutron

1-MeV neutrons

2.0 n/g-sa

UF6

passive neutron

1-MeV neutrons

5.8 n/g-sa

238u

passive gamma

1001-keV gammas

100 y/g-s

Pu
239pu

passive heat

infrared

passive gamma

4 14-keV gammas
375-keV gammas
129-keV gammas

240pu

passive neutron

2-MeV neutrons

1000 n/g-s

PU02

passive neutron

2-MeV neutrons

120 n/g-sb

PuF6

passive neutron

1-MeV neutrons

7300 n/g-sb

34000 y/g-s
36000 y/g-s
140000 y/g-s

aHigh-enriched uranium with 1% 234U.
bLow-burnup plutonium with 0.03°h 238Pu, 6.5% 2WPU, 92.5%
239pu.
c
intensities are sufficient to measure holdup with a sensitivity of 1 g. When uranium is
mixed with thorium, measurement of the 186-keV 235U peak maybe diffkult because of
interferences from 200- to 300-keV radiation from thorium daughters (Ref. 19). When
plutonium is measured with sodium iodide detectors, it is customary to set a window
from 375 to 450 keV. This window will collect most 414-keV gamma rays and many 375keV gamma rays but will exclude 332-keV gamma rays from 241Pu or 241Am (Ref 13).
Large quantities of 23*U can be assayed ivith the low-intensity but very penetrating
lool-keV gamma rays from 234mPa, a dhu~ter of, 23*U. After chemical separation of
uranium, about a hundred days are required for the activity to come into equilibrium at
the intensity given in Table 20-4.
Passive neutron counting may be helpful when it is necessary to measure holdup in
pumps, valves, or other heavy equipment that is too dense to permit the escape of
gamma rays. Neutrons penetrate metal and large holdup deposits better than gamma
rays do, but they require more nuclear material to produce a strong signal. Neutron
measurements are more dif%cult to interpret because neutrons do not have a unique
energy, are diffkult to collimate, are subject to midtiplication and moderation effits,
and can be increased in number by (rqn) reactions @chemical compounds. These effects
cause neutron measurements to overestimate the amount of holdup, whereas selfattenuation effects cause gamma-ray measurements to underestimate the amount of
holdup.
As indicated in Table 20-4, passive neutron counting of uranium in oxide or fluoride
form is possible for reasonably large quantities. The neutron signal is due to (u#)
reactions in oxide or fluoride compounds. Active assay of 23SU is also possible but is
very sensitive to nearby reflectors, moderators, and absorbers, and the response is

—
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roughly proportional to the inverse fourth power of the uranium-to-instrument distance
(Ref. 20). Passive neutron measurements of plutonium are quite practical, with spontaneous fission in 2% being the primary neutron source unless large quantities of
fluoride compounds are present.
The possible use of infkared scanning devices to locate plutonium holdup is being
studied at several facilities. The primary source of infrared radiation is the heat
generated in the alpha decay of 238Pu. Infrared scanning of equipment to locate “hot
spots” is probably feasible, but it is not known if quantitative measurements can be
made.
20.6.2

Detectors

and Readout

Instrumentation

Because of the difficult circumstances under which holdup measurements must be
earned out, the instrumentation should be portable, rugged, and easy to use. Simple
push-button operation and low power consumption is also desirable in case batterypowered operation or operation inside plastic bags is necessary. All these requirements
are satisfied by most of the equipment used to&y, which consists primarily of survey
meters, portable multichannel analyzers, and collimated sodium iodide detectors.
Survey meters are geiger counters or small collimated or uncollimated sodium iodide
detectors that respond to beta or gamma radiation. They are used for rapid surveys of
large areas to lobte holdup concentrations, and are usually equipped with audible rate
meters. Quantitative holdup measurements are then performed with sodium iodide
detectors (see Figure 20.6). The resolution and efficiency of these detectors, about 7 to
10%,is usually adequate for holdup measurements. Typical crystal sizes are 5-cm diam
by 5-cm depth for plutonium measurements and 5-cm diam by l-cm depth for uranium
measurements. The detectors are collimated to limit their field of view. The collimators
should consist of about 1.5 cm of lead for piutonium’ measurements and 0.5 cm of lead
for uranium measurements in order to a~b
at least 98% of the incident radiation
(Refs. 13 and 21). An equivalent thickness”bf lead should cover the back of the detector
to reduce background radiation. Also, the front face of the detector should be covered
with 1.5 “mm of lead (fdr plutonium ineasurements) and 0.8 mm of cadmium (for
uranium and plutonium measurements, placed inside the lead) to reduce the count rate
from x rays.
Commercially available electronics packages for sodium iodide detectors include the
Eberline Stabilized Assay Meter (Chapter 4), the Brookhaven Stabilized Assay Meter
(Ref 18), and the Rocky Flats Assay Meter (Ref. 22), which uses Ludlum electronics.
These packages are all portable, stabilized dual-channel analyzers. Portable multichannel a@zers are useful for identifying holdup of unknown composition and are now
becoming available in packages small enough to serve as replacements for the stabilized
assay meters. Commercial instruments include the Nuclear Data ND-6, the Canberra
Series 10,and the Davidson Model 2056-K.
The shielded neutron assay probe detector described in Chaptei 15 can be used for
neutron measurements of holdup (Ref.,23).The low front-to-back detection ratio, which
ranges from 2 to 4, requires carefid attention to background and the use of a collimator
plug shield (Ref. 13). In general, 10 to 15 cm of polyethylene will reduce the intensity of
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Fig.20.6 An example of the use ofa collimated sodium iodide detector
anda portable electronicspackage to measure holdup in
Raschig-ringjilled tanks.

fission neutrons by a factor of 10. Larae slab detectors can be employed for holduv
measurements where portability is not-a concern. Slab detectors have been used to
estimate total room holdup (Ref. 24) and holdup in large calciners (Ref. 25).
Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) have been placed around the outside of
gloveboxes (Ref. 26) and in the otherwise inaccekible’interiors of calcinera (Ref. 27).
Lithium fluoride and calcium fluoride are common TLD crystals. Lithium fluoride has
the advantage of greater availability, whereas calcium fluoride has a higher sensitivity
and does not require a complex annealing cycle. For either material a gfaded shield is
required to discriminate against low-energy x rays.

——
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Holdup

Measurement

Prc-$cedures

Planning holdup measurements begins with several technical and nontechnical
considerations. One important factor is whether or not measurements are to be periodic,
routine, and can be started before hot operation of the facility commences. Where
possible, measurements in advance of hot operation are very helpful in defining holdup
collection zones, measuring backgrounds, measuring attenuation through equipment
walls, and calibrating for difficult geometries. Brackets; fixtures, and ~pecial shields can
be manufactured and installed for later use. Another important consideration is whether
the holdup measurements are to be absolute or relative. Absolute measurements are
more desirable because they yield values for the total grams held up in the facility.
However, a change in holdup is easier to measure than the actual holdup because
systematic errors tend to cancel. Periodic relative measurements may be sufficient for
monitoring routine cleanout operations or for ensuring that holdup is not affkcting the
plant’s monthly inventory balance.
The holdup measurement campaign itself consists of the following step~
(1) The measurement team studies the plant process and consults with plant
operators to identifi areas of potentially him holdup.
(2) A quick radiation survey with collimated or uncollimated survey meters indicates
those areas where most material is held up.
(3) Most of the remaining measurement time is allocated to those areas with the
m~ority of material. Other areas are measured more lightly or estimated by extrapolation. Note however that large areas with low holdup per unit area may contain large
amounts of material. Conversely, localized hot spots may contain relatively small
absolute quantities.
(4) The holdup detectors are collimated and calibrated using known standards. Small
check sources are used to monitor instrument stability. Each detector is ~librated for
point, line, and area collection zones.
(5) Quantitative measurement ofholdup in the facility begins at this poidt: Each item
of equipment to be measured is characterized as a point, line, or area holdup collection
zone. The field of view of the detector is limited so that each collection zone can be
resolved flom its neighbors and from the background. The measurement team records
the date, time, counting interval, collection zone identification, assumed collection
geometry, source-todetector distance, type and thickness of intervening material, and
count rate. Each holdup measurement should belong enough to yield several hundred or
several thousand counts. Then a background measurement is made by using a collimator plug or a movable shield or by moving the detector sideways so it misses the zone but
views the same background.
(6) To obtain an estimate of uncertainty, the collection zone should be measured
from a different direction, from a different distance, by assuming a different geometry
(for example, point vs area), or by using a different measurement technique. In this
matter the judgment and experience of the team members are paramount. They must
guess at the distribution of material and choose measurement distances and calibration
geometries accordingly in order to average holdup fluctuations and use their time to best
advantage.

——.
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corrections, gram values of holdup, and error estimation
team members should do some rough calculations on the
to ensure that they are spending their time where it is most
large measurement errors.

Point, Line, and Area Calibrations

During a measurement campaign each holdup collection zone is characterized as a
point, line, or area source so that the observed count rate can be easily converted to
grams of nuclear material. For exampl~ a pump, filter, or valve may be considered a
point source if the holdup is distributed over distances that are small compared to the
source-to-detector distance and if the holdup is entirely within the detector field of view
a long pipe or duct may be considered a line sourw, a wall, floor, or broad rectangular
duct that extends well beyond the detector field of view may be considered an area
source. Sometimes the choice of point, line, or area calibration is not obvious and is a
matter of judgment or experience. Sometimes the measurement team may try two or
even all three possibilities and compare the final results for the holdup. Or the team may
measure the count rate as a function of distance from the collection zone to help
establish the proper calibration choice. For a point source, the measured response falls
off as the inverse square of the distance (1/? ). For a line source, the response falls off as
the inverse of the distance (l/r). For a uniform area source, the response is independent
of distance. This last case is not as obvious as it seemy it is predicated on the finite
viewing angle of the collimated detector, which views an area that increases as ?,
thereby canceling the 1/? falloff in response with distance.
Point, line, and area calibrations can of course be obtained from point sources, line
sources, and area sheet standards, as described in Section 20.6.5. However, it is also
possible, and usually easier, to obtain all three calibrations from a single point source.
The procedure for doing this with a gamma-ray detector is described below.
(1) Collimate the detector by recessing it in its lead shield by one or two crystal
diameters to obtain a viewing half-angle (3/2of 15 to 30 degrees (see Figure 20.7). This
collimation must now remain fixed because the line and area calibration constants are
strongly dependent on the field of view.
(2) Place the point calibration source at a fixed distance r. (typically 1 to 2 m).
Determine the count rate CO.Now move the source sideways in fixed steps of widths
(typically 10to 20 cm), as illustrated in Figure 20.7. Determine the count rate Ci at each
step i, with each count rate corrected for background. The result is a response curve
similar to the example in Figure 20.8.
(3) The curve of detector response as a function of sideways displacement falls off
because of the finite viewing angle of the collimated detector. If the collimation were
perfect, with viewing half-angle 0/2, the detector could view a length L x r09 of a line
source or an area A s n ro202/4of an area source. Actually, the equivalent length L of a
uniform line source that gives the same count rate as the integrated response curve is
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(i)

(4) The equivalent area A of a uniform area source that gives the same count rate as
the integrated response curve is
A=~~~/~

.

(20-2)

To obtain this equation we have imagined that at each sideways position i of the point
source, the measured response is representative of that which would be obtained over an
annular ring of inner radius (i – 1/2)s and outer radius (i + 1/2)s. The area ~ of each
annulus is 2ins2, except that a. = m2/4.
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(5) If the point source standard contains m. grams of nuclear material, the point
calibration for holdup is
cr2

m(holdup) = mo— ~
Co r.

(grams)

(20-3)

where C is the observed count rate corrected for background, r is the detector-to-holdup
distance, and m is the mass of holdup in grams.
(6) The line calibration is
m(holdup/m)

mOCr

= ——
_
L Co r.

(g/m)

.

(20-4)

Co must be measured at the dis~nce r. used to determine L.
(7) The area calibration is
mo C
m(holdup/m 2) = ——
* co (g/m2)

.

(20-5)

Co must be measured at the distance r. used to determine A.
(8) Note that the preceding equations assume that the same standard, of mass mo, is
used to determine L, A, and Co. This is convenient in practice but not essential. One
standard could be used for the measurements required to calculate L and A with
Equations 20-1 and 20-2, and another could be used to provide m. and Co for Equations
20-3 through 20-5.
.,.

20.6.5

Calibration

Standards

and Check Sources

In principle, the geometry of a calibration standard should be the same as the
geometry of the unknown being measured. For holdup measurements this is usually not
possible. Therefore, in practice, point, line, and area standards are used to approximate
equipment geometries. Also, as described in the preceding section, a single small
calibration standard can be used to obtain point, line, and area calibrations. For gammaray measurements, 1to 5 g of 235Uor 239Pu is suffkient. Even for these small gamma-ray
standards, self-absorption is significant and must be corrected for (see, for example,
Table 20-5). For neutron measurements, 10 to 20 g of plutonium (6 to 20% 2@Pu) gives
an adequate count rate. In the neutron standard, self-absorption and self-multiplication
are negligible, but it is important to establish by calculation or measurement that the
neutron production rate in the standard is representative of actual plant material.
To ensure the stability and reliability of portable radiation detectors in a plant
environment, it is necessary to carry along small check sources. The peflormance of the
detectors should be checked against these sources every 1 to 4 h. The point calibration
standards described in the preceding paragraph (or even somewhat smaller sources) are
suitable for this application.
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Some holdup measurement teams have fabricated sheet standards to supplement
their point calibration standards. One common technique involves sprinkling oxide
powder on transparent plastic sheets coated with adhesive (Ref. 18). Uranium oxide has
also been mixed with silicon rubber and deposited on sheets (Ref. 19). The sheet
standards can be used for area calibrations or rolled up in pipes and ducts for line
calibrations. The sheet standards may be difficult to fabricate or use, however, because
the oxide may be deposited nonuniformly and may become stiff, causing it to crack or
flake.
In any facility there may be special material holdup geometries that cannot be
approximated by point, line, or area sources. Sometimes it is possible to mock up these
geometries with combinations of sheet standards and point standards. Another alternative is to put known standards inside the actual process equipment, although this can
usually be done only before the equipment is placed into operation.

20.6.6 Self-Absorption

and Attenuation

Corrections

A chronic problem in passive gamma-ray holdup measurements is the tendency to
underestimate holdup because of self-absorption in the material itself or attenuation in
intervening materials. Self-absorption of the gamma rays in uranium or plutonium can
be very severe, as indicated by the two examples in Table 20-5. Although the assayist
cannot correct for self-absorption because the density and distribution of the material
are unknown, he maybe able to make some allowance for self-absorption in estimating
errors.

Table 20-5. Estimated self-absorption and attenuation corrections for common materials encountered in holdup measurements

Intervening Material
1-g-cubeU02
10-g-cubeU02
l-g-cube PU02
1o-g-cube PUO*
Rubber glove
0.25-in. Plexiglas
l.O-in.water
0.25-in. aluminum
8-in. X 8-in. HEPA filter
0.063-in. steel
0. 125-in. steel
0.250-in. steel
0.063-in. lead

Correction for
186-keV
Gamma Rays

Correction for
414-keV
Gamma Rays

2.95
5.97

1.05
1.11
1.42
1.24
1.43
1.20
1.44
2.08
6.83

1.28
1.66
!.04
1.08
1.30
1.18
1.31
1.12
1.25
1.55
1.44
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Attenuation of the gamma rays by intervening pipe walls, gloveboxes, or other
materials can be determined by calculation or by transmission measurements.
A
transmission measurement is illustrated in Figure 20.9, where a source (typically 137@
is positioned behind a duct. The measurement procedure, calculation of transmission,
and conversion to a self-attenuation correction factor is the same as that given in
Chapter 6. The procedure is rarely used during a holdup measurement campaign
because it is time-consuming, physically awkward, and requires different electronic
settings to measure the 662-keV cesium peak. Instead, it is usually sufficient to calculate
the attenuation by estimating the thickness and composition of the intervening
materials.
Table 20-5 provides examples of gamma-ray transmission through common materials
and the associated attenuation correction. Although in practice the attenuation correction is only an estimate, it is very important to make this estimate for every holdup
measurement until it is known by experience where the correction can be neglected.
Otherwise the holdup measurement is merely a lower limit on the amount of material
actually present.

POSIT
so

Fig.20.9 Holdup measurement ofa duct showingp[acement of
transmission source
for attenuation correction measurement.

20.6.7

Error Estimation

Both the art and science of holdup measurements are involved in the process of

estimating measurement errors. These errors are large and numerous; their causes are
summarized below in a somewhat subjective ordering of decreasing importance
(1) Unknown material distribution, which affects the source-to-detector distance and
the validity of the chosen point, line, or area calibration.
(2) Self-absorption in the material or its matrix.
(3) Gamma-ray attenuation by intervening materials.
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(4) Background interference from distant line-of-sight objects or from adjacent
unresolved material.
(5) Detector instability or improper calibration.
(6) Unrepresentative standards.
(7) Statistical imprecision.
(8) Uncertainty in material isotopic composition.
Statistical imprecision is the only source of error that can be treated in a rigorous
fiwhion; it is usually negligible compared with other errors.
The most important technique for error estimation available to the measurement
team is that of measuring each collection zone in several different ways. After each
measurement is properly corrected for distance, background, attenuation, and so forth,
and a gram value for holdup is obtained, the different values should be averaged
together. The measurement standard
,, deviation can be estimated or calculated from the
range of values.
To estimate the accuracy of a series of holdup measurements, the holdup must be
measured both before and atler a cleanout campaign. If the actual amount of material
removed can be determined by sampling and chemical analysis or by other nondestructive assay techniques, then the measurement accuracy can be calculated. Previous
calibrations can be updated, and error estimates can be reassessed.
Table 20-6 gives a brief summary of published comparisons of holdup measurements
and cleanout campaigns in existing facilities the overall accuracy of holdup measurements can be estimated from the data. In general, the accuracy of holdup measurements
is &50%, although better results can be obtained for favorable geometries or carefully
controlled measurement campaigns.

Table 20-6. Typical accuracy of holdup measurements
Material

Location

19

HEU oxide

23

puo~

ducts
filters
gloveboxes

24

puo~

26
14

Puo~
HEU oxide

28

UF6

Reference

gloveboxes
total rooms
gloveboxes
ducts
precipitator
calciners
pipes
pumps
enrichment
cascade

Measurement
Technique
passive gamma
passive gamma
passive gamma
passive neutron
passive gamma
passive neutron
TLDs
passive gamma
passive gamma
passive gamma
passive gamma
passive gamma
passive gamma

Accuracy (~)
(%)
10-20
50-100
10
15
50
50
20
20
15
20
10
25
50
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Principles of Calorimetric Assay
R Likes

21.1

INTRODUCTION

Calorimetry is the quantitative measurement of heat. It measures the transfer of
energy from one system to another caused by temperature differences. Applications of
calorimetry include measurements of the specific heats of solids and liquids, the heats of
vaporization and combustion, and the rate of heat generation (power) from radionuclides. For the last mentioned application, radiometric calorimeters are used. They
are specifically designed to measure the power associated with alph% beta, or gamma
decay of radioactive materials. The technique was first used in 1903 to determine the
heat produced from radium.
Methods of calorimetry are now being applied with precision and accuracy to the
passive nondestructive assay of nuclear materials, especially plutonium and tritium.
This chapter discusses the calorimetric assay of plutonium. The important fmtures and
advantages of calorimetric assay are listed below (Refs. 1 and 2]
(a) The entire sample can be measured.
(b) The assay is independent of sample geometry (only equilibrium time is affected).
(c) The assay is independent of matrix material composition and distribution,
including nominal moisture concentrations.
(d) The assay is independent of nuclear material distribution within the sample,
including the effkcts of sample self-attenuation.
(e) Electric current and potential measurements, are directly traceable to National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) reference materials.
(i) Calorimetric assay discriminates between uranium and plutonium isotopes in
most cases (only plutonium is assayed).
(g) tiorimetric assay is applicable to a wide range of material forms (including
metals, alloys, oxides, fluorides, mixed oxides, waste, and scrap). Representative
plutonium standards are not needed.
(h) Calorimetric assay is comparable to chemical assay in precision and accuracy if
the isotopic composition is well characterized.
(i) Calorimetric assay is a completely nondestructive assay procedure when coupled
with high-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy isotopic analysis.
Calorimetric assay is based on accurate temperature measurements and requires good
temperature stability and control. In general the technique is more accurate but less
rapid or less portable than other nondestructive assay techniques described in this book.
It can ofien provide accurate reference m~surements for improving the calibration of
other assay techniques such as neutron coincidence counting (Ref 3).
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Calorimetric assay is most precise for materials with high plutonium concentrations
such as powders, fiel pellets, and metals. Calorimeters are being used extensively for
nuclear materials accountability and for shipper-receiver confirmatory measurements of
plutonium. When applied to concentrated, homogeneous plutonium-bearing materials,
calorimetry is comparable in accuracy to weight plus chemical analysis with precision
approaching O.1%. For highdensity scrap, calorimetry plus gamma-ray spectroscopy
can approach a precision and accuracy of 1% if the scrap has homogeneous isotopic
composition.
This chapter discusses the principles of heat production, specific power determination, calorimeter type% methods of operation, and basic sources of assay error. Chapter
22, Calorimetric Assay Instruments, describes existing calorimeters of various types,
including small calorimeters for laboratory use and bulk assay calorimeters for in-plant
applications.

21.2 HEAT PRODUCTION

IN RADIONUCLIDES

The energyassociatedwith the spontaneousdecayof radioactiveisotopesconsistsof
the kineticenergyof the alpha and beta particlesemitted, the electromagneticenergyof
the gamma rays, and the recoil energyof the daughter,product, which collectivelyis
termedthe disintegrationenergyof a particularisotope. If the daughter product is not in
the ground state as a result of the decay, additional gamma-ray and internal conversion
electron energy will be released when the daughter d~ys to the ground state. Each
radioactive isotope has a s ific disintegration energy associated with its particular
decay scheme for example ‘h
decays to 23SU+ alp~+ 5.15 MeV.
Radiometry’c calorimete’m ,operate on the principle that almost all of the energy
associated with the decay of radioactive materials placed in the sample chamber is
absorbed in the form of heat within the calorimeter., The radioactive decay of all
uranium and plutonium isotopes generates heat, but Jonly the plutonium isotopes,
because of their shorter half-lives and thus higher specific activities, generate heat at a
high enough rate (power) to, be measured acnmately. !Most of the plutonium decay
energy is released as alpha or beta particles and converted to heat energy through
absorption. A small pofiion is carried a~y by neutronsiand gamma rays, however this
portion is generally less than 0.01% of the total decay endrgy (Ref. 1).
Calorimetric assay of plutonium is the process of m@uring with a calorimeter the
rate of heat released by the radioactive decay of the plutonium and determining the
proper analytical factor for converting the calorimetric: power measurement to mass.
This section describes in de@l the production of heat in plutonium. Section 21.3
describes the calculations required to determine the specific power-the factor that
relates the power measurement to plutonium mass.
21.2.1

Alpha Particlea

The dominantradioactivedecay mode of the plutonium isotopes is alpha decay. The

mechanismbywhichheavyparticlessuchasalphaparticlestransmit their kineticenergy
to surroundingmaterialis usuallyionization. In its penetration of material until the loss
of all of its initial energy, the alpha particle undergoes a large number of “collisions,”
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withsmallerand smalleramounts of energylossper collision.These small energy losses
are of the order of magnitude characteristic of infmred radiation, that is, heat energy.
The range of alpha particles in various materials relative to their range in air is given
by the Bragg-Kleeman rule, Equation 11-2in Chapter 11.The range of 5- to 6-MeV alpha
particles is on the order of 5 pm in common materials. Thus virtually all of the energy
released by aIpha decay will remain within the sample as heat.
21.2.2

Beta Particles

The determination of energy losses in matter is much more complicated with beta
decay or electron capture than with alpha decay. With beta decay, a variety of competing
mechanisms are involved ionization, bremsstraldung radiation, neutrino production,
and conversion electron emission. The energy deposited locally in an absorber in the
form of heat is, on the average, one-third of the maximum disintegration energy
accompanying the beta deeay of a particular radionuclide. The remaining energy is lost
from the heat measurement.
The primary mechanism through which low- and intermediate-energy beta particles
lose their energy in matter is ionization. Bremsstrahlung is predominant with respeet to
high-energy beta particles iftheir kinetic energy is greater than their rest mass (5 11KeV).
The energy loss resulting from ionization is proportional to the atomic numbkr Z of the
absorbing material and inereascs logarithmically with energy. The energy loss that is due
to bremsstrahlung radiation is proportional to Z2 and increases linearly with energy. The
conclusion is that at high energy the energy loss resulting from radiation is predominant.
The radiation length is defined as the path length of the absorber in which tlie eleetron
emerges with l/e of its initial energy. For a 2-MeV eleetron, a typical radiation length in
plutonium oxide is several millimeters.
Accompanying each beta particle is an antineutrino, which carries with it part of the
disintegration energy. Neutrinos are extremely penetrating with respect to matter, so
that a portion of the beta emission, disintegration energy is not locally deposited.
The emission of conversion eleetrons is an &temative,mechanism to de~xitation of a
nucleus by gamma-ray emission. The ene~gy of conversion electrons can also be
transferred to surrounding material by ionization or bremsstrahlung.
21.2.3 Gamma Rays

The deeayof a radioisotopeby the emission of a particle, such as an alpha or beta
particle, usually leaves the daughter nucleus in an excited state. A daughter nucleus
makinga transition givesup exeessenergyby means of gamma-rayemission, internal
eonve~ion, or internal pair production.Of these,gamma-rayemissionis the dominant
process. Gammaraysemitted tim nuclearmaterialsusua31y
haveenergiesrangingfrom
a fraction of an MeV to a few MeV. In this range, gamma rays usually interaet with
matter by photoelectric efhet, Compton Scattering or pair production. If these interactions do not occurwithin the sample,the energyassociatedwith high-energygamma-ray
emission is not captured by the calorimeter. As indicated earlier, this lost energyis a

smallpercentageof the total disintegrationenergyof the plutonium isotopes.
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21.2.4 Other Emissions
In addition to the primary alpha, bem and gamma emissions, radionuclides also emit
neutrons through the spontaneous fission process. The energy lost through neutron
emission is many orders of magnitude less than the total disintegration enemy.
Chemical reactions, such as oxidation, and radiochemical processes, such as those
associated with fission products in reprocessing plant solutions, are other possible
sources of heat. Possible errors from such sources maybe estimated by using gamma-ray
spectroscopy to detect fission products, by observing any timedependent power emission, or by comparing calorimetry with other techniques (Ref. 4).

21.3SPECIFIC

POWER DETERMINATION

21.3.1 Definition of Specific Power
Each radioisotope deeays at a constant mean rate, k disintegrations/s, with an energy
release of Q ,MeV. The rate of energy release W for a specific isotope is then given by
W(in MeV) = QNL

(21-1)

where N is the number of radioactive atoms present. N = Nom/A, where No is
Avo~dro’s ,number, m is the mass of the radioisotope in grams, and A is the atomic
weight of the isotope in ~ams. With L = 0.6931 /Tl,2, where Tl,z is the isotope’s halfIife in years,, the power in watts as measured in the calorimeter is given by (Ref. 2)

W(in watts) = 2119.3Qm/T1,2A.

(21-2)

If the total energy released per unit time by a radioactive isotope can be collected in a
calorimeter and accurately measured, and if the disintegration energy, half-life, and
atomic weifjht of the isotopk are known, the mass of the sample can be determined.
Equation 2112also shows that the power developed in a calorirneterby radioactive decay
is directly proportional to the mass of the isotope present
W = Pm.

(21-3)

The proportionality constant P is the specific power for the given isotope, measured in
watts of power per gram of isotope present. The specific power of a single isotope can be
calculated directly from Equation 21-2 if the appropriate parameters are known (computational method) or it can be determined experimentally with Equation 21-3 (empirical
method). The procedures for both the computational and empirical methods are
detailed in Ref. 4.
Specific power values and other nuclear constants for the isotopes of plutonium are
summarized in Table21- 1(Ref. 4). Note that the specific power of 23SPUis much greater
(-250 times) than that of 23%%because of the shorter alpha half-life of 23SPU.The
specific power of 241Am is also considerably larger than that of 239Pu, so the 24*Am
content at the time of calorimetric assay is very important. Americium-241 content
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Table 21-1. Specific power values for the plutonium isotopes (Ref 4)
Disintegration
Radio- Energy Release
nuclide
Q(MeV)
238pu
239pU

5.592
5.243

240pu
241pu
242pu
241Am

5.255
0.0055
4.985
5.640

Principal
Decay
Mode
alpha
alpha
alpha
beta
alpha
alpha

Total
Half-Life
T ~12
(yr)
87.74
24119
6564
14.348
376300
433.6

Specific
Power Specific Power
P,
Std. Deviation
(mW/g)
(mW/g)
0.26
567.57
1.9288
0.0003
7.0824
0.002
3.412
0.002
0.1159
0.0003
0.42
114.2

increases with time beeause 241Am is produced by the decay of 241Pu, and thus the
power from a plutonium sample also increases as a function of time. For the decay
of 241Pu to 241Amwithin the sample, both the parent nucleus and the daughter nucleus
contribute to the total power. The contribution of 241Amto the total power is described
by Equation 21-11 at the end of Section 21.3.2.
Z1.3.2 Effective Specific Power

Because actual plutonium samples contain differing amounts of the various isotopes
listed in Table21- 1,the total power is the sum of the power from each isotope
(21-4)

W = ~ miPi
i~ 1

where mi is the mass of the ith isotope, Pi is the specific power of the ith isotope, and the
sum n is taken over the plutonium isotopes and 241Am. If Ri is defined as the mass
fraction mi/M of the ith isotope, where M is the total mass of all the plutonium isotopes,
then

w= M ~ PiRi .

(21-5)

i= I
For calorimetric assay, the important factor is the effkctive specific power Peff, which
is expressed in watts per gram of plutonium and is defined by
Pem = ~ PiRi
i= 1

.

(21-6)

In terms of etlective specific power, the total mass of all the plutonium isotopes is given
by
M=

w/Peg

.

(21-7)
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The mass of each particular isotope is given by
ml

~ = Ri W/Pe~

.

(21-8)

To obtain accurate calorimetric assays, very good values for the effective specific power
of the sample must be known. The effective specific power can be determined by either
the empirical method or the computational method (Ref. 41
(a) The Empirical Method. The empirical method of determining effective specific
power is well suited to discrete batches of process materials or to cases where the
computational method is difiicult to apply because the abundances of 238Puand 241Am
are not well known. This mqthod requires both a chemical and a calorimetric analysis of
the sample; the calorimetric analysis determines the total power produced by the
sample, and the chemical anidysis determines the total amount of nuclear material in the
sample. Equation 21-7 can then be used to calculate the effective specific power.
(b) The Computational ~ethod. The computational method for determining efTective specific power is appropriate when very accurate isotopic determinations can be
made. If radionuclide abun~nces Ri can be measured and the specific power values Pi
are known for each radionuclide, then the effective specific power for a given isotope
mix can be calculated from Equation 21-6.
The relative abundances of the radionuclides can be determined nondestructively by
gamma-ray spectroscopy (See Chapter 8) or destructively by mass spectroscopy (Refs. 5
and 6). Destructive methods must include a technique for the determination of 241Am.
Plutonium-238 abundance is preferably measured by alpha-particle spectrometry (Ref.
4).
The isotopic mass fractions must be accurately known and corrqxed for decay to the
date of the calorimeter power measurement because the effective specific power is a
timedependent quantity. The corrections for radionuclide decay can be made either by
establishing a power growth curve for the sample over a period of at least 30 days or by
calculating a correction for growth and decay from the previously determined isotopic
abundances. According to Refl 4, if the power curve method is used, “a minimum of
three points should be made to establish a straight line showing power as a function of
time. The curve should be checked after an additional 30 days,”
The correction for radionuclide decay based on calculation from previously measured
radionuclide abundances is usually the easiest approach, as in Equation 21-9.
W = M ~ PiRi(t)
@1

.

(21-9)

Equation 21-9 is the same as Equation 21-5 except that Ri(t) expresses the time
dependence of the mass fractions. For the plutonium isotopes,
%(t) = Ri(tlkxp[–~(t–tl)~F(t)
where Ri(t) = mass fraction of the ith plutonium isotope at time t
= time of plutonium isotopic analysis
~ = decay constant of the ith plutonium isotope

(21-10)
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F(t) = ~ Ri(tI)exp[–~(t–tI)]
i=1
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,

summed over the plutonium isotopes only.
For the daughter nucleus 241Am, the mass fkaction is due to both the decay of 24iAm
and the ingrowth from beta decay of 24*Pu
F(tA)
R*(t)= ~
RA(@Xp[-&(&tA)]

+ K,K2

(21-11)

Rl(tI) klexp[–kl(t*–tl)]

—
F(t)

{ exp[-~*(t-t*)]

-

exp[-kl(t-t~)]}

k@*

where R1(tl) = mass fmction of 241Pudetermined at time tl

R~(t) =
t* =
LA =
k~ =
KI =
K2 =

mass fraction of 241Amrelative to total plutonium at time t
time of americium analysis
decay constant of 241Am
decay constant of 241Pu
0.9999754, 241Pubranching ratio to 24;Am
0.999999905, 241Am/241Pu atomic mass ratio.

Lastly, if the total mass of plutonium is known at some time tm, the mass at any future
date is,
m(t) = m(tm) F(t)/F(tm)
21.4

.

(21-12)

HEAT MEASUREMENT BY CALORIMETRY

A calorimeter consists of a container with a temperature sensor in which the thermal
phenomenon under investigation is carried out. In general the container is coupled to its
environment by walls that have some thermal resistance. These basic features are
illustrated in Figure 21.1 (Ref 7). Heat liberated in the internal cavity raises its
temperature and causes heat to flow across the thermal resistance into the environment
according to Equation21- 13:

dQ
dt

= k(TmI — Tenv )

where Q =
k =
T=, =
T env =

(21-13)

heat energy
thermal conductivity
internal calorimeter temperature
external environment temperature.

Depending on the magnitude of this heat exchange, the calorimeter can be classified as
adiabatic or isothermal.

——
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Fig.21.1 Thebasicfeatures of a calorinwterare its
body or internalcavity, a temperature
sensor,a thermal resistancegap, and the
external environment. (Figurecourtesy of
Mound Laboratory.)

21.4.1 Adiabatic Calorimeters

In general,calorimetersare designedwith a large thermal resistance between the
cavity and its environment. As a result, almost all of the heat produced in the
calorimeter body is retained, causing its temperature to increase. By measuring the
temperature increase AT, one can determine the amount of heat energy relea~d from
the formula Q = CAT, where C is the heat capacity. If the source of heat gives rise to a
constant rate of heat production, the internal temperature T~ will rise at a constant rate.
If the source of heat is finite, the internal temperature will level off.
An efficient type of adiabatic calorimeter is one designed such that Tenv is continuously adjusted to match Tti so that the rate of heat transfer dQ/dt = O. This
adjustment is accomplished with a regulator that responds to any difference between the
two temperatures. Adiabatic calorimeters are best suited to the study of processes such
as chemical reactions where it is’ important to measure the total integrated heat
production. Adiabatic calorimeters are not used for the assay of mdlonuclides because
the internal temperature would continue to rise indefinitely.
21.4.2 Isothermal Calorimeters

If the thermal resistance between the sample cavity and the environment is small, the
heat produced in the calorimeter is transferred to the surrounding environment. For a
sample that produces heat at a constant rate, the entire system will reach an equilibrium
condition in which the rate of heat transfer to the environment is equal to the rate of heat
production in the sample. The rate of heat transfer is directly proportional to the
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temperature difference betweenthe samplechamberand the environment,as described
by l@ation 21-13,where the thermal conductivity k depends on heat path length,
material,and surfaceshape. It is important that the value of k remain constantbecause
the measurement of the rate of heat transfm is essentiallya precision temperature
measurement.The value of k is determined for a given calorimeter by calibration.
The calorimeter is classified as isothermal if the sample chamber is held at a constant
temperature. If the calorimeter is also designed so that the thermal resistance between
the sample chamber and the heat sink is moderate, it is classified as a heat flow
calorimeter.
Radiometric calorimeters-those designed for the calorimetric assay of radioactive
isotopes-are usually heat flow calorimeters because plutonium samples emit heat at an
almost constant power level as a result of the spontaneous decay of their radioactive
isotopes. The different types of calorimeters used for plutonium assay that are described
in the following section are all heat flow calorimeters.
21.!5

TYPES OF HEAT FLOW CALORIMETERS

Although calorimetric assay of plutonium is usually performed by a heat flow
calorimeter, no universal calorimeter design is suitable for all applications. Each system
is custom designed with many specifications in mind, as described in Section 22.1.2 of
Chapter 22. Depending on the speeific requirements, the final design may employ
fatures of one or more of the calorimeter types described in this sectiorx twin bridge,
over/under bridge, and gradient bridge.
21.5.1 Common Electrical Featurea
One common fkature of modern ealonmeters is the precise measurement of temperature by electrical means. The determination of total sample power is then basically an
electrical measurement of the temperature difference between the sample chamber and
the environmental heat sink or refmnce chamber.
In twin-bridge calorimeters, both the sample chamber and the reference chamber
have two nickel wire windings whose resistance is a finetion of temperature. The four
windings are connected as a“transposed-arm wheatstone bridge and are supplied with a
constant current, as illustrated in Figure 21.2 (Ref. 7). With this arrangement the
temperature difference between the sample and refmenee chambers is direetly proportional to the bridge potential BP.
With no sample in the calorimeter, a small bridge potential BPO(in microvol@ pV)
may be observed because of variations in the resistances of the nickel windings. When a
referen@ ektrid
heat source or Iadioi@tope sWthat emits a power leVelof WR
watts is placed in the sample chamber, the bridge potential will reach an equilibrium
value BPR (pV). The sensitivity S of the calorimeter in microvolt per watt is
S(lJV/W) = (BPR – BP~/WR

.

(21-14)
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Fig.21.2 A wheatstonebridgecircuit is used to accurately
measurethe temperature di#erence between the
sample and r~erenceparts ofa calorimeter. (Figure
courtesyofMound Laboratory.)

21.5.2 Full Twin-Bridge

Calorimeters

To increase calorimetric accuracy, nearly all calorimeters can be arranged as twin
calorimeters. The most common example is the isothermal twin-bridge calorimeter
developed at Mound Laboratory and used extensively for in-plant assays (Ref. 8). Figure
21.3 shows a cross section of this calorimeter type, and Figure 21.4 is a photograph of a
full twin-bridge calorimeter without its surrounding water bath.
The full twin-bridge design consists of two identical thermal elements, sample side
and reference side, each separated fkom the outer wall by an air gap or solid gap that
serves as the thermal resistance. Each therrmil element has heater wires wrapped around
its sample chamber for calibration purposes. Axial heat loss from the sample chamber is
minimized by the use of plastic end caps with Styrofoam baflles and metal plates to
provide a thermal short from the sample to the calorimeter walls. Two resistance
thermometers consisting of thin nickel wire are wound over the entire length of each
thermal element to provide an accurate temperature measurement independent of
variations in heat flow (Ref. 8).
For operation, the twin calorimeter’is immemed in a water bath whose temperature is
held constant to about one millidegree. In addition, the use of two identical thermal
elements yields a difference signal that is 10 to 100 times more stable than the
environmental bath. When a sample is placed in the chamber, the temperature rises
until heat losses through the nickel windings, thermal gap, and outer jacket to the water
bath equal the heat generated by the sample. When this e@ilibnum is attained, the
temperature difference measured by the bridge potential is proportional to the amount
of heat being generated. Precise heat flow calorimeters of this type are designed and
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Fig.21.3 Crosssection ofatypicalisothermal twincalorirneter with two identical thermaicells, onefor the
sample andoneforr~erence. (Figurecourtesyof~
MoundLdboratory.)

constructed so that the thermal paths between the sample chamber and the environment
remain constant. Additional care is taken to keep the temperature’ of the environment
constant and to minimize the heat distribution error associated wik the location of the
sample in the chamber.
The twin-bridge calorimeter provides the beat precision, accuracy, sensitivity, and
long-term stability for power measurements because of the internal cancellation of many
thermal effects. However, the two thermal elements and the environmental bath result
in an instrument that is larger and requires more floor spage than other designs. Twinbridge calorimeters have been designed for sample sizes ranging from 1 to 30.5 cm in
diameter with an upper limit dictated only by nuclear criticality safety considerations
and a lower limit in the range of 0.1- to 0.2-g 239Pu/L (Ref. 8). An application of a twinbridge calorimeter is described in Section 22.4.1 of Chapter 22.
21.5.3 Over/Under

Bridge Calorimeters

In the over/under design, the sample cell is mounted above a somewhat shortened
reference cell (Ref. 7), as illustrated in Figure 21.5. Both cells share a single isothermal
water jacket that is smaller than the environmental bath used by the twin-bridge
calorimeter. The over/under bridge design requires less floor space, but is taller. Also,
the over/under design can be used to build a transportable calorimeter. The calorimeter
shown in Figure 21.5 can be mounted on a mobile cart along with its circulation bath.
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Fig.21.4 Viewofan actual twin-bridgecalorimeter without its surrounding
waterbath. (Photographcourtesy ofMound Laboratory.)

The overjunder bridge calorimeter has size and cost advantages over the twin-bridge
design and provides cancellation of some thermal effects. However, the accuracy is not
as good as the full twin-bridge calorimeter. Examples of over/under bridge calorimeters
are given in Seetions 22.3.1 and 22.4.2 of Chapter 22.
21.5.4 Gradient Bridge Calorimeter
The gradient bridge calorimeter (Figure 21.6) consists of a series of concentric
cylinders, with the sample cell cylinder inside the referenee cell cylinder (Ref. 7). The gap
between the reference cell cylinder and the sample cell cylinder determines the sensitivity of the calorimeter. Outside the reference cylinder is a jacket that provides a uniform

.
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Fig.21.5 A transportablecalorimeter oftheover/under
bridge design with thesampiecellabove the
r@rence cellanda thin waterjacket. (Figure
courte@ofMoundLaboratory)

thermal heat sink. The jacket is in contact with a thin circulating water bath. This design
leads to small size and low material and fabrication costs. The gradient design is weIl
suited for transportable versions or glovebox installations or for large samples where
overall bulk should be minimized. The gradient calorimeter is usually operated in the
constant temperature servo-control mode deseribed in Section 21.6.3 below. A Mound

gradientbridgecalorimeterdesignis describedin Section22.4.4of Chapter22.
The isothermal air chamber calorimeter developed by Argonne National Laboratory
is a version of the grmjient design that does not require a water bath (Refs, 9 and 10).
This calorimeter (Figure 21.7) is described in Ref 10as “...a constant temperature oven
COmpOSCd
of a series of concentric chambrs. ~ch of t&jsc cham~m is ~nstmcted
fimm an aluminum cylinder upon which resistive heating‘coilsand heat sensors are

mounted. The cylindemare separated from one another by high thermal-resistance
material.The ends of the cylindersare similarlyprotectedby nonconductingplugsand
by pancake-typeheatercoils.Alternatingzonesof highand lowthermal conductivityin
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calorimeter design. Theenvironmental heatsink, which wouldbe
small orjust an air chamber, is not
shown. (Figure courtesy of Mound
Laboratory.)
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Fig.21.7 Crosssection ofan air chambercalorimeter,
a versionof thegradient bridge calorimeter.
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this manner tends to minimize the effects of localized external temperature changes. A
temperature profile is established within the calorimeter to eliminate axial heat flow and
to ensure that a negative radial temperature gradient is maintained. In the schematic
drawing (Figure 21.7), the electronic feedback control circuits will maintain the relation

T3 > T2 > T1 > To > T~~bi.n~.The inner two cylinders (T3, T2) act as the measurement chamber. The calorimeter-supplied electrical power is adjusted to maintain the
temperature difference between these cylinders to A20 microdegrees.” Calorimeters of
this type have been used to measure sealed containers of bulk materials with up to 3 kg of
plutonium, mixed-oxide fuel pellets, and fuel rods up to 4 m in length. Examples are
given in Sections 22.2.2,22.3.2,

21.6 METHODS

and 22.5.1 of Chapter 22.

OF OPERATION

FOR HEAT FLOW

CALORIMETERS
21.6.1 Replacement Method

In this mode of operation the sample to be measured is placed in the calorimeter and
allowed to come to thermal equilibrium. The temperature difference between the
calorimeter and the heat sink is determined from the bridge potential. Then the sample
is removed and the ealonmeter is heated electrically until the same equilibrium
temperature difference is obtained. The sample power can be determined from the
known power supplied by the heater that replaced the sample. The same chamber of the
calorimeter is used for both the sample run and the heater run.
The replacement method consists of the following steps (Refs. 7 and 8]
(1) A bridge potential BPOis measured with the sample chamber empty, zero heater
power, and the environmental tank under temperature control. BPO is normally
measured periodically, not for each sample.
(2) The sample to .be assayed is placed in the calorimeter and its equilibrium bridge
potential BPs is determined.
(3) The sample is then removed and the heater current requi~d to replace the sample
power is calculated. The heater power required is approximately
W~(approx) = (BPS – BPO)/S

(21-15)

where S is the sensitivity of the calorimeter as determined earlier with Equation 21-14.
The required heater current is then calculated. The problem of power dissipation in the
wires leading to the heater ean be minimized in the twin design calorimeter by running
the wires through both the sample and reference chambers so that the effects cancel.
(4) The heater current is applied to the sample chamber until the equilibrium “bridge
potential BPHcan be determined. Also, the actual exact heater power WH is calculated
from the measured heater current and voltage.
(5) The power of the unknown sample is then
Ws(watts) = WH + (BPs – BPH)/S .

(21-16)

The above procedure is ill~strated in Figure 21.8, which also shows the additional
complexity introduced by slow drifts in the instrument.
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Fig.21.8 Calorimeter bridge potential as ajimction oftimeas observed during the
replacement method ofoperation. The upwardslopes illustrate the ~dditionai
complexity introducedby gradual instrument dr@s. (Figure courtesy ofA40und
Laboratory.)

21.6.2 Differential

Method

A twin-bridgeor over/under bridge calorimeter can be operated in the differential
mode in which electrical heat in the reference side is compared directly to sample heat
fkom the sample side. Because the sample run and the heater run are simultaneous,
assays can be made in about half the time required for the replacement method. In
practice this time savings is realized only when the sample power is known in advance to
about 1%.Thus the differential method is most useful when many samples of approximately the same size are to be assayed. For samples of unknown size this method is only
slightly faster than the replacement method (Ref 8).
When the differential method is used, the sample power at equilibrium is given by

W~watts) = WH + (BPs – BPM)/S .

(21-17)

BPM is a bridge potential calculated from mW~, where m is a constant slope. The
quantity (BPs – BPM)is zero if the heater power exactly matches the sample powe~ if
not, this quantity compensates for small differences between the two sides. The slope m
is determined during calibration by running current through the sample and reference
heaters in series (Ref. 8).
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21.6.3 Constant Temperature Servo-Control Method
In this mode of operation both the sample chamber and the environmental bath are
held at constant temperature by a servo-control mechanism. Heater power is used to
maintain the sample chamber at a higher temperature than the bath. When a sample is
placed in the calorimeter, the servo-controller reduces the heater power by the amount of
the sample’s power to hold the chamber at constant temperature. This method, also
called the isothermal method, may be used with any calorimeter bridge design, Use of
the constant temperature method typically reduces assay time by one-third to one-half
because the time required to reach equilibrium depends principally on the thermal
resistance and heat capacity of the sample and lesson the calorimeter body.
Before samples are assayed by the constant temperature method, the baseline power
level is set 10to 20% above the estimated wattage of any calibration standards or actual
samples. A baseline power run is made to establish the empty chamber equilibrium
power level WO.This run takes less time than a sample assay because no mass is in the
chamber.
When a radioactive sample is placed in the calorimeter, the heater power drops as the
servo-controller tries to maintain a constant temperature in the chamber. The new
equilibrium power level is Wc, and the sample power is
Ws(watts) =Wo–wc

.

(21-18)

Constant temperature control of the erdorimeter can be maintained by analog or digital
circuits. Digital circuits have the advantage of requiring no adjustments to Equation
21-18 to correct for systematic errors that occur in analog systems.
The constant temperature servo-control method is one of the fastest methods of
calorimeter operation, especially when used with “pre-equilibration” of the sample in a
separate temperature-controlled environment.

21.7 ASSAY TIME CONSIDERATIONS
The time necessary to complete a calorimetric assay of a radioactive sample is
dependent on a variety of factors that influence the time necessary for the system to
attain steady-state conditions. These factors include the following
(a) The type of heat flow calorimeter-twin-bridge, over/under bridge, or gradient
bridge.
(b) The thermal resistance and heat capacity of the material used for calorimeter
construction and the material the sample is composed of.
(c) The quality of calorimeter construction-tightness of fit, uniformity of air gaps,
and so forth.
(d) Physical size of the calorimeter sample chamber and the diameter of the sample.
(e) Sample packaging-location of heat sources inside the package, presence of void
spaces, and so forth.
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(f) Method ofcalorimeter operation-replacement
ture servo-control.
(g) USSof samplepreconditioning.
(h) Use of end-pointpredictiontechniques.

differential, or constant tempera-

(i) Requiredassayaccuracy.
Calorimetricassayof well-characterizedsmallsamplesmaybe completedin lessthan
one hour. On the other han~ bulk samples of product or scrap materials require
calorimetricassaytimesof 4 to 16h to reachthermalequilibrium.Table21-2(fromRef.
8) gives a few examples of assay times for a twin-cell,water bath calorimeter. Poor
samplepackagingconsistedof plastic bags and lead shog good packagingconsistedof
coppershot.A morecompletesummaryoftypicalassaytimes isgivenin Ref. 1.Someof
the factorsand techniquesthat affkctasaaytime are discussedt.x.low.

Table 21-2. Some assay times for a twin-bridge calorimeter (Ref. 8)
Assay
Conditions
Heater only, no sample, no temperature
servo-control
Poorly packaged sample, no temperature
servo-control
Well-packaged sample, no temperature
servo-control
Poorly packaged sample, constant temperature servo-control
Poorly packaged sample, constant temperature servo-control, sample preconditioned

1.0%
Equilibrium
Time (h)

0.1%
Equilibrium
Time (h)

0.01%
Equilibrium
Time (h)

2.8

3.6

4.8

8.1

10.2

13.1

5.2

6.3

8.0

4.7

6.1

8.0

0.8

1.6

3.0

21.7.1 Calorimeter Design and Operating Method

The physical dimensions and thermal properties of a given calorimeter affect both the
equilibrium time and the sensitivity. Decreasing the thermal resistance of a calorimeter
will reduce the time required to come to equilibrium, but it will also reduce the observed
bridge potential and (from Equation 21-14) the sensitivity. Because reduced sensitivity
will lead to reduced accuracy, the choice of calorimeter design must reflect a trade-off
between assay time and assay accuracy for the particular sample range. The composition
and dimensions of the gap between the sample and the calorimeter wall are important
factors.
The replacement method of calorimeter operation is generally the slowest mode of
operation because three distinct calorimeter runs are required to complete an assay a
sample run, a heater run, and a periodic baseline (BPO)run. The differential method,
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which can be used with twin-bridge calorimeters, requires only two calorimeter runs
because the electrical heat in the reference chamber is constantly compared to the heat
developed by the sample. This mode of operation reduces the time necessary for assay
completion.
The constant temperature servo-control mode of operation, or isothermal mode, is
well suited for reducing assay timq when the calorimeter body is maintained in an
equilibrium state, the effect of its time constant is minimized and the assay time is
principally dependent on the thermal time constant of the sample. Assay time can be
reduced further if the sample temperature is pre-equilibrated to the temperature of the
calorimeter, as described in the next section.
21.7.2 Sample Preconditioning

Preconditioning of the sample to about the internal temperature of the calorimeter
can be used with the constant temperature servo-control method to reduce assay time, as
indicated in Table 21-2. Preconditioning can be used alone or in conjunction with the
end-point prediction technique described in the next section. When the sample is first
placed in a separate preconditioning water bath and then placed in the calorimeter, the
time required to reach equilibrium is reduced because only the sample itself needs to
equilibrate to a steady-state heat flow. The gradient gap is already at a steady-state heat
flow with respect to the heat sink, and the heater power will reach the equilibrium power
level more rapidly.
Several advantages and disadvantages are associated with preconditioning (Ref. 7).
The primary advantage is increased throughput. The preeonditioning bath can be
designed to accommodate more than one sample, and it can be used overnight to
prepare samples for assay the next day. The disadvantages are that, additional floor
space, electronics, and operator action are required. IAISO,the preconditioning bath
temperature must be carefully maintained near the internal temperature of the calorimeter. Any change in the calorimeter’s baseline power level will require adjustment of the
preconditioning

bath temperature.

21.7.3 End-Point Prediction

Prediction of equilibrium is a mathematical technique for reducing calorimeter assay
time without affecting calorimeter sensitivity or sample packaging. The technique is
applicable to a variety of calorimeter types. Equilibrium values can be predicted reliably
with a time savings of about 50%(Refs. 11and 12).
End-point prediction is based on the principle that the calorimeter’s response function
is dominated by a single exponential of the form
y=A+~–at

(21-19)

where Y is the time-dependent calorimeter output, A is the equilibrium output signal, B
is a scaling constant, and k is the final thermal decay constant of the calorimeter and its
sample (Ref. 11). A calorimeter actually consists of different thermal regions, each

having different values for thermal resistance Ri and heat capacity Ci, as illustrated in
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Figure 21.9. The differing thermal properties of each region determine the time required
for each region to come to equilibrium with its surroundings. The time required for the

entire calorimeter to reach equilibrium is a sum of several exponential response
functions.Becausethe end-point predictiontechniqueis based on the use of Equation
21-19witha singleexponential,the amount oftime saveddependson the validityofthis
approximation.Samplesthat are poorlypackaged,with highthermal resistanceor high
heat capacity, will be assayed with less time savings.

The procedure for calculating the equilibrium output signal A requires determination
of the output signal Y at regular time intervals during the assay (Ref. 7). The values for Y
are smoothed and fitted to Eauation 21-19 and a value for A is calculated. This
procedure is repeated at regular ~ntervals as the assay progresses and as more determinations of Y become available. Figure 21.10 illustrates this process. When the predicted
values for A show zero slope within the expected standard deviation, the run is
complete. The assay is terminated before the calorimeter actually reaches equilibrium.
21.8

CALORIMETER CALIBRATION

Accurate calibration is needed to relate the observed calorimeter output power to
known power values. Two types of standards are commonly used for calibration
purposes electrical and radiometric heat sources. Regardless of the calibration method
used, traceability to NBS-certified electrical or radiometric standards is essential
(Ref 4).
21.8.1 Electrical Calibration

Electrical calibration techniques are applicable to calorimetric methods in which
heater power either duplicates or replaces sample power (Ref. 4). The power generated in
an electrical heater is given by the product of the voltage across the heater and the
current through the heater. To calibrate the heater, the current can be determined by
measuring the voltage across a standard resistor. This calibration yields the relationship
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between bridge potential and sample power the calorimeter sensitivity (Equation
21-14). The result is a sensitivity curve as a function of sample power.
Accurate electrical calibration requires that the electrical heater produce the identical
change in calorimeter output as an equivalent amount of power from a sample (Ref. 4).
This implies that the location of the heater relative to the temperature-measuring
device
should be the same as that of the radioactive sample. The error associated with this
factor is referred to as the heat distribution error. To determine the extent of this error, it
is recommended that a small sample be placed at various locations within the chamber
and its output measured with respect to location. (One of the radiometric heat standards
discussed in the next section would be ideal for this purpose.) Another source of error in
electrical calibration is power loss in the heater leads of single-cell calorimeters. The
technique for correcting for heater-lead errors is described in Ref. 4.
21.8.2

Calibration

with Radioactive Heat Sources

Calibration with radioactive heat sources is a simpler technique and usually
preferable because it covers all aspects of calorimeter operation. Standard 238Pu02 heat
sources that are traceable to NBS reference materials are avaiiable from Mound
Laboratory in the range 0.04 mW to 100 W (Ref. 7). The sources are compact, and the
power output as a function of time can be calculated. The heat sources should span the
range of actual sample powers.
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In the calibration procedure, the radioactive heat sources are placed in the calorimeter
sample chamber in the same manner as the unknown samples. The calorimeter output
signal is measured using the known power of each standard heat source. These data are
used to generate a calibration curve and an associated sensitivity curve just as in the
electrical case. Additional details on this procedure are given in Ref 4.

21.9

SOURCES OF ERROR

As described in Section 21.3, determination of plutonium content is a two-step
process determination of calorimetric power and determination of effective specific
power either by empirical or computational methods. The sources of error in this
process are summarized in Table 21-3 (Refs. 4,7, and 13).
Sources of error in the power determination include(1) imprecision of the calorimeter
system—the variance of the system response as a result of variations in room temperature, bath temperature, humidity, sample weigh~ sample loading and unloading smsses,
and so forth; (2) heat distribution error-the
variance of the system response resulting
from spatial distribution of the sample in the sample chambe~ (3) calibration error-the
variance of the system response to calibration method and standards and (4) interference error-heat
production from interfering processes such as fission product
reactions or chemical reactions.
Sources of error in the determination
of effective specific power depend on the
method used for this determination
empirical or computational.
If the empirical
method is used, the possible sources of error are (1) errors in determination of sample
power and (2) errors indetermination
of the content of the plutonium sample. When the
computational method is used for determination of effective specific power, the error
sources are (1) errors in determination of the sample’s isotopic composition and (2)
uncertainty in the specific power values (see the last column of Table 21-1). The total
assay uncertainty may be estimated by combining the error in the calorimeter power
determination with the uncertainty in the effective specific powe~
a(pu)

= Vd(w)+

cr2(Pefl)

(21-20)

The error magnitudes given in Table 21-3 are typical vaiue~ in practice, actual values
may be quite different. In particular, the errors associated with the determination of
isotopic composition depend on the technique used, For concentrations below 0.1 %, the
errors quoted are typical of radiometric results for 238~ and 2AlAm. For concentrations
of 0.1 to 1%, the minimum error for mass spectrometric determination
is 1%, for
concentrations greater than 20%, the minimum error is 0.3%. If the isotopic composition
is determined by high-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy, errors for the major plutonium isotopes are in the range of 0.1 to 10%. Errors in the determination of effective
specific power are in the range of 0.3 to 1.0% in 1- to 4-h counting times (Ref. 14 and
Chapter 8). Generally, the precision of the calorimeter power measurement is better than
the uncertainty associated with the determination of effective specific power.
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Table 21-3. Sources of error in calorimetric
Error Source

assay (Refs. 4,7, and 13)
Approximate

Power Measurement
Calorimeter imprecision
Heat distribution error
Calibration error
Interference error
Effective Specific Power Determination
Empirical method
Sample power
Sample plutonium content
Computational method
Isotopic composition
Concentration <0. 1%
Concentration SO. 1%
Concentration >1%
Concentration >20%
Speeific power uncertainty

Magnitude (%)

<0.1
<0.1
<0,1
<0.1

<0.2
<0.2

2-5
1.5

0.5
0.3
<0.1
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22.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes some modern calorimeter systems currently in use throughout
the nuclear fuel cycle for the nondestructive assay of plutonium. Since 1950, Mound
, Laboratory (Monsanto Research Corporation, Miamisburg, Ohio) has built over 200
calorimeters of various designs for nuclear material control and accountability, primarily for US Department of Energy (DOE) facilities. Occasionally a few DOE and
commercial nuclear facilities have built their own calorimeters. Argonne National
Laboratory (University of Chicago, Argonne, Illinois) has built several for use by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The calorimeters described in this chapter
represent the types of instruments in use today; they include those built by Mound,
Argonne, Rocky Flats, and General Electric (GE).
The Mound calorimeters described in this chapter are the analytical calorimeter, the
transportable calorimeter, the twin-bridge production calorimeter, and the gradient
bridge calorimeter the Argonne calorimeters are the small-sample calorimeter, the bulk
assay calorimeter, and the one-meter fuel rod calorimeter. Also described are Rocky
Flats production calorimeters and the GE irradiated fuel assembly calorimeter. The
examples given in this chapter are preceded by a summary of typical calorimeter system
components and design considerations.
22.1.1 Calorimetric

Assay System Components

A typical modem system designed for the calorimetric assay of plutonium-bearing
materials consists of the following components
(a) A precisely machined heat flow calorimeter body of the twin-bridge, over/under
bridge, or gradient bridge type. Each cell includes an electric heater circuit for accurate
duplication of sample power.
(b) A bridge circuit for the precise measurement of temperature differences between
the sample chamber and the environmental heat sink. The electric circuitty includes
high-quality potentiometers and digital voltmeters.
(c) A digital or analog readout device, which is usually a minicomputer. The computer
controls calorimeter operation, data collection and storage, and data analysis.
(d) Electrical or radioactive heat source calibration standards. Electrical measurements are used to determine temperature differences and to control electrical heater
circuits for sample power duplication. Alternatively, radioactive heat source standards
may be available to the system for calibration and power determination.
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Design Considerations

In the design of a calorimetric assay instrument, many important factors dictate the
appearance of the final product. It is not possible to design’ a single, universal calorimeter
that is applicable to all measurement situations. This section lists some of the factors
that influence calorimeter design.
(a) Sample size. The physical size of the sample dictates the dimensions of the sample
chambe~ tight thermal coupling of the sample to the calorimeter is essential to minimize
assay time. The diameters of sample chambers on existing calorimeters range from 1 to
30 cm.
(b) Sample power. In general, high-power samples require low-sensitivity calorimeters
with low thermal resistance, and low-power samples require sensitive microcdorimeters
with high thermal resistance.
(c) Calibration. Calorimeter design is a function of the calibration method to be
used—radioactive heat standards or electrical standards.
(d) Construction materials. The heat capacities and thermal conductivities of the
materials used in construction influence performance
(e) Throughput. The a@ilable time per assay influences the choice of calorimeter type

and method of operation and the number of calorimeters needed.
(f) Accuracy. The desi~d assay accuracy must be weighed against the needed throughput and available space in choosing the type of calorimeter and the method of operation.
(g) piant environment. Calorimeter design is affected by the working environment and

the available floor space. An in-line production plant’ environment requires different
design considerations than a laboratory setting.

22.2 SMALL CALORIMETERS FOR LABORATORY

SAMPLES

Small calorimeters can be used in analytical chemistry laboratories to provide
nondestructive assays of small plutonium samples. They can be used to determine
effective specific power by the empirical method, in which a small sample of plutonium
is assayed nondestructively by calorimetry and then destructively by chemistry. Also,
small calorimeters provide a means for evaluating sampling errors.
22.2.1 Mound Analytical Calorimeter

The Mound analytical calorimeter was developed specifically for use in an analytical
chemistry laboratory (Ref. 1). It is a compact instrument (Figure 22.1) designed for
sample sizes up to 5 cm3 (about 10 g of plutonium). The calorimeter includes an
automatic sample loader with a pre-equilibrium position and is designed to fit inside a
standard 3-ft glovebox.: For samples producing 10 mW of power, the precision and
accuracy are better than 0.1%. Performance data for the analytical calorimeter are
summarized in Table 22-1 (Refs. 1and 2). The gram values for accuracy, precision, and
range are for low-burnup plutonium with an effective specific power of 2.3 mW/g and
with well-known isotopic composition.
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Fig. 22.1 View ofa disassembled Mound analyticaicalorimeter for the assay ofsmaliplutonium
samples in 2-dram glass vials. (Photograph courtesy ofMoundLaboratory.)

Table 22-1. Performance data for the Mound analytical
calorimeter, assuming 2.3 mW/g and known isotopics (Refs.
~ ,1 and2)
“ Accuracy
Precision
Range
Measurement
Assay ~ime

Sensitivity

0.008 g
0.008 g
0.4to 10g(l to23mW)
0.4gorlmWina
5-cm3 container
30-100 min

,,
A wide variety of plutonium-bearing
materials, including metal, oxide, and mixedoxide, have been’ measured in the analytical calorimeter and th~n dissolved :and
analyzed for plutonium content. Comparisons
of the results ~demonstrated that
,,’
calorimetric assay is both accurate and precise.
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22.2.2 Argonne

Small-Sample Calorimeter

The Argonne small-sample calorimeter is designed for the assay of up to 6 cm3 of
mixed-oxide fuel in the form of pellets, powders, and solutions (Refs. 3 and 4). Its
maximum power range is 45 mW, which is equivalent to 20 g of low-burnup plutonium.
The unique fkature of this system is its portability, which makes it useful for on-site
inspections in the field. Figure 22.2 shows the two modules that makeup the system: the
isothermal calorimeter and the data acquisition module. The total weight is 18 kg.
The small-sample calorimeter is an isothermal gradient bridge calorimeter. It is a
“dry” or “air chamber” calorimeter because of the absence of a water bath heat sink, as
described in Section 21.5.4 and shown in Figure 21.7 of Chapter 21. This design requires
operation in the constant temperature servo-control mode to obtain good accuracy.
Pefiormance data for the small-sample calorimeter are given in Table 22-2 (Refs. 4
through 6). The calorimeter has a precision of about O.1% in 20 min (Ret 4). The short
assay time and good precision are partly due to double encapsulation of the samples in
metal containers to maximize heat transfer.

Fig.22.2 Argonne small-sample calorimeter (right) and its data acquisition system (Id). (Photograph courtesy ofArgonneNational Laboratory.)
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Table 22-2. Pefiormance data for the Argonne smallsample calorimeter, assuming 2.3 mW/g and known
isotopics (Refs. 4 through 6)
Accuracy
Precision
Range
Measurement Sensitivity
Assay Time

0.01 g
0.01 g
1 to 20 g (2 to 45 mW)
1g
20 min

The data acquisition module automatically performs electrical calibrations over a
selected input range. The calibrations are performed with the aid of a microprocessor
calculating the reference voltage to be applied across the calibration resistor coil. This
electrical calibration simulates a set of plutonium standards over the measurement
range of the instrument (Ref. 4).
An independent test a~d evaluation of the calorimeter (Ref 5) found insensitivity to
operator and environmental effeets. However, the study recommended preheating the
sample capsules to avoid a shift in the:,!reference-power baseline. The calorimeter was
calibrated with plutonium heat standards, and use of an electrically heated capsule was
recommended

to check~the calibration:

22.3 TRANSPORTABLE

CALORJM@TERS

Somecalorimeters h~ve been desi~ed to be.transportable for use at different nuclear
fiel-cycle facilities du~ng periodic invento~ verification exercises. This po~bility
provides the nuclear material inspe~or ~~h the ability to verifi inventory items
independently. ~n additiqn, a gamma-ray sxxtrorneter is used to determineplutonium
isotopiceoneen$ation~so that the caloqimqterpowermeasurementcanbe convertedto
: ‘; :
,,
;
,,

Plutonium mass:

22.3.1 Mound Transportable

Calorimeter

The Mound transportable calorimeter was deyeloped for use by DOE inspectors
(Refs. 1 and 7). It is sirni~r in des~ t? ~~e l~ger in-plant instrument deseribed in
Section 22.4.1 ~low, except that th~ ‘~onstant temperature bath is replaced by a heat
exchanger, a pump, anda small tem~i%ture$qtiolled
reservoir. Water from the small
bath is pumped throub the heat exchadger to maintain the calorimeter at donstant
temperature. This change significantly reduqin the size and weight of the system. The
calorimeter is an over/under bridge type (Ref. 1).
Figure 22.3 shows the small water reservoir, the electronics, and the calorimeter body
mounted on an aluminum cart. Because the total weight of the system is only 200 kg, it
oan be moved by one person. The sample chamber can accommodate samples up to 13
cm in diameter and 20cm high,with a power range of 0.5 to 10 W. The data acquisition
system reads the bridge potential, monitors the water reservoir to within 0.001”C, and
uses the end-point prediction technique to reduee assay time (Ref. 7).
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Fig.22.3 Mound transpotiab[e calorimeter system showing water bath temperature
controller (upper left), electronics and data acquisition system (lower left), and
over/under bridge calorimeter (right). (Photograph courtesy ofMoundLaboratory.)
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In the field, about 4 h are required after unpacking for the water reservoir to come
under temperature control and for the intrinsic germanium gamma-ray detector to cool
down. During operation, about 4 h are required for each calorimeter power measurement and each gamma-ray spectrum measurement. An on-line computer is used to
obtain the isotopic composition from the gamma-ray spectra and to calculate the
effective specific power. Reported measurement uncertainties are about 0.3% for the
power determination, including precision error, calibration error, and heater lead error,
and 1to 2%for the gamma-ray specific power determination (Ref. 6). Performance data
for the transportable calorimeter are summarized in Table 22-3 (Ret 7).
Table 22-3. Performance data for the Mound
transportable calorimeter, assuming 2.3 mW/g
and known isotopics (Ref. 7)
Accuracy
Precision
Range
Assay Time

22.3.2

Argorme

Bulk Assay

0.3%
0.1%
200 g to 4.4 kg (0.5 to 10 W)
4h

Calorimeter

The Argonne bulk assay calorimeter (Figure 22.4) was developed for use by IAEA
inspectors (Refs. 6 and 8). It is designed to measure sealed canisters holding up to 3 kg of
high-burqup recycle plutonium in the form of metal, powder, or scrap: This isothermal
gradient air calorimeter (see Section 21.5.4 of Chapter 21) operates in fie servo-control
mode (see Section 21.6.3 of Chapter 21). It consists of five nested ~se~o-controlled
cylinders separated from each other by heat-conducting epoxy. The system includes
sample preheater and is completely microprocessor controlled. The sample chamber
can accept cans 11 cm in diameter and 33 cm high.
Performance data (Refs. 6,8,9, and 10) for the bulk assay calorimeter are summarized
in Table 22-4. In one experiment, 18-cm-long mixed-oxide fuel rods were assayed in
different numbers and different arrangements (Ref. 6). The assays were unaffected by
the geometrical arrangement, and the response per gram was constant to within 0.1 % as
the number of rods was varied. This behavior differs ffom that of other assay techniques,
where gamma-ray self-attenuation or neutron multiplication may result in nonlinear
effects.
A field test of the bulk assay calorimeter was conducted at a mixed-oxide fuel
fabrication plant in Belgium (Ref 9). Five plutonium oxide cans were assayed to an
average accuracy of 0.2% (1a). Most plutonium cans at the facility had a diameter of
more than 11 cm and could not be assayed during this test. A recent evaluation of the
bulk assay calorimeter at three United Kingdom Atomic Energy Agency facilities
involved the measurement of more than 70 standards consisting of plutonium oxide,
metal, fuel pellets, or mixed oxide (Ref. 10). Using calorimeter power values and
gamma-ray isotopic values, the ratio of measured to declared plutonium mass typically
differed from 1 by 0.396. The absence of a water jacket was considered helpful for such
field measurements.

.—
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Fig. 22.4 Argonne bulk assay calorimeter (center), with data acquisition system (Iefi),control
circuit power bin (right), andsamplepreheating chambers and calorimeter canisters
@rent). (Photograph courtesy ofArgonneNationai Laboratory.)

Table 22-4. Performance data for the Argonne
bulk assay calorimeter (Refs. 6,8,9, and 10)
Accuracy
Precision
Range
Assay Time

0.1 to 0.9%
0.1 to 0.7%
upto 10kg Pu(l.4t026W)
4 h with end-point prediction

-..
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22.4 IN-PLANT CALORIMETERS
22.4.1 Mound Twin-Bridge Production Calorimeter
The twin-bridge production calorimeter (Figure 22.5) is designed for the assay of
plutonium metal, oxide, and highdensity scrap and waste (Ref. 11). The calorimeter is
construcpd for use in plant environments. Sample and reference cells are contained in a
controlled constant temperature environmental water bath and are about 12 cm in
diameter to accept standard cans in which plutonium materials are packaged.
Calorimeters that can accommodate gallon-size c-s of scrap and waste are also
produced in this design. The instrument shown in ,Figure 22.5 has two twin-bridge
calorimeters inside the water bath.
Each twin-bridge calorimeter may include a servo-controller for constant temperature
operation, a sample pre-equilibrium chamber, or provisions for the use of end-point
prediction techniques. These features can reduce assay time and increase throughput.
All electrical measurements are made with bridge circuits or digital voltmeters and are
fed directly into the computer data acquisition system. Standard resistors and voltage
sources traceable to the National Bureau of Standards are used to ensure accurate
measurements. Plutonium-238 heat stancbrds are used for calibration.

Fig.22.5 Mound twin-bridgeproduction calorimeter. The water bath (Iefi)contains two
twin-bridge calorimeters. (Photograph courtesy ofMoundLaboratory.)
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At the Los Alamos Plutonium Processing Facility, two Model 102 twin-bridge
calorimeters sharing a common water bath (Ref. 12) similar to that shown in Figure 22,5
are used to assay plutonium feed and product. To save space, sample pre-equilibrium
chambers are not used. All assays are done for 8 h without end-point prediction. A
measurement control program requires the weekly measurement of either a 400- or 870g standard. Measurement control results for 1 yr show that the power determination has
a precision of about O.1% and a drift of about 0.1 %. For large samples the effective
specific power is determined with a precision of about 0.4 to 0.5% (1CT)by gamma-ray
spectroscopy in count, times of 1.5 to 2 h. The overall precision in plutonium mass
determination is then about 0.5 to 0.7% (1 o) for large, homogeneous samples.* Performance data for the twin-bridge calorimeter are summarized in Table 22-5 (Refs. 11 and
12). Similar performance data has been reported for high-burnup plutonium with an
effective specific power of about 14.5 mW/g (Ref. 13).
Table 22-5. Performance data for the Mound
“twin-bridge production calorimeter, assuming
2.3 mW/g and known isotopics (Refs. 11, 12,
and private communication*)
Accuracy
Precision
Range
Assay Time

0.1 to 0.2%
0.1 to 0.2%
100g?o 2.5 kg (.23 to 5.8 W)
8h

*Private communication from R. Blankenship
and F. Hsue, Los Alamos National Laboratory.
By way of comparison, the Los Alamos, facility also uses four over/under bridge
calorimeters to provide inc~eased throughput capability. These calorimeters are similar
in appearance to the calorimeters described i,n Section 22.4.4 below. Two have 12.4-cmdiam sample chambers; t~e other two have’ 17.8-cm-diam sample chambers. The
calorimeters are operated with end-point, ,prediction techniques to reduce assay time.

For samples containing 2 tp 3 kg of plutonium assay times are typically a little more
than 3 h. Small or poorly packaged sa,mf$es m~y require up to 8 h, and 100 g is the
administrative lower limit ~ plutonium size to,a~oid longer assay times. Measurement
control reiuits for 1yr,showlhat
these fasttjr Calofimqters have a measurement precision
J,
of about 0.2% compared to’about ‘O.1% for tie twin-bridge calorimeter.*
,,”,
!“
1! ,:
Isotopics Measurements
22.4.2 Mound Calorimeter for Sirnultarieous
,,
,,

,,,

In-plant calorimetric assay requires bpt~ samplb power measurement with a calorimeter and (for the computational methodj detewination of sample effectwe specific power
from mass spectroscopy or gamma-ray is~topics ineasurements. For a series of samples,
the most common approach uses sequential measurements of the plutonium isotopics
*Private communication from R. Blankenship’ and F. Hsue, Los Alamos National
Laboratory.
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by high-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy followed by calorimetry. The isotopics
measurement and the calorimetric measurement may also be performed simultaneously.
Figure 22.6 is an example of a simultaneous measurement system (Ref. 14). The
calorimeter is a Mound transportable over/under bridge type (see Figure21. 5 of Chapter
21) with three layers of water (3.1 cm total), three layers of Plexiglas (2.1 cm total), 1.0
cm of epoxy, 0.6 cm of aluminum, and 0.1 cm of stainless steel between the sample and
the gamma-ray detector. The transmission of 100-to 400-keV gamma rays through the
calorimeter wall is about 20 to 40%. Because this calorimeter design uses Plexiglas, with
a minimum of steel and aluminum, the transmission through the calorimeter is actually
higher than the transmission through the x-ray filter on the face of the gamma-ray
detector.

Fig. 22.6 Mound simultaneous calorimeterpower measurement andgarnma-ray
isotopic composition measurement system. The side-looking germanium
detector isplacedagainst the calorimeter body during the measurement.
(Photograph courtesy ofMoundLaboratory.)
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A typical assay time is 5 h, using end-point prediction techniques, with 0.3%
uncertainty in the calorimeter power measurement (Ref 14). Gamma-ray isotopic data
were accumulated for the same time period as the power measurement. The overall
assay uncertainty was 1% or less. The performance data are summarized in Table 22-6.
Both the calorimeter and the gamma-ray detector’s multichannel analyzer are microprocessor controlled, and data analysis is coordinated by a minicomputer. This system is
configured such that data from one sample can be analyzed while another sample is
being measured. However, some 10SSof measurement precision is incurred in making
simultaneous measurements because the sample cannot be placed directly against the
gamma-ray detector. Sequential measurements are usually preferred to simultaneous
measurements unless there are other overriding requirements.
Table 22-6. Performance
data for the Mound simultaneous
calorimetric assay system, assuming 2.3 m W/g (Ref. 14)
Overall accuracy
Power determination
Range
Assay time
22.4.3

accuracy

Rocky Flats Production

1.0%
(33%
200 g to 4.4 kg (0.5 to 10 W)
5 h with end-point prediction

Calorimeters

Multiple-cell calorimeters have been developed at the Rocky Flats Plant for the assay
of low-burnup plutonium oxide and scrap (Ref. 15). The calorimeters are of the twinbridge type, with an air gap between the inner sample cell and the environmental water
bath to help maintain a thermal resistance between them. Plutonium oxide cans
containing a~proximately ~1400 g are loaded into brass sample holders, which are placed
into the measurement cell,s. Styrofoam plugs are used above and below the sample for
insulation. The power output of each can is rqughly 3 W. Shortly after the separation of
americium fjiom plutonium, 78°h of the’ power output is from 239Pu, 18% from 240Pu,
and the rest from 23*Pu an@ 241Pu. The calorimetric assay of sample power is accurate to
about 0.2%. ~
To handle the production load of samples requiring assay, three 8-unit calorimeters
are available (Ref. 16). Each ‘unit contains eight cells placed in a circle in a common
water bath. Seven cells are available for s@ple assays, and one is used as a common
,,
reference cell.
For the new plutonium processing facility at Rocky Flats, a series of in-line
calorimeters !have been built by Mound ~~oratory
and installed under gloveboxes in
the shipping iand receiving area (Ref 17). Twenty c,ells are connected in four banks of
five cells eac$, with each bank,having its own water bath. In each bank, one cell serves as
the common reference cell for the other four stimple cells. Each sample cell can
equilibrate a 4-W sample in about 10 h. Overall measurement reproducibility is about
0.7% in all cells.
Calorimetric assay of plutonium scrap and waste encountered in the production
process may be adversely affected by large container sizes, longer equilibrium times, or
poorly known sample isotopic composition. An extreme example is found in the assay of
impure salt residues that contain plutonium and up to 10% americium. In such residues
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the americium may contribute 50 to 80% of the total sample power. A determination of
plutonium content then requires a careful gamma-ray measurement of the americium to
plutonium ratio. in material that is very inhomogeneous and contains self-attenuating
lumps of plutonium. This measurement has been performed by rotating and scanning
the sample in a helical fashion during the isotopics measurement and by determining
separate gamma-ray self-absorption correction factors for americium and plutonium
(Ref 18). The specific power is determined with a precis@n of about 1% and the sample
power with a precision of about 0.2% (la). Although’i!iot yet established, the overall
assay accuracy is better than that obtainable from passive gamma-ray or neutron assay,
and has resulted in lower inventory difference biases (Ref. 18).
22.4.4

Mound

Gradient

Bridge

Calorimeters

Mound Laboratory has provided four compact gradient bridge calorimeters for the
plutonium scrap recovery facility at the Savannah River Plant (Ref 19). The
calorimeters are located in the sample assay room and are used to provide information
on the mass of incoming plutonium metal and oxide shipments to the accountability
computer. The four calorimeters (Figure 22. 7) are connected by insulated water hoses to
four separate temperature-controlled
water reservoirs. Two of the calorimeters have
outer dimensions of 31 cm diameter by 97 cm high, and accommodate standard
recovery cans up to 12.4 cm in diameter. The other two calorimeters are 29 cm in
diameter and 93 cm high, and only accommodate cans up to 11.0 cm in diameter, so that
smaller samples can be assayed with shorter equilibration time.

Fig. 22.7 Array ojjbur Moundgradient bridge calorimeters, two with 11-cm-diam sample
chambers and two with 12.4-cm-diam samp!e chambers.

—
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The design of each calorimeter body (Ref. 20) is similar to the gradient bridge design
shown in Figure 21.6 and described in Section 21.5.4 of Chapter 21. The thermal baflles
above and below the sample chamber are made of Styrofoam. Sample weight is
transmitted to the floor by a central post so that the accuracy of the bridge potential
readings is not affected by strain in the windings. The sample is placed in a special
stainless steel can with an O-ring seal that fits tightly into the sample chamber. If
possible, air gaps between the ~qmple and the inner wall of this “cal can” are filled with
aluminum shot to reduce assay time, and air gaps above the sample are filled with
crumpled aluminum foil to prevent air circulation. The time required to reach equilibrium depends on sample diameter, packaging, and the width of any air gap.
The four calorimeters are operated in the constant temperature servo-control mode
(Ref, 20). The water bath temperatures are controlled to within 0.001”C, and the
temperatures are checked every 2 min. The water temperature is selected such that the
ratio of heating to cooling required from the controller is about 1.1. Each reservoir uses
about one cup of distilled water per week, The electronics include five computercontrolled digital voltmeters, one for each bridge circuit output and one to monitor
room temperature. Each heater winding is connected as a four-terminal resistor so that
the voltage across the winding can be determined without errors resulting from power
losses in the leads.
Operation of each calorimeter requires periodic baseline power runs to establish the
empty chamber power level (Ref 20). Baseline power runs typically require 2 to 2.5 h,
less than actual sample assays, because there is no mass in the sample chamber. The
baseIine power level (near 15 W) is set at least 3 W greater than the estimated wattage for
actual samples or calibration standards. The calorimeters have been provided with small
238Pu02 heat source standards mounted in special cans. These standards are measured
periodically to monitor instrument performance. Calorimeter performance can be
affecte~.
if the calorimeter “is bumped, if the lid is removed during an assay, or if
fluctuations occur in room temperature and hurriidity, ,bath temperature, or power
suppIy:vo!tage. For plutonium scrap, assay time can vary widely de@nding on sample
composition; ,packaging, size; and power. For a typical wattage range of 2 to 12 W, the
accuracy of the calorimeter ‘measurement is 0.2% (Ref.21 ). Performance specifications
for the ,gradiedt bridge calorimeters are summarized in Table 22-7.

Table 22-7. Performance specifications for
the Mound gradient bridge calorimeters
(Ref120and 21):,
~
Accuticy
Precision
Range
Assay time

0.5%at2W

0.1%
500gto5kg(2to12W)
4 h for product
8 to 16 h for scrap

,,
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22.5 FUEL ROD CALORIMETERS
22.5.1 Argonne One-Meter Fuel Rod Calorimeter
The Argonne one-meter fuel rod calorimeter is intended for the nondestructive assay
of the plutonium content of unirradiated mixed-oxide fuel rods (Ref 22). The prototype
for this instrument is an earlier Argonne instrument used for the calorimetric assay of 6in.-long fuel rods (Ref. 23). A four-meter fuel rod calorimeter has also been built (Ref.
24). Measurements with these instruments are relatively fast because of the small
diameter of the sample chamber and the calorimeters are called “fast response”
calorimeters.
This calorimetric assay system contains the following components (see Figure 22.8)
(Refs. 25 and 26)
1. Calorimeter box. The one-meter fuel rod calorimeter is an isothermal gradient air
calorimeter (See Section 21.5.4 of Chapter21 ) that is operated in the servo-control mode
(Seetion 21 .6.3). It has three regions of controlled temperature: the l-em-diam sample
chamber, the surrounding thermal shield and heating circuits, and the remaining
volume of the box. These three regions are controlled to be at 33, 32, and 3W’C,
respectively.
2. Preheater. A preheater for heating rods prior to their injeetion into the measuring

chamber is connected to the calorimeter measurement box. The preheater reduees assay
time and provides additional space for holding rods larger than 1 m.
3. Control console. The control eonsole contains the servo-control circuits, the
temperature sensor controls, and other electrical measurement controls.
4. Computer. Data acquisition and analysis and hard-copy printout of results are
controlled by a small portable computer.
The effective fuel rod length that can be accommodated by this instrument is 98 cm.
Longer fuel rods must be assayed in 1-m segments. Along the axis, the response of the
calorimeter to heat sources is nonlinear. A correction must be made for the length of the
fuel column and its position (Ref 22). Also, when the baseline power level is being
determined, a dummy fuel rod must be inserted to simulate heat losses through the ends.
Calorimeter operation can be checked by an internal electrical calibration or by
calibration with electrically heated resistance rods.

Fig. 22.8 Argonne Model IVfuel rod calorimetric system for one-meterfuel rods, showing the
calorimeter (left), preheater (long white cylinder), and electronics packages. (Photograph
courtesy ofArgonne National Laboratory.)
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Field test and evaluation exercises of the fuel rod calorimeter were conducted at
several Belgian facilities in cooperation with the IAEA (Refs. 27 and 28). At one facility,
four different geometries of fuel rods containing from 3.6 to 28.5 g of plutonium and
having three different isotopic compositions were measured. All 12 fuel rods were
preheated and then measured for 1h, with each fbel rod measurement preceded by a l-h
baseline power measurement. The precision was 1 mW over the range of 10 to 135 mW.
For rods with more than 50 mW of power, the observed accuracy was on the order of 3%
(la) or less, which was within the errors of measurement and uncertainty in actual
plutonium mass (Ref. 27).
Two more batches of 6 and 11 mixed-oxide fuel rods were measured at two other
Belgian facilities. Some of the fuel rods were as long as 2.5 m; the inactive portion was
kept within the preheater. For fuel rods of the type for which the instrument was
designed, the calorimeter performed well, with a measurement precision of about 0.4%.
For rods with low power output, the measurement data were inconclusive. Use of the
one-meter fuel rod calorimeter for rods with power outputs less than 40 mW is not
recommended because the power output would be less than 5% of the baseline power
(Ref 28). Performance data for the Argonne one-meter fuel rod calorimeter are
summarized in Table 22-81
Table 22-8. Performance data for the Argonne
one-meter
fuel rod calorimeter,
assuming
5 mW/g and known isotopics (Refs. 27 and 28)
Accuracy
Precision
Range
Assay time

22.5.2

1 to 3%
0.4% or 0.2 g (1 mW)
8 to 160 g Pu (40 to 800 mW)
15minto2h

General Electric Irradiated Fuel Assembly Calorimeter

The General Electric irradiated fuel storage facility near Morns, Illinois, has developed an in-basin calorimeter for underwater measurements of the heat generated by
irradiated fuel assemblies (Ref. 29). The calorimeter is similar in size and shape to a
water boil-off calorimeter developed earlier by Pacific Northwest Laboratory for abovewater, hot cell measurements (Ref. 30). The General Electric calorimeter is operated in
the unloading pit of the fuel storage basin at a depth of about 40 ft. Although the
calorimeter was developed to prc&ide heat generation information for planning fiture
irradiated fuel storage na$ds, it was also possible to correlate the measured heat with fuel
bumup.
The in-basin calorimeter (Figure 22.9) is 4.6 m, long and consists of two concentric
steel pipes (Ref. 29). The’ 41 -cmdiam inner pipe forms the sample chamber, which can
be fitted with inserts to support either boiling or pressurized water reactor fuel
assemblies. The annular space between the two pipes contains 6 cm of urethane
insulation to reduce heat transfer from the calorimeter to the basin water. Temperature
measurements inside the sample chamber and outside the calorimeter are made with
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Fig.22.9 GeneralElectric-MorrisOperations in-basincalorimeter
for measurement ofirradiatedjid awemblies in theunloadingpit ofthefuelstorage basin-RTD
=platinum
resistance temperature detector. (Figure courtesy of
General Electric-Morris Operations.)

platinum resistance temperature

detectors. A recirculation

pump maintains

a homoge-

neous water temperature inside the sample chamber. Gamma radiation monitors are
installed on the calorimeter to measure radiation heat losses and axial fuel assembly
bumup profiles.
The calorimeter is usually operated with a constant temperature environment. Afler a
fuel assembly is loaded into the calorimeter, a water-tight head is bolted onto seal the
sample chamber (Ref. 29). The rise in internal water temperature is monitored over a 5h period. Water temperature outside the calorimeter is usually stable to O.l°F if water
circulation is provided in the basin. The rate of change of internal water temperature
(typic.dly 2F/h) is proportional to the thermal output of the fiel assembly. The
calorimeter is calibrated with a 4-m-long pipe wrapped with electrical heater tape. All
measurements are corrected for heater lead power losses, heat capacity variations
between calibration and actual fuel, and gamma radiation heat losses.
Reference 29 reports a series of 24 measuremefits of 14 PWR fuel assemblies with
operatordeclared bumups of 26 to 40 GWd/tU and cooling times of 4 to 8 yr. The inbasin calorimeter measured thermal powers of 360 to 940 W with a precision of 1%.The
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measured power was compared to that calculated from reactor fuel bumup codes. The
agreement varied from 15%(if the codes assumed constant irradiation histories) to 1%
(if the codes used the actual irradiation histories). For assemblies with the same cooling
times, measured power was proportional to burnup to within about 3%.
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Application Guide
N. Ewssl#q D. Reilly, and H. Smith,Jr.

23.1 I.NTRODUCI’ION
This chapter is an applications guide to nondestructive assay (NDA) techniques to
aid the user in matching instruments with measurement problems. The figures and

tables of this chapter refer to many of the measurement techniques described earlier
in the book; several important active techniques are also included. Addhional information on active NDA techniques is provided in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) manual Active Nondestructive Assay of Nuclear Materials, by T. Gozani (Ref.
1). Detailed summaries of NDA measurement methods and results are provided in
the NRC Handbook of Nuclear Safeguards Measurement Methods, edited by D. R.
Rogers (Ref. 2).
Figure 23.1 is an overview of NDA techniques including examples of some common instruments associated with each technique. The figure illustrates the variety of
techniques available to the assayist. In the various nuclear fuel cycles, plutonium and
uranium appear in many forms, and this can often make it difficult for the user to
select the appropriate technique for his measurement needs. This guide attempts to
address this problem by summarizing the capabilities of the principal gamma-ray and
neutron assay techniques (Section 23.2) and by providing a detailed table that matches
nuclear materials with appropriate NDA instruments (Section 23.3).
This guide does not address irradiated fuel measurements, perimeter monitors, or
attribute and holdup measu~ments; these subjects are covered in Chapters 18, 19,
and 20.

23.2 CAPABILITIES OF SELECTED PASSIVE AND ACTIVE NDA
TECHNIQUES
Gamma rays follow radioactive decay and carry energy information that uniquely
identifies the nuclides present in the sample. This information is usually preserved by
the detection process. The principal difficulty for gamma-ray assay is to accurately
correct for sample attenuation. Gamma-ray attenuation increases with atomic number
661
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and material density, sogamma-ray assay techniques work best for materials with low
atomic number (<25) and low density (<1 g/cm3). Neutrons carry less specific energy
information, and even this is lost in the typical detection process. Neutron radiation
does not provide information to identify the nuclear species present in the sample. On
the other hand, neutrons penetrate dense, high-atomic-number
materials (for example
lead and uranium) with ease. They have more difficulty with very low atomic number
materials, especially anything containing hydrogen, such as water or polyethylene.
Gamma-ray and neutron assay techniques are, therefore, complementary because of
their
different
senshivhies
to density
and
material
type. In general, passive assay
techniques work well on plutonium samples because plutonium decay reactions (alpha
decay and spontaneous fission) have high specific activities. The very low specific
activities of the uranium decay modes often dictate the use of active measurement
techniques.
The figures in this section summarize the accuracy that maybe expected for the assay of a single sample using the principal NDA techniques. Figure 23.2 illustrates the
“assayability” of various material forms using gamma-ray spectroscopy techniques.
Homogeneous, low-density materials such as gases, solutions, and powders can be
assayed most accurately. For these materials, gamma-ray assay is the technique of
choice because the observed spectral peaks provide unique signatures that identify the
nuclear material isotopes present and also yield a quantitative assay of the isotopic
mass. It is important to note that gamma-ray spectroscopy provides a clear identification of the nuclear species in a sample, even in cases where the sample is too dense
or too heterogeneous to permit an accurate determination of mass.
For heterogeneous or dense materials where the gamma-ray attenuation is too high
to permit accurate corrections, neutron assay techniques may be preferable. Figure
23.3 illustrates the “assayability” of different nuclear materials using neutron counting
techniques. Most large samples of metal, oxide, and high-density scrap and waste
require neutron-based techniques. Neutron assay accuracy is degraded if there is a
high background from (a,n) reactions or if moderating materials such as moisture or
combustible waste. are present.
For the assay of plutonium, calorimetry provides a slower but more accurate assay
alternative, which is insensitive to the presence of matrix materials (except that matrix
materials may increase the assay time by increasing the time required to reach thermal equilibrium). Both calorirnet~ and neutron assays usually require knowledge of
the isotopic composition of the plutonium being measured; gamma-ray spectroscopy
provides one way to measure isotopic composition.
Figures 23.4 and 23.5 illustrate ,the range of performance for the most common
In general, the gamma-ray techniques,
gamma-ray and neutron assay techniques.
where applicable, are more accurate than neutron techniques.
Also, passive assay
techniques are often more accurate than active assay techniques because the sample
matrix can affect both the induced and the inten-ogating radiation, and the interrogating radiation can interfere with the assay radiation, thereby reducing sensitivity and
precision.
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Fig. 23.2 Sample ‘‘assayability” using gamma-ray spectroscopy techniques.
By way of comparison, destructive analytical chemistry techniques
routinely achieve accuracies in the range 0.057C to 0.5%.
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23.3 NUCLEAR
TECHNIQUES

MATERIAL

TYPES

MWl

APPLICABLE

NDA

Table 23-1 provides a list of NDA techniques that may be applicable to a given
measurement problem. In spite of its large size, Table 23-1 is not all-inclusive, and
every entry is actually a generalization of many possible techniques. The table should
serve as a starting point to guide the user toward a suitable technique. More detailed
application tables are given in the Handbook of Nuclear Safeguards Measurement
Methods (Ref. 2). An explanation of the table headings is given below.
Nuclear Materiak Table 23-1 covers the following material types: plutonium,
high-enriched uranium (HEU), low-enriched uranium (LEU), and mixed uranium and
plutonium.
Mater@ Form or Matrix: Table 23-1 covers metal, oxide, fluoride, solutions,
fuel pellets and rods, and high- and low-density scrap and waste. In most cases, the
assay approach for carbides is the same as for oxides. For fluorides, some assay
techdques are suitable for PuF6 or ‘UFGgas and others are suitable for PuF6, PuF1,
UF6, or ~OzFz in either liquid, powder, or solid form. For neutron-based assay
technique, oxides have low (~,n) yields and fluorides have high (a,n) yields.
Scrap is relatively, rich in nuclear material and, is usually recycled, whereas the
nuclear material content of waste is relatively low, and can usually be discarded.
Scrap and waste may be suitable. for gamma-ray assay, if they have sufficiently low
&nsity.
NDATechnique Table 23-1 covers the following NDA techniques or instruments:
gamma-ray:

Far-field assay without transmission correction
(MEGAS: MultiEnergy Gamma Assay System)
Transmission-corrected assay viewing entire sample.
Transmission-corrected segmented scan (SGS: Segmented
Gamma Scanner)
Enrichment meter (235U concentration).
Isotopic composition determination (P@.
K-edge densitometry.
LrzI-edge densitometry.
X-ray fluorescence (K or L).

neutron:

Neutron totals counting (SNAP Shielded Neutron
Assay Probe)
Passive neutron coincidence counting (HLNCC: HighLevel Neutron Coincidence Counter)
Active neutron coincidence counting (AWCC: Active
Well Coincidence Counter)
Active neutron coincidence collar.
Random driver (fast-neutron coincidence counting).
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neutron:

Neutron coincidence self-interrogation.
Califomium shuffler (delayed neutron counting).
Photoneutron interrogation (PHONID:
PHOtoNeutron Interrogation Device)
Differential die-away technique.

calorimetry:

PIUSisotopic measurement.
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There are other NDA techniques that are not included in this list, such as the
accelerator-based measurements described in Ref. 1.
For each nuclear material and matrix, only the most commonly used tectilques are
included in the table. The techniques are listed in the order of decreasing accuracy or
frequency of use. The choice of technique may depend on the specific measurement
problem and on factors such as cost, sample throughput, available space, etc.
Measured Isotopes: The NDA techniques listed in Table 23-1 may determine
element or isotope mass or concentration. The user often requires supplemental information, usually isotopic composition, which may be available from the facility
or from other destructive or nondestructive measurements. For calorimetric assay,
the accuracy stated in Table 23-1 includes the estimated accuracy of the isotopic
measurement.
Passive or Active: This column indicates whether the technique uses an external

neutron or gamma-ray source to irradiate the sample. The neutron coincidence selfinterrogation technique, which measures the fissions induced by (a,n) neutrons from
internal reactions, is classified as passive.
Range: This column provides a very rough estimate of the applicable mass or
concentration range of the NDA technique. The quoted lower limit is the measurability
limit rather than the detectability limit, which may be considerably less than the mass
given in the table. The range is stated in terms of the element mass even if only one
isotope is measured.
Time: This is the approximate measurement time required to produce the stated
precision.
Precision: This is the reproducibility of a single measurement stated, in percent,
as one relative standard deviation. The precision is estimated for mid-range samples
and, for active techniques, an optimum interrogation sotice strength is assumed.
Accuracy The accuracy is stated, in percent, as one relative standard deviation,
and includes the errors due to measurement precision, sample position, calibration,
and instrument bias. For calorimetry, the estimated accuracy includes, and is often
dominated by, the accuracy of the isotopic determination. The numbers quoted for
scrap/waste assume some sorting and segregation into material categories and also
assume the presence of few or no self-attenuating lumps of nuclear material.
Reference: References shown as numbers only refer to the section in this book
where more detailed information can be found on a given measurement technique.
Reference “x.Y” refers to Section y in Chapter x. Other sources include Refs. 1
through 9.
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Material
Form

or

Matrix

Measured

Passive

NDA Technique

Isotopes

calorimetry/mass spec. isot.

total h

P

calorimetry/gamma isotopics

total Pu

P

precision

Accuracy

Time

(%)

(%)

10-6000g

4h

0.3

0.3

21.9

10-6000g

4h

0.5

I-2

21.9
17.2

or Active

Range

Reference

Pu
metaI

neutron coincidence (HLNCC)

fertile

P

10-6000g

300 s

0.5

1-4

neutron totals (SNAP)

fertile

P

10-6000g

30 s

1

2

15.2

neutron coincidence (AWCC)

fissile

A

lo-10ooog

lh

5

5-1o

17.3

all but 242Pu

P

0.1-1

8.7.5

gamma isotopic
oxide

calorimetry/mass

spcc.

calorimetry/gamma
neutron

coincidence

isot.

isotopics

(HLNCC)

neutron coincidence (AWCC)
gamma isotopic
PuF4 powder

solutions

neutron

totals

neutron

coincidence

self-intemogation

transmission-corrected gamma
K-edge densitometry
LIIz-edge

densitometry

x-ray fluorescence
neutron coincidence (HLNCC)

0.1-

10ooog

30-60min

0.1-(3-5)

total Pu

P

10-6000g

4-6h

0.3

0.3

21.9

total

P

lo-6ooog

4-6h

0.5

1-2

21.9

fertile

P

10-6000g

0.5

1-3

17.2

fissile

A

lo-10ooog

5

10

17.3

all but 242Pu

P

0.1-1

8.7.5

Pu

0.1-10000

fertile

P

l-5oog

fissile

P

50-looog

239Pu
cone.

P

Pu cone.

A

0.001-400
40-5oogJL

300 s
lh
g

30-60min

0.1-(3-5)

30 s
600
@I.

S

1

2-5

15.2

I

5-1o

20.4

0.2-1

6.9.4

1000 s

0.2-1

1500 s

0.5

0.2-1

9.4

Pu Cone.

A

5-loogJL

0.5

0.2-1

9.4

Pu cone.

A

0.1 -400gjL

300 s

0.5

0.3-1

10!5

fertile

P

l-5oog

300 s

0.5

1-5

17.2

1500s

b
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Form or
Matrix

NDA Technique

Measured

Passive

Isotopes

or Active

Range

Precision

Accuracy

Tiie

(%)

(%)

Reference

600s

1

0.5-2

Ref. 8

300 s

0.2

0.5-2

Ref. 9

300 s

Pu
fuel rods

neutron coincidence (pin-tray counter)

fertile

P

lo-looog

fuel sssembly

neutron coincidence (breeder counter)

fertile/fissile

P

l-9kg

scrap/waste

neutron coincidence (HLNCC)

(high density)

calorimetry/msss

spec. isot.

calorimclrytgsmma isot.
neutron coincidence self-interrogation

fertile

P

lo-6000g

1-5

2-30

17.2

total Pu

P

lo-6ooog

8-16h

0.3

0.5

22.4

8-16h

0.5

1-2

22.4

10

20.4
6.9.5

total Pu

P

lo-6ooog

tissile

P

50-30Wg

1000 s

239b

1

P

l-1400g

1000 s

1

1-5

P

l-1400g

300 s

1-2

1-5

6.9

P

lo-6ooog

1000 s

5

5-30

17.2

x-ray count (MEGAS)

fertile
239h

P

Iopg- log

200 s

10

10-50

differential die-away

fissile

A

5mg-10g

1000 s

1

califomium shuffler

fissile

A

lg-10kg

1000 s

neutron coincidence (AWCC)

fissile

A

10g-10kg

1000 s

random driver

fissile

A

50g-10kg

1000 s

1-5

fissile

A

lg-lkg

200 s

0.1-3

1-5

=W (%)

P

200g-20kg

300 s

0.1-1

0.1 -0.5

Scraplwaste

segmented gamma scan (SGS)

(low density)

far-field gamma count
neutron coincidence (HLNCC)

239W

Ref. 2

30

Ref. 3

0.1

0.5-5

Ref. 4

0.5-5

1-5

17.3

1-5

Ref. 5

HEu
metal

photoneutron interrogation (PHONID)
enrichment meter

Refs. 6,7
7.3

:
~.
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Table 23-1. (Continued)
Material
Form or
Matrix

NDA Technique

Measured

Passive

Isotopes

or Active

235U

P

0.1-200

300 s

1

P

200g-20kg

100 s

0.1-1

A

lg-20kg

1000 s

0.1

0.3-3

A

10g-20kg

1000 s

1-5

1-5

I7.3

A

50g-10kg

1000 s

1-5

1-5

Ref. 5

A

lg-3kg

200 s

0.1-3

1-5

Refs. 6, 7

P

100g-10kg

500$

2-5

5-1o

15.2

Range

Time

Precision

Accuracy

(%)

(%)

Reference

HEu
oxide

transmission-corrected gamma
enrichment meter
califomium shufller
neutron coincidence (AWCC)
random driver
photoneutron intemogation (PHONID)
neutron totals (SNAP)

UF6gaS

transmission-corrected gamma

UF6 liquid

enrichment meter

UF6 solid

neutron coincidence (AWCC)
neutron coincidence self-intemogation
neutron totals
enrichment meter

solutions

~% (%)
fissile
fissile
fissile
fissile
234U
235U

P

Ioog

1000 s

0.7

I-2
0.1 -0.5

6.9.3
7.3
Ref. 4

1

7.5
7.3

23% (Ye)

P

200g-20kg

300 s

0.1-1

0.25

tissile
fissile

A

Ioo-looog

1ooo s

I-5

1-5

Ref. 6

P

l-20kg

600s

3

17.3

P

10g-10kg

200

2-5

15.2

P

200g-20kg

234U

=’u (%)
235U cone.

P

K-edge densitometry

U cone.

A

L~~~-edge densitometry

U cone.

A

x-ray fluorescence

U cone.

A

transmission-corrected gamma

0.1-

g

0.001-400

@I.

40-5oog/L
5-loo

g/L

o.1-4oog/L

0.5
s

2

300 s

0.2-1

0.5-5

7,7

1000 s

0.1 -0.2

0.2-1

6.9

1500 s

0.5

0.2-1

9.4

1500s

0.5

0.2-1

9.4

0.5

0.3-1

10.5

300 s

>

G
=
s
g.
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Table 23-1. (Continued)
Material
Measured

Passive

Isotopes

or Active

tissile

A

50g-10kg

fissile

A

10g-10kg

caliiornium shuffler

fissile

A

lg-10kg

photoneutron interrogation (PHONID)

fissile
235U

A

.lg-3kg

P

0.1-10

235U (%)

P

Form or
Matrix

NDA Techsdque

p

Preck.ion

Accuracy

(%)

(%)

I(mo s

I-5

I-5

lorxl s

I-5

1-5

17.3

KtOOs

0.1-2

0.3-3

Ref. 4

200 s

0.1-3

3CKIs

0.2

0.1 -0.5

200g-20kg

300 s

0.5

0.25-

Range

lime

Reference

HEu
fuelpellets

random

driver

neutron mincidence

(AWCC)

gamma-ray well counter
enrichment meter

fuelmds
Scmplwaate
(highdensity)
Scmplwaate
(lowdensity)

g

Ref. 5

I-5

Refs. 6,7
7.3
I

Ref. 2

ftssile

A

Ioog-lokg

Iorm s

0.5

2-4

17.3

fuel rod scanner

fissile

A

I-loog

30 s

0.1

1

Ref. 1

cahfomium shuftler

tissile

A

lg-10kg

1000 s

0.1-2

2-25

Ref. 4

neutron coincidence (AWCC)

tissile

A

Io-looog

1ooo s

I-5

5-25

17.3

random driver

fissile

A

50-looog

10QOs

1-5

5-25

Ref. 5

P

l-2oog

lMKI s

1

2-1o

6.9.5

P

l-2oog

3(KIs

1

2-20

6.9.3

A

5mg-10g

1000 s

I

30

Ref. 3

neutron

coincidence

collar

segmented gamma scanner (SGS)
tmnsmission-cosmcted

gamma

dlffem.ntial dte-away

235U
235U
fissile

caiifomium shuffler

fissile

A

neutron coinekience (AWCC)

fissile

A

I-looog
lo-

Kroog

1000 s

0.5

2-25

Ref. 4

1(KXJs

1-5

5-25

17.3

~

Table 23-1. (Continued)
Material
Form or
Matrix

NDA Technique

Measured

Passive

Isotopes

or Active

Range

Time

Precision

Accuracy

(%)

(%)

Reference

LEU
metal

neutron totals (well counter)
neumon coincidence (well counter)

l-500kg

lo(x)

s

1

2-3

15.4

P

2-500kg

1000

s

2-5

2-5

15.4

A

l-10kg

1000

s

5

5-1o

17.3

catifomium shuffler

fissile

A

10g-10kg

1000

s

1

1-2

Ref. 4

fissile

A

lo-looog

204t s

0.1-3

enrichment meter

2=U (%)

P

200g-200kg

300 s

0.2-

enrichment meter

0.2-1

1-5
I

Refs. 6,7

0.2- 0.5

7.3

23%-I(%)

P

200g-200kg

300 s

neutron coincidence (AWCC)

fissile

A

l-10kg

1000 s

5

5-1o

17.3

califomium shuffler

fissile

A

10g-10kg

1000 s

1

I-2

Ref. 4

photone&on

fissile

A

lo-looog

2(X) s

0.1-3

1-5

Refs. 6, 7

P

5-loog

1000 s

0.7

1-3

7.5

23%-I(%)

P

200g-20kg

300 s

0.25-1

0.25 -0.5

7.3

fissile

A

235U (%)

P

interrogation (PHONID)

transmission-corrected gamma

UFGliquid

enrichment meter
neutron coincidence (AWCC)
enrichment meter

solutions

P

fissile

uFfj gas

UFGsolid

238U

neutron coincidence (AWCC)
photoneutron interrogation (PHONID)

oxide

238U

235U

0.2 -0.5

‘7.3

1000 s

I

2-5

Ref. 6

200g-500kg

300 s

1

1-5

7.7

1-10kg

235U cone.

P

l-4oogJL

1000 s

0.5

K-edge densitometry

U wnc.

A

40-5oog/L

1500 s

0.5

0.2-

L~zz-edge

U cone.

A

5-loogfL

1500 s

0.5

0.2-1

9.4

U cone.

A

300 s

0.5

0.3-1

10.5

transmission-corrected gamma
densitometry

x-ray fluorescence

0.1 -400gJL

0.5

2

p

6.9
I

9.4

5’

“s

g
B
.=

3
s.
Q
z
o
=
g

Table 23-1. (Continued)
Material
“Form

Or

Matrix

NDA Technique

Measured

Passive

Isotopes

or Active

Range

Precision

Accuracy

Time

(%)

(%)

Reference

LEU
fuel pellets

neutron coincidence (AWCC)

fissile

A

l-10kg

1ooo s

5

5-1o

17.3

califomium shuffler

fissile

A

ig-10kg

1000 s

1

1-2

Ref. 4

photoneutron interrogation (PHONID)

fissile

A

lo-looog

200 s

0.1-3

1-5

Refs. 6, 7

P

l-log

300 s

0.1-3

0.1 -0.5

235U (%)

P

200g-20kg

300 s

0.5-1

235U

A

100g-10kg

1000 s

I

2-4

P

l-10kg

1000 s

2

5

17.3

30 s

0.1

1

Ref. I
Ref. 4

gamma-ray well counter
enrichment meter’
fuel rods

neutron coincidence collar
neutron coincidence co!lar

235U

238U

.0.25-1

7.3
Ref. 2
17.3

fuel rod scanner

fissile

A

l-loog

scrap/waste

califomium shuffler

fissile

A

lg-10kg

IOoo s

1

5-20

(high density)

neutron coincidence (AWCC)

fissile

A

l-10kg

1000 s

5

10-50

238U

P

loo-5ooog

1000 s

1

2-20

6.9.3

238U

P

10-500

1000 s

1

2-5

15.4

235U

P

l-2oog

1000 s

1

2-1o

6.9.5

235U

P

5-2oog

IOQOs

1

2-20

6.9.3

fissile

A

5mg-10g

1000 s

I

30

Ref. 3

transmission-corrected gamma
neutron totals (well counter)
scrsp/waste

segmented gamma scanner (SGS)

(low density)

transmission-corrected gamma
differential die-away

kg

17.3

Table 23-1. (Continued)
Material
Form

Of

Matrix

NDA Technique

Measured

Passive

Isotopes

or Active

Range

Precision

Accuracy

(%)

(%)

0.5

t-2

17.2

0.5

21.9

1-2

21.9

5

17.3

300 s

0.3
0.5
3
0.1- (3 -5)
I

10W s

0.5

0.2-

Im

0.5

0.2-1

Time

Reference

u&Pu
oxide

neutron

coincidence

(HLNCC)

calorimetry/mass spec. isot.

solutions

P

lo-6ooog

total Pu

P

lo-6ooog

4-8h

300 s

calorimetry/gamma isotopics

total Pu

P

lo-6ooog

4-8h

neutron coincidence (AWCC)

fissile Pu, U

A

50-2ooog

Ifl(m s

gamma-ray spectroscopy

aI1 but 242Pu

P

o.1-6ooog

gamma-ray spectroscopy

R/U mix ratio

P

o.1-6ooog

transmission+orrected

gamma

K-edge densitometry
Lz~~-edge densitometry
x-ray fluorescence
fuel pellets

fertile Pu

neutron coindence

(HLNCC)

239W235U

Pu&uconc.
Pu& u Cone.
Pu & u cone.
fertile Pu

P

l-400

A

40-5m@

A

5-loo

g/L
g/L

lh

s

1500s

8.7

0.2-1
2

7.8
I

6.9
9.4

0.5

0.2-

I

9.4

A

o.1-4MlgfL

3m s

0.5

UO.3/Pw2

10.5

P

l-2ooog

3WIS

0.5

1-2

17.3

calorimetryhnass spec. iaot.

total Pu

P

lo-6ooog

8-16h

0.3

0.5

21.9

calorimetry/gamma iwrtopics

total Pu

P

lo-6ooog

8-16h

0.5

1-2

21.9

neutron coincidence (AWCC)

fissile Pu, U

A

50-2ooog

3

5

17.3

gamma-ray spectroscopy

all but 242Pu

P

o.1-6cH)og

gamma-ray Spectroscopy

Pu/U mix ratio

P

o.1-6ooog

IMIOs
lh
300 s

0.1-

(3 -5)
1

0.2-1
2

8.7
7.8

p

&
%
=

s
g.
a

Table 23-1. (Continued)

0
=
-.
*

Material
Measured

Passive

Isotopes

or Active

neutron coincidence collar

fissile Pu, U

neutron coincidence cohr

fertile Pu
total Pu

P

lo-2oog

tissile

A

l-loog

fertile Pu

P

lo-6ooog

total Pu

P

lo-6ooog

Form or
Matrix

NDA Technique

Precision

Accuracy

Range

Time

(%)

(%)

A

100g-10kg

1000 s

1

2-4

P

loo-6ooog

1000

1

1-2

17.3

Ih

0.4

1-3

22.5

30 s

0.1

1

Ref. 1

300 s

1-5

5-30

17.2

0.3

0.5

22.4

Reference

u&Pu
fueI rods

calorimetryhotopes
fuel rod scanner
scrap/waste

neutron coincidence (HLNCC)

(high density)

calorimetry/mass spec. isot.

s

8-16h

17.3

calorimetry/gamma isotopics

total Pu

P

lo-6ooog

8- 16h

0.5

1-2

22.4

neutron coincidence (AWCC)

fissile Pu, U

A

50-2ooog

1000 s

5

10-50

17.3

239~

P

l-1400g

1000 s

0.5-2

2-20

6.9.5

P

l-1400g

300 s

1

2-25

6.9.3

fertile Pu

P

lo-6ooog

IOoo s

5

5-30

17.2

fissile Pu, U

A

5mg-10g

1000 s

1

30

Ref. 3

scrap/waste

segmented gamma scanner (SGS)

(low density)

transmission-corrected gamma
neutron coincidence (HLNCC)
differential die-away

239W

3
4
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Appendix A
StatisticalTreatment of Assay Data

This appendix provides a brief discussion of the statistical treatment of nondestructive assay data. It contains several useful statistical formulas and procedures
for estimating assay errors. The discussion considers random errors (assay precision)
only. There is no consideration of the often serious problem of systematic errors
(assay bias). For a more thorough discussion of assay precision and bias, please refer
to textbooks on statistics.
A.1 GENERAL DEFINITIONS
Assume that some physical quantity x is measured N times, with the results XI, x2,
x3, .... XN. For example, x could be the plutonium mass of a sample measured with
a neutron well counter. The best estimate of the true value of x is the average, or
mean value,

x.

(A-1)

~xi/N

,=1

In general, each individual measurement xi deviates from the mean.
indicator of the magnitude of this deviation is the standard deviation

J
5(X,

u =

A common

X)2

i=l

N-1

(A-2)

(N > 1)

The estimated standard deviation is often quoted as the relative standard deviation
(RSD), which is given by
a,(%)

=

(A-3)

(u/x)100
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It is usually assumed that the measurements are distributed about the mean according
to a Gaussian (or normal) distribution. An example of the Gaussian distribution is
shown in Figure A. 1, which is a histogram of 500 measurements with a Gaussian
shape superimposed. The mean value of the measurements is 107.3, and the standard
deviation CTis 2.43. The abscissa is in units of a. For a Gaussian distribution, the
full width at half maximum height (FWHM) is 2.354u. One can also estimate the
percentage of the measurements that should lie within a specified interval about the
mean. Table A-1 summarizes the estimated percentages in units of cr. The distribution
of measurements shown in Figure A. 1 is very close to these estimates.

Table A-1. Percentage of measurements expected to lie
within *WO of the mean of a Gaussian distribution
Width of Region,
X*WO

Estimated Percentage of
Measurements in Region

~0.67450
+1.Ooooff
+2.00000
*3.00000

50.00%
68.27%
95.45%
99.73%

111

–30

-20

-0
VARIATION

MEAN
AROUND

0
MEAN

20

30

VALUE

Fig. A-I. A histogram of 500 measurements distributed about a mean. The
solid line is a superimposed Gaussian shape.
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The mean value X calculated from Equation A-1 is subject to “Somemeasurement
uncertainty. The estimated standarddeviationof the mean that is determinedfrom N
measurementsis

u= = u/&

.

(A-4)

This equation indicatesthat the mean is determined more precisely as the number of
measurements N increases. From Table A-1, there is a 68% probability that the true
mean lies within the range x + u/@ and a 95% probability that the true mean lies
within the range XA 2cr/@.
The standard deviation a calculated from Equation A-2 is also subject to measurement uncertainty. The standard deviation of the standard deviation follows a
chi-square dMribution. An approximate equation for the RSD of u that is correct to
about 10% for N greater than 3 is
RSD of o * l/<~

(A-5)

.

Table A-2 provides a more accurate compilation of the probability that the standard
deviation lies within a given interval. (From Table A-1 it can be seen that the interval
in Table A-2, 90% probability, has a width of almost 20.) Equation A-5 and Table A-2
show that the standard deviation, like the mean, will be determined more precisely
as the number of measurements increases, but that there is a large variation in the
computed standard deviation even for 20 or 30 repeated measurements.
Table A-2. Standard deviation of the standard deviation for a series of repeated
measurements. For example, for 10 meaamements, there is a 90% probability
that the true standard deviation lies in the interval 0.740 to 1.590, where u is
the standard deviation estimated from Equation A-2
Number of
Measurements

Lower Limit of Interval
5% Probability

Upper Limit of Interval
95% Probability

2
3
4
5
7
10
15
20
25
30

0.58
0.62
0.65
0.67
0.71
0.74
0.77
0.80
0.81
0.83

4.41
2.92
2.37
2.09
1.80
1.59
1.44
1.36
1.31
1.27
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&2 PROPAGA~ON

OF ERRORS

Often the final answer, such as grams plutonium, involves several different measurements with different uncertainties. For example, suppose that plutonium mass m
= C(P - kB), where C = calibration constant, P = counts in WA window, k = a
constant, and B = counts in background window. The variables C, P, and B may all
have different uncertainties, which must be combined, or propagated, to arrive at the
final error in the mass.
There are several common formulas that can handle most simple combinations of
errors. Let x~om and y~~v be two independent variables, and let k be a constant
with no uncertainty.
Ifz=x+yorx–y,

If z = x/y or xy,

Ifz =kx,

a==

(A-6)

m

?=/(:)’+(:)2

oz=kaz

(A-7)

-

.

(A-8)

For example, for m = C(P - kB),

(A-9)
Other formulas for error propagation can be derived by differentiating the equation
z = f(x,y) and squaring the result:

7(dz)2= (~)2(dx)2

+ (;)2(dy)2

+2(~;)(dx

dy) .

(A-1O)

The cross term contains the product (dx dy). If x and y are independent variables,
then dx and dy are uncorrelated. If a series of measurements are made to determine
z, then the measurement uncertainties dx and dy fluctuate randomly between positive
and negative values, and the cross term (dx dy) has an average value close to O. Also,
the average of squared differentials like (dx)2 is the square of the standard deviation,
o:. Then the square root of Equation A-10 becomes
(A-n)
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Equations A-6, A-7, and A-9 can be derived from Equation A-11, as can any other
equation needed for more complex error propagation.
A.3

Nuclear Counting

Statistics

For measurements involving nuclear particle counting, all of the above information
can be applied. In addition, in a nuclear counting measurement, the radioactive decays
or other randomly-spaced events usually follow a Poisson distribution, for which the
standard deviation crz of a single measurement can be estimated by

where x is the actual number of counts. Note that Equation A-12 applies to counts
and not to count rate. If a count rate is measured for a time t, yielding a single
measurement of x, there is a 68% probability that the actual rate is included in the
interval (x + @)/t.
Consider the example of m = C(P – kB). Assume that k=l and that ac~.
uPw&,

flBwfi,

and;mw

cm.

The RSD (in percent) is
(A-13)

lf N measurements are made on the same sample, the RSD of the distribution or can
be calculated from Equation A-2 (with mi replacing xi) and Equation A-3, or it can
be estimated from
(A-14)

The two ways of computing or should yield similar results if the number of repeat
measurements, N, is large. If the results are not similar, the counting equipment may
be malfunctioning.
Note that all of the discussion in this appendix pertains to the precision or repeatability of measurements. This analysis gives no information regarding the accuracy of a
measurement (how well the measurement determines the correct amount of material).

Appendix B
Radiation Safety

The passive nondestructive assay (NDA) techniques described in this book rely
on the natural radiation emitted by nuclear material. The assayist should be aware
of the amount and type of radiation being emitted by the sample to ensure that the
measurement does not pose a safety hazard. This appendix provides some background
information on radiation safety and gives some examples of typical sample dose rates.
The radiation emitted by plutonium, uranium, thorium, and reactor fission products
consists of alpha particles, beta particles, x rays, gamma rays, and neutrons. Because
the alpha particles have a very short range (3-4 cm in air), they do not present a
health hazard unless the active material is inhaled or ingested. When monitoring
for alpha-particle contamination, the radiation meter must be held very close to the
surface. Alpha-particle radiation is usually measured with an ionization chamber that
has a very thin metal foil window. Beta particles have a range of several millimeters
in most materials, and x rays and gamma rays have ranges of several centimeters or
more. A typical beta-gamma meter has a Geiger tube or thin scintillatorand a sliding
metal window that is opened for measuring beta particles and closed for measuring
x rays or gamma rays. Neutron radiation is more penetrating and more hazardous
than any of the other radiations and is usually detected with a 3He or BF3 detector
surrounded with a 20-cm-diameter sphere of polyethylene (a Bonner sphere or “cow”).
Radioactive material is usually characterized by its activity or disintegration rate,
as measured in curies. One curie (Ci) is 3.7 x 1010 disintegrations per second. The
amount of energy deposited, the absorbed dose, is given in units of rads. One raa’ is
a quantity of radiation that leads to the absorption of 100 ergs (624 200 MeV) per
gram of irradiated material. The biological damage produced by a dose of 1 rad varies
with the rate of energy loss in tissue. To determine the equivalent dose from different
kinds of radiation, one uses the unit rem defined as
rem(~uivalent dose) = QF x rad(absorbed dose).
Values for the quality factor QF are given in TabIe B-1. The International Commission
on Radiation Protection has recommended that the quality factor for fast neutrons be
increased to 20, but as of January 1989 the U.S. Department of Energy recommends
that, based on the available data, the quality factor remain at 10. A new international
unit of equivalent dose, the sievert, is equal to 100 rem.
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Table B-1. Quality factor QF for the equivalent
different types of radiation

QF=

1
2.3
5
10

beta, x, gamma radiation

10

fast neutrons

20

massive

dose of

thermal neutrons
protons
alpha particles
charged particles like fission fragments

There are several approximate relationships that can be used to convert the strength
of gamma-ray and neutron sources into dose rates. For a gamma-ray source of energy
E (in MeV) and strength C (in curies),

rem/h at 30 cm w 6CE.
For a fast-neutron

source, the exposure rate is

w I millirem per hour (mrem/h) at 1 m per 106 n/s
For a thermal-neutron

source, the exposure rate is

NO.1 mrem/h at 1 m per 106 rds .
Examples of typical dose rates encountered in passive NDA assay are given in Table
B-2. The plutonium dose rate may be much higher if the americium content is more
than O.l%.
Table B-2. Some typical dose rates encountered in passive NDA

Radiation
Source

Source
Strength

Dose Rate at 1 m
(mrernjh)

Dose Rate at 10 cm
(mrem/h)
Neutron

Gamma

Neutron

Gamma

1 p g Zszcf

2.3 X 106 11/S

230

14

2.3

0.14

100 pCi 137Cs
PU02(6% 240W)

3.1 x 106 -f/s

o

3.0

0

0.03

1 kg

~lo

-100

-0.1

-1

1 kg

No,

1.2

No

“0.01

U02 (93%
Natural

235u)

bkg

environment

0.01-0.02 (100-200 memr/yr)

Radiation

Safety
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The biological effects of radiation are summarized in Table B-3 for acute (2 hours
or less) and chronic (long term) exposures to the whole”body. Based on these effects,
maximum allowable radiation doses have M-en established by the International Commission on Radiation Protection. These recommendations are summarized in Table
B-4 and may be compared to the natural background radiation level of 0.1 to 0.2
rem/yr. The maximum allowed doses are far below those that would show acute
biological effects. Furthermore, in most facilities, worker exposure is held well below
the allowed maximum.
The International Commission on Radiation Protection also recommends that the
radiation dose should be kept as low as practical or “as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).” The NDA operator can limit radiation dose from a source in three
ways: minimize the exposure time, maximize the distance to the source, and shield the

Table B-3.

Biological effects of radiation on the whole body

Dose

Probable Effect

Acute dose below 25 rem

No noticeable effect

Acute dose of 25-75 rem

Blood changes detectable

Acute dose above 100 rem

Physical symptoms

in lab tests

such as nausea, hair loss

Acute dose of 350 rem

50% fatality rate in 1 month

Acute dose of 600 rem

95% fatality rate

Chronic low-level dose

1 death per 7000 man-rem/yr

Chronic low-level dose

Less than 1% increase in genetic disorders
per million man-rem/yr

Table B-4. Maximum

allowable radiation doses above natural

background
Person
Radiation worker

Maximum

Dose

3 rem in 3 months
(6 mremlh continuous

in 40-h week)

5 rem in 12 months
(2.5 mrem/h continuous

in 40-h week)

Pregnant worker

0.5 rem to fetus during pregnancy

General population

0.5 rem in 12 months
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source. The operator can measure the dose rate of the source with a health ,physics
instrument or estimate the dose rate by calculation. Unless the dose rate is completely
negligible, the operator should minimi~ the amount of time spent near the source.
Because the radiation dose from most sources decreases as the square of the distance,
the source should be kept as far away as practical and handled as little as possible.
If large sources must be used, then radiation shielding is necessary. Information on
gamma-ray attenuation by dense materials is given in Chapter 2, and information on
neutron shielding is given in Chapter 12, Section 12.6.

Appendix C
CriticalitySafety

Thenondestructiveassay (NDA)of tissilematerialoften involves placing the sample
into a h@hly reflecting geometry or placing it close to other samples to be assayed.
Both of these actions can potentially lead to a criticality accident and fatal radiation
exposure. If the proper combination of fissile material, moderators, and reflectors is
present, a self-sustaining chain reaction can occur. The NDA user is responsible for
the safety of himself and others and should have an awareness of criticality safety.
This appendix provides a brief introduction to this subject. Additional information is
available in the references listed below. In all situations, the NDA user must consult
the Criticality Safety Officer in the facility where the user is working and must follow
facility guidelines for handling and storing fissionable material.
Criticality results when the neutron fission process achieves a self-sustaining chain
reaction. If the production of neutrons exceeds the loss of, neutrons by capture or
leakage, the system is said to ,@ supercritical. Criticality depends not only on the
quantity of fissile material pre~nt .(such as 235U or 239Pu), but also on the size and
shape of the container, on the nature of any neutron-moderating material present in
the container, and on the presence of any adjacent material (including human bodies)
that might reflect neutrons back into the container.
The minimum critical mas%s of some fissionable materials are given in Table C-1.
The minimum critical masses occur for spherical geometries, and these masses are
lower if the sphere is surrounded by materials that reflect and moderate neutrons. For
example, a critical sphere of uranium metal at normal density with an enrichment of
93% 235U has a diameter of about 17.5 cm and a mass of about 49 kg. If the sphere
is immersed in water, some of the neutrons are reflected back into the sphere, and
the critical diameter drops to about 13 cm, with a corresponding uranium mass of
about 22 kg. If sufficient water is also mixed homogeneously with the uraqium, the
critical diameter increases to 31 cm, but the critical mass of 235U is only 8f10g. This
last case represents the minimum critical mass of ZS5U that could be encountered in
normal facility processing operations. Table C-1 lists minimum critical masses for
three systems: pure metal, pure oxide, and a homogeneous metal-water solution, with
the critical mass of each system given bare (no reflectors or moderators) pnd fully
water-reflected (the system is surrounded by an unlimited quantity of water).
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Table C-1. Minimum critical masses of some fissionable
geometry, bare and fully water-reflected (FWR)
Fissionable
Material

Metal (kg)
Bare
FWR

materials

Oxide (kg)
Bare
FWR

239Pu(19.7 g/cm3)”

10

5

239Pu(14.9 glcm3)”

16

8

21
-30

14

22
7

90
34

43
15

238pu
242%

235Ub

233u

in spherical

Solution (g)
Bare
FWR
1000

510

1600

760
500

w80
49
15

~ Zsgpuis resumed to be in the form of low-bumup plUtOI_iiUrn
(j% 240w ~d 94% ZS9PU.
b 235U is assumed to be in the form of highly-enriched

1000

With apPI’0Xinla031Y

uranium with approximately

93% 235U and 790 238U.

Nondestructive assay often places a sample into a highly reflecting geometry for
measurement. In particular, passive neutron assay often places the sample into a well
surrounded by a thick polyethylene moderator. Some detector wells are lined with
cadmium, a neutron poison, but this is not always the case. Although the moderator is
not as well coupled to the sample as the fully water-reflected geometry used in Table
C-1, it does lead to a measurable increase in neutron reflection and multiplication.
The sample itself will usually contain much less than the minimum critical mass of

fissionable material, but the NDA operator must be certain that the sample cannot
inadvertently contain sufficient material to become critical when placed in the well
counter. This can ‘bea difficult problem, particularly for large containers of scrap and
waste for which there is no reliable information on the amount of fissionable material,
its enrichment, and the matrix in which it is embedded. For small containers of dense
material, the operator must also consider the possibility of accidentally placing two
containers in the counter.
Another area of concern for the NDA operator is sample storage and transport. It
is customary to store many samples in a single vault or safe and to transport them
to the NDA instrument in containers that may hold several samples at once. The
operator must consider the possibility that, although each individual sample may be
critically safe, the storage area or transport container may constitute a stacked array
that is not critically safe. Flooding of the array is particularly dangerous, because a
flooded array can approach the geometry of a metal-water mixture and, like a reactor
fuel assembly, can be much more critical when it is flooded than when it is dry.

Criticali~
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The most conservative approach is to rely only on the known gross weight and
volume of the sample and assume that the sample-instrument combination constitutes
a fully water-reflected geome~. The operator can establish a weight limit for the
sample, its transport container, and its storage area that is so low that the given
volume could not contain a critical combination of fissionable material and optimum
moderator.
If the sample containers are too heavy to meet this conservative limit, there are
several other possible ways to arrive at critically safe operating limits. Multiplication
measurements may be made inside the assay system (Ref. 1) or neutron transport
calculations (such as those described in Chapter 12, Section 12.7) may be carried out
using properly validated computational methods (Ref. 2). Many calculations already
exist in Refs. 1-7, and some may be applicable to the problem at hand. Another
option is administrative control of sample geometry, matrix, or other parameters. If
all else fails, it may be necessary to repackage the samples into smaller containers for
which critically safe limits’can be established.
Regardless of how critically safe limits and operating procedures are established,
they must be determined in cooperation with the facility Criticality Safety Officer. TM
person is an expert beeause of his experience and training, and the criticality safety
of all operations that involve the handling, storage, and measurement of fissionable
material are his responsibility as well as the responsibility of the NDA operator.
Considerable information is available on the subject of criticality safety and critical
limits. Some of this literature is listed in Refs. 1-8. Reference 3 is an excellent and
very readable report that covers the factors influencing critical parameters, critical limit
data, computational techniques, and general criticality control practices. References
4 and 5 specify safety limits for a variety of conditions. References 6, 7, and 8 are
three of the available compilations of experimental or calculated critical data.
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Page numbers in boldface type
indicate main d~cussion
A, atomic mass number, 3

absorptionedge, 33, 316
densitometry,273
discontinuity,33,281
energy, 281
absorptionefficiency,59
acci&ntal coincidencerate, 469
activationproducts, 535
Active Well Coin. Counter, 515-519
adiabaticcalorimeter,624
a particle decay, 4, 344
energy,half lives, yields, 344, 345
heat production,618
particle range, 344,619
(a, n) reaction
Coulomb barrier, 346-347
gamma rays, 348
neutron sources, 351-352
n spectrum,347-349, 418-421
neutron yields, 345-347
Q value, 344,347
thick target yield, 346, 348
thin target yield, 419
threshold energy, 346-347
241Am

. 237u

~&,

224

AmBe, neutron spectrum, 349
AmBe, neutron source, 353
AmLi, neutron spectrum, 349
AmLi, neutron soume, 353
amplifier, 73-80
analog-to-digital converter, 85-88
Argonne bulk calorimeter, 647-648
atomic mass number (A), 3
atomic number (Z), 3,
attenuation coefficients
compound materials, 30
curves, 39, 279
linear, 29,30, 161, 164
maas, 30-31, 162-165, 279
power law dependence, 186
attenuation correction factor

approximate forms, 178-179
Compton-scattering-based, 329
far-field assay, 168-171
holdup measurement, 610
intensity ratio, 165, 185-186
internal standard, 329
interpolation and extrapolation, 185
numerical computation, 171-178
precision, 181
segmented gamma scan, 190
transmission(g-ray), 165, 315
XRF, 324-327
attenuation, fundamental law, 27
attribute measurement, 589
Auger electron, 5,9, 315
background radiation, 19,564
cosmic rays, 19, 20, 496
natural radioactivity, 19-21
40K, 21
backscatter peak, 35,36,54,319
barn, 358
baseline restoration, 76
Be(~, n) detector, 547
beta decay, 5, 7
binding energy, electron, 8, 32, 314
bird cage counter, 503
Bi4Ge3012, scintillation detector, 45
Boiling Water Reactor fuel, 530-531
BF3 neutron detector, 381-390
gamma-ray sensitivity, 384,390
neutron capture cross section, 387
pulse-height spectrum, 389
1°B neutron detector, 395
branching intensity, gamma ray, 4
bremsstrahlung, 22,32, 324,619
burnup
calorimeter measurement, 657, 658
Cinder code, 555
definition, 531
gamma-ray assay, 546-549
neutron assay, 552-554
burnup indicator
134Cs/137Cs, 541-542
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137CS, 533, 539

154Eu/137Cs, 541-542
fission product ratio, 541-542
total gamma-ray activity, 540-541
total neutron output, 543
CdTe detector, 50
calibration standards, 159, 182-184
Zszcf, 351
prompt gamma-ray spectrum, 343
prompt neutron spectrum, 341
calorimeter
adiabatic, 624
air chamber, 629-631, 644, 655
analytical calorimeter, 642-645
assay error sources, 63’9
assay time, 633-634
bulk calorimeter, 647-648
components, 624, 641
design, 634, 642
electrical calibration, 636
equilibrium time, 634-636
fuel rod, 655, 656
gradient bridge, 628-631,653
heat flow, 625
heat source calibration, 637
irradiated fuel, 656-658
isothermal, 624
Mound transportable, 645-647
over/under bridge, 627-629, 651
sensitivity, 625
simultaneous assay, 650-652
twin bridge, 625-628, 634,
649-652
calorimeter operation
differential method, 632
end-point prediction, 635-637
isotopic assay, 650-651
replacement method, 631-632
sample preconditioning, 635
servo-control, 633, 635, 654
Cerenkov radiation, 537,538,549-551

single ROI subtraction, 124-125
step function, 124-125, 252
straight-line subtraction, 121-123
two-standard subtraction, 126
Compton edge, 35-37, 54
Compton scattering, 31, 33-36, 39, 53
Compton suppression, 92
concentration meter, 215-216
cosmic rays
background, 19-20
~
neutrons, 496
criticality, 373, 479, Appendix C
cross section
1°B, 387
barn, 358
definition, 357
lH and 4He elastic scattering, 392
3He, 387
6Li neutron capture, 387
macroscopic, 363-366
microscopic, 357
table of neutron, 368-369
curium, neutrons, 537, 543-546, 552
data throughputiresolution,
136-142
deadtime/pileup corrections, gamma
pulser based, 143-146,
160
pulser-peak precision, 144
reference-source,
146-149
deadtime correction, neutron
coincidence counter, 475
empirical correction, 474
shift register, 471
updating and non updating, 462
delayed gamma rays, 343
delayed neutrons, 343
energy spectrum, 343
detectability limit, 592
densitometer, K-edge
Allied General Nut. Services, 295
Karlsruhe, 301-302

channel coincidence counter, 502, 503

LOSAhtrnos, 294 ‘
Oak Ridge Y-12, 294

Compton background,

performance,

54, 65, 124
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PNC-Japan, 295-297
portable K-edge, 299-300
Savannah River plant, 297-298
densitometer, LIII edge
LOS Ahunos, 306-307
New Brunswick Lab, 304
performance, 293
Savannah River Lab, 303
densitometry
absorption-edge, 278
characteristic concentration,
275-276,282,291
matrix effects, 281, 286-288
measurement precision, 275-282
measurement sensitivity, 285
sample cell thickness, 282-283
single energy, 274
two energy, 277
x-ray generator, 288-289
XRF comparison, 313
detectability limit, 446-447, 592
detector design, neutron
collimation, 429-432
3He tube arrangement, 427-428
moderator thickness, 428-431
detector, gamma-ray
gas-filled, 43
scintillation, 45
selection, 62, 66
solid state, 46
detector efficiency, gamma-ray, 58, 67
full-energy peak, 61-62, 153
geometric efficiency, 58
intrinsic, 59, 153-154
relative, 59, 155-156
detector, fast n, 4He and CH4, 391
detector, 3He and BF3, 381-390
gamma sensitivity, 384, 390-391
neutron capture cross section, 387
plateau curve, 389
pulse-height spectrum, 387-389
detector, neutron
activation foil, 403

1°B lined, 395
die-away time, 429
efficiency table, 86
fission chamber, 393
gamma-ray sensitivity, 383-386
gas mixture, 383,390-392
gas-filled thermal-n, 381-386
gas-flow proportional counter, 575
Homyak button, 403
loaded scintillator, 401-403
neutron interaction probability, 384
operating voltaget 388, 392
plastic scintillators, 396-398,
573-574
Shalev spectrometer, 404
detector resolution, gamma, 55-57
Fano factor, 56
full width half maximum, 55
measurement, 113, 153
theoretical, 57
die-away time, 459,493
measurement, 470
differential die-away counter, 592
Dual-Range Coincidence Counter, 512
effective Z, 184
elastic scattering, neutron
energy loss, 360
lH and 4He cross section, 392
electron
binding energy, 8, 32, 314
capture reaction, 5, 7
electron volt (eV), 2
energy calibration, 95
internal, 96-98
linear, 96, 100-101
energy spectrum
(CY,n) reaction, 349,418-421
252Cf prompt gamma rays, 343
252Cf prompt neutrons, 340-341
delayed fission neutrons, 343
neutron measurement, 404
spontaneous-fission n, 418-419
far-field assay, 167, 170, 176, 187
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Fast Breeder Reactor fuel, 530-531
fertile isotopes, definition, 340
fission cross sections, 364
Feynman variance technique, 465-466
filters
gamma ray, 40-41
Pu isotopic assay, 233, 237, 250
fission reaction, 19
cross sections, 364
fragments, 338
induced, 340
spontaneous, 337-340
fission chamber, 393-394
pulse-height spectrum, 394
spent fuel measurement, 550

fission product, 19
activity ratio, 541-542
gamma rays, 18, 534-537
mass distribution, 533
solution assay, 330
yields, 532
fork detector, 551-553
gamma rays
delayed, 343
fission product, 18-21, 534-539
from (a, n) reactions, 348
(-y,n) reactions, 350
heat production, 629
prompt, 341-343
reaction cross section, 30
shielding, 41
signatures, 18
spent fuel measurement, 546-549
gamma-ray spectrum
Compton edge, 35-37, 54
escape peaks, 38
full width half maximum, 113-120
full-energy interact rate, 142-148
full-energy peak, 35, 53,59,65,67
plutonium, 15-16
single-channel analyzer, 82-84
spent fuel, 20-21, 534
thorium, 17
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uranium, 12-14
uranium ore, 23
gas proportional counter
BF3, 386-390
3He, 386-391
He and CH4, 391-392
Gaussian function, 101-102, 106-109,
119-120, 130-131
Geiger-Mueller detector, 44, 383
Ge detectur, 46, 55
geometry, 72
hyperpure, 46
Li-drifted, 46
resolution, 66
GRPANL, 252-254,261
GRPAUT, 252,261-262
half life
alpha decay, 344-345
definition, 3
spontaneous fission, 338-339
total, 339, 345
heat measurement, 623-625
heat production, 618-623
3He neutrqn detector, 381, 386
gamma sensitivity, 384, 390-391
neutron capture cross section, 387
plateau curve, 389
pulse-height spectrum, 387-388
high-voltage bias supply, 68
High Level Neutron Counter, 494-502
detection efficiency, 432-433
efficiency profile, 501
HLNCC-11, 499-502
holdup, 596
causes and mechanisms, 596-597
magnitude, 598
statistical modeling, 599
holdup measurement, 601
attenuation correction, 610-611
calibration, 607-609
radiation signatures, 603
slab neutron detector, 442
SNAP-II, 439
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typical accuracy, 612
Homyak button, 403
hybrid counter, 330-332
induced fission multiplicity, 339-340
inelastic scattering, 24, 350, 360
internal conversion, 4, 5
interval distribution, 460
intrinsic efficiency, 59, 153-154
Inventory Sample Counter, 506-510
inverse-square law, 59
sample rotation, 150-152
ION-1 electronics, 551-553
ionization chamber, 44
irradiated fuel
active assay, 556
bumup, 531-532
bumup codes, 555
calorimeter, 656
134CS/137CS,541-542
137CS,533, 539
Cerenkov, 537-538,549-551
154Eu/137Cs, 541-542
exposure, 532, 562
fission chamber, 550
fission product yields, 532-536
fork detector, 551-553
gamma-ray assay, 546-549
gamma-ray spectra, 20,21
neutron capture reactions, 536
neutron assay, 550-554
neutron production, 537, 543-546
physical attributes, 537
TLD measurement, 546
US fuel assembly inventory, 529
leached hull assay, 540, 556
least-squares fit
linear, 100
weighted, 107
weighted quadratic, 112
mean free path, 18
gamma ray, 29
neutron, 367
moderating power and ratio, 370-371

Monte Carlo calculations, 375-377
moderator design, 428
sample multiplication, 479-482
photon transport, 171
multichannel analyzer, 51, 65, 84-91
multiplication, 372-373, 422-425
correction factors, 481, 484486
K.ff factor, 372
leakage, 422-425,480,485
sample self-, 479
multiplicity, prompt n, 341-342
(n, 2n) and (n, n’) reactions, 350
NaI(Tl) detector, 45, 55
linear attenuation coefficient, 29
resolution, 66
near-field assay
zsg~ in solution, 189
numerical computation, 171
neutron coincidence circuit
accidental rate, 469
auto- and cross-correlation, 463
die-away time, 470,493
gate length, 462-463,493
nonupdating/updating deadtime, 462
reduced-variance logic, 465
shift register, 466467
updating one-shot, 464
variable deadtime counter, 464
neutron coincidence counters
Active Well, 515
Bird Cage Counter, 503
Channel, 502
Dual-Range, 512
family tree, 495
55-gal dmm, 495
fuel-pin tray, 504-505
High Level, 497-502
Inventory Sample, 506-510
solution, 510-513
Universal Fast Breeder Reactor,
505-508
Uranium Collar, 520
neutron energy-velocity relation, 358
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neutron multiplicity, 339-341
neutron production rate
PU02 plus fluorine, 417-418
PuOZ plus moisture, 416-417
spent fuel, 537, 543-546
234U thin target, 420
uranium and plutonium, 410-415
neutron pulse train, 458-461
neutron reactions
(a, n) yield, 345
absorption, 359
delayed neutrons from fission, 343
energy leakage spectrum, 426-427
energy losses, 426
inelastic scattering, 24
mean free path, 367
notation, 359
prompt neutrons from fission, 340
reaction rate, 367
scattering, 359
spontaneous fission yield, 339
neutron cross section
1°B, 362, 387
cadmium, 363
common materials, 368-369
energy dependence, 361-362
fission, 364
3He and 6Li, 387
239pu, 362
364

%J,

neutron shielding, 374-376
neutron sources
(et, n), 349-353
AmBe and AmLi, 353
energy and dose, 352
spontaneous fission, 339

neutrontotals counters
box counter,443
252Cfhydrogenanalyzer,449
long counter,451
23*Pu heat source counter, 444
slab detector, 440
SNAP Assay Probe, 435

pair production, 31, 36-40
Passive Neutron Collar, 521-523
peak area determination
complex fit, tailing functions, 133
multiples, known shape, 131-132
peak fitting, 252
region of interest sums, 127-130
simple Gaussian fit, 130
peak position determination
first-moment method, .105
five-channel method, 105
graphical, 104
linearized Gaussian fit, 106, 110
parabolized Gaussian fit, 109-111
peak width determination
analytical interpolation, 117-118
graphical, 116-117
linearized Gaussian fit, 119
parabolized Gaussian fit, 120
second-moment me~od, 119
perimeter monitor
alarm threshold, 570
automatic vehicle monitor, 583-584
calibration, 579-580
contamination, 563-566,581
diagnostic tests, 578
electronics, 576-578
hand-held, 581-582
long-term monitoring, 573
moving-average method, 571-572
nut-material diversion, 563, 577
pedestrian, 563-565,582-585
performance, 584-585
portal, 563-564
sequential hypothesis test, 571-572
statistical alarm test, 580
stepwise method, 571-572
photoelectric effect, 31-39,51, 316
photomultiplier tube, 45-46
pileup rejection, 69, 78, 136, 139,
142-149
plutonium
grmima-ray spectrum, 15, 226-227
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neutron production, 410
producti~n reaction, 24, 536
specific power, 621
plutonium isotopic assay
high americium content, 652-653
Lawrence Livermore Lab, 263-264
LOS Ahunos, 256
mass ratio, 245

response function analysis, 254
Rockwell Hanford, 255
Tokai-Mura, Japan, 264-265
Poisson statistics, 136
pole-zero compensation, 76
preamplifier, 69-74
Pressurized Water Reactor
calorimeter bumup assay, 657-658
fuel parameters, 530-531
spent fuel neutron output, 543-545
prompt ~ and n spectrum and
multiplicity, 340-343
Pu gamma rays, isotopic assay
40-keV region, 225-230
100-keV region, 230-232
125-keV region, 233-234
148-keV region, 234-236
160-keV region, 235-238
208-keV region, 238-239
332-keV region, 238-241
375-keV region, 240-243
640-keV region, 242-245
Pu decay characteristics, 221-223
23*Pu heat source
neutron counter, 444
standards, 637
240Pu effective mass
neutron coincidence, 457
neutron totals, 411
241111-237u
equilibrium, 221-223
242Pu correlation, 248-249, 257
242Pu gamma rays, 223
pulse-shape discrimination, 398-403
Q-value, 4,344-348
radiation damage, Ge detector, 48

radiation dose, Appendix B
neutron sources, 352
shielding calculations, 375-376
radioactivity in soil, 565-566, 591
Random Driver, 517
rate-related loss corrections (-yray)
ADC deadtime, 134-139
data throughput, 135-140
electronic correction, 141-149
Poisson statistics, 136
pulse pileup, 134-139
pulser-based, 143-146
reference-source based, 146-149
reaction rate, neutron, 367
Receipts, Assay Monitor, 523-526
reduced chi-square, 105-113
reduced variance logic, 465-466
region of interest selection, 120-122
relative efficiency, 59, 155
curve, 60, 246-247, 257, 261
Rossi-alpha distribution, 461
SAM-II Assay Meter, 202-204
scintillation detectors, 45
1°B, Gd, and 6Li loaded, 401
gamma ray, 45-46
light output, 398-399,574
NaI(Tl), 55
plastic/liquid, 396-399, 573-579
ZnS(Ag), 401-402
segmented gamma scanner, 190-192
Shalev spectrometer, 404
shieldlng, gamma ray, 41
neutron, 374
shift register circuit, 466-470
AMPTEK electronics, 475
counting precision, 476-478
deadtime correction, 471-475
multiplication correction, 483-486
signal-to-noise ratio, 69, 74, 570
Si(Li) detectori 50
slab neutron detector, 440-442
SNAP-II Assay Probe, 435
holdup assay, 439-440,604
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plutonium metal assay, 437
, UF6 cylinder verification, 438
Solution Coincidence Counter, 510-512
specific power, 620-622, 256-257
spectrum stabilizer, 88-89
spontaneous fission, 337-341, 457
fragment mass distribution, 533
half lives, 338-339
isotopic dependence, 340
neutron spectrum, 341, 418-419
neutron multiplicity and yield, 339
neutron sources, 351
SUIn peakS, 235-237

thermal neutrons, 358-360
thermoluminescent dosimeter, 403
holdup assay, 605
spent fuel assay, 546
thorium, gamma-ray spectrum, 17
Universal Fast Breeder Reactor
counter, 505-508
uranium
atom and weight fraction, 195
compounds, infinite thickness, 199
gamma-ray spectrum, 12-14, 198
natural isotopic abundance, 195
neutron production rate, 412-414
uranium ore, spectrum, 23
234U origin, 195
234U, n assay, 203, 210, 438
uranium enrichment assay
enrichment meter equation, 201
gas-phase monitor (UF6), 207-210
in-line liquid UF6 assay, 203-204
infinite thickness, 197
relative efficiency curve, 206-207
SAM-II Assay Meter, 202-203
23SUbackground, 202
UF6 slab neutron detector, 440
wall correction, 211-213
variable deadtime circuit, 464
vehicle monitor, 583-585
waste, low-level
detectability limit, 446-447, 592
L~rJ.s. a~

55-gal drum assay, 447-448
measurement, 445, 496, 591
100 nCi/g activity limit, 591-592
x ray
fluorescence yield, 9, 315
generator, 320-323
line shape, 233, 254
nomenclature, 10, 314-315
production, 314
U and I%, energy and intensity, 316
x-ray fluorescence assay
attenuation correction, 324
beta-particle-induced, 330
excitation sources, 320-322
measurement geometry, 318
reprocessing plant solutions, 330
sensitivity, 329
Z (atomic number), 3
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